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Mathematics. — " Veber das Komitnntensystem ziveiei- nnd dreiei

ternnrer quadrntischer Formen" . B.y B. L. van dek Waehden.

(Communicated by Prof. L. E. J, Bkouwkr).

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923).

Eiii voiles Komitantensystem fiir zwei ternare qiiadratisolie Foraieii

("Kegelschnitte") ist aufgestellt worden von Gokdan, und tiiidet

sirli hei Ci.kbsch '). Ein solclies fur 3 Kegelschnitte ist niiabluuigig

voneinander von Ciambf.ri.ini '), von Baker") und voii Fischer nnd

MuMMKi.TER ') aufgestellt worden. Das CiAMBERi.iNi'sclie System bestelit,

wenn man die "identisclie" Komitante Uc liinzureciinet, ans 128

Formen, das BAKEK'sciie ans J48, das Fischer— Mummexter'scIib

aus 185 Foiinen. In der Tat siiid 20 von den BAKEH'sclien Fornien

mittels der CiAMBERi.iNi'schen Formen reduzibel (sielie §2), waUrend

SeeIjIG *) gezeigt liat, wie sicli die Fischer—MuMMELTER'schen Formen

auF die CiAMBEKUNi'sclien rednzieren. Schliesslich rülul ein voli-

standiges Typensystem fi'ir eine uid)e.si'lirankte Aiizalii Kegelsclinitte

(oder, was auf dasselbe liinauskommt, fur 5 Kegeisebnitte) her von

TuRNBUi.T, '), der daraus ein voUstandiges Formensyslem fur 4 Kegel-

schnitte ableitet, bestehend ans 784 Komitanleii.

Main Ziaeck ist, zu zeigen -.

in ^ 1, dass die 21 Formen von Gorda.n «reduzibel sind,

in § 2, dass vonden 1 28 CiAMBERLiNi'schen F'ormen 6 reduzibel sind,

in § 3, dass die übrigen 122 irreduzibel sind.

Die Methode der Irreduzibilitatsbeweise beriiht auf dem folgenden

evidenten Prinzip: Soil eine Rednktionsformel fiir eine Komitante

geiten, so muss sie audi dann noch geiten, wenn man die Ur-

formen spezialisiert, z.B. sie miteinander identitiziert, oder audi

statt der symbolischen Quadrate aj' wirkliche Quadrate ?v' einfiihrt.

Idi werde dementsprechend in den §^1 und 3 alle apriori mög-

liclien homogenen Reduklionsformeln fur die betreffenden Komi-

I) GLEBSCH-LiNnEMANN, Vorlesungen 1, Abt. Ill § VIII. p. 291 (Leipzig 1876)

5) Giornale di Batlaglini 24 (1886) p 141.

3) Trans. Gamb. Phil. Soc, Vol. 15, Part I (1894) p. 62.

*) Monatshefte fur Mathematik und Physik 8 (1897), p. 97.

') . , , , , 29 (1918), p. 225.

6) Proc. London Math. Soc. i2) 9 (1910) p. 81.



tauten (mit iinhestimmteii Koëffizieiiteii) anfstellen und sodami, diircli

verscliiedene Spezialisieiiingeii iind iiaclitblgende geomelri^clie Be-

trat'litnngen, deren Uninöglichkeit zeigen.

Die ersten Ansatze zii Irrednzibilitatsbeweisen finden sicli bei

TuRNBüLi, ') er zeigt auf Grnnd der Identifiziernng, dass gewisse

Koiïiitanten für 4 Kegelschnitte irreduzibel sind, voraiisgesetzt dass

gewisse Koniitanlen für 3 Kegelschnitte es sind. Turnbuij, fügt liinzu,

er selie noch nicht ein, wie man sonst noch Irreduzibilitatsbeweise

gel)en könnte.

Die Bezeichimngen schliessen sich an Ci.rbsch nnd Ciambkrlini

an, obzwar spater bessere Methoden eingeführt worden sind. Die

llrformen lieissen

/; = a/ = 6^' = . . . .

ƒ,= «'i' = b'x' = . . . .

/. = ay = 6V= ....

Die Kontravarianten der einzelnen ürformen werden bezeiciinet als

F^^ = {ah m)' = Wa" = "^' = . . . .

F,, = u.s.w.

Von Baker übernehrae ich noch die folgenden Abkürzungen :

u = icy bedeutet m, = *•, v, — ^t .v,. u.s.w.

{vut . xy) = (vw X y) = (i' iv .vt/) = v^ w^— Vy Wx-

r

.4=0 bedentet: A ist reduzibel zn einfacheren Formen (d. h

Formen deren Gesamtgrad in allen Koeffizienten uiid Variabeln

niedriger ist).

r

A =z B bedentet: A = B-\- rednzibele Glieder (bei Baker =).

= oder ^ bedeutet: idenlisch gleicli für alle Werte der ii, x,

<iik, a'ik, a'ik-

Icli werde die folgenden Redaktions-ldentitaten verwenden'):
r

(a) a^ Oy Va = i Oa' . Vy = o

r

(b) {ahv) a,! b,^ \ Va. («V?) = è "=< («.V^)

r

dual : (c) {a^y) v^ w^ =z\a./ . b,/ (bvw) = O

(d) a-, b-t a,f b; ^= a.,' . b,, 6.-

—

i(«y>y) («yz) = — k («V.V) («'/'s)

7*

dual : (e) g^c g,i v^ w,i= a-x^ . t^w^— fn^' . (bgv) (bgto)= O

') Proc. London Math. Soc. (2) 9 (1910), p. 120.

') Glebsch—LiNDEMANN, 1, III, § Vlll. Am übersichtllchsten findet man die

Identitaten. sowie die Ableitung des Formensystems zweier Kegelschnitte, bei

Ghace and Yodng, Algebra of Invariants, § 228.

1*



r

dual: (g) paqur,iSiizzzq./pp\s.i f | aa'.((ijt»7)(t(rs) = (7^/),3?V.s^

WO </i,
//, IJ, z. V, 10, p, q, r, s beliebige Sjmbole sind.

Dazii kommen die fnndameiifalen Identitaten des teriuireii Gebietes.

Bemerkimg. Man karm von einer jeden Identilat. zn der dnalistisoli

entspreclieiiden übergehen, iiidem man jedes <? diiicli <f, jedes ^f' diucli

((', ussv., jedes x diirch u, iind iimgekehrt, eisetzt, iiiid sodaim, wo
nötig, durcli Hinzufügung von Faktoren f a^', f a'a', iisw., die eriialtene

Formel liomogen macht. Denn weiin man a dnrch rt ersetzt, so miisste

man eigenllicli n ersetzen durcli a, definiert durc.li c/ = (« /?.r)' ; es

ist aber (« /i.;;)' = f ««' . a,'.

§ 1. [rreduzihUitat des Si/stems far zwei Kegelschnitte.

Icli werde das GoRDANSche System hinsclireiben, dabei aber von

je zwei Formen, die dmrli Vei'tauseliung der beiden Kegeisclinitle

in einander iibergelien, nnr eine belialten. In Klammern füge icii

liinzn die 4 Grade der Komitanlen in oik, n'n.; ii,.i:. Eine daneben-

steliende Zahl bezeicimet die Anzahl der analogen Formen. Dnabstiscb

gegenübersteliende Formen sind mit den entsprecbenden Griecliischen

und Lateinisciien Buciistaben benannt, oder anch dnrch obere Qner-

striche unterscbieden.

u^ (00.11) 1 A\, = (aa'n)a,.ür, (11-1:^) 1

ƒ, z=a^ (10.02) 2 Ci,2—{aau)a'^a,u^ (31.21) 2

F,, =11:,' (20.20) 2 N,,={«(t' .v)h.,,u^' (22.21) 1

F,, =z (a a uy (11.20) 1 r^o=z(aa' .v)ac,'U.^a,, (32.12) 2

A, ,, = ,:./ (30.00) 2 7),, = (na' u)a'/ «':.«=< "a' (33.30) 1

^,„=raV (21.00) 2 A., = (<((('.c)a,/«'«a,. rt', (33.03) 1

£i.j =a'. f4 «,(21.11) 2

«P,, =(««'«)' (22.02) 1

Die apriori mögiiclien homogenen Reduktionsformeln sind :

(1) F,, =0 (7) iV„ =0
(2) F,, =0 (8)

(3) An = (9)

(4) A,„ = (10)

(5) 5i,2 =;. .^,„..i, (11)

(6) «P,, =A^,„/; + fi^,„/, (12)

Jetzt gehe ieh daran, die Unmöglichkeit jeder dieser Foi'mein zn

beweisen :

Cl,2 =



(1) Aus der Geometrie des Kegelschnittes weiss man, dass (1)

(3) und (3) nicht gelten.

(2) (1) und (3) sind aber Spezialisierungeii von (2) en (4). Dalier

(4) können aiich diese nicht gelten.

(5) öi^2 = O stellt, bei variabelen! .«, die Gleichnng der Polare ° des

Pols' von u dar (Pol ° bedeutet : Pol bezüglich /',, Pol'

bedeutet: Pol bezüglich /',). B12 ist somit nicht identisch Null.

Audi fallt diese Polaie nicht fürjedes « mit « selbst zusammen,

es sei denn, dass die beiden Polarsysteraen identisch seien
;

012 entliaU also nicht allgemein den Faktor ii^: (5) gilt nicht.

(6) In (6) spezialisiere man «/= fy'. Jede Form, welche ein

Symbol e. enthalt, verschwindet dann. Das eigibt <P,,^0,

A,,, = O, A^,, ^ 0,r\^0, und dalier ii= 0. Ebenso beweist

man ^=0. Aus (6) wird <I»,, = 0. Die ilazn duale Forniel (2)

gilt aber nicht, daher kann auch (6) nicht gelten.

(7) Die beiden Polaren des Punktes x seien :

V ^ a . Oj- : ir zin a . a^

Sie sind im Allgemeinen weder unbestiramt, noch miteinander

identisch. Daher ist X= [v iv u)~l=0, oder (7) gilt nicht.

(9) Die dualistische Betrachtung gilt für (9).

(8) Die Polare ' des Pols ° von u sei

v=. a! , a a «a

Weiter sei uv^=.y. Da v incht rait u znsamraenfallt (siehe

niiter (5)), .so ist v nicht nnl)estimmt. Xuu ist C'1.2 ^== a^ a,, =/= O,

oder (8) gilt nicht. Die dualistische Betrachtung ergibt, dass

in (10) ?. ^ O sein muss.

(10 In (10) setze man aV =z >•/. Jede Form, welche ein Symbol

tl' enthalt, verschwindet dann, und es wird /\,2 = O, ^V;, 7^ O,

J,,, ?^ O, und daher X = 0, in Widerspruch mit dem Vorher-

gehendeu.

(11) Dj, stellt das Produkt der linken Seiten der Gleichungen

der drei Seiten des den beiden Kegelsclinitten gemeinsamen

Polardreiecks dar, und kann somit nicht identisch verschwinden

(12) Der dualistische Beweis gilt für Aj,.

§ 2. Reduktion der Foimen M^, und Ti voii Ciaaiberlixi.

Es sei

M'2,3 ^^ {(I o" .!) dx' «a" "«' «z ; -'-^'3,2 = (« K X) Ux" a%' «2 "a' •

CiAMBERLiNi hat bewie.seu ';

') Giornale di Baltaglini, 24, p. 15U, a.



M'z,3- M's,2 = . (1)

üm M'z,3 z» reduzieren, muUipliziere iiiaii die Ideiititat

{(t a" .v) aa' = (('' Cl" -v) a-J, -f (« «' «) <'.<" -•- (««" «') «r

mit n^tixti^. Das erste Glied rechts is reduzibol nach (n), vveil es

den Faktor da eiithalt; das zweite Glied eiithalt den wirkliclien

Faktor a^-\

Also:

31 '2,3 = (<f ((" a') Ctj ila" Ua< «K

Ebenso
r

M'3 2 = (« «' «'
) 'Ij "^.' "a" "st

Man ninltipliziere weiter die Identitat

(2)

(3)

Ma' Ux

{(( it' x) (a a" u)

in it {a" (I u) />\ h" ^-
. Die rechte Seite spaltet sicli in zwei wirkliche

Faktoren {a"auY mul [na' x)b"^h"^^ , ist also =0. Bei der Enlwick-

Inng der Determinante auf der linken Seite kann man die Glieder

die den wirklichen Faktor u^ enthalten, vernaohlaysigen ; ebenso

nach {a) die Glieder mit Uc,. Es bleibt

r

— (cï'a u)b"xb"a' «"« «x «a+ (a"a u)b"y. li'-y a'-^cij-, nj -f (a'a u)b"J)",y a.y a",r 'tz=0 (4)

Das erste Glied wird nmgeformt mittels {d):

— (a'an) b"a. b" x' a" ,y aj;Uy, = ^ («'Vt' . a u) (jt'tï ci) a f Ua.

=z ^ a.j," Ma' («" «' «) «r »(z — 2 O-y Wx" («" "' «) «j; '««

Das zweite Glied von (4) gibt ebenso

(«" <( m) b",j_ t'a'fl'x «j: '<a'= — |
(«"« . a (/) (^('V( ft') a,»;,'

= o "x" Ma (ft" ft ft') a^ Mj,' 4- 2 "k "k" («" " «')% "«

oder, da das zuletzt angeschriebene Glied den Reduzenleii a„ entlialt,

r

= — \ au," Uu (tl" ft ft') ttj ii-y -\- 0.

Das dritte Glied von (4) wird reduziert mittels (/)

:

(a" a u) b"xö".ya-y.'a"x Hv. = (è"a m) a"a //'«' «ai a"^ Uy -} ^ (<f"ft . a u) («"«'.1;) a^'Ua

r::r (è"o u) b"u' a^' . a\ a"x M^ + i fla ' («"«'«) a^' . «a' —
r

^ Oa Ua'' (ft" <t' .!•) «a' My. = O f O -|- O

Damit wird die Gleichung (4) zii -.



2 "a" Ma' («"«'<() Uc U^ — ^ «k' "a" («"«'«) «3- !«« — ^ Oy," Ma ('("" «') tlf My' =r

Oder, da das erste iind dritte Glied einaiider gleich sind,

r

{(( tt" n') ttx fltt" 'V "x + 5 ('( ft' '<") "r <'«' "x" «a= . . . (5)

Alls (2), (3), (5) folgt:

M'2A + è ^3,2 = (6)

Endlicli folgt ans (1) und (6):

^'2,3 -^ ; i^'3.2 = (7)

mid soinit: die dcei CtAMBKHLiNi'sclien Fornieii

M23 = M'2? + M's.i ; iWsi = A^'v + Af'i 3 ; ^,, = ^^'1.2 + ^'2,1

siiid rediizibel.

Der andere rediizibele Typus des CiAMBERMm'schen Systems ist:

1\ zn (t( ((((") (a a"x) (/J a'x) u^ .

Nacli [e) ist in einer Komitante jede.s a mit jedem (3 vertausclibar,

dalier

:

{aii!' u) a> a", //,, b",, b\ 6", = (a' a" u) a'a a\ . b\i h"^ h\ b",, =
Aiif der linken Seite wenden wir (d) an ant' die Faktoren a'^b'-i

T

(«' (:? . a' u) {a ^ x) «"« 6"x b"x ^

a\' u,9 («' (i «) a"c. 6"^ 6"i: — a",, u,' («' (i x) a''^ 6"^ è":, = 0.

Im zweiten Gliede dieses Ausdrnckes ergibt abermalige Vertaus-

scliiiiig eines n mit eiiiem (i einen wirkiiclien Faktor a"a'. Foiglicli

ist das zweite Glied zu vernachlassigen. Aiif das erste Glied wenden

wir wiederiiin ((/) an, jetzt auf die Faktoren n"ab"u und tinden

(«" ft a') {a" (I x) u^ {a' /i x) L
Oder

Ebenso

r, 4 ; T, = 0.

§ 3. irreduzibiliUit des Systems fur drei Kegelschnitte.

• MK Weglassnng der Formen die nur von zwei der drei Kegel-

sclinille abliangen, mid der rednzibelen Formen M und T, bestelit

das CiAMSKKLiNi'sciie volle System fiir drei Kegelselinitte aus den

folgenden Formen .



L = (a a' ay
F, ^ (a a a") (a a" u) ax

t n I n
o,, =ax a X ax a X

2',, = fla' «c."Wa' Ma"

A ={a(tay
V, = {a u' a") (u' a" ..•) u^

P23 = a,y' ttct' a"x' a'x "a"

H ^= (a' a" u) (a" a ii) {a a' u)

1 ^ (a a a ) ttx a X (i X

0, ^ {a' a" u) a'a «"a

Eofi = {a' a" u) a'rx «« ax

1\ = (a a' a") (a a' n) {b a' 11) h^

Xj = (a a a'') ax a' a. «"a

ii, = («' ft" .r) Oc' öcï"

— jl/23 = a'a «"a ai [a «" k) a'r

£2,3 = («' «" ^O «5C" «I "a'

T = (f( «' «") i/a Z<x' !<a"

£^2,3 = {a a" u) cic<' a"a ii-x ;/-<"

^ = (a u" x) («" H .7;) (« ((' ..:)

Y-ifi = (<i' '«" .r) a".x' au"a"x ax

G, r:= (a'a"!f) a'," a^i' a»' «"a'

Ö; =(«'«",r)«"=^'«"<^ «'««'-••

Die Methode der Irreduzibilitatsbeweise ist dieselhe wie in ^ 1.

Die Formen L, V, Si, X, G, U, V sind irrediizibel, deiin waren sie

reduzibel, so waren auch A,,,, B, J^, C, D, D,A (s. ^ 1), die aus

(a a' u) a"X \

(111.00)



den erstgenaniiteii dtircli Identifizieruiig voii 2 der 3 Kegelscliiiitte

entstelien, rediizibel.

Für die beiden Formen E-^^s nnd £'3,2 (indet man diircli Specia-

lisiernng :

[£'2,3]i=2= ^2,3 = irreduzibel
; [£'2_3]i=3^ rednzibel;

[-Ê'3,2]i=2= rednzibel
; [^3_2]i=3^ 63,2 = irreduzibel;

Darans folgt : Es kanii weder E-2:i, noch £'3,2, nocli ancli eine

liiieare Kombination der beiden, rednzibel sein, demi sonst ware

anch eine der Formen 6' rednzibel.

Die dualistische Betrachtnng gilt t'ür E^^-i nnd Ë^o.

Für die nbrigen Formen werde ich alle apriori möglichen homo-

genen Reduktionstbrmeln aufstellen. Dabei ist folgendes zn beachten.

Wenn eine Komitante K^, symmetrisch ist bezüglich der Formen

/, nnd /',, sü kann man in einer Rednktionsformel für diese Komitante

rechts die Indizes 2 nnd 3 überall vertauschen, ohne dass die Formel

ihre Geltnng verliert. Bildet man dann die lialbe vSnmme der beiden

Ansdrücke, so tallen alle alternieienden Glieder heraus, die s^'m-

metrischen bleiben stehen, und die anderen Glieder bilden Griippen

von je zwei ahnlichen mit gleichen Koeffizienten. 1st hingegen A',,

alternierend bez. 2 und 3, so kehren sich die Verhaitnisse gerade

nm : man bildet die halbe Ditferenz, die s^ymmetrischen Glieder

heben sich weg, die aiternierenden bleiben, usw. Diese beiden Falie

werden mit 5 (symmetrisch) und a (alternierend) bezeichnet. In den

jetzt folgenden Formeln sind diese beiden Operationen bereils aus-

geführt ; beispielsweise sind in der ersten Formel die letzten beiden

Glieder mit gleichen Koefïicienten versehen.

(!)•' ^,. = '/, ^ + f' {/, ^-in, + ƒ, ^4,„)

(2). 2,,= A (F,. .4,„ f F,, A,,,) f- ,, (F„ A,,, + F„ ^,„)

(3)« y^ = A i' + fl {A,,, ^,„ + A,,, ^,„ ^ ^„, ^,„)

(4)« F, =AL'M3;+ft(4,i,^,3.+-4„8^8„)w.T+r^,„^,3,!(x+ï>/i"a+<ï/v^, ')

(5) A,3= XLA^„U:,-\-ixA,„A„,tir J r.4,„.4,„«,.+ y J„,F, + (j.l,„F,

(6) H —O
(7) / -.0

(8) O, = O

(9)« i\ = ;. (£2.3 + J53,2) + 11 o, u,

(\\)a r = A (O, A\, + O, F„ + O, F„) + ft /. //

(12)a H = ^ (/; <i, + A -^, + A i^,) 1^ f' L 11

1) Das Glied tL{V^-\-V;0, das noch möglich ware, ist gleicli ri!<., — rLFi, und

somit in anderen Gliedern der Gleichung aufzunemen.
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(13)a 3^=XL0,+ii(A,„0, + A,„ O,)

{U)a G,=XLS2,^ Il {ii, .4„, + Si, A„,) + V M,„ X, + .4,,, X,).

(6), (7). (6) und (7) geiten nicht, deun H nnd / stellen Jacobiana

und Caylkyana des Bundels ^,/'i + .i,,/, + ^a/'a dar').

(1). In (1) setze man dx' = v^^ (knrz : a = ?;). Es versch winden

dann alle Ausdriicke die ein Symbol « enthalten. Dalier ,S',, = O,

^,,,= 0, .1,,, =Ü. Welter ist d&im /\=/=0, L=/=0. Danius tbigt ;.= 0.

Zweiteiis walile man x in einem der 4 Sclinittpunkte von /', und ƒ,.

(1) wird dann .S'„ = 0. Geometrisch würde das bedenten, dass die

Tangenten in ,r zn /", and /, konjngiert sind bezüglich /",, was

nicht immer der Fall ist, weil /', ganz beliebig.

(2). In (2) seize man ^»' = r. Dann wird ^,, = 0, F^^ = 0,

^,„=rO, A„, = Q, F„=/=0, A,„=/=(). Das ergibt ;i=0. Welter

verlanft der Beweis dnalistiscli entsprehend zu (1).

(3). In (3) setze man a'^v, (i'= w. Das ergibt in derselbeii

Weise wie bei den früheren Beweisen A^O. Setzt man nnr a'=zv,

so findet man k = 0. (3) wird damit /=.(). Dualistisch müsste

dann auoh /> = O sein, was falsch isl.

(4). In (41 setze man ziierst a' = r, a' = »>, a" =z s. Daini (indet

man
O = >. [v ir sy Hl ~\- o (y ((' *)' {« s n) Vx •

Da aber die Linien n und ;; nnabhangig sind, miissen die Koefli-

zienten von u^ und ih einzein verschwinden, somil /. = O, o^O.
Oder: F, enthalt den Faktor «.,. Darans Ibigt aber dualistisch,

dass audi F, den Faktor tix enthalten müsste, was nicht der

Fall ist.

(5). In (5) setze man a' = v. A^, -•,,, nnd ^5,, verschwinden

dann. Nach Division dnrcli A„, erhalt man':

O = ^. (a a" v)' iCx + y (e i' a") {v a" u) %. 4 <ï (« t' "') ("" " ") i'i .

Setzt man hier a = x, a'^iu, so tindet man eine lineai'e Abhan-

gigkeit der drei Linien n.s.w. welche aber ganz beliebig sind. Das

ist nnr dann möglich, wenn alle Koefïizienten Null sind, also wenn
A =: ü, (' = 0, (j := 0. Daraus folgt dass /- den Faktor Ux enthalt.

Setzt man in P aber ^ï = w, so zerfallt /-* in zwei nichtverschwin-

deiide P'aktoren, der eine linear in n, der andere in x. Diese beiden

Tatsachen sind unvereinbar.

(8). Die zu (8) duale Formel <2 = O gill niclil, dalier kann (8)

auch nicht gelten.

1) Siehe Clebsch-Lindbmann, a.a.O., oder besser Baker, a a.O., \vo inan die

geometrischen Unteisuchungen vou Glebsch, Rosanes, usw. über die Figurdreier

Kegelschnitte zusammengestellt findet.
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(9). In (9) setze man n^v. Die reclite Seite verscliwindet, nnd

man erlialt

(v a' a) {a' u v) (a u v) . Vj. ^
Oder

(v a' a") {a" u r) (a u v) =
und soniit, ; die beiden Polaien des Pinikles uv beziigiicli /, und ƒ,

schneiden sicii auf v. Das ist aber oftenbar iiiclit immer der Fail,

da diese beiden Poiaren nacli Walil der Linien u nnd v noch

beiiebig gewaliit werden können.

(10) In (10) setze man a' = v, a" = iv, und erlialt

«a Wst .
j ttx (a IV u) .Vx -j- ttr (a II ii) . ti'x \

=
rr: A

}
t'^' . (a U' u) üj- . u'x -\- ?('-,.' . (o V u) a, . r,, |.

Da diese Gleichung fur jedes ?t geiten muss, so mussen die Koeffi-

zienten van [avu) ax und (awu) a^ jeder tur sich Null sein. F^olglicli

ware

was, wegen der ünabliangigkeit der Linien ri nnd v nnraöglicli ist.

(11) In (11) setze man a =: v, a' = w, a" =^ s, nnd erlialt /i = 0.

Setzt man uur a = v, n' = to, so findet man ;. ^ 0. (11) wird

damit T=0; die dualistische Formel (7) gilt aber nicht, daher kann

auch (11) nicht gelten.

(12) In (12) setze man a = v, a':=-iv, n" = s, und erhallf«^0.

Setzt man nur a =^ v, so findet man ^ = 0. (12) wird damit i/ = 0.

Die duale Formel gilt aber nicht, daher kann ancli (12) nicht gelten-

(13). In (13) setze man n' ^ v, d'^iv, und tindet / =rr 0. Setzt

man nur a' ^v, so findet man ;* ^ 0. (13) wird damit S=0. Die

dualistische Formel gilt aber nicht, daher kann auch (13) nicht gelten.

(14). In (14) setze man n=:v, und findet

A (i'o'a")*. («'«"«) IV' «'»:' + i"!i'a'(va'o'')a"o.' üj.- a'x + v.j/ {vda')a\:-Va^i' a"x\^= 0.

Jetzt wahle man für v eine der gemeinsamen Tangenten von /',

und ƒ,. Dann ist v^r = 0, v^ = 0, [v a' a"y es/e O (denn {va' a"y

ist nur dann Null, wenn v die beiden Kegelschnitte in harmonischen

Punktpaaren schneidet), {n' a"x)VoL'V,jr=l=Q (denn diese Form ist nur

dann identisch Null in x, wenn die Verbindingslinie der beiden Pole,

oder Berührungspunkte von v, unbestimmt wird). Also P.^0. Nimmt

man sodann für v eine beliebige Tangente von /,, die nicht zu-

gleicherzeit Tangente von /, ist, so wiid i'a' = O, ï;^,.»' ;r^ O, wahrend

man geometrisch leicht einsieht, dass {v a' a") a" r^- v^, a'x^l=0. Also

r = 0. Jetzt ist die Formel (14) homogen in « und a\ sie kann

daher dualisiert werden ohne das.s Faktoren 4 a^' hinzutreten. Ans

der Irreduzibilitat von G folgt dann ihre L'nmöglichkeit.



Astronomy. — "On the magnitude equation of Osthoi''1'''s estimates

of star-coulouvs" . By E.inah Hkhtzsprung.

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923).

In Annalen van de Sterrewaclit te Leiden Vol. XIV, Part \, p.

14; 1922 I have noticed an iine.xplained magnitude e(|uation for

the derived c,/T values of stars of the spectral classes AO, A2, A3
and A5. Now the c.,/T values n.sed I.e. depend for about 58 percent

of the total weight on diiect colourestimates. A redetermination

of the magnitude e(piation of those estimates is theiefore very desir-

able. The opportunily for tins is given by the new catalogue of

OsTHOFi' (Specola Astrononiica Vaticana Vol. VIII; 1916) extending

liis estimates with the 4 inch refractor one magnitude farther viz.

to about 6'". A. card catalogue was made containing the hour of

R. A., the degrees of declination, the spectrum of the new Draper

Catalogue H.D. (taken from the Index Catalogue, Spec. Astr. Vat.

IX; 1917), the magnitude to one tenth and the estimated colour.

The cards were divided into groups according to spectrum. After

some trial tiie subdivisions of spectral class were combined in the

way as shown in Table 1. For each of the 6 combined groups

corresponding values of mean magnitude and mean estimated colour

are given. On the accompanying diagram the figures of Table 1

are represented graphically.

The most striking fact is, that the estimated colour does not, as

hitherto adopted '), increase continuonsl)- with decreasing apparent

brightness but shows a maximum in the neighbourhood of 4'" or

5™. Especially for the white stars the decrease in estiituited colour

between 5'" and 6'" is very marked. This is nothing more, than

should be expected from the known peculiarities in colourconcep-

tion by the human eye. If the spectrum of the sun is made to in-

crease in intensity starting just below the limit of visibility, the

blue and green portion will appear first, but without showing any

colour, until by still greater intensity the colours green and blue are

*) A. Panaekoek, Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam,

Proceedings of the Meeting of Saturday October 27, 1906, and E. Hertzsprung,

Zeitschr. fur wiss. Photographie Bd. 5, 100; 1907.
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seen. On the other hand the red end of the speetrnni will appear

red. as soon as it is perceived. By very great intensities tlie colonrs

will again loose in saturation '). The magnitude equation found for

Osthoff's colours is in accordance with these facts.
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The results obtained are able to clear up tlie cliscrepaiicies cited

above from Leiden Ann. XIV. At the same time they form an in-

structive example of the un«afetj of extrapolation, as just at about

5'", which was the limit of brightness of the stars concerned in

roeiden Ann. XIV, tiie magnitude equation of the estimated colour

changes its character.

The above considerations rest on the assumption, that stars of

the same spectrum do not show any systematic change of effective

temperature wilii apparent magnitude. As long as we have no other

reliable colourequivalents of these stars, this seems to be the most

plausible supposition, which can be used.



Anatomy. — "0?i the development of the shoulder-ffir'dle and

eptsternnin in Reptiles". By Chh. van Gbi-dkrkn. (Coinninni-

cated bj Prof. L. Boi.k).

(Communicated at the meeting of December 30, 1922).

In comparaiive anatomy we distinguisli in tlie priinaiy shonlder-

girdle of most Sauria the scapula and siipiascapnla, ooi'acoid, epi-

coracoid and |)iocnracoid. Frocoiacoid and ooracoid are usually

liomologised with the similarly-named portions of the shoulder-

girdle of the Urodela and Annra. This was long ago contested by

GöTTE 'j. According to him there is nothing in the ontogenesis to

justify such an independence being attributed to the so-called pro-

coracoid of the Saiiria, for he holds that all ihe parts of the ven-

tral portion of the primary shoulder-girdle (in Cnemidophorus)

develop from one massive formation. The procoracoid of the Sauria,

therefore, he says, will not originate as a free cranio-ventral process

of the coracoid, to unite with it ventro-medially into a ring, as

GoTTE found it in Anura, and as in comperative anatomy it is

frequently termed with respect to the Sauria. Although such a

development was observed at a later date by Wikdehsheim '), BroOiM ")

and BociOLJUBSKi ') in a few other Sauria also, no hand-or text-books

(with the exception of that by Wiedersheim) make any reference to

this. It is this which has led to the present article, treating of the

development of the primary as well as the secondary shoidder-

girdle (including episternum).

In intimate connection with the question as to the ontogenesis of the

episternum is another, namely, tliat of the development of the clavicula.

And attention will also be devoted to this in the following lines.

The episternum, for the first data of the development of which

we have to thank Rathke '), was seen by the latter to originate

>) A. GöTTE, Archiv. f. mikrosk. Anat. Bd. XIV, 1877.

-) R. Wiedersheim, Das Gliedmaszenskelett der Wirbelthiere. Jena, 1892.

t) R. Broom, Trans. South. Afric. Philos. See. Vol. XVi, Pt. 4, 1906.

*) S. BoGOUUBSKi, Zeitschr. f. Wissensch. Zool. Bd. 110, 19U.

') H. Rathke, Ueber den Bau und die Entwickl. des Bruslbeines der Saurier.

Königsberg 1853.
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unpaired between the medial ends of the claviculae. Götte holds

tiie opinion that, also on account of its paired formation, the epis-

ternnm develops from a part of the clavicular formation which is

bent caudallj- Moreover, in his opinion, the clavicle originates as a

blastemic process of the primary shoulder-girdle. Gegenbacer '), on

the contrary holds (hat the connection of the clavicle and shoulder-

girdle is a secondary one. Hoffman ) observed the paired development

of the epislernuin in the crocodile, and also on the basis of Götte's

researches, he speaks of a clavicular sternum. Wiedersheim was not

able to fintl any real genetic connection of the episternum with

the clavicula either in Lacerta or in Crocodilus, although lie suc-

ceeded in recognizing the clavicula, the embryonal existence of

which Götte had already surmised in a rudimentary form. As

regards the relation between the clavicula and the .scapulo-coi'acoi-

denm, Wiedersheim shares Gütte's opinion. Schauinsi.and ') did not

ünd in Sphenodon any primary connection of episternum and clavi-

cula in stadia where the medial portion of the latter contained no

bone as yet. Besides a primary connection of clavicula and scapulo-

coracoideum Bogoi.jubski mentions a paired formation of the epister-

num, in which the ossification takes place fiom paired centra. Of

the genetic relations of clavicula and episternum he gives no details.

None of the researchers ever found any cartilage in episternum

and clavicula. Götte and Wiedersheim, however, describe a form of

ossification which is strongly suggestive of the formation of perichon-

dral bone round about a nucleus of cartilage. The bony clavicle,

(hey say, first canaliculate and afterwards cylindrical, enclosing a soft

medullar cord, just like a cartilaginous process. Schauinsland and

BoGOLJUBSKi specially mention to have found no trace of such a

peculiar ossification process. According to these writers the medullar

cavity is produced by osteoklastic action.

1 had for my investigations seventeen embryos of the common
lizard, lacerta agilis, all of which 1 prepared in cross-sections.

(Section thickness 10 f*).
Further, the collection belonging to the

Anatomic Laboratory contained a dozen series of Gongylus ocellatus

and two of Ptychozoon homalocephaluni. The direction in which

sections were made in the tliorax-region depended intimately upon

the age of the embryos, namely, they were all made frontal on the

jaw. This, with the slight curve in the region of the neck in the older

1) C. Gesenbaur, Untersucli. z. Vergleich. Anat. der Wirbelthiere. 2 Teil.

Schultergürtel. Leipzig 1865.

•) G. K. Hoffmann, Niederi. Arcliiv. f. Zoölogie, Bd. V, 1879.

5) H. Schauinsland, Archiv. f. Mikrosk. Anat. u. Entw.gesch. Bd. LVI, 1900.
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embryos, was |iractically identical with frontal on tiie thorax. Ac-

cording as ilie neck-curve was more pronounced in tlie younger

embryos, tlie sections were made more transverse on the thorax.

In the account of my observations 1 sliall commence with Laeerta,

as my material of this was the most complete.

Fig. Irt shows the shoulder-girdle of Lacerta agilis spread out in

one flat plane, whereby the sternum and episternum have been left

in position in order to show the relative positions. Fig. lb shows

only the primary shoulder-girdle.

C la vi^ c vilcc

Fig. 1. Sternum and clavicula shoulder- girdle of Lacerta agilis.

Tlie primary shoulder-girdle, i. e. the cartilaginous preformation,

consists of a dorsal portion: the scapula and the non-ossifying large

supra-scapula, and a ventral portion, viz. the coracoid. in which we
usually distinguish three parts: coracoideum, s. str., procoracoid and

epicoracoid. They surround an oval opening, the fenestra coracoidea

principalis (Fürbringer) ';. Besides this cranial to the fossa glenoidalis

humeralis, there is generally another fine canal, through which the

n. muse. so|)racoracoidei runs. This canal will henceforth never be

counted among the coracoidal fenestrae (many I'eptiles possess more

than one fenestra'.). The cranial border of the primar}- shoulder-girdle

exhibits a deep incisura scapulo-procoracoidea which is bridged by a

strand of connective tissue, lig. scapulo-procoracoideum. Tiie coia-

1) M. FüRBRiNGER, Jenaïschs Zeitschr. Bd. 34, 1900.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXVI.
2
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coideiiin is received (liurlludtirally in tlie sulcus ariicularis coraooi-

dalis stenii. The clavicula is connected syiidesinolically witli the

snprascapnla. Between the media! e.xtieuiities of Ihe clavicidae the

cranral point of the dagger-like episternnin interposes. The latter lies

mainly cranial to the sternum ; a small part, however, lies ventral to

the steinnm and is quite separated from it hy connective tissue.

The youngest embryo that I was enabled to examine, Lac.erta

ag. D. (N. T.) ') about 22), possessed no shoulder-girdle yet. Only in

the inarticulated epiphysal limbbud was a central blastema. Besides

the primary shoulder-girdle, also the clavicle was lacking.

In the embryo Lacerta ag. S. (N. T. about 24) the central blastema

of the superior limb has extended proximally as a blastemalie form-

ation of the shoulder-gii'dle as yet very difiiculi to define. There

is no trace yet of the clavicula.

The embryos Lacerta ag. E. and F. (N. T., about 26) contain a

well defined shonlder-girdle which still consists entirely of dense

mesenchyme.

Any clavicular formation is still lacking. In the humeral formation

there is already praechondrium. Tiie line of demarcation of the cora-

eoid with respect to the growing sternal formation is much more

obscure than it was in embryo S. Specially noteworthy is the fact

that the formation of the shoulder-girdle, apart from the nerve-canal,

one solid whole.

Embryo Lacerta ag. 1. (N.T. about 28) is clearly in a more advanced

stage of development. Cartilage is found in the humerus, which

passes over proximally into praechondrium of which also a part of

the primary shonlder-girdle consists. The latter still forms one conti-

nuous whole with the humerus. In this embryo Ihe boundaiT of coracoid

and sternal formations has almost disappeaied, a transition stadium

which will speedily be followed by the formation of the definite

articular cavity. In the process of (he primary girdle the [traechon-

drium occupies the caudal region ; Ihe rest is still compact mesen-

chymalous, but quite homogeneous.

From the cranial border of the scapulo-coracoideum, dorsal from

the humerus-formation a blastemalie spur proceeds. There is also a

very small fragment of bone tissue to be seen, quite dorsally close

the point of attachment to the primary shoulder-giidle.

Lacerta ag. K. (N.T. about 29). The line of demarcation between

coracoid and sternum is indicated (now permanently) by a loose

mesenchymatous layer. There is an increase of praechondrium in

') K. Peter, Normenlafel Lacerta agilis.
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the scapnlo-eoracoidenm. Tliat portion, however, which is siill

blastematic, has lost its hoiuogeiieiiy. Compare the schemata of

fig. 5.) A more compact cranial border can be plainly distinguished;

the ventro-medial border is also more compact than the rest of tiie

blastema. Further, a likewise denser strip of blastema connects the

cranial border with the praechondral caudal portion. In these

com[)acier regions there is no praechondrinm however. The blaste-

matic spur proceeding from the cranial scapular border has become

slighth' longer, as also tlie fragment of bone Iviiig in it. It is

from this process that the clavicle develops; we shalT therefore

henceforth term it the clavicular process. The connection of the

scapnlo-coracoid and the clavicular process will be evident from the

two consecutive sections illustrated in fig. 2. The left section lies

cranial to the right one. In the former the ventral outgrowth of the

clavicular process can be seen; in the latter the connection with

the scapnio-coracoideum.

Cora-coLdi-

ovccuVb

Med s|3<-nalu»

Fig. 2. Lacerta agilis K. Cross-section.

The dark spot ar the place where the clax icular-jirocess goes out

2*
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froiTi tlie scapula shows the IhicUeniiiii of tlie cells against the hone

fragment present in the following (not drawn) section.

Embryo lacerta ag. G. (N. T. about 29) is distinguished from the

former one by a piece of bone which has grown larger in a ventio-

medial direction in the blastematic process of the clavicula, whi(di

has gi'own out in the same direction. The blasteuuitic cUuicular

process of the scapnlo-coracoid still reaches nnicli further veutrally

than the bone fragment.

Embryo Lacerta ag. H. (N. T. about 80). Both the form and the

histological dilferentiation of the formation of the parts of the skelet-

on have undergone marked changes. The calcified cartilaginous

diaphysis is surrounded by a covering of perichondral bone. The

articulatio humeri is indicated by a layer of thick mesenchyme

which lies between the cartilaginous proximal humerus extremity

and the shoulder-girdle. Caitilage is found in the sca|)ulo-coracoid

in accordance with the position of the scapula and of the later

coracoideum s. str., i. e. in the dorsal and \enlro-caudal parts. The

venlro-cianial half consists of praechondrium and blastema, # except

that where, in the adult lizard, the epicoracoid, pj-ocoracoid and lig.

scapiilo procoracoideuni are found, we find in this end)ryo prae-

chondrium, and that at the place of the future fenestra [irincipalis and

of the membrana scapulo-procoracoidea, only thickened mesenchyme

blastema is found. Eoi' the rest (he scapulo has grown out in a

dorsal direction as well as the coracoid has done in widei- sense in

a ventral direction. The clavicular-process has grown longei' veutro-

medially, especially the bony nucleus lying in it. Moreover it is also

striking that caudal to the bony clavicle a compact blastema-mass

has developed. The significance of tliis will become |)lain laler.

Embryo Lacerta ag. J. (N.T. about 31). The organs, the deve-

lopment -of which ai-e examined here, show no striking diti'erences

from embryo H. More cartilage is present in the scapnlo-coracoid

than before. The outline of the praechondrium against the blastema

is more easily definable. The blastema, of which the bony clavicle

occupies the cranial border, has increased in size but is still perfectly

homogeneous. It is distinctly loose of the coiacoid lying underneath

it (properly dorsal to it). The schemata of fig. H may now be

compared.

Embryo Lacerta ag. L. (N.T. about 31). In this specimen many

of the parts still praechondral in the former embryo have become

cartilaginuos. The blastema, of which the bony clavicle occupies

the cranial border, has increased in .size, but is still homogeneous.

The bony clavicle is now neaily as long as the clavicular blastema.
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III tlie vential medial line (he clavicular-blastema of both sides are

still distinctly separated.

Those parts of' the coracoid which were still blastemalic in the

former embi'vos have decreased in density and have become some-

what lighter, (fenestra principalis and raembr. scapnio-procoracoideal.

The later lig. scapnlo-procoracoideum has remained praechondral.

Pro- and epicoracoid now consist of cartilage. Fig. 3 shows four

sections taken fiom this series (not consecutive). Section a contains

the procoracoid, the lig. scapnlo-procoracoideum and the scapula;

section h has already passed (more caudalh') through the later

membrana scapulo-procoracoidea ; section c contains also the thinner

blastenm wiiicli cories|)onds to the later fenestra principalis; section

(/ tinallv conlains (inly coracoideum s. sir. (and scapula).

^caj>

Fig. 3. Lacerta agilis L. Gross-section.

Embryo Lacerta ag. N. (N.T. about 32). The entire detiiiite

coracoid in a wider sense is now present in cartilage. In the bridging

over of the incisura scapulo-procoracoidea, the praechondrium has

diminished while the blastema has increased. The thinning of the

blastema corresponding to the membrana scapulo-procoracoidea and

to the fenestra principalis, already seen in the preceding embryo, is

continued here. The definite form of incisura and fenestra is clearly

recognisable.

In the blastema which joins the clavicula caudally a still slight

ceutiul thinning can be seen. Simultaneously, in the unthiuited.
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medial and caudal hoiuidaries of the thinned cenlrnni, a small trace

of bone-tissue is seen, a( a place almost corresponding to the

crossing-point of the definite episternum. The blastematic medial ends

of the claviculae are no longer sharply defined ; and there is no

connection yet between the two by way of the medial line.

Embryo liacerta ag. 0. (N. T. about 32). The changes in the

primary girdle are confined here to the non-cartilaginous portions.

At the place of the incisnra scapnlo-procoracoidea and of the fenestra

principalis the thinning of the tissue is fairly complete ; the blastema

once present has become nearly a membrane of connective tissue.

In the cranial border of the membrana scapnlo-procoracoidea a

thicker strand is distinguishable, in which a few praechondrium

insulae are lying, as the remains of a entiiely praecliondral bridging.

In the retro-clavicular blastema the central thinning has |iroceeded

further. Fig. 4 shows five partial illustrations of sections from this

series. Each has been drawn exactly to the medial plane. There

was still loose mesencliyme between the right and left claviculae.

In Fig. a the bony clavicula has l)een taken for the greater part

lengthwise. In Fig. b only the thickened medial end of the clavicula

is to be seen. Lateral to it comes a thinner blastematic region

(thinned centre), still more laterally the cut caudal border. In Fig. c

only the thinned centre with the caudal surrounding border medial

and lateral to it has been re|)roduced. Of the clavicular bone no

more traces are to be seen. Figs. </ and e have been chosen caudal

to the thinned centre. Fig. e, the most caudal, shows the last vestige

of the retroclavicular blastema.

Embryo Lacerta ag. M. (N.T. about 33). In this one the thinning

into a connective tissue membrane has been fully accomplished at

the place of the incisnra scapulo-procoracoidea and of the fenestra

principalis. Apart from a oraechondral insula, the incisnra bridging

consists of a strand connective tissue, ligament. The central thinning

of the blastema lying caudal to the bony clavicula has here, too,

practically led to the formation of a connective-tissuemembrane. The

bony episternum has grown in size. There is thus now one connected

complex present, consisting of a thin bony episternal transverse bar

(situated in the caudal boundary), from which a ihin blastema

bundle can be traced to a point ventral of the equal-sided sternal

band and in which a still much thinner fragment of bone, (even

broken perhaps locally) is found. Thus, for the first time, in this

embryo a small piece of the episternum is met with ventral from

the sternal formation. From the transverse bar a blastema bundle

(likewise caudal border) runs in a lateral and cranial direction and
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Co>-

Fig. 4. Lacerta agilis cross-seetion.

Dunner centrum = Thinner centre.

Caudale rand = Caudal margin.

Gaudale uitlooper = Caudal process.
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comes (o insertion al tlie clavicula. Finally, tlie medial boundafj

forms a blastema strip, in which llie half of the little cranial |>oint

of the episteninm will develop later. The complex of clavicular and

episteriial formations is connected with that of the oilier half of the

body at (he level of clavicle and episteriial iransverse bar; the

caudal processes are still separated.

Embryo Lacerta ag. P. (N. T. al)out 33). In this embryo the

sternal borders are already blended cranially. Apart fro?Ti a com-

mencement of calcifying cartilage, (here is nothing to remark at

the primary shoulder-girdle except (he occurrence of a cai'(ilaginous

itisula in the lig. scapulo-procoracoideuin. The coracoidea have

passed the medial line, and are thus pardy overla])ping each other.

The ceniral IhiuuiMg in the episierno-clavicular blastema has com-

ple(ely given place to the membrana-clavicularis. In (he caudal

liorder the episternal (raiis\erse bar has elongated, and its lateral

e.xiremity is at(aciied by ligament to the clavicula. The episternum,

now grown unpaired, has also accjuired a cranial poin( which inter-

poses itself between the two clavicles. In cross-sections it shows

traces of paired formation, (deep medial groove on I he dorsal side);

the paired bony formation I have no( seen however. On the medial

half of the t'lavicula a thick cranial border and a thinner caudal

bone-plate can be distinguished, the latter being evidently an ossified

portion of the claviculo-episternal membrane.

In embryo Lacerta ag. Q. (N.T. about 33—34) the cranio-caudal

measurement of the episternum has attained i(s definite relative size.

Several cross-sections show a paired cranial episternal point. This

duality is merely local however. Nevertheless I take it as a proof

that also this part of the episternum is formed pairedly, in which

case the whole bony episternum was originally paired. In the primary

shoulder-girdle the calcification has extended.

Regarding embryo Lacerta ag. R. (N.T. about 34—35), in which

tiie portions of the bony skeleton discussed here have all attained

their definite form, altiiough on a small scale, there is nothing of

note except that in the lig. .scapulo-|)rocüracoidenm vestiges of

cartilage are still to be found.

When the scapulo-coracoideum passes into praecliondrium and

later into cartilage, a narrow strip of tissue remains between it and

the bony clavicula at the blastema stage. We can now for the first

time speak of a syndesmosis scapulo-clavicularis, although the

connection between scapula and clavicula was already long present.

Only with the histological differentiation of the scapulo-coracoideum

is it possible to indicate the boundary region as syndesmosis.
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Of Gongyliis ocellatns I had eleven series at my disposal, but

without any ohier stadia, sncli as P. Q. and R. of Lacerta. As I

liad neither a ftill-grown s|)eciraen nor a good illustration of the

shonlder-girdle of (Tongyhis, I am forced to describe the full-grown

shoulder-girdle from data taken from the literature on the subject.

Of the primary shoulder-girdle the coracoid only contains a fenestra

princijialis (apart from the canalis nervi supracoracoidei), just as in

Lacerta: and fiirtlier the cranial border of the scapulo-coracoidenni

shows a deep hollow. The clavicula, viz. the thin medio-caudal

portion, according to Siebenrock, has an extremely irregular liorder.

Emltryo Gongybis oc. T. possesses a blastematic shoulder girdle

continuous with the humerus. The diaphysis humeri already contains

praechondriiim. No trace of the clavicle is to be seen yet. The

vaguely detined scapulo-coracoidenm consists every where of blastema

of equal denseness. The sternum lies at some distance from the

coracoideum. Thus this embryo, as also Gongylus oc, G. which

shows ihe same degree of development, corresponds to Lacerta ag. S.

The embryos Gongybis oc. A and B are of very nearly the same

age. I shall base my description on embryo A on account of its

better preserved colouring. The humerus diaphysis contains cartilage,

which passes proxiraally over into praechondrium. This continues

into the scapulo-coracoidenm, but is there limited to the region

bordering on the humerus. For the rest the primary girdle is blaste-

matic, only more sharply defined than in embryo T. At this stage

the sternal formation (temporary) has practically become one blaste-

matic continuum with the coracoid. From the cranial border of the

scapula a blastematic clavicular process goes out in a ventral direction.

In the dorsal portion of it I found already a small fragment of bone

tissue. The scapulo-coracoidenm still forms one compact whole. This

embryo thus agrees with Lacerta ag. I.

Embryo Gongylus oc. D. (embryo C. represents the same stadium).

As in Lacerta ag. embryo J., the scapulo-coracoidenm is here largely

cartilaginous (scapulo, coracoideum s. str.). Epicoracoid and proco-

racoid are still praechondral. Two thinned blastemic parts have

appeared; they correspond to the fenestra principalis and to the

incisura scapulo-procoracoidea. The latter is closed by a ligament

containing praechondrium. The clavicular blastema, as also Ihe bony

clavicula lying in it, have become longer (in a ventro-niedial direc-

tion). Between clavicula and the praechondral-cartilaginous scapula

is a strip which is still blastematic, representing the syndesmosis

claviculo-scapularis.

In the next embryo of Gongylus oc. E. the thinner blastematic
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parts in the primaiy girdle have given place to tliin membranes of

connective tissne, or, in other words, the fenestration is complete.

The lig. scapulo-piocoracoidenra contains praechondrium which is

connected with the cartilage of the girdle only by ligament The

bony tissue in the clavicular process has increased in extent.

In the remaining older embryos there is but little that is new to

be remarked about the scapulo-coracoideum, (increase in size and

commencement of calcilication). The further development of the

clavicular foimation could not be traced. In the older embryos the

latter appears in the ventral body-wall, and as it is but thinly

covered with the skin, it is hardly possible in the frontally cut

series to detine the cell-thickening under the almost tangentially

cut breast-skin from the blastemic clavicular formation. For the

same reason the development of the episternum could not be traced

in detail. In the oldest series a paired bony episternal formation

was present. (Gongylus oc. E. and L.). Tlie episternal formation of

one half of the body has been demonstrated by me elsewhere. (Fig. 6) ').

Ptychozoon homalochephalum. Embryo A is still very young, the

diaphysis humeri contains no cartilage as yet. The shoulder-girdle

formation is continuous with the humerus formation. The blastematic

scapulo-coracoideum is still rather vaguely outlined. The mesenchyme

thickening, of which it is formed, is quite homogeneous. Nothing is

to be seen yet of the fenestra principalis which occurs in the adult

scapulo-coracoid ; nor of the incisura scapulo procoracoidea. The bony

clavicle, or even the blastematic formation of it, is still lacking.

Ptychozoon embryo B. Round the diaphysis-humeri lies a covering

of perichondral bone. The primary shoulder-girdle shows cartilage.

The more cranial portions are still praechondral (epicoracoid !). The

fenestration of the tirst homogeneous compact coracoideum is already

fairly complete. So the conditions correspond completely to those

found in Lacerta J. and Gongylus D—E.

From the cranial border of the scapulo-coracoideum the bony

clavicula proceeds, connected with the scapula by syndesmosis.

Joined to the clavicula, just as in Lacerta, is a retroclavicular

blastema. Of the episternum no traces of bone are to be found yet.

The examination of the embryos of Gongylus and Ptycliozoon has

thus led to the c.ontirmation of most of the facts observed in Lacerta,

namely the origin of the fenestra |)rincipalis and of the incisura

scapulo-coracoidea by reduction of parts of an originally compact

primary shoulder-girdle and also the primary connection of the

') Gh. van Gelderen, Proceedings. Kon. Acad, v Wetenscli. Vol. XXIV, 1922.
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blastematic clavioular formation with the scapiila-coiacoid. Otliers

again of the results found in Lacerta could not he further veritied,

namely, the formation of each episteriuim half connected with the

formation of the homolateral clavicula.

After the casuistic description in the above lines, I shall now
with the help of figs. 5 and 6 sumiiiaiize the development of the

skeleton parts.

In Lacerta, as well as in Gongylus and Ptj'chozoon the cora-

Clo-i/Ct"^"'-

\ Coracoidtam
"^ brtmitivum.

Cla^'itoVor

Kc-ïcorac.

\ I

Fig. 5. Lacerta agilis. Schemata of the development of the coracoid.

Claviculc

CLclvlcwI
!.lavtci.i.lc

Fig. 6. Lacerta agilis. Schemata of the development of the secondary shoulder-girdle.
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coidemii in ^oullifiil slfidia does not show a single trace of the

fenestra |)rinci|ialis, and the region of the later incisnra scapulo-

procoraroidea slill forms pari of tlie homogeneous compact fornialioii

of the scapnlo-coracoi<letim. When later a progressive histological

differentiation occurs at the place wiiere scapula, coracoidenm s. str.,

epicoracoid and procoracoid Avill originate (formation of cartilage)

this is ac.C(nnpanied by regressive changes al the plai'e of the fenestra

|)i'incipalis and of tiie incisni'a scapnlo-coracoidea, vi/-. a thinning of

the hlastema and tinally reduclion to a thin membrane of connective

tissue. The ci-anial closing of the incisnra does not occupy such a

[)rominent i)lace in llies(! regi-essive changes. In the lig. scapnlo-

procoracoidenm there arc slill cartilaginons insulae in llie oldest

embryos, which prove that lliis ligament is a reduced portion of

the coracoid (in a wider sense). In fig. 5 Ihe four schemata show

the process of development of the coracoi<lenm. The scapular end

of the clavicle has not been hatched in each of the figures, and has

been indicated in the same form. In ihe primary girdle halching

indicates blastema, praechoudrium or connective tissue according as

the halching is more or less close. Entire absence of halching indicates

cartilage. The ab origine present ner\e-canal has l)een omilled. Tlie

figures require no fnrlher explaiuxlion. Thus genelically both the

fenestra principalis and the incisnra scapnlo-coracoidea, i.e. the

membranes which enclose them, are parts of the shonlder-girdle.

The lig. scapulo-coracoideum is, as it were, a reduced procoracoid.

As regards the episteiiium, in the youngest embryo in which a

blastemalic clavicular [irocess was found, il was conlinnous with

the primary shoulder-girdle. From which 1 deduce a genetic con-

necliou, in a sense that Ihe clavicular blastema originates as a process

of the scapulo-coracoid. It might slill be op|)osed that Ihe stadium

in which this connection did not yet exist has nol come into n)y

hands, to which I might return that the bone in the blastemalic

clavicula first occurs dorsally and enlarges in a ventral direction,

a symplom which, in my opinion, is strongly in favour of Ihe genesis

of the clavicula as a process of the scapulo-coracoideum.

The further development of ihe clavicular blastema I shall describe

shortly with the help of fig. B. In illustralion a, already a faii'ly

large bony clavicula is seen to be present in llie blaslemic clavicular

process. In illustralion h this is not more Ihan a strip of bone lying

in the cranial border of a large, for the rest homogeneous, blastema.

In illustration c a further diflferenlialion in Ihe said blastema has

commenced. It consists now of a cenlrum poorer in cells and a

denser meseuchymalous border. In the latter, which represents a
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portion of the episterimiii, a coiDinencement of bone appears. More-

over, a thill candallj-diiecied biastematic process has also appeared.

Finally iiluslration (/ shows the state of the epistermim just before

the right and left parts blend to one nnjiaired episternnm. One
blastema tlins gives liae to one clavicnla -j- tiie half of the episternum,

augmented in- the inembrana episterno-clavicnlaris lying between

them, which is nothing else than the reduced centrnin of the original

honiogeneons blastema and by the lig. episteriio-claviculare, that

lies in the lateral border of the membrane of the same name.

If we now consider that of this joint process only tiiat portion

exists (irst from which tiie clavicula develops, I believe 1 may conclude

that the episternnm is pairedly formed from the clavicular processes.

This manner of growth would ini|>ly that without the clavicle there

would be no episternum, a stale of matters as is seen in Rhipto-

glossa. The conditions as found in adult crocodiles (an episternnm

but no clavicula) is explained by Wiedkrsheim's discovery, namely

that embryos of crocodilns contain a rndimeniary clavicula. Of the

peculiar manner of ossiticalion of the clavicula, as described by

GöTTK and others, 1 coulil not find any trace.

We have still to see what compai'ative anatomical conclusions

may be di'awn from the above.

In the large comprehensive works upon comparative anatomy the

opinion formulated by Gegenbaur is expressed i.e. a great independence

is ascribed to the cranial boundary of the fenestra principalis. This

boundary, the pro('oracf)id, is said to be the homologue of the

similarly-named slionlder-giriUe part of the Anura, Urodela and

Chelonia. The jirocoracoid would thus occur in two main types,

viz. as cranio-ventral process of the coracoideuni in Urodela and

Chelonia, and as cranial border of a fenestra in Anura and Saiiria.

Sphenodon has no procoracoid. The publications of Göttk, Wiedekshkim,

Broom and Bogoejubski have not been able to bring about anj'

change in this theory. Now the coracoideum (in a wider sense) of

the Sauria occurs in very ditferent forms viz. 1*' entirely without

fenestras in Sphenodon and Chamaeleo; 2'"^ with one fenestra,

which has been named fenestra principalis on account of its frequent

occurrence (Fürbbingbr; "Hauptfenster" Gegenbaur); 3"' with,

besides the fenestra principalis, one or two more "Nebenfenster".

The latter are said to have no morphological value, wherea.'^ the

,, Hauptfenster" has. Now we know from Gotte that in Cnemido-

phorus spec. (3"' group: one principal and two minor fenestrae) ail

the fenestrae develop secondarily by regression of parts of the

shoulder-girdle, or in other words, that the early-embryonal Saurian-
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coracoid has the same form as that of Sphenodon. And, moreover,

it follows from the above description of the development of the

coracoid of the lizard, that the incitsura scapiiio-coracoidea has the

same genesis as the dorsal fenestra of {Jiiemidophorns, save that

in Lacerta the cranial border also is practicall}' enlirelj reduced

(except for the remains of cartilage). Thus also the coracoideum of

Lacei'ta with one fenestra contains, altliougii it seems somewhat

paradoxial, a second, dorsal fenestra. Conse(|iiently tlie so-called

procoracoid of the lizard is the sum of what is in multiple fenestrated

coracoidea termed the procoracoid and mesocoracoid (mesocoracoid

lies between fenestra principalis and dorsal "Nebenfenster"). By the

pi'Ocoracoid in the order of Sauria are thus nnderslood different

|iarls of the girdle.

This fact, as well as the development of the coracoid (taken in

a wider sense), induce me to side with Gotte; the whole ventral

portion of the piiinary shoidiler-gii'dle of the Saiiiia, with or without

fenestrae, corresponds merely to the coracoidenm of the Urodela

and Annra. Respecting the latter Gotte has already demonstrated

that their shoulder-girdle (with one fenestra) does not acquire its

definite form tiy fenestration, but that it passes through an Urodelan

stage (Raiia esculenta). The fact that the adult shoulder-girdle of Lacerta

corresponds to that of e.g. Rana thus depends upon caeno-genesis.

The diflfei'ent parts of the two shoidder-girdles are not homologous.

The crocodilia, in which a procoracoid is lacking, will thus, like

Sphenodon and Chamaeleo, possess a coracoid homologous with the

whole pars coracoidea of the primary girdle of Lacerta. In short,

as far as our knowledge extends at present (regarding Chelonia

there are no genetic data) we are not obliged in the case of any

reptile to assume a procoracoid that is homologous with Ihe pro-

coracoid of the Amphibia.

Gkgenbauer postulated the homology of the episternum of the

reptiles and mammals; the difference in the histological structure

(reptilia : bone; mammals : cartilage or bone), and in tlie histogeny

reptilia : desmal, and in mammals chondral ossification) was evidently

no objection, although he did consider as an objectioji (he fact that

the episternum of the Sauria lies venfi'al and that of the mammalia
cranial from the sternum. Anotiier weak point in the theory of this

homology is that the episternum of the mammals is generally held

to be a clavicular sternum, i.e. that we see in this episternum a

product of the claviculae, whereas most of the researchers who
studied the episternum of the Reptilia did not succeed in establishing

a genetic connection between the clavicle and episternum.
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Onlv GöTTK saw ;iii Cnemidoplionis) llie epistenmm comnieiice

as oaudal process ot" the clavicle. Well then, the foregoing casuistic

demonstration sliows the genetic connection of the clavicula and

episteriiiim, even though this is not so simple in Laceria as was

described by Gotte for Cnemidophorns. Herewith a new point of

agreement with the episternum of the mammals has been found.

Further, we have seen that the e|)isternal halves lie at first quite

craniaily from the iialves of the breast-bone. Only later, with the

comineiiceuient of the longitudinal bar does a small portion of the

epislerinini of the Sauria couie to lie ventrally from the sternuui.

The (iitferent position of the episterniun thus seems to exist but

partially, and it occurs secoinlarily. The oidy difficulty in homolog-

izing the episterna of Reptilia and Mammalia is thus the histogenetic

difference. And GrAtPP^) has demonstrated that too much iuiportance

must not be attached to this in general.

As for the clavicle, respecting tlie^development of which my resear-

ches couiirmed its primary connection with the scapulo-coiacoideum,

I do not deem it advisable for tiie present to enter into the discussion

which is being carried on as to its homology, although in the theory

developed bij Göthe (homology of the clavicle with the "Procoracoid"

of the Ani[ihibia, which he terms the clavicula; and of which

WiEUEKSHEtM, •') Oil the basis of his own investigations, proves himself

an advocate (in the last edition of his " Vergleichende Anatomie"

WiEDERSHEiM luis changed his 0[iiiiion. for wiiat reason I do not

know) there is midoiibtedly a certain attraction.

SUiMMARY.

1. Fenestrae in the shoulder-girdle of the Sauria develop secondar-

illy, in a girdle of the type of Sphenodon.

2' The incisura scapulo-(pro)coracoidea is likewise a fenestra of

which the cranial border, except fuv some cartilaginous remains, is

reduced to a ligament.

3. The clavicle originates as a blastematic process from the

scapulo-coracoideum.

4. The episternum proceeds from a paired formation. This formation

is the product of the hoinolateral clavicular process.

5. As long as there are no data of the development of the girdle

of Chelonia, (here is nothing which obliges us to assume a proco-

racoid in any reptile, homologous with that of the Amphibia.

') E. Gaupp, Kopfskelett in Heetwig's Handbiicli. Jena, 1905.

*J R. WiEDERSHEiM, Grundrisz d. Vergl. Anat. d. Wirbelthiere. 4e Aufl. Jena 1898.



Chemistry. — " Provisiondl Communication on Boric Acid Com-

pounds of some Oiyanic Substances containing more than one

Hydroxijl-Groui). Boron as a Pentavalent Element." By

F. II. Hkrmans. (Communicated by Prof. J. BOeseken).

(Communicated at the meeting of December 30, 1922).

The l)eliavi()iir of l>()ric acid towards Iiydroxyl-containing organic

substances is striking in many respects. The extra-ordinary ease

and rapidity with wliich it forms esters of the type of B(OR), with

the ordinary saturated alcohols, also when a catalyst is absent, is a

totally' unexpected property for a weak, and for liie rest mono-basic

acid such as boric acid, and in this respect it is unequalled.

Siill more interesting is the action of boric acid on the aqueous

solutions of mulli-valent alcohols and other substances rich in

hydro.xyl, such as some sugars. It has been known for a long time

that these mixed solutions sometimes present a much greater hydrogen

ion concentration than a solution of boric acid only. The alkaline

reaction of a borax solution can even become an acid one by addition

of substances such as mannite'). Also the influence of boric acid

or Iwrales on the optical rotatory power of such sidjstances rich in

hydroxyl, was early observed. Undoubtedly these phenomena point

to compounds which boric acid forms with the substances mentioned

above. -Several investigators have expressed their opinion about the

nature of these compounds'). Mostly it is assumed that acid boric

acid esters are formed which possess a highei' degi'ee of acidity than

free boric acid. Systematic attempts to tind out more about these

compounds through their isolation, have seldom been made, at least

they have not l)een very successful.

In 1869 Duve') described a series of salts of different boro-tartaric

acids, which however present the apparance of glassy, non-crystallizing

masses or amorphous precipitates, the individuality of which is open

to doubt. The same principle applies to most of the boro-citric acid

1) We will postpone the older and more recent literature on this subject to a

following publication.

S) Vierteljahrsschr. pr. Pharm. XVIll, 321.
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salts described b}- Scheibk') in 1879 and 1880, with the excepiion

however of a potassium salt, which was considered to have the

formula Ci,H,,K(BO),0,,, . 2H,0, crystallizes beantifnlly, and to

which we refer below').

Also among tlie salts of boro-salicylic acid described for the first

time by Jahns in 1878') there are some well-crystallised compounds.

The tirst who inquired more systematically into the intluence on

the acidity of boric acid by hydroxyl-containing suiistances, was

Magnanini, who pnblislied a series of papers on the intluence which

these substances have on the conductivity (and some other physical

constants) of boric acid solutions.'') The number of compounds

examined by him is very large, and he pointed out the intluence of

the constitution in connection with the occurrence or non occurrence

of an increase of conductiviiy. He found a.o. that this was only

olisei'ved in a-o\y acids, and not when the OH-gi-onp is somewhere

else, it WHS found in aromatic ö-oxy carbonic acids, not in the ?h-

and /j-isomers, it was found in ö-diphenols, not in m- and />diphenols.

These researches have been continued and extended by Boeseken

(and collaborators)"), who assumed, discovered, and worked out an

intluence of the steric configuration by the side of the constitional

influence.

In his hands the Magnanini "boric acid method" became an im-

portant instrument, not only for the determination of the constitution

and configuration, but also for our stereo-chemical views in general.

These results reached their acme in the application of the method

to the sugars and their derivatives, the isomeric tartaric acids, and

the saturated cyclic vie. diols.

In his "Lagerung der Atome im Raume'' Van 't Hokf already

expressed his opinion that in the compounds which are responsible

for the phenomena in question, the boron atom might be part of a

ring-system, and that this ring could close only when certain condi-

1) Russ. Zeitschr. f. Pharm. 18, 257, 289, 321 ; 19, 513. Pliarm. Journ. and

Trans. (3) 11. 889.

') We have not yet been able to test entirely the records given by Klein in

1878 on mannite-boric acid salts of rather complicated constituliou. Probably we
have to do with not accurately defined substances also here.

') Arch, der Pharm. (3) 12, 212.

*) Z. phys. Gh. 6, 58. Gazz. chim. Ital. 20, 441, 448, 453; 21, 184, 215; 22,

541; 23, 197. Acad, dei Lincei Rend. (4) 6a, 411, 457.

5) E.g. These Proc. Vol. XV, p. 216 (1912); Vol. XVIII, p. 1647, 1654 (1915);

Vol. XXI, p. 80 (1918); Vol. XXIII, p. 69 (1920); Verslag van de gewone ver-

gaderingen K. Akad. v. Wet. Amsterdam Dl. XXIX, p. 368, 924 (1921). Ghem.
VVeekbl. 19, 207. Recueil 40, 354, 558.

3

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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f.ions were fulfilled. The aoooin|)aiijing formnla was the simplest,

and was used 113' different investigators (see e.g. Abkgg's Handboek 111

pg. 43), and also served Bohskkk.n as a working-.scheme. According to

\p „ this assumption one molecule of di-oxy-compound,

X
I

Np Qii therefore, combines with one molecule of boric

\/-, q/ acid with loss of water to a cyclic compound,

/ which would have stronger acid properties.

Different investigators have supposed other relations as to the number

of molecnies combining than these to account for the physico-chemical

behaviour of the mi.ved boric acid-polyoxyderivative-solutions, but the

giounds on which these suppositions were based, are generally uncertain,

and often conflicting. Up till now nothing could be said with certainty

about the general type on which t!ie acid complexes are based. The

observations agree with each other only in so far that these com-

pound.s are almost con)|)letely dissociated in aqueous solution, and that

their formation is favoured by increase of the concentration of the

componenls. It further appeared from diffeient invesligations that in

some cases (a.o. with substances like mannite and dulcite); seveial

compounds of different composition must be present in the solution,

of which however, it can, not be ascertained which are the typically

acid ones.

In 1911 Fox and Gaugk') described the first compound of boric

acid with a multi-valent alcohol which is well crystallized. From

an alcoholic solution they obtained a mannito boric acid CjHijOgB.

They do not however, say, anything about the constitution. A second

compound was described by Dkrx'), viz. the crysiallized cis-cyclo

heptane diol boric acid. He determined the boron content by tilration

and gave the following formula based on that C.Hj, : \BOH,H,0.

We might consider the mannito boric acid in an analogous way as

C.H,,0, : \bOH, H.O. Both alcohols increase the conductivily of

the boric acid in a high degree. There were, as we see, reasons to

look upon these compounds as being the strong complex acids that

bring about these phenomena. The impetus for making a new attempt

to ascertain the nature of the strongly acid boric acid compounds

was given by the following accidental discovery. The 2.4. dimethyl

peniane 2.4. diol') when reacting on boric acid (even in very diluted

1) Soc. 99. 1075.

2) Recueil 41, 340 (1922).

') Obtained from GHgMgJ and diacetone alcohol. Mr. Langeduk drew my
attention to a new method of preparation, vvliich renders this latter substance

very easily accessible. (Adams, Organic Syntheses 1921, p. 45).
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aqueous solutions) gives a heuntifully oivstallizing and only siiglitiy

soluble conipouiid, to wliicii the following formula must be assigned

as a result of analysis and examination of properties:

(f^u ) -— Q f) C H B
"^ \ Calculated 53,16 9,17 6,90
^**'\ yBOH

Yonnii 53,10 9,07 6,80

(CH,),= C— 53,27 9.12 6,95

Tlie compound has an exceedingly great crystallizing power, melts

not entirely sharply at 100— 102°, is somewiiat volatile, and lias

a pleasant odour strongly reminiscent of saffron. It is, however,

by no means a strong acid, and like boric acid it hardly colours

blue litmuspaper red, and in accordance with this the said diol

(which is readily soluble in water) does not bring about any increase

of conductivity of the boric acid, as was to be expected from such

a 1.3 diol according to the data collected by BöesekeiN up till now.

As a result of this I believed that the really stronger acid boro-

complexes must possess another structure than had been assumed

so far, and this was soon confirmed. I succeeded, though only after

some more difticulties, in isolating analogous and likewise only

exceedingly weakly acid boron-compounds of 2. 4.dimethyl hexane

2.4.diol, 2.4:.pentane diol, and pinacone, likewise diols which do not

appreciably intluence the conductivity of boric acid. In the case of

tri-methylene glycol, ordinary glycol, and cis-1 .2.cyclo hexane diol

the existence of compounds could be shown, but attempts to isolate

them in a pure state failed'). It is probable tiiat all the 1.2 and

1.3 diols are able to form such compounds with boric acid, that in

many cases, however, they can be separated only with great difficulty,

if at all, in consequence of unfa\ourable solubility conditions and

similar difficulties. In aqueous solution they are partially split up

into their components. The compound described first, at 0° in 0,1

normal solution for 75 "
,. The readiness with which this compound

is obtained, is owing to its slight solubility in water (4,46 g. in

100 cc. solution at 25°), which is still smaller than that of boric

acid. It dissolves in diluted alkalies, pi-obably accompanied by

formation of a potassium salt, which is, however, also dissociated,

as pure diol is withdrawn from the solution by ether. The liquid

free diol is salted out by strong potassium hydroxide ; the potassium

salt itself could not be isolated as yet. In the cis. 1.2 cyclo hexane

diol, however, the corresponding potassium salt is slightl}' soluble

in an excess of strong potassium hydroxide, and cx'ystallizes out.

' ) I hope to discuss tlie details of tlie preparation in my doctor's dissertation.

3*
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before the limil of soliihilily of llie free diol is readied. It can be

obtained pure by sucking off and washing with alcoiiol of 96 7o- J' is

a compound tiiat was discovered already before by Bokskken and Van

GtFFEN') but which was not isolated and more closely examined tiieii.

The aqueous solution of this potassium salt has an alkaline reaction,

and the potassium can be determined (iiiantilalivelj by titration with

methyl orange, which proves anew that the corresponding complex

boric acid is an exceedingly weak acid. Besides this coin pound

C,H,,0,BK, a dipotassium compound C,H,,Ü,BK was obtained from

very strong potassium hydroxide.

Under the same circumstances crystalline compounds can also

be obtained from cis-1.2 liydridene diol, cis 1.2 cyclopentane

diol, and cis-1.2 and cis 2.3 tetrahydroiiaphtalene diols. These

compounds consist of potassium salts of either of the two types

or of both, some of which could, howe\ei', not yet be obtained pure

and free from potassium hydroxide being sometimes (o.a. in the case

of liydridene diol) too easily soluble, both in water and in alcohol,

so that they cannot be washed with one of these solvents.

It is remarkable that in the di-potassium compound of cis-cyclo-

liexane diol boric acid both potassium atoms can be titrated with

nielhyl orange and MCI, but that in the corresponding compound of

cis-cyclo |ieiitaiie diol only one of the two potassium atoms can

thus be titrated. We reserve a further discussion of this point till

some future occasion.

We may point out here that these compounds supply us with a

method to separate isomer cis- and trans- cyclic J. 2 diols from

each other, the latter not giving such compounds. For in many cases

the beautiful method of separation with the aid of acetone compounds

found by Van Loon') is attended with important drawbacks, as has

appeared from another investigation (to which I hope to refer

later on. ')

The fact that the formation of these cyclic and only exceedingly

weakly acid compounds seems to be a general property of the 1.2

and 1.3 diols, leads to the conclusion that the more strongly acid

boro-complexes, which arise in appreciable quantities only in poly

1) Recueil 39, 183 (1920).

«) These Proc. Vol. XXlll p. 60 (1920), and proefschrift Delft p. 59; of

BöESEKEN and Derx, Recueil 40, 519.

') The new method of separation has already been sucessfully applied by

Mr. Maan to the methyl 1. cyclohexane l.SJ diols. The cis-diol was obtained in a

much purer state than by the acetone method, as the action of acids is now
fully eliminated.
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OX}- derivatives witli "favourably" orientated OH-gioiips, l)elong to

another group. In 19J7 Böesekkn (in ooiiaboratioii witli Obkhkn and

Miss VAN Hakftkn, Recueii 37, 184) described several salts of pjro

catechin boric acids of pretty complicated constitution. As (lie former

had already for some time considered (he analysis vakies found to

be uncertain, and as the boric acid compounds described above

appeared to be by no means [)articularly complex, there was snfli-

cient occasion to subject the l)eautifully crystallized salts of pyro

catechin boric acid to a renewed investigation, the more so because

pyro-catechin greatly increases the conductivity of boric acid, so that

accordingly the other type of compounds might be expected iiere.

This expectation was confirmed : the potassium salt appeared to

possess the forumla Cj^HjO^BK ').

The carbon was determined by the wet way according to the

method of Meisknheimer, the hydrogen according to a simplified

method worked out by myself, about which more will be given

later. The following values were found :

C 54,28; 54,26 H 3,03 B 4,3 K 14,7

Calculated 54,14 3,00 4,1 14,7

The only plausible structure that answers to this is:

^^B<^^
j

(potassium dipyrocatech in borate)

K
The boron is hei'e pentavalent, or has (according to Werner's

nomenclature) the coordination value four, just as in the w^ell-known

compounds KBF, and Na[B(OC,H5(4j. The latter was obtained from

NaOCjH^ and boric acid triethyl ester ^).

The free dipyro catechin boric acid can be obtained by heating

the anilin salt in a vacuum of some mm. Hg. at 100—120°, in wliicli

the aniline escapes quantitatively. Mr. Meulenhoee (who has under-

taken a closer investigation of these derivatives at Prof. Böeseken's

request), found that the acid obtained in this way can be prepared

in perfectly pure condition by sublimation in vacuum at about 200°.

The potassium salt described is very little soluble in cold water,

and this solution gives an alkaline reaction, probably in consequence

of the fact that a dissociation in pyrocatechin and potassinmborate

(possibly first in pyro catechin and niouo-pyro catechin borate) sets in.

'i The erroneous constitution, given in the last-mentioned paper is owing, partly

to an error of calculation that has crept in, partly lo the fact that substances con-

taining boron and being rich in G, are not easily combustible.

2) GopEAU C.r. 127, 721 (1898) e.g. Livio Cambi, Acad, dei l.incei Rend (5),

23a, p. 244.
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The potassium can, however, not he determined quantitatively by

titration, from which it appears tiiat we have to do here with an

acid that is stronger liian the mono dioi boric acids described.

Unclianged pyro cateciiin can again be withdrawn with ether from

the aqueous solution.

The oilier complexes stronger than boric acid are probably also

built up according to the type of di-pyro cateciiin boric acid.

So far, however, the separation of a derivative that probably

belongs to this type, has succeeded only in one diol of abiphatic

character, i.e. in the cis-cyclo heptane 1.2 dioi. This diol was first

prepared by Dkrx from suberic acid; he ascertained that i( increases

the conductivity of boric acid in a great degree, and states that he

has succeeded in separating a solid boric acid compound, the B-content

of which agrees with the formula C.H,, ; ,.^BOH.H,0'). As only

0.2 gramme of this diol were available (prepared by Dkkx), I have

carried out the following experiments on micro-chemical scale under

the microscope.

With an almost saturated boric acid solution the diol gives rise

to the formation of an oil which is only soluble in much water.')

This oil is probably the liquid diciscycloheptanediolboric acid, from

which more or less accidentally Dkrx obtained the mono ciscycio

heptanediolboric acid as a solid substance. On addition of a little

strong potassium hydroxide an aqueous suspension of this oil gives

crystals of a potassium salt, w'liile also a drop of aniline is dissolved

with se|)aralion of beautiful crystal needles, which are, however,

pretty readily soluble in water and other solvents.

In connection with the small quantity of material available it was

better to abandon the idea of an examination of the liquid compound

itself, and to try and separate one of the salts. For this purpose I

chose the aniline salt to avoid the possibility that with KOH, as

with the other cyclic diols, a compound of the monotype would

again crystallize out. It might, however, be expected of aniline that

it would give a crystallized salt only with a stronger acid.

Only a few tenths of milligrammes of the aniline salt were

obtained in a sufficiently pure condition with a melting-point of

about 50°. Mr. H. Gkavestbin was so kind as to take the execution

1) Proefschria Delft and Recueil 43, 340 (1922).

"-) As Mr. Derx communicated to me in a conversalion, this oil was also obser-

ved by him, but considered as an impurity. He has obtained the solid boric acid

compound described by him in a small quantity from a pretty large quantity of

this oil and through rather complicated manipulations.
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of a micro-elementaiT analysis upon him. The combustion of liiis

boron-containing conmponnd requires, iiowever, special preliminary

experiments, and lias not yet been accomplished; the results will

be |)nblished later. A determination of the boron-content yielded

the following results: 9,76 ragr. were dissolved with 1 gr. of pure

mannite in 10 cc. of water, and titrated with 0,0097 N barite water

(under similar circumstances tested by pure boric acid) and phenol-

ftalein as indicator. Consumed 2,60 cc. Calculated for C^Hj^O^NB
. . . 2,99% B; found 2,8 '/„ B.

To all probability we have here actually to do with diciscyclo-

heptane diol boric acid aniline.

In this compound the aniline is bound slill more loosely than in

aniline dipyro cntechin boric acid. In vacuum at room temperature

it already escapes, the remaining part becoming liquid. The liquid

residue becomes solid again by the addition of aniline. Also on

evaporation of the aqueous .solution over concentrated sulphuric acid

an oil remains behind, which becomes solid again by the addition

of aniline. Beside a dish with pumice saturated with aniline the

salt can, however, be regained unchanged by evaporation of the

aqueous solution in vacuum.

Di-ciscycloheptanediol-boric acid is, therefore probably a much
weaker acid than dipyrocalechin-boric acid, and the great increase

of conductivity of boric acid by pyro-catechin must, therefore, be put

to the account not only of the favourable orientation of the OH-groups,

but also partially to the account of the acidifying intluence of pyro-

catechin as such. This admonishes to caution in making comparisons

with regard to the orientation of the HO-groups between diols that

are not very much a like in structure, exclusively on the ground of

measurements of the conductivity. This point was, indeed, already

foreseen by Böeseken, and was a.o. mentioned by van Loon ') and

LlEMPT ').

That also the increase of conductivity caused by the «-oxy acids

in the boric acid is probably to be attributed to the formation of

complex acids built in an analogous way, we have been able to

make plausible by showing that the analyses of the Scheibe's boro

dicitric acid potassium') and of the zincous salt of Jahns' boro di-

salicylic acid are in agreement with the formulae:

•) Proefschrift Delft, p. 56.

-) Recueil 39, 359.

') Also the free acid has been separated crystalline by Scheibe and by me. It

is, however, difficult to purify and dry. Scheibe's analysis, which 1 have not yet

checked, is in harmony with my view.
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(HOOG . CHJ, : C—C\ ^ /O— C : (CH, . COOH),

I

^"b^^
I

O = C—O-^^^O— =

and

O O

0>^<0
7,Zn

In tlie cis 1.2 tetraliydro naphthalene diol and the cis 1.2 hydriii-

dene diol (both increasers of conductivity) the formation of an oil

can also be observed in siipersatnrated solution by addition of boric

acid. Aniline dissolves in these solutions, but a salt does not crys-

tallize out.

I will state here liiat a furtiier proof of the constitution ot

these boron compounds can be furnished, if experiments to split

one of the asymmetric derivatives e.g. boron dicitric acid or nitro

pyro catechin derivatives into optical antipodes, should be successful.

It is, therefore, probable, that we shall have to see the derivates

of an unknown acid
"HO .

J,

• OH
HO . . OH

H in the more strongly acid

boron complexes. The material described here may possibly be able

to throw some light on the so far obscure constitution of the boron

acids. As a working hypothesis we will now assume what follows:

1. Maintaining the coordination value four for boron, the formula

for meta-boric acid becomes:

[0:B:0]H.

2. The mono-basic ortho boric acid is considered as meta-boric

acid being hydraled one-sidedly :

™>B:0]h
which can, however, pass into (is in ecpiilibrium with) the genuine

trihydroxyl boron B(0H)3, from which the well-known esters B(0R)3

have been derived. The first form is present to a certain percentage

particularly in aqueous solution, the second form especially in organic

solvents such as alcohol. The volatility of boric acid' might be

ascribed to the presence of B(OHj,.

3. We start from the principle that a hydroxyl group bound (o

boron forms exceedingly easily an esterlike compound with alcohols.
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This enables the [fHO)jB : 0] H present in water to form compounds

with a number of glycols and a-oxy acids, of the following type:

>C — Os

,/
B:0 H

')

>C—
Like boric acid these acids are very weak.

4. On the other side of the boron atom a compound can now be

formed with a second molecule of diol or oxy acid with loss of

water. Whether then a molecule of water is first admitted, may be

left undecided for the present. The existence of dipotassium salts,

to which we can assign the structure:

>C—0. /OH
I

^B^
>C—0^ \0K

K

may possibly plead in favour of this, like the presence of an extra

molecule of wafer in Dekx's solid mono cyclo heptane diol boric

acid and Fox and Gauge's mono mannite boric acid.

A second molecule of dioxy compound is, however, received in

diluted aqueous solution in appreciable quantities only when certain

favourable conditions are realized, i.e. with a favourable steric situation

of the hydroxyl groups in the diol or oxy acid. The tendency to

the formation of a di-compound is, accordingly, smaller than that

to the formation of the mono-derivatives, and the former seems,

therefore, to be very sensitive to the value of the ring-tension in

the ring to be formed. This fact constitutes the hypothetical found-

ation of Bökskken's boric acid method.

5. It is known that the poly-boric acids whose presence must

be assumed in alkaline solutions, are stronger acids than ortho-boric

acid. Plausible structure formulae could not be drawn up for this

large series of acids as yet on the basis of trivalent boron. Possibly

they too possess the grouping n-^'^^n ' ^Jfl-i'if^'ning 'I'e as-

sumption that to each H-atom that can be replaced by metals belongs

one pentavalent B-atom, the other B-atoms being trivalent, a structure

schema may be constructed for a great number of poly boric acids.

Tetra borix acid, which forms the foundation of borax, possesses

e.g. the scheme : ')

M In this connection it will be of importance to examine whether in the

saponification of B(OR):; by water tlie presence of a relatively stable intermediate

product (RObBOH can be shown.

') This representation does not lay claim, of course, to be anything more than

a scheme.
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III conclusion it may still be mentioned

iliat the question vviiat place tliiee remark-

able "acid boric acid esters" described

by WoHi> and Neubk.hg ') and also the

boric acid complexes ') found by Gkun

and NossowiTCH, occupy in this respect

must still be made a subject of investi-

gation.

I may still i)e allowed to express my great indebtedness to Prof.

BoKSKKEN for the kind interest which he evinced in this investiga-

tion carried out in his laboratory.

Delft, December, 1922. (h-gnnic Lab. of the Technical Univ.

') Ber 32, 3488 (1899).

2) Sitz. Ber der Akad. der Wiss. Wien M. N. 01. 125, 2B, 171 (1916).



Chemistry. — "The Ekctvo-viscous Effect in Rubhersol." By Prof.

H. R. Kkuyt and W. A. N. Eggink.

(Communicated at the meeting of January 27. 1922).

1. Researches on agarsoPi have tanght that the relation ') between

the charge of dispersed particles and the viscosity of the dispersed

system manifests itself clearly in those sols in which the charge can

be considerably modified without the colloid system as such being

annihilated, i.e. in those ' systems of which the stability does not

only depend on their charge, bnt in which also hydration more

general: solvation) protects the system. The conceptions about the

stability ot the lyophile sol may be applied throughout the territory

of the emulsoids '), at least when water is taken as the substance

in which the dispersion takes place. Our attention was, however,

drawn by a remark on p. 570 of 0. de Vries' Estate Rubber '),

where it is stated that increase resp. decrease of the viscosity of a

benzene rubber solution is brought about by shaking it with a few

drops of a solution of alkali resp. of acid or salt.

As it seems as if this is a question of an electro-viscous effect,

we have examined what influence electrolytes have on the viscosity

of solutions of rubber in benzene.

2. Sols were used prepared in the following way : 1 gr. of a

certain crepe-rubber was added to 300 cm. of benzene, after 24 hours

it was carefully shaken, and the sol was poured through a folded paper

filter. Then benzene solutions of the electrolytes were made ; the liquids

which were to be examined viscosimetrically, were prepared by

mixing a volume of sol with a volume of the solution of the electrolyte

(resp. a volume of benzene, for the zero-standard) ; or as far as the measu-

rement of rubberless liquids are concerned by diluting electrolyte solutions

with benzene, as they were diluted with sol just before. At the

>) H. R. Krutt and H. G. de Jono, Z. physik. Chem. 100, 250 (1922).

') M. VON Smoldchowski, Koll. Z. 18, 190 (1918). We prefer the term electro-

viscous to quasi-viscous, which v. Smoluchowski uses, but which may give rise to

misunderstanding.

») H. R. Krdyt, Koll. Z. 31, 338 (1922).

*) Batavia 1920.
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begiiiniiig and at llie end of every series llie electrolyte-free mixture

was measured, and vviien lliere was a diflfei-eiice, a correction was

applied to tiie intermediate values. The measurements have been

performed in an Ostwai.d viscosimeter ') and at 25°.

In the subjoined tables the concentrations given are end-oonceri-

trations, the viscosity of benzene is put at 1.Ü00, »je 's the viscosity

of an electrolyte solution, ijs+e fiat of a rubber sol with equal

electrolyte concentration. The relation of these tiiiantities is given

under -^, after the said correction for the lime reaction has been

applied.

TABLE I.

Influence of benzoic acid on ttie viscosity of rubbersols.

Cone. Benzoic acid

mMol p. L.
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The viscosity of tlie XHj-beiizetie mixtures (iie) did not appreciably

differ from tliat of benzene.

T/s+e

1.700

I.G50

l.£00

I.SSOt

1.500

Rubber sol

Benzoezuur

m Mot per Liter loo

Fig. 1.

200

TABLE IL

Influence of ammonia on the viscosity of rubbersols.

Cone, ammonia

mMol p. L.

Viscosity

rubber — NHs
r,s+e

corrected

0.37

0.75

1.49

2.98

5.96

11.92

23.85

1.608

1.616

1.622

1.625

1.622

1.620

1.620

1.621

1.611

1.608

1.616

1.621

1.624

1.620

1.618

1.618

1.618

1.608

It appears from this iliat ilie viscosity of the sols rises by addition

of ammonia, reaches a maximum, and then descends.

3. The great change of viscosity by an added substance in so

small a concentration as is the case with the acids, certainly makes

the impression of an electro-viscous effect.
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In fig. 2 a graphic represeiilalioii is given of the results oF all

examined electrolytes, hut only for concentrations below 6 inMol

per litre. We iiave always taken the relative viscosity of the electrolyte-

1.05
J

Change of viscosity in Rubber sols by

added electrolytes.

0.95

0.90

0.85

CH3COOH

CsHsCOOH

Fig. 2.

free sol as unit, and then plotted the relation
Vs+e — 1

as ordinates.
'is
—

1

The behaviour of NH, is in striking agreement with this explana-

tion : for it has appeared in all investigations on capillary-electric

phenomena that alcalic substances give a higher potential to a

negatively charged wall, lowering it again on further addition').

In harmony with this researches in this laboratory by Mr. Lier

confirmed the occurrence of an increasing electro-viscosity by hydroxy!

1) See e.g. G. von Elissaffof, Z. physik. Ghem. 79, 385 (1912); R. Ellis, Z.

physik. Ghem. 80, 597 (1912); H. R. Kruyt and A. E. van Aekel, KoU. Z. 32,

29 (1923).
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ions in casein, those by Dr. Rungenberg de Jong did so in anivliuii ').

Especially this positive effect is, therefore, a forcible aignment in

favonr of our view.

4. Two objections may, however, be raised. The first is: is NH,
and also is SO^ in benzene an electrolyte? For the formation of an

OH-ion from XH,OH, resp. an H-ion from H,SOj the presence of

water is reqnired. If it is, however, calculated iiow much water is

required with the very small concentrations in question, values are

found which are only a small part of the solubility of water iu

benzene, a quantity that is certainly always present in benzene that

has not been dried with particular precautions.

A second objection might be supplied by the question whether

the electrolytes in benzene are sufficiently dissociated to put these

phenomena to their account. Walden's') investigations, however,

may reassure us in this respect. Equal dissociation in two solvents

is attained at dilutions that are to each other as the third

powers of the dielectricity constants, i.e. for the relation bezene-

water 4,7 X 1^^^- Hence the succession of the strengths is the same
in two solvents. If now according to Walden the a is calculated

for HCI in benzene, cone. 1 milol per litre, taking into account

that the constant from Ostwai,d's law of dilution varies proportional

to the concentration of the undissociated molecules, the value «=iO,32

is found. Here there is, therefore, a considerable ionisation. With a

weak acid, as benzoic acid, the dissociation is, indeed, moregreatlv

iowered by benzene than in the case that the substance is dissolved

in water, but in the concentrations in question here, it is yet not

less than '/joo of that in water.

There is, however, a striking difference between the electro-viscous

phenomena in water and those in benzene. In water the curves for

cations of equal valency coincide, but this is not the case for our

curves, though they all have the H-ion as discharging ion ywith the

exception of HgCl,). It makes the impression that the real H-ion

concentration plays a part: for the anorganic acids discharge in the

order of their strength. The two organic acids are, indeed, stronger

than H,S, but organic anions always counteract the discharge through

their greater absorbability, the aromatic ion more strongly than the

aliphatic one, thus compensating its greater strength. The exceedingly

') Still unpublished; compare however for casein VV. Pauli, Kolloidcheraie der

Eiweisskörper. 81 et seq. (Dresden-Leipzig 1920) and for amylum M. Samec KoU.

Beih. 4, 132 (1913), 5, 141 (1914) etc.

-) P. Walden. Z. physik. Chem. 94. 363 (1920).
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weakly ionized HgCl, has accordingly the siriallest discharging

power.

5. In conclusion we wish to draw attention to a consequence of

the stated electro-viscous character of part' of the viscosity- in the

rnbbersol. It has often been tried to compare the quality of different

samples of rubber by measuring the viscosity of benzene solutions

of the same concentration. Tiie ciioice of thi.s property for a com-

parison is not unlogical, a.s in the tirst instance the viscosity may

be considered as a measure for the solvation, and tiiis can be taken

into account as a real colloid cliaracteristic. PCxperience now actually

teaches that there exists a certain correlation between the viscosity

of the sol and the mechanic properties which determine the quality

;

it is, however, no more than a vague correlation. It has, however,

appeared above, that part of the viscosity is not in connection wilh

the solvation, but is of electric origin, and has, therefore, a perfectly

casual character, dependent on the soluble components which accom-

pany the rubber and which have no influence on (he mechanic

properties in these minimum concentrations. If it is, therefore, desired

to detect a functional relation between viscosity and the pi-operties

of the quality o'f the rubber, it will be necessary to eliminate before-

hand the electro viscous effect by judicious addition of the electrolyte.

We consider tiie knowledge of these electro-viscous phenomena

of importance from the standpoint of pure colloid chemistry, because

they open a way to the study of the electric relations in non-

aqueous sols.

Utrecht, VAN 't HoFF-laboratory, 1922.



Physics. — "Isotherms of di-atomic substances and their binary

muetures. XX. The critical curve of oxygen-nitrogen mixtures,

the critical phenomena, and some isotherms of la>o mixtures

loith 507o "'"^ 757, by oolume of oxygen in the neighbourhood

of the critical point." H_v J. P. Kl'knkn f, T. Verschoyi.e and

A. Th. van Ukk. Coniniimicatioii No. 161 fioni the Physical

Laboratory at. Leiden. (Dr. Kameki.ingh Onnks, holding his

deeply regretted friend in aftectionale. memory, is glad to

perform the hononral)le task of [ire.senting for the Pi'oeeedings

a paper by the lale Dr. Kuenen which was made almost

ready for the press),

(Communicated at the meeting of November 25th. 1922).

^1. Introduction.

Thi.s work is a conliiination of tiiat of Koenen and Clark'), the

investigations, however, being carried ont in snch a way as to allow

of the constrnction of complete isotherms, which involved a slight

modification of the apparatus (hen used. The nii.ictnres on which

measurements \^e^e made, contained res|)ectively 50 "/, and 75 °/„

by volume of oxygen, and it was found that these gave sufficient

data for the construction of the critical curve. This was found to

be almost a straight line, while both critical constants proved to

be an almost linear function of the composition.

\ 2, Preparation of the mixtures.

A simple mixing apparatus was employed, consisting essentially

of a measuring-bulb of about a litre capacity, surrounded by a

water-jacket and connected with an open manometer tube, in

which the gases to be mixed were measured, and of a mixing bulb

of some 2 litres capacity. Through 3-way taps the bulbs could be

put in connection with each other, the source of gas, the piezometer

to be filled, and a vacuum pump, as might be desired. In measuring

the relative quantities of the gases to be mixed, the mercury wa,s

1) J. P. Koenen and A. L. Clark. These Proc. XIX (2) pg. 1088. (Febr. 1917.)

Leiden Comm. N". 1506.

4
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always broiiglit to a mark on the stem below the measnring-bnlb,

when the pressiire-differeuce was read with a cathetometer, allowing

for the height ol' the bafonieter, while the temperatm-e of the

waterjacket was observed.

The oxygen was prepared from pnre potassinm permanganate ') and

tlie nitrogen from sohitions of sodinm nitrite and ammonium oldoride ').

In the preparation of nitrogen the air was first driven ont by carbon

dioxide ; to free the nitiogen from the i-emaining carbon it was

frozen ont in liqnid oxygen boiling nnder reduced pressure, before

being used. The first part of the evaporating nitrogen was pumped

off, and the next part used to fill the apparatus ; the residue was

also removed.

§ 3. Apparatus.

a. Piezometer.

The usual type of piezometer used in I he laboratory at Leiden

was employed. The volume of the large reservoir was some 500 cm',

and that of the small reservoii' about 1 cm'. The form of the latter

differed from that used in Comni. N'. 150^ as an other method of

stirring was adopted, to avoid the difticullies mentioned there. It

consisted of a capillary about 50 cm. long 6', with a bore of

+ 0.2 mm., and a cylindrical bulb R, about 10 cm. long, which

was carefully rounded at the lower end, so that the stirrer ;• con-

tained within (a short length of iron wire enclosed in a gla.ss tube)

could reach the extreme end, thus avoiding any dead space. The bulb

R was graduated; and, as its section and the volume of the stirrer

were known by previous calibration, it was possible (o estimate the

volume of any litjuid formed in it. The reservoir was calibrated as

a whole after its construction had l)een completely finished.

b. Manometer.

Pressures were read on the closed hydrogen manometer M. 60').

For the arrangement of the pressure connections and of the piezo-

meter, reference may be made to romm. N°. 97^/. (Plate I.)

c. Cryostat.

The cryostat contained, besides the small reservoir /i' two platinum

resistance thermometers IT^ for reading the temperature, a stirrer B
for the cryostat liqnid (in this case ethylene), and the usual auxiliary

M H. Kamerlingh Onnes, G. Dorsman and G. Holst. Proc. XVII (2) pg. 'JjO.

(Dec. 1904). Leiden. Gomm. N". 14.")&.

2) These Proc. IX p. 754 (Dec. 1906;. Leiden Gomm. N». 97«.
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I

capillary H, a simple helium thermometer') for ascertaining the

mean temperature of' the portion of the

small reservoir capillary within the cryo-

stat, bill above the liquid, as well as the

necessary tubes for the introduction and

removal of the etiiylene.

The connections, required for the reg-

ulation of the pressure within the cryo-

stat may be seen in Plate I of Comm.

N°. 97".

Tiie method of stirring the gaseous

and liquid phases within the small reser-

voir bulb was as follows : round the

bulb was fitted a soft iron sheath, which

could be moved vertically up and down

by means of an electro-magnet E above

the cryostat, in the same way as the

liquid stirrer is worked.') In the lowest

position of the sheath ?/; (which is of

about the same length as the reservoir R,

and about three times as long as the

stirrer), the lower edge was at the level

of the bottom of the bulb R\ in the

highest position of in its lower edge was

raised to fully two thirds of the height

of the bulb R. In order to be able to

obtain a clear view of the whole length

of the bulb R, two slits were cut out of

opposite sides of the sheath m, and the

latter so arranged that Ihese slits were

in line with the clear strips in the silver

surfaces of the vacuum-glasses. Round

the outer glass a ring electro-magnel m
was placed with the bottom surfaces slightly

above the level of the top of the bulb R.

By a correct adjustment of (he current

circulating through this and the weight

of the iron sheath ?», it was possible to

n
Fig. 1.

raise and lower the latter, which carried the small stirrer r with

1) These Proc. IX pg. 754. (Dec. 1906). Leiden Comm. N». 97a.

\ These Proc. XX (2) pg. 991 (June 1917). Leiden Comm. No. 152« l§ 3).

4*
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it, so that the gas and liquid pliases in the Imll) could he slii-red

as required. ')

^ 4. Observations and precautions.

Before commencing the work at low temperatures, isotherms were

experimentally delermined for the two mixtures al 20°, the calcu-

lations being carried out on the lines of Comm. N°. 78. The values

of the expansion coellicients for the mixtures

1

".4

dvA

dt y^

required in the calculation of the isotherms were interpolated as

linear functions of the coniposilion from the coriesponding values

of the pure gases, the error involved being negligible. These values

were, in the case of oxvgen, those found bj Kamkulingh Onnks and

Hyndm.4N') and, in the case of nitrogen, calculated from isotherms

determined al 0° and 20° by one of us, which are not yet published.

These normal temperature isotherms were determined with small

reservoirs ± 5 cm' volume. For greater certainly a second series

of points were determined for the 75 "/o oxygen mixture using the

small reservoir of ± 1 cm' of the piezometer used in the critical

zone as a leak occurred during the first series, and consequently

onl} the normal volume delermined at liie end could be used in

the calculations. The agreement of this control is satisfactory.

Isotherms were made over a range starting about 5 degi'ees above

the temperatni'e of the critical point of contact, and extending as

low as the jiroportions of the piezometer allowed, i.e., 6 degrees

below that temperature for the 50°
, mixtui-e, and 2| degrees for

the 757, mixture. The tem|)erature intervals were in general some

2 degrees, but, in the neighbourhooti of the zone, were i-educed to

Vso degree or less. All observations were made with rising pressure,

the importance of which fact is insisted on in Comm. 150A; and,

after finishing any series, the jjressure is completely I'eleased, and

gas in the piezometer well mixed by successively raising the pressure

to 10 atmospheres or so and lowering, before proceeding to a new

series. When only one phase was present, the pressure steps were

of the order 2—3 atmospheres, but, when two were present, and

near the critical zone, they were reduced to a few tenths of an

atmosphere and sometimes the raising was accovn pushed by even

') A. VAN Eldik. Amsterdam Akad. Versl. Mei— Juni 1897. Leiden Comm. N". 39.

') These Proc. IV pg. 7G1. (Maart 1902). Leiden Comm. N». 78.
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smaller steps. As soon as two phases are present, the equilibrinra

beoomes extremeir sensitive to the smallest change in pressnre or

temperatnre, and therefore the qnantities that determine the condi-

tions of equilibrinin must lie ke|>( as constant as possible, in the

critical zone, an alteration of a hnndredlh of a degree in the tempe-

rature will cause tiie mercury in the stem of the piezometer to rise

or fall by millimeters. Althuugh the e/ic/-poiiits of condensation could

be fairly accurately observed, provided the pressure-increases were

made with extreme care the tendency of the liquid phase to remain

out, despite vigorous stirring, did not allow of accurate observation

J.ZJ

J. o o

C.7J

o.oo
aoc2.o

Fig. 2.

of the beginning-\iOmi. Both |ioiiits were accordingly graphically

taken from the isotherms by linding the intersection of the one-

phase and two-phase portions of the latter. Even in this way only

very approximate results can be obtained in the critical zone.

The critical phenomena were well observed, both as regards the

typical opalescence at and near the plail-point, and the process o^
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Fig. 3.
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retrograde condensation, allhough the latter was limited to a range

of 0.13 degree at most.

As an illnstratioii of tlie perfection to which the regulation of

pressure and temperature has been brought in the Leiden Laboratory,

the 50*/, mixture was maintained under liie plait-point conditions

tor over an hour, tiie blue opalescence being continually there,

while an indefinite meniscus alternately appeared and disappeared

in the middle of the bulb on stirring. From the results a p, v^

graph for each mi.xture is constructed, and the points of beginning

and end condensation determined as previously stated : the border

curve is drawn through these. It was found that the two-phase line

during the period of observation is to all intents and purposes a

straight line, although, in the case of the 50 7, mixture, the first

points determined aftei' condensation lie below this line on every

isotherm. This can hardly be explained by any delay in the appea-

rance of the liquid phase (which would give the reverse effect), and

the deviation is far greater than any eiror of observation.

The accuracy of the pressure determination is at least i in 5000');

that of the temperature reading within 0.02 of a degree, while the

probable observation error of the volumes is not greater than 1 in

2000 when one phase was present, and 1 in 200 when two phases

were present — apart from a possible constant calibration error of

1 in 500. To eliminate the last error it would have been necessary

to measure a few points of the isotherm of 20° C. of hydrogen
with this piezometei-, and to compare the results with the accurate

isotherm of Schalkwyk. But as such accuracy was of little impor-,

tance in our case, this was not done.

The results for the two mixtures are given below with:

p := pressure in atmospheres.

I'A = volume, expressed in the normal volume.

V/: = volume of liquid, expressed in volume of the small reservoir.

^ =z temperature on the provisional intern. Kelvin scale, reduced

by 273.09.

The condensation |)oiiUs, as found from the p.v.1 graphs, are

plotted on a p,t (t = 8) graph ; the results of Kcenkx and Clark
being included on the same graph. (Fig. 4). The vapour pressures

of pure oxygen') and nitrogen') are also plotted, and the critical

M C. A. Grommelin and Mej. E. J. Smid. These Proc. XVlti (1 1 pg. 47-'. Leiden.

Goinm. Leiden. N". 146c.

') H. Kamerlingh On.nes, G. Dorsman and G. Holst. I. c.

») C. A. Grommeun. TheseProc. XVtl (2) 959 (Dec. 1914.; Leiden Gomm.N". Uorf.
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ciir\e drawn tangential to llie various border ciirxes, touching those

in the plait points.

By plotting T/, the volume of tiie liquid against va a series of

curves are obtained wiiich clearly show the process of retrograde

condensation in the case of the SO'/» mixture').

A peculiarity of the last mixture is that all the lines in this graph

go through the point V/, =r half the volume of the small reservoir,

which means that the cor'responding line of constant division of

volume is a line of constant i^^, therefore in the /^^'.l diagram it

runs parallel to the p-axis^).

If a dj, I graph is drawn, a diametei' is obtained which is

rectilinear (ae for a pure substance), but which is strongly curved

towards the temperature axis at the extreme end, though in this

zone, the position of the point as found must be necessarily rather

qualitative than quantitative.

The plait-point constants were found to be

:

50°
, C, Mixture. Ib'j, 0, Mixture.

fseries XIV. 4.) (series IX. 5.)

p 41.90 45.89 (observed)

V,, 0.00358 0.00336 (from p,v^ graph)

f* — 132°.66 —125°.60 (observed)

The critical point of contact constants were found to be:

(series IX. 4.) (series X. 3).

p 41.90 45.86 (from p,VA graph)

v^ 0.00404 0.00375 ifrom d^^t graph)

—132°.53 —125°.53 (observed)

For the critical point of contact temperature it was found that,

at 0.01 of a degree above it no condensation was, of course, observed,

and at O.Oi below there was a momentary, but very evident con-

densation.

1) J. E. Verschaffelt. These Proc. I. pg. 288 (Dec. 1898.) Leiden Coram. N". 45.

») Leiden Comm. Suppl. N». 23, p. .M. Enc. Math. Wiss. V 10.
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Results tbr the mixture 50 '/„ 0,-50 "
. N,

Isotherm of 20° C.

Point.
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Isotherms at low temperature.
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Anatomy. — " ContriZ/utions to the hioivleJc/e of the bruin of bony

fishes." By Pi-of. Kyozo Kudo, Mukden (Manchuria). (Com-

municated bv Dr. C. U. Akiëns Kappkrs).

.Communicated at the meeting of January 27, 1923).

1. I'he Tr. olfactorio-opticu.-i.

Nils Holmgren found in Osmerus e|»erlanus with tlie CAJ.^i.-niethod,

but ai^o witli meihylene-biue colounng, a bundle wliich, long before

the middle of the telencephalon, separates from the tr. olfaclorius

lateralis, then, following the tiulcu.s externu.-?, extends as far as the

opticus, into which it enters, and can be traced (in the opticus)

for some distance towards the eye. He called the bundle tr. olfactorius

lat. optici (op. cit., p. 188). Witii Callionymus lyra he found a

'similar bundle, but lying in the medial olfactory tract 'I.e., p. 188,

Aiunerkung).

This discovery should be considered most remarkable. Being able

to test and confirm the latter case (the fibres in the tr. olfactorius

med.) with various Teleosls also by WEiGERT-preparations, I will

describe it here more fully.

With the WF.iGRRT-colouring these fibres, connecting the tr. olfacto-

rius with the tr. opticus, seem fairly coarse; they are nearly always

scattered and mixed only with the tr. olfactorius medialis, never with

tr. olfactorius lateralis, in the bony fishes, which I examined they

run always the same way. As these relations are the most distinct

in Ammodytes tobiauus, I lake this fish as example.

With this fish the tr. olfactorius med. consists of two sorts of

medullary fibres, a thin one and a much coarser one. The fibres

divide into three parts

The pars dorsalis is that part of the tr. olfactorius med. that

on a quite frontal level turns towards dorsal. It consists for the greater

part of thin fibres that radiate in dorso-lateral direction and disappear

rather soon, already on the level of commissura anterior. A few

coarse fibres, however, also belonging to this portion, run further

caudad, always following laterally the tr. olfacto-hypothalamicus

med., but strongly contrasting with these by their coarseness. They

cannot be traced accurately from the place where they medially

5
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pass file fihrae ansulalae of Bpu.oncc, caudo-ventrally descending by

and by willi the accompanying tractiis olf.-hypothai. nied.

Tliese fibres form fhe dorsal gr<)U|) of tbe coarse olfactory fibres.

Tiie pars 'uitennedia of the tr. oifact. ined. consists half of (he

lliinner, and half of the coarser fibres. The first foi'in a small

bundle and cross in the commissura anterior (the so-called comm.

iiiterbiilbaris).

The pars ventralis is formed b^' coarse fibres exclusively. They at

fii-st Join to a bundle, but fi,radually they separate into several small

bundles. These, together with the fibres from the pars iiitei'media

form the ventral group of the coai'se olfactory filires. The biiiHlles

soon arrange in regular order dorso-ventrally in the pi-aethaiainLis,

thereby dorsally touching the tr. olfacto-h3'pothalamicus med., ven-

trally the tr. opticus, into wliicii they are taken up gradually (fig. 1).

A few tibi-es that are in an exceptional dorsal position, enter into

the just rising commissura ndnor.

Epiphysis

Telencephalon

o) the fibres ^* -"^ ' •*

I'arencephalon

Tr. ol/'-hypoth. med. with the dors,
group of the fibres in question.

Nuel.
praeopt.
pars

magnocell.

P'ig. 1. Ammodytus tobianus.

(Preparation of the Central Institute for Brain-research, Amsterdam).

With other bony fishes the course of these coarse olfactory fibres

is nearly the same. Only the relation to the commissuia minor (and

to the fasciculus medialis n. optici) does not always exist, this being

most distinct, besides in Ammodytes, with Rhombus, Hippocampus

and IMorone.

1 have been able to find these fibres with Catostomi, Percesoces,
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Acanthopterygii and Plectognathi, but not witli Malacoptervgii, Osta-

riophysi, Symbranchii and Haplomi. Tlie}' probably are neither to

be found with Anacanthini and PediruUxti (at least not medulhited).

The quantity of the fibres varies according lo the iiind of fislies.

It often is so small that the (ibres can be easdy counted. In any

case the fibres are generally not very numerous. The ventral group

is always superior in number to ihe doi'.ml, which I even cannot

find in Solea and Cottus.

With Callionymus lyra, the very bony fish that Holmgren examined,

the matter is somewhat different.

Inasfar as it may l)e judged by Weigert-Pal series these fishes

show IK) tr. olfactorius lat. The tr. olfactorius med. is fairly coarse

and is found as usual on the medio-\enlral side of the frontal half

of the brain. Caudally it soon descends a little ventrally already

before the level of ilie commissura rninoi', and comes in touch with

the opticus fibres and especially willi those that arrive here from

lateral. I think it faiily probable thai fibres are being exchanged

between these two iracts, tliat is to say that tr. olfactorius gi\es

away a part of its fibres to the tr. opticus, but in exchange receives

more fibres from the latter tract during its descension (see below)

and so becomes visibly coarser. The fibre tract now runs medially

along the dorsal opticus root in a ventral direction. ') More frontal

a small part of the Ir. olfactorius is separated from the chief bundle

on the spot where this trad begins to descend in order to come
into touch with the w. opticus. This separated little bundle runs

independently in the praethalamus also ventrad, about in the middle

of the inner and outer surface of .same, and finally joins again the

principal bundle. ')

When the tlni> formed olfacto-oplic liinidle has at last left Ihe

tr. opticus, it runs lateral, viz. between the tr. strio-thalamicus med.

and the nucl. anterior thalami'r'). More caudally it wedges between

the nucl. jiraerolundus? ') and the tr. tubero-dorsalis of Goldstein.

A little way back nerve cells begin to appear in tiie bundle and

finally take up the area of the bundle nearly entirely. This nucleus

takes its place quite superficially of the lateral surface of the hypo-

thalamus, close above the lobus inferior (see fig. 87 pf Holmgren's

'") The formation of the very extensive tectum plate and accordingly the topo-

graphy of the opticus roots are in this bony fish difïerent from others.

') So with Gailionyraus nearly all medullary olfactory fibres seem to run as far

as into the praethalamus.

') I have not yet succeeded in identifying these nuclei free from objection with

this fish.

5*
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'wor'k, showing the luicleiis in questioi:, luedinl of "(r. olf. tect. sem.").

The cells of this nucleus are small.

Krom this nucleus i)roceeds a new tibr'e tract, running in*a curve

in the torus semicircularis, parallel to anil inward of the tr. isthino-

teclalis niihi (see below), vet it seems to end in the torus itself.

That besides this, fibres should come from the said tract in the path

of the tr. tecto-bulbaris or tr. lecto-istlimicus into the tectum, as

Hoi,M(5KEN seems (o presume, is improbable to me').

As to the origin and the end of nij coarse olfactory fibres, I

am (piite unable jet to say an^ything definite. That frontally tliej

are connected with the biilbus olfactorius is undoubtedly sure, but

their caudal destination remains (piile uncertain. Hoi.mgukn seems

to hold the opinion llial his tr. olfactorius lat. optici runs ceiitrifugally

ill the o[)ticus (I.e., |). 188). I my.self am more inclined to believe

that the fibres of the neutral grouji tend through the path of the

commissura transversa towards (he tccluin or, less probable, towards

the nucl. [iraerolundus of the other side, the spot where they penetrate

into the 0|)ticus root Just coi'responding with the most frontal level

of this commissure. This, however, is a mere supposition.

It is harder slill to say anything of the ilorsa/ group of iriy fibres.

Concerning the curious olfacto-o|)(ic Inindle in Callionymus, it can

only be said that the jiart of ir. olfactorius iiied., that enters frontally

into tlie opticus, iHirresponds fairly certainly with the ventral group

of my fibres. But about the other part of the tract, the associating

opticus fibres, the peculiar nucleus and the bundle originating from

it, I cannot give an opinion, as — till now — I have not seen anylhiiig

similar with the other bony fishes.

Summarizing we find in the brain of the Teleosts a remarliable

fibre system, connecting the tr. olfactorius with the tr. opticus,

consisting in the more primitive forms (Osmerus eperlanus) of thin

fibres (that can only be expo.sed by the impregnation method)

running in the tr. olfactorius lat., whereas in the more highly

organised forms it has coarse, medullary fibres as components and

is mixed between the fibres of the tr. olfactorius med. At the present

I must be content with confirming Hoi.mgrkn's finding, leaving the

arising questions to later investigations.

II. T/ie Tr. tecto-praerotuitdus.

I ihiiik I have discovei'ed in the brain of bony fishes a medul-

') Holmgren, namely in fig. .S7 of liis work, has indicated this newly forming

fibre tract as ,tr. olfacto-tectalis et semicircularis", without further referring to it

in the text.
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larv fibre tract, not yet described as far as I kiio\v, which probably

connects the tectum with ihc nucleus praerotuudus. This tract appears

in transverse sections on the ie\ el where tiie fasciculus uiedialis

ner\i optici, swinging aci'oss the Ir. >trio-thahuuicus, joins the lateral

opticus root. It there appears as a bundle, running dorso-ventrally,

medially along the dorsal opticus root. Dorsaliy it lies in separate

bundles between the just-mentioned opticus root and those fibres

that branch off «more fronlally) from the tr. opticus, run dt)rsad in

the post-habenular region and finally lateral into the deep medullary

layer ledum. From these fibres probably corresponding to the

fibrae tectales n. optici of Kh.msk) the tract is distinguished by

the smaller caliber of its fibres and its steeper course. Somewhat

more caudally it bends in a lateral direction and eiHers also into

the deep medullary layer of the tectum.

V^entrally it crosses with the fasciculus med. n. o[)tici directly

medially to the praetectal nucleus, then runs laterally down from

the tr. strio-thalaraicus, to finally join the fibres of the commissura

transversa (see fig. 2).

Often, however, it does not run laterally to the Ir. strio-thidamicus

but medially, together with the fasciculus med. ii. optici towards

medioventral, consequently in this case delusive of a commissura

minor in the sense of Ahiëns K.^ppurs (one-sided in a specimen of

Tr.
tecto- ***

praerot. ~^
mihi

Br. tccti

post.

Tr. strio-thal.

Comm. HEURICK
Tr. tccto-praerot. mihi

Fasc. med. n. opt.

(Comm. Herrick failing here)

Fig. 2, Mugil chelo.

(Preparation of the Central Institute for Brain-research, Amsterdam).
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Gaslecosteuy (see fig. 3), double-sided in a s|)eciirien eacli of' Beioiie

and Exoi'oetes). However, I want to consider (his course as aberrating,

for in another specinfien of Gasterosieus and also of Exocoetus it

runs laterally to the tr. strio-thalamicus, as with the other Teleosts.

Fibrae tect. "\J
n. opt.

/^'2^-J \i\^m\ '1113 r/f;i>'///r^//'^-., '.^V

si

tecto-
praerot. mihi

praeteit.

Tr. tecto-praerot. mihi for-
ming a part of the Comm.

HERRICK

Comm. HERRICK

Fig. 3. Gasterosieus aculeatus.

(Preparation of the Central Institute for Brain research, Amsterdam).

Ventrallj it mixes, as mentioned, among the fibres of the coni-

missura transversa, in two ways. One time it runs iieai'ly horizont-

ally towards medial as the most caudal [tart of this comniissure,

close to the ventral periphery of the midbrain. Here it soon cannot

be traced any further among the commissure fibres. Yet it seems

plausible to tne that here if crosses I lie medial line. This I find

with Trutta, Syngnathus? '), Ammodyles? '), Mugil, Ophiocephalus,

Morone, Osphremenus, Pleuronectes platessa?'), Rhombus, Hippo-

glossus?'), Solea?) '), Cyclopterus, Agonus?'), Trachinusand Tetrodon.

Another time it forms the most dorsal pari of the commissura

transversa and crosses directly under the ventricle. I was able to

ascertain this course, besides in the cases where it is delusive of

the commissura minor (Gasterosteus, Belone and Exocoetus), with

') The question-marks denote that with these Teleosts I do not find the matter

quite clear.
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ClupeaPM and Pleiu-onectes limanda. Also with Gadidae tliis tract

can easily be traced from tlie siibveiitricular crossing as far as the

deep medullary layer of the tectum.

Franz has erroneously indicated this bundle in Gadus, in fig. 6

of his work, as "ftbrae tect. n. opt." The correctness of my observ-

ation, however, can be tested not only in Gadus itself, but very

easily in Lota and Motella. In lig. 24 of the same work Fr.anz has

called the same tract correctly "ascending decuss. transversa" (the

upper line of his reference, at the bottom, left hand).

Although I he exact way of origin and termination of this bundle

is not yet clear to me, 1 should like to call it provisionally tv.

tecto-prnerotuiidus and introduce it under this name.

III. 7V. isthmo-praetectalis.

Fk.\nz describes the course of his tr. istfn)io-Oj>i/.ciis as follows (op.

cil., p. 414): "a tract which, together wilh the opticus, first appears

ventrally to the midbrain roof, ascends on the inside of the midbrain

roof, reaches the torus semicircularis and here curves round to the

ganglion islhmi — here often difruMilt lo distinguish from tlie fibres

of the commissura transversa. It may be possible that part of the

fibres remains already in the torus semicircularis."

He further is of opinion, supported by experiments (on which

fishes?) that the fibre tract arises undoubtedly from cells of the

ganglion isthmi and sends its nenriles centrifngally into the eye

(I.e., p. 415).

My investigation confirms the presence of such a bundle and its

candal course, as described by Fr.AiNZ. I only want lo remark that

I could not find this bundle with all l>ony fishes. A few fishes.

such as Salmonids, Silnroids, Misgiirnus, Symbranchidae, E.sox, Ammo-
dytes?^), Gadidae, Lophius?') and Tetrodontidae? ') seem not to

[lossess such a fibre tract.

Its further frontal course, however, is not as supposed by FraiNz,

but different according to the Teleosts examined.

Fkanz seems to be right, in so far as the bundle, after its character-

istic curve in the torns senncircnlaris, gathers its fibres at the

lateral basal ridge of the midbrain, then by bnndles enters into

the lateral opticus root and disap|)ears from examination under the

fibi'es of the latter, as is the case with Megalops (with all)"), Gaslero-

M The question-marks indicate here that the matter concerned is not quite clear

in these fishes.

^) The brackets refer to the quantity of fibres, entering into the opticus root.
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steids (few)'), Scorabresocids (part)'), Miigil (the greater part)'),

Ophioceplmliis (tiie greater part)'), Morone (greater part)'), Osphro-

ineiiiis (part)'), Cottids?'), Cyclopterus?) '), Agoiius?) ') and Trachinus

(with the smaller |)art of the fibres)').

On the otlier iiaiid tliere are bony fishes in which the bnndle in

question can be distinctly followed as far as the frontal tectum

section, as Clupea, üyprinidae, Syngnathidae, Osphronienns, Plenro-

nectidae (Solea excepted) and Callionymns. I therefore will give here

a minute description of the course of this fibre tract in some

specimens of fishes.

Just with Pleuronectes, where Franz believed to have his tr. istbmo-

opticus fully established, we can clearly prove that the bundle in

question actually enters fiontally into the tectum, in the most super-

ficial medullary fibre layer of it. The small bundles namely gather

on the lateral surface of the midbrain to a roundish bundle that

protrudes into the optic ventricle and then takes a wholly sagittal

course, (see lig. 6 of Hippoglossoides). At first it runs ventrally to

the bundles of tr. tecto-bulbaris and directly dorsal of the ventral

point of the tectum jthite. Some way more frontal it takes the shape

of a curved medullaiy plate and encircles about half of the nucl.

praetectalis from the lateral side. During this course its position

corresponds to the bottom of the tectal furrow characteristic of this

fish and, situated caudally deep inside, it frontally more and more

apinoaches the outer surface; at last, quite frontal on the level of

the geniculatum, it comes close under the molecular layer') of the

tectum. Till there it never touches the opticus root. Now part of

the bundle radiates caudo-laterally of the geniculatum, towards medio-

dorsal into the dorsal part of the tectum*), whereas the other part

runs further frontad and finally enters latero-ventrally into con-

nection with the ventral part*) of the tectum, which extends a little

further frontad than the dorsal one. At this radiation of the bundle

I could quite clearly distinguish its small bundles from those of the

brachium tecti (Kappers) and the optic root, and prove that the most

superficial narrow layer of the so-called opticus fibre layer of the

tecliim consists of the little bundles of the fibre tract in question

and the next much broader layer of medullary fibres (of the opticus

1) See note 1 p. 71.

-I See note 2 p. 71

') This designation has its explanation in the above-mentioned treatise „On the

torus longitudinalis etc.".

*) The frontal part of the tectum plate is divided into two parts by the afore-

mentioned funow.
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fibre layer), se|iarate(l from tlje first by a strand of grey substance,

oonsLsts of the small bundles of llie brachium tecti and the tr.' opticus

(see fig. 4j.

Also with Clupea, examined likewise by Fhanz and drawn by

him in fig. 9 of his treatise, I could trace the fibre tract as one or

two coarsefil)red bundles above and partly through the lateral opticus

root, lateral of the praetectal nucleus and the geniculatum, as far as

in the upper fibre layer of the n)0St frontal tectum (fig. 5).

With the Cyprinidae its course is about the same as with Clupea.

Tlie small bundles gather medio-dorsally to the lateral root in one

or two bundles, then run frontad, at first between the nuol. prae-

tectalis and the lateral opticus root, then between the nucl. anterior

thalami and the ganglion geniculatum. Here a part of the fibres

branches oïï into the tectum, but the remainder runs, dorsally to the

geniculatum, further fi'ontad, then turns medio-dorsad and finally

also reaches the tectum.

By the way I want to remark that with these Teleosts (Pleuro-

nectids, Clupea and Cyprinids) the bundle in question is accompanied

in its entire frontal course by the tr. geniculo-myelencephalicns of

Holmgren. The two bundles, however, can easily be distinguished,

the fibres of the first bundle being far coarser than those of the

latter.

With Osphromenus the bundle shows a peculiarity. Part of its

fibres enter, as mentioned above, already caudallj' into the lateral

opticus root. Here again I expected to be able to trace the small

bundles through the complex of the opticus fibres right into the

upper fibre layer of the tectum. The other part, however, turns in

the subependymal layer gradually medio-dorsad, above the comm.
horizonlalis fibre group'), and finally enters into the fibre system

of the most medio-frontal tectum part.

Therefore I am fully convinced that there is no doubt but the

bundle in question, that is to say what Franz calls tr. isthnio-oplicus,

does not run in the opticus to the eye, as Franz presumes, Itul to

the frontal tectum, and there becomes part of the opticus fibre layer.

Also in those cases where the fibres concerned enter already caudal

into the lateral opticus root, it may be assumed that we have the

same state of affairs as I have been al>le to prove in Osphromenus.

In the following I shall call the bundle provisionally tr. isthmo-

tectalis, although the direction of its course (ascending or descending)

is not have proved yet.

') Complex of commissura horizonlalis and tr. teclo-cerebellaris (cf. fig. 5).
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This tr. ixthnio-iectalis milii was traced already fairly iidnutely

by Matskr, tlie sharp observer. He called it "the outer (back) layer

of the stratum zonale" of the toi'us' sernicircularis ; but made it

originate frontal in the corpus geidculatum externum (nud. prae-

tectalis of the authors) and teriidnate caudallv between "numerous

a:

V £,

o



small nerve cells cliietlv in the cainial and upper part of the torus"

(op. cit., p. 342—343 and 348, without vet having applied to the

latter a special name (ganglion isthmi).

molec. layer

tt'ct. furrow

liiiriznrJalis

fibre group

Tr. islmo-tect. mihi

Tr. ^eiikiilo-myttincerjli. HOLMGREN.
Cornrn. tratisv.

Tr. i.halamo-loh.

Fig. 5. Clupea harengus. '

(Preparation of the Central Institute for Brain research. Amsterdam. 'i

After Mayser no authors had occupied tlieinselves, as far as I

know, with this interesting tihre bundle, till F'r.asz discovered it

again.

Tlirongh the result of this investigation the relation between the

tectum opticuni and the ganglion isthmi with Teleosts gets closer.

The connection i^ twofold, one tin)e through the tr. tecto-isth-

niicus of Franz, another time through the isthmo-tectalis of

myself, and we may presume that the first leads tectofngal, the

latter tectopetal.

Although Mayskr's opinion that the bundle in question originates

from the corpus geniculatum externum s. 1. (i.e. from nucl. prae-

tectalis of the authors) cannot be confirmed by me as to the Cypri-

noids (s. above), yet I saw in a specimen of Exocoetus asmall[iart

of the fibres of my tr. isthmo-tectalis end in the nncl. praetectalis,

the other larger part running further frontad past this nucleus. The

.same 1 have been able to find with Cyclopterus, Trachinus, with

some doubt also with the Gasterosteids, Syngnathidae, Belone and

Solea. As just on the spot where these fibres should enter and end
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in the iiucl. praeteclaiis, the brachiuin lecli, who.se lihies are as

coarise as the otiiei-s, leaves this iiiicieiis, it is (jiiiie possible that a

misinterpretation can arise. All the same 1 can niainlain this point

as being quite certain, at least with Exocoetus. When this is the

case, these fibres correspond with those of ('atois tVoni the nucl.

praetecfalis, of which he writes: "Les antres (fibres)') descendent

presque vei-|icalement de la partie inférieure dn noyau pretectal, se

recourbent ensuite en arrière et se dirij^ent vers la region basale

du mésencéphale" (o|). cit., p. 97). But when he supposes "qn'elles

doivent wervir a établir des comiexions entre Ie thalamus et la im^elle

spinale" (I.e., p. 97—98), thi.s remains a mere supposition, for

according lo my investigations we can say for certain that they are

connected with iu the ganglion isthnii and conse(piently form a /;•.

islhmo-praetecta/is, ") (or i>raetecto-iathmiciis).

IV. Pars praetectalis Cornm. }ioslerions.

The component pai'l of the so-called "strnluin zywa/e" of the torus

semicircularis, (for convenience' sake I here use this long abandoned

nomenclature) is not at all exhausted with the above Ir. istlimo-

tectalis mihi and the commissura transversa. With most bony fishes

there is namely a fibre connection between tliis stratum and tiie

commissura posterior. One bundle from about the middle of tiiis

commissure runs latero-ventrally and at the .same lime fronlad,

joins the tr. islhmo-lectalis in the most caudal level of the nucl.

praetecfalis (tig. 6) or, if this is missing, directly the commissura

transversa and then Joins in the characteristic curved course of the

torus semicircularis. To the first category, where there is a tr. istlimo-

tectalis, belong the Gasterosteids, Belone, Mugil, Ophiocephalus,

Moroue, Osphromenus, Pleuronectids, Gobi us, Cottus, Cyclopterus,

Agonus, Trachinus and Callionymus, lo the latter, where the tr.

istlimo-teclalis is not present, belong .Syndtranchidae?, Esox, Ammo-

dytes, Gadids, >Solea, Lophins and Telrodontidae. The fibres of the

latter bundle are thinner than those of the tr. isthmo-tectalis. On

the other hand thei-e are fishes that have no such connection, e.g.

Megalopsr, Clupea.Cyprinoids, Syngnathidae, Exocoetus and Zoarces?.

This bundle differs from the other components of the commissura

posterior by its finer fibres and mostly also by its compactness. As

to its position it is about in the middle of the commissure, iu sagittal

1) Bracketed by myself.

2) Cf. also Holmqben's drawings of Callionymus: fig. 87, 88 and 89: Tr. ist.-

praet.
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as well us in dorso-venti'al direction. In WEUiK.RT-prepai'atioiis it

often has a greyish eoloui-, which makes me suppose that it consists

ol' nieilullai-y as well as unniedullateil fibres.

Hoiizoiilalis fibre group Lam. cumm, Itcti

.\llll. Lurl. Fritsch

r ,1 '.'•- ' Y
I r. tsinmo- i ' » , !

Torus /oui^

l/iiii fibres )

coiirscfibrc^-^

comni.post

.

Cotum. horr:.

(pars inf.)

Xuil. rol.

Tr. parull.-hulh. Franz

Fig. 6. Hippoglossoides plalessoides.

(Pieparation of Prof. Rothig's Collection, Berlin.)

ARii^;Ns Kappers in his work on Ganoids (op. cil., p. 475) has

e.xpressed the supposition tiiat the middle part of the comniissura

posterior partly enters into a connection with the geniculaluiu (i.e.

thé iiucl. |)raet-ectalis of (he authors), partly passes over this nucleus,

bends backwards and ends in the tegmental region, just under the

torus semicircularis. Also in his treatise on the brain of Chimaera

(p. 158) and of late in his manual (p. 8J8) he con.siders it as highly

probable tiiat this "lateral part" of the commissura posterior originates

in the geniculatum (i.e. in the nucl. praetectalis) of the one side

and extends caudad on tlie other side (extremely cleai' with Pleuro-

nectidae, as he emphasizes).

Hoi,MGREN calls the relative part of the coramissui'a posterior after

Edingkr commissura praetectalis, but is also of opinion that it is

"not excluded that praetectalis fibres, that were traced till in the
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commissura posterior, may go on the other .side to an otlier final

station than in the mieleus praetectalis" (op. cit., p. 262).

In \uy opinion one of the two formations is to lie considered as

tlie caudal destination of this bundle, viz. tlie torns semicircniaris

or tlie ganglion istlimi, the first with greater prol)ability than the

latter. About its frontal extremity 1 cannot express an opinion for

the pi'esent, although the nucl. praetectalis of the other side seems

to be the most probable. In any case further investigations on this

[)oint ai'e most desirable.

It is diffioLilt yet to say anything about the relation of the bundle

concerned, to the commissura praetectalis (or pars praetectalis of

the commissura posterior) of Edingkr. However, I have been able

to state with a specimen of Leuciscus rutilis that, although with no

other of the Cyprinoids which I examined, 1 could prove a well-

marked fibre connection between the commissura posterior and the

tr. isthmo-tectalis mihi or even the "stratum zonale" of the torus

semicircularis, with the said fish there existed a well characterized,

closed commissura bundle between the nuclei praelectales of both

sides.
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Chemistry. — "n.n-SiiIfohutiirlc acid and its optical/t/ active com-

ponents". By Prut'. H. J. BACKKRand J. H. dk Hokh. (Coiiimuni-

cated l)y Prof. F. AJ. Jaegek).

(Communicated at the meeting of .Tanu.ni'v '27. 1923).

After it had been shown that «-siilphopropioiiie acid can be

separated into its oplicaliv active compoiieiils '), we tried to efilect

this resolution also for norm, «-sniphobutjric acid. At the same time

the occasion was taken to study this acid, which has been known

already since 1875, but iiitherto had not been obtained in a pure

crystallised state.

Tiie acid is formed by direct suiphonalion of n. «-butyric acid or

of butyric iinhydride ').

Just as in the case of the propionic acid, the sulplionic acid group

is attached to the «-carbon atom, as proved by its relation to «-

bromobutyric acid, of which the structure is fixed.

Hkmilian caused the ester of this acid to react with ammonium-

sulphite and we have applied this reaction to the free «-bromo-

butyric acid; in both cases the same sidphobniyric acid was formed

as by direct sulphonatioti.

We also obtained the sulphobutyric acid in a good yield (70 7o)

from ethylinalonic acid, which by sulphonation loses one molecule

of carbon dioxyde. Besides, this formation may serve as an argument

for the structure, the active hydrogen atom of the ethylmalonic

acid having the greatest chance of being substituted by the suiphonic

acid group.

As a method of preparation we used the sidphonatioii of the

carefully fractionated n. butyric acid with sulphur trioxyde. In the

cold butyryl&ulphuric acid is formed, which on heating passes into

sulphobutyric acid :

C,H, . CH, . CO, . SO,H -*. C,H, . CH (SO.H) . CO,H.

The acid was separated in the form of its barium salt, which

was purified by crystallisation, and from which sulphuric acid

liberated again the organic acid.

') Franchimost and Backer, These Proceedings 17. 653 (1914); Recueil d. trav.

chim. 39, 751 (1920).

') Hemilian, Ann. d. Chemie 176. 2 (1875). Franchimont, Recueil d. trav.

chim. 7, 27 (1888). van Peski, Recueil 40, 736 (1921).
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Sulpliobiitjric acid was hitlierto only known as a viscous liquid.

We succeeded in obtaining the acid in the crystallised state by

leaving a concentrated pure solution for a long time in vacuo over

phosphorus penloxide.

The rf-sulphobiityric acid forms colourless hard crystals. Like

snlphoacetic and sulphopropionic acids it contains one molecule of

water of crystallisation and is extremely hygroscopic. The melting

point, determinated by the aid of a formely described apparatus'),

was found to be 66°.

Since snlphoacetic acid melts at 84—85° and sulphopropionic acid

at J 00.5°, we have here perha|)S the beginning of an alternating

series of melting [)oints, as shown by the fatty acids.

From Hulphobutyric acid we have prepared some salts with aromatic

amines.

The acid sulphobutyrate of aniline forms small glistening crystalline

plates with the melting point 175".

The acid sulphobutyrate of p-toluidine, which is separated by

ether from its alcoholic solution in the form of an ethergel, may

be obtained as a white crystallised substance of the melting point J 63°.

The acid salts of [)-anisidiiie and p-phenetidine were obtained in

a crystallised state, but not pure and colourless.

If these snlphobutyrates are heated with an excess of the coires-

ponding amines, the carboxyl group is changed into amide through

loss of water, the sulphonic acid group remaining combined with a

molecule of the amine.

Ill this way aniline formed the butijraiul'ule-u-suIpJionic acid salt

of aniline

(C,H.) (CONHC.HJ CH . SO,H . . . NH,C.H..

which crystallises from water in concentrically grouped featherlike

needles, occasionally 5 cM. in length, which melt at about 253°—256°.

From the other above mentioned aromatic amines well ciyslal-

lised amides were also obtained, viz.

butyro-p-tobü.dide-it-sulfonic acid salt of p-iolaidine, m.p. 260—263°,

butyro-p-anisidide-a-sulfonic acid salt of p-anisidine m.p. 242°,

hutyro-p-phenetidide-(t-snlfonic acid salt of p-phenetidive, m.p. 264—266°.

When heated with aromatic o-diamines, sulphobutyric acid, just

as sulphopro|)ionic acid, loses two molecules of water and gives

derivatives of benzimidazole.

The sulphobutyrate of o-phenylenediamine, for instance, formed

1) Ghem. Weekbl. 16, 1564 (1919).
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on lieaHiig at 180° henzmiidmoIe-2-propylsul/>h<mic acid (I), whilst

from the siil|)hobut3Tate of 3,4-diaminotohiene was formeil in the

same way methijlbenzimi(lazole-2-propylsuJphonic acid (II).

C.H,<55jj>C . CH <^ (I) CH. . C.H.<gjj^C . CH < ^^^^ (11)

These imidazoles were obtained as white crystalline snbstances.

They are almost insolnble in the common solvents, liave a very

high melting point, and, notwithstanding the presence ofa snlphonic

acid gronp, they do not combine with aromatic amines and they

are not hygroscopic. All these properties indicate, that the snlphonic

acid gronp forms an internal salt with the basic function of the

imidazole (III) and they completely recall the properties of taurine,

for which an analogous structure is assumed (IV).

^."^<Sh><^CH.C,H. (Ill) CH, — CH, (IV)
."

I
II

: HO.S SO,H..NH,

With strong bases, such as baryta, these imidazolesulphonic acids

give well crystallised salts. From the barium salt and copper sulphate

a green solution is formed, which, however, decomposes immediately

when heated and also when kept for a long time at the ordinary

temperature, so that the copper salt could not be separated in a

crystallised pure state. It deserves attention, that, in spite of many

efforts, also no copper salt of taurine has been obtained.

The resolution of racemic «-sulphobutyric acid was attempted

with the aid of strychnine, by reason of previous experience with

sulphopropionic acid, and the attempt was successful.

The acid strychnine salt of the d-acid is less soluble than the salt

of the 1-acid, just as in the case of sulphopropionic acid.

After three or four crystallisations the acid strychnine salt of the

d-sulphobutyric acid is entirely free from the other component. It

crystallises with two molecu-les of water in small glistening needles.

On concentration, the tirst mother liquor slowly gives a crop of

the acid strychnine salt of 1-sidphobutyric acid, which by repeated

crystallisation from alcohol is obtained in a pure state.

Decomposition of the strychnine salts by baryta gives the barium

salts of the active acids.

These barium salts crystallise from water in long needles which

contain 2| molecules of water, in contradistinction to the racemic

barium salt, which separates in small glistening leaflets with two

molecules of water of crystallisation.

6

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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The direction of the rotation of the iientral barium salts is, as

in the case of sulphopropionic acid, opposite to that of the free acids.

The molecular rotatory power de|)end8 on the concentration; on

dilution it rises a little. The barium salts, for instance, give in a

2i °/o solution for sodium light a molecular rotation of 32.2° and

in a 57» solution a rotation of 29.9°. In a 2^ 7» solution the presence

of 10°'„ of barium chloride lowers the molecular rotation to 29.3°.

This indicates, that the rise of the molecular rotation on dilution

may be ascribed to an increasing of the ionization, a phenomenon,

which is perhaps coimected with the fact that the sign of rotation

of the neutral salts is opposite to that of the free acids.

The molecular rotation of the free salts for sodium light is 7.8°.

The i^cid salts rotate the plane of polarisation in tiie same direction

and to about the same amount as the free acids.

In this respect also, the behaviour of sulphobutyric acid is there-

fore analogous to that of sulphopropionic acid.

The investigation is being continued and will be published later

in greater detail.

Groningen. 13 Jan. 1923. Organic Chemical Laboratory of

the University.



Chemistry. — 'The second dissociation constant of sul[)hoacetic

and a-sidphojiropionic acids." By Prof. H. J. Backer. (Com-

municated hy Prof. F. AI. Jakgeh;.

rCommunicated at the meeting of January 27, 1923).

The determination of the second dissociation constant of a dibasic

acid H,A from the concentration of the hydrogen ions in the solution

of an acid salt readily suggests itself.

However, A. A. Notes ') has shown, that generally these data

will not suffice.

Suppose that the ionisation of the acid sodium salt (reaction I) is

nearly complete, and that the concentration of the HA' ions, which

according to reaction II are partly split further, may be ideutitied

with the concentration of the acid salt dissolved, we must nevertheless

remember that the number of hydrogen ions will decrease by

combination with the ions HA' (reaction 111).

NaHA-^Na+HA' (I HA':;^H-+ A" (H) HA' + H^i^^H^A (111)

This last reaction will be especially noticeable, when the acid

is weak, which is indeed the case with all organic acids examined

in this respect.

The sulpliocarboxylic acids, however, are examples of strong

dibasic acids, which at small dilutions are already well ionised.

Therefore, we may expect, that the consumption of hydrogen ions

for formation of the free acid will only have a small influence, so

that from the concentration of the hydrogen ions the degree of

dissociation of reaction 11 may be determined, and further the

dissociation constants.

NoTKS has given the following general formula for the acid salts

of dibasic acids:

^ {k,+c + H)H^
k, ic-H)

k, and k, are the first and second dissociation constants of the

acid, c is the original concentration of the acid salt in gram

molecules per litre) and H is the concentration of hydrogen ions

(ill gram ions per litre).

1) Z. f. physik. Chemie 11, 495 (1893).
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If k\ is large compared willi c and FT. we may write

' c—H
Now, tins expression is identical with Ostwai.d's diiulioii law,

/; ^ «7(1—«)''. ^s shown by snbstilnlion of n^Hjc and v:=Ajc.

This simplification will be permissible in the case of snlplioacelic

and siilphopropionic acids, for which, in a previous paper ') the lirsl

dissociation constants were found to be 0.58 and 0.57 respectively.

Now, the solutions of the acid salts of these compounds in various

concentrations were compared, by the aid of indicators, at room

temperature, vvitli the bufiler solutions of Sorknskn and of Clakk.

In the following table v i."i the numl)re of litres, containing 1

gram molecule of the acid salt, /> is the hydrogen exponent

{p = — loif H) H is the concentration of the hydrogen ions in gram

ions per litre, « is the degree of dissociation of reaction II («=: //i;)

and the equilibrium constant derived therefrom is k^ = <t'/(l

—

ft)v.
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according to Notes' formula. For tliis the values of k\- must be

multiplied by [k.^ -\- c -{- H) k\.

This correction onlv atfects the dilntioiis 16, 32 and 64.

Thus, the following values aie found:

v= 16 32 64 128 256 512

mean value,

suiphoacetic acid ^-, = 9.1 8.9 8.8 11.5 9.4 10.3 9.7

sulphopropionicacid /l, = 7.2 7.1 7.0 5.5 4.5 4.7 6.0

Little differences in the coloiimetric detei-minations of p have in

this method a ;i;reat influence on the value of k^.

In a simpler wa}' the second dissociation constant of a dibasic

acid may be measured by examining a mixture of a neutral and

an acid salt ').

If a" is the degree of dissociation of the neutral salt Na^A and

a' the degree of dissociation of the acid salt NaHA, then the second

dissociation constant of the acid may be represented by :

_ «" X [Na^A]
'~

[a' y NaHA]'
Since these degrees of dissociation for salts are not much smaller

than 1, the factor «"/«' may be neglected in a first approximation.

For the sake of simplicity a solution was taken containing an

equal number of molecules of the acid and of the neutral salt, so

that k = H, and this solution was examined at various dilutions.

The concentration of hydrogen ions was again determined by

means of the indicator method.

In next table v is the number of litres containing one molecule

of the neutral salt together with one molecule of the acid salt.

The variations of the constant due to dilution are not consider-

able, but it is remarkable that they are all in the same direction.

By dilution the degree of acidity of the solution decreases.

This behaviour indeed agrees with the theory, since for the

sodium salt of a dibasic acid the dissociation on diluting increases

more than for the sodium salt of a monobasic acid. Therefore the

value of et'/a', which for infinite dilution must amount to 1. is

smaller for the greater concentrations.

The value of «" follows from the conductivity of the neutral

sodium salt at various dilutions, published in the previous paper,

and for u' the above mentioned values may be taken.

') In this way I. M. Kolthoff lias measured the second dissociation constants

of a number of dicarboxylic acids. iDer Gebrauch von Farbenindicaloren, p. 102).
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III jiifigiiig these figures it slionid be remembered, that each of

the methods used here onl}* gives approximative values, winch is

also evident from the deviations in each series of measurements.

However, the order of magnitude is the same for the constants

determined in various ways.

TI1U8 from this research we may conclude, that the second dissociation

constant of sulphoacetic acid amounts to about 1 X 10~* and that

the constant of sulphopropionic acid is about one third smaller.

Groningen, January 1923. Organic chemical laboratory

0/ the University.



Zoology. — ''Experimental Budding in Fimgin fungites" . My Dr.

H. BoscHMA. (Communicated by Prof. C. Ph. Sluiteh).

(Communicated at the meeting of January 27, 1923).

A large number of the Fungiae to be found on coral reefs display

anomalies mostly arising from the destniclion of part of the living-

tissue. In many cases the destroyed stretches of living tissue are

attacked by small algae, which penetrate to a considerable depth,

and gradually spread into the living tissue. Such decaying spots of-

ten stimulate the adjacent tissue, wiiich consequently exhibits a more

energetic growtii-activity than usual. The result then is that some-

thing like a raised rim arises on the border between the living and

the defunct part. In many cases this greater activity is also mani-

fested even in the formation of buds. In a previous publication I

discussed this budding in adult Kungiae '). Here I also pointed to

the fact that algae-parasitism is one of tlie chief causes of budding

in adult corals. Generally the destruction of only a small part of

tiie living tissue sutfices for tiie vicinity to be stimulated to a more

energetic grow I h-aci i v i ty

.

This induced me to endeavour to develop buds experimentally in

Fungia ftmgites. My material for this experiment consisted of spe-

cimens of Fungia fang itex from the reef of the island of Edam neai-

Batavia. The most normal corals devoid of luids or other anomalies

were selected. To destroy part of tlie tissue a small piece of putty

was pressed into the central region of the oral suiface of some fifty

specimens on the 18"> and the 19"' of August 1921. The putty

was held fast on either side of the mouth by the septa. The corals

were then restored to their original places.

In this experiment, I expected the destruction of part of the central

tissue to extend to the mouth in most of the specimens, as this

would most likely bring about a strong reaction to the lesion, so

that budding would soon ensue. True, the ingest of food would

hereby be slightly impeded. But considering that Fungia feeds only

partly on organisms other than zooxanthellae, and considering moreover

') H. BoscHMA, "On Budding and Coalesceucfi of Buds in Fungia fungites and

Fungia actiniformis." Proceedings Kon. Ak. van Wetensch. Amsterdam. Vol. XXIV,

1922.
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that the basal portions of the axial groove were not entirely covered,

the impediment was not of a serions nature. This experimenting

method was most suitable for achieving results in a short time.

After the lapse of nearly four months the putty could still be

seen unaltered as to shape, as a hardened substance above the mouth.

Some corals had already (levelo|)ed buds. On the Ji''' of December

1921 five specimens were brought back, one of which (N°. 464) was

preserved in formalin and the other four were left dry (N°. 460—463).

The changes resulting from the experiment are summarized as follows :

N". 462. About one fifth of the upper surface is defunct. Beneath it buds have

developed on the under surface, smaller ones at the margin, larger ones more

towards the centre.

N". 463. Half of the upper surface is defunct. Only few septa in this destroyed

part exhibit in the margin residues of living tissue. Portions of the margin of the

under surface, under the defunct part of the upper surface, are also defunct. The

rest is still covered with living tissue. On the upper surface some large buds and

many small bud.s at the margin. (Fig. 1— 3|.

N". 464. Two opposite quarters of the upper surface devoid of living tissue. The

destruction of the soft parts has extended round the margiu of the coral, so that

here also some portions are defunct. On the under surface a few large buds, a

few smaller ones in the margin.

N". 460. On the upper surface the living tissue was quite lost, on the under

surface only in some places at the margin. Here a few small buds are to be

recognised, while in the more central part a few larger ones have developed.

N". 461. Upper surface quite defunct, under surface still covered with living tissue.

In the margin of the under surface many small buds, in the centre a few

larger ones.

In all specimens a stretch of the tissue nearest to the putty first

died away. This process progressed along the septa to the periphery

so that the defunct part assumed the form of a sector of a circle.

The decay of the living tissue now spread along the margin on the

lower surface, the consequence of which was that the environing

tissue was stimulated to greater activity and accordingly developed

buds.

At the living corals the larger buds, which were located at some

distance from the margin, were most conspicuous. (Fig. 3). The

diameter of the basal part of these buds varied from 2 lo 12 mm.
The mouth was invariably small and the height inconsiderable. The

spines of the costae of the parent coral were often visible through

the thin living portions of the bud. In these large buds the skeleton

is still very incomplete. The theca and the first septa are only little

developed; on the other hand the columella is already distinguishable

in the form of a large number of irregular trabeculae.
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In the siiiallei' buds, wliicli were generated principally in tlie

marginal regions of tlie nnder surface the development of tlie skeleton

can easily be traced, as the bnd.s differ very much in age. They are

of a n)uch more regular structure tlian the larger ones.

In the youngest buds, with a diameter of about 0.5 mm., nothing

of the skeleton is visible except the theca, which appears as a thin

wall, stretching obliquely u[)ward and consequently looks like a

truncated cone. (Textfig. (i).

Fig. a. X 45. Fig. /.. X 45. Fig. c. X 4B.

The theca has no perforations, which come forth only in much

older buds. Soon after this the first cycle of six septa spring up.

They |)roceed from the theca further towards the centre of the bud.

(Textfig. b). The u|)per rim of the theca rises above the septa. The

columella also develops in this phase as short projections in the

basal parts of the bud. In buds of this size there are never more

than six se|ita. They originate almost simultaneously, buds with a

smaller number of septa occurring only very seldom. The number

of similar buds with less than six septa is too small to ascertain

whether the septa arise in a definite order.

The next cycle of septa can only be observed in buds of about

1 m.m. in diameter. In ihem the septa of the first cycle have

already considerably increased in size and in thickness, and are

already provided with some dentations. (Textfig. c). Likewise the

columella has grown larger in this stage. The septa of the second

cycle are distinguishable at first sight from those of the first cycle

by their being less developed and being shorter. The bud has now

attained the length of the youngest stage described by Bourne'),

1) G. C. Bourne, On the Posterabryonic Development of Fungia. Transact. Roy.

Dublin Soc. Vol. V, 1893.
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to whicli it bears great reseml)laiice. The fmdier development of

these buds resembles that of llie buds of au anthocorinus.

With the exception of the five specimens that were brought back

in December 1921, the othei' Fungiae remained on the reef during

nearly nine months. On the 2'"' of September, wiien the experiment

liad been going on for more than a twelvemonth, the specimens

that could still be found, were collected. The putty was still in the

central part of the oral surface; in the majority of cases the form

was unaltered.

In most corals at least some part of the oral surface had lost its

living tissue, in a few cases only the plug of putty had caused

little or hardly any change. The aspect of the Fungiae was now
as follows:

Nos. 507. 510, 519 and 520. The aspect of the corals was very normal,

without defunct parts. No budding.

N". 518. Living tissue normal. The central parts of some septa have risen and

have longer dentations. This is owing to the occurrence of new mouths by the

side of the old mouth, as was easy to see in the two following specimens.

N". 509. No parts of the living tissue destroyed. The central extremities of

many septa have grown higher in those places which were in contact with the

putty and new mouths have been developed beside these elevations of the septa.

The new mouths are now entirely surrounded by septa ; on the one side by long

regular ones (the original septa of the parent-coral) on the other side by higher

parts of recent origin. These parts are somewhat irregular in shape; also the

dentations are longer than those of the original septa.

N». 508. Covered all over with living tissue. On either side of the old mouth-

fissure a few young buds had developed, whose mouths lay between the normal

longer parts of the septa and the higher irregular parts that originated later on.

(Fig. 5). This specimen is very much like N". 509, in which the young septa

between the new mouths and the putty are also provided with long dentations.

N". 521. Few alterations. The living tissue has disappeared only from the

central parts of some contiguous septa. Budding is absent.

N". 512. Some adjacent septa devoid of living tissue, further no alterations. No
budding.

N". 506. Upper surface with two defunct parts, the larger of which covers

nearly one tifth of the surface ; the smaller part is a narrow streak from the

mouth to the margin of the coral. The larger part of destroyed tissue overlaps

the margin and covers a small portion of the under surface. At tbe margin two

stemmed young buds have taken origin. The diameter of the disc is respectively

2,5 en 3 m.m. In the defunct part on the under surface there are a few smaller buds.

N'^ 601. Almost half of the upper surface defunct, just as a smaller part of the

under surface, especially the margin under the destroyed portion of the upper sur-

face. On the boundary between the living and the destroyed part of the under

surface, five buds have developed still completely encircled by living tissue of the

mother-coral. They are very regular and distinctly stemmed. The diameter of the

disc, which in all of them is already broader than the stem, amounts to 6, 7.5,
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10.5, 8.5 and 6 m.m. In the defunct marginal part of tlie under surface there are

some smaller younger buds (diameter 1 to 3m. m.), which, however, have lost

their living parts.

N". 600. Along the shorter diameter of the corallum a broad band of the upper

surface has lost its living tissue. In the living part some septa e.xhibit a more

energetic growth of the central part; however, new mouths could not be distin-

guished as yet. The parts of the margin of the under surface contiguous to the

defunct part of the upper surface had lost their soft portions, in their vicinity buds

had developed in the living tissue, five on one side and two on the other (Fig. 4).

These buds are less regular in form than those of N". 501 . Their stages of

development differ. The dimensions are: 13X8, 7.5X7, 4.5X4, 6X5.5, 5X4,
13.5 X S.5, and 10 X 7 m.m. They are fi.xed to the parent coral by a broad base.

The septa of the youngest buds, which are still little developed, are distinguish-

able from the spines of the costae of the mother-coral oy their flattened shape.

In (he basal parts of most of these buds the spines of the mother-coral are still

unaltered. In the destroyed part of the margin, with the five buds, a stemmed

buil has developed (diameter of the disc 4.5 m.m.. of the stem 3.5 m.m., height

3.5 m.m.). Besides these there are still remains of a number of smaller ones,

whose living tissue has, however, disappeared.

N". 511. Only one third of the coral was covered by living tissue on the upper

surface as well as on the lower surface. In the defunct portion of the lower

surface a great many buds had arisen, most of which were still alive. The dia-

meter of these buds ranges from I to 3 m.m.

N". 502. Of the upper surface only a small part of the margin was still covered

with living tissue; of the under surface almost one fourth was still alive. In this

part there are in the vinicity of the defunct region four large buds, only two of

which possess well-developed septa. The dimensions ai'e 10 X 7, 7X 6.5, 9.5 X 7.5.

and 10X9 mm. The buds are not yet stemmed, so that the basal parts of the

septa are still fixed over tlieir whole length to the skeleton of the mother-coral.

The septa of the youngest buds are distinguishable tiom the spines of the costae

of the mother-coral only by their flattened shape. Besides these large buds there

are at the margin, now surrounded by the destroyed region, two stemmed buds

with a disc, 3 and 2.5 m.m. in breadth. Moreover a few smaller ones are also

visible in the marginal part

N°. 514. Upper surface without living parts. However, the tissues of a fourth part

had died off quite recently, the skeleton of this part still being little overgrown

with algae and other organisms, in contradistinction to the remaining part. At

the margin of the part that died off long ago some few young, stemmed buds

have developed, which however, have likewise lost their living tissue. The under

surface still possessed rests of living tissue beneath that portion of the upper

surface, which kept alive longest. Then follows a broad edge from which nearly

all soft parts had disappeared Here some large buds have developed (diameter

up to 6.5 m.m. I. Little is to be seen as vet of the skeleton In the remaining

part of the under surface, which had been defunct longer, the remains of many

small buds are visible, none of which were alive any more.

N". 516. Upper surface devoid of living tissues in the margin a few short-stemmed

young buds. Under surface still covered with living tissue. In the margin a few

young buds of small dimensions, still completely encircled by living tissue of the

parent-coral.

N". 513. Living tissues entirely disappeared from the upper surface; on the under
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surface about one third defunct. In the marginal stretches, where the soft parts

have disappeared, a few young buds, most of whicli are stemmed. Diameter of

the disc of these buds up to 3 m.m. In the part of tiie under surface, which is

still covered with living tissue, there occur a large number o I buds in all stages

of development. The size ranges between 0.5 and 3.5 m.m. The stages represented

in the textfigures are also perceptible in many buds.

N". Ö05. The upper surface as well as the under surface without livmg tissue. At

the margin some buds occur; the disc of the largest bud has a diameter of

7 m.m. On the under surface of the coral many young buds in different stages of

development.

N'^. 517. This specimen happened to lie upside down. It had lost its living

tissue on both sides. On the aboral surface (now the upper surface) no buds had

formed, on the oral surface there are eight buds, some of which are already

stemmed. The diameter of the disc of these buds varies from 2.5 to 5.5 m.m.

It appears from liie foregoing tliat the results are very diftereiit.

In some cases the destniclioii of part of the living tissues had an

influence only on the immediate vicinity, where the tissue was con-

sequently brought to greater activity. This appeared from the forma-

tion of new mouths lieside the old one which iiad got lost, and of

small septa between the new mouths and the defunct part.

Owing to the experiment a smaller or a greater part of the

remaining living tissue of the Fnnyit had been destroyed. Tiiis

process began invariably at central parts of one or more septa, i.e.

beside the putty. When the central |)art of a septum has lost its

living tissue, this process progresses towards the periphery and

farther along the margin to the under surface of the coral. Of the

decaying tissue some isolated parts keep alive and buds issue from

them. At the margin of the mother coral these buds are small and

of a regular shape; they develop like buds of an anthocormus.

Regarding the development of the skeleton a few remarks may
follow here. According to Bourne') the twelve first septa ofFungia

originate simultaneously, as is also the case with Astroides. In the

former, however, the six septa of the first cycle come first and then

those of the second. Since the development of the buds is so very

regular and the older stages are quite similar to those of the buds

of an anthocormus, it may be expected that the first stage of devel-

opment of the skeleton of the young Fungiae, which arise from

planulae, is similar to that of the youngest buds here described.

Moreover the youngest stages of Fiingia patella described by

Gardiner') possess no more than six septa, while the older stages

1) loc. cit.

*) J. Stanley Gardiner, On the Posterabryonic Development of Gycloseris.

Willey's Zoological Results. Pt. II, 1899.
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bear a striking likeness to tlie jouiig Fungiae, described by Bourne.

Vaughan') also points out that it has not yet been proved that the

first twelve septa of Fungia appear simultaneously.

In tiie development of Cdri/op/n/Ilia'') there is one stage in which

the skeleton agrees very inucli with tiie stage illustrated in Texifig. i.

However, the preceding processes difïer in the two corals; whereas

in CnryophylUa the septa are formed prior to the theca, the reverse

takes place in Funyla. In Curi/ophi/l/ia, tiierefore, the septa have

outgrown the theca much sooner than in Fungia.

So while a great number of small buds appear at the margin,

and several large ones on llie under surface, the tissue is dying off

by slow degiees. The result is a defunct specimen with a large

number of living buds of different age. JMany authors') look upon

such buds on defunct specimens of the same species as having

originated from larvae.

In a previous paper I advocated my view (hat these young

Fungiae must be considered as buds"). My experiment yielded all

sorts of intermediate stages between normal specimens and defunct

ones with buds. The large buds that may arise on tiie aboral surface,

are in their earliest phase so large already (up to 12 mm. in diameter)

that it is a priori highly improl)able that they should have been

formed from lar\ ae. Besides the lateral tissues of tiie bud are

connected wi(h those of Ihe parent, while the basal living jiarts of

the bud overlie the skeleton of the old coral, which results from

the way in which the columella is formed in these buds. The

trabeculae of their columella namely are generated between and on

the unaltered spines of the coslae of the parent coral.

in Ihe above description the young individuals, which resulted

') T. Wayland Vaughan, Recent Madreporaria of the Hawaiian Islands and

Laysan. Smithsonian Institution, U. S. Nat. Museum, Bull. 59. 1907.

') G. VON Koch, Entwicklung von Caryopliyliia cyathus. Mitt. Zool. Stat. Neapel,

Bd. XU, 1897. (The stage alluded to is reproduced in Fig. 14).

') S. Stutchbury, An Account of the Mode of Growth of Young Corals of the

Genus Fungia. Trans. Linn. .Soc. London, Vol. XVi, 1833.

H. N. MosELEY, Notes by a Naturalist on the Challenger. London, 1872.

L. DöDERLEis, Die Korallengattung Fungia. Abh. der Senckenb. naturf. Ges. Bd.

XXVIl, 1902.

Also the youngest stages of Fungia patella, described by Gardinee (loc. cil.)

are probably buds of a specimen, of which the remaining part of the living tissue

had been destroyed.

*) loc. cit. Saville Kent (The Great Barrier Reef of Australia. London,

1893) also deems it most probable that these young Fungia are buds, originating

from the remains of the living tissue.
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from the destruction of stretches of living tissue, have been called

Inids. Tlieoreticaiij however, none of these individnais can be

considered as buds. In Itudding the parent remains intact, the buds

are generated through a local intensitied growth at the body of the

parent (Dekgenkr ')). The animal, on which the yonng individuals

grow, is now only a remnant of what it was before. The process

of development of the young individuals under consideration, is

rather to be defined as a fragmentation, as it has been termed by

KoRSCHKi.T and IIkider '). Small portions of the tissue of the body

are apt to develop into new independent individuals. That these

portions are not detached from the parent coral but remain fixed

to the skeleton does not take away from the theoretical significance

of separation.

KoRSCHEiT and Heider point to the fact thai fragmentation is

originally not a phenomenon of itself, but the effect of processes of

fission or budding.

The processes in Fungia, dealt with in this paper are undoubtedly

related to budding. Sometimes daugliler-iiidividnals are found on the

aboral surface of specimens, whose oral surface presents no anomalies.

These daughter individuals are true buds. They have the same

outward appearance and are attached to the parent-coral in the same

waj^ as the buds which were developed experimentally. Daughter-

individuals can also be developed from that part of the living tissue

of a mother-coral, which is contiguous to a small region of the

margin of which the living tissue has been destroyed. The mother-

coral will then remain alive, although it is slightly injured, and the

young individuals, derived from a portion of the living tissues, are

buds also in this case.

The evidence produced shows that any part of the tissue may
develop into a complete animal. This, however, occurs only when

the interconnection between the living parts of the original animal

ceases to exist in consequence of destruction of part of the tissue.

The place where the young individuals develop is very different.

They may arise at the top of the costae or between two costae or,

when they are larger, on several costae together (Fig. 1). In corals

that were inverted while the tissue was being destroyed, young

individuals may develop between the septa and in the vicinity of

the mouth, i.e. on the oral surface.

') P. Deegener, Versuch zu einem System der Monogonie im Thierreiche. Zeit-

schrift f. Wiss. Zoölogie. Bd. 113, 1915.

-) E. KoRSCHELT und K. Heider, Lehrbuch der vergleichenden Enlwicklungs-

geschichle der wirbeilosen Thiere. 1 u. 2 Aufl. Allgemeiner Theil. 4 Lief. 2 Halfte. 1910.
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Some of the experimental animals could have survived in a sliglillj

altered form. Tiiey are the corals, in which new mouths had been

formed round the destroyed central part of tiie oral surface. Most

specimens however had altered their shape completely : the iiltimate

result would ever have been a defunct disc with a number of young

living individuals, chiefly on the under surface and at the margin.

The " young individuals on the under surface were in unfavourable

conditions for further development, although some were already

rather large (Fig. 4). The young Fungiae al the marginal regions,

would ha\'e developed into a stemmed specimen if the corals had

remained on the reef, When their disc has grown to a certain size,

it falls olf and at the upper extremity of the stem a new disc forms.

These young Fungiae, oi'iginated from the last living residues of a

defunct specimen, develop further in the same way as young individuals

do, which are generated from fertilized ova.

Leyden, Jan. J 923.

Zoological Laboratory of the University.
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liibstaiice liad a smaller conductivity,

while it could he ascertained by determinations of the freezing-point

that it had not entirely split np into its components in aqueous

solutions.

The discovery of this compound made a renewed investigation of

the boro-pyro-catechates necessary.

') Recueil 37, 184 (1917).

') Cf. These Proc. following communication.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.



OSCHMA: "Experimental Budding in Fungia fungites".

[li I, Pan ctf tlic marÉin of liie iiboral surface of Fungia Jungites No. 463.

ImnJ pirti tcnmvtd. Many small buds and a few larger, less reêular ones.

\b(nifitcl X5'/i.

OllK't pan uf the marjiin of the aboral surface tif the same specimen.
osiJcs a few smaller buds also a larfte number of irreêular elemenls of the

skclclon, cspscially nl ihe columella of lariier buds, arc observable. MaêniUcd S',.
The phoiosraphs lor fiCs 1 and 2 have been laken bv Mr. G. F. .1. Bley of

Balululis „car Buiicn/orJ.

a^eicion, espc.

The phoiofi

IBalululis
„car

Fig, 3. Lower surface of Fungia fungites No. 463 living. A number
of large buds, whose living parts are connected with the unaltered

tissue of the lower surface. Natural size.

F.K- A. L.Aver surla^c ..r tnunia Junmlcs Nn. .SItU. l-.t;. 5. (In.- ccniral portion of
Buds in the living part adjacent to a portion ol the the oral surface of F«H4r/V/ /-«//^/Ve^
luargin where the soft parts have died off. % nat. size. No. 508. By the side of the plug

of putty new mouths had been
generated, which, towards the

central part of the parent-coral,

are encircled by raised portions

of ilie old septa with larger

dentations.
'-,,i

nat. size.

<iyal Acad. Amslerdam. Vol. XXVI,



Chemistry. — "The Valency of Boron". Bj Prof. J. Böeseken.

(Communicated at the meeting of December 80, 1922).

As the complex organic boric acid compounds have gradually

acquired a great signiticance fur the determination of the compo-

sition of a number of organic compounds and for the knowledge of

the configuration and of the state of motion of tiie molecules in

space, it was felt as a serious deticieucy that the existence of these

complex compounds had so far been exclusively derived by an

indirect vva^', and that no compound had as yet been separated, the

composition of which had been entirely made clear.

Some years ago we had, indeed, succeeded '1 in olitaiuing some

well crystallized salts of pyrocalecliol boric acid, but tliey seemed

to be built up in such a complicated way that no accurate conception

could lie formed of their composition.

Now it chanced that Mr. Hkrmans '), who was engaged in an

investigation of tlie ecpiilibria in the system glycol -|- acetone ^
glycol acetone -|- H,0, and also examined the behaviour of the

glycols towards boric acid, obtained a compound that crystallized

beautifully from tetia-methyl-propane-diol-1.3 and boric acid,

which according to analysis and properties possessed the following

cyclic composition :

(CH.).C^O

/ \
CH, B—OH.

\ /
(CH.).C-O

Against our expectation this compound, which had a delicate

saifron odour, was hardly acid, at any late less acid than boric acid

itself, as a solution of this substance had a smaller conductivity,

while it could be ascertained by determinations of the freezing-point

that it had not entirely split up into its components in aqueous

solutions.

The discover}' of this compound made a renewed investigation of

the boro-pyro-catechates necessary.

') Recueil 37, 184 (1917).

') Cf. These Proc. foUowng communication.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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Mr. Hermans, who iiiMlerfook tlii.s investigation (c.f. followino- com-

munication) soon succeeded in clearing up the composition ot' these

compounds. •

The empirical formula KB0,(C8H,), applies to (he heaiitit'iilly

crystallized potassium salt; the volatile anuDoniuui salt is

NH,BO,(C.HJ,. aniline salt C,H,NH,HBO,(C,HJ„ from which through

careful heating in vacuum, the free acid HBO^(C,H,), (prepared and

analysed Ijy Mr. Meulenhoff) was obtained.

There are, accordingly, two pyrocatechol rests bound to the boion

atom, in which an entirehj neiü type of compoiimls oritjinates, as

the potassium salt hardly reacts alkalically, and, as has been known
for a long time already, the relatively strong acid nature of the

hydrogen derivative manifests itself in aqueous solution by increase

of the conductivity.

In view of the empirical constitution and this modification of

properties the below-given structural foi'mula naturally suggests

., ,v /'\^ itself, in which we must imagine the

anion of a relatively strong acid to have

arisen through binding of the fourth

K ^'^ oxygen atom to the boron. The acid is

partially hydrolysed by water, but can be sublimated undecom|)osed

in anhydrous condition. Also in its spatial structure the anion will

be an antipode to the kation of the ammonium compounds; the

four atoms will lie in the four angles of a tetrahedron, and the

two benzene rings then are vertical to each other.

The discovery of this type of boron compounds throws light

on the composition of a great numbei- of other boron compounds,

and indirectly gives a powerful support to the recent considerations

on the atomic structure in general. In tiiis connection we must

devote a few words to Lewis ') and Langmuir's ') atomic model, and

to the natural system of elements according to Kossei. ').

Very much simplified and somewhat modified *) these hypotheses

come to what follows:

The atom is assumed to be a positive nucleus surrounded by

different shells of electrons, in which the number of electrons must

-0/" No

i) G. N. Lewis. Journ. Am. Gh. Soc. 38 762 (1916).

) Irving Langmuir ibid 41 868 (1919) and 42, 274 (1920).

S) Ann. der Physik 49 229 (1916).

*) I wish to state here emphatically that I apply these considerations exclusi-

vely to the first period of the system, because 1 consider the atoms of the second

period already to be too complicated to satisfy the simple postulates.
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be equal to the excess of protoiies of tlie nucleus. The elections

which can more or less easily be shifted, and can even be removed,

are found in the outer .shell, and also electrons of other atoms can

penetrate into this outer shell.

There is further a general tendency to gather eight electrons in

this outer shell, because this represents most likely a very stable

condition of equilibrium. We meet with this constellation in the

noble gases, which do not possess chemical aflinity. Only helium

has only two electrons in its outer shell, and evidently forms an

exceedingly stable whole with the nucleus.

The mono-valent metals have only one electron in their outer shell,

and will easily split this off, in this way getting into the condition

of the nnlli-valent element, which stands one place lower down as

to its rank; the elements of the seventh group, the halogens, have

seven electrons in the outer shell, and will have a tendency to

add one electron, passing with it into the condition of the nnlli-

valent element, which is one place higher in rank.

Thus an exceedingly stal)le substance of the type of Helium-Neon

will be formed when Li and F are joined, with this ditierence that

there exists a very strong electric field between these atoms, which

is wanting in the noble gases.

KossEi, has designated this kind of bonds by the name of hetero-

polar, they exist between all metallic elements on one side and the

non-metallic ones on the other side. When the electron of the metal

has entered the shell of the non-metal, this has obtained for the

metal-ion a same value as the seven already present ones, which

means that the metal-ion is no longer bound to a definite place in

the molecule; it can place itself opposite to each of the electrons

present.

When the number of electrons in the outer shell increases, resp.

decreases, they no longer get so easily quite outside, resp. the

power to absorb foreign electrons has diminished ; then ensues an

interpenetration of the two shells, in which one electron of each

of the atoms joins to a pair in the mutual shell division.

This is the homöopular bond according to KossEi,, in which the

two atoms are bound to a very definite place. The hetero-polar or

briefly polar bond gives rise to molecules which conduct the electric

current e. g. in aqueous solution ; the homöo- or non-pohir bond is

met with in substances that do not conduct the electric current.

As a type of the first we may name the alkali-halogenides, as a

type of the second the orgaiuc compounds, but also water, boron-

trichloride etc.

7*
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In tlie polar bond tlie atoms aie ilioiiglit separated, in the non-

polar bond tliey penetiate into eacli other at definite places.

There is still a third Uind of liond, whicli comes near to the

Fig. la.

Lithium fluoride.

Fig. 1Ö.

Water.

non-polar bond, and is distinguished from it only in form, not in

natnie.

It is seen from the symbol for water that the oxygen atom lias

still two pair of electrons in Ihe onler shell. These endow this

molecnle with the power to combine with other molecnies, and

especially with those of which one of the atoms lacks a few elec-

trons in the onter shell.

Thus we must imagine that metal atoms which have ceded their

electrons to acid rests on the salt formation, can get saturated with

water molecnies, and Ihns form hydraled metal ions. This kind of

non-polar bond is that which was sui>pused to come abont through

by-valencies, and which is explained from the tendency to collect

eight (or sometimes more) electrons in the onter shell.

It is easy to see that ammonia, though a saturated compound, can

combine with a great number of substances owing to the free

electrons in the outer shell. All these bonds are of quite the same

nature as those that come about through the principal valencies.

The penetration of these ammonia molecules into the metal atom

often gives it a more pronounced electro-|)ositive character.

That this bond is really restricted to a

definite place of Ihe molecule, follows from

Meisenhiïimkr's investigation '), in which he

has succeeded in splitting up methyl ethyl

aniline oxide into its optical antipodes. The

four non-polar bonds, among which that where

the nitrogen with its free electrons, has

penetrated into the outer shell of the oxygen

find a place in the angles of a tetrahedron.

Fig. 2.

Ammonia.

1) Berichte 41, 3967 (19Ü8).
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We point out that the nitrogen liere behaves as a tetia-vaieni

substance, the oxygen as a univalent one.

Ammonia, in spite of its having 8 electrons in its outer shell,

Fig. 3.

A = phenyl, B = methyl, C = ethyl, D = oxygen.

Methyl ethyl phenyl ammonium oxide.

can bind certain definite other atoms non-polarlj, provided there be

also an atom present that the electron, which is now in excess (and

is, therefore, expelled) can take up.

This may also be expressed as follows: ammonia passes into the

positive ion condition when forming a bond with a hydrogen atom,

or in other words: ammonia can only receive a hydrogen io7i, as

it is saturated with electrons. Here the nitrogen does not become

tetra-valent, but penta-valent. This tifth valency, however, has

another character: it gives rise to a polar bond.

It is this very power through which a

number of atoms, which to start with, have

an electro-negative character, acquire the pro-

perty of an alkali-metal ; we need only mention

iodine and sulphur.

We may now apply these considerations to

the boron atom, and examine in the first place

what is the nature of the bonds in thesinifde

derivatives of this element. The halogen com-

pounds are the most suitable to decide this question.

Fig. 4.

Ammoniumion.
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Tliese liave BX, as constitution and entirely possess the character

of acid ciilorides, and not of salts. The three electrons are, accord-

ingly, not ceded, as even the fluorinm atoms are non-polarly bound.

In these compounds boron has only six electrons in the outer

shell; in some respects they will, therefore, have an unsaturated

character (Fig;. 5). These halogen compounds can, indeed, become

saturated in two ways.

The first way, which has been known longest and has already

been explained by Werner to a certain extent, refers to the adoption

of a molecule IIF. Then tiiere is formed e. g. HBF^, a mono-basic

acid. It may now be assumed thai a fourth atom F becomes non-

polarly bound, which, however, is not possible, as boron has no

free electron left, unless at the same time an electron (of the H) is

taken up, and conse(piently the group BF^ passes into the negative

ion-condition (Fig. 6).

Fig. 5.

Borium fluoride.

Fig. 6.

Borium fluor hydrogenic acid.

It may also be said that the polarly-bound HF-molecule enters the

shell of the boron with two of the electrons of the fluorium atom,

the whole BF,-group becoming a negative ion.

For the H-ion it is entirely immaterial whether the ceded electron

is attached to one of the four tluoriuni-atoms outside or inside the

shell of the boron ; as ion it has no fixed place in the molecule,

and can wander all round the complex.

In view of the mono-valency of tluorium and of the complex,

boron maj' be assumed (o be penta-valent with as much reason as

the nitrogen in ammonium compounds.

The second way in which boron fluoride can add to its electrons

is; to combine with molecules of which there are two electrons
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available in the outer shell of one of their atoms, without this giving

necessarily rise to ionisation.

Tims BF, forms stable coniponnds with PH, and with ammonia,

Fig. 7.

Boron fluoride ammonia.

of which the latter can be distilled nndecomposed. Their consti-

tntion may be represented by the above simplified symbol ; the two
electrons which the N of the ammonia has in excess have penetra-

ted into the shell of the sphere of the boron, thus forming a non-

polar bond. Both atoms have eight electrons in this shell, and are

mntnally saturated (Fig. 7).

It is not subject to doubt that when different groups are substi-

tuted for the H-atoms at the N, a substance is formed which can

be split up into its optical antipodes ').

As regards the valency of the boron, this may be put, like tiiat

of the nitrogen, at four, as there is no reason to assume the bond

between the N and the B to be of another nature than between

the B and the F (resp. between the N and the H).

Let us now proceed to the complex boric acid compounds. The
very weak, volatile boric acid itself is, at least for the greater part,

a derivative of the tri-valent boron, in which all the bonds are non-

polar. In aqueous solution a very small part will be a derivative

J) It may cursorily be pointed out that the constitution of the addition products

of AICI, with a number of organic and inorganic compounds can be seen in

entirely the same hght.
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of the penta-valeiit boron, in wliicli one of tlie lionds is polar

(see fnrther).

The non-acid complexes agree with this, the acid ones, which

are formed with the poly-hydroxy compounds, the hydroxy 1 groups

Fig 9.

Potassium boro pyro catechate.

of which have a favourable position, are derivatives of the penta-

valent element. Let ns choose as an example potassium boro pyro

catechate.

The four oxygen atoms of the two pyro catechol rests are bound

to the boron atom. This cannot take place, however, until one elec-

tron of a metal or of an H-atom has been ceded to the complex.

When this has once been accomplished, it is immaterial for the

potassium (or H-) atom, where this electron is to be found in the

complex; in view of the telia-valency of the carbon, of the bi-

valency of the oxygen, and of the mono-valency of the complex,

the boron may here be assumed as penta-valent ; one of these bonds

is then polar (Fig. 9).

The four non-polar bonds, just as in the carbon atom — will be

grouped as a tetrahedron, so that we may already expect o|)tical

activity in mono-derivatives of the pyro-catechol. These complex
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boric acid compounds always lieine,- more or less liydrolized in

aqueous solution, the splitting up into optical antipodes will be difficult.

In general liie negative ion will be particularly easil3' formed:

1. When the liydroxyl groups of the poly-alcohols have a favour-

able situation.

2. When the organic rests bear an electro-negative character.

3. When the other atom easily cedes an electron.

1. The researches on the complex boric acid compounds of the

last ten years have proved that the substances with a pronounced

acid character from scarcely acid compounds are formed particularly

easily, when the hydroxyl groups are situated in one plane with

the C-atoms hound to them. It may be assumed that the first phase

will be the formation of the derivative of the tri-valent boron.

When this complex meets a second molecule of the organic com-

pound, the uusaturateness of the boron will collaborate with the

favourable constellation of the poly-alcohol to form the very stable

derivative of the penta-valent boron.

2. When this favourable situation of the hydroxy] groups coin-

cides with strongly electro-negative properties of the poly-oxy-com-

pounds, as of «-hydroxy acids and aromatic ortho-hydroxy-acids,

these penta-valent boric acid compounds will be exceedingly easily

formed. Mr. Hermans has actually succeeded (cf. following commu-

nication) in proving this for l)oro di-citric a(;id, and in ascertaining

the constitution of the already known boro di-salicylic acid zinc

from this point of view.

3. It was to be expected that especially the alkali-salts of these

complex acids could be isolated, because the complexes are only

realizable on adoption of an electron, and this is easily ceded by

an alkali-metal. We meet here with the same influence which the

metal atom in general exerts on the stability of the acid rest, which

renders it possible to obtain salts of which the corres{)onding acid

is unstable and even unknown.

This latter circumstance renders it also desirable to write the

metal atom by the side of the atom to which it has ceded the

electron, though in reality the whole complex becomes a charge

richer, and it therefore seems indifferent to a certain extent where

this metal atom is placed, since as an ion it is not bound to a

definite place ').

') That this is not quite immaterial may appear from the different behaviour

of AgNOj and KNO^ resp. AgCN and KCN towards alky! iodides, which will

be discussed later.
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We are now able to bring some order in the inorganic derivatives

of boron.

The volatile boric acid and its esters are, as was stated above,

derivatives of tri-valeni boron, and as sucli, somewliat nnsatnrated.

It will try to supply the deficiency by complex formation.

Ai'k,hb.\ch's investigations ') iiave brought to light that when an

insuHicient quantity of a base is distributed between boric acid and

arsenic acid there is formed far more borate than was to be expected

according to the dissociation constant of boric acid. Complexes must

1)6 formed which are much more strongly acid than boric acid in

diluted aqueous solution.

Hence in virtue of 3 tiie added bases cause the quantity of poly-

boric acid ion to increase.

This is corroborated by an investigation of P. Mülleh '), who

could shake out but very little boric acid from a mixture of borate

and boric acid with amyl alcohol, though the free acid is easily

dissolved in it, evidently l)ecause the boric acid was bound with

formation of poly-borates in consequence of the above-mentioned

kation-action.

These stronger poly-boric acids will be derivatives of penta-valent

boron, and accordingly in the symbol a place may be assigned to the

metal atoms which piomote this phenomenon, next to the boron

atom.

The nietaborates then have the composition AJ(BO,), born.v has the

.0—B—0.

formula: ()B<^ /BO, while potassium penta borate

Na \0—B—0^ Na

KB^Oj (see Hermans, following communication), which crystallizes

OBOv .OBO
beautifullv from formic acid, possesses the constitution /'^\

OBO/
I

\0B0
K

all assumed to be anhydrous.

There are described a great number of poly-borates ; on the con-

dition that the number of penta-valent boron atoms be taken the

same as the number of positive metal valencies, their contiguration

can be easily constructed.

Boric acid (inhydride is distinguished from boric acid by its slight

1) Zeitschr. anorg, Ch. 37 353.

2) Abegg Handbuch III. I p. 32 (1905).
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volatiliti : this furnishes a sufficient ground for assuming this suh-

stance to be strongly polymerized. This may possibly be explained

from the tendency of the boron atoms of one molecule to form

non-polar bonds with pairs of electrons of the oxygen atoms of

other molecules. It is possible to form an idea of this polymer by

imagining the anhydride molecules to be built up in columns, in

which alternately the oxygen atoms have penetrated into the outer

shells of the lioron atoms, thus contributing to the completion

of the "octet". There are enough free atoms left at the oxygen

atoms to render the easy hydration to boric acid comprehensible.

The how hydrogen compounds. From the place of the boron in

the system it was to be expected that the atïinity of the H should

be slight. The interesting investigations by Stock and his pupils ')

have really proved that these compounds are formed in very small

quantities from magnesium boride, and are very unstable. At first

B,H, and B^Hi, were separated as gaseous boro-hydrogens, and

later B^H^ besides higher boro-hydrogens. Stock is of opinion that

the boron must be assumed to be tetra-valent in these compounds.

He, therefore, tried to prepare halogen boron compounds BX,, in

which he did not succeed, which is, indeed, not astonishing in

view of what precedes; such a combination can only be realized

when at the same time an electron is added.

The BjHj obtained by him is not necessarily a derivative of

tetra-valent boron; the BH,, which would; have to be formed in

virtue of the tri-valency of the boron, is evidently so unstable that

two molecules inter-penetrate, in which, however, one of the

B-atoms must more or less change into the ion-condition. It is

actually immediately adopted by KOH with formation of KBOH,
(propably a mixture or combination of KBOH, and KBOH^i and H,.

Accordingly it is a compound with tri- and penta-valent boron,

which through this makes the impression of being a derivative of

the tetra-valent element (see the symbol on the following page).

Nor need the second gaseous boro-hydrogen B^Hi„ possess a tetra-

valent boron. In this two BH,-groups can be bound to each other,

each of them bearing a BH3-group, while besides two H-atoms have

passed into the kation-condition, and the rest, therefore, forms a

bi-valent anion. The B^H,, which is, moreover, the most stable boro-

hydrogen '), can certainly, not consist exclusively of tetra-valent

boron atoms. If it is assumed that one of the boron atoms is bound

1) Berichte 54 A 142-158 (1921).

«) Berichte 54 A 155 (1922).
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Fig. 10. Boroliydrogen.

to four HH,-gioii|is, wliich af tlie same liTiie lias taken up an electron

witli H-nucleus, the relative sta-

bility and the fact that this boro-

h.ydrogen dissolves in KOH without

residue, evidently with formation

of a salt, has been explained in

a satisfactory waj. Its formula

is, therefore, H[B(BH,)J with one

penta-valent and four tri-valent

boron atoms.

In the boro-alkjl compounds

transition of an H-atom into the

ion-condition is not possible' B(CH,), has been separated, and a

polymerisation to [B(CH,),], has not been observed — also boro-

triplienyl was lately prepared.

That the horo-alkyl compounds can combine with ammonia ') can

be explained in entirely the same way as for BF, (cf. p. J03), there

is sutHicient reason in these non-polarly bound molecules to assume

the boron, just as the niti'Ogen, to be letra-valent.

Boro-nitrocien. HN. It has not been possible so far to melt, this

substance, which forms a white |)Owder and wliich is \ery

resistant against the action of the air also at high teinperatnie, for

which reasons it has been proposed as material for lire proof recept-

acles ; it is very inteiesting as far as the considerations given here

are concerned. In appearance the demand of the valency has been

completely fultilled, as the tri-valent nitrogen is combined with the

tri-valent boron. When, however, the properties of nitrogen com-

pounds of other light elements, as cyanogen gas, halogen nitrogen

compounds, etc. are considered, boro-nilrogen must at any rate be

assumed to be very far |)olymerized.

When every nitrogen atom is supposed to be suri-ounded by three

boron atoms, and these again each bound to three nitrogen atoms

aiui so on, two electrons of every nitrogen alom remain available

in the outer shell for a non-polar bond. Inversely every boron atom

can be joined by a pair of electrons. This mutual saturation is liei'e

exceedingly probable, because then at the same time an exceptionally

stable structure can be attained, \iz. that of the caiboii in diamond.

The properties of boron nitrogen lead ns at any rate to expect

') Berichte 54 B 531 (192^). The ammonia compound of boro-trimethyl is a

volatile well-crystallizing compound, much more stable when exposed to the air

than B(^GH3)3 itself.
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n very stable configuration. If attempts to bring it to crystallisation

should succeed, a substance may be expected with a very high

refractivity and very great hardness, and with a still more consider-

able resistance against external intluences than any amorphous product

known so far.

The difference with the way of binding of the carbon in diamond

is this that one of the bonds at the moment of its formation is not

quite equal to the other; when one considers, however, that this

difference has vanished after the two elements have combined, so

that it is impossible to decide which of the four was this particular

bond, the expectation is the more justified that crystallized boro-

nitrogen will have the character of diamond.

It is seen that when represented in this way, the idea of the

valency l)egins to diffuse. The boron is more than tri-valent with

respect to the nitrogen, because the element lacks something. And

the nitrogen is more than tii-valent with regard to the boron,

because in the simple compound this element has something too

much. Combined they make, llierefore, the impiession of two tetra-

valent elements. Hence the valency is replaced by Wkhnkk's coor-

dination value, to which a firmer foundation is given by these

considerations.

If it should appear, e.g. from the Röntgenograni, that the diamond

structure is applicable to the crystallized boro-idtrogen, this proves at

the same lime that a distinction between principal- and by-valencies

is not rational, and that polar and non-polar bonds should be sub-

stituted for this, ni which the non-polar bond is a connection between

two atoms, which in consequence of mutual repulsion of some such

bonds, has taken up a certain place in the molecule, whereas the

polar bond forms a connection between one of the atoms and a

rest, which will often consist of a multiple of atoms, but which,

also when it consists of only one atom, is not fixed to a definite

place of it.

It is self-evident that in the first pei-iods, in which the atoms are

simply composed, the number of pairs of electrons will not be

greater than four, and the coordination-value will not exceed this

number.

As the atoms get more complicated, the coordination-value can

also increase: we see this already happen in the second period in

aluminium, many compounds of which are known, in which this

element is bound non-polarly to six atoms.

With regard to the other boron compounds, I will still draw
attention to additional compounds of the boric acid esters with
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alcoholates, e.g. Na[B(OCH,),], wliicli entirely possess the cliaiacter

of salts ill absolutely alcoholic solution — they are decoiuposed by

water.

The boron is non-polarly boLiiui to the four moiio-valent 0(^H,-

groups, which is only possible tiiroiigh the complex having taken up

one electron.

A very interesting group of compounds has been found by W.
Dii.THEY '). He found that when acetyl acetone-rests had substituted

two chlorine-atoms in BCl,, the third chlorine atom assumed the

character of an anion, hence the rest of a kation. He rightly calls

these substances boroniuiti compounds : the considerations developed

Fig. II.

Boron diacetyl acetone chloride.

above account satisfactorily for the phenomenon. The two acetyl

acetone rests have as enol replaced two of the chlorine atoms of

BCl,, and then are bound non-polarly to the boron atom. The favour-

able situation of the C = 0-groiips with regard to the boron-atom

now gives rise to the penetration of two electrons of each of the

oxygen atoms into the outer shell of the boron, causing non-polar

bonds; this is, however, only possible, when at the same time the

third chlorine atom, which was at first non-polarly bound, passes

into the (polarly-bonnd) anion state and the boron complex

becomes a kation.

1) Annalen 433, 300 (1906).
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There is certainly no need lo state explioKly liiat only a sketch

has been given in (he above. It seemed, however, desirable to me
to test KossEi.'s and Lewis-Langmuir's hypotheses by the simplest

atom that can be bonnd both polaily and non-polarly to other atoms,

for it is to be expected here that the complex compounds will

be built u[) ill the least complicated way.

Complications occur in the elements of the second period, e. g.

Al, Si, and S, as appears from the existence of compounds as

Na, A1F„, Kj Si F, and the derivatives of the hexa-valent sulphur. In

connection with the above it would have to be assumed that these

atoms try to bring together six pairs of electrons in their outer

shell, which then possibly might have to be ascribed to the intluence

of the electrons of the first spherical shell on those of the second.

Before this can be examined more closely, the phenomena referring

to the simplest elements will tirst have to be more fully cleared up.

In the case of boron it is, indeed clear, that as regards the

formation of compounds pairs of electrons play an important part,

and that especially the non-polar bond, i. e. the bond that does not

conduct electrically, is brought about by such pairs. If it is further

borne in mind that the latter kind of bonds is much less reactive than

the former, it is natural to suppose that the difference between polar

and non-polar bond consists in a greater closeness of the latter. The

non-|iolar bond might l)e compared to an elect lo-magnet with a

well-closed armature or a toroid, whereas in the polar bond the

armature is removed or the toroid opened.

A similar image might be applied to the action of catalysts,

in which it is likewise assumed that closed bonds are opened,

which gives rise to a greater chance of interaction when meeting

other molecules.

Delft, Dec. 1922.



Physics. — "Oti the dijfracüon of Rontgen-rays in liquids". II.

By Prof. W. H. Keksom and Prof. J. Dk Smedt. (Commii-

iiicatioii N°. 12 from the Laboratory of Pliysios and Pliysical

Clieniistry of tlie Veterinary College). (Coniniiinicaled by

Prof. H. Kamkrlingh Onnks).

(Communicated at the meeting of January 27, 1923).

§ 1. /ntroduc/oii. Tlie experiments on I lie diffraction of Rontgen-

rays described in (Jomni. N°. 10 ') were nil made with K^-rays of

copper. No dilfraotion ring was observed caused iiy tlie interference

of rays scattered by the separate atoms in the molecules. F.i. in the

case of oxygen tins might be ascribed to the circumstance, that the

distance of the cenli-es of the systems of electrons grouped round

the atom nuclei is too small to give an interference ring with rays
o o

of that wave length (viz. smaller than 0.95 A for A ^ 1 .54 A).

Therefore it seemed desirable to repeat some of the experiments

with rays of a shorter wave length.

We have now made several observations with K^-rays of molyb-

denum (^ = 0.71 A).

^ 2. For method and apparatus see Comm. N°. 10. The rays

emitted by the molybdenum anticathode were tillered by 0.35 mm.

zirconium.
^

^ 3. Results of the observations on the principal diffraction ring.

We now exposed liquid oxygen, argon and nitrogen, also water and

carbonic disulphide.

For oxygen, argon, water and nitrogen (investigated for the first

time now) we found confirmed that the principal ring is due to

neighbouring molecules, which we may consider to be distributed

approximately as spheres packed together as closely as possible and

tilling up the space occupied by the liquid.

This time we obtained a diffraction ring for carbonic disulphide

>) These Proceedings 25, 1922, p. 118.
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too and tliis gave a deviating value for the distance between the

diffracting particles. This is evident from the following table. Here

(p is again the half top angle of the cone formed by the ditfracted

Röntgen rays, iltf and d have been written for the molecular weight

and densitj, while

a = 7,12 X

V
4n- sm -

denotes the distance between the diffracting particles. Here we again

have made the assumption that the observed diffraction ring is due to

the cooperation of arbilraiily orientated systems each of two particles

at that distance from each other.

TABLE I.
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TABLE II.
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with Cii-Ks, rays (9 mA, ± 25 KV). Tliou£;li this film is thoroughij

blackened, only two rings have been obtained.

It may be suggested, that tlie rings obtained in tliese experiments

are ail due to atoms tliat temporarily are arranged in a crystal

lattice. The values for the diameters of these rings found in this

Comm. exclude a cubical arrangement '). The data are not sufficient

to know, whether those temporary arrangements might belong to a

crystal structure from an other class of symmetry'). Meanwhile the

fact that freezing takes place suddenly at a definite temperature and

the possibility of undercooling do not seem to point in the direction

of such temporary crystal arrangements.

Lead b}' these considerations we have made siill a plate of water

at ± 0,5° C. The obtained interference figure perfectly agreed with

that found at room temperature. At the outward side of the nearly

uniform blackening only the intensity proved to be somewhat greater.

In this way a second ring develops itself there, an indication of the

presence of more double molecules at those low temperatures. No
indication was found of the presence of more or greater cry.stal

groups.

') Comp. Comm. N". 10 p. 122, footnote ].

5) Nitrogen and argon crystallise cubically : W. Wahl. Proc. Roy. Soc. A 87,

p. 371, 1912; oxygen below the melting point first hesagonally: W. Wahl,

Proc. Roy. Soc. A 88, p. 61, 1913.



Bacteriology. — "On the Bacteriophage and the Se//-purIfication

of Water", by Prof. P. C. Flu.
"

(Communicated at the meeting of Dec. 30, 1922).

In 1896 Hankin M reported that tlie water of various rivers in

India, i.a. the Yiimna and the Ganges possesses llie property of

rapidly destroyinj^ cliolera-vibriones. He was disposed lo ascribe this

property to a volatile snbstance, which he assumed to occur in the

water of the said rivers.

Subsequent experimenters have demonstrated that all so-i-alled

surface-waters have (he faculty of exterminating microbes, notably

fortuitous pathogenic germs, at a rate depending on the nature of

the water and the temperature of the environment.

Emmerich, who studied this phenomenon, the so-called selfpuri-

fication of water, believed that in this process (he part of germicide

must be assigned to protozoa (Rhizopods, Flagellates and Ciliates)

which occur in every surface-water. This view was adhered to by

nearly all inquirers,who had occupied themselves with the i)lienomenon.

D'HÉRKi.i.K refers in his work "Le bacteriophage, son role dans

riminuriité" to the phenomenon observed by Hankin which he

thoroughly believes to be merely the effect of a bacteriophage pre-

sent in the water.

Now, we know that bacteriophages are inactivated at a tempera-

ture above 75° C, and that Hankin could heat water of the said

rivers in a closed vessel (a sealed-np glass tube) for half an hour

up to 115° C, without depriving it of its bactericidal capacity. We
also know that, on heating up the Yuinna, and the Ganges-water

during the same interval and up to the same temperature (but in

an open vessel), it really lost its bactericidal capacity.

Now, in view of these facts it will be difïicult to side with

d'HerelIjE, although we must admit at the same time that protozoal

action does not explain the phenomenon any better.

Still, it cannot be denied that after d'Herei.le's significant disco-

very and after the establishment of the presence of bacteriophages

attacking various germs in all sorts of surface-waters, in seawater

and even in the effluent from septic-tanks and from oxidation-beds,

1) Annales de I'Instituut Pasteur Vol. X pag. 175 and 511.
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an iijterpretation of the self-pniification of water can hardly lie

afforded without reckoning with the bacteriophage.

If a special inquiry in this direction were to show tliat bacterio-

jihages play a more piotuinent part in the process of self-purification

than has hitherto been assumed, we should not only have to revise

and modify our conceptions of and our insight into this self-puri-

fication of water and our views concerning the action of sand-filters

and oxidation-beds, but also a broad field would be opened up for

studying the biological cleansing of sewage.

Like many others 1 also became convinced by my experimentation

in India of the prominent part played by protozoa in the destruc-

tion of micro-organisms in the surface-water.

For this reason I deemed it a matter of importance to ascertain :

n. whether in surface-water, e. g. that in and aiiout Leyden, bac-

teriophage could be found, and whether the self-puritication of that

water was in any way due to bacteriophages that might occur in it.

b. whether in surface-water, polluted intentionally with a profusion

of pathogenic micro-organisms, and allowed, to pui'ify itself, bac-

teriophages are to be observed thai may have annihilated the germs.

c. the influence which is played on ilie piiritic-ation by substances

that kill the protozoa but do not injure the bacteriophages.

d. whether protozoa aud bacteriophages combined may accelerate

the process of self-purification.

To this end the following experiments were performed:

On the 2^^ of June 100 c.c. of various samples of Leyden water

were mixed every time with a concentrated broth. The mixture

stood during 24 hours at 37° C. and was then filtered first through

rock-meal and subsequently through a '•bougie". The filtrate was

mixed in quantities of 0,5; 0,2; 0,1; and 0,05 c.c. with broth, which

was afterwards inoculated with an 18-hour-old Flexner-culture. For

an examination for bacteriophage a smear-culture was made on

agartnbes of the luoth thus prepared. After an incubation of 24

hours at 37° C. an estimination was made for "phages'.

The result is that frotn the examined waters bacteriophages can

be isolated that react especially to Flexner but also have an action

on other intestinal bacteria.

Thus tiie isolated bacteriophages annihilate all the Flexner, Y,

and Shiga Kruse stocks of our collection.

They also have an action on bacillus faecalis alcaligenes, on a

proteus and a proteus X 19, but do not act upon Typhus, Para-

typhus A. and B. or Enteridite Gartner, neither on two coli-stocks

of our collection.
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Neither was any effect of the bacteriopliages on cholera-vibriones

at all apparent.

Tiiis result conld be expected, as it is known that from the

dejecta of fowls and iiorses a nearly always highly active liacterio-

pliage antibacteria dyseiiteriae can be isolated and the sniface-water

in and about Ijeyden is being constantly polluted on a large scale

by the excrements of a number of living beings, also by those of

horses and fowls.

Anyhow this inquiry teaches ns that l)acteriophage occms in the

surface-water of Leyden.

On the 2'' of June quantities of 5 Liters of various kinds of

Leydenwater were infected every time with two loopfuls of a 24-

hour-old cholera-culture. The infected water was placed in large

glass receptacles in diffuse daylight at room temperature (15°C.).

On the 21*^' of June we examined two quanta of 25 c.c. of water;

in neither of those samples could cholei'avibriones he detected.

Of every sample of 5 L. 25 c.c. was examined for bacteriophages

hy mixing the water with '/n of the volume of concentrated broth,

and inoculating the mixture with a loopful of an 18-lionr-old

cholera-culture.

After an incubation of 24 hours at 37° C. the sample was exam-

ined in the usual way for bacteriophage anticholera-vibi'iones. The

result was negative.

On the 24''i of June three flasks were filled each with 0,5 L. of

Rijnwater, in which, as our examination had proved, bacteriophage

antibacteria dysenteriae was present.

Flask I was inoculated with the whole cholera-culture of a sloped

agar tube; flask II in the same manner with typhus-bacilli; and

flask III with Shiga-Kruse bacilli.

The fluid of each of the three flasks became very tin-bid and

was placed at room-temperature in diffuse daylight.

On the fifth of July the fluid of each of the three flasks became

lucid and was examined for bacteriophage in the ordinary way. In

all the flasks we found bacteriophage aniidy.'ienteriae, which was

present in the water already before the beginning of the experiment,

but in the typhns-flask not any bacteriophage antityphus wasfouiui,

no more than bacteriophage anticholera in the cholera-flask.

The flask infected with Shiga did not become Incid sooner than

the one infected with typhus and cholera, which might have been
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expecled if .a protozoal action had been assisted li\ ihe hacleiiophage

aiitidyseiiter'iae present in the water.

In each flask the nimiliei (if protozoa inneased aireadv twodavs
after tlie iiiocuhition with llie mass of i)acleria. Their niiinlier was
greatest one dav before the contenis of the flasks became bicid,

whereas it decrease(i after the clarification had been completed;

some of them were transformed iiilo cysis.

Again a ciilliii-e, equal to the one al the beginning of the experi-

ment was transplanted into ihe flasks in which the tTphiis-bacteria

and the cholera-vibriones had disappeared. The same was repeated

twice when, after about ten davs the contents had clarified again.

After each new infection the number of |)rotozoa was augmented,

as with the first, reached its maximum shortly before the clarifica-

tion and decreased again aftei- it. Every time a portion of the pro-

tozoa were seen to turn into cysts.

When the contents of the flasks had become ipiile clear agaui

after the fourth infection, another examination was performed for

bacteriophage aiitityphus abdomiiialis and anticliolera vibriones. The

result was absolutely negative.

So these experiments go to show thai large crowds of iy|)lins-

bacleria and cholera-vibriones may disappear without any inter-

ference whatever of bacteriophages, from water into which they were

introduced fortuitously or intenlionally. Even in water containing a

bacteriophage anii-bacteria-dysenteriae the H. dysenteriae do not

disappear quicker than olher bacteria not attacked by bacteriophage.

It was nevertheless of interest to examine especially the influence

of the presence or the abseiu-e of bacteriophage anti-shiga on the

rate of disappearance of B. dysenleriae from Ihe water.

Two series of ex|)erimeiits were accordingly carried out.

In the first sei'ies the faie o( B. dysenteriae in unliltered water

was compared with that of the same bacilli in filtered water.

Protozoa cannot pass ilnough a filter impervious to bacteria,

whereas the bacteriophage is let ihrough.

In the second series a comparison was made of the lapidity of

the self|iurificaiion process of bacteriophage containing watei' that

was or was not mixed wit KCN.
The residls of these tests, winch were e\'ery lime the same, are

leported below.

Vlietwaier, which contains bacteriophage, was used for llie iinpiiry.

Fart of it was filtered through a Berkefeld-filter. A ccnilrol-experi-

ment showed ihai this water is free from bacteria and protozoa.

Part of the filtered, as well as the nnfiltered water was infected
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witli another quantity of liiglily active hacteiiopliage (0,2 cc. to JO

cc. of liquid. The bacteriopiiage was still active in a dilution of

10~i°). Bacteriopiiage was superadded to demonstrate its influence

still more conclusively than could be done with the bacteriophage

already occurring in the Vlietwater.

The subjoined table shows the details of the experiment and gives

a survey of the results achieved:
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The phenomenon exhibited in the KCN flask is to be interpreted

by tiie fact that at the beginning of the experiment the KCN destioys

the vegetative forms of tiie protozoa and consecinenlly they are

prevented from clearing away the germs present in the water. The

cysts of the prolozoa are not killed by KCN. After a week so

mncli of the KCN has been decom|)osed throngh contingent chemical

processes, that the cysts again grow into vegetative protozoa, which

devour the Flexner bacilli, present in the water.

CONCLUSIONS.

When summarizing onr results it must be concluded that the

significance of the bacteriophage for the selfpnritication of water is

no doubt only small. I for one did not succeed in establishing the

slightest influence.

The purification is effected in the absence of the bacteriophage,

whereas its presence does not accelerate the process, nor render

it more complete.

The experiments again yield conclusi\e evidence for the prominent

role played by protozoa in the self-purification of water.

When, under such circumstances as the laboratory enables us to

establish, we eliminate the protozoa, the self-purification of water is

entirely arrested even though bacteriophage be added to the water.

{From the Laboratory for Dvpical Hygiene of the

Leyden- University).
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Mathematics. — "A Null System (1,2, 3)." By Prof. Jan dk Vries.

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923).

1. We consider as given a congrneiice [(>"] of twisted cubios with

the base poiiils C^, C,, (J„ C\, (J^') and the crossing straight lines

a and 6.

Through a point N lliere passes one cnrve (j'
; let / he the

tangent at N and t tiie transversa! of a and 6 through JV. We
conjugate i^^rt to iV as a }iull plane.

The curves q' touching a plane r have their points of contact

in a conic p'. The transversal t lying in r, cuts (}* in the null points

JSF, and jV, of v.

if V revolves round the straight line /, t describes a scroll (/)' and

p' a cubic surface through /. The locus of A^ is accordingly a

twisted curve ?.\ which has evidently /, hence also a and b, as

trisecants.

We have therefore a 7iull system, with the characteristic numbers

a — 1, ,i=:2, y = 3.

2. The points Ck are singuhir; for C'^ carries one straight line /

but od' straight lines r. The null planes of Ck form a pencil of

planes round t as axis.

Also the points ^4 of a and B of h are singular. For each of

them carries oo' straight lines / which are combined to a plane

pencil. The null planes of each of these points form a pencil of

which the axis lies in the tangent r. These axes form two cubic

scrolls ()•)'

Other singular points S can only arise through coincidence of the

straight lines / and r. Now the tangents of the curves p' form a

complex of the 6''^ order and this complex has a scroll (n)'' in

common with the bilinear congruence \f\. On each straight line n

there lies a point »S to which any plane through n corresponds as

null plane.

As / is intersected by i2 straight lines n, the corresponding curve

A' contains 12 points S.

1) The principal properties of this congruence are to be found for instance in

R. Stuem : Die Lehre von den geometrischen Verwandtschaften, Part IV, p. 470.
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3. Tlie null points of tlie planes passing tlirougli the point P, lie

on a surface (P)^ For P is the null point of one definite plane of

the sheaf and on a straight line / through P there lie the null

points of three planes through /.

The intersection of the surface {Py and {QY consists of the curve

/' corresponding to PQ, the straight lines a and b, and a curve 0'

which is the locus of the singular points S and which passes evi-

dently through the 5 base points Cj.

Three surfaces {0)\ {Py and (Qy have in the first place the

curve (}' in common. The points which they have further in common,

are apparently the points of intersection of (0)" with the curve ^'

corresponding to PQ. To them there belong the 12 points S on A'

and the 2x3 points A and B on A'; the remaining two are the

null points of the plane OPQ.

4. Any plane « through a is singular ; it contains a plane pencil (^)

and each ray t cuts the conic 0' (§ 1) in two null points. Analog-

ously the planes (i through b are singular.

Also the ten planes a each containing three base points 6', are

singular. For in <t,,, there lies a pencil of conies of which each

individual is combined with the straight line C^ C^ to a curve (>'

;

they cut the straight line t in öj,, in an involution of null points.

The surface (P)" contains the conies «' and fJ' lying in the planes

Pa and Pb, and tlie intersection p of these planes. The straight line

p is singular in this respect that it is a null ray for each of its

points. The singular null rays p form the bilinear congruence with

the director lines a and b.

Also the ten straight lines Ck Ci are singular; for through each

point on such a straight line rjd there passes one straight line t,

while rki may be considered as a tangent.

9*



Mathematics. — "A Congruence (1,0) of Twisted Cubics". By

Prof. Jan de Vries.

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923).

1. The twisted cubics throiigii four points C\, C„ C„ C^ cutting

the straight line b twice, form a linear congruence [p*] ; for through

any point there passes one y'. The base points C are the cardinal

points, 6 is a cardimil chord.

If (7 is a chord of one of the p', d (C, C, C, C,) = b{C, C, C. C,).

The chords (/ form therefore a tetrahedral coviplex ; a ray / not

belonging to this complex, is not cut twice by any p' : the class of

the congruence is zero.

Togetiier with Ck and b a chord (/ detines a iiyperboloid ; on this

there lie oo' curves p' and these define on (/ an involution ; d is

consequently a tangent to tivo curves.

The tangents meeting at a point P, lie on the complex cone of

P, their points of contact form a twisted curve of the 5''' order,

p', passing through P.

2. Let B^ be the point of intersection of 6 with the plane

y,,, ^ C, C, C',. Each conic (j' through the points C^,C\,C\,B, is

a component part of a degenerate <>' ; the transversal t^ tiirough

C^ resting on b and p' is the second component part. The straight

lines t^ form the pencil of rays through C\ in theplane C\ b. There

are therefore four pencils of rays formed by singular straight lines.

The pairs of lines of the pencil (9') produce three figures each

consisting of three straight lines, e.g. the combination of C, C\, C\ B^

and the straight line t^ resting on C, C,. There are evidently

twelve figures consisting ot three straight lines.

3. With a view to finding the order of the surface A formed

by the y' cutting a straight line /, we determine the intersection

of A with the plane y,„. It consists of two conies of the pencil

((»'); the former cuts /, the latter is a component part of the p"

which is defined by the transversal through 6', of 6 and /. Hence yi

is a surface of the 4"' order; tiie cardinal points C are apparently

double points of A*. A 9' not lying on ./\ can only cut this surface

in the points C and on the cardinal chord b ; from this there follows

that 6 is a double straight line.
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On /* there lie 9 straight lines and 8 conies.

The straight lines resting on b and /, determine a representation

of .V on a plane.

A straight line /, through a point C fnts A* in two more points

outside C; tVora this follows that the o' cutting /,, lie on a hvper-

boloid : this is entirely defined bv /,, h and Q.-. Anahigonsly the

p' resting in a fi.xed point on b or on a straight line intersecting h,

form respectively a qnadric cone or a hyperboloid.

4. A plane 'f. through / cuts .V along a curve ).' which has a

double point on b. In each of the three points of intersection of ).*

with /, ). is touched by a y'. Hence the curves q* touching a plane

Ó, have their points of contact on a curve d'.

Let 5 be a point of b\ the o' through the tive points B and C'k

touching d, form a surface of the 10'*' order with sextuple points

in B and Ck ') There are accordingly -t {j' through B and Ck which

have è as a chord ; consequently b is quadruple on the locus J of

the p' touching the plane ö and belonging to the congruence (1,0).

Also it appears that J has quadruple points in C'/.-. Accoidingly

an arbitrary o' uf the (1,0) has 24 points in common with J, i. e.

zl is a surface of the S'** order.

5. A" has the curve of contact ff' and a conic d' in common with

the plane ^. The curves d' and d' touch each other in 3 points;

there are therefore tliree curves p' which osculate the plane d.

If revolves round /, d' describes a surface of the fourth order

with the single straight line /.

On the curve 9' cutting / in R, the pencil of planes (d) defines

an involution; / is therefore cut by two tangents of p'. Consequently

through / there pass two planes in which /? is a point of the "com-

plementary" curve d'. Hence d' describes a surface of the fourth

order with the double straight line /.

Let us now consider the relation between the points P and Q
which the curves d' and d' in a plane d have in common with /.

Through P there passes one p' ; the tangent at P defines the plane

Ó, hence two points Q. Through Q there pass two p', hence two

curves d', and two planes d each containing a curve d* ; six points

P are therefore associated to Q. If two homologous points Peind Q
coincide, there arises a double coincidence of the (6,2), for at that

point a p' is osculated by the plane d. On / there lie therefore four

points N^ for which the plane of osculation r passes through /.

') This is easily seen from the intersection of this surface with 7 123, which

consists of 2 conies and 3 double straight lines.
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6. If we consider N' as tlie null-point of i\ there arises a null-

sijstem with tiie characteristii' numbers n =z \ ,
/J=:3, y^4 (^5).

If »' continues to pass tiirongh a point P, the locus of N con-

sists of a surface [Pf and the four pencils of rays round the points

Ck in the planes Ckb (^ 2).

if r revolves round the straight line /, r describes a curve X' and

the four singular rays through Ck which rest on /.

The surfaces (Pf and {Qy have in common the curve X' corre-

sponding to PQ, and the 18 singular straigth lines 64 6^/ and Ck Bi.

With a q' [Pf has in common the 3 points of which the planes

of osculation pass through P; the remaining 12 common points lie

in the cardinal points C; these are ihei'efore triple points of (P)'.

The planes of osculation in Ck envelop accordingly a cone of the

third class.



Mathematics. — "A Representation of the Line Elements of a Plane

on the Tangents of a Hyperholoid." By Prof. Jan df, Vriks.

(Communicated al the meeting of March 24, 1923).

1. In order to arrive at a representation of the line elements

(/-*,/) of a plane «, we consider a hyperholoid H which touches « in

A, and which cnts it along the straight lines n^ and n^. Let R be

the projection of P on H ont of the point (J of H, ^ tiie tangent

plane at R, r the intersection of q with the |)lane (.*/; we consider

r as the linage of the line element formed by P and /.

If, inversely, ?• is a tangent of H, R the point of contact, P the

projection of R, / the projection of r, the line element (/*,/) has

the tangent / for image ').

We shall call the straight lines of U which cnt each other in 0,

hj and h,; h, cuts <e in a point i?i of a,, b, passes through a point

B, of (7,.

2. If / passes through 5, and F coincides with B^, R is the

point of contact of the plane bj, and any tangent r lying in this

plane, may be considered as the image (5,,/). Hence (S,,/) is a

sinqular element and its image is the plane pencil (?•) round R. If

I revolves round i),, the plane pencil (r) describes the parabolic

bilinear congruence with the directrix /*,, formed by the tangents

which have their points of contact on i,. Analogously the line ele-

ments (-S,,/) are singular.

If B is an arbitrary point of the straight line b^B^B.^, R lies

in 0. The line element {B,b) is therefore also .lingular and is repre-

sented by the plane pencil {o) of the straight lines that touch H in

and lie in the tangent plane m.

Hence, inversely, any tangent o is singular, as it represents all

elements (B,b). But at the same time it is the image of all the

elements of which the point P lies in the intersection of o with o,

for r is projected out of by any plane which contains r. The

1) A fine representation of the hne elements of x on the points of space may

be found in the thesis of Dr. G. Schaake. (Afbeeldingen van figuren op de

punten eener lineaire ruitnte, P. Noordhotl", ]9!22).
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plane pencil {0,u)) is accordingly the image of the null sjslem ^ (0,1),

in which iV lies on b.

Let (/j be a straight line of H cutting b^ and a, so that its

projection i^, passes through Ö,. As anj point of </, ma^' be considered

as a point of contact R, P is an arbitrary point of _</, and </, is the

image of all line elements lying on (/i.
The straigiit lines of the

scrolls (<7,) and \ij^) are therefore sim/tilar tangents.

3. Let the symbol (A, -t) indicate a system of line elements f^,/)

in which the points P lie on a curve of the order jt and the

straight lines / envelop a curve ot the class i..

The image of a plane pencil (1,0) is apjjarently a plane pencil

of tangents. If P lies in A, the plane pencil (/) coincides with the

plane pencil [A, I). The plane pencils {B^, I) and (i^,, /) are repre-

sented by congruences (1,1) (cf. § 2).

The image of a system (0,1) consists of the tangents of a conic

i' lying in the projecting plane of the fixed straight line /.

A system (1,1) consists of the line elements of wliich P lies on

a straight line c and / passes through a point D. If P moves on

the straight line c, R describes a conic y' (through (>) and ^ envelops

tlie tangent cone which has the pole of the plane y of y' as vertex.

The |)lane ö^ 01 revolves round d^ OD and describes a pencil

which is projective with the system of the tangent planes q (index

2). The image lines r describe accordingly a ciibic scroll of which

d is the double directrix and y^ a director curve.

The intersection of this scroll (/)' and the plane y consists evidently

of the conic y' and the tangent o which rests on c and is the

image of the line element {B, b) belonging to (1,1). The points of

intersection of y' with c lie on the straight lines rt, and a,\ the

line elements to which they belong, are represented by the tangents

of (/•)' which, apart from o, rest on c. To (?•)' there belong two

straight lines of H\ they cut each other on d, and are the images

of the line elements for which / passes through B^ or B^.

4. Let a system (A,jr) be given. The curve [P] which is of the

order .t, is projected out of by a cone of the same order, which

cuts H along a curve [R) of the order 2n (with a double point in

0). The polar plane of the point F, chosen at random, contains

accordingly 2/i points R; hence the tangent planes q envelop a

surface of the class 2ji. To each plane q there corresponds one

plane {01); inversely to one plane 01 (containing .t points P) there
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are conjugated .t planes y. The planes 01 and tlie tangent planes

Q define on any stiaiglit line a oorrespondenoe with characteristic

nnml)ers P.rr and 2.t. Through eacli coincidence there passes one

image line ;•; accordingly the system Q-, ^) is represented hy a

scroll of the order (A -|- 2) .t.

A system (A, .-t) contains 2/. straight lines / passing through i>,

or through B^. As each of them carries .i line elements, the scroll

contains 2A straight lines of the kyperholoid, each of wiiich is a

jT-fold straight line of the scroll.

The system (1,.t) in which the points P form a curve (P) of the

order n- which has a x-fold point D and where all straight lines

/ meet in D, has to be examined separately. For here a plane 01

contains only (.t—x) points P and defines therefore only (,7—x)

planes q. The characteristic numbers of the correspondence between

the points of a straight line are in this case (.t—y^ and 2.t, so that

I he system (1,-t) is represented by a scroll of the order (3jr—«) on

which the straight line OD is evidently 2:7r-fold.

A system (l,Jr) of the kind in question is found in a null system

xV(fi,i') which is the locus of the null points of the rays of a plane

pencil round a point D. For this null curve is a curve of the order

(fi -|- r) with a jj-fold point D, so that the line elements form a

system (1, ft -|- r).

5. A null system N{n,v) is represented by a congruence of rays

[?•]. The straight line a^ is a null ray for r of its points Pand the

straight line r representing (P.a^), coincides with «,. Hence n, and

a, are r-fold rays of the congruence; the field-degree of \r] is

accordingly 2r.

Let Q be the central projection of the point F. The null curve

of Q is projected by a cone of the order (fi -(- '') and this cone has

2(fi + >) points R in common with the conic which is the inter-

section of H and the polar plane of F. From this follows that the

sheaf-degree of the congruence is 2(fi -|- v). The image of an N{[j,v)

IS therefore a congruence (2 f« -|- 2 i', 2 r).

Accordingly a hilinenr null system Is{\-,\) is represented by a

congruence (4,2). The singular points «S,, aS,, 5, define three points

Pi, P,, P, on H\ these are the vertices of three plane pencils

(''i). (^'i). ('".). representing the plane pencils round the points S, hence

singular />oints of the congruence [r]. The line elements on the three

singular straight lines s^^ S,S„ s, and s, are represented by the

tangents of three conies Ok' througii 0. Their planes Oj. are singular

planes of the congruence. Also the plane <t^P, P, P, is singular
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for it contains one ray of each of the plane pencils (?>). All tangents

of the conic o" along wliicli H is intersected by o, belong therefore

to [r]. On (f there lies one point i?,* of 6, and one point B* of

6,. These two points are also singular, for. the tangent to ö' at 5,*

is the image of the line element of N{1,1) that has its null point

in fi, ; but this line element is represented by am/ ray of the plane

pencil (r) ronnd i?,*.

The nidi point of the straight line b is represented by tiie plane

pencil {0,ui); hence also is a 6'm(/M/r/;-pomi! of the congruence (4,2).

6. The enveloping cone with vertex F is the image of a system

of oo' line elements of which the points P lie on the conic ji\ which

is the central projection of the conic p' in the polar plane of F.

The straight lines / pass through the projection Q of F. Any line

/ is tiie projection of a conic through and contains therefore two

points P, corresponding to the two points R of (/ in 01. The cone

round F has accordingly a system (1,2) for image. The conic Ji'

passes through B^ and B„ the |)oiiit Q is to be counted double,

being the class curve of /.

If F describes the straight line /, the corresponding tangent cones

form a congruence (2,2) with directriv f. The curves of contact p'

pass through the intersections S*, S* of H with the [)olar line of

/", and rest on h^ and 6,. Hence the curves /i' form a pencil with

the base points B^, B,, S^, S„ which Sive singular null poiiits. Through

a point P there passes one line /; for the corresponding point R
carries one tangent r that rests on / and has the straight line

l^PQ for projection.

A straight line / defines a point Q of the projection q of f, hence

a point F, and through this there pass two tangents r to the conic

in 01. The congruence in question (2,2) is therefore represented by

a null system iV"(l,2).

The line ƒ cuts the tangent plane to ^^,6, in a point F*, the

projection »S of which lies on h and is a singular null poiiii because

the tangent OS represents all line elements round S.

The intersections F^* and F,* of ƒ and H are singular for the

congruence (2,2); their projections F^ and F, on « are therefore

singular null points.

In this way the seven singular null points which ^(1,2) must

have '), are indicated.

1) Gf. e.g. my paper on plane linear null systems. These Proceedings Vol. XV
p. 1165.
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Through i^,* there pass two straight lines </j and A, of H, through

F,* two straight lines «7, and A,. These four lines form a skew

quadrilateral; g^ and </, cut each other in S*, It, and h, in S,*

;

(7, and Aj rest on b,, </, and /<, on èj. The projections g,, h^, g,, A,

of liiese lines are evidently singular nail rays and form a quadri-

lateral which has the singular null points Si,S,: F,,F,; Bi,B, as

angular points. For B, ^ g, /i„ B,^gi A,; F^^g^ h„ F,^g, h^;

•5, =gig,. 5, = /i, A,

.

The plane (>(/' cuts H along a conic, the tangents of which belong

to [)•] ; hence the straight line q, (the projection of ƒ ) is a singtdar

nidi ray. On q lie the singular null points F^,F^ and S. But .S' is

the intersection of a tangent 0, therefore also a point of the .9/»</?//a)'

null ray h^B^B,. Accordingly the singular elements of ^V(J,2)

form the figure of the angular points, the diagonal points and the

sides of a complete quadrangle. This null system is therefore of

the same kind as the -A^(l,2) which arises if to each straight line

there are conjugated as null points its intersections with the conic

in which it is transformed by an involutory quadratic correspondence.')

7. Five tangents / define a /»/eörr C07??/)/ex ^ ; this has a congruence

(2,2) in common with the complex of the tangents of i/. The represen-

tation on « is again a iiull system ^V(l,2); for a point P defines

a point R and in q there lies one ray of the plane pencil which

in A has the null point of q as vertex; and a line / defines on B
a conic of which two tangents belong to the linear complex.

This complex has two straight lines in common with each of the

scrolls of H, they form a skew quadrilateral ^, (7, A, /;,, the angular

points of which are singular points for the congruence (2,2). For

in A the point g^g, is the null point of the plane q defined bij g^

and g,, so that any tangent at that point belongs to both complexes.

Consequently the points gi g„ g, hi, h, h,, and h^g^ are singular nidi

points of the null system (1,2) in «.

As (/, and /(, rest on b,, //, and A, pass through B^; hence B,

and B, are singidar null points. Also here the six null points are

the angular points of a complete quadrilateral the sides of which

are si)igidar null rays. The plane pencil [0,uj'j contains one ray of

A which therefore also belongs to the congruence ; its intersection S
is the seventh singular point of j.Y(l,2). As aS lies on è and 5, and 5,
are singular, also 6 is a singular null ray.

1) The general null system (1,2) has no singular null rays (l.c p. 1167).
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8. Witli a complex of (he 7i^^ order, T", the complex j?-| of the

tangents lias a couiirufvce (2?j, 2?i) in common which has for image

a null system N (ii, 2ii). /'" has 2n straigiit lines in common with

any scroll of H, hence the null system \\&sAin singular straigid lines.

In of which pass through _S, and 2n through B^. B^ and B^ are

therefore singular null points. The straight line b is evidently a

singular mill ray.



Anatomy. — "The ontogenetic (ievelopnient of the Coi-jmx striatitin

in birds and a comparison with inamma/s and man". By

Dr. C. U. Ariëns Kappkrs.

(Communicated at the meeting of November 25, 1922).

In the last ten years the corpus striatum has been a centre of

interest as well for anatomists as pathologists, the latter chiefly

after the researches of Kinnier Wilson.

There are however great differences in the intraventricular growths

to which this name is given in different vertebrates.

Though I shall deal here chiefl3' with the corpus striatum in birds,

mammals and man, I will start with making some introductory

I'emarks on the intraventricular- grovvtiis in fishes since the same

p'rinciple which we shall meet in the amniota is already observed

here: viz. the fact that the so called striatal parts do not only arise

from the base of the forebrain init also from the mantle.

If one looks at the forebruiu of a teleosl or ganoid, it seems as

if only the basal part of the forebrain consisted of nervous tissue,

whereas the dorsal part merely consists of a choroid membrane.

Tliis however is only seemingly so.

As a matter of fact, the two primordia generally observed in

forebrains, the basal one and the dorsal one (from the latter of

which (he mantle arises), are both present also in embryo's of

Teleosls and Ganoids.

Whereas however the dorsal part in other fishes enlarges in a

manlle-like way, increasing chiefly in surface and folding inwaid,

the mantle primordium in Teleosts developes in a quite different

way. Instead of increasing in surface it increases in thickness,

thus narrowing the ventricle of the forebrain in which it protrudes.

This increase in thickness even goes so far that the pallial part

bulges outward, pushing the dorsal wall latero-ventrally, in conse-

quence of which the roof membrane is stretched and widely extended

from left to right.

Thus an everted pallium is formed in these fishes, in contrarj'

to the inverted mantle of other anifnals.

This process of development is seen in all larvae of Teleosts, and

clearly demonstrated by a study of Lepidosteus osseus (a bony ganoid)
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of wliicli I give here some pictiiies. In the first figure (Lepidosteiis

larva of 5 oM.), the limit between tiie basal primordium (from which

the palaeostriatiim arises), and the dorsal (pallia)) primordinm is

indicated by a line, the dorsal point of which might even be drawn

somewhat more laterally (to coincide with the fiss. endorrhinalis

interna). The basal point tie repere of this line lies in the Ussura

endorrhinalis externa, only slightly indicated in this stage.

The paliial part is very small in this stage.

In a later stage, the paliial part however in-

creases considerably. In fig. 2 and 3 1 have given

transsections of a 10 cM. larva and a full grown

animal (1.20 M loiigi. These two latter figures

repiesent a more frontal level tiiaii figure I, so

that the olfactory bnlb is cut, in order to show

the reader that here we have really to do with

of a a c.M. larva of a paliial part, (p.), which however in these

Lepidosteus. fishes does not grow like a real mantle, but

iV.ö. = basal nucleus merely increases in thickness. The insertion of
ornucleuspeduncularis

„^^ ^.^^j. „j^.j^hrane is at the place of the A' in
anterior. . r. ^ , • , , , i n i

fig. 3, trom which results that nearly ail the

mantle substance has an intraventricular position.

h^ig. 1. Transverse

section of the forebrain

Fig. 2. Transverse section of the

forebrain of a larva of Lepidosteus

(10 C.M.).

p = pallium.

lob. olf.

ant.

Fig. 3. Transverse section of

the forebrain of an adult Lepidosteus

(right half) x = insertion of the

roof membrane, p — nervous pal-

lium.
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This increase in thickness gives rise — a little more caudaliv

than fig. 3 — to a large mass of nervous tissue, extending over

the palaeostriatnui (which itself is derived from the basal part) and

therefore lias been named by Edingek epistriutum

.

Edingeh himself thongiit that this epistriatiiin is an outgrowth of

the striatum. 1 iia\ e however been able to show that it reallj is

caused by a medial thickening of the pallium extending over the

palaeo-striatum. Also by studying its fibre-connections — which

appear to be lu)mologous to the fibre connections of the selachian

mantle — I have been able to show this homology. ') Referring

for further details concerning the Teleostean brain to the works of

Johnston '), SntaooN *), V.an der Horst *) and Holmgren '), I will

only call the attention to the fact that this e|iisiiiatum of fishes has

chiefly primary olfactory functions, viz. that it receives chiefly

fibres of the ti-. olfactorias (fibrae bnlbo-epistriaticae). in this sense

it is a primary epistriatum.

A primary epistriatum also developes in Amphibia but it remains

very small there ^receiving only tr. olfact. fibres from the bulbus

accessorius *)) since the surface growth of liie mantle is so consider-

able in Amphibia. This jirimary epistriatum of Anipiiibia developes

entirely independently from tlie palaeo-striatum or basal nucleus, in

front of it, from the side wall of the forebrain.

In Reptilia the primary epistriatum is superposed by a much
larger secundaria epistriatum or archistriatnm i. e. by an ingrowth

of the mantle which does not receive bulbo-epistriatic fibres but

loho-epistriatic, i. e. secundary olfactory fibres from the primary

olfactory cortex (paleocortex mihi ; cortex praepiriformis Brodmann).

Notwithstanding its enormous development and intraventricular

'I The structure of the Teleostean and Selachian brain. Journ. of Comp. Neur.

Vol. XVI, 1906. Zur vergleichenden Anatomie des Vorderhirns der Vertebraten,

Anat. Anzeiger Bnd. XXX, 1907.

-) The telencephalon of Ganoids and Teleosts. Journ. of Comp. Neur. Vol. XXI,
1911 and the Teleostean Forebrain, Anat. Record. 1912.

3) The olfactory tracts in Teleosts. Journ. of Comp. Neurology Vol. XXII, 1912.

*) The forebrain of the Symbranchidae. Proceedings of the Kon. Akademie v.

Wetenscli. Amsterdam, 1920.

») Zur Anatomie und Histologie des Vorderhirns und Zwischenhirns der Knochen-

fische, Acta Zoologica, Bnd. I, 1920.

*) Herrick. The morphology of the forebrain in Amphibia and Reptilia. Journ.

of Comp. Neurol. Vol. XX, 1920.

De Lange. Das Vorderhirn der Reptilien, Fol. Neurob. Bnd. V, 1911.

Arïens Kappers und Hammer. Das Zentral-Nervensystem des Ochsenfrosches

(Rana Catesbyana) Psych, en Neur. Bladen 1918.
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(hypopallial, Ell. Smith ^) growth, extending far backward, where

it is continuous with the piriforna and ammoncortex, this archistii-

atum keeps its contact with the olfactory area in front of the

Foramen Monroi, near the primary "Anlage" of the epistriatnm

(nncl. tr. olfact. lateralis in Reptilia: Crosby').

One might be inclined to ask, how it is possible to ascribe this hypopallial

growth to neurobiotaxis — as Ell. Smith does — if the majority of aferent

fibres (tr. cortico epistriaticus) comes from the periphery

Such fibres indeed cannot account for this mode ot growth. But the archi-

striata (sec. epistr.) of both sides are connected by a very strong commissure,

which thus provides them with medial impulsus and moreover it receives aferent

fibres from the basimedial grey by the taenia terminalis fibres. Both systems must

be made responsible for the medial intraventricular growth of the archistriatum.

Whilst this arcliistriatura which is thus derived from the innerside

of tiie mantle (Injpopallium Ell Smith ') forms the larger part of

the intraventricular mass in Chelonia (where the paleaostriatum is

but smalli a new striate substance which is only very small in

turtles, becomes evident in Lacerlilia, Ophidia and Crocodiiia: the

veostriatwn. Moreover the paleaostriatum, the original basal nucleus

of the forebrain, enlarges considerably in these animals {palaeo-

striatum augmentatum or mesostriatinn).

Whereas the /xilaeostriatnrn augmentatum is really an increase

from tiie same matrix from which the paiaeostriatum primitivum

arises, and from its immediate surrounding (corresponding approximati-

vely with the tuberculum parol fac tori um) the neostriatum is an

entirely new addition starting in Reptilia as I pointed out in 1908^).

It arises from two sources. i°. from the base of the brain in front

of the paiaeostriatum and 2° from the lalero-frontal mantle joining

this region, as has been pointed out by Ell. Smith (1. c). The

paiaeostriatum, but chiefly the neostriatum receives its stimuli from

the tweenbrain and this may be the neurobiotactic cause of its

intraventricular medio-caudally directed growth.

The neostriatum together with the archistriatum (which is separated from it in

Ophidia and Lacertilia by a deep fissure, tlie flss. strio archistriatica), is called

htjpopalUum by Ell. Smith, on account of their character as an ingrowth of

the pallium.

1) Vida infra.

') The forebrain of Alligator raissisippensis, Journ. of Gomp. Neur. Vol. 27, 1917.

') A preliminary note upon the morphology of tlie corpus striatum. Journ. of

Anat. (English), Vol. Llll, 1919.

*) Die Phylogenese des Rliinencephalons, des Corpus Striatum und der Vorderhirn-

commissuren. Folia Neurobiologica Bnd. I, 1908.

Weitere Mitteilung zur Phylogenese des Voiderhirnes und des Thalamus, Anat.

Anzeiger Bnd. 1908.
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There is no doubt indeed that the neostriatum partly arises as such a hypopal-

lial ingrowth in all the higher vertebrates, though its anlage is not limited to the

mantle, but, also extends over the base of the bram in front of the palaeostriatum

(immediately behind the anterior olfactory ventricle).

Wliilst the neo-strialuiii is separated from the archi-strialnm by

Hie fissiira strio-arcldstrinticd (see n\y book on the Comp. Anatomy

of the brain, Vol. II fig. 534), Ei.i.ioT Sjiith has riglitly pointed out

tiiat the boiinilary between tiie neo-sti'iatum and pahieostriatnm is

ciiiefly indicated by blood vessels. I may add that besides a shallow

groove may indicate this bonndary line (also in Reptilial, whicli

groove I sliall call fissura nt'o-pdltieostriaticd.

I have now studied the ontogenetic development of the different

parts of (he strialnm complex in birds, mammals and man, and

shall give here a short review of it, leaving the archi-striatnm

fiirthei' ont of discussion, .since its place in brain-anatomy as the

homologne of the nucleus amygdalae of mammals is since long

established.

Starting than with birds I may remind that practically all anato-

mists ha\'e accepted the division of the forebrain of these animals

as given by Edingkk in 1896.

Underneath the pallium (in which the cortex is vevy primitive)

and continuous with it, is the hi//ierxtriatiim, forming the most dor-

sa,\ and most lateral part of the striate complex. This hyperstriatnm

is in most birds — not in all — , easily distinguished in two divisions, by

a thin medullary lamella : the lani'nia inednlhtris hyperstriati. These

divisions 1 shall call liyperstrintum superius '), and Iti/perstrintiim

inferiiis 'J.

The hyperstriatnm inferius in its lateral part shows a special field

characterized by large cells, and richly provided with medullary

fibres : the ecto-striatum of authors, whicli like the rest of the

hyperstriatnm is separated from \\\e\inAQ\\y\\\gmeso-stri(itui)i{\)&\&eo-

striatnni angmentatum) by the laminn niediil/nris dorsa lis ot' nvühovs,

which I prefer to call /nnniui mednllnris e.cternn since it does not

only form the dorsal but also the lateral boundary of the meso-

striatum. This lamina medullaris externa is very richly provided

with bloodvessels as is also observed by Huntkk (Sydney) in the Kiwi.

') This was called by Schroeder pars frontodorsalis hyperstriati. It consists of

tiie areae A. G. and D. of Rose's (c.f. Schroeder : Der Faserverlauf in Vorderhirn'

des Hühnes, Journ. of Pschych. und Neur. Bnd. IS, Erg. Heft 1912, and Rose

„Die zylolectonische Gliederung des Vorderbirns der Vogel". Ibidem Bnd. 21, 1914),

') This corresponds with the areae G^, G-, G' of Rose's and with the striatum

parichale of Kalisher (Comp. Kalisher: Abhandl. der Akad. der Wissensch. Berlin.

1900, 1901. 19051.

iO

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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Besides the boundary of" the mesostriatniii and hjpersdialuin in

some birds is marked on the ventricular side by a slight groove,

my /issura neo-pahieostriatica.

In oandal direction the mesostriatnm, which extends lo the ven-

tricular snrt'ace becomes smaller and sniallei-, thus exhibiting a sort

of Cauda, which follows for some distance the caudal pole of the

hyporstriatum inferius, and may be called siibstuntia palaeostriatica

caudata (see fig. 11 and 12).

In some large birds, like Pelicauus, the hyperstriatum and meso-striatum may

be separated from each oilier — starting at the ventricular side — by an obtuse object

without cutting, which probably is due to the medullary external lamella being so

richly provided with bloodvessels.

In the centre of the mesostriatnm (or palaeostriatum augmentalura)

the so called basal nucleus of authors (palaeostriatum primitivum)

is found, a duster of large cells, separated in front of the augmented

part of the palaeostriatum by another lamella the lamina medullaris

ventralis of authors, lamina niedulliiris inlerna mihi.

The archistriatum or nucleus amygdalae of which I shall not speak here further

is pushed backward and ventrally in birds by the enormous development of the

hyperstriatum. Consequently the fissura strio-archistriatica, so conspicuous in Lacertilia

and Ophidia, has become invisible in birds (as is already the case with Crocodiles).

In order to study the embryonic development of these parts in

birds, I made use of haematoxyline and sil verseries of the chick

of 4, 5, 5^, 6, 7, 9 and 11 days of incubation and of an embryo of

the ostrich some days before birth.

In a five days embryo of a chick, we find in a transverse section

made on the level of the foramen Monroi, four protrusions in the

ventricle (fig 4). The lower protrusion a is tlie eminentia basiinedialis

which some sections more frontally continues in the septum. This

forms the basi-medial grey substance and has not to do with the

striate complex.

Tire other three protrusions form parts of the so called striate

complex.

The protrusion b is the primordium of the palaeostriatum . Its

centre (less dark in fig. 4), is the ba.sal nucleus or palaeostriatum

primitivum, which is augmented by the surrounding darker cells,

. the palaeostriatum augmentatum.

This protru.sion has only a small frontal extension (as is seen in

the sagittal section, represented in fig. 5. It is chiefly confined to

the level of the foramen Monroi and continues backward in the

side wall of the recessus praeopticus (r. o. fig. 5). The profusion

b is separated by a fissure (the /issura neo-palaeo-striatica) from the
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tiiberciilum c wliirh is less protruding but continues further front-

ally tliaii f), bending down more or less to the base of the brain.

Fig. 4. Transverse section of the forebrain of a chickembryo of 5 days

on the level of the foramen Monroi. b = primordium of the

palaeostriatum. c — primordium of the hyperstriatum inferius,

d = primordium of the hyperstriatum superius. For a see text.

This protrusion c appears to be tiie pvimoidiuni oi' \he /it/per-'iriatmn

inferius. Candalij the groove which separates it from 6 fades away,

the cells of t' extending over b (^comp. also fig. 6).

Dorsally from c, arising equally from the mantle is d, merely a

thickening of the pallium in this stage wliicii however appears to

give rise to the hyperstriatum superius.

Figure 6, representing a sagittal section, is taken from an

embryo of six days of incubation. The section siiows the lelation

of the hyperstri'ituin inferius c to the palaeostriatum augmenlaium

b, which extends frontally to tlie triangular fissure, a part of the

fissura neo-palaeostriatica.

It is further seen that c, the hyperstriatum inferius, arises on

this level from the basal region in front of the palaeostriatum cor-

responding with the tuberculum olfactorium (t. o.). The hyperstriatum

inferius thus partly has a basal origin ^partly because more laterally

it is continuous also with the mantle as we already saw in the

transverse section of fig. 4).

10*
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Examining llie same series on a more lateral le\ei (lig. 7), we
meet with the hyperstriatum superius d, and see that this arises

from the mantle only, i. e.

from the brain wall above

the small split that indicates

the commanicatioii between

the lateral ventricle and the

olfactory ventricle (already

in fig. 6 the frontal part of

the pallium shows a thicke-

ning at this place).

Ill the last section of this

series which I reproduce

(fig. 8), all the |)arts of tlie

striatum complex of birds

Fig. 5. Sagittal section of the forebrain <ii"e already visible in their

of a chickembryo of S'/j days, mutual arrangement : the

Ö = primordium of the palaeostriatum. hy perstriaium superius (d.)

,-o. = wall of the recessus opticus. fonning the most dorsal part

and extending over the rest, being continuous fronlally with the pallium.

Underneath it we find the hypeistriatum inferius c being in this

Fig. 6 Sagittal section of the forebrain of a chickembryo of 6 days

on a level lateral to fig. 5

t.p. = tuberculum parolfaclorium, t. o. = tuberc. olfact.

b = palaeostriatum augmentum, c = hyperstriatum inferius.

(= mesostriatum).
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section coiitinuous with the most frontal part of the basis cerebri

(more laterally with the mantle) and covering 6, the meso-striatnm

or palaeostriatum angmentatum. in which llie lighter centre (richly

provided with fibres) is the primitive palaeostriatum, the basal

nucleus.

If we now look at the figures of a 11 days embryo of the chick,

we find that the chief alteration exhibited, is the enlargement of

both parts of the hyperstrialum, which not only have increased in

Fig. 7. Sagittal section of the forebrain of a chickembryo of 6 days.

b = palaeostriatum augmentatum (= mesostriatum).

c = hyperstriatiim inferius.

d = hyperstrialum superius.

thickness (as appears from the fact that mucli less of the ventricle

has remained free), but also has enlarged in medial direction.

The latter fact is evident from a comparison of figg. 9 and 6,

which are taken on approximately corresponding levels (rather medial).

Whereas in fig. 6 on this level nothing is as yet visible of the

hyperstriatum, the latter is vei-y clearly shown in fig. 9, as a result

of its growth in medial direction, further extending into the ven-

tricle. It also shows the division in hyperstriatuivi superius and inferius.

In this figure we see moreover that the hyperstriatum superius

is continuous only with the brainvvall above the ventriculus,
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being entirely derived from the mantle '), not from the basal part

of the brain.

Olf. b.

Fig. 8. Sagittal section of the forebrain of a chickembryo of 6 days

(lateral to fig. 7) d = palaeoslriatum augmentatum (= meso-

striatum) c = hyperstriatum inferius, d = hyperstrialum superius.

In fig. 9 only a small part of the palaeostriatnm (b.) is seen, viz

that part which is conlinnons with the recessus praeopticus.

Fig. 10 is interesting to us because it shows that the hindpole of

the striatum nearly only consists of hyperstriatum inferius (c), the

lamina medullaris hyperstriati (in this stage of development) ending

only little beyond the contact of hyperstriatum superius and pal-

lium. In the same figure (but better in 11 and 12) is seen thai the

hyperstriatum. inferius is continuous with the base of the brain

(whilst more laterally it is continuous in the pallium).

Of the palaeostriatnm besides the part that is continuous with

the recessus opticus a frontal part is seen in fig. 10, seemingly

separated from the hindpart by a recess of the ventricle. This is

however only seemingly so, this aspect being caused by the fact

') One might ask if the part called hyperstriatum superius here is not partly

the "mediale Sagittal-VVulst" of the cortex with which the hyperstriatum superius

in many birds (f. i. the Gacatua) coalesces. This however is not so here, though

later the hyperstriatum superius continues in the medio-dorsal mantle, without

showing any medullary limitation.
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that tlie palaeostriatum following tlie lateral convexity of the brain

is curved and not cnt here in its entirely lengtli. In fig. 11 this

separation is smaller and in fig. 12 it lias entirely disappeared.

Olf. h.

Fig. 9. Sagittal section (rather medial) of the forebrain of a chickembryo

of 11 days.

r. 0. = transition to the recessus opticus.

b = posterior part of the mesostriatunn or palaeostriatum.

c = hyperstriatum inferius.

tó= hyperstriatum superius.

Fig. 10- Sagittal section of an 11 days chickembryo lateral to fig. 9.

d = hyperstriatum superius ; c = hyperstriatum inferius

;

b = palaeostriatum augmentatum (= raesostriatum)

;

i.p. = tuberculum parolfactorium ;
?'. o. = recessus opticus.
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Tlie following three figures of tiiis embryo (fig. II, 12 and 13),

show very clearly the presence of the lamina mednllaris externa

between the hyperstriatnm inferius c and the pulaeostrmtuni. b, and

also the fact that this lamina is a place of predilection for blood-

vessels (v. s. =r vasa sangninea). In fig. 11 this lamina has become

specially i^lear by the retraction of the tissne (these are silverpre-

parations), which retraction finds a natural place of predilection at

this spot on account of the loose character of this lamina to which

I already referred.

M. 5.

Fig. 11. Sagittal section of a'chickembryo of 11 days, lateral to fig. 10.

By the retraction of the tissue the vascular cavities (v. s.) in

the lamina inedullaris externa are very evident.

d = hyperstriatum superius, c = hyperstriatum inferius,

b = palaeostriatum augmentatum = mesostriatum).

Figures 12 and 13 moreover show us that the hyperstriatum

superius (/ diminishes in lateral direction while c enlarges acquiring

its connection with the frontal iialliuin, near the ecfostriatum (E. S.).

It is farther of interest to note in fig. 11 and 12 that a part of

the palaeostriatum b continues with and underneath the hyper-

striatum inferius bending l)ackward over the recess of the ventricle

(above the secondary epistriatuni or archistriatum E.).

The caudal enlargement of the palaeostriatum with and under-

neath the hyperstriatum is what 1 have called \\\e substantia palaeo-

striatica catidata.

I
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In fig. 13 we see the division of the palaeostriatiim by the lamina

raedullaris interna, the inner segment of the palaeostriatnni being

the basal nucleus or palaeostriatuni prin)itivuni. In this tigiire also

Fig. 12. Sagittal section lateral to fig. 11. Note the dorso-caudal

tail of the mesostriatum [bi the substantia palaeosti'iatica

caudata, underneath the caudal pole (o of the neostriatum.

Fig. 13. Sagittal section of the forebrain of an 11 days chickembryo lateral to

fig. 12. The hyperstrialum superius (rf) is smaller, the hyperstriatum

inferius (c) larger here than in fig. 12 The latter shows its transition

in the pallium. £ 5 = ectostrialum, E'^secund. epistnatum or archi-

striatum; between the latter and b the basal nucleus.
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tlie groove between hyperstrial imi c and archistriatum E (the fissura

strio-arohistriatica) is visible (but not indicated).

Resuming 1113' resnils concerning birds, 1 may conclude that here

(apart from the arcliislriatum or amygdala) at least two chief divi-

sions of the striatum may be distinguished : liie palaeostriaium,

which is enlarged to a palaeosfridhim (tugmentdtum {ov meso-sh-mlum)

and which arises enlirely froin the base of the brain in front of

the recessus praeopticus, and the Jiij[)ersh latum of which Ihe upper

part arises entirely from the mantle (hyperstriatum superius), while

Ihe ujulerpart (hyperstriatum hifnius), arises from the mantle

(laterally) as well as from Ihe l)ase of the brain in front of the

lialaeostrialuui. Bolh parts of llie hypeistrialum thus show the fact,

that intraventricular protrusions of striatal type may originate from

Ihe pallium as well as from Ihe base of the brain, as I already

pointed out for Ihe primary cpisli'iafum in bony fish(>s, and as

was pointed out by Ei.i.. Smith for the neostriatum of Reptiles.

Before dealing with the question whether Ihe hyperstriatum superius

of birds is included in the neostriatum of mammals (as the hyper-

striatum iiiferius is), or if it is homologous to the claustrum, I shall

shortly describe the embryonic development of the striate body in

the rabbit and in man, about which already His '), Hochstkttek ')

and Miss Hines ') have given us such valuable informations.

Fig. 14. Sagittal section of the forebrain of a rabbit-embryo of

21/2 cM. total length.

1 = contains ventrally the palaeostriatum, arising on the

level of tlie foramen Monroi.

2 = the neo-striatum arising partially from the mantle

1) His, Die Enlwicklung des menschlichen Gehirns, Leipzig 1904.

') HocHSTETTER. BeitrSge zur Entwicklung des menschlichen Gehirns. Deuticke,

Wien i;»20.

3) HiNEs. Studies in growth and differentiation of the telencephalon in man.

Journ. of comp. Naur. Vol. 34, 1922.
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111 a sagittal section of the brain of a labbit of 2| cM. (fig. 14),

we see two proliferation centres of sti'iatiun cells. The centre

of proliferation marked with 1 contains archistriatic cells covering

the primordiuin of the palaeostrlatum, the latter being its ven-

tral part arising from the base of the brain about the level of the

foramen Moin-oi, and being continnons with the wall of the preoptic

recess. In front of this and arising partly from the base of the

Fig. 15. Sagittal section of the forebrain of a rabbit-embryo of 4 c.M. total length.

At "1 the transition of the neostriatum in the deep layer of the frontal-

pallium above the olfactory ventricle is seen.

brain, partly from the mantle, we see a part of the anlage of the

neostriatum, marked with 2 ').

Examining more lateral sections one sees that 2 enlarges backward

and unites with the anlage 1.

I will not deal extensivel}' with the mammalian ontogeny but

only repi'oduce here still another section taken from a rabbit embryo

of 4 cM., in which the continuity of the neostriatum (2) with the

pallium above the olfactory ventricle is particularly evident (fig. 15).

Also in the human embryo the two parts of the striate body

(I do not speak here about the amygdala) are evident,' even more

so than in the rabbit.

Fig. 16 shows a frontal section through the forebrain of a human

embryo of 27 mM total length in front of the Foramen, Monroi. At

the left side of the figure the two primoidia of the striatum may

') The cluster of cells between 2 and the base of the brain continue medially

into the septum.
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be seen, wliicli liave been distinguished by His as liie cms epirhi-

jiicum and the crus mesorhinicum ').

Both crura are separated by a fissure wliioli until now has been

named /issura intercruraU.i, but whicli may be called /iss. neo-

pnlaeostrhitica since my researches have convinced me that the

mesial crus is the primordiiim of tiie palaeostriatnm whereas the

lateral cms is the primordium of the neostriatum.

Fig. 16. Transverse sectiou of the forebrain of a human foetus of 27 m.M.

total length. This section being slightly oblique, the right side shows

a more frontal level than the left one.

The mesial crus does not e.xtend as far frontally as the lateral

one, as the figure — on the right side — shows, where the mesial

crus or palaeostriatnm ') has already disappeared, the neostriatum

1) His called the caudo-medial edge of the latter cms metarhinicum, but it is

belter not to distinguish this as a separate part since it is njerely the caudo-

medial side of the raesorhinic crus. It is better to speak only of a lateral and

medial primoria as also Hochstetteb and Miss HijNes do.

') 1 may mention here that in this embryo of 27 niM. the transitory cavities

of the corpus striatum, which Essick first described (Carnegie embryologie public.

No. 222), as being constant in human embryos from 15— 20 mM, and less con-

stant up to 24 mM, wei-e still present. They are confined in my material to the

palaeostriatuni. I quite agree with Essick that they may be due to insufficient

drainage of the brain in that stage in which the production of metabolic solutions

may surpass the possibility of drainage, the more so since phylogenetically as

well as ontogenetically the dual source of production of liquor (choroid plexusses and

ependyma on one hand and intra cerebral vessels on the other) is established
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aniage continuing still sonoe distance in front, being continuous not

onlv with tiie base of tlie brain, but also with the mantle of the

frontal pole, immediately above the olfactory ventricle (this is why

His has called it cj'us epirkuiicum).

The fissure between the neo- and palaeostriatum becomes less and

less deep during further development. In an embryo of 27 centimeters,

it has become very shallow, by the |)repondering development of

the neostriatum, which more and more overlaps the palaeostriatum,

as we found it also to be the case in birds with the hyperstriatum

inferius.

The tissura neo-palaeostriatica may however still be seen in the

full-grown human cerebrum (f. i. about the level of the conim.

anterior, fig. 17: F.N.P.S.) forming the ventro-mesial ijorder of the

caudate nucleus.

Fig. 17. Transverse section through the

corpus striatum of an adult man on

the level of the comm. anterior (c. a ).

N.S. = Part of the Neostriatum (nu.

caud.).

F.N.P.S. = Fiss. neo-palaeostriatica.

P.S. = Palaeostriatum icovered by

the taenia semicircul.i

Underneath this fissure runs the .•itria-semicirculans, which covers

here some small vestiges of grey substaiice lying on the ventricular

side of the capsuhi interna and still belonging to the palaeostriatum,

priory to the resorptive function of botli choroid plexusses and Virchow-Robin

spaces (Compare also my book on Gomp. Anatomy of the N. S. p. 820 and Weed

Contributions to Embryolog. publ. by the Carnegie instil. Vol V. 1917).
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the main mass of wliicli lies iatei-aliy to capsula inleiiia foniiing

the globus p'allidus.

Small stripes of grey substance are occasionally found between the main lateral

mass of the palaeostiiatum (the globus pallidus), and its mesial vestiges, chiefly

between the fibres of the capsula proper and the anterior (olf.) cms of the comm.

anterior.

Also other facts prove the liomology ol tlie globus pallidus and

those vestiges with the paiaeostrialiini augnientatiim (nieso-strialnm)

of birds. So in some animals (Hypsiprjmnus f. i.), we occasionally

find a contiiuialion of the lamina mednllaris externa (the limiting

layer between globns pallidus and pntamen) in the striatal part

mesial to the capsula interna, which lamella also medially may be

richly |)rovided with bloodvessels.

Fig. 18. Dejehine's case "Longéry". Note the hypertrophy of the ependyma (Ep)

specially in the fiss. neo-palaeostriatica at X- — I^- ni. e. = lamina

mednllaris externa, L. m. i. = lamina medullaris interna.

- Anotlier method to reinforce this homology is the method used

by Spatz ^), who showed that of all parts of the striatum the globus

pallidus obtains the deepest bine if applying sulfur ammonium to

the fresh (or formalinetixed) brainmaterial, — on account of its

ricliness in iron.

I have applied this reaction to fiesli chicken brains and found

1) Ueber den Eisennachweis im Gehirn, besonders in Zentren des extrapyramidal

motorischen Systems, Ister Teil. Zeitschr. f. d. gesamte Neur. und Psych. Bnd.

77, 1922.
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the inesostriatiim (palaeostriatiim angmentatiim) to do tlie same ').

Whereas however the daik blue ooluiir in the striatum of mammals

is confined to the part of the palaeostriatiim lying laterally to the

internal capsiila (the globus pallidus) in birds the deep slain reaches

the ventricular side of the palaeostriatiim. This ditfereuce is appar-

ently due to the accumulation of myelinated fibres in the capsula

interna in mammals, myelinated fibres being insensitive to this

reaction. Only in such mammals where the capsula is less dense

may the blue colour penetrate in it, as Spatz found to be the case

in Ungulates ').

It may be mentioned here, that as in birds (fig. 11 and 12) also

in mammals the mesial part of the palaeostrialum may continue some

distance caudad underneath the neostriatum, viz. under the caudate

nucleus. This substantia palaeostriatica caudata accompanies the

stria semicircularis on its lateral side, and in some mammals

(Elephas) is separated from the unci, caudalus (neostriatum) by a

fissure (the continuation of the fissura neo-palaeostriatica), or a

medullary lamella with bloodvessels. This may be also observed

sometimes in man.

I still will call attention to the fact that the neo-palaei»strialic

fissure, generally best indicated on the level of the commissura

anterior, may acquire a much more pronounced character in patho-

logy. An example of this is given by the case Longery described

by Dkjkrine in his text book').

In this case the hypertrophied ependyma (Ep. fig. 18), is especially

thick at the limit between neostriatum and palaeostrialum (at X in

fig. 18), filling up the neo-palaeostriatic groove.

The striatum in this case is further interesting to us, because it

shows such a marked similarity with the striatum in birds, which

is due to Ihe reduction of the pallium in this case (a hydro-

cephalic). As a consequence of this reduction the capsular fibres

are much less developed than in normal condition, which attributes

to the avian aspect of this corpus striatum.

It needs not be repeated here that the division made in the mammalian

neostriatum in a pulamen and caudate nucleus is not an intrinsic one. The putamen

M [n birds the deepest blue is shown by the "Sagittalwulst", specially its frontal

part, tben comes the meso-striatum, then the caudal part of the hyperstrialuni

inferius. fn the thalamus the nucl. rotundus chiefly acquires this colour.

-) That the palaeostrialum is not confined to the globus pallidus alone is also

proved by the figures of Hochstetter's embryologie collection, where the early

differentiating region is seen to penetrate into the capsula.

') Dejerine. Anatomie des centres nerveux, Tome II, fig. 202.
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may enlarge medially in such animals (as Ornithorrhynclius) where the fibres that

may be called capsula interna fibres, take a more medial course than usually.

Moreover we know that frontally, where the capsula interna fails, the putamen and

caudate nucleus fuse and that this fusion is larger the smaller the frontal extension

of the capsula is. (E. de Vries) ') Such a fusion may also occur caudally (f. i. in

Elephas).

Also Hie separation of the palaeostriatum and neostriatum bj the

lamina medullaris externa is very evident in man (as also tlie

lamina medullaris iutei'na).

NS''

Fig. 19. Neostriatum (iV.S and iVS'), archistriatum or amygdala (/I.S.)

and palaeostriatum (P. S.). V. S. = large bloodvessel in

the lamina medull. externa. Laterally from the neostriatum

(N. S.) the claustrum is seen.

At last 1 want to call the attention to tlie fact that in the normal

human cerebrum the lam. medullaris externa — as in birds —
is a place of predilection of bloodvessels more than the other

(internal) lamina (vide fig. 19).

Also the connections of the avian striatum (which we know chiefly through

the works of Boyce and Warrington, Edinger, Wallenberg, and Holmeü and

1) E. DE Vries. Das Corpus Striatum der Saugetiere. Anat. Anzeiger, Bnd. 37, 1910.
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Schroeder) and those of the mammalian striatum (which are known by the worlis

of MoNAKow, Dejerine, Wilson, the Vogts, Ramsay Hdnt, Lewy), shows in many

respects a great resemblance.

In both classes it is chiefly the internal segment of the dorsal thalamus (nucl.

anterior and nucl. medialis) together with the ventral thalamus and subthalamic

and peduncular region, which are connected with the striate body (as is already

the case in Reptiles).

So in mammalia a connection is known to exist between the nucleus anterior

thalami and the caudate nucleus (a connection which 1 can confirm for the mar-

supials). It seems possible that this connection is homologous or at least analogous

to the fibre tract which Wallenberg showed to exist between the medio-dorsal

part of the ueo-striatum in birds and the nucl. anterior dorsalis in these animals.

The antero-lateral part of the striatum of birds, which may be homologous to

the anterior part of the putamen of mammals has connections which are homo-

logous to the mammalian, if at least the ventral peduncular nuclei of birds are

homologous to the corpus subthalamicura and substantia nigra of mammals which

is very likely so.

Moreover in both classes this striatal region seems to give fibres to the com-

missura supraoptica dorsalis of Meynert (which also contains fibres from the

palaeo-striatum augmentatum). Concerning the paleostriatum augmentatum (meso-

striatum in birds), it may be that this, partly at least, has to do with trigeminal

functions. The considerable enlargement which the original palaeostriatum (small

as it is in Amphibia) acquires in Reptilia (chiefly in the Crocodile) and in

birds, may be due to projections of the trigeminus, which acquires a very important

size and function in the crocodile and is of prepondering importance in birds, the

more so since smell and taste are of so little importance here, and the oral sense

is so important for life, as 1 pointed out in 1908. (Folia Neur.).

Also the fact that in Ornilhorrhynchus and in Elephas (E. de VriesI, the

palaeostriatum is so well developed may support this point of view, since the

trigeminus is of prevailing importance here, (the Vth nerve is at least three times

larger in Monotremes than in other animals and in the Elephant it provides the

trumpets sensibility of muscles and skin). The sensibility provided by the trige-

minus to facial muscles is generally of great importance as is proved by the

disturbances of tonic innervation of the face, so often seen in man as a conse-

quence of striatial lesions.

As far as concerns birds also Roger's ^} experiments seem to prove this conception.

Of course the connections of the striate body are not exhausted with this

enumeration, so f. i. there remains to be mentioned the fibre system proceeding

from the nucleus ruber to this body as demonstrated by v. Monakow and others.

It is interesting in this respect that Schroeder (I.e.) even mentions — for birds —
a direct continuation of the brachium anterius cerebelli, to the palaeostriatum

augmentatum of birds. This sort of connections on account of their cerebellar

component fall also in the range of motor coordinations. (G.f. also Lewy')).

The exact character of all these systems has not yet been sufficiently scrutinized,

M An experimental study on the corpus striatum in the pigeon. Journ. of comp.

Neur. Vol. 35., 1922.

') Lewy, Die Lehre voni Tonus und der Bewegung. Jul. Springer, Berlin, 1923.

11
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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but so much is true (coinp also Kinnier Wilson's ') experiments and the clinical

cases) that the integrating tonetic factor may have an important role in this.

That also visceral disturbances may occur (liver, bladder) in diseases of the

corpus striatum and that sympathetic functions have been found to exist here is

not so strange in connection with the fact that the primitive striatum developes

near the frontal end of the sulcus limitans (which according to several authors,

c. f. Herrick) ends in the preoptic recess. Moreover we know from the research-

es of BoEKE. DussER DE Barenne, Agduhr and the Boer that also in muscle-

tonus sympathetic fibres may act a part.

Since visceral and tonetic conditions act an important part in emotions, I

would moreover not be astonished if the striatum would prove more and more

to have to do with emotions.

Al last the que.stioii remains if also the hyperstriatum superius of

birds is included in the neostriatum of mammals and man.

This problem is not easy to solve. One might be inclined to

believe that this region of the avian brain is more likely related to the

mammalian claustruin, a supposition I already inade in my textbook.

As the hyperstriatum snperins, the claustrum is entirely ofpallial

origin. Though it may not be derived from (the sixth layer of)

the cortex, yet all its cells are derived from a pallial matrix. De

Vries') has clearly shown (hat the claustrum in embryologie stages

does not derive from the cortex, but that it deiives from the lateral

brainwall (which at this spot must be called pallium) between the

upperedge of the neostriatum and the cortical layers, separated from

the latter by fibres of the capsula exlrema.

Also the figures given by Landau ') in his anatomy of the fore-

brain shows that the way the claustrum developes is that of an

intraventricular growth of the pallium (a hypopallial growtli in the

sense of Ell. Smith), though apart from the cortex. In its mode of

formation the claustrum thus resembles the hyperstriatum superius.

Still in another point there is resemblance between both. Whereas

the neo-striatum in mammals (like the hyperstriatum inferius in

birds) developes partly from the base of the brain immediately

behind the olfactory bulb, partly from the pallium lateral to the

olfactory bulb, the hyperstriatum superius like the claustrum only

developes from the pallium starting in front immediately above the

anterior olfactory lobe of the avian brain.

The fact that the claustrum is very small in Monotremes and

Marsupials (where it extends, as in many mammals, partly under-

1) An experimental research into the anatomy and physiology of the corpus

striatum. Brain Vol. 36, 1913-1914.

't Bemerkungen über Ontogenie und vergleichender Anatomie des Claustrums,

Folia Neurobiol. Bnd. IV, 1910.

') Die Anatomie des Grosshirns, Bircher, Bern 1923.
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neati) tiie tiss. rliinalis \iz. fioni tiie region wliich is covered by

the palaeopalliuin) and only in primates attains a size comparable

to birds, does not necessarily contradict this homology, since there

there are more respects in which the human brain resembles more

the a\ian brain than the lower mammal» do, f. i. in its oculo-

motor nucleus (comp. A'ol. II of my book fig. 261 with figg. 294^295).

Moreover there seems to be a considerable difference in the deve-

lopment of hyperstriatum superius also in birds. As a matter of fact

1 have not been able to see it in the Kiwi (see Hunter's work on this

peculiar bird ') (to be published in the English Journ. of Anat. 1923—24).

In the casuary, and the ostrich it is [tresent, but not yet in the

same size as in tiie chick.

Tiie bloodsupply of tiie iiyperstriatum superius is not in contra-

diction with such a homology, since the hyperstriatum superius next

to many branches of cortical vessels, leceives a few branches of

the basal arteries, as Shellshear ') proved to be also the case with

the claustrum of mammals. Perhaps that also the function of these

regions shows a certain relation in so far as degeneration of the

claustrum seems to give incoordination of movements (athetosis)

while also in experimental degeneration of the hyperstriatum superius

disturbances of motor function occur (Rogers). The question may
certainly not he considered settled as yet, but the possibility may
be kept in mind that tiie hyperstriatum superius is not involved

in the neostriatum of mammals, but in their claustrum, though

this region of the telencephalon in birds has taken a development

which in this form and size may be peculiar to these animals only

just as the large development of the primary epistriatum is peculiar

to Teleosts and Ganoids.

CONCLUSIONS :

Resuming we may state that also the comparative ontogeny of the

striate complex in (Reptilesj, Birds, Mammals, and Man proves that

apait from the secondary epistriatum or archistriatum (amygdala) two

chief parts may be distinguished: palneosiriatum and the neosti-iatwn,

which are separated from each oüiev by Ihe lamina 7nedull(ii'i.i externa

(richly provided with bloodvessels) and iba jïssHra-neo-palaeostriatica.

1) In connection with this it is interesting to note tliat in Parker's figures on

the embryology of the Kiwi brain (see Tiansactions of the Roy. Soc, London)

Vol. 182, 183, 1892 and 1893), only two intraventricular primordia (my b and c,

are drawTi, and d the primordium of the hyperstriatum superius seems to be

lacking here).

') The basal arteries of the forebrain and their functional significance, .lourn. of

Anatomy (English), Vol. .55, 1920.

11*
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The first part contains the basal miclens or ixilaeostriatum primi-

tivum (its only constituent in Amphibia) and the mesostriatiim which

developes from the same mass as tiie basal nucleus including the

surrounding tissue {palaeostrintum augmentatum).

The total palaeostriatum in man is represented by the globus

pallidus and eventual vestiges of grey substance occurring in and

mesially to tlie capsula interna (undernealh the fiss. neo-pulaeostriatica)

including a vestige of grey substance which is a continuation of

the latter and (as in birds) lies underneath the caudate, nucleus:

the substantia palaeo^triatica caudata, which in some animals may

be separated from the caudate nucleus by a continuation of the

lamina medullaris externa and of the fiss. neo-palaeostriatica. The

palaeostriatum arises entirely from the base of the forebrain near

the anterior wall of the preoptic recess. It consequently is entirely

telencephalic in character not of diencephalic origin as Spatz ')

supposes, though its cells in adult animals may be continuous with

the ventral and peduncular cells of llie thalamus and midbrain as

1 already pointed out in 1908').

The neostriatum (putamen and caudate nucleus) in mammals,

arises as well from the base of the brain in front of the palaestriatum

(immediately behind the anterior olfactory ventricle) as from the

adjacent pallium (Ei,L. Smith). The partly pallial origin of the

neostriatum (already supposed — but not proved — by Weknicke(?),

Obkrsteineh and Köli.iker) explains the fact tiiat in many cortical

affections of the brain frontal lobe chiefly) as general paralysis

(Mills, L. Bouman, Forstek, Gans) also the neostriatum is often affected,

more often than the palaeostriatum.

Whether the hyperstriatum superius ot birds which arises only

from the mantle is included in the neostriatum in mammals or not,

cannot as yet be settled with certainty.

The possibility exists that it is represented in mammals and man

by the clausirum, which also is a ventricular ingrowth of the

pallium (a hypopallial product in the sense of Ell. Smith, I.e.).

Difference must be made between a cortical ingrowth and a (hypo)

pallial ingrowth. Both are formed in the mantle, but need not

necessary to be related, though a pallial ingrowth may be followed

by a cortical ingrowth (as fi. is seen witii the amygdala).

1) Ueber Beziehungen zwischen der Substantia nigra des Mittelliirns und dem

Globus pallidus des Linsenl^erns. Erg. Heft zum Anat. Anzeiger Bnd. 55, 1922.

') Weitere Mitteilungen ueber die Phylogenese des Corpus Striatum and des

Thalamus, Anat. Anzeiger Bnd. XXX, 1908.



Geology. — "On Tertiary Marine Deposits with fossil fishes from

South Celebes". By Prof. H. A. Brouwer and Dr. L. F. de

Beaufort.

(Communicated at the meeting of January 27, 1923).

The Origin and the Age of the Deposits bj Prof. H. A. Brouwer.

During tlie construction of a road near Patoenoeaiig Asoe E in

Soudi Celebes a fossil-fish, of which only the posterior part is pre-

served, was found at the surface of one of the detaciied blocks of

limestone. Mr. A. Huisman, the engineer who supervised the road-

construction, sent me this fragment some time ago, informing me
that in spite of further e.xaminalion of the locality, the anterior

part of the fish iiad not been found. Tiie block was found near

Patoenoeang Asoe E, Section Maros, at the base of steep rocks,

about 50 m. above sea-level.

The limestone splits easily along the plane of stratification and

on further examination in my laboratory'), it was found to contain

another fossil fish far more complete than the first. Botli were studied

by Dr. L. F. de Beaufort. His results are given below.

The rock in wicli the Clupea and Lutjanus are einbedded is a

whitetolight brownish compact limestone, which resembles some

types of lithographic limestone from the neighbourhood of Solnhofen

and Eiclistatt in Franken, which contain the numerous well-preserved

upper-jurassic fossils, among which numerous fishes occur. Under
tlie microscope compact limestone proves to be free from foramini-

fera or other organic remains.

As regards their conditions of origin the rocks of Celebes are

also very much like the lithographic limestones of the Upper-Jura

in Franken. The latter rocks are found to rest in shallow-basins in

coarse, nnstratified or rudely stratified limestones, which are reefs

on a large scale; the interjacent depressions were filled up with

stratified deposits.

Near Solnhofen etc. these lithographic beds contain various,

beautifully preserved organic remains. Fresh- or brackish-water

fossils are lacking, but remains of tracks of land-animals are of

') By Dr. P. Kruizinga, conservator at Delft.
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frequent occurrence in tlie formation, from wliich it may be inferred

that the lagoons between the coral-islands and reefs temporarily

emerged above the sea-level and were exposed lo the air.

Similar relations prevailed in that part of South-Celebes, where

the fossil-fishes have been found. From personal experience I know
the limestones near the cascade of Bantimoeroeng not far from the

locality Patoenoeang Asoe E, and the numerous authors, who have

described other parts of South-West Celebes, all mention these

limestones, which often rise abruptly with steep walls from the

surrounding plains, presenting typical reefmasses of Tertiary age.

Numerous foraminifera are found in these reefiocks; but also

corals and shells are found. Rocks of oolitic structure aie also

recorded. As well as the limestones, which contain the fossil fishes

and perhaps represent a lagoon-deposit, these oolitic limestones show

the characteristics of deposits in a sea with i-eefs and lagoons.

Regarding the precise age of these rocks data have been published,

notably by Bucking ') and Verbeek ') and afterwards by 't Hoen ').

We now know that Eocene limestones with nummulites and dis-

cocyclines occur amongst these rocks, as well as Miocene limestones

with lepidocyclines.

Up to now no account has been given of foraminiferal limestones

from the immediate surroundings of ihe locality where the fossil

fishes have been found, the nearest rocks that were examined are

those near the cascade of Bantimoeroeng, east of Maros, which

contain CyclocIyj)ens and AlveoUna. The age of these I'ocks may be

Upper-Eocene or Oligocene. We have stated alieady that with the Old-

Tertiary rocks also Oligo-Miocene limestones occur at various places.

The age of the fossil-tishes cannot be etablished exactly, because

they show a slight relation only to the fauna of other regions. The

Clupea {Sardinellii) is undoubtedly closely related to recent species,

the Lutjanus possibly so. This might induce us to decide on a recent

age of the deposits. But among the many herrings, for instance, from

the Tertiary of Europe and America, none are described as showing

a closer relationshi|) to Sardinella. Different climatic conditions may

have been of influence on the distribution of the fishes in Tertiary

') H. Bucking. Beitiage zur Geologie Ton Celebes. Samml. d. geol. Reichsmus.

in Leiden. Ser. I. Bd. VU. I. 1902. p 118.

') R. D. M. Verbeek. Moluklien Verslag. Jaaib. Mijnwezen 1908. Wetensch.

Ged. p. 52.

^) G. W. A. P. 't Hoen. Verslag over de resultaten van geol. mijnbouwk. ver

kenningen en opsporingen in Zuidwest-Celebes. Jaarb Mijnwezen 1915. Verband

I. p. 244.
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times. Verbeek ') pointed to tiiis in connection witli tiie fact that

Eocene fisii-species of the Higiilauds of Padang differ from the Tertiary

species of Europe, wiiereas tliey bear a close relationsinp to the

species still living in the East-Indian Archipelago, so that tliej seera

to he Miocene rather than Eocene. From this it seems to follow

that the Tertiary fishes of the tropics are not suitable to determin-

ation of age, and the species here described could be of the same

age as the Eocene or Oligo-iVliocene reefs.

Finally we wish to point out that after this discovery of fossil

fishes, about which only very little is known as yet in the East-

Indian Archipelago, it may be expected that on closer inspection of

the localit}' more fossils will be found. The lithographic limestone

of Solnhofen is poor in fossils. That the lemarkable fauna of this

formation has gradually become known is due to the quarry-indus-

try and to the special attention given to the occurrence of fossils.

Description of the fossil fis/ies by L. F. de Beaufort.

Prof. H. A. Brouwer entrusted me with the study of two fish-

fossils imbedded in tertiary limestone, which have been found during

the construction of a road in South Celebes.

The smaller and more complete fossil can be recognized at once

as a Clupeid. As the anterior pait of the head as well as the

pectorals, ventrals and anal are missing, a further determination

would have been doubtful, if the scales had not been extraordinarily

well preserved. The greater part of the scales show a number of

small holes in their posterior part, whereas the anterior part

possesses more or less distinct transversal grooves, which are inter-

rupted in the middle. As far as I know such perforated scales have

only been found in four closely related species of herrings, which

inhabit the Indo-Australian Archipelago.

These species belong to the genus Clupen SGnsn latiore. Following

Bleeker, Weber and I (Fishes of the Indo Australian Archipelago

II, 1913, p. 68) have placed these species with a number of others,

which however do not show the characteristics mentioned above,

in the subgenus Harengula. Tate Regan (Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. (8)

XIX, 1917, p. 377) has rai.sed this subgenus to the rank of a

genus and has separated from it as Sardinelld those species, which

differ from Harengula, besides in some other characteristics, also in

the structure of the scales. In Harengula the transversal grooves of

1) R. D. M. Verbeek. Topographische en Geologische Beschrijving van een ge-

deelte van Sumatra's VVestkusl. Batavia 1883, p. .3.55.
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the scales are uninterrupted, in Sardinella thej' are interrupted in

the middle. Tlie recent species witli perforated scales mentioned above,

as well as my fossil, iiave also interrupted transversal grooves on

the scales, and Tate Regan ranges these recent species therefore

under Sardinella. It is clear, that my fossil belongs to the same

group. Tate Regan does not mention the small perforation of the

scales in his short description and, therefore, 1 do not know if

such perforations occur in other species, which belong to Sardinella

and which inhabit the Atlantic, Mediterranean, Black Sea, Indie and

Pacific. From the foregoing however it will be clear, that the species

with scales of this structure form a natural group, and that the

fossil belongs to it, which I proceed to describe now as:

Clupea {Sardinella) bromveri n. sp.

The total length of the specimen cannot be ascertained, as the

praeorbital part of the iiead is wanting. The vertebral column is

also broken at different places and some of the vertebrae have

been shifted over each other, or got loose from each other. I

estimate the length to be 150 mM. It is also difficult to count the

number of vertebrae. I think I can distinguish forty-two of them

which is somewhat less than the numbers, given by Tate Regan I.e.

for Sardinella. Dei.sman (Bijdragen tot de Dierkunde, Afl. XXll,

1922, p. 29) records forty-tive vertebrae in Clupea finibriata, one

of the species with perforated scales.

Of the head skeleton really only the opercles and a part of the

orbitalia have been well preserved. The vential part of the opercle

shows delicate vertical stripes, caused by sensory -canals and which,

although in a somewhat different form, are also present in Clupea

finibriata and perforata. The preaoperculura also shows some sculp-

ture. Under favourable light fine lines, radiating from one point,

may be detected, which I do not find so well developed in recent

species. The operculum is not quite twice as high as long.

The dorsal rays cannot be counted accurately as part of the

scales of the back have shifted on that fin. 1 think I can distinguish

fifteen of them. Neither is it possible to ascertain the exact position

of the dorsal fin, as the vertebral column has been distorted, as

mentioned above. The origin of the dorsal is situated about in the

middle between snout and base of caudal and is placed above the

twenty-seventh vertebra, counted from the caudal. The longest D.

ray is about equal to the height of the operculum.

The whole of the ventral part of the fish is severely damaged.

I
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Nothing can therefore be said about tiie ventrals and anal. Of

the pectorals and tiie pectoral-girdle onlj' some rudiments are present.

As said above, the scales are well preserved, although most of

Scales of C. (S.) brouwer i X 2. Lutjanus spec. X Va-

them are dislocated and shifted in a dorsal direction. Some of them
are 'even quite isolated, which facilitates however their examination.

In comparing the scales with those of related species, we discover

the greatest likeness with the scales of Clupea perforata and Jim-
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briata, which species, however, have iioies of larger dimensions.

Also the posterior l)order of the scales of these species is more

ragged. Tlie first transversal groove, which is not interrupted, is

visible in all scales of my specimen, the following interrupted ones

(about three in number) are speciality developed on the caudal scales.

For the rest the scales are practically smooth: only here and there

some fine parallel stripes are visible.

As might be expected, keeled dorsal scutes are absent. The ventral

ones are partly very well preserved, but ail are dislocated and

dispersed, so that their number cannot be made out. Tiie dorsal

prolongations of the ventral scutes or spines are beautifully con-

spicuous here and there. They seem to be shorter than in recent

species. Possibly they are broken.

C {S) brouweri sliows the greatest resemblance to C. fimbriata

and perforata, but differs in the sculpture of the opercles and in

minor details of the scales.

The determination of the second fossil is less certain. It consists

of the posterior part of a fish, which undoubtedly belongs to the

Perciformes. The greater part of the caudal, all caudal vertebrae,

some of the rib-bearing trunk-vertebrae, all plerygophores of the

anal as well as those of the hinderpart of the dorsal are beautifully

preserved in situ. The anal is broken.

The soft portion of the dorsal is intact, but oidy some spines of

S^^S.

Clupea (Sardinella) brouweri n. sp. XI-

the precedent part are preserved. The anterior part of the fish is

wanting. The ventrals and part of the [)elvic have been spared.

Nothing else of the shoulder-girdle remains than the caudal part

of the postcleithrnm. The vertebrae of the trunk bear long parapo-
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pliyses to which the ribs are attaclied. There are fourteen caudal

vertebrae. The caudal has se\eiiteeii ravs, two of whicii aie ()ro-

bablv siuiple. The dorsal has .r -|- 3 spines and 17 soft rays, tiie

anal has 11 and the ventrals have 6 rays.

Part of the scales are extremely well pre^erved. They are more

or less rectangular, with a convex posterior border. From the centre

about ten diverging grooves run to the anterior border. A great

number of crowded parallel rows of extremely small flat spinelets

run to the posterior border. For the rest, llie surface of the scales

is covered with delicate small lines, concentrically arranged round

the middle of the scale and scalloped where they cross the grooves.

With these scanty particulars a further determination had to be

tried. A first indication was the great difference between the number

of soft dorsal and anal rays. In consequence a number of forms,

in which the soft dorsal and the anal are of nearly equal length,

could be excluded. Farther on the structure of the scales put me
on the right track and brought me to the recent genus Lutjanns.

It is true that most species of this genus have fewer D-rays than

my specimen, but in some of them the number is about the same,

f.i. in Lutj'inus sebae, which species I, therefore, selected for closer

comparison. A skeleton of last named species shows so much likeness

with my fossil, even in details, that I scarcely doubt that this too

belongs to Lutjanus.

What can these two fossils now teach us about the age of the

deposits, in which they were fossilized:

As far as 1 know, no other tertiary Teleosts are known from the

Indo- Auslralian Archipelago, than those from a freshwater-deposit

in the Padangsche Bovenlanden formeily described by Gcnther

(Geol. Mag. (2) III, 1876). As far as I know, forms related to our

fossils are lacking too in the tertiary fish-fauna of the neighbourhood.

Neither amongst the tertiary fishes from Australia (Ch.apman and

Pilchard, Pr. Roy. Soc. Victoria (2) XX, 1907) nor amongst those

of Siam (Andersson, Upsala Bull. Geol. Inst. XIII, 1916) a species

of S'in/inellii or Lutjanus has been described. The Clupeid, recently

described by Jokda.v (Proc. Cal. Acad, of Sciences IX, 1919) from

Japan, is not related to our specimen. It is even uncertain, if it is

a Clupeid at nil.

Among the many herrings, described from the tertiary of Europe

and America, I do not know of any species, related to Sardinella.

Smith Woodward (Cat. Fossil Fish British Mus. IV, 1901, p. 152)

gives the following description of the scales of Cliipea numidica,

from the Upper Miocene of Algeria: "Scales sometimes pitted in
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their exposed portion." But "pitted" is different from "perforated".

Besides 6'. numidica has 55 vertebrae.

No other fossil Lutjanus is known than a dubious species Ltii/amw

hagari, described by Jordan and Gilbert (Stanford University Publi-

cations 1919) from tlie Miocene of California and which later on

has been ranged by Jordan in the related genus Neomanis.

Therefore, an opinion of the age of the two fish-fossils cannot

be more than a guess. When we take in mind, that during the

Miocene most of the recent geneia were not yet in existence, as

Jordan has pointed out recently and when we remember, that the

Sardindln is certainly related to recent species and the Lutjanus

probably so, 1 feel on these grounds inclined to consider them not

older than miocene.

Both fisiies have been found in one stone, the dimensions of

which are about 40 X 20 X 6 cM. Moreover in the same stone some

scales of other llsh-species occur, which I do not venture to de-

termine. This shows, (hat fish-rests are probably abundant in these

layers. A further exploration would certainly be worth while, and

could give us more solid information about the age and the character

of these deposits.



Geology. — "Fractures and Faults near the Surface of Moving

Geanticlines. III. The Horizontal Movement of the Central-

Atlantic Ridge". By Prof. H. A. Brouwkr.

(Communicated at the meeting of January 27, 1923).

Many explanations that have been given for tectonic structures

are unsatisfactory on account of the geometrical treatment of the

problems and a preference to vertical movements. The geometrical

treatment draws attention to the change in position of parts of the

earth's crust, while the velocity' of the movement receives no further

consideration. Because of the predilection for vertical movements we

often explain the observed facts by vertical movements, until it is

proved thai faulting must have been effected in another direction.

In regions, which are not accessible to direct observation, i.e.

the parts of the earth's crust covered by the sea, the existing mor-

phology is explained by rising and by subsiding movements, while

the factor lime is neglected. Subsidence of continents and subsidence

of "land-bridges" are common expressions in geological literature.

Velocity and direction of the movement are hardly or not at all

considered in these inadequate interpretations of dynamic phenomena.

The reason is obvious, the forces causing the movement are unknown,

and the velocity of the movement cannot be measured.

Another way of studying these problems is the comparative-tectonic

method. Our object in this paper is to consider the results achieved

by applying this method to the movement of a region, which is

almost entirely covered by the sea, of which the morpiiology is

known in broad outlines, and which is still moving, as we know
from numerous earthquakes. It is the S-shaped ridge, of which the

existence has been proved by numerous soundings and parts of

which emerge from the sea, as e.g. the Azores and the islands of

St. Paul and Tristan da Cunha. In previous papers ') we pointed to

the significance of the bending-points of the horizontal projection

of a geanticlinal axis for a judgment upon the horizontal movement

of geanticlines. Transverse fractures, which may be lïiore or less

1) These Proceedings XXlil, p. 570; XXV, p. 327.

H. A. Brouwer. The horizontal movement of geanticlines and the fractures

near their surface. Journ. of Geology. 1921, XXIX, p. 560—577.
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ga|)ing are the surfixce expression of velocity-differences in a liorizontal

direction; horizontal transverse faults prevail at greater depth, while

with increasing plasticity' deformation takes place without fracture-

movements. If these tectonic zones of diffei-enf depths are all visible

at the snrface, they enable us to trace the movement for a considerable

space of time, because then the different phases of the movement
are observable. If the movements are still going on, the epicentra

of earthquakes will be accumulated near the places with considerable

velocity -differences and may be disposed along more or less transverse

fractures. In this connection we point to the region in the neigh-

bourhood of Snnda Strait between Java and Sumatra, to the earth-

quake lines near the bending-point between the Alps and the

Carpathian mountains, to Cook-strait between the Northern and the

Southern island of New Zealand and to many others.

Azo -^^;y V

;*7<*-'

•. Slfa'lit.- Jl manclie

;j\eeeny:ion

(.«.yji.

'VrWlan '

^i Cun?i,'&

Zuid Amerika = South America.

Afrika = Africa

Fig. 1. 2978 etc. Depths of the sea in meters on the Central-Atlantic Ridge.

Romanche diep = Romanche Deep.

Azoren = Azores

If a submarine ridge has a bending-point, the strongly curved

shape of the ridge may have been developed from an originally

simpler form by velocity-differences in a horizontal direction. Where

the velocity-differences are greatest, the epicentra of earthquakes

will be numerous, and from an accumulation of epicentra near a
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bending point it may be concluded that velocity differences in a

liorizontal direction are a characteristic of the present movement.

In the Central Atlantic Ridge there is a distinct bending-point

between the island of St. Paul and the Romanche Deep, while quite

close to it there is a zone of strong seismic activity. Further appli-

cation of the comparative method would lead to the conclusion that

the Central Atlantic Ridge is not only moving now, but has been

moving for a long time, with velocity-differences in a horizontal

direction. The tectonic structure of the ridge is not accessible to

observation. However, there are indications that a further application

of the comparative method is possible. The morphology is still little

known, but the soundings have pioved the existence of very great

depths, viz. in the Romanche Deep, where a depth of 7370 m. has

been sounded.

This depth has been considered as a remarkable phenomenon

for the Atlantic Ocean. The situation close io the heiidiiig-poini poluis

to an origin such as already previously suggested by us with regard

to abnormally deep straits near the bending-points of rows of islands.

Just as is the case in Manipa Strait between Cerani and Boeroe.

The Romanche Deep can be explained by difference in \elocity of

horizontal movements for neighbouring parts of the ridge along

the axis.

We only find the results of the ditferences in velocity in a hori-

zontal direction, the absolute horizontal movement cannot be inferred

from the surface characters with the comparative method. We do

not know whether the Cejitral Atlantic Ridge originally had a more

rectilinear form. Neither do we know whether the bending of the

strong curve between the Azores and the island of St. Paul is still

increasing, or whether the southern portion with Ascension and

Tristan da Cunha is moving with less velocity than the northern

in a western, or in an eastern direction, or whether it has become

stationary now.

Many widely different views have been brought forward concerning

the origin of the Central Atlantic Ridge. Some authors') look upon

it as a rising geanticline, as a mountain range in statu nascendi.

Up to now these authors never considered the horizontal movements,

which as evidenced before often are much more important than the

vertical movements in rising geanticlines. Another explanation') has

been afforded representing the ridge as the filling of an originally

') E. Haüg, Traite de Geologie I, 1907, p. 164.

*) A. Wegener, Die Entstehung der Kontiuente und Ozeane. 1922, p. 42.
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narrow gaping fracture, which opened to the present Atlantic Ocean

by horizontal movements of continental areas.

In either view regarding the origin of the ridge the movements

can take place with velocity-differences in a horizontal direction.

Other explanations, such as the ridge being of volcanic origin or

the highest parts of a subsided continent (horst), do not consider

horizontal movements. Vertical movements may occur and may have

occurred in some places perhaps in an upward, in other places in

a downward direction, and varying at different periods, because no

movement of the earth's crust will have exactly a horizontal direction

for a long time, just as it will never have exactly a vertical direction.

The comparative method does not enable us to trace out the

movement of the Central Atlantic Ridge down from its earliest

development. It proves, however, that the simple explanations by

upward and downward vertical movements, which have been

suggested, cannot be maintained.



Botany. — "On stimulation in au.rotonic movements" . By Prof.

J. M. Janse. (Communicated by Prof. J. C. Schoute).

(Communicated at the Meeting of January 27, 1923).

Many movements (curvatures) of very different plant-organs are

caused hy a change in the speed of growth on one side of the

organ; collectively they are often called "auxotoiiic" movements.

Various stimuli, among which those of gravilalion and of light are

by far the most important, may be the indirect cause of these

movements; these stimuli are received locally and conducted to tiie

growing zone in which the bending will afterwards take place.

The theory iutherto generally accepted was that the normal

vertical longitudinal growth was a separate phenomenon, and that,

for instance, the gravitation-stimulus appeared only after the plant-

organ had been given a different position. In a recently published

paper '), I expressed as my opinion that, on the contrary, the

normal length-growth is also due to the gravitation-stimulus whicii

by an increased growth of the cells equally on all sides would

cause, for instance, the vertical growth of the main-a.\is and of the

radicle. In this position there would even be the maximal stimulation

corresponding to their maximal speed of growth in this position,

which is experimentally demonstrated. The experiments carried out

by WiESNKR, Moj.iscH ') and Czapek ') speak in favour of this theory;

they showed that after the tip of the radicle had been cut off, the

rale of growth diminished appreciably within the next 24 hours;

this diminution would undoubtedly have been still more apparent

if the observations had been recorded also during the ensuing days,

because the growth during the first day must still have been influ-

enced by the stimulus received before the amputation of the tip.

It is generally assumed that the stimulation by gravitation depends

upon the pressure of the specifically heavier starch-grains (statoliths)

upon the outer layer of the protoplast of certain cells (stalocysts)
;

') Reizwirkung bei Rektipetalitat und bei senkrechtera Wachstum ; Jahrbiicher

fur wissenschat'tliche Botanik, 1922, Bd. 61, p. 590.

3) Berichte d. d. bet. Gesellschaft, 1883, Bd. 1. p. 362.

3) Jahrb. fiir wiss. Botan., 1895, Bd. 27, p. 246.

12

Poceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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siicli a stiimiliis, liowever, as lias already been demonstrated by

Noi.i, (Heterogene Induction, 1892), oan be the canse of a move-

ment only if the sensitiveness of this outer layer is unequal at

different |)arls. As the vertical position, in tiie said organs, was

regarded as the one in which no stimulation took place, it was

supposed that the part adjoining the lowest transverse wail was not

sensitive. If, however, also the longitudinal growth he induced by

the gravitation-stimulus, as we suppose here, that part would have

to be on the contrary the most sensitive.

However this may be, it is sure that there must always exist a

certain connection between the position of the place of the greatest

(or least) sensitiveness in the statocyst and the direction of normal

growth of each organ, so that this, for instance in the cells of the

vei'tically-growing stem, must be found at a dilferent place to those

of a horizontally-growing rhizome, etc.

This ought to imply furthei' that when an organ of itself changes

its |)Osition, this should he preceded by a shifting of the outer layer

of the protoplast inside the cell. The supposition of such a shifting

of the outer layer would, however, be inconsistent with the general

assumption that this layer is immovable, an hypothesis, it is true,

but one which for other reasons, e. g. the existence of the plas-

modesms, might be called probable. This inconsistency suggests the

query as to whether it is not more probable to assume that the

excitable portion of the statocyst forms a separate organ of the cell,

which might then lie between the outer layer and the granular

protoplasm, but (juite independent from the former.

This protoplasmic part, which alone should be sensitive to the

pressure of the starch-grains, might be termed the "static apparatus"

and should be capable of shifting, consequent on some influence

H The accompanying diagram represents, scliematically, the

1^ supposed position of the "static apparatus" in the statocyst:

Z = cellwaii, H = outer layer, K = granular protoplasm, R =
the static apparatus of wliicli, M = the middle-field.

The unequal thickness of the static apparatus in the drawing

serves merely to indicate the local difference in sensitiveness

R, of this apparatus which should be greatest in llie middle-

field.

from inside or outside, without the outer layer of the protoplast

being involved in this movement. Moreover this apparatus should

have to be most sensitive in the middle-field, while this sensitiveness
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should dimiuisli towards tlie edges as represented in the accompan}'-

ing sketch. The apparatus need not be present in cells which are

insensible to stimulation.

The normal vertical position of tiie main axis and radicle would

seem to imply that in these organs the middle-field lies against the

basal transverse wail of the statocyst. But in a horizontally-growing

rhizome, for instance, it ought to ly next lo the lower longitudinal

wall, for then only there would be maximal stiniulus, accompanied

l)v the maximum, equal all round, speed of growth, whereby the

rhizome would keep its horizontal position.

If now a certain shifting of the static apparatus is required to

produce a new position of equilibrium, then inversely we might

deduce from the changement in the position of equilibrium what

shifting should have taken place in each separate case, but therefore

it were necessary to know also in what part of the oigan the static

apparatus occurs. This shifting cannot be microscopically contiolled,

for the present at least, but if it should appear from the following

lines that by assuming such a shifting we succeed in giving a simple

explanation of widely different and often very complicated pheno-

mena, this must favour our supposilion of the presence oï&inovable

excitable organ in the sensitive cell. It must be borne in mind,

however, that it i.^ therewith immaterial whether we think of an

"static apparatus" as indicated above, or of the outer layer as a

whole, provided this be but movable; in future we shall suppose

the presence of a 'static apparatus".

If it be possible by this means to explain why a plant-organ

which has a certain position of equilibrium is able to keep this

position during its growth, it does not, however explain the familiar

|)henomenon of an organ (hat is brought out of its equilibrium

returning to this position, not only of its own accord, but also by

shortest jiossible way; so a root, for instance, placed horizontally

will cui've downwards in a vertical [)lane until the tip points per-

pendicularly again. That this movement is of great advantage for

the later development of the plant is of course no sufficient ex|)la-

nation of its cause, especially since the preparations for the movement

are made long before the utility of the bending could be perceived

by the plant. We should have lo ask, therefore, why it is that a

part of the plant makes a useful movement and how it comes thai

the new position is acquired by the shortest way.

This question which, as it seems to me, is proposed here for the

first time so sharply, is connected so deeply with the more intimate

life of the cell that it can not surprise that no entirely complete

12*
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answer to it can be given yet, but nevertheless we can endeavour

to arrive a step nearer at its solution.

We shall confine ourselves now in the first place to the stimulus

of gravitation.

We have thus supposed that the static apparatus of the statocyst

lies' in such a position that the middle-field, which forms its most

sensitive part, adjoins the lower wall of the cell when the organ

is in equilibrium, whatever this position may be. When this position

be changed, if, for instance, a root be placed horizontally, the slarch-

grains which shift under the influence of giavitation, come into

contact with the less sensitive border of the apparatus; if then, after

some time, the tip bends downwaid, the starch-grains, again shitting,

will gradually come into contact with the more and more sensitive

parts of the apparatus till, when the tip stands verlical, they will

have reached the most excitable |)lace again; thus we see (hat the

curving downward is accompanied by a continual increase of the

stimulus and that the speed of this increase will t)e greatest when
bending takes place in a vertical plane.

Could it be that this increase of the stimulus is the indirect

cause of the bending and at the same time of the choice of the

shortest way ?

Of itself this "striving after the maximal stimulation", as we
might term it, cannot be regarded in the plant as the direct cause

of any movement, although it might later on be of aid in explaining

it ; nevertheless cases are known in which there exists a rather

direct connection between this striving after an ever stronger stimulus

and the movements.

So, for instance, in positive chemotaxis: if e.g. spermatozoides of

ferns be placed in a weak solution of malic acid in which the con-

centration is unequal at different places, they will move towards

the place of the strongest concentration, i.e. in the direction of the

increasing concentration or stimulation.

It is known, regarding some of the senses of man and animals,

sucii as the eye, the ear, and perhaps also of the static organ when
the organism is at rest, that they adjust themselves automatically

(reflectorily) to a stronger stimulus, i. e. that the same stimulus

which causes the sense-perception also excites other nerves and

through them certain muscles, which last thereby move the sense-

organ in such a way that it receives then the strongest possible impres-

sion ; thus here too we have the case of a movement with the aim

of increasing the stimulation. If such a comparison with the plants

were entirely justified, which could not be decided at present, we
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mip;lit go fuftliei- and state tliat, because tlie sense-perception is

wanting in tiie plants, their iiending miglit be compaied with the

purely retlectoiy movements of animals.

However, although it must be admitted tiiat within the scope of

phj'siology comparisons between plants and animals may be success-

fully drawn in many cases (as is probable especially with regard

to stimulation, for the reason that in both groups of living organisms

one and the same relation appears to exist between stimulus-inten-

sity and stimulus-effect: the law of Wf.ber), this must be done

always with the greatest caution. Bearing this in mind it nevertheless

appears to me that the facts furnish us with sufiicient reason to

assume the striving on the part of the plant to receive the greatest

possible stimulation by the quickest way as a supposition, just

as we know this is the case with regard to positive chemotaxis.

It must be left to later researches to reduce this striving after

maximal stimulation to an actual cause of movement.

With the aid of a number of examples taken from the different

groups of auxotonic movements, I now wish to demonsti'ate very

siiortly how simple the explanation of these phenomena becomes

when we set forth from the assumptions mentioned above.

The different movements may be brought to certain groups according

to the (supposed) position of the static apparatus and to the shifting

which it should undergo.

A. Stimulation by Gravitation.

1. Stationary position of the static apparatus.

a. In the first place the static apparatus might lie against the

lowest transverse wall of the statocyst. This should be so in the

case of the vertically-growing main-root and main-axis, where the,

maximal, stimulus should be the cause of the vertical growth of

l>otli by the equal lengthening of the cells alliound.

If these same organs be placed in another position, e. g. horizont-

ally, they will show positive (root) or negative (stem) geotropism.

This we should now try to explain by the striving after a stronger

stimulation. In the horizontal position the starch-grains press upon

a part of the less sensitive border of the .static apparatus; if they

have to come into contact with the middle-field, the most sensitive

part, the root will have to bend downwards, the stem, on the other

hand, upwards. The explanation of these opposite movements requires

therefore no new supposition ; it follows from the circumstance that

in the statocyst the middle-field in the case of the root lies against

the transverse wall which is turned away from the growing-zone
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(where the beiuliiig occurs) and in tlie case of the stem against the

one that is turned towards it.

If in the cenlrifugal-experiment, tlie statolitlies are moved outwards

in the statocyst, then, tor the same reason as given above, the stem

must react by bending towards the centre, whereas the root will

curve away from it.

h. Normal horizontally-growing plant-organs, such as rhizomes

and some rootlets of epiphytes, can only maintain their position of

ei|iiilihriuni and continue growing in the same direction if the

middle-field lies at the lowest longitudinal wall of the statocyst, for

the same reason again that it is only in this position that the starch-

grains will come in contact with this middle-field. Whether these

organs also attain their quickest growth in this position has still

to be investigated.

c. Besides lying against the transverse and longitudinal walls,

the middle-field might also lie between the two, i.e. slanting; in

such cases the organ should also exhibit a slanting position of

equilibrium, the size of the angle it makes with the perpendicular

depending upon the |)Osition of the apparatus with regard to the

axis of the statocyst. This would explain the fixed position which

the lateral branches and lateral roots of the first order always

assume, and which is so different in different plants (cf. e.g. Araucavia,

the common foliage trees, Populus piramidalis).

II. Variable position of the static apparatus.

Various organs of plants undergo a change in equilibrium during

their normal development which could be ascribed now to a shifting

of the apparatus at a certain moment, that is to say, if it can be

demonstrated that gravitation-stimulus or longitudinal growth plays

a part in the phenomenon.

The shifting may take place eithei' at a certain moment or he

continuous; moreover it may occur autonomously or as a result

of some outside cause. According to this we may distinguish the

following cases

:

a. The position of the apparatus changes, autonomously, at a

certain moment.

During the germination of the seed of a twining plant the young

stem is at first vertical, but very soon the summit assumes a more

or less horizontal position and at the same time the twining com-

mences. It is possible that this transition from negative to transversal

geotropism were preceded by an autonomous displacement of the
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stalit' apparatus, \vl1ereb3' tiie middle-field is shifted from tiie lowest

transverse wall to one of the longitudinal walls; by the bending of

the sleni this longitudinal wall would then become the lowest of the

statocyst. If the apparatus in the cell shifts over 90°, the new position

of the stem-lip will become exactly horizontal; if, on the contrary,

it moves less, the stem-tip will, as is often the case, assume a corres-

ponding upward slope.

Similar changes in position, as seen in many flowers before and

after flowering, may be explained in an equally simple way. The

(lowers of Narcissus, for example, when in bud stand |)erfectly

upright, but when about to open are practically horizontal, which

again woidd point to a preceding shifting of the apparatus from the

lower transverse wall to one of the longitudinal walls. In ^(^a/wn^/ató-

the same movement occurs, but goes farther on, because after

fertilization the ovary bends still further downward; in this case

a further shifting in the same direction should have taken place,

liy which idtimately the middle-field arrived at the apical trans-

verse wall.

In all these movements the bending is accompanied by a distinct

growth of fiower- and of fruit-stalk. Amputation of the flower-bud

will prevent these movements, for which reason it is assumed that

the statocysts are situated in the ovary.

Other plants again exhibit the phenomenon that the peduncle

which stands upright during bloom, after fertilization increases much
in length and curves downward; this is most striking with those

plants which bury their young fruit in the ground, e.g. Trifolium

subternmeum, Arachis, etc.; hei'e the shifting of the apparatus from

the lowest transverse wall to the highest should take place in one phase.

In all these cases the change of position of the static apparatus

is clearly a result of a separate new stimulation which is either

the growth of the (lower or the process of fertilization.

A shifting of the apparatus in a contrary sense should take place

in those cases in which the tip of the sympodial rhizome bends

veitically upwards for the purpose of producing leaves and flowers,

because this upward curve would have to be preceded by a displace-

ment from the lowest longitudinal wall to the basal transverse wall.

The best known instance of a particular curvation is that of the

flowerstalk of Papaver (to which (hose of the peduncles of the

inflorescenses of Tiissilago Farfara are closely connected), since

there the movement has to take place before the flowering in one

sense and after the fertilization in the opposite direction. Vöchting

in 1882 succeeded in demonstrating that these movements are inti-
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inately connected with tlie geotropic-stimnhis botli of the stalk and

of the ovaiy, while the "rectipetaiity" sliould also play a part it.

VöcHTiNQ gave the name of "rectipetaiity" to the plienometion

that a plant-organ, which has curved upon irritation, begins straight-

ening itself out again as soon as the stimulation has ceased. This

he regards as a separate quality of plant-organs since it further

appeared that the straightening required no new stimidation. It

seems to me, however, as I set forth also in my article quoted

above, tliat rectipetaiity must be regarded ratliei' as a consequence

of the original stimulation which, being gradually conducted to the

opposite side of the organ, causes a contrary curving.

In Papaver the young flowerbud stands upright on a short and

vertical peduncle; soon, however, the rapidly growing stalk makes

a curve of 180°, so that the bud now hangs inverted. In this

position the peduncle continues to grow which takes place at the

bend, without however the curve increasing, owing to the simul-

taneous tendency towards rectipetaiity, and so it seems as if the

growth is limited entirely to the part below the bend. When the

flower is fully formed, the bud rises again and this upright position

is also retained by the fruit.

Amputation of the ovary only (inside the bud before it is full-

grown) checks the growth of the stem, which then stretches straight

out as much as possible; the cessation in the growth should be

regarded as a result of the cessation of the gravitation-stimulus in

the ovary, the straightening of the stalk as caused by the "rectipe-

taiity" which is then the result of the stimulus received before the

ovary was cut off.

The peduncle as well as the bud is negatively geotropic; the

static apparatus should thus again be supposed to lie against the

basal transverse wall and this position should remain unchanged in tlie

peduncle. The reason that the growing stalk bends over at an angle

of 180° should be attributed to a shifting of the static apparatus in

the slatocysts of the ovary from the lowest transverse wall to the

uppermost, while the erecting of the full-grown bud later on should

be preceded by the opposite movement in the same cells.

This example shows well how simply these seemingly complicated

movements can be explained upon our assumptions.

A last group will comprise the epinastic and hyponastic movements

which are so common in plagiotropic organs.

These movements depend upon temporary inequalities in the speed

of growth between the upper and lower surface of the organ

(especially leaves), whereby the growth predominates now on one
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side and then on (lie other. The reason of these changes in the

speed of llie growth is unknown, bui, while a renewed research

into these movements is highly desirable, it may be taken as fairly

certain that, althougii all appai-ently similar, they are not so in

reality, since they are evidently not all governed by the same

stimnli. The influence of gravitation, for instance, can be demonstrated

in many of them, so that for this reason and also because the

movements depend entirely upon longitudinal growth, there is every

reason to assume that statocysts are also present in these organs.

With respect to the place where they occur in leaves in general,

not much is known, and it would therefore be useless to make
further premises i-egarding the shifting of the static apparatus before

sutHicient data on this point have been obtained.

Some movements, however, might already be explained in a similar

way as above; so, for instance, the movements of the leaves in

the unfolding buds of Aesculus; in the bud, and also as soon as if

opens, the petiole and leaflets stand vertically upright, after which

the leaflets make a downward bend of 180° at the joint ishifiing

of the a|)paratus from the basal to the apical transverse wall);

finally the leaflets, as well as the petioles, take up an almost hori-

zontal position (shifting of the apparatus in both to the undermost

longitudinal wall).

In connection with the above 1 may refer to the very important

though apparently almost totally forgotten observations of HorMEisTER '),

from which it would seem that the lateral growth of the leaves in

the bud is frequently influenced by their vertical position so that

the half of the leaf pointing upwards in the bud will grow faster

than that pointing downwards. If these observations be correct they

would form a further indication that statocysts are also present in

the leaves and would thus be able to exercise an influence upon

the growth of the cells. This would agree with ray view, expressed

above, namely that the static apparatus also governs the normal

growth in length. We shall return later to the consideration of the

influence of gravitation upon the normal position of the leaves, as this

also should be connected with the influence of the static apparatus

(page 184).

b. The position of the static apparatus is altered by external

influences.

Sometimes an external influence leads to a change in the position

of organs, as, for instance, amputation of the main-axis.

') Allgemeine Moi-phologie der Gewachse. 1868, § 23.
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If the terminal hud or a part of the main-axis he cut off, tiie

lower lateral hud or hiteial slioot will develop more strongly lliaii

it woidd otherwise have «lone, and will at the same lime lieiid

upwards until it assumes (he position entirely, or almost, of the

inain-axis; amputation thus causes an accelerated growth as well as

strong geotropic heiiding.

The absolute relation between the two, so striking here, is simply

explained now by the circumstance that both are dejiendent upon

stimulation of the static apparatus.

If, for instance, the almosi horizontal lateral axis of Araucaria,

after amputation of the terminal hud, gradually assumes a \ertical

position, this might have been preceded by shifting of tiie apparatus

from the lowest longitudinal wall to the basal transverse wall, i. e.

a shifting in the direction of the wound. Tangi. ') and Nesti^er ')

now lia\'e demonslrated that the result of a wound is that in the

neighbouring cells the protoplasm tends to accumulale in the direc-

tion of the wound; if it be that the static apparatus had a share

in this shifting, this alone could be a reason for the appearance of

the negative-geotropic movement.

It might be mentioned in this connection that, according to

Richter '), even a plant of so much more simple structure as C/(a?'«,

shows the same phenomenon, namely, that after amputation of the

terminal hud, the adjoining lateral luancli grows out more quickly

and bends sharply upwards.

Amputation of the radicle has not the same effect upon the side-

roots of the first oi'der; .Sachs ^) has demonstrated that the lateral

roots already present show no change in position, but that the

after the amputation new formed lateral roots grow out in a more

vertical direction, thus showing rather an influence upon the position

of the apparatus in the newly formed cells instead of producing a

shifting in those already present.

c. The static a[)paratus changes its position continually.

When the static apparatus is at rest in any organ, that organ

assumes a certain position of equilibrium; in the case of a continual

autonomic shifting, on the contrary, the organ will never arrive at

a position of equilibrium and therefore never be at rest. Such

ceaseless movements are known in the nutations and in tiie

twining of plants.

1) Sitzangsber. der K. Akad. der Wissensch., Wien, 1 Abt., 1884. Bd. 90, p. 25.

2) Ibidem, 189S, Bd. 107, p. 708.

S) Flora, 181)4, p. 416.

*) Arbeiten des botan. Inst, zu Wiirzbiirg, Bd. 1, p. 622.
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The nutations are now considered to be movements wliicli take

place witliout any stimulations, but tlieir explanation is still

wanting. As tliey depend, however, entirely upon longitudinal growth,

tliey will be considered here to be induced by the stimulus of

gi'avitation.

The least common case of nutation is seen in the peduncles of

Allium I'orrum which first hang over to one side, then straighten

out and afterwards bend over lo the other side, and soon. A slight

displacement of the static apparatus might induce this movement;

if, for instance, the middle-field lies against the basal transverse

wall, the stalk, as we have seen, will assume a vertical position;

should it then move slightly to one side, the stalk, in its efilbrt to

find the new equilibrium, would have to bend over to the same

side; if the apparatus then n-ioves back across the transver.se wall

and then shifts slightly to the opposite side the stalk would become

straight and then also have to bend to that side, and so on. This

autonomous shifting of the apparatus lo and fro across the basal

transverse wall would thus be sufficient to cause indirectly the

"swinging nutation".

Much more frequent is the "rotating nutation", in which the ti|)

of the stem moves as if over a conical surface; it may very well

be imagined that this movement is brought about owing to the

apparatus, as in the preceding instance, lying somewhat to the side

of the tran.sver.se wall bnt is now pushed round in a circle, as it

were, though in such a way that the middle-field remains always

at the same distance from the centre of the transverse wall. The

stem would then again have to follow Ihe whole movement, always

making the same angle with the perpendicular. The more the

apparatus shifts, and keeps aside from the transverse wall during

the nutation, the greater will be tiie angle at the apex of the cone

described by the tip of the stem.

The twining movement was regarded by Sachs as being intimately

connected with the rotating nutation, also because at that moment

ill both the influence of gravitation seemed to be excluded. Later on,

however, it was demonstrated by Noi.i, that in the twining the

effect of this stimulus showed itself as "lateral geotropism" where-

by the gravitation stimulus brings forth ihe lateral movement of

the apex by causing a difference in growth between the two

opposite lateral sides of the stem.

This lateral geotropism thus causes the apex of the stem to swing

round, with the tip in a more or less horizontal position, while at

the same time the tip twists round its own axis in the opposite
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direction. It appears to me that these movements may also he

explained by an anionomons siiifting of the static apparatus. We
have seen (page 0) thai the tip of the young stem which at tirst

is vertical soon afiervvat'ds assumes an almost horizontal position,

after which it begins to twine; this was then explained bj a shift-

ing of the apparatus from tiie basal transverse wall to one of the

longitudinal vvalLs which then by the bending became the lowest.

And if this apparatus were displaced now again in the statocyst,

so that it goes round the cell, but always keeping at one of the

longitudinal walls, this would cause the tip twisting aback and at

the same time its rotating in the horizontal plane, since this twisting

coiihl not take place without a siiniillaneous and equally rapid

rotation (one tuin for each circle described in the horizontal plane).

This displacement should take place in the one direction in plants

which twine to the left and in the opposite direction in plants

which twine to the right. If the summit of the stem is not perfectly

horizontal in rotating as often occurs, the apparatus should have

to lie still at the longitudinal wall but somewhat shifted towards

the basal transverse wall aiui should be carried round in this same

position in the cell.

It is woi'th noting in this connection that this displacement of the

apparatus, and also the nature of the mo\ement of the stem, agree

largely with those described for the rotating nutation above-mentioned;

for this reason, and because, in our opinion, both are to be regarded

as dependent upon the gravitation-stimulus, the old supposition of

Sachs is confirmed again, viz. that twining and rotating nutation are

movements intimately connected with each other. The only ditïer-

ence would consist in the size of the apical angle of the cone

described by the tip of the stem (which in twining plants may be

as much as 180°) and thus, with regard to the static apparatus,

in the distance, which exists continually during the shifting between

the middle-lield and the centre of the basal transverse wall.

This discussion, though necessarily too short, may however suflice

to show that with the hel|) of oiii' theory it is possible to give even

a simple explanation of the lateral geotropism.

A siiifting of the apparatus back to the original position at the

basal transverse wall would again lead to the negative geotropism

wich causes the stem to raise itself when the twining ceases and

by which the convolutions are pressed against the support.

The twisting of the stem which can frequently be observed as

an accompanying phenomenon and which probably also depends upon

the gravitation, cannot be discussed here.
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B Stiiiui.ation by Gravitation and Light.

Manv plant-organs curve under the influence of an unequal

illuminalion, as tliis causes an uneqnalitj in tlie longitudinal growth

at (iitferent sides of the organ (heliotropism). Since this depends

thus entirely on increase in lengtli, these movements must be

regarded here as being brought about both by gravitation and by light.

It is known that light can cause certain movements of protoplasm:

tiie swarm-spores move towards light (positive phototaxis), whereby,

according to the experiments of Engelmann, it is the uncoloured

portion of the swarm-spore which receives the stimulus; if green

cells are exjiosed to the light 'after having been kept in the dark,

the chlorophyl-graius undergo a definite change of position, but

resume their original place when withdi'awn from the light.

These reasons would already be sufficient to assume that I he

position of the static apparatus also can undergo the influence of

light, but such an assumption will become still more probable

when it can be shown by dilfereiit exain|)les that a similar shifting

of ihe apparatus, i.e. toirard.f the light, could furnish us with a

rather simple explanation of very different familiar phenomena.

a. Positive and negative heliotropism.

In the vertical position of main-axis and radicle, as was said

above, the middle-field of the static apparatus should lie against the

basal transverse wall of the statocyst ; if these organs receive light

from the side, and the apparatus, as we have just supposed, moves

towards the source of light, these organs can no longer be in

rest, and they can find the new equilibrium, i.e. the starch-

grains will come to rest again on the most sensitive middle-field of

the apparatus, only if the stem moves towards the light, and the

root on the contrary from the light; thus the familiar positive and

negative heliotropic curvatures.

If the plant is replaced in the dark the organs return to their vertical

position, from which we should have to infer that after cessation

of the light-stimulus, the apparatus of itself returns to their former

place at the basal transverse wall. Consequently this is the same thing

observed with the chlorophyl-grains in the above-mentioned cases,

namely, that they are brought out of their position of equilibrium

by light and return to it when replaced in the dark. Pfeffer ')

considers this a matter of course.

b. It is known that certain rhizomes react to light in such a

Pflanzenphysiologie, 1904, Vol. 2, p. 780.
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manner that when their tip receives the light lliej acquire positive-

geod'opisin and bend downward; wiien tiie tip pierces the ground

again and is tlius no longer iiiunained, tlie transverse-geotropisin

reappears

Tiiese movements too may he explained in the simplest way

from our suppositions. In the normal rhizome, as we have seen

(page 6), the static apparatus should lie against the lowest longi-

tudinal wall; if, under the influence of light, the apparatus is displaced

again towards the source of the light, i. e. in the direction of

the apical transverse wall, the lip will have to bend downwards in

order that the starch-grains ma}' again reach the middle-field, and

(his is just the movement that we see the rhizome make. When
again in the dark the apparatus, and therefore the rhizome too,

will resume its former position, as in the preceding case.

c. The sleep-movements of leaves, as will be known, are influenced

by light to such a degree that it was long believed that light alone

was the cause of them. Later, however, exhaustive I'esearches, in

particulai' tiiuse of PkkI''1'KK, showed that gravitation has also a share

in them. This has been most clearly demonstrated for instance in

the experiment with Phaseolus, in whicli the petioles of the two

tirst leaves were secured during the day in theii' normal position,

so that only the leaflets could make the sleep-movement. When
the plant was then turned upside down, the nyctitropic movement

took place at night, but showed exactly the reverse of what in the

normal position occurred, i. e. in the light the leaves now stood

vertically upright, whereas in the dark they were spread out

horizontally. Thus, vvitii respect to gravitation the leaves moved in

the same direction as before, with regaid lu light however in a manner

exactly contrary to the normal way, from which it is evident that

it was the gravitation in the first place which governed the nycti-

tropic movement and determined the equilibrium of the leaf.

As practically nothing is known regarding the position of the

statocysts in the leaves (see page J 79), it is still difficult to express

here any opinion with respect to the eventual shifting which the

static apparatus might undergo here under the influeiu'e of light,

the more so because there are so many varieties of nyctitropic

movement. Important in this respect for an explanation in the

sense as meant here, however, is the fact that it proved the pre-

sence of the principal auxiliary, namely the static apparatus itself,

in leaves which show sleep-movement.

(/. What has been written concerning the sleep-movements is

really also applicable to the movements which cause the leaves to
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assume their natural position; apparently (hey are influenced only

by light, hut here again the expei'iinents of' I-'ficffek have shown
tliat gravitation plays an important part ; f. i. many leaves when
brought away from their normal position can return to it in the

dark, which evidently can be effected only -through the medium of

the gravitation-stimulus.

Here again the lack of data regarding the position of the statocysts

in the leaves prevents us from prosecuting the I'esearch as to these

movements in connection with our theory.

C. Stimulation by Light alone.

Anxotonic curves are seldom caused by the light-stimulus alone;

the instance of this most fully investigated is that of the "trans-

versal heliotropism", whereby certain leaves place themselves per-

pendicular to the incident bundle of light. Hahkui.andt ') endeavours

to explain this movement by assuming that the middle-field of that

portion of the outer layer that adjoins the lowei' wall of the sen-

sitive epidermical cells is more sensitive to light than its surround-

ings. If now the leaf seeks to reach the desired position by the

shortest way, this must he accompanied by the quickest increase

in the intensity of the stimulus, exactly in the same way thus as

was assumed above with respect to the stimulus of gravitation.

The stimulation of an sensitive organ causes everywhere a cer-

tain sensation or movement, whereby, however, the nature of the

sensation or of the movement, is determined solely by the special

properties of those parts of the organism which lie ouLtide the

perceiving sense-organ; consequently the nature of the stimulus

can never excercise any influence whatever u|)0u the effect that the

organism shows.

If this conclusion should hold good for the plant too, as is very

probable from the nature of the case, and if we also bear in mind

that all anxotonic movements mentioned are executed in the same

way, it would follow that it is sufïicient for the plant to possess

only one single sensitive organ for all these movements, induced

by gravitation, by light or by both.

Therefore not even for transversal-heliolropism an exception should

be made, for if we consider that a static apparatus without statoliths

(starch-grains) could not be stimulated by gravitation but can never-

theless remain sensitive to light, it might very well be possible

1) Die Ijichtsinnesorgane der Laubbiattei-, f905, p. 127.
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that the mentioned apparatus of Haberlandt, sensitive to light and

in which the s(arel)-grains are always lacking, might be identical

with our static apparatus (provided that in this case it should be

unmovable), for both exercise exactly the same influence ujion tiie

growth-phenomena in the joints, etc.

These expositions might serve to show that the hypothesis of the

presence of a movable "static apparatus" in the statocyst affords

Such a great advantage in the consideration and the grouping of

the mentioned auxotonic movements, that it is entitled to be duly

regarded as a working-hypothesis of sufficient foundation and further

that there is probably in plants (and in animals ?) a general striving

towards an increase of stimulation which might later serve to find

a furtlier explanation of how these appropiate movements be brought

about.

Leyden, January 23, 1923.



Mathematics. — "On the Points of Continuity of Functions" . Bj

Prof. J. Woi.FF. (Coinmiiiiicated by Prof. Hendrik dk Vkiks).

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923).

Let f[P) be a function of llie coordinates of a point F in a

space with an arbitrary number of dimensions. The points wliere

ƒ is continuous, form an inner limitinq set, i.e. the intersection of

an enumerable set of open sets of points i2„, where we may assume

that i2„-|-i is a part of i2„ for any n. For the points, wliere tlie

function oscillates less than -, form an open set i2„ because tiie oscil-
n

lation is an upper semi-continuous function. The set of the points of

continuity is the intersection of all i2„, ?t ^= 1, 2, 3, . . . . Young ') has

shown that to any inner limiting set £ given in a linear interval, there

belongs a function in that interval which is continuous in the points

of E and discontinuous in any other point. We siiall give here a

simple proof, which is directly valid for spaces of any number of

dimensions.

1. Let a set of points E be given as the intersection of an enu-

merable set of open sets 52,,, where £in + i is a part of (or coincides

with) i2„.

We define f{P] for any point of space in the following way :

in the first place f(P) = if P lies in E. Now let P be a point

not lying in E, Up the least value of n for which ii„ does not

contain the point P.

We put

where »p(P) is the function which in the points of space of which

all the coordinates are rational, is equal to 1, in any other point

of space equal to — 1.

We may say that (1) holds also good for the points of E, if

there we assume np -^ cc .

2. Now we shall show, that f{P) is continuous in the points of

E and discontinuous outside them.

1) W. H. Young. Wiener Sitzungsber., vol 112, Abt. II>, p. 1307.

13
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVL
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Lel nk first assume that F belongs lo E. In tliis case ƒ (Pj = 0.

If' f be an arbitrary positive number, we may choose the natural

number r in such a waj that

'V f (2).
I'

As /-* lies in ii, and il, is open, liiere exists a region U round

P which lies also in i2,. For any point Q of (I we have therefore

iiq ^ J', so tliat accortling to (1) and (2)

\AQ)\ <^
Hence /' is continuous in anv point of E.

Let us now assume I^ lo lie in tiie complement of £. If F is

not an limiting-point of ii„„, it lias a neighbourhood U which has

no point in common with i*„ and which lies in 52„ i
. For any

|»oint (^ of U we have in this case 7iQ = )}p. Hence

1/(^)1 = \/in\
As the points where /' is positive as well as the points where ƒ

is negative, lie everywhere dense on U, the oscillation of ƒ in F
is equal to 2 \/{Pj \.

If however P is an limiting-point of i2„ , every neighbourhood U

of P contains a part of ii„/,. For any point of that part fif^UQ,

hence

/(«)-yw|>-?^-,^ ... (3)

As the points Q for which the inequality (3) holds good, have

P for a limiting-point, P is a point of discontinuity of /'. Herewith

the theorem has been entirely proved.

I



Mathematics. — "Inner Limiting Sets". By Prof. J. Wolff.

(Coiiimiinicated by Prof, Hkndrik dk Vries).

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923).

HoBSON lias been the first to prove tiie following- theorem:')

An emtmerabh set of points which has no part that is dense in

itself, is an inner limiting set, i.e. the common part of an enumerable

set of open sets each of which we may assume to contain the

following one.

Brouwer has given an extremel_y short proof, imt just as Hobson

he makes use of the transfinile ordinal numbers'').

In the proof which follows here, no use is made of these numbers.

1. If Ej, E,, . . . are inner limiting sets, if further each Ejc is

a part of an open set i2k, while no two i^k liave any points in

common, also the sum E^ -\- E, ~\- . . . is an inner limiting set. .

For we may write:

Ek = £iki^k2 k = 1.2

which means that Eic is the set of points lying in 42^, for every i-

The i2ki are open sets of which we may assume that they all lie

in S*k- The set

(.Q„+.o, + ...)(<2„ + i2,. + ...)....

contains E^ -\- E^ -\- but no point outside them, as iiui^-ij = '^

for kjLl. Now the auxiliary theorem has been proved.

'1. We call a set of points E an inner limiting set in a pohil P
if there exists an open set containing this point, so that the part

of E lying in this set is an inner limiting set. This holds also

good for the part of E lying in an arbitrary open set which is a

part of the above mentioned one.

3. If an enumerable set E is an inner limiting set in each of

its points, E is an inner limiting set.

We call the points of E: P„ P„ . . .

') Proc. London M.S. (2) 2, p. 316—323.
') These Proceedings, Vol. XVIll p. 48 (1915).

*

13*
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Round Pk as centre we take an interval 7^ (a quadrangle, a cube,

etc. according to the number of dimensions of tlie space in which

E is given), so that E Ik is an inner limiting set, taking care that

the boundary of Ik contains no point of E, wliicli is possible on

account of E being enumerable.

By Ik we understand the 0|)eii interval, by Ik we shall indicate

the closed one, by an accent, the complement of a set. Now

E= EI, + Ei, iT,r-{-Ei, iinir + . .

.

From N°. 1 there follows now immediately that E is an inner

limiting set.

4. Let E be enumerable and not an inner limiting set. In this

case according lo N°. 3 the set D of the points E in which E is

not an inner limiting set, is not empty. Let P be a point of Z> and

ƒ an interval with P as centre. EI is according to N°. 2 not an

inner limiting set, hence neither is EJ—P; according lo N°. 3,

El—P contains a point Q in which E[— P is not an inner limiting

set, hence E is not an inner limiting set in Q, so that Q lies in D.

From this there follows that D is dense in itself and from that the

theorem which was to be proved.



Petrography. — "Oti the Rocks of Doonnantop in Central

New Guined" . By W. F. Gisolf. (Communicated by Frof.

G. A. F. Molengraaff).

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923).

During a caiLserie about New Guinea, delivered at Batavia, Dr.

H. J. Lam of Buitenzorg, at a meeting of the "Koninklijke Natuur-

kundige Vereeniging", showed a sample of a rook from Doormantop,

which directly engrossed my attention to such an extent tliat I

asked him to leave it to me for examination. He readily did so.

Afterwards he furnished me with more samples of the same material,

for which kindness I hereby tender him my best thanks. The geol-

ogist of the Mamberamo-expedition Dr. P. F. Hubrkcht, was staying

in East-Java at that time, and was not in a position, within the

first ten months, to send me any material. However, when asked,

he did not object to an examination of the samples nor to public-

ation of the results. I have much pleasure in thanking him also

for his kindness.

The first .samples that came to hand, present a schistose structure,

chiefly due to parallel bands of magnetite; they are of a dark green

colour, with a thin ligiit-brown non-detached weathered crust of a

cavernous appearance, on either side a relatively considerable

quantity of magnetite reveals itself in non-crystallized masses; the

erosion has spared the magnetite, so that it projects '/, — 1 centim

from the rock. A blow of a hammer made the rock split along the

magnetite, thus effecting the first separation between the rock and

the ore.

Some slides were made of the part from which the magnetite

had been removed as nuicli as possible. Under the microscope the

rock proved to consist of magnetite with fresh olivine and a

colourless, lath-shaped mineral of moderate refringence and very-

weak birefringence. The structure is slightly varying, the olivine now
encloses tlie colourless mineral, now it mingles with it as if they

were crystallized out simultaneously ; the magnetite encloses the

colourless mineral and occurs xenomorphic in the aggregate olivine-

unknown material. The magnetite is polarimagnetic. A little apatite

presumably occurs. •
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The olivine, wiiicli extinguishes iindnlalorilj, bnt not to such a

degree as is (lie case in most peridotiles, looks very fresh and is

absohitelj' free from weathering. The apparent weathering in the

crust appears to be merely a brown colouring; serpentinizalion as

an effect of atmospheric intluence is absent. In another slide the

refractive indices were, by the immersion-method, fixed at 1.66 and

1.70, after the Canada balsam had been carefully extracted by the

use of xylol. The thickness of the slide was '/jj mM. (measured by

lietacliing the slide and fixing it with tallow vertically on the object

glass): the highest interference-colour observed was green 3"' order,

making y-u about 0.04, wliich agrees with the determination of the

indices. The observation perpendicular to an optical axis in con-

vergent light i-evealed on rotation of the table a slightly curving

beam, at which the optically po.silive sign and a large axial angle

could be establislied. Presumably one has to do here with a ferro-

magnesium olivine with about 10 % fo 127, '/• '^'^^'''O'iviue and 90 "/„

to 87',
J

°, „ magnesium-olivine (See Doeltek Handbuch der Mineral-

cliemie II, I p. 16).

The colourless mineral, however, caused most trouble in its

determination. Long as well as short laths occur; quadratic sections

are lacking; the biiefi'ingence is low, sometirjies next to zero; in

one and the same lath the double refraction is not always the

same, but vaiies, without attaining however, the so called ,,Pflock-

structure". All the laths show straight extinction; the elongation is

invariably positive; cleavage lines run lengthwise tlii'Oiigh the crystal,

especially in the middle and parallel to the outline. It was very

difBcult to obtain an interference figure. Therefore it was surmised

that the mineral might belong to the melilite group, but this surmise

proved to be untenable, as it was in no way supported by further

microchemical and optical testing.

For this reason I applied to Dr. Lam for more material. This

additional supply enabled me to identify the mineral. The coverglass

was taken from all the slides, which were rinsed repealedly with

xylol, in order to remove any trace of Canada-balsam from the

margins of the slide before being examined by the immersion-method.

The refractive index appeared to be 1.58

Being treated with hydrochloric acid and washed cautiously,

gelatination ensued ; when moistened with fuchsin and again washed

carefully, the olivine as well as the unknown mineral under con-

sideration appeared to be gelatinized. To make sure that the silex-

gel of the olivine had not spread over the unknown mineral as well

and might thereby be misleading, the whole procedure was repeated
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and bronglit to liglit tli;it tlie mineral nnder consideration gelatinized

sooner than the olivine. In the liqnid that had been collected inicro-

cheinicallj the presence of calcinni could not be detected.

Finally each individual lath was examined conoseopicallj ; thus I

succeeded in establishing in several ot thein that the mineral

is biaxial, and that the axial plane is always perpendicular to the

longer axis, the elongation being always positive. This is possible

only if the mineral is developed into tlakes perpendicular to the optical

A-axis; it thus became more and more probable that the mineral

could be rhombic. If so we must have to do with antigorite in its

primary form.

The idea of a secondary postmagmatic genesis should be dro|)ped

altogether, the antigorite laths traverse freely from one olivine-

crystal intf) another; subsequently they form with them as it were

a entectic crystallization and ultimately become the predominant

mineral (See the microphoto fig. 1 and 2). AH this applies to the

material rich in large magnetite masses. Other material, finer grained

-. :~'T^r'zy^'.7-y*\ . .

"1^^

'k4;i/:/^'m^-

^ "A^V

:^/-

Fig. 1. Primary antigorite in olivine.
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and poorer in large magnetite masses appeared to mj surprise to be

made up of the ordinarj- antigorite-serpeiidiie with so-called olivine-

4

Fig. 2. Same as fig. 1, in polarized light with crossed Nicols.

rests. It appears to me that the cross-grained structure in those

serpentines and the fine grain are caused by rapid cr^-stallization.

Also in these specimens the olivine is quite fresh.

The sequence of cristallization as manifested in the slides is the

following:

Antigorite ; antigorite-magnetite ; antigorite-olivine-magnetite.

To all appearance the latter combination is a eutecficum,

although it is not impossible that the magnetite is resorbed later.

Since the rock lies near the surface, the conditions for serpenti-

nization by meteoric agencies have been favourable. However, of

this the rock does not present any recognizable trace. The question,

therefore, urges itself upon us whether the serpentine might perhaps be

always of a magmatic origin, at all events not a product of weathering.

Now, as to the genesis of this rock we may broach the supposi-
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tion (until the system H,0—MgO—FeO—Fe,0,—SiO, shall be

investigated) that the magma, from which this rock originated,

crystallized under such a pressure that the gaseous components

(notably watervapoui) could not escape and consequently were taken

up into the rock substance from the very beginning of tiie crystal-

lization, thus occasioning a primary origin of serpentine. Putting

it chemically'): the crystallization begins in the serpentine-field and

terminates in a point serpentine-olivine (magnetite?), which is per-

haps located close to the connecting line olivine-serpentine (because

Fe,0^ takes up only Utile space in an olivine-serpentine structure).

In the case of eutecticum this point will be found on the same

side as Fe,0,, and in that of resorption in the common field of

serpentine-olivine.

It may be suspected that in other peridotites, in which olivine

crystallized first, the said pressure was less, so that, indeed, the

gases could escape at the beginning of the crystallization, but were

taken up again afterwards at the final crystallization, so that in

similar cases serpentinization of olivine might be considered as an

apomagmatic (hydrolhermal) process. Expressing it chemically : the

crystallization then begins in the olivine field ; on increasing pressure

the stability field of the olivine is subsequently left for that of the

serpentine. The consequent segregation of magnetite is self-evident

after what has been said before. Magnesium is also set free for the

forming of periclase or picotite or magnesite. As the gases move
upwards it is obvious that serpentinization will occur chiefly in the

upper zones of peridotite-masses and on rents in the solidifying and

consequently shrinking peridotite-masses.

Erosion being a downward process, first the marginal portions

are laid bare, so that in the field the serpentine will in many cases

be found prior to the olivine, which fact, 1 think has lent support

to the erroneous but current view that serpentine is a weathering

product.

After the foregoing had been written (August 1922), the chemical

analysis came to hand (Dec. 29).

Of a sample freed as much as possible from magnetite an analysis

was made at the Head Office of the Mining Department by Mr. A.

TER Braake and Mr. G. J. Wally. The loss of water has been

^) To simplify matters it has been assumed that the serpentine and olivine

are very definite compounds, which is not the case, of course. For the thermal-

pressure-diagram of the five-substance-system a six or seven- dimensional space

would have to be used, which would not facilitate the conception.
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(letermineil at 100° and at 200°, tlie latter temperature was maintained

for tliree days, viz. iiiilil llie weight remained constant.

The result of the analysis is:

SiO, 40.46

MgO 40.20

FeO 7.69 (determined as Fe,0,)

Al,(), 4.12

H,0 (100°) 6.14

H,0 (200°) 1.60

100.21

CaO, MiiO, CrjO,, NiO are absent, as well as P,Os ; no estima-

tion could he made of K,0 and Na,0, because in Java platinum

chlorid at that time could not be obtained. In the determination

of tiie irou-auiount FeO and FCjO, were not estimated separately
;

it is likely, however, that they are both present.

It is evident that the chemical analysis fully confirms the micro-

scopical examination.

Judging from the analysis also pyroxene is probably present,

either separately as in so many peridotites, or in solid solution with,

or as a component of the serpentine.

Presumably the latter is the case, since pyroxene has not been found

in any of the slides.

It must be remend)eied that Daübhi5e") already succeeded in

demonstrating tiiat at a high temperature serpentine passes after

meltiug into olivine -j- enstatite, while water escapes :

H,Mg,Si,0, = Mg,SiO, f MgSiO, + 2H,0.

When lea\ ing aside the watervapour, this case is merely a sidi-

diviwioM of tlie system MgO— SiO,, which has been examined by

Andkuskn and Howen. Daubrée's experience') is in complete harmony

with their results; so for instance from a mixture of the system

MgjSiO^—MgSiO, on cooling first Mg,SiO, crystallizes, which at

1557° begins to react with the solution, in consequence of which

MgSiO, is formed which is precipitated on the surface of the

olivine; at the same time the solution becomes richer in silica, so

that ultimately SiO, can be set free; as Daubrée added magnesia

he did not obtain cristobalite. In the light of later experiments his

') DoELTER failed in this experiment. Still, it is worth virhile to peruse Daubrée's

carefully desciibed experiments.

3) Gompies Rendus 1866, 1, p. 660.
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observations are correct; e.g. ,,Des aiguilles d'eiistalite _y soiit

fréqiietniiient disséminées on en reconvient la surface" (i. e. of" (he

olivine, obtained iliroiigli smelting of serpentine witli the addition

of magnesia) and again in case lie did not add magnesia: ,,le

(peridot) se montre en moindre proportion que dans les fusions

faites en presence de la niagnésie.

Now since most peridotites (with the exception of dunites) consist

of olivine and pyroxene, consequently of orthosilicate and metasili-

cate, we may venture to bring the primary and the secondary

serpentinization into one focus. Foi' a general theoretical treatment

of the case the knowledge of the tliermal pressure-diagram of the

system H,0—MgO—SiO^ would be a first step. ') Needless to say,

that tiiis diagram will become very complicate owing to the great

difl'erence in volability of the components.

From the foregoing it is evident, however, that under a pressure

of one atmosphere serpentine is unstable; it would be worth while

to repeat the experiment of Daubkék in watervapours of various

tensions in order to establish the limit of stability of serpentine. Now
if we are right in supposing that olivine and pyroxene are not

stable at high pressure and in the presence of watervaponr, but

tliat they are transformed into ser[)entine, the former with liberation

of MgO') the latter with precipitation of silica, serpentinization

may be accounted for as follows:

1. If the pressure is high enough serpentine crystallizes first from

a magma, which is composed of x Mg^SiO,, y MgSiO,, z H^O ; at a

lower pressure the crystallization begins with olivine.

2. When olivine and (or) |)yroxene are segregrated, the volatile

components congregate in the Lipper zone of the balholite, which

nuxy give rise to a high tension, in case they have no opportunity to

escape; thus the field of stability of the olivine and (or) the pyroxene

is abandoned, and that of serpentine is attained, aftei- which ser-

pentinization of olivine and pyroxene commences, occasionally with

a residue of MgO (FejO,) or (and) silica; wliile in most cases MgO
is present as magnesite.

Already Daübrèe acknowledged: ,,Rien ne prouve d'allenrs que

riiydratation qui s'est produite dans la transformation des roclies

de peridot en serpentine ait été opérée |)ar les agents de la surface

du globe".

') See e.g. H. E. Boeke, Grundlagen d. phys. chem. Petiogiaphie, p. 179.

1) E.g. as magnesite, because the component carbondioxyde is always presenl.

Many serpentine deposits in fact contain magnesite and quartz.
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It scarcely needs to ho pointed ont that, under the influence of

the volatile components of a later intruded igneous rock, a peridotite

mass may also be altered into serpentine.

Let it be recalled here that a resume of the olivine-serpentine

problem has i)een brought forward by W. N. Benson (Origin of

.Serpentine, American Journal of Science 46 p. 693, 1918). It is to

be regretted, however, that the problem has not been dealt with

from a physico-chemical point of view.

Finally I beg to use this opportunity to thank Mr. A. C. de

JoNGH, Director of the Research Committee of the Mining Department,

for his willingness to have the analysis and the slides made in his

laboratory.

From the above it may be inferred that many difllicuUies liave

stood in my way by the insufficiency of my laboratory-equipment.

It is to 1)6 hoped that the Government of the Netherlands East

Indies, wiiicli are so extremely rich in occurrences of beautiful

rocks, may, at no distant date, take measures for the building of a

well-equipped petrographic laboratory.

Weltevreden, Aug./Dec. 1922.



Palaeontology. — "Neio Findhuis of Pliocene and Pleistocene

Mammals in Noord Brabant, and their Geological Signipcance'\

By I. SwEMLE and Prof. L. Ruttkn. (Coinmiiiiicated hy Prof.

G. A. F. Molengraaff).

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923).

In the past year tlie Geological Institute of Utrecht obtained, partly

through mediation of the Geological Snrvey, partly from the Govern-

ment Bnrean for Watersnpply, some remains of fossil mammals
originating from the southern and llie western part of Noord-Brabant,

one of the southern provinces of Holland, a district which up to

the present has yielded very little in this respect. As we know,

i'e[)resentatives of the yonng-dilnvial fauna ha^e been found in some

localities of Noord Brabant, e. g. Bos primigenins Boj. near Den

Bosch, Elephas primigenins Blnmenb. near Acht, Rhinoceros anti-

quitatis Blum., in HoUandsch Diep. It is noteworthy, however, that

in two places, near Oosterhout in the northwest, and near Wester-

hoven in the south of the province, remains have been recognized

of a pliocene fauna, viz. Elephas meridionalis Nesti, and Rhinoceros

etruscus Falc ').

Now, part of the remains, detected last year, have been derived

from the zone between Oosterliout and Westerhoven. Three findings

of mammals, belonging to the young diluvial fauna occurred in

the vicinity of Esbeek S. S. E. of Tilburg, viz. a molar from Elephas

primigenins Blum., found by Mr. Sissingh on the premises of the

clay-pit to the north of Esbeek, under a deposit of loam at a depth

of three meters; three molars from Rhinoceros antiquitatis Blum,

unearthed from a depth of 2^ ra. in peat-bearing layers of clay,

during the construction of the lock in the Wilhelmina Canal near

Diessen, when the canal was being dug, and a molar from Equus

Caballus L., found during the construction of the same canal to the

east of the Diessen-lock at a depth of 3^ M. ').

The above fossils are not highly remarkable in themselves. The

Molar from Elephas primigenius is a M III, sup. sin., on which

') L. RuTTEN. Die Diluvialen Saugetiere der Niederlande, 1909.

') Far more eastward, viz. near Breugel on the Dommel, a fragment of a horn

of Bos Primigenius Boj. was found, with which the Utrecht Geo). Inst, was pre-

sented last year.
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— 19i X are still visible on 215 ,< 100 >; 160 mM. '). The extre-

mely thin lamellae and the slight thickness of the enamel prove

conclusively thath ihe tooth is to be referred to El. primigenius; it

is remarkable however, that the enamel bands are finely folded

which occurs only rarely in El. primigenius. The remain.s of Rhi-

noceros antiqiiitatis are three successive teeth, of one set of the

right lower-jaw, viz. F 3, Ml, and M 2. They are but little worn

down and have therefore belonged to a young animal; they must

undoubtedly i>e referred (o Rh. antiquitatis; the vevy thick enamel,

the distinct striae of the enamel bands, the deep depressions and

the trifling convexity of Ihe teeth, all point in the same direction,

while for liie rest the teeth are almost quite similar to a set

|)ictured by J. Bkandt '). The tooth from Equis caballus is also a M
of the lower-jaw.

From Oosteriiout, however, wiiere already previously teeth and bones

from Elephas meridioiialis Nesti ') had been found in a superficial layer

of loam, ill a locality uol precisely indicated, remains of bones and

fragments of teeth were also sent to us, that belonged to this species.

They were met with at a depth of 34,75 M. below Amslerdam-level

in ihe first of five borings executed for the Water-company of

Western Noord-Brabant. The wells are situated to Ihe left of Ihe

road from Breda to Oosterhout on the Vraggel moor.

The bones from the well cannot be further determined, but a

fragment of a tooth, most likely the posterior part of a M. 1 sup.

sin. is distinctly indicative of Elephas meridioiialis. It preseiits-3 x

with a length of 7^ and a breadth of 8-9 cenlims, while the height

minus the root is about 8 cM. The fragment was not chewed down,

but was sawn, in order to get an opportunity of studying its

structure.

Indicative of El. meridionalis are: 1° the extraordinary thickness

of the lamellae, which appears already from the lamallae-formula;

2' the extreme thickness of the enamel (up to 4 mM); 3° the large

breadth and the small height of the tooth ; 4" the way in which

the chewing-figures originate, namely through fusion of the four

annuli (see figure).

Not only do we recognize in this fragment all the characteristics

of El. meridionalis, but those characteristics even become prominent

in the extraordinary thickness of the lamellae and the enamel.

Dr. J. Steenhuis kindly wrote us that the Geological Survey

') H. PoHLiG. Nova Acta Acad. Car. Leop. 53, p. 251.

') J. Brandt. Mém. Acad. St. Pétersbourg. 1849. T. XI.

1) L. RuTTEN. Die Diluvialen Saugetiere der Niederlande. 1909.
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parallelized the part of tlie bore in wliirli the tooth-fragment had

been found, with the clay of Tegelen, which maj be referred to

the youngest pliocene or the oldest pleistocene. The tooth-fragment

corroborates this parallelism, foi- of late Elephas meridionalis has

also been found near Tegelen ').

From the fact that the previous discoveries of ¥j\. meridionalis

were made near Oosterhout in a loam-quarry, near the snrface, it

may be concluded that in this part of Noord Brabant the pliocene

rises locally to the surface. In the Annexes 11 and 13 of the

"Final Report of the Government Exploration of Minerals", a fault

running N. 40° W is marked West of Tilburg, which, however, in

Annex H is drawn 2 KM. farther to the east than in Annex 13.

To the north-east of this fault the soil has considerably subsided,

as indicated on the sketch map; to the south-east the subsidence

is less marked. When mapping the finding-places of the pliocene or

the old pleistocene fauna (Westerhoven ajid Oosterhoiit), it will be

noted that they fall to the east of the fault, as indicated in

Annex 13, while Westerhoven would also lie within the trough,

when assumung the course of the fault as marked in Annex 11.

It is clear, however, that the pliocene can be expected near the

surface only in the least subsided I'egion, so that it is certain that

the above-named fault— marked on the map only as a "suspected" fault

— must be shifted more eastward. In that case, however, the

locality of El. primigeiiius near Esbeek falls certainly to the west

1) S. RiCHARZ. Centralbl. f. Miner. Geol. u. Pal. 1921 p. 664—669; id. Stadt

Gottes 1921 22. Heft HI.
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of the fault, and that of Rh. aiitiquitatis and Eg. callabus does

so most probably, i. e. in the least subsided region. Two possibilities

are then to be considered : in the tirst place near Diessen and

Esbeek more recent diluvium may have overlapped the denuded

pliocene and secondl}' the fault postulated in the above as a

straight line, may proceed more irregularly, so that in reality Esbeek

and Diessen come to lie east of it. — At all events it appears from

the foregoing that the young fossil mammalian remains in this part

of Noord Brabant, whose geology may give us still many surprises,

are rather numerous and may be of use in unravelling the tectonic

of tins province.

The previous discoveries near Westerhoven and Oosteriiout as well

as the recent ones near Esbeek and Diessen were made in super-

ficial or nearly superficial loam deposits, which but for fossil

findings, would surely be referred to the "Argiles de la Campine ').

It has already previously been pointed out that these loam-deposits

may be of different ages; the palaeontological findings lend support

to this hypothesis.

1) J. LüRiÉ. Bull. Soc. Beige de Géol. XXi. 1907 p. 532—576.



Mathematics. — "A Generalisation of Mkktens' Theorem'". Bj

iM. J. Bei.infantk. (Comiminicated by Prof. L. E. J. Brouwer).

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923).

The theory of infinite series, whieii ho far chiefly consisted of

convergent series, being extended to the so-called summable and

asymptotic series, it is natural to generalize as much as possible

the classical results about convergent series to these classes of series.

For the well-known theorem of Mertkns this has been done by

Hardy (Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Series, p. 284), who used

BoREi/s method of summation. In the present paper we treat a

somewhat different generalisation, whereby we are only concerned

with Cesaró's method of summation.

The product or the product-series of the series

a, -h a,
-f- and ^, -f />, 4-

is defined as the series <•,+«, + ....

where c, = a, bi -\- a, 6,_i +....-}- a, 6,.

CesarÓ has proved: if two series are convergent, their product

will be summable of order 1, and if two series are summable

respectively of order p and q, their product will be summable of

order [p + q -\- 1) ').

If we call a convergent series summable of order zero, then the

first part of Cesaró's theorem is included in the second.

Mehtens' theorem, which runs as follows. "If one of two convergent

series converges absolutely, their product is convergent" may now

be stated thus

:

The product of a series which is absolutely convergent, by a

series whicii is summable of order p is summable of order zero.

In the first place we are led to the following generalisation:

Theorem 1 : The product of a series which is absolutely convergent,

by a series which is summable of order p, is summable of order p.

') Bromwich. Theory of infinite series, § 125 pp. 314—316.

14
Proceedings Royal Aoad. Amsterdam Vol. XXVI.
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Farther we may ask for a condition, sncli that the prodnct of a

convergent series by a series whicli is siimmabie of order p
and satisfies the condition, will also be snnunable of order p. This

can be seen from

:

Theorem 2 : The product of a convergent series by n series

which is sunuiKthle of order p and whose riienn-vahles of order p—

1

are limited, is summable of order p.

Finally we consider (he product of two series, wliicii are summable

respectively of order p and q ; then we are led to

:

Theorem 3 : The product of a series lohich is summable of order

p and lohose mean-values of order p— 1 are limited, by a series

luhich is summable of order q, is summable of order p -\- q.

If we call a series which is summable of order p (p>i) and

whose mean-values of order p— I are limited, joinable of order p,

and if we call an absolutely converging series joinable of order

zero, then the above theorems are included in the following:

Theorem -. The product of a series which is joiiiabh of order p,

bij a series irhich is summable of order q, is summable of order

The proofs however will be given separately. For the sake of

completeness we begin with the deduction of some well-known

formulas.

Let x(i), .r*'i) .r(^), .... be an arbitrary sequence of complex

numbers; we define:

.,,•(2) = .»(i) + «(1) 4- -f a-(i) ....... (1)

.r(i-Hi)= «(fc) 4- xW + + xW .... (2)

We denote .r<^' by ^W if .j;(.i'=:l, whatever be /. It is easy to
I •' i I

verify that

:

(« l-A— 2)/AM=-^— '—
(3)

(71— l).'(;fc— 1).'

We consider the series «i -|- «2 + •• a'ld b[ -\- b^ -\- with

their product: Ci-}-C2 + (where c„=:aib„-\- -|- ö„ *i), and

we put

:

5(1) = s„ = a, -f a, + . . . + fl„ .
j

.... (3a)
2'U) = t„~b, + !>, + ... + b„ .

'

WO^ = M'„ = C, + C, + . . . + f„ .
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The ciimntities S^''\ Ti*' and IT^(^' are now also defined. The

following identity will be satisfied for p
—i>l:

S(f) T(<i) + Sii') Til) -i-...+ S(p) 7'(9)= S'i'->) Tii+>) + . . . + *-07'(?+') (4)
1 n ' 2 n—1 '

'

ri 1 1 n
'

' u 1 ^ '

This follows by induction:

Sip) Til) 4- SW Til) + . . . f Sii>) Tig) —
1 H ' 2 »— 1 '

' n i

= 50'-i)7'(9) + (50—1) 1 s(/--ij) Til) + ... + (S'l'-^^ +... + Sf/'-i))T(?>=:

= 5(/>-i)(7'(v) + ... -f T(?)) + 5(/'-i)(7'(9) + ... -[- TW)) 4- ... + 50'~i) 7'W) =
= a^-i)T(9+i) + «(z*-!) 7'(9+0 4- ... 4- S0'-«)7'(v+i).

1 li
' 2 n—1 ' fl 1

We also prove with induction:

W(i'+'/) = Sip) Til) + S(p) Til) + . . . + Sir') Til) ... (5)
n 1 n ' 2 n— 1 ' '

// 1 ^ '

for we have by (5)

:

Wip+<i+^)= Wip+1) + Wip+<i) + . . . + Wip+i)
n n

' n—1 '

'

1

"^ 1 n ' .1 1
J

' ' 1 ,1 I
' ' n -1 1 ' '

' 1 1

= Sip)\Ti<t) + .. . + Tii)]+ Sip) \Ti</) +...+ 7'(9;] +.._A- Sip)TW=
I '- u '

'

1 ' ' 2 L n—1 ' ' 1
J

'
' n 1

= S(p)Ti9+^) + Sip)Tii+^) -i- ... Jr Sip)Tii+^) (5«)In 2 n—

1

n 1

Finally we deduce from :
»

PF(/'+i) — S(i)7'(/') + 5(i)7'(;^)
-f . .. -)- 5;(i)7'(^).

. . (6)
ti 1 n ' 2 n-l '

' n 1 ^ '

with the aid of S'-^^i = a^ -\- az -\- . . . . -\- an

lF(/'+i) = «1 Tip J -f (ai + ao) T(;^ + . . . + (aj f «2 + • •• + «-) Tip)

= ai [TO') f Tip}^ -f .
. . + TO')] 4 «2 [ T<>^^ f . . . + TO')] + . . .

4-a„T0')

or

Tr(/'4-i)= ai Tip+i) f «2 7'(/'4-i) + . . . 4- «„ 7X/'4-i) ... (7)
n N ji - 1 1

The ?i''' mean-value of order p of the series «i -|- (12 + • • lespect-

ively bi -\- b'i -\- is defined as

Sip+^) Tip+i)

respectively

n n

If such a mean value of order p has a limit for ?i = 00 we call

the corresponding series siimmable of order p '). )iy a well-known

') In our definition the fust term of a series has the index 1 and not zero as

is usually tlie case.

14*
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tlieorem tlie snmmability of order /) (and .also the convergence) of

a series implies the siimniabilitj' of order {p -\- i) if j'^l').

Proof of theorem 1.

Suppose that the series ai -|- «2 + • • • 'S absolutely convergent

(suiii = A'); let the series 6i -|- 62 + • • be summable of order />, or

Urn. ^ t, then we have to prove:

lim . = s . t

„=00 Aii'+i)
n

Now we liave

:

Vr(p+i) = ai 7'f/'+i) + a2 nP+^) + .. . + a„ TC/'+i) . . (7)
n u n—

1

1

Put /(„^ t, then lim h,, = 0. Substitution of
^(p+i)

n

n n n

in (7 gives

:

n

n n n—

1

"— I 1 1

=: t [ai ^(/^+1) + a2 Aip+^) + . . . -f a„ ^(/'+')] +
'- n n—

1

1

+ [«1 ^O'+i) K + 12 ^(/H^i) A„_i + ...+«„ A[p+^)hi] .

= P+ Q.
F= t [ai A<^P+^) + 02 AiP+h -^ . . . + a„ ^^^Z'+DJ =

- n n— 1 1

= t [«1 Aip+^> + («2 - »i) ^l/Hj') + • • • + («« - s,.-i) ^0'+»)J =
= t\si (AiP+i) —A<.f+^i) + s2 (A(.P+^)^A(i'+/))+ ... + s„ A[p-^^)] =

- ^ n n— 1 ' "— 1 11^2 1

= t l«i A(P) + S2 Aip)
^ ^ . . + s„ A[P)^

= t rS(i) A(p) + SO) Aip) + ... + SW A(p)]

= t \Sip) ^c) + «(/-^ ^(1)' + . . . + Sipt Am
•-1 H ' 2 n— 1 '

'
11 1

-

= t [SW + S(p) + . . . + S(p)]

= t S(p+i).
n

P .SCp+i)

Hence lim -—rrr= t . lim . -^~r— = i .s for öi + «2 + . . . converges

absolutely and is consequently summable of order p.

») Bkomwich. I.e. (p. 312).
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n n—

1

1

i c tl 1 ïi — 1 1

= ^(^'1 [ai A„+ a2 /i„-i + .. +a„ /h]+ ^'/' [ai /«„+ •• + a«-i /'2] + •

+^|f'
' 'M/*,,

From /ïm /i„ =: O if is evident that A/^ maj be cliosen, so

that \hkAri\ <i My, if jr=rl,2,... and lim.Mk = 0; putting ff„ =
=: jai|-[-|ö!2H- . • 4-|«h| and Um.a„=:ö, we have:

\Q\ <AW[\ai\.\hn\ + \a2\. \k„-i\ + . . . + |a„|.|/ti|] +

+ A(P) [|ai| . |A„| + . . . + |a„_i| . |A2|] . + . . . + AU') . \cn\ . \h„\

<^(;')il/l[|ai|fH+ .+|a„|]+^W;1/2[|ai| + ..+ |a„_i|] + ..+ ^(/')J/„|ai|

<;^(/')lfi a„ + Aip) M2 ö„_i + . . . + Aii') M„ ai

< a [Aip) Ml 4- AW ilf2 + . . .
-I-

Aip) M,,].

Now whatever be e ^ O il is possible to calculate k so that Mjc^i <^ — ;

further let M be chosen so that Mi<^M, then we have, if n^k:

|Q|< [^(/'^ Ml + . . + A(^') yl/4] + 6 [A(ji>)_^ + . . . + ^1/')]

< i1/ a [A'f 4- . . . + ^t,")] + f [^(/'+i) — A'ii'-^^)\

Hence

:

Q

^(/'+i)

A(p+i) — A'-P+^)
n k

= for Urn . A(p) = oo because A^p^ > AC') = n.

Hence, if n is sufficiently great

Q I

Aip+^)\

Q

£e + B

and since e is arbitrary liin . ,, , ,

Therefore

:

= /

P+Q
nil .

- -4- Urn
Q

,,,^00 Aip+i) „=„ .4<v+i) „=„ ^0^+1) „=„ .40'+i)
n n It n

== 5 . <.
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Proof of theorem 2.

Suppose that the series ai -\- a^ -\- . . . converges to s, and that

the series b\ -\- bi -\- is siimmable of order p (sum =r t) ; Further,

let the mean-values of order (/>— 1) of the series b^ -\- b^ -\- . . . be

limited.

We have to prove

:

lim . z=i f! .t
TIZ^OO

Put aS^^^ z=: 5„ = s f A,„ then lim . K = and

W'O'+i) z= 5(1) Til') + -S(i) TO'^ + . . . + 5^1) 2\i') ... . (6)
,1 1 H ' 2 ..—1 '

'

n 1 ^ '

= (* + /<,) 7'u') + (s + A,) TM
^
+ ... + (, + A„) TO')

= 7i! + S .

A' = s [Til') + Tip) + . . . + Til')] = sTi]'+i)

R T(/'+i)

Aip+^) ' AiP+^)
n n

Since the series 6, + 6, + • • is summabie of order p, we have:

R 7' (/'+')

Urn . , , ,
=: s . lim .

-~—.—, =^ s . t.

„=«, Aip+^) „=00 Aip+^)

S = L Tip) + h. Tip) -\ + /,„ TO').
* n tl—

1

1

Since the mean-values of order {p— 1) are limited, it is possible

to find M so that:

Tip)~ <iM. Hence:
Aii>)

^
n

|S|<M[1A,M(;0+ |A,| ^0') + ... + |/i„| yl(")]. . . (8)

Put |/«„| =//'!' then we have by (4)

\K\Aip)+\K\A^l^^...^\K\Aip)=
= fl(i) Aip) + Hi'^)Aip) -f . . . + /?(') A'p)

1 n ' 2 n—

1

'

I) 1

= ^W^(i) + ^0')41i) + . • . + AO'J AW
1 n ' 2 n— 1 '

'

H 1

= Hip) + Hip) + . . . + m')= H(p+i)
1 ' 2 '1 "

The inequality (8) may now be written

:

I
5 1

<.1/.i/0'+i)

therefore:
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II <M—

Since Hm . H'^^ ^ O and hence /zm .
—^,-- := O, it follows iliat

^^

«=0= ^(''+1^

Hence :

^^</'+^)
.

R S
Urn . =. lim .

-—

—

h hm . ;
—- = * . t.

„=„ A(f+i) „=300 A(f+i) „=„ AU'+^)
n n n

Proof of theorem 3.

Suppose that the series a\ -\- n« -\- . . . is siimmable of order /),

and that its mean-values of order (/)— 1) are limited, tiien we have

:

S(v+^) 1 Sip)
I

lim .

"
^ ^ 8 and —7^<r a fixed number M.

„=„ ^(;'+i) Ai^')
^

Let h\ -\- b'i -\- . . . be summable of order q, or

lim .
—--,-— = t.

We have to prove ; lim . —,—;—r^ = 4 . t

n 1 II
' 2 n— 1

'
' n 1 ^ '

Put —r-rr> = ^ + '''». then lim . h„ =

W(p+i+^) = 51/') [tA(9+i) j-h ^(?+i)] + . . . 4- 51/') [«
^(?+i) 4- h ^(v+i)]

= «[«(z-) ^(9+1)+...+ 5W^(?+i)l + [*§(/>) A 4(v+i) + ...+ .S(/')A ^(?+i)]
'1 n

' 'n 1 ' ' ^ 1 ti n
' 'nil-'

C^= < [S^p) ^(7+1) + 5(/')^)?+i) 4- . . . + Sip) A(9+m

-1
'1 ' 2 II— 1 ' '11 1 -'

= t [S(p+J) + S^p+i) + . . . + S(P+<))] = t .
.?(/'+'?+i)

TJ S(/'+ï+l)

40^+9+1) Aiv+q+\)
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Sii'+i)

Since Hm . —;—;— = s, it follows that

V
hm . —;—r—r-- = a .t

»

In» '2 )i— 1 H— I '
' n 11

From —'— <C M whatever be i, we deduce

:

Ail')

1 ÏJ ?l £ Vi— 1 '(— 1 HI 1

hence if 1 <^k -^n

V\<CM [^l"> ^"+1' |/t
I
+ . . . + A<-p) , Aiif}) \h, ^, 1] +

I ^^ I- 1 ti
' u' ' n—k 4+1 ' i+1 '

^

^ ^ ii-fc+l k ' 4' ' ^ H 1 ' I'J

Now whatever be e ]> 0, we can calculate an integer k so that

I

hk-\-i
I <C — ; fui'ther we can find ft so that

| /*,
| <[ (i.

Then, if n > k we have:

I

F |<6 L^^;^) A(7+ii -f- -+ ^|,'li.^St':f/'l + ^^^«[^|,^i+i
4'j»+"+ ••+ ^|/''

4'i'+*']

or, since

4(/'lyl(?+ll + y4W') yl(7+l)+ ... + 4{/^) 4(9+1)= 4(A^+9+l) .^„fj ^(i)>^(j)
1 ti 2 II -

1

»i 1 n 1 ^ !—

1

I ri <' 6 4("+9+i) + A/u4(9+i) \A'^v)
, + . . . + A(j>y\

' I ^- n k n—«+1 n ^

< e .4(>'+9+i) + l/u4i9+i) .-tC/^+i)

.

hence

:

I

F
I

4(p+i)

<f + ilƒfl4(9+l).-
4f/'+9+l) ^ ' ^ fc 4(/'+9+l)

4(/'+l)

If 9>1, /n».
., 1 ,„ ^Q for:

^ - „^„ 4(/'+9+l)
n=oo

.40'+9+i) (M_l)/p/ („+^4^_l)/
rt

p.' (n+p +9—1)/

< (P+g)-^ (>» +;>-!)/ . ^ (p+ gV 1

= p/ ^(„^p+ l_l)/
'^' = p./ ^(n+p)"
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Hence we have if n is sufficiently great:

n

Since e ^ is arbitrary we have:

V
lim .

——-;—r— = 0.

Hence

:

Urn . =^ lim -I- lim :

—

— :=r s . t

Remark 1.

K. Knopp ') ad S. Chapman') iiave limited the order of snminability

of the product of two series, whicii are snmmable of order /* and

q, by considering non-integral orders of summability. It may happen

that the theorems proved above give more result, as is seen by the

following example;

The series 1 — 1 -(- 1 — 1 + . . . is summable of order 1 and its

mean-values of order are limited. Hence, applying theorem 3, we

see that the product of this series by a series which is summable

of order p, is summable of order [p -\- 1). Now the so-called index

of summability of the series 1 — 1 + . . . is zero (see Chapman, I.e.);

the index of a series which is summable of order p, cannot exceed

p: hence the index of the product cannot exceed p-\-\, and there-

fore we can only infer by Chapman's theory that the product is

summable of order p -\- 2.

Remark 2.

Hahdy ') has also given the following extension of Mehtens' theorem

which is totally different from the generalisations mentioned above,

and which contains Mektens' theorem as a special case

:

If Sfl,, is absolutely convergent and Sè„ is a finitely oscillating

series whose »"' term tends to zero, then their product is a finitely

oscillating series, and if the limits of oscillation of 2 b,, are ^^ and

(J, those of the product are s. (s, and s. ^,.

') Silzuagsberichte der Berliner Math. Gesellschaft 19U7 (p. 1—12)
') Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society, Ser. 2 Vol. 9 (p. 369— 409).

') Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society. Ser. 2 Vol. 6 (p. 410— 423).
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Evidently the terms <?,; and 6, are supposed to be real: therefore

Mertens' theorem is only a special case of this theorem when the

terms of the series are real. It is however easy to see that Hahdy's

proof is also valid for tlie following extension to series with complex

terms :

')

Theorem 4 ; //' S«„ converges absolutely to s, if bi -\- bi -\- . . . -\- bn

Is limited and Urn . b„ = 0, then the product o/ the series ^ai and
?i = CO

iY;, oscillates for n = cc about the same region as the series s. -Sft,,.

The functions (p{n) and »K»,) are said to oscillate about the same

region if n tends to oo, if the following condition is satisfied:

whatever be s^O we can find two numbers [i and a so that it

is possible to calculate whatever be n^ n a number m which

satisfies the conditions:

\q:{n)— if'(")| <C * h* — m
\
<Ca

and that is also possible so calculate whatever be »i ^ (i a number

71 which satisfies the same condilions.

Finally we prove the following theorem which is analogous to

theorem 4 and which contains theorem 1 as a special case:

Theorem 5 : // Sa„ converges absolutely to s, if the mean-values

of order p of 2^b„ are limited and the mean-values of order (/)—1)

[which we denote by UH''>) satisfy the condition:

m)
lim _:^=0,
n= 00 7}

then, the 7nea7i-7mlnes of 07-der p of the product-se/'ies oscillates about

the sa/ne regio7i as s. U''i' + ^^ as n te7ids to oo.

Proof of theo7'e7n 4

Substituting /) = 1 in formula (7), we have:

Hence, if 1 < ^' <C » =

Wn rz: [a, «„ + ... + au ^,-fc+l] + {"k+\ iu~k + . • . + a„ «J = P + Q.

Suppose \ti\ <Ct and \s,\ <ff whatever be i.

1) It is not clear from Hardy's article how far the author also considers series

with complex terms; in the preceding pages he considers series with real terras,

and his statement, as far as I am aware, is also made for real terms; yet his

proof applies as well to series with complex terms.
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We can find, wlialever be «^0, an inleger k so that:

[«4+1
i

+ ... + \ak+i,\ <-;

then we liave also l^— s*| <— and |Q|n=|at^i <„_^)t + ••• + «» ^ | <C —

P—a^ t„ +...+ akt„^ic+ï — Ö, (^,+...+ ^») +... + ai(6, + ...-|-è„_A:-|-i)

= (6,i-i, + ... + ^,.-i) . («, + «2+ --+«it)+ V,+^"-l^ + -.-+ ^i-i+l «fc-

^ ^..-Jl S/t + ii als fl = ft,, «1 + ... f K-k+1 sic

We can find ft so that \b„—k+i\ <C.wt- if « ]> M ; then we have

f
also

I

/^
j <C "^ 'f " !> f*-

Ö

Now Sk tn-k = «<«-/t — (S— Sk) . In-k-

B
Since |(s— s;t) . <ii— ;t| <Cö (^*^® above), we have if n'^ii:

Ó

2e e
\P—s

.
t„^k\ <C w ^"d' since \Q\ <C w '^"'^ "'" = -^^ + ^ •

o o

\Wu — S . tn-k\ <C«.

Hence we see that it is possible to calculate, whatever be a ^ 0,

an integer (i which satisfies the conditions.

Proof of theorem 5.

We have:

n 1 »i '2 n—1 '
' n I ^ '

Hence, if 1 <^ k. <^ 7i -.

n '-
1 H 'ft n—it+lJ ' "^ t+l H— it '

' n 1
^

Let
^'(p+i)

<i and |*,|<«.

Whatever be e ^ we can find an integer k so that :

e

\ak+i:\ +• • + \ak+p\
<Yt-

ft
Then \s— sk\<C — and a fortiori:

o
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n

P—la 7'(/>+l) +.. + a, rC/'+V ]'-in '

' k ii-/c-|rlJ

Heiice it follows from

T(/'+i)= 7'(;'+i) — rr(;') + T()') + . . . -f
ï'(/'i 1

11— it II
"^ n n— 1 n—ft+l

that

P
— .ikgi^

.

Tlp+i) T'^P) (s —4,) + Tip) (s -»,) +. .+ Tip)
,
(«,—«)

r= /2 4- S.

It is evident that the absolute value of S is less than

1

3W1 4-
I

Tip)
I
+ . . . + I

Tip)
, , I

' n I ^ ' n—\ ^ '
'

^ n-k+V
2a

^(;'+i>

We now prove that we can find fi > k so that if r ^ [i

—*—— <' then it follows that \S\ <' ~- if ?i > f^.

I— fc

For we have by hypothesis /m?i

Tip)

i=^' iA^)
= 0.

Since

^(;.+l) i J^ p—l
Ail') p

If ?i ]> ft we have :

we have lim .

Tip)
t

A[p+^)
= 0.

WiP+^) Tip+^)

Aip+^) ^ Aip+^)
<f

and since \ s — Sk\ -^^ — our theorem is proved.
'

' ^ 3«

Remark 3.

A. Rosenblatt (Bulletin International de I'Academie des Sciences

de Cracovie", ser. A 1913 p. 612—620')) has proved the following

theorem

:

') Rosenblatt's memoir not being accessible to me, the reference above is taken

from an article of G. Doetsch, Mathematische Zeitschrift Bd. 11, p. 161— 175.
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If 2an is summable of order p -\- ^ and its mean-values of order

p are limited, if Sh„ is summable of order q -\- \. and its mean-

values of order q are limited, then tlie product-series is summable

of order p -\- q -\-
"i,

.

This theorem is an extension of Cauchy's theorem that the product

of two absolutely convergent series is convergent, analogous to the

extension of Mektens' theorem given in theorem 3, and, like Mertk^s'

theorem implies that of Oauchy, so theorem 3 implies that of

Rosenblatt.



Mathematics. — "On n Genei'alisdt'um of Taubek's Theorem con-

cerning Power Series". By M. J. Belinfante. (Coinmunicated

by Prof. L. E. J. Brouwer).

(Communicaled at the meeting of March 24, 1923).

Introduction.

In iliis paper we conside,r power series with complex coefficients,

bnt for real values of the variable. We suppose them to converge

if \x\ <^1, and we denote by ,r —> 1 that x approaches 1 by reaJ

values from below.

Tauber has proved the following theorem'):

If lim.na„^:0 and /im. l£a„x" ^ .?, then 2 a,, converges to .i.

n=oo X—^1

LiTTLEWOOD ') has shown that the usual proof of this Iheorem

proves more than is actually stated, and that the same proof applies

to the theorem ;

00

If 2 anx" oscillates finitely as x—^1, then the limits of oscillation

» 00

as 71 —* 00 of 2 ai are the same as the limits of oscillation of ^ a„a;".

In the present paper we give extensions of both theorems to the

so-called mean-values of Holder.

§ 1 contains the proof mentioned above and a definition of the

expression "oscillate about the same region"; in ^ 2 the definition

of Holder's mean-values and some necessary formula's will be treated,

while § 3 contains the generalizations of Taüber's theorem.

§ t-

Definition^). We say that /(x) oscillates for x—^.t^ about the same

region as g{y) for y—*y„ when the following conditions are satisfied :

>) Monatshefte fur Matli. u. Phys., 1897 Bd. 8, p. 273.

') Proc. of the Lend. Math. Soc. 1911 Vol. 9, p. 436.

') We always suppose that ,«; resp. y approaches .Cq resp. tj^ by real values

from below.
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primo: it is possible whatever he 6^0 and 5<C^x„, to calculate a

iiiuuber i/(6,5) so that whatever be y, between ij and ?/„, we can

calculate a number .i\ between 5 and ,(„ which satisfies the condition

l/(*.)-.9(.V,)l<f,

secnndo: it is possible whatever be e ^ aad »/<C?/i, ^o calcniate a

nnniber §(s,it) so that whatever be a\ between g and a;, we can

calculate a number //, between ?j and j/„ which satisfies the condition

00

Theorem 1. If hm. na,, = 0, i:a„x" osciUntes for .c —*• 1 oèo/zi <Ae

AY/?»*; region as 2!ai for n —^ oa.

Proof: We have l)y a well-known theoiem ') that lim.ti., =: ?« implies

/////. — £ ?(,- ^ u. Hence, since I/in. na,, = implies /im. n \a„\ =0,
V=C0 I' n=0O »^r CO

1 V—

1

lim. — ^ n
I

a„
I

=; 0.

»=« 1' u

Therefore, whatever be f > 0, we can calculate an integer (n so

that if r > ft

:

»»
I

«" l< Y ••••••.(!)
1 "-1 E- :s «

I
«, |< - (2)

1' 'J

Now, if 0<^.(:<^1, we have:

V—

1

^
V—

1

a -1 «

I

^ a„ — ^ fl„ «"
I

<
I

^ a„ — ^ a„ .c"
I
+ \S a„ x"

\00 V

V—1 0°

< 2 a„ (I—a")
\ + \2a„tc"

\ (3)
V

V—

1

V—

1

V—

1

I

2 «„ (1— .1;")
I

< ^
I

a„
I

. (1 -;r") < (I—,:) . ^ „
|

a„ I . . (4)00 '

1
Substitution of .*v^l in (4) gives:

X'

M Bromwich, Theory of Infinite Series, p. 383.
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V—

1

] ï— 1

I

^a„(l—;c-')| < — ^n
I

«,
o

"
1' o

Hence by (2) if i' > fi :

Sa„{l-x'>)\<C~ ....... (5)

Substitution of (1) iu Srt,,.r" gives:

or a fortiori

or

S a„ X"
I

<' ^ — , X" ,

^ 1 ^«
^ V V 2

^ 2d 1— .r

Substituting Xv^l ;- in ihe last iiietjualitj' we liave:

I

^ «« *: i< 4 : • (6)

From (3), (5) and (6) we deduce:
ï—1 «

\
S a„ — 2 a„ X"

I

<^ e

o o
"

if » >ft and .c, ^ 1
, and it follows easily that both conditions

of our definition are satisfied.

§ 2.

If <,, <, . . . is an arbitrary sequence of quantities, we define the

so-called Holder mean-values as follows'):

M. 0) = ^^-^ ^^
(7)

n

tin {t)= ... (8)
N

Ho\t)=H%{t) = ...... (8a)

The following relations are easy to verify :

//r [//"'(0]=//;f+"(o ifp>i, ?>i. .... (9)

and

') This definition differs slightly from the usual one, as the latter is given for

a series tt, + Mj + . . . and not for a sequence.
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n . /ƒ* (O - («-1) . //,^5i (O = //f^'^0 . . - (10)

Let

»»=",+«, + ••• + «11 ; »~i = «0 = 0; . . . (11)

then we define:

/y,f
^

(«) = ^i'^ ii k>l, n>-\ (12)

s„ =^1"-'
if n> - 1 . (12a)

ö\^' = n . [aT - ^4[,^i] if /c > O, „ > O . . . . (13)

Vvom (10), (i'2) and (13) we deduce:

P'inaliy we define

Ou ^= An — A„^i it /: > 1 (14)

,fk (^•) = 2 [^If - ^Ifli] .
*•" if A- > O . . . . (15)

tlius

co

,fQ(,-)=2: a„.v" . . (16a)
1

We prove the following identities:')

Ak-\-l)

fin [o J
=: ö„ -j (16)

71

<(),
(•<•) -f (1 - •^) .

'/;. (•^) = 7 'f k-i (-"^ • • • • <' ^)

(l-.i^.,f-(a^) = 2[ö%-a'J'^].x" .... (18)
"

o

Proof of (16).

üy (14) we liave :

<h, + rt..-l + . : + «1 =
^ [^i'

-"'-
^Lli] + . . . + \Af~'^ - 4*] + [^'-'\

= [.4'/-^^+ .vr^' + ... + ^'^-^'] - [4f' + ^'^^' + . . . + 4i\]

=:n.^* -(«-!). ^!l+/^

= n . An - n . An^l -r An-i

lience :

') We tacitly assume tliat the power series p, and pk-i ^""^ convergent if

— 1 < j: < -(- 1 : in our applications this will be the case.

15
Proceedings Royal Acad. Anasterdara. Vol. XXVI.
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,.(1), (k)-, Ö1 + Ö2 + .. . + ö„
Hu [o

]
=^

n

J.k+l)

71

_ (4+1) ^n-1
On -| — .

Proof of (17).

</>^(x) f (1 -..)..^;^(.r) =

= .S A-» M„ — ^„_i + (»i+ l) . [/4„^1 — ^„ ] — Ji . [/!„ — An^ï]\
( 1

= ^ .f"
I
(« + !). ,4«+i—n . /4« j

— [n . An — (w— 1) . A„-i
I

a; 1

1

'Pk-\ (^)-

(1 - ..) . <// (x) = :e .•"

»

Proof of (18).

(«+ 1) . L^!.+i - ^'.f'l - n
. [aT - aIHi]

I

= S X" . [<J„4.| — (J,, ].

^ 3.

We prove tlie following extensions of Taubkk's theorem:

Theorem 2. If l/ni. ii . \_A), — /J„''iiJ = 0, diul |.s'„| <[ c ivliatever be

11, t/ien 1^ (/,i.i'", ') oscillates as .(•^1 'about the same region
1

as An if u —»• GO.

Theorem 3. \[f //m. m .
[

j!,''—^!,^i] = and liin\È a,,j'' =^ s %
n=oo

^//«n ïi'é' liave also : Urn. An = s.

>.i 1

Proof of theorem 2.

.i(')From tiie fact that Sn is limited it is "easy^j^to deduce that A„ is

') See remark '2, at the end of the article.
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also limited, and therefore:

n

Heiioe by (16) we conclude:

lim.[d'\o^'')-ö;i'+'^]=0 (19)

Now it is a well-known tlieoreni that /hn. H„ (t) = s implies

nrroo

liin. Hn (/) = *•;') hence we deduce from (19) with the aid of (9):

hm.[H,i {a ) — Hn {o ^
)]
—

from whicii we conclude:

If lim. hIP (</*') = 0, we have also Vim. öL'+'^ [o^''~^^) = 0. (20)
n=zoo n=X'

By hypothesis we have: /i)n. n . A[,r—^J,''li] = Ü or by (J3)

Hence by (19)

lim. On =0.

fi) (p-i)
lim, Hn (o ) =^^
n:=cc

and applying (20) we get successively :

tirn. Hn [O
I
^ W

lim. Hn lo J
= y

lim. hIP [o'' '^] = . (21)

Höi.DKH has proved') that if lim. H„{t)^k, then we have also:

lim. 2 {tn-\-i— tn) >'" = h.

2-_>l

In virtue of this theorem we have l)y (21)

(P-i) iP-i -. „

or by (18)

lim. (1

—

x) . w' (x) =
thus by (J 7):

') See Bromwich, Theory of infinite Series, p. 383.

*) Matliematische Annalen, Bd. 20 (1882), p. 535.

15*
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ii)n.\.v.(r Ax) — a> (.n)] ^ 0.
,

'^ p—l ' ^p-i— 1^ '

Hence we infer lliat </'(p^i)(.«) and 'fp-;-i{x) oscillale about the

same region as *•—*]. Repeating llie argument for i= 1,2, . . p,

we see that
X CD

<r, (.(.•) = 2 a,, X" and 'f' (.^O ^ ^ [aT — Anil J .t"

oscillate about tiie same region as .r —* 1.

By iijpothesi.s we have //?». ?i [,4,i"''— .4i/i-i] = 0; witli the aid ot

tiieorem 1 we deduce that rppl-v) = ^ [An —A„-i] x" osciihvtes as
1

.c-^1 about the same region as A,i', =:^[^4„'— ^n--i |

if ??( —^ oo.

Combining these results we see tiiat 2a„.);" oscillates as c —»• 1

1

about the same region as A,„^i') as Hi —* oo .

I'roof of theoroii 3.

1

Lemma : If Urn. 'I,^_^ (') = « and 'ik (•'-•) + (1—«) '/),. (^) = -V^. ^ (•^)

then lim. <f {x) = s.

Proof of thu lemma: If we solve the dilfei'eiitial equation we

become

:

./ (.c) = (1 -s) -* </x 4 C (\-x)

Since h'ln. (fk—i{-v):^.i, it is possible whatever be 6]>0 to calculate
x—^l

a number è,<Cl ^^o that §,<^.r<^l implies:

(l-.i) . —^^ dx — a-x) —!^^— dx -I-
(l-.t,-) —^^ dx

f,

— (l_.r)^l-i d.f-f (1— .r) (/a;4-(l-.c) —^^ rfx

= / + i/ + ///

L/?«. 7=0', therefore we can calculate a number S, ^ i, so
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that
[ /

1 <^ f if ts<C'i'<CJ- t'lirllier '\t is possible to calculate

-^s ^ ?j so '''f^t l-'^— *'| <C ^ if §«<C''-'<C^> for we have:

J.«(!-«)'

.r 1

loff + -loq
§.

= s + {l-x)log •(1 i») lofi

l-a, ' • 1-5, 1-§J
and the expression between brackets tends to zero as .c-^i.

In like manner we can calculate s^S, so that \lll\ <C ^f if

ï<^.);<^l. Combining these results we have if § <^ .;; <^ 1 :

1
/ |< 6,

I

//— .V |< 6 and
I

///
t

< 26,

therefore

:

Since e is arbitrary and //m. C {I— .(-) =r we. infer:

lini. (f (x) = s.

We now prove theorem III as follows: b^y h^ypothesis we have

X)

lim. q>, (d:) ^ /i,in. 2(7,1 x" ^ s; applji'ig the lemma we get:

Urn. (f^ (j;) :=: a ; Ihn . (f\ {x) = « ; Urn.
(f (x) zrz 3 ;

or:

lim.2:[AV— j(,''-l\x" =,

Moreover we have bj hy|)othesis:

Ihn. n [A^p'^—AT-i] =

and therefore by Tauber's original theorem'):

liin. An ^ s

¥vom Urn. n[A';!'^
—

^ili] = 0, (13) and (14) we deduce:

Hence by (22)

(22)

Ihn. YAi'~'^ - A'I\} =

Um. An = f,

Remark 1.

It is not difficult to see that the following statement is an im-

mediate consequence of theorem 3 :

') Lim. nan = and Um.. San x» = s imply Um. l,ai =s.
1 =; 00 X ^11 H = _ 1
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* to

Theorem A: The ctnulitlons /Im. 2 ii„.)-"=s and /i7n.n[A,f —A,!^li]=0
.1
—*1 1 n=co

are each necessanj for the e.ristence of:

Urn. An —s,

and taken together the;/ are snffcient.

Indeed (lie necessity of the condition //ni. ^ a,„.v" = s follows

from Holder's theorem mentioned above, and the necessity of

//m.n[^jir'— /ll'-i]=--0 is seen by writing it //m. [.-ilf'
''—

jL'1, ]
=0

and by observing that lim. An~ ' = s implies Urn. A„' ^ x.

The following particular case of tins theorem has been proved

by Tadbür ')

:

00

Theorem B. The conditions Jim. 2 a».*;" ^= s and
.r—^1 1

1
l/m. - (//., -4- la, -|- . . . . + na„) =
n=QO ?i

are both necessary for the convergence of 2 an, and taken together

the;/ are sufficient.

This may be seen by substituting /? = 1 in theorem A, for:

4"" - sr\n — ON

" [A„ — An^\ \^= An — An-\ = «n ; =
n—

1

1 1

Ml n— 1

1= [(«, + «, 4 • . + "") + («,+••• + O'n) + •• + fln]

n— i

1= r [(«—!) f'n + ("— 2) a„_i -j- . . . + a,]
n— 1

1 "= r -2'(p-l)a„
,

n— I 1

and we may infer the equivalence of the conditions

1 1

hm. \a^-\-2a,-\- ...-{-{n-l)a.,?\^=0 i\.nd Inn.- {a^-\-2a^-\- ...-\-na,)z^O
n=oo ?i -* M=roo /i

from the equations:

U {x)=:za.^ X -\- a, j;' -|- . . . ; V{x) = a, a; -|- «, ^'+ . • ! t/ (.r) = a, x -)~ a; F («)

1) Bromwich, op. cit., p. 251.
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A somewhat different generalization of theorem B has iieen given

b^- A. KiKNA.sT '). KiKNAST defines :

"
(1)2 ah r„ := ^ i ai-

1

n 1

'^+1) 1 "-J^ n) 0+1, ""1 1 o.)

n ,,4-1 ; A-

and proves the following theorem :

.1 f'+'^
. «>

Theorem C: The conditionx lim. - r„ := and ////^ JS'a,, .t" = 5

are each necessanj for the e.i'/'sieiice of I/'m. s„ =.v, and taken toge-
nrxoo

iher they are sufficient.

Tlie mean- val nes".?,, differ from Cksaro's or Höldeh's mean-valnes,

bnt in a second paper") Kiknast has shown the eqnivalenoe of liis

mean-valnes with those of Cesaró-Höldeh.

Remark 2.

We have tacitly assnnied that ^fa,,.!'" converges if — 1 <^ .r <^ 1.

This is however superflnons for our purpose as the condition

Uni.n\^An — An-i '"

] = implies the convergence of ^ ^/„a-" pro-
pje» I

vided |.»r<J.

Indeed from Ihn.n [^« — ^n— 1] = we infer tiie absolnle

convergence of '/-^(a-) =r ^ [/l,f

—

A','-x\x" provided .rj <^ 1.

I

Further we have by (17):

therefore the absolute convergence of ifiX'V), which implies the abso-

lute convergence of <i'jc[x), im|ilies also the absolute convergence of

Vi—i (.I-)- Repealing the aigument we infer the absolute con\ergence
as

ot r/, (.r) := ^ a„«" provided \x\<^\.
1

1) Proceedings of tiie Cambridge Phil. Soc, vol. 19 (1918), p. 129.

"') Proceedings of the Cambridge Pliil. Soc, vol. 9,0 (1920), p. 74.



Chemistry. — " Hijdrogenaüon oj Pnvaffin 6»/ ^/ig Bergius' Method".

By Prof. H. I. Waterman and .]. N. J. Pkrqüin. (Commiiuicated

by Prof. J. Boeseken).

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923).

In a previous coinmnnlcation on tlie liydrogenation by Beruius'

method of mineral oils or allied products, difTerent experiments were

discussed, wliicli were carried out with heavy Borneo-asplmlt-oil,

distillation residue (pitch) of this oil, and with asphalt obtained by.

distillation of Mexican crude oil ').

The experiments in question, comprising- both cracking- and Iter-

ginisation experiments, were executed in a vertical immovable auto-

clave.

That we have now chosen another material, technically perhaps

of less importance for this jturpose, is owing to the peculiar advan-

tages which commercial paraftin offers for such experiments over

other materials, as asphalt. Paraffin is much more easily analysed

than asphalt, and this holds also for the products prepared out of

paraffin, when they are compared with the corresponding substances

formed in the treatment of asphalt. Thus paraffin yields products

that are less strongly coloured than Mexican asphalt. For these

experiments we had an autoclave at our disposal which could be

shaken continuously ').

The way of procedure was for the rest quite analogous to the

earlier experiments; tlie arrangement of the apparatus is re[)resented

in fig. 1. The capacity of the autoclave was about 2500 cm.', the

heating took place bj' means of gas, in such way that the tempe-

rature could be regulated accurately to a few degrees.

The paraffin had a Sp. Gr. (I57150) of 0,913, the solidifying point

(Shukoff method) was 50,6°, the bromine-value, (addition) determined

by Mc. Ii.hiney's method '), was 0,5.

') Congres international des combustibles liquides, Paris, 9— 15 Octobre 1922;

Chimie et Industrie, numero spécial, Mai 1923, p. 200.

') Apparatus supplied by Andreas Hoper, chief instrument-maker at the

laboratory of Prof. Dr. Franz Fischer, Kaiser Wilhelm Institut fur Kohlenfor-

schung, Miilheim—Ruhr.

S) Journ. Am. Ghem. Soc. 16, 275 (1894), 21, 1084 (1899), Journ. Soc. Chem.

Ind. 19, 320 (1900); H. Beckurts, Die Methoden der Massanalyse, Braunschweig

1913, p. 480.
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Pi-ai'lically llie biomiiie vaine of llie pararfiii may. Ilieretore, be

neglected. Tlie bromine-value determined acconliiig lo Mc. Ii.hiney's

method, is obtained by snbiracting tlie nnbstitnted bromine from tbe

ISO
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total aiiiomit of the absorbed bromine. The remaining (|iiaiitity gives

a measure of tlie degree of iinsaturalioii, aiui is expressed in percent-

ages of weight of tlie weighed qnantily.

In every experiment 300 gr. of paraffin was taken, an eqnal

weigiit of stones being put in tiie antoclave to promote a thorough

mixing; the temperature was always 435°. Some of the results

obtained are lecorded in the table, and in fig. 2 an illustration is

given of the variation of the pressure in the course of exjieriments

33 and 34. Though in expeiiment 33 the typical pressure cnr\'e

according to Bf:RGius given in our preceding communication is not

obtained, probably on account of the high temperature, the difference

from the cracking-pressure curves is nevertheless very striking. In

all the other expei-iments recorded in the table the pressure cnrves

obtained are analogous to those of 33 and 34. The oils obtained

by the Buhgios' process were coloured from yellow to red, and

perfectly transparent, a small quantity of "carbon" was deposited on

the bottom. The oils obtained in cracking were very dark of colour

and pretty well opa(|ue. Here too separation of some carbon is found.

The small (piantiiy of carbon which is deposited on the bottom,

when the weight of carbon which had already been deposited on

the stones is added, is so small, both in the cracking and in the

Bkhgius' method, that practically the paraffin maij he assianed to

have been entirehj converted into oil and gas in both ])rocesses.

In this we leave out of consideration experiments 35, 37, and 40,

where the duration of the processes was still so short that the

reaction product had remained partially solid. Hence the jirodiict

obtained had to lie melted out in these experiments.

It ajtpears from the expei'iments inade that,

1. ol)SBrvations can be obtained which can be perfectly rejirod need

(comjiare 35 and 37, and 46 and 48).

2. if the duration of the experiments is long enough, the paraffin

is |)ractically quite converted inio li(|uid oil and gas, both in the

cracking and in the Bekgius' process.

3. the yield of gasoline does not differ much in the two piocesses.

4. there is a great difference in the nature of the residues left in

the distillation of the oil obtained according to Englkr. Its specific

gravity is always smaller in the Herginisation experiments than in

the corresponding ciacking expeiiments, which is a confirmation of

corresponding experiinents made by Bekgius.

5. It appears from the final pressure, also in connection with the

gas analysis (percentage of hydrogen), that actually considerable

quantities of hydrogen are absorbed in the herginisation.
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6. Tlie bromine value caused l)v addition of the oils obtained

Ity Iterminisation is lower than that of the coiiesponding cracking

experiments. It is, iiowever, very risky to draw general conchisions

from this bromine value, for dissolved unsaturated gases can have

a great intkience on the halogen value.

Tiie example given here proves convincingly that a determination

of the yield of oil and gas from a solid substance does not suffice

to enable us to form a correct opinion on the process of Behgius.

A comparative ci'acking experiment is lequired for this. Possible

results refer o\\\y to the procedure followed, in this case to the

periodic process, the temperature at the experimenting etc.

It is self-evident that in practice processes that [)roceed continu-

ously, will be prefei'red. It may, however, be considered to be an

established fact that when Rekgius' method of procedure is followed,

important cpianlities of hydrogen added fiom the outside, are che-

mically bound. After the .scientific researches of Sabatik.r c.s. con-

cerning the hydrogenatiou of hydro carbonic vapours with catalyst and

the technical hardening of fatty oils (Normann and others), this fact,

combined with the absence of express addition of catalyst, may be

considered as the third great discovery in the region of hydrogenatiou.

Delft, Lahoratorij of Chemical Technology

of the Technical- University.



Palaeontology. — "Contrlhilions to our Knomli'i/j/e of the Palae-

ontoloyij of the Nether/niu/s. 1. Otoliths of I'e/i'ostfi from, the

OUgocene and the Miocene of the Peel-district (md of Winters-

wijk." By O. Posthumus. (Coiiimiinicated by Prof. J. C. Sohou'I'k).

(Cominniiicaled at the meeting of I'Vbiuary 24, 19'23).

As feganis the fi.sh-faiina of (he terliarj- (ie|)Osits in tlie Nellier-

laiids the occiiri-eiife lias been i'e|)orted of a iiuiuber of Selacliii in

tlie Oiigoceiie of Soiitli-Liiiiburg '), and of liie Miocene of East-Geldei-

land^) and Overijssel'). No remains had as yet been fonnd of Teleostei.

We aie in a position to form an idea of tlie fisli-fanna in the

Noith Sea of Miocene time, from a number of otoliÜis occtiiTing in

material obtained from borings, undertaken by the Government
(Institute tV)r the Geol. Exploration of the Netherlands) on the Southern

Peelhuist, notalilj from boiing 20 (Helden) of the Middle-Miocene

(75.4—80.4 m.), from boring 21 (Swalmen) of the U|)per-Üligocene

(100—160 ra.), and of the Middle-Miocene (75—100 m.); likewise

in material originating from boring 22 (Liessel) also of Middle-

Miocene date (100—190 m.).

Moreover the test-boring U near Winterswijk, placed at my
disposition some otoliths from the Septarian clay, and from the Middle-

Miocene, laid bare in the bed of Slingerbeek near Winterswijk.

The following specimens have been found''):

OUgocene.

Middle-Oligocene (Septaria clay), Winterswijk.

Otolithus (Scopelus) pnlcher, Prochazka.

1) W. C. H. Staring De bodem van Nederland, 2e deel, Haarlem, 1860, p. 282.

2) Ibid, p. 209, 210.

»| T. C. WiNKLKR. Catalogue systématique du Musée Teyler, 6me livr. 1867,

p. 624.

*) Tliey will before long be figured and described in a more detailed memoir.
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Upper-Oligocene, Swalmen.

Otolitlius (Dentex) iiobilis, Koken.

(Percidaruiii) limburgeusiy, iiov. spec.

(Trachinus) mutabilis, Koken,

(ïrigia) Scliuherti, nov. spec.

(Scopelus) austi'iacus, Koken.

(Scopeliis) pulclier, Procliazka.

(Gonostoma ?) parviilus, Koken

(Gonostoma?) angustiis, nov. spec.

(Fierasfer) nuntius, Koken.

(Gadns) elegans, Koken.

(Merlangu,s) cognatus, Koken.

Aliocene.

Middle-Miocene, Swalmen.

Otolillius (Percidai'uni) fVequens, Koken.

(Tracliinus) mutabilis. Koken.

(Trigla) rliombicus, Scliubert.

(Gobi us) aff. elegans, Prochazka.

(Opliidiidarum) semiglobosns, nov. spec.

(Ophidiidarum) swalniensis, nov. spec.

(Gonostoma?) parvulus. Koken.

(Solea) approxin)atus, Koken.

(Rhombus) rlienanus. Koken,

(incertae sedis) peelensis, nov. spec.

Middle-Miocene, Helden.

OtolitiuLS (Seiranus) Noetlingi, Koken.

(Centropristis) integer, Sciuibert.

(Dentex) nobilis, Koken.

(Percidarum) acuminalus, nov. spec.

(Trigla) Scliuberti, nov. spec.

(Sciaenidatum) Staringi, nov. s|)ec.

(Gonostoma) aff. gracilis, Prochazka.

(Clupea) testis. Koken.

(Clupea) Piiemi, nov. spec.

(Gadu,s) elegans, Koken.

(Piijcis) elongatus, nov. spec,

(incertae sedis) Mariae, Sciuibert.

(incertae sedis) peelensis, nov. spec.
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Middle-Miüceiie, Liessel.

Otolitlius (Dentex) nobilis, Koken.

(Perc'idanim) frequeiis, Koken.

,,
(Percidaruni) Liesseleiisis, nov. spec.

„ (Scopelus) ausiriaciis, Koken.

,, (Scopelus) pulcher, Procliazka.

„ (Gonostoma?) parviilns, Koken.

,. (Clnpea) testis, Koken.

„ (Fierasfer) nuntius, Koken.

,, (Gadus) elegans, Koken.

,, (Jlerluccius) emarginalns. Koken.

,, (Plijcis) elongatus, nov. spec.

,, (Hymenocephalus) globosus, nov. spec.

,, (Hjmenocepliaius) medins, nov. spec.

„ (Hyinenoceplialus) ovalis, nov. spec.

(Hymenoceplialus) Brinki, nov. spec.

,, (Hymenoceplialus) dubius, nov. spec.

,, (Macrurus) pusillus, nov. spec.

(Macrurns) ellipticns, Schubert.

,, (Macrurus) debilis, nov. spec.

Middle-Miocene, Winterswijk.

Otolitlius (Gadus) elegans, Koken.

The fauna of tlie Upper-üligocene ot Swalinen is cliaraclerised

by the absence of littoral forms; the fishes that occur, inhabit the

deeper [and more open parts of the sea, as e.g. Dentex, especiallj'

in the upper watei- layers, oi' the Scopelidae, especially at greater

depth. jThe depth may have been somewhere about 400 m. at a

moderate distance from the shore. This tallies with the known data,

as the Upper-Oligocene is represented in erosion-rests as far as the

line Liege^Aachen—Cologne.

F'rom Middle-Miocene data aie known from localities on the

Southern Peelhiirst, lying in one line, that is about straight and

runs about S.E.—N.W. In the Soiitli-most of Ihese three localities,

near Swalmen, the genera Rhoml)us, Solea and Gobius are <'onsi)i-

cuous. They are all littoral foi'ins, and not met with in the material

of Helden, about 20 km. farther, where, however, Clupea, Serranus,

and Dentex occur; these tishes we also find naar Liessel, about 18 km.

farther in Noord-Brabant, where, however, Macruridae and Scopelideae

predominate in the material. Judging Fiom the remains of fishes

Swalmen is not far from the ancient coastline; in the vicinity of
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Helden tlie fauna resembles closely lliat of a moderately deep sea,

wliile tlie renmins of Macruridae, occurring in the material of

Liessen, originate from deep-sea forms, so that here we have to

assnme a greater depth of about 1000 m. This conclusion is in

accordance with the results of the inquiries of the Government Institute

for (he Geological Exploration of the Netherlands: the boundary-line

between tlie contiiienlal and the marine Miocene runs about via

Swalmeii ; the lignite formation occui's near Melick-Herkenbosch and

Vlodrop, while in the prolile of boring 21 the lowermost layers

of the Miocene are marine, and the up|)er layers display a liu)nic

facies. ll seems to me (iiat a closer inspection of material from the

Groote Slenk, southwest of the Peelhurst, woidd be very interesting.

The lerliary fauna of this region ditfers from the recent fauna of

the Norlh-Sea: on the one side forms occur that inhabit greater

depths than those living in the North Sea at the present day, such

as Scopelidae and Macruridae, which occasionally occur at iiigh

latitudes in the Atlantic Ocean; on the other side the tertiary fauna

comprises genera such as Deiitex, Centropristis and Serranus, now
li\ing at lower latitudes. In my judgment the occurrence of the

latter points to a change of environment, which is to be ascribed

either directly to a ciiange of climate, or to other conditions, e.g. an

altered direction of the oceanic currents.

In conclusion I wish tot express my warm thanks to Prof. Dr.

J. H. BoNNioMA for kindly placing at my disposal the material in

the Geological-Mineralogical Institute of the State University of

Groningen.



Palaeontology. — "Contributions to our Knoio/edijf of the /'aide-

ontology of the Netherlands". II. "On the Fauna of tlie t'hos-

phatic Deposits in Tinente. {Lower Oligocene)" By (). Posthumus.

(Coiniiumicated hv Piof'. J. F. van Bbmmklkn).

(Gommiiiiioated at Ihe meeting of March 24, 1923j.

In examining a collection of fossils, derived fioni the phospliatic-

nodnlus-bearing deposits of tiie localities Ootmaisum and Ro.ssnm

(between Oldenzaal and Denekauip) I came npon tlie following

formations

:

Coelotnn ba/ticuni Schlutkh, Zeitsdirift der dentschen Geol. Ges.

Bd. 31, 1879, p. «04, PI. XVIII; one specimen.

Myliobates toliapicus L. Aüassiz, Recherches snr des Poissons

fossiles, vol. 3, 1843, p. 321, tab. 47, fig. 15—20; loose toothplates.

Carcharodon angitslidens L. Agassiz, Recherches etc., vol. 3,

1843, p. 255, tab. 'fig. 20—25, tab. 30, fig. 3; teeth.

Notidan.ns ])rimiyenuis L. Agassiz, Recherches etc., vol. 3, 1843,

p. 218, tab. 27. fig. 4—8, 13-17; teeth.

O.vyrhina Desori (L. Agassiz) Sismonda, Memoria della Reale.

Accadeinia delle Science de Torino, 2d series, t. X, 1849, |i. 44,

tab. II, tig. 7—16; teeth.

O.ryrhina Desori L. Sismonda iniit. tlandrica, M. Lkkiche, Mé-

moires dn Miisée Royal d'histoire naturelle de Belgiqne, T. 5, [>.

280, fig. 87; vertebrae.

Odontaspis cuspidata L. Agassiz, Recherches etc., vol. 3, 1843,

p. 294, tab. 37, fig. 43—49; teeth.

Otodus obliquus L. Agassiz, Recherches etc., vol. 3, 1843, p.

267, tab. 31, tab. 36, fig. 22—27; teeth.

Lamna spec, vertebrae.

Phyllodus polyodus L. Agassiz, Recherches etc., vol. 2, 1843,

p. 240, tab. 69a, fig. 6, 7;

And in addition some fragments of bone, presumably from Cetacea.

The phosphaiic deposits are disposed in the profile as follows'):

"Underlying the .\Iiddle-Oligocene Septarian clay are pale-

green, very fine glauconite sands, probably referable to Lower-

Oligocene, but seeming to belong (o the Middle-Oligocene. At the

basis of these sands a very typical conglomerate layer of loosened

phosphorite nodules and shark's teeth appears, as may be found

e.g. in the eocene quarries at the southern base of Lonnekerberg

in the neighbourhood of Rossum, between Oldenzaal and Denekamp,

and in the hills north of Ootmarsum". The phosphatic deposits

^) Eindverslag van de Rijksopsporing van Delfstoffen. Amsterdam, 1918, p. 114.

16
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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therefore may be estimated to be of Lower-Oligocene date; at all

events thej must liave been formed at the commencement of the

Oligocene transgression.

These formations are best compared with the Oligocene phosphatic

deposits of the North-German Plain, of which those from Helmstedt

have become familiar to us through the researches of Von Koenen

and H. B. Gkinitz '). It appears that all the fossils found in Twente,

ex(!ept Oxyrphina Desori, are also to be found near Helmstedt,

wliicii proves tiiat tiie two deposits are equivalent.

This induces me to [)nt forward some remarks about the forma-

tion of phosphatic nodules. Most authors advocate the view that

the more or less rounded shape of these bodies is to be attributed

to transportation, which view is adhered to bj recent observers,

as shown by the "Eindrapport" from which we just now quoted a

passage. We contend that the nodules, in many cases, are not

rounded, but more or less irregular, nay, as Staring ') observes,

they often seem to be made up of two or more rounded nodules.

The shark's teeth are in many cases enclosed in an approximately

rounded phosphatic nodule: the portion that is sticking out, however,

is not worn oft' at all, which fact clashes with the presumable

genesis. H. B. Geinjtz assumed the transport of the nodules to have

taken place in (he Recent Tertiary and based this view on the

fact of their presence in the layers of Myliobates and of Larana

cuspidata, which he had examined, and which up to that time had

been recognized only in the Pliocene. Now, this cannot apply to

the Overijsel phosphatic deposits, in which these remains have also

been met with, because the younger deposits of the Oligocene also

occur hei'e. The palaeontological argument that the rounded shape

is attributable to rolling cannot be sustained. We are bound to

assume that after the formations of the phosphate-concretions, the

position of the deposits remained unaltered, which conception has

been supported already by Dr. W. P. A. Jonker ') on other grounds.

I wish to conclude by gratefully acknowledging my indebtedness

to Mr. J. Bernink, Director of the Museum "Natura Docet" at

Denekamp, for granting me access to the fossils collected by him.

1) H. B. Geinttz, Die sogenannten Koprolietlienlager von Helmstedt, Biidden-
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Mathematics. — "An application of the theory of integral equa-

tions on the determination of the elastic curve of n beam,

elastically supported on its lohole length". By Pi-of. C. B.

BiEZENO. (Communicated by Prof. J. C. Kluijver).

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923).

In his well-known treatise „Voiiesungen iiber Technische Mecha-

nik" (Vol. Ill, ^ 48) Föppi- describes a construction, by wliich the

elastic curve of a beam, elastically supported on his whole length,

might been approximated.

If in tlie differential equation of this elastic curve

Ely"" + ky = q

[EI = coefficient of stiffness of the beam, k = coefficient of stifftiess of

the supporting ground, q := specific continuous loading) tlie function y

where known, it would be possible to refind this function by

,, .
, q

—ky
mtegrating tour times the expression —wf'-

This integration would graphically correspond to the construction

of the elastic curve of a beam, wbicli carries only well-known forces.

It is obvious, therefore, first to make a supposition about the

elastic curve — in such a way, of course, that the reaction-forces

of the supporting ground will be in equilibrium with the external

forces of the beam — , then to integrate graphically the expression

, and finally to controll, if the before-mentioned accordance
Mil

takes place.

,,Im allgemeinen — such is the opinion of Foppl —wird man
zunachst eine starke Abweichung in der Gestalt beider Kurven

finden. Dann andert man die zuerst gezeichnete Belastungsfiache

so ab, dasz sich die Lastverteilung jetzt der Gestalt der gefundenen

elastischen Linie nahert und wiederholt das Verfahren fur diese zweite

Annahme. Die Uebereinstimmung zwischen Belastungstliiche und

zugehoriger elastischen Linie wird jetzt besser werden und nach

mehrmaliger Wiederholung findet man mit hinreichender Genauig-

keit die wirkliche Druckverteilung."

16*
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Certainly it will be possible, — under favourable conditions —
to find in this way teclinical sufficient accordance between the

supposed curve and the one, derivated from it; but generally the

convergency of the described process is uncertain.

In the following paper a convergent process will be given.

2. The equation

Ely"" + ky = q

is transformed in

Putting y""z=<f(x) it becomes:

X

(f {x) + k' i If {x) dx* = 5' + Ax' -f Bx^ ^ Cx ^

or, using the well-known relation

I '/ (*•) dx' = \—^y— (f' (') ds

D

z

ff (x) + k' 1
-!:

<f (s) ds = q ^ Ax* + Bx^ + Cx + D.

A, B, C and D are constants of integration, which enable us to

satisfy the following conditions:

V. f = 0, y"' = at ,(; = 0.

2'. y" — 0, y'" = at .v — I.

The former conditions imply, as is seen from the relation

Ax' + Bx' + Cx + D
y = I

(p («) dx*
k'

that the coefficients A and B are zero. The coefficients C and D
are determinated by the latter conditions.

3. According to Volterra the solution of the integralequation

X

<p {x) +
^'
P^^ (P {')d' = q' + Cx + D
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inaj be written as:

</> (*) = 'P, (^) + k' 'f, (*) + ^•" '/", (^) + A" cp, {x) +
where

X

'Px («) {s)ds

9

r{x-sy
(«) = — I ~§7~ '/'

I (") *

(x) — — i —^-j— 'In-l (») (is.

This solution however can only graphically be used, if the

coefficients C' and D are known. Nevertheless this coeffioieiils depend

on the second and first integral of <f' {x) in a point which is different

from zero. Therefore we cannot find them a priori.

4. To meet this difficulty, we introduce the function

X, (X) = g' + C,x+n,;

C, and Ü, being two constants, determinated by

:

I Xo (•^) d'" =

JX. (•«) -x dx = 0.

By choosing C\ and D^ in this manner, we reach that 1°. Coand

D, can easily be graphically found, and 2°. that the function

v>, (^) = —
I ^-§7— X. («) t^»

satisfies at the point x = I the conditions

or the conditions

I X. {x) d« = 0, j rf;i; 1 X. («) C^X =:
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For:
; /

ƒ'

<p'\ («)z=/=— j
'Ix

j x„ (.«) d.v= — .r
j

/„(a-)ci .r -|- L- /„ («) rf* = .

If we should deduce the function rf\ (.v) from y), f.r\ in the manner

which Voi.TEKRA indicates, the second and third derivates of <p, {x)

would not be zero at the point x = I. Therefore we define the

function

r ru—s)'
X. W = -[] ^YT ^" ^'^ * + ^' -^ +^.

Ci and Z>i being constantvS determinated by
I

1 Xi («) da; =

In this waj, the second and third derivates of •/, (•^') <ake at the

points X = and .c= / the prescribed values; on ihe other hand

fore-fold integration of /, (.r) gives rise to a function, the second

and third derivates of which are at the point .t = /also equal to zero.

This being staled, we are lead to define the series of functions

X. i-^) = q' + c> -^ + D,

X, (^)= -
[ƒ^^^ X. («) ds + 6', X + D^

X, (*•) = -
[ƒ^r X. (*) d, + C,x + D,^

r r(x—sy i
Xn («) = —

• I
3,

X»-i (») <^ + C„.r+ -i^"

where the coefficients d and Di are bound bj' the conditions

Cxi (x) dx=0

I

I
Xj- (a;) . a: (fiK ^
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and to put

,r = z, {.V) + i- /, (x) + .f' X. (^) + •

This function satisfies fonnall}' tiie equation

cp (x) + i-'

l"^-^—
'/' (*) f/^' = g' + C .^ + i>

and the expression y, which follows from it:

q - <f <i- (q +r,x +i>.) - A' •/: (^) - k" X, (.^)
-

y —
k'

C,x ^ D,

k'
X, (*•) - 't' X, (.^0 - ^'*

•/, (''•) •

.

satisfies foi'inally the conditions, imposed at the ends x =:0 and x = I.

For, substitnling the expression </> in the integral equation we
obtain — provided that it be allowed to integrate term by term the

series, which occurs under the sign of integration:

C,x-{- D,-k' ((7, X f D,) - k" (C, X + I),) — .... = Cx ^D.

If the series, which appears in the first member of this equation,

converges, there can be disposed of the constants C and D in such

a manner, that the e((uation becomes an identity.

Of course it would now be necessary to examine the convergency

of the described process of iteration.

For this investigation however we refer to the paper of iVIr. J.

Dkoste, which follows this. We will state here only, that conver-

gency is sure, ii j^rj <i ^^^, «-"d go on to demonstrate in which

manner the process can be graphically performed.

5. At the first place the system of forces, which loads the beam,

is substituted by another load, changing linearly, (g„ = o.r -)- ^), and

which i.s staticallj' equivalent with the first.

This substitute load causes a sinking down of the beam, determi-

nated by

« X + /?

This y, can be considered as the first approximation of the

required ?/, and can be brought in relation with the expression

C^x -\- Z),, which is defined in N°. 3.

Indeed, « .c -(- ;- satisfies the equations
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; /

I
{(XX -f ji) c?.r = I 5 da

I I

I («a; -\- ^) . X d.v = I q . a; d,

on the contrarj 6V + O, is defined by

ƒ ( C. ^ I i>,) d.v= — Cq'dw = - f~dx

/ < I

I (C", A' [ D^) . X dm ^ — I ^' . .(-' d.v :^: —
|
— . x dx.

It follovvK, that (tx -\- ^=~ El(C^x -r D,), so that:

ax + ^ , C,x ^- D,
y' = ~i^=—k'

—

•

The load wliicii really charges the beam differs from the substitute

load by

:

9. -= «7 - '7. = 9 - (« " + i') = EI (q' + C,x + D,) = Ely^. {x).

By adding this load (which is in eqiiilibrinni) to the load q^, we
would regain the real conditions of loading.

However, if we add the load q, the beam gets a deflexion y^,

. determinated by :

EIy';" = Eiy.,(x)

Hence

:

X X

.'/> =
fy>

C'^) dx' =
j
~^5C. («) d> + A, x' + B,x^ + C, X + D,.

The second and tiiird derivates of y, being zero for x= 0, it

follows that ^, =0, B,=0.
Choosing C, and ü^ so that:

I .'/, dx =

I

1 y^ .xdx =

we identity
?/i and — Xi ^'')-
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At tlie same time, tlie forces, defined by %,, are in equilibrium.

If tlie elastic ground were loaded with kij^, it would obtain the

the deflexion y,. In this case the beam and the ground would have

the same shape. However the load on the ground can only arise

from the beam. The deflexion y on the ground therefore involves

necessarily a reaction-load —ky^ on the beam.

This latter load gives rise to another deflexion y, of the beam,

defined by

:

Ely^'" — -ky,=kt,{x)

Hence

y, = k'

jƒ^/^ y-> 0) <I»+C,x + D,

If we require again tiiat the load ky,, which follows from ?/,,

is in equilibrium, we find that:

y, = - A' X, (X).

From this, we deduce y, = — ^'"
XiO^') ^"d so on. Therefore, the

terms of the series

:

y = - ^^^— - J'-, i'') - ^' K (*) - ^" ^. (•^) • • •

represent elastic curves of a beam, which is loaded in a well-

defined manner.

6. Fig. 1 illustrates the described construction in the case:

/=200cm., b = breath of the beam — 25 cm., I = 5000 cmS

E = 100000 kg/cm'; Ef = 5 X ^^' kg.cm', 1= 5 kg/cm',

A =3 6^' =: 125 kg/cm'. The load diagram has a parabolic form; the

specific load at the ends of the beam is 7* of its value at the

middle. The total load is 15000 kg. The scale of length in horizontal

direction is n := 5 (1 cm ^— means 5 cm «—>).

The deflexion are 25 times enlarged; 1 cm. T represents 7,4 cm .

The linear load q„ which is statically equivalent to the given

load q, will give a sinking down to the beam, which is:

_ 15000 KG _
^° ~ 125 KG/cm' X 200 cm " '

^™'

This sinking down is represented in figure la by 25 x 0,6 cm.

= 15 cm.; and gives rise to the straight line v,. This line also
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represents, when the scale is altered, the load q„; in this case 1 cm.

t 15000 kg.

I
must be interpreted as —— — = 5 kg/cm (say m, kg/cm).

On this scale the parabolic load q has been drawn in fig. la,

so that the load q
—

q^, — which determines the elastic curve y,
—

is represented in fig. la by the hatched area.

In the well-known manner the elastic curve y,, which corresponds

to the load q
—

</,, is constructed (see figures 16 and Ic with the

corresponding pole figures 1 and 2).

To determine the situation of the pole in the second pole figure,

we make the following remarks.

In figure la 1 cm. •*—>• represents n cm. •«—»-;lcm. I represents

??i, kg/cm. Therefore 1 cm' of fig. la represents »im, kg.

Assuming now that in the first pole figure 1 cm. (whether <—
or !) will represent ?»., cm' of figure la (in the drawing ??i, is

supposed to be 5) and that the first pole distance has a length of

iZ, cm (in the drawing 10 cm), we see that H^ represents m,m,nHi kg.

Hence 1 cm. I in fig. lb represents itiiin^n'H^ kg. cm. Consequently
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the unity of area in fig. lb means in the next integration
£1

un^ts.

The second pole distance //, therefore represents —
units, if we suppose that 1 cm. of this distance represents ?h, cm'

(in the drawing 10 cm') of the area in (ig. 16.

From all this it follows finally that 1 cm. I in fig. Ic represents

m, m, m, n* H^H
,
em.

EI

Now the elastic curves y, and ?/„ must been drawn on the same

scale ; hence

:

wi, m, m, n* H, /7, _
EI "" '"

1 EI
H^ = = 12,8 cm.

25 TO, TO, TO, n* H^

The elastic curve y, once found, the drawing process is to be

repeated so many times, that the last approximations may be neglected.

By adding the different curves .v»,?/,, ,'/,••• • we obtain the elastic

curve //. The final result can be controlled as follows. We load the

beam at the one side by the well-known external forces, at the

other side by the continuous load ky, which follows from the elastic

curve y. Then we construct the elastic curve y. If the result?/ were

exact, the curves y and y must be identical. Fig. 1/, 9, A shows, that

a difference between the curves y and y cannot be observed.

7. Considering fig. 1, it appears that the ordinates of the curves

y, and y, are proportional. If the factor of proportionality is called

— fi, so that .y, = — fJ?/i, it is easily seen that the ordinates of the

curve ?/, can be written as — (xy, and so on.

The ordinates .v,,.v, , . . . y,, at any point can therefore been looked

upon as terms of a geometrical series and the curve y can be

obtained by adding y, to the sum of all the following approximations.

Not only when the factor of proportionalitj' ft is <^1, but also

when fi^l, it may occur that the described drawing process is

useful to find the elastic curve.

Supposing that the load — kyn gives rise to the deflexion — yyn

there can be found a factor r, such that the function ryn
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satisfies the equation EF y""
-\- ki/ = — ky„. Using the relation

— EI ny„"" = — ky„, we find the condition :

kt/„

whence:

V h kvy„ = — %„
ft

— f*

f' + 1

We therefore can obtain the deflexion

H
adding

1 +

fi + 1

— ft

O + rr.)-

j/n to the sura of tiie curves y,

1

y of the beam by

//, . . . yn, or by adding

//„ to tlie sum y, + Vi + + .V"-
1 + nJ

"'
1 + fi'

Thus we can stop the drawing of curves, as soon as two conse-

cutive ones y„ and y„_|_i are found, the oidinates of which are

proportional.

Tiiough — generally — the above mentioned proportionality only

appears exactly after an infinite number of iterations, it nevertheless

will be approximately observed tolerably soon. Neglecting in such

a case that part of the last found loading diagram which troubles

the proportionality between its ordinates and those of the foregoing

diagram, we can use the preceding remark, provided that 1° the

neglected load diagram be insignificant, and 2" it gives no rise to

following load diagrams which grow larger and larger.

kl*

The second condition is satisfied when -=-t.<^ 14600.
El

The justification of this latter statement can be given most

naturally by the aid of the deductionfi, given by Mr. Droste. We
therefore refer to his paper.



Mathematics. — "Ati application of tlie theory of integral equations

on the detenniruition of the elastic curve of a beam, elastically

supported on its lohole leuf/th". By Dr. J. Droste. (Communi-

cated by Prof. J. C. Kluijver).

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923).

1. Under the same title and at the same time a paper ^) of Mr.

BiEzENo appears in these Proceedings. The question, suggested, in N°. 4

of that (taper as to the validity of tiie process of iteration used in

it, will be answered here.

For that purpose we observe that the function of x, satisfying the

differential equation

-^^ + rv = 9'W (1)
ax*

and the conditions at the ends of the interval, is a meromorpliic

function of ^. We might find it by means of the method of the

variation of constants and then expand it in ascending powers of >!;

the radius of convergence R of the power series that stands after

the first term (containing ^~i as a factor) might easily be calculated

then. After this it will be necessary to investigate wether it agrees

or not for X :^ k' with the series of paper I; it is only in the first

case that the latter series will be valid for k' <^ R. For the sake of

this investigation, however, and also in order to get an idea of the

proportionality of the functions t„(x) (vid. I, 7), we prefer to use

the method based upon the theory of the integral equation of

Fhedhoi.m.

2. Wo construct a function of x, satisfying in the interval (0,/)

both the equation

d*y

5^ + '' = »
.<'>

and the conditions y" :^ y'" ^ at the ends, and being continuous

as well as its first three derivates everywhere in (0,/) with the only

exception of a saltus of the third derivate at the point ^:

d'y

</.v

f+
= 0.

f-o

') Referred to in the sequel as "paper 1".
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This function we call K{.c,^,?-); it represents tlie deflexion of

the beam, loaded by a load 1, which is concentrated at the point §.

Putting A := — Q* the function

=F —— \ sinh Q («—§) — sin q («— i)

}

(the upper sign for .c £. §, the lower for x>_ g) will satisfy all

conditions excepted those at llie ends.

Assuming

^(«, §, A) = q= -—-
I

sinh Q (.1-— i) — sin p (^— §) j +

-\-A cosh Q {x— i) -{- B sinh 9 (.r— è 'r^^ '^o' P (•'^— 2 + -^ *'" Qi" ^i 0>

we may determine A, B, C and D in such a way that K{x, 5, A)

satisfies the conditions at the ends. This gives

— A cosh ^qI ^ B sinh ^()l-\-C cos hgl—D siri ^ qI — --y
j
sinh Qi, -\- sin q^\,

— Asinh^Ql-{-Beosh^Ql—Csin{Ql—I)cos^Ql= -~ \coshQ^-\-tosQS,\,

— A cosh \ qI—B sinh { qI-^C cos ^qI-\- D sin ^qI=

= -—
\ sinh Q (l—^) + sin q (l—^)

\,

— A sinh ^ qI—Bcosh^(}l— Csin ^qI-\-JDcos ^ qI=:

= -^ \
cosh Q (I -§) 4- cos Q {l—é,) \.

1

V
Adding the first and the third of these equations and also the

second and the fourth we get two equations containing only A and C.

Subtracting the third from the first and the fourth from the second

we get two equations containing only B and D. In this way we

obtain

— A cosh h qI -t Ccos^ p'= !«»«^ 2
QlcoshQ{§—^Ql)-{- sin J qIcosq(£—U)\,

4q'

— A sinh ^qI— Csin kQl^—-
\ cosh ^ qI cosh q (§— ^ I) -\- cos ^ qI cos q (b—èO !'

I
. , .

Bsinh ^qI—D sin ^ ^i= \cosh ^qI sinh q (§— ^ I) -\- cos h qI sin q (f— i /)},
4q'

Bcosh ^qI— Dsi7i ^(fl^^ [sinh | Qlsi7ih q (s~2 — **"
a
Qlsin p(§— iOji

4^*
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From tliese equations A, B, C and D are easily solved; putting

A, {q) = cosh ^ (jl sin \ qI -{- sink i qI cos ^ qI,

A, (q) = cosh i qI sin ^ qI — sinh ^ qI cos i qI,

we get

— 4 ^' A; (q) i

A cosh Q {x—h I) + C cos q (.i- ^ I)
\
=

= {eosh \ qI cos ^ qI -\- sinh ^ qI sin ^ qI) cosh q {.v — i /) cosh q (g

—

^ I)

-|- cosh Q (x— ^ I) cos Q (§— ^ I) -\- cos Q {x— | I) cosh (§— ^ I)

-{- (cosh 4 qI cos i ol—SMi/i 4 p/ «M ^ oZ) co« y (.r— ^ Z) cos q {§— ^ Z),

— 4 q' A, (p) I

5 smA Q [x—h [) + DsinQ{x-^l)\ =
=i (cosh ^ qI cos 4 qI— sinh ^ qI sin A qI) sinh q (x— ^ *'"^ ^l5 ~

è

+ sin/t p (.«

—

k Ï) sin Q {^ — ^ i) + sin q {x— ^ I) sinh q (§— ^ Z)

-)- (co«A \ qI cos ^ qI -\- sinh ^ qI sin ^ (jl) sin Q {x— k I) sin p (i— ^ I).

We now have calculated the function K{a;,^,).); it appears to be

a function with the denominator 4^' A, (p) A, [q). Tiie values of X

equating to zero this denominator are the characteristic numbers of

the problem; as K{x,§,k) is symmetrical with respect to x and §

that numbers will be all real. From this it follows that the cor-

responding values of q have an argument that is a multiple of

^ Jt ; it is easily proved to be an even multiple so that the values

of p wil be real or purely imaginary and the corresponding values

of A negative or zero. For that purpose we first write 1

—

co.s/iqIcosqI

for 2 A, (p) A, (p) and then substitute in it p/:^«-j-t/i; equating

the real part to zero we get

cosh a cosh ^ cos a cos ji -j- sinh u sinh (i sin a sin c? = 1,

which is not satisfied by |J = =t « ^ 0, for substituting ^ ^ ± a in

it we get sinh' a = sin'' a, wliich is impossible for u^O. Therefore

the values of p are real or purely imaginary and the characteristic

numbers are negative, except one which is zero.

If p be a root of A, (p) ^ 0, also <p will be a root (and con-

sequently — p and — jp); the same is true with respect to the

roots of A,(p)=0. We now call the positive roots of the equation

tghp = — tg p,

in the order of their magnitude /»,,/), and the positive roots

of the equation

tffh p = tgp,

ordered in the same way q^,q„... Then the characteristic numbers
will be
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3. We will also calculate the characteristic functions. If /) represents

one of the numbers p„ and q one of the numbers ^„ we have to

calculate the following limits:

K(x;i,).).Urn Q* K [x, S, A), Urn \Q*—(-f\ K (x, §, ).), Urn q' —(-^]

To none of the limits the term =p = \iiithQ{x— S)—sin{){.i- — £,)\

contributes.

For the first of the limits we find immediately

Urn Q* K (x, §, ;.)

1 12

To the second onl^y the term A cosh y (.c — \ I) -\- C cos q {x — ^ I)

contributes. First we have

Urn
(>' - (^Pli)*

p-^2/,ll — ^ Q' ^t (q) — ' "osh p cos p

and the numerator of the fraction we have found for

A cosh p (.f

—

è /) + C cos q (.r— ^ /)

changes for q = V// into

cosh 2 p I — — i5
J

(eoshp cosp -f- sink p sinp) cosh 2p (t-O^'^Kt-OI

-(- cos 2/>[ -— i
) I

cosh 2p
j

^ j
-|- (cosh p cosp— sinh p sinp) cos2pi~ — { 1

1

From cosh p siti p -\- sinh p cos p ^0 we have

cosh p
cosh p cos p — sin h p sin p =

eosh p cosp -j- sinh p sin p

cos p

cos p
cosh p

and consequently the numerator becomes

In this way we find

lim y-{^^^\K(:,,l,X) =
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^
\ cosh 2p

(Jj

- A co, 2p (^ - i\}\co.h 2p (j-i) <=os 2p (j
- i V

// coshp cos p \l cash p cos p

lil (lie SHiïie way

Urn K/ -C-f] !
K{a,ï,a) =

r-^mi

1
<ih2q

X
fiinhóQ I ^ I

SinA sin 2

^(t-OIH'K^-'O ^"'"'^(t-OI
i f sin/l q sin q ;( sink q sin q

Putting

Vo (-«^t - 77-.. Y.(.'')= -7
I ^ + ^

i
,

(// l/i I COttipn COS pn

21/3
^'0 (^ ) = 7777 (^— *). 4'« {') = 77-, I

r^^ +
I

sinA 2q„ ( 7 — 2 j
«*'" ^?«

( 7
~ M I

l\/l
'

l/M sinh q„ sin q„
'

(« = 1,2,...)

the functions 'f „ (.r), t|>„ (j;) (?i ^ O, 1 , 2 . . . .) will be the orthogonal

and normal cliaiacteristic numbers; they satisfy equation (2), ^ being

replaced by ihe conesponding cliaiacteristic number.

Now drawing graphs of the functions y = tgx, y ^=. tqhx and

y^ — tghx in one figure, it is easily seen that /j„ is an angle in

the 2/i-''' quadrant, and ry,, an angle in the (2?j -|- 1
)-»'' quadrant.

For ?/ —»• 3D />„ and 5',, converge to Ihe iniddlepoints of the intervals.

From this it follows that cos p,, and sin p,, converge to ±il 2 and

it is easily seen that the absolute value of cp,^ [x) and tp„ [x) remains

less than a number which is independent from x and n. Now as

Lim — = Lim — =:= jr

n—>(» n ?i—>Qo n

the two series occurring in

A (x, i, >.) = h -^ +

+ 1^'"<-^)^'"^-). ... (3)

will be uniformly convergent and the right hand side therefore will

be equal to K{x, B, )).

17
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI
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4. We now suppose y to be the required solution of (1), viz. that

solntioii for which i/'^y"' = in the points .r =: and x = l and

wliich is continuons in (0,/) as well as its first three derivates;

as to y"" it may have a saltus in a finite number of points a,-,

which will be the case if q' (.r) has in the points a, discontinuities

for which q' (r/, -|- 0) and q {ai — 0) exist. The points a, and the

value 5 divide the interval (0,/) into a number of subintervals; in

the interior of each of them we have

1 [y''' K {X, I, >l) - «/' K' (X, §, A) + y' K" (^, §, A) - ^ K" (.r, c, A)] =r
dx = y"" K{x,l,))-yK""{x,l,X).

Integrating the equation over the subintervals, adding the results

and regarding that y" = y" = K" {x,g,X)= K'" {x,lè,>-}=0 forx=
and .1- = / and that y, y',y",y"', K ,K', K", K" are continuous every-

where except K"' in §, we find

-ya)= f\ y" (*) K (.r, £, ;.) - y (x) K"' {X, i, A)
\
dx.

Replacing y"" by cf—T-y from (1) and K'" by —//T from (2)

we get

y{S)=CK{x,i,X)^(x)dx

or interchanging x and § and observing the symmetry of K {x, %, X)

with respect to x and £

y(x)=iK{x,g X)q;(§)dl

If the beam is not loaded by q{x), but by N loads Q,, concen-

trated in the points §, , we have

N
y{^v)= 2 Q'iK{x,èi,X)

1 = 1

where Q'i = QijEI. If the beam bears both the load q {x) and the

loads Qi we have

/

y (x)= Ck (x, £, A) q' (£) dè+ 2^ Q'i K (x, ^„ A) . . . (4)

From (4) it follows that y is a meromorphic function of A with

the poles 0, — (^P«//)* and — (^V)' 1'^''^ ''^ easily seen from sub-
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stitutiiig (3j in (4) and integrating term by terna, wliicli is permitted,

tlie series (3) being uniformly convergent.

Expanding y in a series of" ascending powers of ^. (the first term

will in general contain A~i) the expansion will generally be con-

vergent for j>l| <^ C'^i//)* ; only if the term with the denominator

I -\- {'^I'ljiY cancels, the expansion will be valid for larger values of

;.. In case the Qi's are zero this occurs if q {ai) be orthogonal to

(p^ (x). We thus see that if the expansion of paper 1 be exact and

if not by chance

fi
1 9 («) Vi ('^) d--*: =

it converges only if

kl*— < (2p,r = 500,54665 (5)
M/J =

From (4) we deduce a formula which will be of use further on.

Supposing the beam to bear only a load p (.v) pro unit of length

and to be in equilibrium, we will have

I p (x) dx ^ \xp{x)dx^Q

or which is the same

\P (•'^) 'fo (*•) d.c = \p (.») ipo {x) dx = 0.

Now from (4)^ in which (^ (.«) is to be replaced by p (.v)/EI and

in which Q'i = 0, we have

y{x)=jK{x,è,X)pa)dS,

where Kix,^,).) arises from K{x,S„k) by omitting in (3) the term

with the denominator k. Putting ^ = K{:v,i,X) changes into

^ . ^^ V ^" W f" (^^
1 V '^" (^'^ »''" (^) /«iA [x, i) = ^ \- ^ , . . . (0)^''

u = l (^PnjX ^n=X (2?„/,r

and we get

y(x) = ^jJK{,;i)p{^)dl ^^^

J 7*
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This represents tlie detlecliori of the beam under the conditions

that the beam be in equilibrium and that the ground be absent;

it is such that

I
y (x) d.v = la; y (x) dx =

. (8)

since K{.r, S) is orthogonal with respect to <f\{j') and ^\{x). Bj the

conditions (8) the deflection is perfectly determined and (7) repre-

sents it.

5. We shall now prove that the series deduced from (4) agrees

for X =^ k' with the series of paper I. Representing the iterations

of K{x, £) bj K,{x, ï), K,{x, §).... we get for \1\ < (2/-.//)^

K(x, g, I) = K{.v ,§) - ; A-, {x, S) +;.' K, {x,S.) . . .
,

Ck{x, è, X) q' (?) di =j K [x, I) 4 {I) dl - ïSk, (*, i) 4 {I) d| + . . . ,

as is proved in the theory of integral equations. From this it follows

that (4) for |A| <(2/'i//)' takes the form

y {.'<') = y. («) + y. C^-) + »/. (•••) (9)

where

y» {•'^) =

+ (P, (x) ^ Qi if, (§,) + y\,, (.f) 2 Qi V>. (£.)
j

»= 1 1 = 1 I

I

y, {X) = ^JK(X, g) q (I) d§ + ^^.J Ö. K(x, èi),

y ,
(X) = - 't'

I^fr ('' 5) 3 (') ^5 +^
. f^

<3. K, (.., § ) [
=

= -^JKix,i)yAè)dè,
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y„+i (^) = - .^JK{.v, §) y„ (ï) d§,
EI.

Each of tlie functions //„(.i), except y,{x), satisties (8). We shall

now prove the terms J/o' !Jv !h' to be the same as the corresponding

quantities of I, 5, from which it will follow that the series

y» + ^1 ~f" • • • • agrees with the series of 1,4. Indeed in the first

place yo(.r) is a linear Kinction of .r; the function ky,(x) represents

the linear load «;i' + (J, which is defined in I, 5 and is statically

equivalent to the given load. For we have

/ I

^ƒ//, i^) <P, (^) dx =J<f. iS)q{ê) '/I + J Qi cp, m,

; ;

kjy, (*) rp, (*) d.v = Jxp, {^)q(i) d + ^^ Q, xp, (g,).

or substituting in it the expressions found for the functions q>, (x)

and tf», (x)

I I

Cky, (w) dx
=Jq (§) d^ + ^ Qi

~

/ I

ƒ(^-i) ky, (x) dx =ƒ(§-!) ^(§) dg + 2^ Q, (§.— è),

which proves the proposition.

Omitting from f9) the deflexion y„ the remaining terms represent

the remaining deflexion. This becomes ?/, for ^ = and so y,

represents the deflexion which the beam, if not supported bj the

ground, gets under the influence of tiie load that remains after

subtraction of m x -\- ^ from the given load. As besides //,(.() satisfies

(8), it is identical with the quantity y, of I, 5.

The reaction of the ground, arising from the deflexion 7/1, represents

a load — ky^ of the beam; by this load the beam, if not supported

by the ground, would get a deflexion, which we may calculate

from (7) viz.

I

EIJ
K{x,l)y,(^)d^.
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This represents the deflexion y, (a.); it is seen to be the same as

the quantity y, of I, 5. In the same way we continue and so we
may prove that (9) agrees term by term with the series of paper I.

7. In case the expansion do not converge, it may happen that

the method of graphical integration, communicated in paper I,

remains still valid (vid I, 7); this depends on the approximate

proportionality of the functions y„i^) for large values of ?j. We
shall prove this now ; more exactly : we shall prove

km = — n
11-^00 .Vri (•»)

where fi is independent from x.

Now K„ (.<", s) is represented by the absolutely and uniformly

convergent series

i^ / t\ ^ "'"' (*) ""'" (^)

'»=! A"

where the quantities A,„ represent the numbers i^i'iliY and (^?i//)* in

the order of their magnitude and the functions iüm{^) are the

corresponding normal orlliogonal functions. Putting

nun(%)q(%)d^+ ':E Q\w,„{èi) = P„ (10)ƒ
we get the absolutely and uniformly convergent series

°° Pm V>m («)
y„{x)=(-ky-y 2 ' {n=\,2, . . .)

m = 1 )
''m

Supposing h to be the smallest value of m for which P,„ ^ 0, we
can write

The series in the right hand member of this equation has an

absolute value which is less than the sum of the series

^ Pm tOm (x)
I

,

1)1 ^ 1 *A+m

a quantity which is independent from n. From this and from

Urn (—]=0

we get
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'*'" /

—

ï^ïï^T V" ('') = ^>> "'A <'')

In this way we find

,"+1
'A

A'

n—> 00 2/n '•''7 ^A n—^ oo ^7

Vn M
which proves the proposition ; we see that

k'

Now, if in drawing the successive deflexions ?/„,?/,, y,, ... . it is

found that y„_|_i : y„ is sufficiently independent from -e, it will be

permitted occasionally to consider

yn =yo + Vi + • + yn-i +
1 f

k'

to he the deflexion y. For we have

III . Vn "„
, ,, 1 -r-i

"mWm\x) 2/n

1 +
m=A i

h
1 +

= j:
Pm U'm {X

n^h ^jn ~r ^

t:)\ / k' \>-i i

' + 57

and as

!H=A ^m "T A tn=A V ^"i / Mm ~r "^

Aa

^mih +/c')

y = .Vt

n=l ^m ~r "-

we get

yn ~ y=^ — 2 Pm W,,

m=A+l + k' K,{h+k')\'

since m = h gives zero. If k' <^ A/,^i , the series has zero as a limit

for n —* CO, which is easily seen by writing it in the form

.Vn — .V = — ^ Pm Wm (.') I -^ I

A+iy m=A+l

Aa

^m y ^^-fe' A^aA + 'i'
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since the absolute values of the series occurring in the right hand

member is less than the sum of the convergent series

m=h-\-l ^m + ^

If thus appears that we may consider y„ to be the required

deflexion ?/, supposed n be large enough and k' <^ )/,+! If g is,

after h, the lirst value of m such that Pm j^ 0, the condition ^'<^/.

must been satisfied if we wish to replace y by ?/„ for large values of n.



Ciiemistry. — "The Phenomenon of Electrical Supertension."l\\.^]

By Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated by Prof. P. Zeeman.)

(Communicated at the meeting of February 24, 1923.)

In nij book "Die Theorie der Allotropie" '), and also in tlie

preceding communications I have treated the electrical supertension

only very briefly. Therefore I will discuss this important phenomenon
somewhat more at length here.

We imagine the case that a palladium or |)latinnm electrode is

made cathode. For the explanation of the phenomenon that will now

Fig. 1.

appear, we shall make use of the ^, A'-diagram, in which the ex-

perimental electric potential of the electrodes is plotted as function

') These Proc. Vol. XXI No. 3, p. 375 (1918); Vol, XXI, No. 8, p. 1106 (1919).

*) JoHANN Ambeosius Barth, Leipzig. 1921.

English edition Longmans, Green and Co. London 1922.

French edition Gauthier Villars. Paris. 1928.
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of the concentration ; on the assumption that the pressure (1 atm.),

temperature, and total ion-concentration (metal ions -|- hydrogen

ions) are constant. In the foregoing figure 1 hydrogen is taken for

one electrode, and palladium for the other, but instead of the

latter platinum might, of course, have been chosen just as well.

Line bh indicates the potentials of the Series of electrolytes that

can coexist with different palladium phases. These phases of the

palladium are different, because palladium dissolves the hydrogen

in quantities wrhich increase with the hydrogen-ion concentration

of the electrolyte.

Line bf indicates the potentials of the different palladium phases

containing hydrogen '), which coexist with the different electrolytes.

In our £',A-figure the potential of the metal-phase can be read on

the E-&x\s, but it is clear that on this axis also the potential oftiie

electrolyte can be read, when we reverse the sign.

The line ag represents the potentials of the different electrolytes

coexisting with the gaseous hydrogen phases. These hydrogen phases

consist of pure hydrogen, and lie, iherefore, on the hydrogen axis.

Accordingly the portion ak of the hydrogen axis gives the potentials

of the hydrogen phases coexisting with the different electrolytes.

The point of intersection c of the lines bh and ag represents the

electrolyte which can coexist at the same time with the palladium

phase [e) and with the hydrogen phase [d), so that it also shows

the potential of this three-phase equilibrium. The situation of this

point of intersection follows from the solubility products of hydrogen

and palladium :
')

Lpd= (Pd- •) ((9)' = 1
0'' ^ - «".

At the three-phase equilibrium

(6)H,={e)pd

from which follows:

(Pd--) _Lpd_ JQ2X-U.2

iffy Lh,

If (H') is put =1, then {Pd") = 10^^'*-^.

From this it is seen that the point e lies very much on one side,

and that when a palladium electrode was immersed in a 1-N sulphuric

') This line indicates the gross hydrogen concentrations, and gives, therefore,

no information about the stale in which the hydrogen is

•) Compare with regard to the smallness of these products the remarks in

"The Theory of Allotropy" in the chapter: "Small concentrations" p. 172.
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acid solution, and the palladium was and remained in inner

equilibrium, this metal would dissolve a little, till tlie palladium

concentration of JO^x ^*-^ was readied, while a corres|)ondiiig in-

appreciable quantity of hydrogen would have been generated. In

this it is assumed that both platinum and hydrogen continue to be

in inner equilibrium, for the value used for Ljj, agrees with the value

for hydrogen in inner equilibrium, and we shall for the moment
assume the value used for Lpj also to agree with the condition of

inner equilibrium of Pel. Pd is, howevei-, an inert metal, so that

the solubility product of this metal will in reality have decreased

through the slight attack, and the dissolving will have already stopped,

before the palladium ion concentration lO^x 15.2 [i^g been reached ').

For the sake of simplicity we shall, however, assume here that

no disturbance of the Pd takes place, and that Ihe three-phase

equilibrium is established, in which the iV-phase e coexists with the

electrolyte c and wilh the hydrogen phase J at a piessure of one

atmosphere. When now the PJ-electrode is made cathode, or in

other words, when electfons are added to the Pd, hydrogen and

palladium ions in the ratio of 1 ; iO'^-x.—^^'^ or practically only

hydrogen ions will be separated at this electrode. It will now depend

on the velocity with which the inner equilibrium

sets in, if the hydrogen formed will coexist in a slate of internal

equilibrium or in a state of formation. In this condition the solubi-

lityproduct of the hydrogen is greater, and the point that now
denotes the coexisting hydrogen phase, will lie on a potential curve

that lies at more negative values, and is represented by a'g' in fig. 2.

We must, however, not forget that this line could only be realised

when the state of formation of the hydi'ogen discussed just now could

coexist unchanged in electro-motive equilibrium with a series of solutions.

This is, however, not the case; only one point can be realised on

this curve, and this is the point indicating the liquid layer that

coexists with the hydrogen phase d', which is in a state of formation,

and with the palladium phase e'. The heterogeneous equilibrium

between the metal boundary layer and the hydrogen boundary layer,

just as that with the liquid boundary layer, having been immediately

established, the palladium boundary layer will also contain too many
hydrogen ions and electrons, which means that also the hydrogen

dissolved in this metal boundary layer, will be in a state of formation.

1) The potential + 0.82 V., from which the solubility product Lpd = 10^ ^ ""^^^

has been calculated, is most probably already a potential of a disturbed state of

the metal palladium.
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We raa}^ of course, also start from the Pel, and say that only

in the PJ-electrode to wliicli electrons are added, and in which

hydrogen ions dissolve, hydrogen is formed in a state of formation, and

that afterwards gaseous hydrogen occurs in a state of formation, but this

only implies a difference so far as the first moments are concerned,

for when once electrolytic generation of hydrogen has set in, this

Fig. 2.

will occur in a state of formation at the same time in the gas

phase and in tiie metal phase.

It should be pointed out here that when we have a homogeneous

phase, as the solid solution of hydrogen in palladium, the electrical

potential of these two components with respect to the coexisting

electrolyte must be the same. This applies also to the solid solutions

lying on the line be, but in the solid solution lying on this line

there is equilibrium between hydrogen molecules, hydrogen ions,

and electrons, whereas this is not the case in the P(/-boundary layer

which coexists with hydrogen in a state of formation.

This is, therefore, the reason that the P(/-phase e' coexisting with

the hydrogen phase d', does not lie on the prolongation of the line 6e.

The hydrogen dissolved in the P(/-phase e' is in the state of

formation, and consequently this phase is richer in hydrogen ions

and electrons than when the hydrogen is in inner equilibrium. The
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potential of the dissolved iiydrogen in e' is more strongly negative,

and the same must, tlierefore, hold for the Pd. It is now, however,

the question in what way the potential of tlie palladium has under-

gone this change.

It is clear that the Pd must have become richer in P(/-ions and

electrons. We have already seen that this phase has become richer

in electrons through addition of hydrogen in a state of formation,

so that only the question is still to be answered how the

concenlration of the A/-ions can have been increased. This must

have taken place through the reaction

2H's + Pds -^ Pds + 2Hs

in which, therefore, hydrogen ions have ceded their charge to

Pd-Siioms. We, therefore, come to the conclusion that the palladium

boundary layer, which coexists with hydrogen in a state of formation,

will possess too many hydrogen ions, palladium ions and electrons,

or in other words, that it will contain both hydrogen and palladium

in a state of formation.

If palladium could coexist in the same state of formation with a l.N.

solution of a palladium salt, the electric potential would, of course,

possess a more strongly negative value than corresponds to point b in

fig. 2. This more strongly negative potential is indicated by b'.

And when, therefore, the same state of formation of /\/ could continue

to exist also in contact with the whole series of solutions, the line

b'e' would indicate the solid solutions which can coexist with the

electrolytes lying on the line h'c'. The new three-phase equilibrium

that is found when P;/ is made cathode at a definite density of current,

and in which hydrogen escapes in a state of formation, is denoted

by the points d'c'e'. The line a' c' g' rising very little throughout

the greater part of the concentration region, it is clear that the

value of the negative potential in this new three-phase equilibrium

would be equally great when the point c' lay on the prolongation

of the line be, and the point e on the prolongation of the line be,

but as we demonstrated above, the points c' and e' belong to other

lines than those that are mentioned here. It follows from these

considerations that in the case of electrolytic generation of hydrogen

the state of formation of the hydi'Ogen in the coexisting hydrogen and

palladium phases are very closely related. This makes it clear that

the cathode metal can exert influence on the degree of super-tension.

The state of formation is a state of non-equilibriun), and the differ-

ent cathode metals will, to a different degree, accelerate the con-

version of this state of noneqiiilibrinm in the direction of the inner
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equilibrium. Tiiis is the reason why the so-called super-tension of

hydrogen is different, when different metal cathodes are used.

It is self-evident liiat when the state of formation of the hydrogen

does not vanish too quickly, tiie i)ydrogen must possess an almormallj

high conductivity for electricity immediately after the escape. This

phenomenon was, indeed, found long ago'), but it was tried to

explain it in another way ; it is, however, probable that this phe-

nomenon is for the greater part to be attributed to the slate

of formation.

The activity of the hydrogen dissolved in the metal phase, is in

perfect harmony with the considerations given here. As regards the

temperory variations of the super-tension, tiiey will have to be

explained by the slow change in constitution of the coexisting

phases. The heterogeneous equilibrium between the boundary layers

is established with great velocity, but the composition of the phases

changes slowly, and this must be the reason that the three-phase

equilibrium metal-electrolyte-hydrogen changes slowly.

In conclusion I will still |)oint out that analogous considerations,

of course, apply to oxygen and other non-metals. As is discussed

in "The Theory of Allotropy" p. 160 et seq, the extension of

this theory to non-metals, necessitated the assumption that the atoms

of all elements can split off and receive electrons.') The difference

between the solubilities of the positive and the negative ions in

elements with pronounced metal- resp. metalloid character, is so

great that for the explanation of the electro-motive behaviour as a

rule only the positive or the negative ions need be taken into

account. But as was also already stated the supposition mentioned

must very certainly be used when the positive charges of non-metals

with regard to electrolytes, and likewise the small electric conducti-

vity of non-metals in electrically neutral condition, is to be explained.

Further the said supposition is also required to make clear the

formation of compounds between metals.')

When we now return to the non-metals and choose oxygen as

example, we have to consider the two following reactions

:

0,^20"'- 4- 2r, /9

and

0, + 2r, (9^20"'"

As v, = 2, the latter reaction may be written

:

0, + ie:;t20".

') BscKER. Jahrb. der Radioaktivitat. 9, 52 (1912).

») Theory of Allotropy p. 160.
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The latter equation is sufficient to explain the electric super-

tension of the oxygen. It was stated ^) that in the case of anodic

polarisation of an unatlackable electrode oi' an inert metal the sepa-

rated oxjgen inu.st relative!}' contain too few electrons and too few

negative oxygen ions, so that oxygen in a state of formation or in other

words oxygen in super-tension would have to possess an abnormally

small electric conductivitly immediately after its formation, at least

when no other phenomena neutralise this effect.

When we liave an inert metal, i. e. a metal that can be easily

disturbed, and we make this anode, polarisation will take place.

If the disturbance of the metal goes so far that oxygen is separated,

then, tiie metal boundary layer being poor in ions and electrons,

also the coexisting oxygen phase will be abnormjilly poor in elec-

trons. Besides tiie other substances coexisting in the liquid, the metal

boundary layer will also contain oxygen dissolved, and it is evident

that the state of this oxygen, dissolved in the metal, will depend on

the slate of the oxygen in the coexisting oxygen layer.

Laboratory for General and Lnorganic

Chemistry of the university.

Amsterdam, Februari 1923.

1) Theory of Allotropy p 164.



Chemistry". — " 21ie Influence of Intensive, Drying on Internal

Conversion" . I. By Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated by

Prof. P. Zeeman).

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923).

In December 1921 a communication was published in the 100"'

volume of the Z. f. pliysik. Chemie under the same title as is given

above. In manuscript this communication was at first more extensive,

for it also contained a |)ossible explanation of the great influence

found by Baker of intensive drying on the chemical reactivity of

gases, and besides a discussion of the sa-ammoniac problem '). The

reason why for the present I withheld this part was as follows.

I was at the time still in doubt whether in intensive drying it

should be assumed that a fixation or a shifting of the inner

equilibrium takes place. The results of Baker's researches') published

then spoke greatly in favour of a shifting, but at lirsl this assumption

seemed open to objections, because it is then necessary to assume that

the slightest trace of moisture can give rise to a great displacement

of the inner equilibrium.

Afterwards, wlieii Baker had published') a new series ol' experi-

ments, it seemed nevertheless the most probable conclusion tliat here

a shifting of the inner equilibrium takes place, which from a

thermodynamic standpoint means that very much work is required

to withdraw the last traces of water from a system.

Accordingly I showed in the English and in the French edition

of the Theory of Allotropy, in which I devoted a chapter to Baker's

experiments, that in my opinion intensive drying gives rise to a

displacement of the internal equilibrium. Since then my own investi-

gation, which I carried out with some of my pupils, has contirmed

this supposition.
^

The explanation of the influence of intensive drying on reactivity,

which I left unpublished so far, is exceedingly simple, for we

1) Also the influence of intensive drying on the properties of Sal ammoniac,

becomes explicable, wlien this substance is assumed to contain two kinds of

molecules, one of which is dissociable, and the other is not.

») Trans. Ghem. Soc. 51, 2339 (1903).

S) Trans. Chem. Soc. 121, 568 (1922).
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have onlj' to apply tlie theory of allotropy, i.e. we have to

assume that every phase of tliese substances contains at least two

different kinds of molecules, which are of course in inner equili-

brium in the case of unary behaviour, to which we add the supo-

sition that at least one of these kinds of molecules is chemically

inactive. This is very well possible, wince the mechanism of the

transformation into another type of molecule will be an intirely

different one from thai of chemical action with other substances.

To represent the case as simply as possible we can then assume

that there are only two different kinds of molecules, one of which

is active, the other inactive. When for ammonia we denote them

by NH,« and NH,;i, we have in each phase in the case of unary

behaviour, the following inner equilibrium:

My supposition was this that on intensive drying tliis inner

equilibrium is shifted towards the inactive side, and in this case,

completely, so that in the ammonia remains that only contains the

inactive kind of molecules.

I will just mention here that I emphatically pointed out before

that the expression "different kinds of molecules" should be taken

in its widest sense. It should comprise not only the isomer and

polymer molecules, but also the electrically charged dissociation products,

ions -\- electrons, and it stands to reason that in many cases the

difference between the different kinds of molecules lies in adilference

in the atomic structure.

li is particularly the more recent views of atomic structure that

have brought to light that between the different atoms very subtle

differences are possible, which are e.g. in connection with a change

of tiie quanta values of the \alency-electi'on-paths, and this leads to

kinds of molecules with more subtle differences than those which

are assumed to exist between the ordinary isomers. The fact, however,

remains that also these different kinds of molecules may be ranged

under this category when the sense in which the idea "isomery" is

taken, is very wide.

During my investigation there appeared a publication by Baty

and Duncan '), in which they communicate among other things that

the rapidity at which gaseous ammonia, withdrawn from an iron

cylindre with liquid ammonia, is decomposed by a platinum spiral

heated at a definite temperature, is dependent on the velocity of

evaporation of the liquid ammonia. On rapid evaporation ammonia gas

1) J. Chem. Soc. 121 en 122, 1008 (1922).

18
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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was obtained of inuoh smaller velocity of decomposition than on slow

evaporation. Bai.y and Duncan expressed the opinion that this ditference

is probably caused by this, that on rapid evaporation there is formed

a gas phase rich in the kind of molecules that preponderate in the

liquid phase, whereas on slow evaporation there has been a possi-

bility for the conversion of this kind of molecules into another, of

which the gas phase chiefly consists in ordinary circumstances.

One kind of molecules, which chiefly occurs in liquid ammonia,

would then be the inactive kind, and the other kind of molecules,

of which the ordinary ammonia gas chiefly consists, the active one.

They further pointed out that the existence of inactive and active

kinds of molecules probably accounts for the chemical inactivity of

the gas dried by Bakkk.

So we see that in this paper Bai.y and Duncan already express

the supposition at which I had als(j arrived, though 1 did not publish

it because my investigation was not yet sufTliciently advanced. Baly-

Duncan's results, however, are not very convincing, as Bhiscoe')

observed, because they can also be explained in another way. He

says: "It is known, that ordinary commercial ammonia, dried over

lime, contains about 1 percent of water '), and that rapid, irreversible

destination, such as may occur by free discharge of gas from a cylinder

of liquid, is a very effective means of sejiaialing the constituents even

of a constant boiling mixture'), so that the gas thus obtained may well

be considerably drier than that in real equilibrium with the cylinder

liquid. Baly has found that the addition of water vapour to ordinary

ammonia increases its reactivity, drying certainly decreases its reac-

tivity, and so the greater dryness of the "inactive" form would

appear to be capable of explaining the whole of the observations,

including the "recovery" of the gas in cylinders on standing (by

acquisition of the equillibrium content of water vapour) identity of

slowly released cylinder gas with laboratory preparations dried by

lime, recovery of inactive gas in the experimental tube, when the

wire is heated at 200° (release of absorbed water from the wire or

walls) and the increase in reactivity of "inactive" ammonia with

increase of temperature of the wire".

These remarks of Briscoe's, which are very true in my opinion,

deprive Bai.y's published experiments for the present of all their

•) Annual Reports of the Progress of Chemistry vol. 19 1922, p. 37.

») Briscoe refers here to White T. 121, 1688 (1922), but this must be a mistake

for White has not found this.

») MuLLiKEN J. Amer. Ghem. Soc. 44, 2389 (1922).
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cogency as a proof of the existence of an active and an inactive

kind of molecules in ammonia.

I wanted to test my supposition in another way and took, accord-

ingly, an entirely different course.

After having convinced myself that the pure P,0, which I prepared

by Baker's method, had really the same |)roperties as that of Bakkr'),

I began with some of my pupils an investigation of the influence of

intensive drying on the point of transition, the melting-point, the

vapour tension of the solid and liquid state, and the electrical resistance

of the liquid phase of a great number of substances, and among them

those substances, of which Bakek found that the chemical activity

disappeared by intensive drying, occupy a very particular place on

account of the great importance of this phenomenon. Of this latter

group first of all NH,, HCI, CO, and (), were taken in hand.

In a following communication our results aiul the particulars of

the experiments will be discussed.

Laboratory of General and Inorg.

Chemistry of the University.

Amsterdam, March 20'i' 1923.

') I became acquainted with this method through a private communication by

Prof Bakke before it was publislied. which saved me a great deal of trouble

and lime. I will avail myself of this apportunity to express my cordial tlianks to

Prof. Baker for his kindness.

18*



Chemistry. — "The Sijxtem Sulphur Trioxide" I. By Prof. A. Smits.

(Communicated by Prof. P. Zeeman).

(Communicated at the meeting of March '24, 1923).

For some years the examination of snlplmr trioxide has been on

my programme, because I surmised that this substance would yield

suitable material to test the theory of allotropy. As, however, other

investigations had to go first, this examination could not be taken

in hand until a sliort time ago.

In the meantime Berthoud ') Le Bi,anc with ROti.e ") published

each a treatise on vapour tensions and melting-points of this sub-

stance. Though these two papers will be discussed more at length

later on, I will make here already a few remarks, and more parti-

cularly in connection with the latter publication.

The results published there prove with I he greatest clearness

that SO, is really a substance which not only can be used as a test

of the above-mentioned theory, but which is so eminently fit for it

that in this respect it is unequalled by any other. For the results

obtained show that both the liquid and the solid phases of the SO,

can behave as phases of more than one component, which without

any doubt must be attributed to the complexity of this phase.

This complexity is owing to the occurrence of different kinds of

molecules in the same phase, which molecular-species are in

internal equilibrium with each other in the case of unary behaviour.

I emphatically pointed out on an earlier occasion that the term

"different kinds of molecules" should be taken in as wide a sense

as possible '). By them we should understand not only the isomer

and the polymer molecules, but also the electrically charged disso-

ciation products, ions -j- electrons, and it is self-evident, that in

many cases the dilference between molecular-species mentioned

here lies in a difïerence between the atoms. It is in particular the

more recent views on the atomic structure, that bring to light, that

there are very subtle differences possible between the different atoms,

which e.g. are in connection with a change of the quanta-values of

the valency-electron- paths, and this leads to kinds of molecules with

') Helvetica Chem. Acta 5, 513 (1922).

«) Ber. d. Sachs Akad. v. Wiss. Leipzig 74, 106 (1922).

') The theory of Allotropy p. 2.
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more subtle differences than Hiose, which are assumed between the

ordinary isomers. Nevertheless when the idea of "isomery" is taken

in a wider sense, also these different kinds of molecules may be

classed under this category.

We cannot say as yet what kinds of molecules occur in the diffe-

rent phases of the pure SOj. The molecular size in the vapour

phase agrees about with SO,, but it is very well possible that there

occur isomer molecules of SO3 at the same time, and it is also

possible that there is also a polymer kind of molecules present in

small concentration. The kinds of molecules tiiat occur in the gas

phase, will also be present in the liquid phase, hence according to

the theory of allotropy also in the solid phase, though in a different

proportion, when the idea molecular of conception is taken in a

wide sense ')• up to now we have been completely in the dark as

far as the internal slate of solid SO, is concerned. The measurements

of the surface tension can, indeed, extend our knowledge concerning

the complexity of the liquid phase somewhat, but we still lack means

to decide whether a unary solid phase is a mixed crystal in internal

equilibrium or not.

Contrary to Le Bi.anc's opinion it is not possible to conclude to

the molecular size of a substance in the solid state in a solvent

from the found mol. weight of this substance. ')

With a view to supplementing our methods of research with those

that make use of Röntgen rays in the hope of learning something

more in the end about the more delicate inner state of equili-

brium in the solid |)hase, I instituted a department for the Röntgen

investigation of the solid substance in my laboratory some years

ago. Though the way which I had decided to follow, leads to the

typical allotropic substances, it seemed desirable first to examine

some simple, but nevertheless very interesting, substances, in which

results were to be expected which might be of great importance

for getting a clearer insight into the nature of the chemical bond.

Accordingly Messrs J. M. Bijvokt and A. Karssen have studied

Li, LiH, NaClO,, NaBrO,, in which it was possible to determine

the structure and the binding of the particles on definite suppo-

sitions. ') Now the investigation of Hgl, has been taken in hand,

though we know that by means of this investigation we shall not

be able to decide whether the solid phase in a mixed crystal.

1) Gf. "The Theory of Allotropy" p. 220.

') Loc. cit.

3) Partly published in These Proc. 23, 644, 1365 (1921); 25, 27 (1922); Zeit-

schr. f. Physik. 14, 291 (1923).
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Tlie investigation \)\ means of Röntgen rajs is by no means so

powerful as it is often supposed to be. Thanks to the researclies of

Bakhuis Roozeboom and his pupils we have got to nnderstand the

behaviour of the mixed crystal phases in binary systems to a great

extent, but what does the Röntgen investigation teach us about tliese

mixed crystals?

Let us e.g. take the simple system KCl.KBr, a system of which

we know that the solid components are homogeneously mixable in

all proportions, and let us now 8up[)08e an arbitrary mixed crystal

from this continuous series to be given to a Röntgen analyst. If this

investigator is under the impression that he has to do with a solid

phase of a simple substance, he will interpret the intensities found

in the usual way, and will (ind them in very good agreement with

the image of the system that was supposed l)y him to i)e niono-

componeulial. For the intensities can only serve as a test of an

already assumed model, and as there are still so many factors that

are not sufficiently accurately known in the interpretation of these

intensities, and because besides there are nearly always some para-

meters that have to be chosen so as to suit, a good agreement

can be found, even when the supposition is erroneous.

Partly in consequence of these circumstances, partly in conse-

quence of the impossibility to give already now a sharp image of

the complexity, as this has also been assumed by me for the solid

phase, the Röntgen invesrigation, in its present stage of development,

cannot serve as yet for a further elaboration of the theory of

allotropy, and it will, no doubt, be still some years before the

Röntgen research will be able to throw new light on the inner

equilibria, which have already been found in the solid state.

All the same we have started the Röntgen study of the interesting

Hgl,, because we wished in any case to ascertain if any changes occur

in the Röntgen spectrum of these compounds in the temperature

interval of 130—255°, and, if so, what changes, hoping that some

conclusions may be drawn from this with some probability.

I have thought it necessary to publish the above discussion, because

a great many mistaken ideas still prevail in this region.

When we now return to Le Blanc's investigation, I will remark

that he found, among other things, that on cooling of the supercooled

liquid below 13.9° solidification suddenly sets in, ' on which the

vapour tension ap|)eared to have risen, also after the temporary rise

of temperature had disappeared. Hence at the same temperature

the solid phase formed presented a higher pressure than the super-

cooled liquid, and Le Blanc thought this phenomenon comparable
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with tlie action of oxygen on pliospliorus, in which ozone and a

pliosphoro-oxjgen coniponnd was formed.

This, statement shows ver_v clearij the insn[)erable diflicult^' with

which one is confronted, when with phenomena which so clearl}'

point to the complex character of the phases, one jet continues to

occupy the old standpoint.

I will not treat the phenomena found in the examination of SO,

more at length here, but leave the discussion of them to the

following communication.

Amsterdam, March 1923.

Laboratory of General and Inoryanic

Chemistry of the University.



Geology. -— "Geological data derived from the region of the

"Bird's head" of New-Guinea" . By Prof. L. Ruttkn.

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923).

Tlie great nortliwestern Peninsula of New-Guinea is one of the

least known parts of the Indian Arcliipeiago. In recent times some

data concerning it have been published by R. D. M. Vehbeek in

his "Molukken Verslag"'), and C. E. A. Wichmann, when journeying

from the east coast to Horna, discovered a folded coal-bearing for-

mation ') which proved to be of tertiary age ').

In the last few years (between 1917 and 1921), however, explo-

rations were made on a large scale in Northern New-Guinea and

also in the "Birds head" for oil and coal, by the officers of the

Mining Department in the Dutch East Indies. The results of these

explorations have not been published as yet "), but some years ago

I received fi-om the Director of the Mining Department in the Dutch

East-Indies a rather large collection of limestones and marls for

examination. The study of this collection has been finished, but tiiere

would be little sense in expatiating on it here, a fortiori as a

description will probably be published elsewhere. II may be of

interest though, to summarize the obtained results.

Although we are not quite sure that all the rocks we examined,

are of tertiary age, this may yet be assumed for the great majority.

Now, when observing on the subjoined sketch-map the localities

of "Bird's head" from which the examined rocks are derived, we
realize at once I hat tertiary deposits have a ivide distrbution in the

north-west part of Nein-Guinea. However, eocene rocks seem to he

scarce among the tertiary deposits, which is quite in keeping with

what we know about the other parts of New-Guinea. They were

found only in two regions: in the first place between the island

of Rumberpon and Horna, where, in two localities, Nummulites-

Alveolina limestone and Alveolina-Lacazina limestone have been

') Jaarboek Mijnwezen Ned. Indie 1908. Wetensch. Gedeelte.

») Nova Guinea. IV. 1917.

*) Nova Guinea. VI. 2. 1914.

*) I. C. 0.-Commissie, The history and present state of scientific research in the

Dutch East Indies. Geology, p. 28. 1923.
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collected, as well as oligomioceiie limestones; while Lacazina-lime-

stones have been found near Ihe Carapong Horna; in the second

ife!^^

Eoceen

Oud Neogeen

Jong Neogeen

Indifferente Gesteenten, meest tertiair

Marine Arkose

Marmer

Oude Schistmateriaai in Tertiair

Eocene.

Older Neogene.

Younger Neogene.

Indifferent Rocks, mostly tertiary.

Marine Arcose.

Marble.

Old Schist-material in Tertiary.

place in the northwestern part of the "Bird's head", where Laca-

zina-iimestones have been collected, at one locality. From this it is

evident that eocene is only sparingly distributed; moreover it should

be observed that the rocks of the two localities, where Lacazina

alone is found, cannot on that account be referred to the eocene

with absolute certainty, however probable this may be. From the

region between Rnmberpon (Amberpon) and Horna rocks have been

described by me formerly that pointed to the boundary strata

lietween eogene and neogene ').

On the contrary limestones of littoral facies from tlie older neogene

have been found in a large number of localities, characteiized by

the occurrence of Lepidocyclina, Miogypsina and Cycloclypens.

Similar limestones from the region between Rumberpon and Horna

and from the Andai-river near Menokwari, have been previously

described. They now appear to occur to the west of Rnmberpon
in a broad zone, running north-south, and to extend farther south

1) Nova Guinea. VI. 2. 1914.
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than Aiidai, while they can be recognized in a zone running all

along the nortli coast of "the Bird's head" as far as the island of

Batanta. II will be seen at a glance that we have to do here

with a cotnparativily narrow zone of oldei'-neogene, which follows

the east, coast and ihe north coast of the "Bird's head". It may be

that older-neogerie still occnrs also in the more western and southern

region of "Bird's head", but it is remarkable that among the numerous

rocks from those regions that were examined by me, there was not

a single one that could positively be referred to the older neogene.

We shall see lower down that this is partly due to the facies of

the discovered rocks being indifferent, to oiii' having to do either

with non-fossiliferous rocks or with rocks that have been deposited

in a deeper sea, in which the fossils, so characteristic of the littoral

older neogene, cannot be expected to occur. But beyond these also

rocks occur repeatedly in the southern part of the "Bird's head", (hat

are of littoral facies, in which e.g. Lithothamnium, Operculina and

Amphistegina, the companions of Lepidocyclina in the older neogene

etc., occiii', but in which the Foraminifera, which are characteristic

of the older neogene, are lacking. In such cases we no doubt have

to do with younger neogene lohich indeed is often borne out by the

habitus of the roch. As an instance we point to the basin of the

Aer Beraur and of the Aer Klasaman, in which a series of rocks

occur that are referable to the younger neogene. Another region of

probably young-neogene rocks, partly with true littoral habitus, is

situated North of lake Amaru. Between lake Amaru and the Aer

Beraur a number of rocks have been found: globigerina marls, fine

grained lime sandstones and the like, which are completely indif-

ferent, so that nothing can be said about their age. The same

applies to some rocks from the region soutii of lake Amaru. A long

list of rock samples, collected in a west-east zone far north of lake

Amaru, are undoubtedly referable to the neogene, but their fossils

and their facies are not typical enough to say whether they belong

to the older or to the younger neogene. In some rocks, however,

doubtful Lepidocyclina were recognized; Ihe others have been

classed under the "indifferent rocks". Lastly among the rocks from

the basin of the Aer Sebjar there are some littoral limestones, in

which no "older" forms are to be found, so that here also we have

probably to do with younger neogene. On the other hand, a number

of very fine grained lime sandstones and globigerina limes, collected

east of Mnturi-river have to be classed under the "indifferent rocks".

They may be of older-neogene age, because in the adjacent region

towards the east (west of Rnmberpon) a few transition rocks were
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found among true littoral Le|iidot'\'clina-liines and Globigeriiia-limes.

Lastlj [)iesnmablj jonng-iieogene rocks are to be found to the

North and West of Menokwari. Here Globigerina marls and loose

limesands, occur, which indeed do not include typical fossils, but

which on account of their quite .young habitus are most likely to

be reckoned to the younger neogene. This in fact agrees with the

circumstance that some limestones in this region are of littoral

facies but do not contain Lepidocyclina, Cyclocljpeus or Miogjpsina.

Before this a description was published of limestones from the island

of Manaswari, near Menakwari, that were considered to be younger-

neogene ').

Between the localities of old-ueogene limes south of Menokwari

and those west ot Rumberpon are situated the high Arfak Moun-

tains, which according to Verbeek') and Wichmann ^) are composed

of granular eruptive rocks, schists and slates. From the i-egion of the

Arfak mountains I received three rocks most likely tertiary and built

u|) of (letrilus from the Arfnk Mountains. They are coarse-grained

arcoses of marine origin, which together with Corals also contain

a very few Globigerina. The minerals represented here are much

quartz, orthoclase, perthite and less plagioclase and biotite ; apparently

we have to do here with the detritus of acid granites.

Coarse-grained detritus uf old rocks occurs also frequently in the

northern part of "the Bird's head" in the rocks of tertiary age —
notably in the old-ueogene rocks. This goes to show that below,

and perhaps also at the surface, tliere must e.flst a mountain ranfje of

older rocks. The localities marked on the map by an o are those

where in the limestones transported fragments of quartzite and

phyllite occur. A rock from the basin of the Aer Sebjar contained

grains of perthite and orthoclase, which remind us of the detritus

rocks of the Arfak mountains.

The future reports of the Mining Department will undonbtedly

contain interesting information on these "older rocks" in the" Bird's

head".

1) Nova Guinea. VI. 2. p. 29. 42.

') Nova Guinea IV. p. 97.

») Tijdschr. Kon. Ned. Aardr. Geii. (2). 21. 1904.



Mathematics. — "A theorem concerning power-series in an infinite

number of variables, with an application to Dirichi.et's ')

series." By H. Ü. Kloosterman. (Communicated by Prof.

J. C. Kluyver.)

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923).

^ J. An important relation between the theory of Dirichi.et's

series and the llieoiy of power-series in an infinite number of variables

(for abbreviation we shall write: power-series in an i. n. of v.) has

been discovered by H. Bohr'). Let

/(.) = i "^
, s = a + it (1)

be an ordinary Dirichlet's series. Put^Ei = — , .r, =~ , x,„ =
1= — , . . . (where p,„ is the 7?i-th prime-number, and let n ^= p"' //a

. . . /jV,

where /)„, , z»,,,
, . . . />„,. are the ditferent primes which divide «.

Then the series (1) can formally be written as a power-series in an

i. n. of v., thus :

00

P (.«,, .«,, . . . Xm ....)= i' a„ «"I X'i . . . .«'r =
n=l '

C -)- ^ Ca ,V.j, + 2' Ca„? Xa Xji + JE Ca,^,y «„ X;i X-j -\- . . .

u.=ï,'l,... a,3=l,2,.. a,,3,v=l,2,...

a < j8 "<?<''

This relation has been applied by Bohr to the so-called absoiute-con-

vergence-probieni for Dirichlet's series, tliat is to say the determ-

ination of liie abscissa of absolute convergence of (1) (the lower

bound of all numbers {i, such that the series (J) converges for

'J > ?, '" terms of (preferably as simple as possible) analytic

properties of the function represented by (1). Let B be the abscissa

of absolute convergence of (1), and Ü the lower limit of all numbers

a, such that f{s) is regular and bounded for o^a. The absolute-

convergence-problem will be solved, if the difference B — D is

known. Bohr proves that B=D for any Dirichlet's series that

can be formally represented in one of the following forms:

') A more detailed proof of the theorem will be published elsewhere.

2) Göttinger Nachrichten, 1913.
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a I

Pr,

or

« /

ƒ (,) ±= 77 I 1 + :^
m=I \ 1=1 ip' )'

or, what comes to the same thing, tor any Dirichlet's series for

wliicli tlie connected power-series in an i. n. of v. has one of tiie

forms

P{w^,a!„...:c,„,. ..) = Jq„(*„) ..... (2)

or

P (.V,, x„... .v,„ ,...)= no +Q„ (.r,,)) ... (3)

where (j„ (a.'„) (/i = 1, 2, . . . .) is a power-series in x,, withont a con-

slant term. The eqnalitj B ^ D is a consequence of tiie theoren) :

If: a. The series is bounded^) for |a,;J ^ On {n ^1,2,... .), tlien

f). it is absolutely convergent for \x„\<^^G,i, where d is an

arbitrary positive number in the interval <-' (9 <^ 1
').

Now, if we consider the power series (2) and (3), we see that

the variables x„ occur to some extent separated from one another.

This led Bohr to the conjecture, thai the equality B^D would

hold for any Dirichlet's series, for whicii I lie variables in the con-

nected power-series in an i. n. of v. do not occur too much mixed up.

Con tirmat ion of this conjecture is the purpose of the present com-

') According to Hilbert (Wesen unci Ziele elner Analysis der unendlich vielen

unabhiingigen Variabeln, Palermo Rendiconti, vol. 27, p. 67) a power-series in an

i. n. of V. is defined to be bounded if:

1". The power-series Pm (Xi, .Cj, ... .):„,) (AbschniUe), that may be obtained from

the power-series in an i. n. of v. by putting .Cni-j-i — .x'in-|-2 = . . . = 0, are, for all

values of m, absolutely convergent in the region |.i'il^ Gj, \Xi\ $ Gji • • • • l^ml ^ Grm-

2". There exists a number K, independent of m, such that, for every m, the

inequality

holds in the region |;ri| ^ ffj, \Xc,\ ^ Go, . . . . \xm\ ^ Gm-

^) It is well known, that b follows from a for any power-series in a finite

number of variables. Originally Hilbert had assumed this also, as being self evident,

for an i. n. of v. But Bohr showed that this could not be true by constructing an

example to the contrary.
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raiinication. In fact it can be proved that B^D holds for any

Dirichlet's series tliat can formally be written in tiie form

-.=1 i=\{y„y

wliere rp is an arbitrary (non-constant) ') integral function. As a

consequence of the relation, already mentioned above several times,

the following theorem concerning power-series in an i. n. of v. is

equivalent to this statement.

Theorem. If (f is an integral function and Q„(.r,) [nz=\,2, ...) a

formal ') power-series in .r„, without a constant term, and if the

power-series in an i. n.ofv. P(j;,,,r, x,,, )=t(Qi('''i) + QiC-^'i)

+ + Qm(''m) + •••) 's bounded for |x„j ^ ö„ (n = 1, 2, . . . .),

then it is absolutely convergent for \.r„\ ^6 G,,, ifO<^(9<Cl.

In the following pages an outline of llie proof of this theorem

will be given.

^2. For the sake of simplicity we take 6^, = G, =....=r6r„ =
= 6'>1, but dG<^\.

Because the given power-series in an i. n. of v. is bounded, there

exists a number A', not depending on 7/i, such that

I
V' (Q, l-^,) + Q, (*,) + • + C>m (?« )) < ^. . . • (-1)

The first part of the proof of the theorem of ^ 1 discusses the

power-series Q«(^»)(»=1.2 )• It is proved that it follows from

(4) that all these power-series possess a certain region of conver-

gence. Further research shows that two cases may occur:

r. The functions Qn{x„) are all regular for |.r„|< ö. This is the

general case.

T. If the integral function ff{y) has the form F\«''^/ (where V
is again an integral function), then it is only possible to conclude

that the functions QniXn) are logarithms of functions regular for

\xn\<^G, namely that they have the form Q„{x„) = log{l -f- /?„(•!•„)),

where Rn{x„) is regular for |.r„|<^ 6^, and R„{0) = 0').

1) If p is a constant, the theorem is trivial.

') That is to say, the existence of a region of convergence is not assumed, but

will appear to be a consequence of the other assumptions.

') It is interesting to observe, that obviously the series (2), with ip{y) = y,

falls under the first case, and the series (3), with f{y) = e^, Viz) = z, under the

second case.
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F'or shortness' sake we confine ourselves lo the fust case. (The

proof in the second case is not essentiall}' ditferenl, though in details

more intricate). Tlien the functions Q„{x„) are, because G ^ 1, ail

regular in their rosp. circles |,c„|^l.

For any function ƒ (s), regular for [^|<^ 1, and for which /(O) =:0,

we now define a number r as follows: ?• is the radius of the largest

circle, of which all points represent numbers assumed by f (z) in

the circle J2|^ 1. Let ?•„ (7i = J , 2, . . .) be the corresponding quantity

for Q,t {Xu). Then we first prove, that the series 2 r„ converges.

For this purpose we consider (4), valid for all sets of values of

,1',, .1', x,n, satisfying |.i'„[ ^ 6r^ (/t = i, 2, . . . . m), und, a fort ioi-i, for

all satisfying j.r„[<^l. Because fp U/) is an integral function, it is

possible to choose a number L so large, that the maximum value of

\if'{y)^, on the circle \y\^ L, is ^ K. Now suppose that, for some

value of m, r, -|- >,-)-.... -}- 7',„ ^ L. Then the maximum value of

\if'{y)^ on the circle |iy;^ 'i + '', + •••+ ''»' would be ]> K.

Now if we let the variables x„ (?; = d , 2, . . . . m) describe their resp.

circles ].ï„j^ 1, then Q,, (.(„) assumes all values satisfying
|
Q« fei)! ^ '""•

Hence y =z Q^ (x) -)- Q, (x^) -\- . . . . -\- (2,n {.v,„) assumes all values

satisfying \y\ ^ i\ -\- r, -\- . . . . -\- r,„. Therefore it would be possible

to find a set of values x\,x\, (.',„ such that

.'/ ^ Q> (*',) + Q. i^',) + • • • + Q.« (*•'.«) -- ('•, +'•, + • • + r„,)e'^,

where (r, -\- 7\ -\- . . . . -\- ?•„,) «;'^ represents that point of the circle

j(/|^= ^'i + '', "t- • + >'m where
| (p (y) \

assumes its maximum value.

Therefore we should have

I (f (Q, (^\) + Q. K) + • • . ^ Q,n(-^',n))
1
> K,

contradictory to (4). Therefore the supposition ?',-f-'',+ • • • + '"m ]>-^

can not be true. Since L is independent of m, this proves the

convergence of S ?•„.

We now apply the following theorem of Bohr'):
CO

Let the function /{z) = ^ a„ c" {ƒ (0) = 0) be regular for
|
2

|
^ 1.

Let M{q) be the maximum value of 'f[z)i on the circle \zI=q
(0<^p<[l). Then, if r is the quantity defined above, we have

r^kM{Q), where k is a number which depends on p only [k is

') Not yet published.
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therefore the same for all functions satisfying the assumptions of

the theorem).

Hence, if Mn{Q) is the maximum value of |Q„(.r„)| on the circle

I

;r„
\

= o (?i =; 1, 2, . . . ), we have r„ ^ k M,, ((/). Since we have

00 00

proved that ^ r,, is convergent, it now follows that the series ^ Af„((>)

11=1 "=i

converges also (for p<^l). From this fact llie theorem of ^1 can

be easily deduced.

For let ft, {x„) = 1 ötp' J!, {n = 1,2, . . .). Then

''^^/« = 1,2...A

If z= 6 G (where 6 is the constant of ^ 1), then it follows

that, if <[()<[ 1, ( we take for example (> :^—-— j,

2 M,{q)2 |a(n)| @P<
,,=i' /-

' - 1-0
Hence the series

2 :S
I

at")
I

0''
,

„=i,,=i P
'

is also convergent. This proves a fortiori the convergence of the

given |)Ower-series in an i. n. of v. for j,i,'„[ ^ = (9 Cr(n = J , 2 .. .).

It cannot be denied that the assumption, that
<i

is an integral function,

is somewhat unaesthetic. However, the author has nol succeeded

in dealing with the more general problem, where (p is an arbilrarj"

(purely formal) power-series. In any case the method described does

not give the required result in the more general case.

Copenhagen, November J 922.



Chemistry. — "In-, mono- and divariatit equiUbria." XXIll. By

Prof. F. A. H. SCHKKINEMAKKKS.

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1 923).

Equilibria of n components in // -|- J p/nise.i, lohen the qmoititi/

of one of the components approaches to zero. The injiuence

of a neiv substance on an i'nva)'iant iu/nili/n-iuin. (Continuation).

We write the isovolnmelrical reactiüii of an etjiiilibrium ^(.f.= 0):

}.,F^ + X^F,+ . . . . =0 2(XH)y^0 2:{XV) = Q. . (I)

and the isentfopical reaction:

ti,F, + i,,F, + ....=OS(iiH) = 0:E{i,V)H>0. . (2)

Consequently in reaction (1) are formed on addition of iieat and

in reaction (2) on increase of volume tiiose phases, which have a

negative reaction-coefficient. We have, therefore:

2 (;.r) r = — ;i, .r, — x, x, — en -S' {hx)h= — ft, .», — fi, .r, — ,.

.

When we subtract botli reaction-equations (1) and (2) from one

another, after having multiplied the first one with fi, and the

second one with A,, then we find tlie reaction :

(fi, X, — A, ft,) F, + (,t, A, — ;.. ft,) F, + ....= . . (3)

wherein the change of entropy is ft, 2 {X H)]'

and the change of volume is — A, 2 {hVh)-

As (3) represents the reaction, which may occni- in the equilibrium

{F,) = F^-\- F,-\- . . ., we have

Herein (-7^,) indicates the direction of curve (i*",) in the invariant

point. In the same way we find :

^dTJ,
-

;.,
• 2 (ft V)u ' 1.77'j.

-
;, ^ (ft F)H

'^'- ^'' ''

As we are able to deduce from (J) and (2) also the direction of

temperature and pressure of the different monovariant curves, the

P, 7'-diagram is, therefore, quantitatively defined.

Now we add to the equilibrium a new substance X, which occurs

19
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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in the phases F, F, . . . with the concentrations ,r, .r, ... In accor

dance with (13) and (15) (XXII) we now have:

RT '

2. {iiV)H

(dT), = ).,.t, + k^.v,-\-....=~2Q.x)v. . (7)

. (dP)^ — — n, *, - ft, x^. ... — 's: ((i.x)H . . (8)KT
Willi tlie aid of (4) etc. we may also write for this

RT
rdT\ fdT\

(9)

2(XH)v CdP\ /dT\
TB + • •

(l«)

G

It follows from (8) and (9):

'dT\ ^ ^.M. fdT\ _^^,_ f^rr\ _

from (7) and (10) it follows:

\dT):c 2(Xx)v\dT), J:(hc)v\dTj, • ^ >

and from (7) and (8)

:

^ {(^V)h fdP\ ft,.r, + fi, «, + . . .

•
,

— , ... (13)
2ilH)v \dTj, A,.«, + A,;r, + . . .

From (7) we see that we are able to express {dT)x witii the aid

of the isovolnmetrical reaction (1); it is apparent from (9) that,

however, we cannot express {d'l')x with the aid of the isentropical

reaction (2) only, but that we ninst know also the directions of the

monovariant curves {F^) [F,) . . . of the equilibrium £(,< = 0).

It appears from (8) that we are able to express {dP)x with the

aid of the isentropical reaction (2); we see, liowever, from (10) that

we cannot define {dP)x with the aid of the isovolnmetrical reaction

onlj but that we must know for this also again the directions of

the curves (i^,) (i^,) ...

The direction of the monovariant curve E can be defined, as is

apparent from (13), with the aid of the isovolumelrical and isen-

tropical reaction; it follows from (11) and (12) that it can also be

defined with the aid of the directions of tiie curves (i*^,) (F,) ....

and one of both reactions.

When we add a new substance A' which occurs in one of the

phases only, f.i. in F^ than we must put in (7)—(13) .r,^0 .i;,=0...

As now 2{Xx)y^— X^ x^, it follows from (12):
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which follows of course immediately from (11). Consequeritly curve

E and (i^,) have the same tangent in the invariant point. It follows

from (7) and (8) that they go also in the same direction of tempe-

rature and pressure, starting from (his point. When viz. ;., is

positive, then it follows from reaction (1) that curve (i^,) goes

towards higher temperatures, starling froiri tiie invariant point. As

it follows, however, from (7) that (dT),. is then positive also, con-

sequently curve E goes also towards higher T. When ).^ is negative,

then the curves (F^) and E go both towards lower T. It follows

from (2) and (8j that both curves have also the same direction of

pressure.

In accordance with previous papers (Communication XXII) we,

tlierefore, find : when the new .substance occurs- in the phase Fi

only, then curve E coincides with curve (i^,).

When the new substance occurs in the phases F^ and F, only,

then (12) passes into:

X
wherein /il=:—. Hence it follows:

a;,

\dT), {X,^K).,y\\dTj, \dTj,
dK. . . (16)

For fixing the ideas we assume that (-77^,) is greater than
\ ~ry„

Now we distinguish two cases.

1. P.; and i, have the same sign. The following is apparent from

(15) and (16). When K changes from tot oo then
( ^7:, ) increases

fdP\ f<IP\
. ,

.

from -ttjt] to -77, without becoming maximum, minimum or
\(llj, \dlj,

discontinuous.

2. A, and ^^ have opposite sign. When A' changes from to c», then

I

—
,

J
decreases without becoming maximum or minimum from

I—,] till — 00, then it proceeds discontinuously towards -|- 00 and

afterwards it decreases to -jtt .

When A; and ^, are both positive, then, in accordance with

reaction (1) botii curves {F^) and (F,) go towards higher tempera-

19*
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tares starting from the invaiiant poinl ; wlien ^j and ?., are both

negative, then botii curves go towards lower 7'; when A, and ^, liave

opposite sign, tiien liolii curves go, starling from the invariant point

in opposite direction of temperature.

It follows from all this that the tangent to curve E is situated

within the angle, which is forme<l hy the curves [F^) and {F,). [Of

course we mean that angle wich is smaller than 180']. As in the

case of K=0 (consequently ,c, ^ 0) curve E coincides with (F^)

and in the case of K =z ao (consequently ,/, =r 0) curve /i" coincides

with (F,) consequentiv the property' follows, whicii we have deduced

already in the previous communication also, viz:

Curve E is situated between the curves (i^J and (F,) or in other

words: in the region [F^ F,).

Yet also we tind, however:

Curve E is situated nearer curve (F,) in proportion as the con-

centration of the new substance in the phase F^ is larger with

respect to that in F,; curve E is situated nearer to curve (F,) in

proportion as the concentration of the new substance in the phase

F, is greater with respect to that in F^.

When the new substance occurs only in the phases i^, F, and

F,, then we tind, in accordance with previous papers that curve E
is situated in the region {F^ F, F,).

When one of the curves, f.i. (F3) is between the other two (i'',) and

[Fj) then curve E is situated also l)etween {F,) and {F,). When,

however, none of the three curves is situated between the other

two, then curve E may go, starting from the invariant point in

every arbitrary direction.

Now we consider the binary equilibrium

E (a; = 0)^F -^ L, + L, + G

we represent the composition, the entropy and the volume of

F by y i— y H and V
Zy, ,, y, 1—_!/, //j and F",

L, „ y, 1—y, H, and F,

G ,, y, i—y, H, and T,

When we add a new substance A', then we call its concentration

in those phases .r .r, ,r, and .r,.

In order to deduce the isovolumetrical and isentro[)ical reaction

we take two arbitrary reactions; for this we choose:
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F + (i/,,r^(l + a) L, LHLV . . . . (17>

(i- + b)L,:^F + bG A //'AF' ... (18)

Herein is :

LH — {1 + «) H, — H — aH, A- H' = n + bil, _ (1 + fc) H,

A r= (1 + a) r, — F- aV, A F' = r + 6 f, — (1 -+ b) F,

In (17) and (18) a ami 6 may be as well positive as negative.

It follows from (17) and (18) for tlie isovolnmetrical reaction:

(A F+ A F') F — (1 +«) A F' L, + [aA V'— {I i b) LV] L, + bAV. G=
A //A F' -A//'. A F (19)

and for the isentropical reaction :

— {LH^LH')F^(\^a)LH'.L,— \aLH'—(\-\-b)LH]L,-bLn.G=0

AH LV — AH' AV . ..... (20)

We now add to this eqnilibrinm E {.v ^^ 0) a new substance A',

which occurs in the two liquids L, and L, only. With the aid of

(19) and (20) it then follows from (7) and (8):

.¥.(d2')^= — (1+a) AF'. «, + [aAF' — (1-1-6) AF].(,-, . (21)

M.(dP),= -{\ ^a)AH'..v, -\-[aAH'-{l+b)AH]x, . (22)

wherein :

M = (AH.A F' — A /ƒ'. A V):R T

It follows from (21 1 and (22): when we add to the equilibrium

E [.V — 0) a new siibslauce which occurs only in the two liquids,

then the temperature as well as the pressure may be increased or

decreased.

We now shall assume that the four phases are situated with

respect to one another, as on the line YZ m fig. 1. Then we have:

,'/>y, > '/, >,'/,.

It follows from (17) and (18) for the determination of a and b:

^/ + «.'/, = (1 f «) .'/, (1 + b) .V, = V + by,

a = z=: (2o)

Vx-y, y^—Vi

so that a and b are positive. Further we assume that i'"'and L, and

also that L, and L, are not situated very close to one another, so

that a is neither very small nor very large. When F and L, and

also L, and G are not situated very close to one another, then also

b is not very small and not very large.

As now A V' is positive and very large with respect to A V, M
is positive.

Further we may distinguish the following cases.
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a) A //> O A F^O L H'yO A r' >
aLH' - (1 + 6) A //>0

6) LHya AF^O
a A //•' — (! -\-b) LIK^O

c) Ai/>0 AF^O
a A /i' - (I + /.) A /^<0

(24)

(25)

a A F' - (1 + 6) A F>0
L/i'yo A F' >
a A F' — (1 -f 6) A F>
A//'<0 AF'>0

j (26)

a A F' — (1 + 6) A F>0
111 eacli of tlie three cases, mentioned ahove, is in (21) the coef-

ficient of ./', negative and of c, positive; conseqnentiy we liave:

(1 + a) A V'
{dl\ > when ~ ^ (27)

x^<~aL F' — (1 + ft) A F

As A V' is very large with respect to A V it follows from this

approximately with tiie aid of (23):

(dT)^>Q when ^>?—

^

(28)

In the case, mentioned snb h in (22) tiie ooefficieiils of .c, and ,r,

are negative, so that {dP)x is also negative ; conseqiientij the pressnre

is lowered.

In order to examine more in detail the sign of [dP)x we write

for (22)

LH' 1+a
M{dP)x =

1+6 a
LH' — Afi

^ . (29)

wherein

:

Nizza A ƒƒ'- (1 + 6) A//

When we put herein the value of a from (23) then we may write

for (29):

M.(dP)x
LH' y—;u

lh'-^-^lh"^ Nx, (30)

When we consider the three cases a, b and c mentioned above,

then we may write for (30)

:

a) (dP), =

(,/P), = _

{dP).,-

X,
+ K

y—Vi-

,y—y^

• (31)

. (32)

• (33)
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wherein /., A', 1 -)- /v and 1 — /v^ ave positive. In each of the three

formula's L and K liave different values.

In order lo apply the above we take the figs. 1 and 2, wherein

XY is a side of the components-triangle XYZ. The points FL^ L,

and G represent the four phases of the invariant binary equilibrium

E{x^Q) = F -\- L^ -\- L^-\- G. When we add anew substance

A' then the ternary equiiihrium E= F^ L^ -\- L, -\- G arises. The

liquids L, and L, then proceed along the curves L, q^ )\ and

Zjj '/i
'", ; fl^s the new substance is not volatile, G follows a part of

the line XZ. When we add only a little of the new substance, then

the liquids are represented by the points q, and q, in the immediate

* ^z

dT>o dT<o

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

vicinity of L, and L, ; for the sake of clearness they have been

drawn in the figures on greater distance.

In fig. 1 is:

'!?_> *
or :ri>^^ .... (34)

y—.'/,
' V—lh -''i y-Vx

consequently in accordance with (28): ((/7')j: > as is also indicated

in the figure. It follows from (31)—(33):

in case a is {dF^x <

„ „ i ., (rfP), <
„ „ c „ {dP), <

as is also indicated in fig. 1.

In fig. 2 is:

^< or -<
y—yt y-yi

It follows from (28): ((/T)^ < 0. From (31)—(33) it follows:

(35)
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ill case a is {dP)^ <[

„ „ f> „ (dP). <
„ ,. c „ {dP), ^

as is indicated also in fig. 2.

In fig. 1 the pressure niaj as well increase as decrease in the

case (i; it is apparent from (31) that {dP)x shall be positieve for

large values of .r, :.r,. As L, (and consequently also g,) is the liquid

wliicli contains the most of the solid substance F we shall call Z,

(and consequently' also (/,) the concentrated and L^ thé diluted solution.

We, therefore, find the following:

when the tlireephases-triangle 8olid-li(|Mid-li(|iiid turns its concen-

trated solution lowai'ds the side of the components-triangle (fig. 1)

then the temperatui'e increases and the pressure generally decreases;

only when the concentration of the new substance in the diluted

liquid (consequently x^) is much larger than in the concentrated

liquid consequently .i-,), then in the case a the pressure may incre-

ase also.

In (ig. 2 in the case c the pressure may as well increase as

decrease; it ap|)ears from (33) that {dP)^ shall be positive for small

values of x^ -.x^.

Consequently we find the following:

when the tlireephases-triangle solid-li(|uid-li(|uid turns its concen-

trated solution away from the side of the c(»mponents-tiiangle (fig. 2)

then the temperature decreases and generally the pressure also.

Only when the concentration of the new substance is much larger

in the concentrated solution {.i\) than in the diluted solution f.r,),

then in the case c the pressure may also increase.

We may obtain the previous results also by using the P, T'-dia-

gram of the equilibrium E{x:=Q). We may deduce this in the

following way.

The direction of temperature of the equilibrium [G) = F -\- L^ -\- L^

is defined by the sign of the coefficient of the phase f^r' in the isovo-

lumetrical reaction (19). As é A T^ may be as well positive as negative,

curve (G) may go, starting from the invariant point /, as well

towards higher as towards lower temperatures.

The direction of pressure of the equilibrium [G) is defined by

the sign of the coefficient of G in the isentropical reaction (20). As
—b i\H is negative in each of the cases a, b and c, curve {G)

proceeds, starting from the invariant point i, towards higher pressures.

As further, in accordance with (17):
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dT Ja

AH

and AF is very small, curve (G) is ascending, starting from point i

fast vertically. In figs 3 and 4 tliis curve is drQ,wn vertically up-

wards; the double arrow indicates thai starting from /, it may run

either towards the right or to the left.
^

As the coefficient — (1 -\- a) L V' of the phase /y, is negative in

each of the cases a, b and c, in accordance with (19) curve (L,) ^ /^

-\- L^ -\- G is going starting from point i towards lower pressures

(figs 3 and 4).

In the cases a and b tiie coefficient (J -|- d) L H' of phase L, is

positive in equation (20) so that curve (//J is going, starting from

i, towards lower pressures (fig. 3). In the case c is [1 -\- a) A H'

negative and curve (L,) is going, therefore, starting from i, towards

higlier pressures (fig. 4). This is in accordance also with that which

follows from (18) viz.

/dP\ _ A /ƒ'

(.(Ty'A.-AF"''

Consequently we have defined the direction of the curves (Cr) and

(L,); fig. 3 is true for the cases a and b, fig. 4 for the case c.

With the aid of (19) and (20) we should be able to determine

also tlie position of the curves (F) and (L,) and then we could

prove that the four curves are situated with respect to one another

as in figs 3 and 4. [Compare f. i. Communication XIII]. As we know,

however, the situation of the curves (G) and (LJ we can find the

position of curves (F) and (L,) much more easily by using the rule

for the position of the four monovariant curves of a binary equili-

brium [Compare Communication I fig. 2].

In accordance with this rule we must meet, when we go, starting

Fig. 3.

^.—-z % m % •

F A ^. f
Fig. 4.
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from curve {(t) in the direi'tioii of llie hands of a clock towards

curve (L,) firstly curve (F) and afterwards curve (L,). As further

[G] and (F) must form a bundle and their prolongations must be

situated between [L^) and (L,) and as the angle between two suc-

ceeding curves, must bo always smaller than 180°, hence follows

for the curves [F) and (L,) a situation as in the figures 3 and 4.

in tig. 3 curve (L,) is drawn horizontally; starting from i it

may run either upwards or" downwards; this has been indicated

by the double little arrow. When it goes upwards, starling from i.

then its prolongation must yet always be situated above curve (L,).

It appears from the coefficient of the phase L, in reaction (20) that

curve (L,) must go in case a starling from i upwards and in case

h, starting from i downwards. This has also been indicated in fig. 3.

As we know the P, 7^-diagram of the equilibrium E {.v = 0) we
can easily determine the situation of curve E. It follows viz. from

our general considerations in the beginning of this communication,

that curve E must be situated between the curves (L,) and (L,).

For ;c, : .t'l = 00 curve E coincides with (//,) for x,:.v^ = with

curve (L,). When x, : .r, changes from oo towards than curve E
moves in the direction of the hands of a clock from (L,) towards (£,).

Firstly we now take the case a, so that we must imagine in

fig. 3 curve (Lj to be drawn upwards starting from i. When we
do change now x, : .r, from oo to 0, then it follows from the diffe-

rent positions which curve E may obtain, that the following cases

may occur

.

(dT)^> and (dP),>
(dT)^> and (dP)^<
{dT)i< and ((fP)^<

In case h we must image in fig. 3 curve {L,) to be drawn down-

wards starting from i. When we do change .r, : x, from oo to 0,

then it follows from the situation of curve E:

(dT)^ > and (dP)^ <
(dT)j,<:0 and (<iP)x<0

In case c fig. 4 is true. When .r, : .i\ changes again from oo to

0, then it follows from the position of curve E :

(<iï');,>0 and (rfP),<0

{dT),<:Q and (dP).<0

(dT)^ < and {dP)^>
We see tliat those deductions are in accordance with the previous

ones and with the figs 1 and 2.
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Our |)ievious considerations are all valid in tlie snpposition thai

the fonr phases F L^L^ and G are silnated with respect to one

another as is indicated in tlie figs 1—4. When the four |)hases are

situated otiierwise with respect to one another, the reader my deduce

all in similar way.

We now shall assume tiiat the new substance is volatile, so (hat

it occurs in the phases L^L^ and G with the concentrations

x,.r, and .t',.

We find with the aid of (7) and (19):

M (dT):, = — (1 f a) A V'x, + [aA F, — ( 1 f 6) A V] .r, + ft A F. .r, (36)

and with the aid of (8) and (20)

:

M.{dP):, = — {l+a)AH'x^ + [aLH'~il+b)AH].v,-{ bLH-x, (37)

wherein
Mz=i{LH .LV' — LH' .L V):RT

so that the direction of temperature and pressure of curve E are

defined by (36) and (37).

As A V is very small in comparison with A V' we may neglect

in (36) the terms with A V as long as .f, is not very large, then

it follows with approximation :

(dT)x>Q voor '^>yZïl, (38)

Only for very great values of x, in comparison with .t, and x,

the term b L.V . x^ in (36) will be of great importance and will be

approximately
RT LV RT fdT\

^. ' LH .LV' ' AV' \,dPjo ' ^ '

In (37) LH is not small in comparison with A//' and tiie term

b h H . X, will assert its influence already with values of x, which

are not too small.

Consequently, in general the influence of the new substance on

(dl'jx and idP)x will be larger in proportion as the new substance

is more volatile and it will assert its influence sooner on idP)x

than on {dT)x.

We may also deduce anything about the position of curve E
with the aid of the general considerations at the beginning of this

communication. Hence it follows viz that curve El must be situated

either between the curves (£,) and (L,) or between {L^) and (6-') or

between (L,) and {G). As in the figs 3 and 4 the prolongation of

each of those curves is situated between both the other curves,

curve E may go, therefore, starting from point I in every direction.
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Consequently tlie temperatiiie ma}' as well increase as decrease,

and the pressure niaj increase or decrease as well at lising as at

failing temperature, dependent on the position of curve E.

It follows from (12):

when .i\ is extremely small with respect to .i\ and .r, then curve

E is situated between {G) and (L,)

;

when .i\ is extremely small with respect to x^ and .c, then curve

E is situated between ((r) and (L,)

;

when .1', is extremely small with I'espect to ,r, and x, then curve

E is situated between (L,) and (Lj
;

when Xj is extremely large with respect to .r, and .r, then curve

E is situated in the vicinity of L^)\

when X, is extremely large with respect to .j\ and .r, then curve

E is situated in llie vicinity of (L,)

;

when .t\ is extremely large with respect to .i\ and .i\ then curve

E is situated in the vicinity of (6r).

In each of those cases we can see at once from the tigs 3 and 4

which signs {tlT),, and {dF)x may have.

When f.i. x^ is very small with respect to .r, and .r, then curve

E is situated between (LJ and (6r); when now tig. 4 is valid then

the pressure shall, therefore, always increase and the temperature

shall decrease. In the special case only, when .c, is still also extremely

large with respect to .c, and when at the same time Af^^O[lhen
curve (6r) proceeds, slart-ing from /, a little to the left] then the

temperature may fall a little.

When we add a new substance which is not volatile, but which

forms mixed crystals with the solid substance E, then we have in

figs. 3 and 4 the curves {F) {L,) and (L,). It appears from the

position of those curves with respect to one another that the previous

considerations are also valid in this case.

When we wish to calculate {dT)j: then, as is apparent from (19)

we have to substitute in (36) 6 A F .c, by (A F -f A F') .c When we
neglect again the terms with A V then we find :

3iidl%^[x-(l^a),;+aa;,\LV
or:

{d2):^ = ——.
. . (40)AH 2/,— .V,

In the figs 5 and 6 YZ represents a side of the components-

triangle, E L^ Lj and G the four phases of the invariant binary

equilibrium £'(.r =i 0). When we add a new substance then the

ternary equilibrium E =^ E -\- L^ -\- L, -\- G arises. The solid sub-
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wtance F and tlie liquids L, and L, tlien proceed alon^ the curves

Fqr, L^q^)\ and L^q^)\. When we add o\\\y li(tle of the new
substance, then the 3 phases are represented by the points qq^SiuA

(7, which we must imagine in the immediate vicinitj- of the side YZ.

When we put t = .v {i/^^y,)—{j/—,V,)-''i + (,'/—//,)•'', ii»d when we
consider x and ?/ as running coordinates, then / = represents tiie

equation of the straight line which goes in (ig. 5 and 6 through

(/, and q,.

When tlie point (/ is situated on the line q^q, then ^ = 0; the

sign of {(lT)x is then deterniinetl by the terms which have been

neglected in (40).

When q is situated at the right side of the line q^q^ (viz. when

we go from </, towards ^,) as in fig. 5, then t^O; when q is

situated at the left side of the line (/,(/,, as in (ig. 6, then t<^0.

Hence it follows, therefore, that in fig. 5 the temperature iiicieases

and in fig. 6 the temperature decreases, as is also indicated in both

(igures.

yr<ö
Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

Consequently we find the following:

when we add to the invariant binary equilibrium ^ (.r = 0) =
= F -\~ L^ -\- L.^ -\- (x a substance which is not volatile and which

forms mixed crystals with the solid substance F, then

the temperature rises, when the threephases-triangle solid-liquid

liquid turns its concentrated liquid towards the side of the com-

ponents-triangle (fig. 5)

the temperature falls when the threephases-triangle turns its con-

centrated solution away from this side (fig. 6).

Comparing fig. 1 with fig. 5 and tig. 2 with fig. 6, the reader

will see that for the change of temperature the same rules are true,

independent of the fact whether the new substance forms mixed

crystals with F or not.
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Finally we could still treat the general case that the new sub-

stance forms not only mixed crystals with i'^but that it is volatile also.

It follows from figs. 3 and 4, in connection with the theories

discussed in the beginning of this communication that curve E can

go in all directions, starting from point /.

In order to define {dT)x we must still include in (36) the term

{l\V -^ l\V')x; tlien we get again (40) approximately unless x, is

extremely large.

Consequently in this case also the figs. 5 and 6 remain valid,

unless the threephases-triangle § (?, f/, becomes very narrow and the

concentration of the new substance in the vapour is extremely

large.

[To be continued).

Leiden, Inorg. Chem. Lab.



Anatomy. — "The Development of the Shoulder-blade in Man".
Bj 0. H. Dijkstra. (Coininiinicaled by Prof. L. Bolk).

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923).

Unlike tiie development of the clavicnla that of tlie scapnla lias

received coinpanativeiy little attention. The textbooks of ana(oniy

(Cunningham, Gegenbauer, Rauber—Kopsch, Merkei,, Poirier—Charpy,

Testut) contain only general notions snch a8 the information tiiat the

ossification of the slionlder-blade bogins in the vicinity of thecollnm

scapnlae at the end of the second or in the beginning of the third

month. Poirier and Charpy speak of an incipient ossification between

the 40"' and 50"' day. Bahdeleben reports a periostal ossification (snch

as occnrs with the bones of the cranial vault) beside and nnder

the spina scapulae at the end of the 10"' week.

Bryce alone enters into more details in Quains's Elements of Anatomy.

According to his description the rudiment of the shoulder-blade is

in the 6"' week entirely cartilaginous, proc. acromialis and proc.

coracoideus are present, but the spina sca|)ulae is wanting. (Nevertheless

Bryce reproduces the diagram of Lewis'), in which a spina is really

indicated). In the 8"' week ossification begins with a centre near

the collum scapulae, developing into a triangular plate, at whose upper

margin the spina appears in the 3"^ month as a low ridge. At birth

coracoid and acromion, margo verfebralis and the margin of the spina

are still made up of cartilage. This description by Bryce agrees fairly

well with the one we find in Broman's textbook of Embryology and

in that of Keibel and Mali,, in which Bardeen deals with this subject.

Broman, like Bryce, states that no spina is to be found at the cartila-

ginous scapula. Nonetheless he reproduces the figure of Lewis, in which

there is indeed a spina. Kollmann, Schenck, Minot, Parker do not

speak of the first development of the shoulder-blade and only dwell

on stadia of advanced ossification. In Hehtwig's Entwickelungsgeschichte

Braus and also Hertwig himself report a separate centre of ossification

in the spina scapulae; according to the latter the spina in the neonatus

still consists of cartilage sometimes; according to Kölliker (cpioted

by Bade, Arch. f. raikr. Anat. LV) this is even always the case.

') Am. Journ. Anat. Vol. 1. 1901— '02.
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Tlie most detailed report concerning tlie development of the shoulder-

blade is that by Bhyck and Broman. From their figures it is evident

that they derive their data from Lewis, who published in the American

Journal of Anatomy (Vol. I 1901— '02) a minute description of the

development of the arm in man. Broadly stated his data agree with

those of BttYCE, mentioned above. They differ, however, as to the spina,

scapulae. According to Lewis the S|)ina probably takes origin in the

upper margin of the scapula. This margo superior thickens and then

splits into a medial and a lateral lip. The medial lip is the future

margo superior, the lateral one is the first beginning of the spina scapulae.

Hagen') descril^es a shoulder-blade of an embryo 17 mm. in length.

The spina scapulae is absent, the proc. coracoi'deus is large, the proc.

acroniialis small. The latter statement cannot be reconciled with Lewis's

communication, which, on the contrary, speaks of a relatively large

proc. acromialis.

This review of the literature would not be complete without

mentioning the interesting study liy Ruthehfokd^) who entered into

many details of the development of the shoulder-blade. Like Lewis he

constructed wax models of the skeleton of the shoulder-girdle, and

i. a. found that the s|)ina scapulae originates in very early ossi-

fication of derivates of cartilage cells, situated between M. supra- and

infraspinatus.

From this review it is clear that our knowledge of the modus of

development of the shoulder-blade in man is still limited. The

shape in the initial stages of development is described differently.

Conflicting views are held as to the genesis of the spina and from

the contents of this paper it will be seen that these are not the

only points of controversy.

With a view to trace the development of the shoulder-blade in

man, 1 constructed wax models of various stages of develo|)nient.

Fig. 1 represents the wax model of the shoulder-blade of the youngest

embryo, 16 mm. in length. The scapula is drawn from the lateral

side and from above.

The reconstruction shows:

1'. that the shoulder-blade lies in a sagittal plane, so that the

lower half is in contact with the three upper ribs. Processus acro-

mialis and clavicula are not in contact as yet.

2". that the processus coracoi'deus is large; the processus acro-

mialis is relatively small. The joint-cavity rests chiefly on the

processus coracoi'deus.

1) Arch. f. Anal. u. Entwickel. GescL. 1900.

') Journal of Anatomy and Physiology 1914.
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3°. There is no indication of a spina scapniae. Tlie margo superior

is neither ihickeiied nor split into two labia.

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

4°. The margo superior is .straight, so there is no incisiira .scapulae.

5°. For the rest the shape of the scapula fairly well agrees with

that of an adult .shoulder-blade. In reconstructing the scapulae of two

monkey embryos (viz. Macacus cynomolgus 17 mm. in lenglli, and

Semnopithecus maurus) it became evident that, also in these primates,

the embryonic shoulder-blade already in its first beginning resembles

that of the adult. Here also a .spina was absent.

6°. Close beneath the angulus superioi- we observe a well-detlned

fovea where a foramen is found in older stages of development. To

this we shall rever't when discussing the following stage.

This stage is illustrated in fig. 2. It concerns the shoulder-blade

of an embryo, 25 mm. in length. Also in this stage any indication

of a spina scapulae or of a thickening of the margo superior is

lacking. Nevertheless when compared with the first stage some

modifications can be recognized.

IV The shoulder-blade does not lie any more in a sagittal plane,

but makes an angle with it, as is also the case with the adult. The

joint-cavity lies at the level of the first rib. Acromion and clavicula

have joined.

20
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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2°. Tlie processus coracoïdeus has eomparativel}' decreased, the

processus acroiiiialis, on Ihe otiier- hand, has increased. It a[)pears,

then, that the processus coracoïdeus, which is phylogenetically the

oldest part, is most strongly developed in the youngest stage, where-

as the processus ucroniialis, which is phylogenetically younger, comes

more to the fore in the older stages. The joint-cavily now lies for

the greater part on tiie planum scapulae.

3°. The margo vertehralis consists of a shorter upper portion and

a longer lower portion. They are a( an obtuse angle to each other.

V. The portion of the scapula from which afterwards the fossa

supraspinata develops, makes an angle with the future suhspinal

portion. This deviation of the upper part, which also occurs in the

adult shoulder-blade (since fossa supra- and infiaspinata do not lie in

one and the same plane), had not yet taken |)lace in the 16 mm. embryo.

5°. In the cranial part of the shoulder blade a foramen occurs

under the angulus supeiior, which extends at Ihe costal |)lane of

the scapula as a groove along the margo superior in the direction

of the joint-cavity. In fig. 3 we give a cross-section of this foramen,

which is filled with connective tissue.

The existence of this foramen is no doubt surprising; yet it was

not entirely unknown, as already Ruthkkfohd has described it (1. c).

However, according to this author it proceeds in a groove, which

reaches' as far as Ihe margo vertehralis. Now, in all the serial sections

in which I also met with a groove as well as with the foramen, it

proceeded along the margo superior in the direction of the joint-cavity.

RuTHKRFORD explains ihis foramen as follows. He considers the

part of Ihe scapula, cranial to the foramen (resp. groove), as a

separate piece of cartilage, which he terms praesra[)ula. and which,

according to his account, is connected by a strand of mesenchyma

tissue with the sternal half of the clavicula. In this way he believes

an inner shoulder-girdle to have developed, while he supposes the

acromion-clavicula to build up the outer girdle. He adduces various

arguments to prove this; however, they are weak. In my judgment

the hypothesis is of no value, because a connection of the so-called

praescapula with the sternal half of the clavicula does not occur.

At all events in my preparations I never found a cell-strand like

the one described by Rutheiiford.

This foramen is not present in all cases, lis development also

differs with various individuals, as shown by Ihe following data. I could

establish its presence either as a true foramen, or as a deep groove in

human embryos of the length of 16, 17.5, 18, 19.6, 21, 22, 25

(see fig. 3), 26, 27, 56, and 90 mm. On the other hand I did not
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recognize it in embryos of 12, 18, 18. 24, 26, 40, 120 mm. From

this it follows that it is not infrequently absent. In some embryos the

portion of the planum scapulae cranial to tiie foramen, i.e. Rutherford's

praescapula, made an angle with the rest of the plannm, a fact that lends

support to Rutherford's view, viz thai it is really a separate piece

Fig. 3. Homo 25 mm. transverse. 5c = Scapula;

Acr = Processus acromialis.

of cartilage. The foramen which, in yonng embryos, is sitnated

rather closely to the margo superior, as observable in fig. 3, migrates

in older embryos towards the margo verlebralis. Conseqnently Ruthkr-

fohd's praescapula is relatively enlarged.

Now it is an interesting fact that this foramen does not occur in

any other mammal, neilher in reptiles, nor in amphibians. Al leasl

1 never detected any. The following embi'yos I have examined for

the occurrence of this foramen.

» Semnopithecus manrus 20 mm. (C. R.)

IMacacus cynomolgus 17 mm. (C. R.)

Cercopilhecus 2 stages.

Sns scrofa N. T. (Keibel) 83—85, N. T. 88, N. T. 88, N. T. 91,

24 mm. (C. R.) 26 mtn. (C. R.) In the last two embryos two

foramina were recognized in the fossa infraspinata. It is not quite

impossible that these foramina are aiialoga of the foramen in the

liuman shonlder-hlade.

Bos taurns 21 mm. (C. R.)

Ovis aries 19.5, 20.5, 21.5, 22.5, 23, 23.5, 26, 27, 29, 35,

45 mm. (C. R.)

20*
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Canis familiaris 12, 12, 22, 23.5 mm. (C. R.)

Sciurus vulgaris 12, 30 mm. (C. K.)

Mus deciimanus 1 1.5, 12, 13, 13, 13.2, 14.5, 16, 18, 20, 22 mm. (C. R.)

Lepus cnniciiliis 17, 20 mm. (C. R.)

Spermopliillus cililliis 15 mm. (C. R.)

Rousettns amplexicaudatus 7.5, 10.5, 11, 11, 11.5, 12, 12, 14.5,

15,5, 16, 18 mm. (C. R.)

Talpa eiiropea 8.5, 9, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16.5, 20 mm. (C. R).

Perameles obesula 50 mm. (C R.)

Perameles spec. 38 mm. (C. R.)

Dasyurus viveirimis 19.6, 33, 36, 40, 53, 63 mm. (C'. R.)

Smiiitliopsis crassicaudatus 13, 25 irim. (C. R.)

Pliascalogale pennicillata 37 mm. (C. R.)

Tiicliosnnis vulpeeula 32 mm. (C. R.)

Didelphjs canerivora, 4 emtiryos of 25 mm. length.

Laeeita agilis N. T. (Keibel) 117, 118, 120. 123, 123, 124,

125, 126.

Calotes iubatns, length of the head 5'/, mm., 7 mm.

Lagjsoma 27.5 mm.
Hemidactylus fren. length of the head 4.5 mm.
Salamandra mac. 11, 13, 15, 16, 16, 24 mm.
Pipa Americana, 12 mm.
Rana . 2 embrvos.

So far as I am able to judge furamina in adult shoiilder-tilades

occur only with Homo and with various Edentata, in which they

are always formed by bridging of the Iiu-isura scapulae, and with

Delphinus delphis. In the latter the character of the foramen is not

known. Rutherfohd (I.e.) has described it.

A conceivable connection, that might exist between the praesca-

pnla of Rutherford and the attachment of the clavicula (not only

the sternal half of the clavicula, as Rutherford supposed) to the

margo superior scapulae, as it occurs in reptiles, echidna and orni-

thorynchus, could not be ascertained, since a connection of the

praescapula of Rutherford to the acromial part of the clavicula

could not be detected either.

It appears, then, that the foramen, present in the majority of

human embryos in the cranial part of the shoulder-blade, does not

occur in other vertebrates, (excejit in Delphinus delphis, which,

however, is of such a pronounced specificity that this foramen cannot

be looked upon as a homologue of that of man). Neither did I find

any attachment of the praescapula of Rutherford to any other
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skeletal bone. The significance of this foramen is unknown as 3et.

As to the ossificalioM of tlie scapula ray experience proved it not

to he so simple as is represented in the literature.

The earliest ossitication I observed in an embryo of •40 mm. I

constructed a wax model (fig-. 4) of the scapula of this embi'yo.

-CUa

Fig. 4. Fig. 5. Homo 40 mm. Transversal.

Cor = Processus coracoideus; B.U = Humerus;

^cr = Processus acroniialis; Sc = Scapula.

Like the preceding model this also is viewed from above and

from tiie dorso-iatei'al side. What this reconstructed model shows

us may follow here:

The joint-cavity, lying at the level of the first rib, is now
located almost entirely on the planum scapulae (as with the adult

scapula). Of the S|)ina not a trace is visible as yet, the margo supe-

rior is not thickened. To the basis of the processus acromialis an

area of closely packed mesenchyma is attached, which extends

between the muscular tissue and separates the rudiment of Muse.

supra-, and infraspinatus.

This area of mesenchyma is cut in a cross section as represented

in fig. 5. Behind the root of the processus acromialis begins a peri-

chondrial ossification, which continues into this condensed mesen-

chyma. This ossification is the first formation of the spina. We see,
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therefore, that it is formed by a perichondria! ossificalion, for although

no ossifj'ing perichoiKlriiim is visible here, tiie fact that the bone is

formed from the surrounding mesenehyma co-ossifjing with carti-

lage, established the character of the ossification. In fig. 5 we give a

cross section of this first stage of the spina.

I have not been able to recognize two centres of ossification in

the cartilaginous scapula, described by Rambaud and Renai.t (quoted

by PoiRiEK '), which, according to these authors, arise between the

40''' and 50''' day and fuse in the third month.

In the scapula of an older embryo (56 mm. in length) this peri-

chondria! ossification appeals to be largely extended. The margo

anterior scapulae is almost reached. Tlie cartilage of the planum

Fig. 6. Homo 56 mM. Transversal. 7l!( = Humerus; CZ = Clavicula;

Cor = Processus coracoideus; /4cr = Processus acromialis;

Sp =^ Spina scapulae; Sc = Scapula.

scapulae, however, has been distinctly calcified over a considerable

area already. Tlie marked enlargement of tlie spina scapulae is shown

in fig. 6. Resides the spina this figure also shows part of the foramen

described above. The spina is formed by a growdi of bone between

') PoiRiER el Gharpy, Traite d'Anatomie humaine.
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M. supra- aiui infiaspinaliis, between acromion and planum scapnlae.

It cannot be denied, iiowever. tliat in the mesencliyma, in wliicli

this bone develops, very jonng cartilage-cells are noticeable here

and there. These cells, however, have no intermediate matter as yet;

thev are little differentiated and it is difficnlt to distingnish them

from the mesenchyma-cells. So it is evident that besides bone-cells

also cartilage-cells develop in the mesencliyma.

In an embryo of 90 mm. euchondrial as well as perichondrial

ossification takes place, the boundary between the two being no

Acr

Fig 7. Homo 90 mm. Margo

anterior scapulae transversal.

PI. Sc.

Fig. 8. Homo 90 mm. Scapula trans-

versal Acr. = Processus acromialis

J.c. = Joint-cavity. PL Sc. = Planum

scapulae.

longer perceivable. The peculiar character of the perichondrial ossi-

fication along the margo anterior is remarkable. In the place of

the formation of compact bone, which in other cases occnrs with

perichondrial ossification e.g. that of the long bones, we see here a

boiiy framework encircled by mesenchyma. Fig. 7 shows a cross

section through the margo anterior.

The study of this object (embryo of 90 mm.) shows remarkable

peciilarities of the growth of the spina scapnlae. In the mesencliyma

between M. supra- and infraspinatus a distinct cartilage is now
recognizable. It is quite independent of the other mass of cartilage
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of tlie scapula. It is 3'ounger than the remaining part of the slioiilder-

blade ; nevertheless it has already calcified to some degree and

forms bone of the spina.

The cartilage has been cut in three different cross sections, as

represented in the figures 8, 9 and JO. Fig. 8 illustrates a section

through the .scapula above the place of attachment of the processus

acromialis. In the raesencliyma, which extends from the processus

acromialis tow^ards the margo vertebralis, lies the cartilage which

is already partly calcified. In fig. 9 we give a section at a lower

level.

The processus acromialis attaches itself at this level to the planum

scapulae. Here also we observe the cartilage of the spine, independ-

ent of the remaining cartilage of the shoulder-blade. Fig. JO shows

a section through the scapula at the level of the lowest place of

Acr.

PI. Sc.

Fig. 9. Homo 90 m.m. Scapula trans-

versal. Acr. = Processus acromialis.

PL Sc. = Planum scapulae.

PL Sc.

Fig. 10. 90 m.m. Scapula

transversal. C. — cartilage of

the spine. PL Sc. = Planum

scapulae.

attachment of the s|)ina. The young cartilage, which forms the spina,

has here been cut over a large area. The cartilage will be seen to
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be partly calcified, while bone has been formed, uniting with lliis

calcified area.

So while the first beginning of (he spina is formed by perichon-

dria! bone in the mesenchyma between M. supra-, and infraspinatus,

its further development is effected by chondria! bone, whicii origin-

ates in the younger cartilage. This cartilage has been generated

between tiie afore-said muscles by the same mesenchyma.

A peculiar feature is still to be observed at the shoulder-blade of

the embryo of 90 mm. Bone is developed at the margo superior as

well enchondrially as perichondrially. In the mesenchyma that forms

the perichondrial bone, and into which this bone extends over some

distance, there are two cartilaginous nuclei, made up of the same

young tissue from which the cartilage of the spina has been built

np. Fig. 11 shows in cross section these nuclei, which are not in

contact with the remaining cartilage of the shoulder-blade. These

cartilage-islets appear to be already calcified and ossified here and

there. It is impossible to draw a boundary-line between the bone

formed in this process and the perichondrial bone of the scapula.

This ossifying process, in which (l)esides the enchondrial ossification

of the scapula) both |)erichondrial and chondrial ossification of

a cartilage nucleus, situated outside the perichondrial bone, are

present, agrees completely with the formation of the spina scapulae.

This is strilting, since the spina scapulae and tlie definitive

margo superior are the two parts of the shoulder-blade, which are

missing in the first rudiment of the cartilaginous scapula. This

deficiency vertebral of the place destined for the future incisure, is

indeed accounted for by the fact that the margo superior in young

embryos is still straight and displays no incisure. The missing parts

are apparently supplied by the perichondrial bone that reaches far

info the mesenchyma, together with the bone formed by the afore-

said cartilage-nnclei. At the shoulder-blade of an embryo of 120 mm-
in length, in which the ossification had considerably advanced, the

incisure was indeed present.

Of course, the question arises, how the cartilage of tlie spina as

well as the cartilage nuclei are further developing. In both places

the cartilage is soon transformed completely into bone. In an embryo

of 120 mm. only a very few remnants of the cartilage of the spina

were still left. The rest had been ossified.

After this the development of the shoulder-blade proceeds in the

way de.scribed in the text-books of embryology.

Now let us review once more the current opinions of the develop-

ment of the spina scapulae. It will be seen, then, that however
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divergent fhej may he, most of them cannot be deemed incorrect,

wlien we bear in mind that they concern different stages.

Rutherford's view of the very earlj ossi-

fication of cartilaginons cells is no donbt correct,

but liolds good only for young stadia. Neither

is tiie conception of Hertwig and Braus about

a separate centre of ossification quite incorrect,

since tiiere is a stage in wiiich an in-

dependent cartilage is forming bone.BAKDELEBKN's

record about an ossitication under and beside

tiie spina cannot altogether be disqualified

either, but it only applies to a brief stage of

development. However, ossification like that

of the bones of the cranial vault does not

occur in the development of the shoulder-blade.

In the neonatus a few cartilage may possibly

sometimes be found at the spina (Bhyce), but

it is certain that the spina scapulae in the

new-born child does not consist of cartilage.

Margo superior scapulae
(Kolliker and Hehtwig advocate the opposite

view). Lewis's conception, however, (doubling

of the margo superior) is altogether wrong. The diagram borrowed

from Lewis by Bhoman, Bryce and Bardeen represents a faulty recon-

struction of the shoulder-blade.

Fig. 11.

Homo 90 m.m.



Zoology. — "Secondary sex-characters and testis of the ten-spined

Stickleback {Gasterosteus pn,)h/i/iHs L.)." By Dr. G. J. van

OoKDT. (Commaiiicated by Prof. J. Boeke).

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923)

It is generally known that the sex-glands strongly intiuence the

so-called secondary sex-characters. This is apparent from the maiked

somatic and psychic differences, which e. g. Mammals or Birds,

castrated at an e&v\y age, show, when compared with normal

animals.

At present it is generally accepted that in Vertebrates this effect,

resulting from the gonads, takes place by internal secretion, that is

by the influence of certain substances, which pass into the blood

("hormones"). As the correlation between the secondary sex-characters

and the gonads generally is most distinct in male Vertebrates, I

will speak only of the formation of these hormones in the testis

for convenience' sake.

Recently it has been especially attempted to ascertain, by which

part of the male gonad these hormones are formed. The nnmerous

investigators, treating this subject, chiefly hold the two following,

contradictory opinions.

According to Stieve (1922) and others these hormones are exclu-

sively formed by the sexual cells, whereas Bouin and Ancel(1903),

Steinach (1920), LiPscHtJTZ (1919), Bascom (1923), their collaborators

and others are of opinion that these hormones originate in the

interstitial cells (Leydig's cells), situated in the interstitium of the

male gonad. According to Stieve these cells are only thropic ele-

ments for the sperm cells. Consequently no value must be attached

to the name ,,Puberty Gland", which name was given to the col-

lective Leydig's cells by Stkinach and Lipschütz.

Up till now the investigators, when treating the subject above

mentioned, have chiefly examined Mammals, Birds and Amphibia.

For that reason I resolved to trace the changes in the testis at the

appearance of the secondary sex-characters in a Fish, and so I

chose the ten-spined Stickleback (Gasterosteus pungitius L.),

which was easy to obtain.

During breeding time, in spring, the males of this species possess
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a iminher of seoondai'v sex-cliaraclers (cf. Titschack 1922), of wliicli

tlie following are distiiictlj' perceptible.

In spring a very distinct black pigmentation (red in the tliree-

spined species) can he observed at tlie throat and at tiie abdomen,

which soon spreads over the rest of the body, so tliat tiie animals

become dark-black, except for their pectoral spines. Outside

breeding-time it is difficult to distinguish the males from the females:

then both show dark spots on a pale green ground. Individual

colour-differences occur.

Every male makes a nest, in which the eggs are deposited. The

material of which the nest consists (parts of waterplants etc.) is

collected by the male and fastened by means of a secretion, formed

by the kidney-lubules and Wolffian Ducts (Titschack 1922, Coukrikk

19226, both in Gasterosteus aculeahis L.). This peculiar secretion

occurs exclusively in the male during breeding time ; for that reason

in spring the kidney strongly increases in size, the kidney-tnbules

and the Wolffian Ducts get a larger diameter and exercise a different

function.

The male guards his nest and drives off all intruders fiercely. When

the eggs have been deposited in the nest, they are at once fertilized.

During the development of the eggs, the male takes care that they

are constantly provided with oxygen by conducting fresh water to

the nest with his pectoral fins. Sometimes, when eggs drop out of

the nest, they are again collected by the male and taken back to

the nest in his mouth. Whether the young are guarded by the male,

after they have left the nest, in nature, is not known to me: care

must be taken to separate the young, living in prison, from their

father and the other inhabitants of the aquarium, as the young

will otherwise be eaten.

The aim of my investigation, l)egun in September 1922, was to

trace the changes, occurring in the testes of the Stickleback at the

appearance of the secondary sex-characters. So it was my intention

to catch a number of Sticklebacks at fixed times during the winter

and the succeeding spring and to examine their sex-glands. At that

time I thought that nothing was known as yet about the relation

between the secondary sex-characters and the testis of the Stickle-

back, but it soon appeared to me that Courrier had already investi-

gated the three-spined Stickleback [Gasterosleus nculeatus L.) and

had published some papers, i-egarding this point (1922rt, 19226).

I therefore changed my original plan and resolved to trace what

influence a rather high temperature, about the temperature of
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dilcliwater in spring (12°—20° C), would liave on tlie a|tpearance of

tlie secondary sex-cliaraoters and wliat clianges would take place

in the testes of these animals simullaiieouslj. The sex-glands of

control-animals, caught in nature, could serve at the same time to

verify the results of Courrier. Iu this paper I will onl}- communi-

cate the results, obtained in animals, kept in a temperature of

12'—20°C. during last winter.

In September and October 1922 I caught a large number of

specimens of Gasterosteus pungit/us L. at Rotterdam. They were

kept in an aquarium of which the water was often renewed, ami

they were copiously fed with Chiro7iomus-l&vvsie.

All the testes of the Sticklebacks, killed in autumn, contained a

more or less large number of spermatozoa. The number of sperma-

togonia is always small, the number of spermatocytes and sperma-

tids varies in the different specimens. In all cases, examined by nie,

small groups of interstitial cells (Leydig's cells) were present, close

to the hilus or there where three or more tubules come together.

In a few testes, in which the interstitium is somewhat wider, these

cells are also situated between the seminiferous tubules. They were

absent in none of the cases examined.

In one specimen (n°. 6), a rather dark-coloured male, not showing

the black pigmentation of males during breeding time, however, the

interstitium is much wider than in the other males, caught at the

same time. The number of interstitial cells is also larger in this

specimen, while iu the seminiferous tubules spermatozoa are almost

exclusively found.

Oblong connective tissue-nuclei are observed everywhere in the

interstitium of the testes of animals, caught in autumn , blood-vessels

are present, but they are not numerous ; they are narrow and contain

few blood-cells.

This testis-structure is shown by animals, caught in September and

the beginning of October, and which were kept in an aquarium of

wliich the water then agreed in temperature with ditchwater.

The testes of Sticklebacks, kept for two, three and even four

months, i. e. till the end of January 1923, in a temperature of

12°—20° C, all increase in size and show the following structure.

The spermatogenesis is very intensive. In all testes this process

takes [ilace from the exterior to the interior, i. e. the spermatozoa

are situated as a rule more in the centre, the spernuitogouia and

spermatocytes more at the periphery of the gonad. The interstitium

of such animals does not change; it remains narrow, the number
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of Leydig's oells is generally small and Ilie3' are especially present

near the liiliis and there where three or more seminiferous tubules

come together.

Till the end of January it was diffu-ull to distinguish the males

from the females, in the last days of January', however, one of my
specimens showed at throat and abdomen a faint black pigmentation,

which soon increased stronglj. Besides, this animal became very

agressive and in the beginning of February he began to collect

material for the nest. On the 14''' or 15"' of February the eggs were

laid in the completed nest; (I cannot give the exact date, as the

female was not seen in this nest). On the 16''' of February this

male was killed.

The nuptial colours successively developed in the other males,

which soon began to prepare their nests. After the eggs had been

deposited in them, they were carefully guarded by the males, which

constantly conducted fresh water to the nests.

On comparing the testes of animals killed in the end of Decem-

ber 01' in January with the testes of these males, we see that the

latter have greatly changed.

The spermatogenesis has totally come to an end. The seminiferous

tubules are entirely tilled with a largp number of spermatozoa.

Moreover, at the periphery of the tubules small groups ot sperma-

tozoa are to be seen, the heads of which are directed to the wall

and the tails to the centre of the tubules. The number of sperma-

togonia and spermatocytes has strongly decreased.

The interstitium is no longer narrow but is enlarged ; the number

of Leydig's cells has strongly increased ; the blood-vessels have become

more numerous and larger.

So we see that the high temperature of the water in winter

favours the spermatogenesis and that consequently after four months

a testis originates of which the seminiferous tubules practically

contain spermatozoa exclusively. Then the secondary sex-characters

distinctly develop, the interstitium is enlarged and the cells of

Leydig and the blood-vessels increase in number.

So I have observed a coincidence of the occurrence of the second-

ary sex-characters and the termination of the spermatogenesis, while

simultaneously an enlargement of the interstitium with increase in

number of the Leydig's cells and of the bloodvessels takes place.

This does not prove, however, that a correlation exists between

these phenomena.

According to Courrier (1922a, 19226) it does. This investigator

observed in the three-spined Stickleback that after the spermato-

4
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genesis Hie interstitium increases considerably in size. In it astrong

augmentation of the nnniber of" Lkydig's cells and of tlie blood-

vessels lias taken place. According to Couruier the testes of Stickle-

backs, caught ill winter, only contain a few inlei'slitiai cells here

and there. The spermatogenesis, which is very intensive in spring

till the end of March, has no intlnence on the development of the

secondary sex-characters. The latter occur not earlier than at the end

of April, siinnltaneonsly with the strong development of tlie inter-

stitial cells. As he, moreover, observes the same grannies in the

cells of IjEYDIG and in the bloodvessels, situated close to them, he

assumes that the hormones which influence the development of the

sex-characters are formed in the interstitial cells and pass from the

latter into the blood. In my o|)inion it might be that the granules,

observed by Courhier, are transmitted by the blood to the inter-

stitial cells.

CouHRiER has also kept his fishes in water of 17° C. (1922^/ and

19226, p. 137) during a part of the winter. After two months and

a half the structure of the seminiferous tubules of these animals

resembles that of animals during breeding time i. e. they are entirely

filled witli spermatozoa and contain only a few spermatogonia,

spermatocytes and cells of Sehtot,i. Changes in the interstitium have

not occurred. Conse(iuently, the secondary sex-characters have not

developed in these animals. Courhier thinks, however (1922*/, in a

note), on the ground of experiments, which were in progress at that

time, that the interstitium would increase in size, when exposed

longer to a high temperature and that consequently the sex-characters

would also develop in these animals.

I think I am justified to conclude from my investigations, de-

scribed above, that the correlation of interstitial cells and secondary

.sex-chaiacters is not so easy to establish.

In the first place all testes of (rnsterosieus possess a more or less

large number of interstitial cells. These evidently do not cause the

development of the secondary sex-characters. Here I must especially

point to the male above described (N°. 6) of which the testes

contain a wide interstitium with many Leyuiu's cells and of which

the seminiforous tubules are entirely filled with spermatozoa. The

secondary sex-characters had not developed in this animal, however.

Among the testes of control-animals, caught in nature in winter,

I also found some of which the tubules almost exclusively contained

spermatozoa and of which the interstitium with numerous interstitial

cells is rather strongly developed. These animals, however, did not

show sex-characlers either.
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In il very recent paper Champy (C. R. Soc. de Biologie, Seance

dii 17 Février 1923) communicates that he lias obtained Sticklehacks

{aculeatux) with nuptial colours last winter and that in the testes

of these animals he had not observed a well-developed interstitial

tissue. As he has not found any interstitial cells in the testes of

various species of tishes with distinct secondary sex-characters,

Champy is of opinion that these cell.s have no influence on the

development of those sex-characters and that the formation of the

hormones responsible for the development of these characters would

take place bj means of the sexual cells.

Finally, I will once more call attention to the fact that the testes,

examined by me, in which the spermatogenesis has almost come

to an end, possess a more strongly developed interstilium than testes,

in which the spermatogenesis is still in full swing. Possibly this

fact points to a correlation between spermatogenesis and interstitial

cells. Whether the sex-hormones are formed in the seminiferous

tubules as well, 1 cannot decide at this moment. Ijaler on, when

1 have more material at my disposal, I hope to recur to this

subject in a more detailed paper.

Zoöloyical Laboratory of the Veterinary College.

Utrecht, March 1923.
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Mathematics. — -'On Eulkr's Constant". Bj Prof. J. C. Kluyvkk.

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26, 1923).

In calculating the value of Euler's constant 6' the summation

formula or any other asymptotic series is used, and one term at

least in the expansion is always a transcendental quantity. It would

be preferable to represent 6' as a convergent expression containing

rational terms only, because such a representation of the number 6'

perhaps eventually will furnish the means to establish its irrationality.

As yet Vacca's series ')

f I 1 1 \ /I 1 1

17 ^ ~ 31

is the only result in the desired direction, and as a second I will

add the proof that C— ^ can be expanded in a convergent continued

fiaction

11 11 11 1

,-' + ,-' + ,-' + |-
a, \a. a. \a.

the quantities a,^ being throughout positive and rational.

Following Stieltjes' method ') for converting an integral into a

continued fraction, I consider the integral

J{z)^

supposing z ]> 0. Expanding the integrand in powers of-, terra-by-
z

term integration gives the divergent series

'^~\^\ + '-"-Sr. +
z z^ z' «"i-i

the coefficients of which are determined by the equation

1) Q. J. Math , London, vol. XLI, p. 363.

-) Recherches sur les fractions continues. Oeuvres completes, II, p. 402.
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J -^ '
(2jr)A+i J e''—l 2A+ 2

o o

Hence ci„ directly deduced from tlie Benioiillian niiiiiber Bi,^i,

is a |)Ositive and rational qnantitj.

In order to evaluate (lie integral J{z), we write

00

and substituting in the remainder ti =: c', we find

GO CO

J""

du «—2mtl/"
^

/^ dv ü«—2"» 1

M+« ' g27.l/«_l
^

J v'-(-2
* e27rt._l 27l^TnZ

'

Hence we have

00 X/du ''='^
, , r—

. 2: «~2^fci '« = t

ZV'
and, putting n = — , we get

dv =r
V 2\/z

r' 1

a result from which we deduce at once J (i) = C— |.

Now according to Stieltjes' theory the integral J {z) can be

converted formally in a continued fraction

11 11 11 11 11

i—' + r' + i—' + r' + i— ' + ....
\a^z |a, |a,^ |a^ \a^z

the quantities Uk depending on the coefficients c„, c^, c,, . . . of the

21*
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divergent series. Following (lie general method we consider tlie

determinants

'2ii ^=:

c„

. Cn+2

«» C„-|-| r„_|.2 .... C2„_i

tiien we siiali have

1

hn—l —

• "h— 1

«/t

^ïi— 1 ^u ^it-\-l '

h—1

C2,,—

2

/A ^i-

These general formulae give no insight in the numerical values

of the quantities «t, remembering however that c^ = , it is

2/,+2

ohvions tha( they are rational and depending on Ihe Bernonllian

numbers only. Moreover the}' are positive, for considering the

determinant

D=

C/, Cp+i
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the contimied fraction. In order to prove this convergence for s ^ 0,

we change /(«) into

1

and applying Stikltjes' method to the new integral

r du r' r' i
.

we obtain the continued fraction

1
I

11 1
I

1
I

11

I— ' + !-' + I"' + I-' f I— '
+ ••••

|a,z |a
,

|a ,2 |a\, |ajZ

1
,

16 -^
,

with ri'2n = -— and n' -m-i-x =^ n
—

rr- Now both tlie series 2n2k and
2n 271-f-l 1

00

2a'2k-\-i evidentl}', diverge, iience we infer that for z^O the new

continued fraction necessarily converges, and by tlie way we may

note for z = —- the rather remaritable result
16

JX 11 11 11 11

2
- 1 = i-r' + ly' + |-' + i-r' + • • •

•

^ It It \s It

Comparing the functions f{i() and g{ii) we have

•^-^^ = 1 + e-2^^«

and accordingly everywhere in the range of integration

l<^<2.= 9W =
therefore, again using Stikltjes' argument, we conclude to the

inequalities

i{«'i+a',+«'s+"' + a'2-,+i) < (aj+«, + a, + ... + «2n+i) <
< («'i + «'. + a's + • • • 4 a'2.1+1).

otherwise wi-itten

/111 1

< 16 7 + -+-+... +:13 5 2n + l
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Consequently the lower limit of a^k+i must be zero, and tliat

agrees with the fact that
"

tends to infinity, for Stifxtjes shewed
Cn

tiiat in that case no upper limit can be assigned to
(Xn (Xr)X.\

The principal conclusion, however, is that the series ^«2/1+1

diverges, that therefore the continued fraction

11 11 11 11 11

\a^z
I

a, \a^z
|
a, \a^z

converges except when z is real and negative, and that it is equal

to the integral J {z). Thus then, putting z^\, we have proved that

6'

—

\ can be expanded in the continued fraction

1
I

1
I

1
I

1
I

1
I

I +1 +1 +1 +1 +••'
l«l l«J l«I l«4 l«6

the quantities at being rational and positive, whilst those of odd

index have the lower limit zero. More or less we are inclined to

believe that a fraction satisfying these conditions cannot represent

a rational number, and so the expansion of C'

—

\ again suggests

the conjecture that C' must be irrational.

The result obtained is of no practical value; that after some

reductions we have

1 6 79 2410 262445
1—

' + 1-' + 1—' + 1

' + I

12 5 42 79 2651
. I =: ,

—
I + l-l + ,—

I + l^^^l + l^^^-^l + . . .
,

is of small service in the evaluation of the constant, and though

numerator and denominator of any convergent can be expressed in

the BernouUian numbers, in approximating the constant C' other

methods. are to be preferred.

1



Chemistry. — "Researches on the Addition of Water to Ethylene

and Propi/Iene". (Preliminary Communication). By Dr. J. P.

WiBACT and J. J. Diekmann (Communicated by Prof. A. F.

Holleman).

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923).

About (wo 3ears ago experiments were carried out by one of

us purposing lo study tiie possibility of a direct addition of water

to elliyleue and propylene. The continuation of this investigation

has been render-ed possible by a liberal support granted me from

the HoottEW KRFF-fund. I gladly avail myself of this opportunity to

express my great indebtedness to the Board of Management of the

HooGEWEHFF-fund for this help.

Though these investigations have not yet been completed, it seems

desirable to me in connection with a .^hort notice in the „Chemiker

Zeitung" of Jan. 2"^' 1923 (N°. 47. p. 7j, in which H. W. Ki.ever

describes similar researches, to publish a preliminary communication

on the results obtained by us.

J. P. WlBADT.

^ 1. The Action of Water-vapour on Ethylene and Propylene

in the Presence of Catalysts.

Since the investigations by Ipatiew, Senderens and Sabatier it has

been known that at high temperature and in the gaseous condition

ethyl-alcohol and some of its homologues can be decomposed in two

ways

:

C,H.OH-*C,H, + H,0 (1).

H
C,H,OH^CH,C=ü + H, (II).

Both reactions are typical catalytic reactions, vvliicli only proceed

readily in the presence of certain contact-substances. Anhydrous

aliiminiumsulpliate and aluiiiiniuraoxide are typical catalysts that

split off water freactioii I). Metals like copper and iron, especially

ill finely divided condition, are typical catalysts for tiie splitting

off of hydrogen (reaction II).

The range of temperature, in which particularly the first reaction
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takes place, lies between 300—400°, dependent on I lie nature of

the catalysing substance; when the temperature is raised to about

400° and higher, the formation of aldehyde becomes prominent even

in the presence of substances like aluminium oxide and other catalysts

that split off water.

It is well known that reaction (II) is reversible — aldehydes

can be smoothly reduced with molecular hydrogen over nickel —
but uothing is known about the reversibility of reaction (1).

In the extensive literature on the splitting u|» of alcohols into

olefine and water, the (piestion whether direct addition of water to

the double bond in ethylene and propylene is actually possible, has

never been examined. We have carried out a number of experiments

to answer this question. A mixture of ethylene and water-vapour

was led over different contact-substances at a temperature between

300° and 400° C. On use of aluminiumhydroxyde or of aluminium

sulphate as catalysts, the reaction product contained acetaldehyde.

We have proved the presence of acetaldehyde by the usual reactions

(reduction of an ammouiacal solution of silver hydroxide); Schipf's

reaction; reaction with nitro-prussidsodium and piperidine according

to Levvin) and also isolated as p-nitrophenylhydrazone. The quantities

of acetaldehyde are very small; by far the greater part of the ethylene

remains unchanged during the experiment. The quantity of acetal-

dehyde amounted to from 0,2 to 0,4 '/o ^' 350°—360°, calculated

to the quantity of ethylene.

The presence of alcohol could not be verified ").

In our opinion the formation of acetaldehyde must be explained

in this way that primarily ethylalcohol is formed through addition

of water to ethylene, and then acetaldehyde through splitting up of

hydrogen. If this .second reaction proceeds much more lapidly than

the addition of water to the double bond, no alcohol will be found

in the reaction product. As at 350°—360° ethyl-alcohol is almost

quantitatively decomposed into ethylene and water (at this temperature,

however, a little hydrogen is also formed) it is clear that only

at a lower temperature the inverse reaction can take |)lace in a

considerable degree. We have, however, not succeeded in finding

a catalyst that causes the addition of water to ethylene below 300°.

We have proved by means of a separate experiment that no acetal-

dehyde is formed from mixtures of dry ethylene with about lO'/,

of air at 360° over aluminiumoxide. It, therefore, appears from

') The analytical particulars will be given later, as also the full description of

the arrangement of the experiments,
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this that tlie formation of acetaldehyde is not the consequence of

an oxidation of etliylene, e. g. according to the scheme

H
C,H, + ^CH,—CH, -^ CH,Cr=0

Hence the formation of acetaldehyde cannot have been cansed bj

the possible presence of small rpiantities of air in the ethylene used.

We are, therefore, of opinion that we are justified in concluding

that a primary addition of water to
. the double bond has taken

place, and that the reaction :

C,H,OH^C,H, + H,0

may accordingly be considered as a reversible reaction.

We have obtained perfectly analogous results with mixtures of

proftylene and water-vapour. At 350° and in the presence ofalumi-

niumhydroxide acetone was then formed in a quantity of from

0,2 to 0,3 "!, of the propylene. In our opinion the primary-

formation of isopropylalcohol by addition of water to propylene,

must be assumed in this case. Afterwards the isopro|)ylalcoliol

is transformed to acetone through the splitting otï of hydrogen.

Hence the direct addition of water proceeds analogously to the

addition of hydriodic acid, in which likewise the isopropyl compound
appears. Accordingly the rule of Markonikow remains valid also in

this case.

On the ground of these results it is probable that the addition

of water to propylene and ethylene can take place under high

pressure at temperatures far below 300°. We have, however, made
no experiments in this direction.

^ 2. Tke Hydration of Ethylene and Propylene by

Means of Acids.

The syntheses of ethyl- and isopropylalcohol from ethylene and

propylene by the formation of alkyl-sulphuric acid, and subsequent

hydrolysis, by M. Berthblot ') are among the classic syntheses of

organic chemistry. Berthhi.ot investigated the absorption of these

olefines by pure sulphuric acid of 98—99 V, H,SO, at ordinary

temperature. Afterwards the absorption of ethylene by sulphuric acid

has been repeatedly studied. Particularly in the last few years several

technical chemists have made experiments to absorb the ethylene from

•) Berthelot: Chitnie organique fondée sur la synthese, p. 115. c, f. Ann. de

Chimie et de Physique. (7), 4, 101 (1895). Bull. Soc. Ghim. XI, 13. (1869).
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coal-distillation gases by means of hot strong sulphuric' acid (of

96 7o)> ^'1*^' '0 obtain etlivlalcohol after dilution and distillation

of the sulphuric acid ').

With regard to the action of sulphuric acid on propylene, a process

of CARi,KTON-P]r,i,is ') has become known. In this process the waste

gases formed in the preparation of light hydrocarbons from heavy

petroleum-distillates (cracking-process of Buhton) are passed throngli

snlphui-ic acid of 87
'/o ; tl'e propylene present in these is said

to be transformed into isopi'opylsulplmric acid. After ilihition and

distillation of the sulphuric acid isopropylalcohol is obtained.

Systematic researches on the behaviour of ethylene and propylene

towards acids of different concentrations have not been published.

On the other hand there are many instances known, in which

the addition of water to a double bond takes place under the

inlluence of diluted acids. Gerauiol absorbs two molecules of

water when treated with 5 "/o sulphuric acid. Butlerow ') found

that isobntylene and heptylene were very slowly hydrated to the

corresponding alcohols by means of diluted sulphuric acid and

nitric acid at the ordinary temperature.

It seemed interesting to us to e.xamine how ethylene and propy-

• leue would behave towards acids of different concentrations. If

elhylsulphuric acid can he obtained through the action of ethylene

on diluted sulphuric acid at high temperature, there would be a

possil)ility that afterwards the elhylsulphuric acid should be hydro-

lized :

(1) C,H, + H,SO, — C,H.HSO,

(2) C,H.HSO, + H,0-*C,H,OH + H,0

If the two reactions proceeded rapidly enough, the experiment

might be arranged so that the alcohol formed is immediately

distilled oft" from the reaction liquid.

Such a course of the reaction would then be pi'actically an

addition of water to ethylene, in which the question whether we
have to do here with a direct addition or which an intermediary

') I<'ritzsche. Chemische Industrie 20, 266 (1897) and 21, 27 (18981; Tau and

Bertelsmann, Gliick Auf 57, 189 (1921); Bury enOr.LAMDER: ,, Byproduct devel-

opment in the Iron and Steel Industry"; Paper read before the Cleveland histitution

of Engineers, 15 December 1919; cf. Tidman, Journ. See. Ghem Ind. 40, 86 T
(1921); DE LoisY. Compt. Rend. Ac. d. Sc. Paris 170, 50 (1920); Damiens, de

LoiSY en Piette, Eng. Pat. 180988 (1922).

S) Cr. Chemical and Metallurgical Engineering. Vol. 23, 1230 (1920).

^) Lieb. Ann. 180, 245 (1876).
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formation of ethylsnlpliiiric acid, can he left undecided for the

present.

We have devised an apparatus, in which an ascending stream of

gas came into intimate contact with the descending acid. This

washing apparatus, whicii is placed vertically was electrically lieated

by means of a coil of nichiome-wire so as to make it possible

to keep tlie reaction temperature constant within narrow limits.

The ethylene, which is led through the heated, diluted sulphuric

acid will withdraw water-vapour from the liquid, for so far as it

is not absorbed, which would cause the acid to become more con-

centrated in the course of the experiment. To prevent this we

have added water-vapour to it at the same time witli the eliiylene

;

the partial tension of the water vapour in the introduced gas-mixture

was about the same as the water-vapour tension of the used sul-

phuric acid at the temperature of the experiment. In this way the

concentration of the sidphuric acid was kept about constant during

the experiment.

At the top of the apparatus there escaped, theiefore, water-vapour,

not absorbed ethylene, and alcohol vapour, if any was formed.

It actually appeared possible to obtain alcohol from ethylene in

this way. A mixture of ethylene and steam was washed with

sulphuric acid of 65 7, H,SO, at a temperature of 150°— 160°.

After 5 litres of ethylene had been passed through in 5 hours' time,

the distillate contained 0,21 gr. of alcohol '), i. e. a conversion of

about 2 7,.

Then the sulphuric acid used was strongly diluted and distilled

out, and in this way 0,08 gr. of alcohol more was obtained. Hence

a little ethylsnlphuric acid was still present in the sulphuric acid

after the experiment. This renders it probable that the ethylsnlphuric

acid is formed as an intermediate product, and that accordingly

the formation of alcohol is the result of two successive reactions,

as given above.

In a second similar experiment 4 7o of the ethylene that was

passed through, was converted into ethylalcohol.

With a mixture of sulphuric acid and water containing 557, H,SO<

only 0.01 gramme of ethylalcohol was found in the distillate, when

5 litres of ethylene mixed with steam had been passed through at 140°.

With sulphuric acid of 70 7. "O alcohol was found in the dis-

tillate, when three litres of ethylene had been passed through. After

^) The analysis took place by oxidizing the reaction liquid with chromic acid, in

consequence of which the alcohol present was oxidized to acetaldehyde Tliis

latter was determined coloriraetricaily.
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dilution and distillation the sulphuric acid yielded, however, 0.32

gr. of alcohol, whicii was, IliereFore, present as ethylsulphuric acid.

Tliis corresponds with a conversion of 5 "/o-

111 these experiments most of the ethylene passed unchanged

through the sulphuric acid; only a slight carbonisation took place.

Though ill principle it, therefore, appears possible to convert ethylene

in this way into ethylalcohol, the yield was so small that- no

practical significance can be assigned to these experiments.

These researches are being continued with other acids and with

salts, as aluminiumsulphate and others.

§ 3. Propylene and Sulphuric Acid.

It is well known from Berthei.ot's investigations that propylene

is very rapidly absorbed at the ordinary temperature by sulphuric

acid of 98—99 7o- We have first of all made some preliminary

experiments on the action of sulphuric acid of different concen-

trations on propylene.

In a Hempkl's gas-pipette 100 cc propylene was placed together

with the sulphuric acid to be examined.

Sulphuric acid of 96
'/o at once absorbs the propylene, also sul-

phuric acid of 90°/, acts very rapidly on it; with acid of 85 "/o

the propylene is absorbed after 20 minutes' shaking, about an hour

being required for this with acid of 80
'/o- Also snlfihuric acid of

75 7o still absorbs propylene, but very slowly.

We have further investigated the action of propylene on sulphuric

acid of 96 "/o ^^ 0°, in which we carefully guarded against rise of

temperature both during the absorption of the gas, and during the

pouring out of the reaction product on ice. We have only succeeded

in obtaining a small quantity of isopropylalcohol from the reaction

product.

Through the action of the sulphuric acid the bulk of the pro-

pylene was changed into an oily liquid, which was unsaturated,

and boiled within wide limits. It is, therefore, probable that

higher unsaturated hydro-carbons are formed by (he condensing

action of the sulphuric acid. Bekthulot too states that such

condensation products are formed, when rise of temperature takes

place during the experiment. In our experiments with sulphuric

acid of 96 '/o ^^ 0° the bulk of the propylene was always

transformed into condensed and resinous products in spite of all

our precautions. With sulphuric acid of 85 % the absorption of

propylene takes ]ilace very slowly at 10°. On further treatment

I
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of tlie reaction product, chiefly condensation products were again

obtained.

We then examined tiie absorption of propylene by more diluted

sulphuric acid at higher temperature. The experiments were arranged

in the same way as was already described for ethylene. The mixture

of piopylene and steam was brought in contact in counter-current

with sulphuric acid of definite concentration and definite teniperature

in the vertical washing-apparatus; 7.5 litres of propylene mixed

with steam were passed in 4 hours through sulphuric acid of55 7„

H,SO^ at 140°. The distillate contained 0.25 gr. isopropyl alcohol.

After dilution with water a distillate was obtained from the acid

in which 0.27 gr. of isopropylalcohol ') was present. There was,

therefore, evidently still isopropylsulpiiuric acid present in the acid.

In all 2.6 7» of the total quantity of propylene was, accordingly,

obtained as isopropyl alcohol.

A much greater part of the propylene was, however, decomposed.

Separation of carbon took |)lace and formation of sulphur-dioxide.

After the experiment 5,3 litres of the 7,5 lities of propylene was

found back. Hence 9 '/» of the consumed quantity of propylene was

changed into isopropyl alcohol.

An experiment with sulphuric acid of 45 °/„ H^SO^ and at

125 — 130° proceeded in the same way; 6 litres of propylene

were passed through, 5 litres of them were obtained after the

experiment. Tlie yield of isopropyl alcohol amounted to 0,2 gramme
in the dislillale and 0.1 gramme in the acid liquid, together 0,30.

gr. i.e. 10 Vo of 'l^ö consumed propylene. Here too a large part of

the consumed propylene was carbonised.

It therefore, appears from these experiments that the hydration of

propylene by hot diluted sulphuric acid is possible. The reaction

velocity, however, is small, which renders the yield small. Besides

the sulphuric acid has a decomposing action on the propylene. If

on the other hand the experiment is made with concentrated sul-

phuric acid at low temperature, the propylene is quickly attacked,

but chiefly transformed into condensation products.

We have tried therefore the action of other acids. We first

investigated the action of benzene sulphonic acid. 6 litres of pro-

pylene with steam were passed throngii a concentrated solution

of benzene sulphonic acid; in the aqueous distillate of this expe-

riment we found 0,25 gr. isopropyl alcohol or about 1'/, 7» of the

propylene. Hence in this case too the reaction proceeds slowly.

') The analysis took place by oxidahon to acetone, and colorimetric deter-

mination of this substance.
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The result of the experiments on the action of acids on ethylene

and propylene can, tiierefore, be summarized as follows: It is pos-

sible to obtain ethyl alcohol, resp. isopropyl alcohol by one opera-

tion from ethylene and propylene by means of mixtures of sulphuric

acid and water at 130— 150°. In this reactions the alkylsulphuric

acids are probably formed as intermediate products.

The yield of alcohols is, however, very small, and particularly

with propylene, the hydro-carbon is decomposed in another way

during the experiment. These investigations are being continued.



Physics. — " The relation between the widening and the mutual

influence of disjiersion lines in the spectnun of the sun's limb."

By Prof. W. H. Jumüs and Dr. M. Miknaert.

(Communicated at the meeting of April 28, 1923).

Introduction.

*ri)e hypothesis that tlie darkness of Fraunhofer lines is mainly

an effect of anonialons dispersion enables one to explain, at any

rate qnalitatively, a great many characteristics of the solar spectrnm.

It thus appears possible to formulate a theoretical connection —
which has then of conrse to be verified quanlilatively — between

iinmerous phenomena that are less easily seen as inter-depeiideni if

we consider them from the point of view of the nnmodified classical

absorption theory introdnced by Kirchhoff. Snch phenomena are

e.g.: the general displacement of the solar lines towards tlie red,

differing greatly in amount from line to line; the limb-centre dis-

placements and their dependence on intensity and wave-lenght ; the

widening and the change of intensity of the lines as the limb is

approached; the apparent nuitnal repulsion of neighbouring Fraun-

hofer lines, generally greater at the limb than in the centre of the

disk; the systematically curved shape of the lines of the spot-

spectrum if the slit cuts the spot in a direction passing through the

centre of the disk; the gradual increase of the distance between

the components of the bright calcium lines i/, and K., as the limb

is approached ; and var;ous particulars of a more local character.

We shall endeavour to express mathematically the connection

which, according to the dispersion theory, should exist between a

few of the above-mentioned phenomena, and then to investigate how
far these quantitative relations agree with the results of measure-

ments made on solar lines.

It is evident that the absolute magnitnde of the influence exercised

by anomalous dispersion in the solar gases on the aspect of Fraun-

hofer lines cannot be calculated directly so long as the refracting

and scattering power of the sun is not otherwise known. Neither

can this power be safely computed starting from line displacements

only. It must be remembered, however, that a similar uncertainty

prevails regarding the values given for temperatures, pressures,

radial velocities, intensities of magnetic or electric fields, or grades

of dissociation in the sun in so far as such values are derived from
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spectral phenomena; in tact, sncli statements are alwavs based on

the donbtful assumption that the observed spectral phenomena are

entirely due to the causes mentioned. There is, of course, no

objection to introducing this assumption, — provided its hypothetical

character be always kept in mind.

With equal justification we may assume that Fraunholer lines

are mainly "dispersion lines"; the essential point will then be to

examine whether the deductions from this hypothesis result in an

adequate theory, covering a substantial proportion of observational

data. In this paper we confine ourselves to showing that the dis-

persion theory of the solar spectrum connects quantitatively two at

first sight independent groups of observed |)heuomeua, namely the

well-established general tvidening of the Fraunhofer lines at the

limb, and the increase, also at the limb, of the vmtual influence of

neighbouring lines. This relation proves to be independent of the

unknown laws that govern the weakening of any given kind of

light on its way through the solar gases; it enables ns to indicate

an tipper limit of the mutual influence that may be expected, thus

lending fresh support to our fundamental hypothesis. It will lie

shown, indeed, tiiat the average value of the mutual influence as

deduced from the dispersion theory is perfectly consistent with the

actual observations.

The dispersion lines which, according to our hypothesis, envelop

the exceedingly narrow') true absorption lines of the solar spectrum

arise from two dimming processes, viz.: irregular lefVaction and

molecular scattering. For although light of any wave-length is sub-

ject to refraction and scattering on its long way through selectively

absorbing gases, it is well known that these causes of darkening

specially affect waves in the immediate vicinity of absorption lines. As

the two [irocesses weaken the transmitted light according to different

laws, we shall treat them separately.

I. On the weaken'ing of light in passing through

EXTENSIVE MASSES OF GAS.

^ 1. Spreading of light by irregular ray-curving in a mixture

of gases.

Suppose we have in a given space a mixture of gases which, if

they were each of them alone to fill the space, would show the

absolute refractive indices n^, n, . . . . Ui . . . .; then, according to ex-

') Our assumption that real absorption is restricted to very small ranges of

wave-lengths is in harmony with views recently derived from tlie quantum theory

by N. Bohr (Zeitschr. f. Pliysik 13, 162, 1923).
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periments of Biot and Araüo (confirmed by modern observations),

tlie refracting power of tlie mixture equals the sum of tiie refracting

powers of the constituents:

n — 1 = ^ (ui—l).

The condition is implied that the gases do not act on each other.

We shall assume this law to be valid also in those spectral regions

where one of the constituents causes anomalous dispersion, although

no very accurate direct measurements concerning such cases are as

yet available. (The exceedingly narrow regions of true absorption

are not considered here).

If the gaseous mass is very extensive and of unequal optical

density, with irregular gradients in all directions, it will make every

beam of light spread out like a bunch of feathers. According to

Ohnstein and Zernickk ') tiie rate of this kind of scattering is

determined by "the average square of the spreading per unit of

o'
length" — ; to any short path / corresponds an angle « depending on

the average value of the irregular density gradients, and proportional

to 71— J of the mixture. The weakening of the transmitted light

will therefore be a function of

(n-\r = [2(ni-l)y ....... (1)

that has the property of increasing and decreasing with this quantity.

A characteristic difference between scattering by irregular refraction,

and molecular scattering, is, that in the latter process a considerable

part of each beam passes straight, and a small part of it disperses

in all directions, whereas in refractional scattering every beam itself

widens like a plume.

^ 2. Scattering of light by the molecules of a gaseous mixture.

If a beam of light of intensity 7„ has travelled a distance z

through a medium containing A' scattering particles per cube cm.,

its intensity has diminished to 1 = l^e~''-, where, according to

Rayleigh, h has the value

32 jr' (»—!)'

' ~ 3 A^"*

In this expression v is explicitly stated to represent the refractive

index of the medium as modified by the scattering particles against

the unmodified medium'). Denoting the absolute index of the latter

') Ornstein and Zernicke, These Proceedings, Vol. 21, p. 115 (1917).

') Rayleigh, Phil. Mag. 47, 375, 1899. — Scientific Papers IV, 400.

22

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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by 11, the absolute index of the nioditied medium by n\ we iiave

32 jr'
I
- — 1

1

_ \n ) _32jt'(n'— n)'_32jr'(n'-n)'
'
~

^NX* ~"
3A^ASi' ~" 3iVA'

because for thin gases we may put n'z=\.

We shall lake for granted that this expression for Ji remains

valid in those regions of the spectrum where the scattering particles

produce anomalous dispersion. It is precise!}' in those regions tliat

h will assume considerable values.

Now suppose (here be a mixture consisting of JSf^^N iV,-, . .

.

scattering particles of the kinds 1,2, . . . i, . . . For each kind the

mixture of tlie remaining kinds forms the "unmodified medium",

whilst the "modified medium" is the same in all cases, viz. the

complete mixture. We are concerned, therefore, with a single quantity

n' and several values i\\),n(o), . . . n^i-^, ... of n, if ii'^i) denotes the

absolute refractive index of the mixture without the constituent i.

The scattering-coellicient h of the complete mixture will be the

sum of the scattering-coeflticients peculiar to the separate constituents,

each in its proper medium:

32 .t' («'— m(o)'

3 X' A',-

This expression may be simplified because the above-mentioned

law of BiOT and Ak.\go requires, that

«'-1 =(«(.)- 1) + K-1)

m representing the absolute refractive index which the gas z would

show if it were alone in the given space. We, therefoi'e, have

n'—»»(,-•)=: Hi—1, and may write:

32 ji' (tii—iy
h=z2: hi — --- :e ——'-

.

3 1' Ni

A beam of light, having travelled a long way through such a

mixture of gases, will emerge with a loss of intensity expressible

as a certain function of h which has the property of increasing

and decreasing with k. In regions of the spectrum sufficiently small

to permit of neglecting the change of ).'' in them, we see that now

^^^^
(2)

Ni

is the variable quantity determining the loss of light. (Compare this

expression (2) with the corresponding one (1) which applies to

refractional scattering).
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^ 3. How anomalous refraction and anomalous scattering act in

producing dispersion lines.

It appears from the above remarks that the distribution of the

intensity in a dispersion line is determined by two darkening laws

which, it is true, depend on local circumstances (dimensions and

shape of the source of light, condition of the medium, etc.), and

to that extent are unknown, but which we do know will change

with loave-length in accordance with the functions (1) and (2). We
shall first deal with the share which irregular refraction, and there-

after with the share which molecular scattering has in the formation

of dispersion lines.

A. Imaginary pure )-e/raction lines.

Imagine a selectively absorbing gaseous mixture, lacking the

faculty of molecular scattering, but with many irregular gradients

of density; let a beam of white light travel through that medium,

and attention be confined to a small part of the spectrum where

only one characteristic frequency, i.e. one ideally sharp absorption

line, is in evidence.

If the said line were absent, the mixture would, in this narrow

range of wave-lenghts, show a refracting power jj,—1 varying only

very slowly with A, but to this will now be added the anomalous

refracting power fj,— 1 of the constituent producing the absorption

line, thus determining the resultant refracting power:

« - 1 = (n, - 1) + («, - 1).

The term (n,— 1) will, as a rule, preserve the same (generally

positive) sign throughout the region considered, whereas {7l^—1) is

negative on the violet side of the line, positive on the red side.

Light on the violet side of a line will be called F-light, on the red

side 7?-light. All effects of refraction in a gaseous mixture are,

therefore, on an average greater for /j!-light than for T'^-light, because

they depend on (n— 1)' or on the absolute value of n—1, i.e. on

I

(71,-1) + (n—1)1

.

Fig. \a shows the course of n,—1 and jij— 1 each separately

;

Fig. 2rt gives n— 1 = (»,

—

1) -\- {n^—1); in Fig. 3rt is represented

the course of \n— {\z=z\{n,— 1) -\- {n^— l)j which determines the

distribution of the light in our "refraction line".

The sharp absorption line will thus be enveloped in an asymme-

tric refraction line, whose "centre of gravity" is displaced towards

the red if n^—1 has the positive sign.

(The general displacement of the Fraunhofer lines towards the

22*
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red, which increases on ap|)ioiicliing the sun's limb, may be con-

sidered in connection with these inferences).

Let us now imagine our small spectral region to contain tioo

neighbouring sharp absorption lines, then we have:

,.-1 = K-1) + («,-!) + (n,-l),

where n,— 1 is again assumed to be nearly constant, and the other

two terms are strongly variable with A. In the region between the

lines, (?z,— 1) and (n,— J) have o|)posite signs (cf. Fig. \,b, where

the three terms are represented separately). The resultant n—1 =f{i)

Fig la

Fig 2a

Fig Sa

Fiy 4„

F,a lb

S(»,-')

|Z('.-')I

r..SM'

n-l n-l

Fig. ia^ib.

shows a point of inflexion there (Fig. 2,b) ; and, owing to the

opposite signs of (n, —l)and(«,— 1), the modulus |(w, —1)+(?J,—1)-|-

-|-(?i,— 1)1 is smaller tiian |(n,— 1) -|- (n,— 1)| in the left section,

and smaller than \{?i„—1) -|- (n,—1)| in the right section of the

interval (cf. Fig. 3,6), so that on the two sides of the refraction

lines that face each other the weakening of the light is less than

it would be if the lines stood wide apart. The "centres of gravity"

of two neighbouring refraction lines are, therefore, a little more
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distant from each other than their cores, i.e. the true absorption

lines: we observe an apparent repulsion.

In Fig. 3 we see, moreover, that on the violet side of each line

there appears a point where n— 1=0. (If «„—1 were negative,

such a point wonid be found on the red side of the line). Light of

the corresponding wave-length would not be weakened by irregular

refraction and should, therefore, show an intensity in the spectrum,

surpassing the average intensity of regions clear from lines. Jewell')

seems indeed to have observed casually such phenomena in the

solar spectrum. It is not sur[)rising, however, that similar places of

greater brillancy are not very conspicuous there ; for we can scarcely

doubt that in the sun the proportion of (he components of the

mixture varies with depth, so that the values of 1 for which

n— 1 = will not be the same on the entire paths of the beams.

Moreover, the Fraunhofer lines are partly due to molecular scat-

tering, and it will presently he shown that this process does not

involve the appearance of such narrow regions of greater brillancy

in the spectrum (at least not in the central parts of the solar disk).

Both circumstances tend to obliterate the brighter places near refrac-

tion lines.

B. Imaginary pure scattering-lines.

Now suppose the density of a gaseous mixture to be so uniform,

that rays of light pass through it in straight lines, then the true

absorption lines will rjet be enveloped into dispei'sion lijies, because

for kinds of light belonging to the nearest environment of the

distinctive frequenties the coefficient of molecular scattering has

greater values. Let us analyse, indeed, how

3 X* Ni

varies with J in a narrow spectral region containing a single absorp-

tion line of the constituent ƒ. All terras of the sum but one may
there be treated as constants, so that

This quantity vai'ies with 1 in the manner represented in Fig. 4,a
;

the curve is symmetrical with respect to the absorption line, provided

that the dispersion curve associated with the line has the regular

') Jewell, Astroph. Journ. Ill, 99, 1896. Cf. also: Abbot, The Sun, p. 115,

where analogous observations of Eveeshed are mentioned in addition.
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shape, and that the change of A' in the small region may be

neglected. The distribution of tlie light in the scattering line will

then also be symmetrical; tliis we may infer without knowing the

exact form of the law of darkening ').

In contrast to what characterizes pure refraction lines, the sym-

metry of pure scattering lines is not disturbed by the addition of a

similar cause of weakening that is constant in the region considered.

(The above expressions (1) and (2) explain this difference).

Anomalous molecular scattering, or diffusion of light, cannot

therefore have any share in the production of the genera! displace-

ments of the solai' lines towards the red').

Let us now consider the case that our small spectra! region

contains tiuo absorption lines. The scattering coefficient will then

take the form

h=C + p Nj Nk ^]'

32:rt'

for we may replace the factor by the constant quantity p.

Fig. 46 represents h as a function of X. To this will correspond a

darkening curve whose ordinates grow and decline with h. We see

that in the interval between the absorption lines the superposition

of their individual scattering effects must produce a greater increase

of the darkening than outside tiie pair; so the centres of gravity

of the two diffusion-lines will be a little less distant from each other

than the absorption lines proper (apparent attraction).

Summarizing the above qualitative results with a view to their

application in the spectroscopy of celestial bodies, we may state:

1. The general but very unequal displacements of tlie Fraunhofer-

lines towards the red can be explained by the properties of refraction

lines, but not by those of diffusion lines. This also applies to the

limb-centre displacements.

2. The mutual influence of neighliouring Fraunhofer lines, which

increases, as a rule, from the centre towards the limb of the solar

disk, may be the result of either scattering process; but irregular

refraction causes apparent repulsion, molecular diffusion of light

gives apparent attraction.

1) The law of darkening through molecular scattering in the sun has been amply

studied by J. Spijkekboer in a dissertation, published in Utrecht, 1917; cf also

Arch, néerl. UIA, 5, p. t-115. 1918.

') To this point our attention has first been drawn in a conversation with

Einstein.
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II. ThK REr.ATION BETWEEN AVIDTH AND MÜTÜAI- INFLUENCE IN

DISPERSION LINKS AND IN FrAUNHOFER LINES.

In this chapter formulae will be deduced expressing the connection

between mutual influence and width of dispersion lines. If Frauidiofer

lines are in the main dispersion lines, it will (hus be possible, starting

from daia concerning the widening of the lines in the spectrum of

the sun's limb, to derive values for the probable increase of the

mutual influence in passing from the centre to the limb. We may
then compare these theoretical results with the data obtained from

observations regarding limb-centre displacements of Fraunliofer lines.

The i-espective shares which irregular refraction and molecular

scattering may have in (he production of the lines will again be

treated separately.

^ J . Refraction lines in the spectrum of the centre of the solar disk.

The distribution of the luminosity in a refraction line depends on

the values of \n— 1|^ ƒ(/.). We owe to Roschdestwensky ') the most

accurate measurements concerning the form of this function. He

found that in region of the two yellow sodium lines Sellmeier's formula:

a.X' a,
A'

represents the observations almost exactly. We shall suppose this

formula to be applicable to the cases we are considering.

If the difference between A, and .^, is rather considerable and if

we only pay attention to the surroundings of one of the lines, we
may unite the latter two terms of (1) into a single, nearly constant

refracting power (?;„— 1), and moreover put A -f- A, ^ 2 ^. The

expression thus simplifies itself, if we write ^' for —
^, to:

« ^ = A3r + ^"~^^ ^^^

The intensity at any place in the spectrum depends on the absolute

value \n— 1]. On either side of the absorption line we mark the

values of ) where n— 1 ^ ± // (cf. Fig. 5), H being provisionally

an arbitrary constant. These places in the spectrum will be called

the "//-boundaries" of the dispersion line; their distance (to be

') Roschdestwensky, Anomale Dispersion im Natriumdampf. Ann. d. Phys.

39, 307, 1912.
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indicated by B) is the "//-width" of the line. So R signifies the

width an observer would assign to the line if he estimated its

Fi} in

I. C

Fig Sa F,g Hh

.*.rM)

,;i^»

Fig. 5a -66.

boundaries to lie situated at the wave-lengths wliere the relative

intensity has the value corresponding to H. (By "relative intensity"

we understand the proportion between the intensity at the selected

point of the dispersion line and the intensity in the surrounding

continuous spectrum).

Suppose the "//-boundaries" of the line to be situated at ).ji and

).Y, then we obtain from equation (2);

k k
Xii—x,=——;

^^ and ;.r— -t, = — 77-^-:; r.>- • (8)B + (n,-\y

2Hk
(4)

or, inversely, expressing H in B,

^=-^^ l/^+K-ir (5)

We may leave the negative value of the radical out of account.

Now proceeding to the case of two neighbouring equally strong

lines, we prefer to indicate the places in the spectrum by the

quantity

I = }.—Xm

(cf. Fig. 5,6) in which 1^ represents the wave-length corresponding

to the point halfway between the two absorption lines, so that this
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middle-point becotiies tlie zei'o in out' scale of /-values. If the

distance between the lines is 2A, we have in the new notation:

I, =^ A for the line on the red side, /, ^ — A for the line on the

violet side, and we get, in analogy with (2), the relation

»-'=iéi+rb + <»-' c)

For each of the lines we may again define two "/:/-bonndaries",

to be found by taking (6) eqnal to ± H, wherein H has the value

fixed by the relation (5).

We consider the red-facing line of the pair. Its //-bonndaries

Ir and /[' are foimd by snbstituting in (6; H for n— 1, /« or ly

for /. We thus obtain, according as the -|- sign or the — sign is

chosen

:

Ijt or lv= h / 1 A' = SR-ir Tii

or Sv+Ty. (7)

Similarly it follows, that the violet-facing component of our pair

has for its //-boundaries

Ir or ly=SR—TR or Sy—Ty (7a)

^ 2. Refraction lines in the spectrum of the limb of the solar disk.

Seen in the light of the dispersion theory, the widening of the

Fraunhofer lines in the specti-nin of the limb is due to the fact,

that near the limb smaller values ± H' of ?t— 1 are already suffi-

cient for producing the same relative darkening, which in the central

parts of the disk is only produced by the greater values ± H.

The //'-width, shown by the line at the limb, will be called B'

.

As a counterpart of (5) we now obtain the relation

k I y k'

and, in the case of two limb-lines, as counterparts of (7) and {7a)

:

k I y p
in or ry= h / 1- ^' = S'r + T'r

±//'-(n.-l)^l/ l±H'-in-\)y^
H-r H

or S'y+T'y (9)

I'r OT l'y= S'r- T'u or S'y-T'^' .... (9a)

^ 3. Theoretical possibility of a general solution of our problem.

In principle, the formulae (5), (7), (8), and (9) embody a rather

complete answer to Ihe queslion how, on the basis of the dispersion
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theory, the widening of tlie lines near the limb and tiie increase

of their mutnal inflnence uinst be connected. Indeed, if tlie distribu-

tion of the relative intensity were established both for an isolated

refraction line of the centre type and for the corresponding limb

line, it would now be possible to plot the curve giving the distribu-

tion of the light in a set of two neighbouring equal lines, and to

examine how the asymmetry in it increases when |)assing from the

centre to the limb of the disk. It wonld only be necessary to sub-

stitnte for B and B' the values corresponding to relative intensities

0,9, 0,8, 0,7 etc., and then to calculate from (7) and (9) where the

places of equal intensity ought to be found in the pair. ')

For the present, however, the intensity curves are not sufficiently

known; the observers of the solnr spectrum provide us with the

"visual widths" and the wave-lengths of the "centres of gravity"

of the lines, quantities by no means free from subjectivity.

Nevertheless we can draw from such observations some useful

inferences concerning our problem.

§ 4. Limitation to ivhat may be derived from already existing

data.

The average widening in the limb-spectrum of lines whose widths
o

lie between 0,07 and 0,16 A was found by Fabry and BuissoN ')

o

to be 0,01 A. Although we do not know the exact value of the

relative intensity at the places where their interference method made

them estimate the "boundaries" of the line, there was yet in this

way assigned a definite width to each line. (We have some reason

to think that in the ordinary visual estimates of the width of a

dark line the relative intensity at the borders is about 0,8. This

statement reposes on extrapolation of an empirical formula by which,

in an earlier investigation, we were able to lepreseiit the visual

boundaries of bright lines on the photographic plate. Cf. Ann. d.

Phys., 71, 59, 1923).

Whilst under the influence of a neighbouring line these boundaries

shift asymmetrically, the central parts of the dispersion line, with

1) If limb- and centre-lines have been photographed on one and the same plate

(the centre spectra with shorter exposition so as to make the intensity of clear

spaces equal in both centre and limbspectra) it is even possible to use the

transparency values of the single lines directly for computing, 'by means of our

formulae, the course of the transparency in pairs of lines occuring on the same

plate. It is unnecessary then, first to translate the degrees of blackening into

original intensities.

2) Fabry and Buisson, G. R. 148, 1741, (1909); Astroph. Journ. 31, 97, (191U).
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their greater darkness remain almost stationary. The point midway
between the boundaries will, therefore, by its position depict all

asymmetrical distortions of the dispersion line somewhat exaggerated

in comparison with the "centre of gravity" instinctively used by

the observer to identity the place of the line. If, therefore, we
calcniate the displacements of that mldivay jwint, we are sure to

find upper limits for the displacements which, according to the

dispersion theory, ma^' be expected as tlio result of measurements.

§ 5. The difference in mutual infiitence of refraction lines at the

limb and in the centre of the disk.

It is easily seen that the midway point Mjj between the H-

boundaries of the red-facing displaced refraction line is determined

by the absciss

Im=^^I^{Ir-[-Iv)^'U{Sr-\-Sv-^Tr^T\') in the centre-spectrum,

and by (10)

l'il^'IAi'R+lv)= 'IASR+ S'v-\-T'H-\-ry) in the limb-spectrum,

so that the amount of its displacement, when passing from centre

to limb, is:

l'ii-f^t=^l^(S'R-^S'v-SR-Sv + rR+ T'y - Tr-Tv) . (11)

This expression contains side by side all the various systematic

displacements of Frai;nhofer lines which the dispersion theory fore-

sees as consequences of irregular ray -curving. The first two terms

give the general displacement of limb-lines against arc-lines; the

third and fourth the general displacement of centre-lines against

arc-lines'); the fifth and sixth term show the ap[>arent repulsion

of neighbouring lines in the limb-spectrum; the seventh and eighth

the apparent repulsion in the centre-spectrum.

At present we are especially interested in the increase which the

apparent repulsions must undergo when passing from the centre to

the limb, because we are in possession of a good many observational

data concerning this phenomenon ').

For each component of a pair the said increase is represented by

:

^I,{Tr + Tv-Tr-Tv)
which expression, after substituting the quantities determined b}'

(9), (8), (7) and '5), becomes

') Here are, of course, not included those displacements which the core-lines or

true absorption lines may perhaps be subjected to as a result of radial velocities,

pressure, or fields of force. Such displacements will simply have to be added to

the phenomena we are considering.

*) Cf.: W. H. Julius, Mutual Influence etc., Astroph. Journ. 54, 92, 1921, and

VV. H. Julius and M. Minnaert, Ann. d Phys. 71, 50, KxYSER-Festheft, 1923.
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,

(n -l)'i?' (« -1)5- +

,+|/,+(=.^ +
^'>^-

I

i(12)

In order to estimate the mimerical value of this expression we
base ourselves on the result of observations of Fabry and Buisson,

o

who found the widening at the limb to be approximately 0,010 A
o o

with lines varying from 0,07 to 0,16 A in width (mean width 0,1 J A).

The mean width of those othei lines, taken from the observational

material of Mount Wilson and Kodaikanal concerning limb-centre

displacements, for which the existence of mutual influence has been
o

stated ') by us in tiie above mentioned papers, amounts to 0,09 A.

Taking these data into consideration, we have calculated the value

of the expression (12) after substituting 5= 0,100 A, S'— = 0,010 A,

and, in succession, —— = ± co . ± 4, ± 1, and 0. The results
k

2A
have then been plotted as ordinates against abscisses -^ (which,

therefore, re|)resent distances of the lines expressed in their width

as unit). We so obtained the full drawn curves of Fig. 7 (p. 346).

They represent (for a refraction line) b}" how many thousandth parts
o

of an Angstrom unit the middle point M'h between the boundaries

of a limb-line is shifted in excess of the middle point Mb between

the boundaries of the corresponding centre-line, in consequence of

the presence of an equally strong neighbouring line, if this is situated

at a distance equal to 3, 2, 1 times the estimated width of the

lines. It will be seen that the repulsion is already perceptible at a

1) W. H. Juuus, Astroph. Journ. 54, 92, (1921); W. H. Jutius and M. Minnaert,

Ann. d. Phys. 71, 50, KAYSER-Festheft, 1923.
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a

rather great distance, and increases slowly to 0,004 A maximnm.

Obviously the \'alue of ?*„ has only little intluence on the result.

As B' differs little from B, the radical quantities of (12) can be

developed into rapidly converging series. It will then appear that as

a first approximation the repulsion is proportional to the absolute

value of the widening at the limb, i.e. to B'—B, Accordingly, our

curves are also valid for lines differing in width from those here

considered, provided their widening at the limb has the value found

by Fabry and Büisson. They are therefore applicable to the case

of lines having the average type of those for which mutual influence

has been observed.

§ 6. Diffuxion-lines in the spectrum of the centre of the solar disk.

The distribution of the intensity in a pure molecular scattering-

line (in the absence of irregular gradients of optical density) depends

on the manner in which the scattering coefficient (cf. p. 335):

C +
32jr' {rtj—iy

3X^ Nj

varies with X in the surrounding small part of the spectrum. And
because even the variation of A* may be neglected there, the distri-

bution is entirely governed by the nature of

(nj-\y

Nj
= [ƒW]%

a function, obviously symmetrical with respect to the position of

the absorption line. On either side of the latter we may again

^n J)»
mark a wave-length where (omitting the index ƒ)

——— equals a

certain — provisionally arbitrary — quantity L*. By these places

in the spectrum we define the "jC-boundaries", and by their distance

the "L-width" of the diffusion line (Cf. Fig. 6, on p. 338).

We now introduce the dispersion formula (2) of p. 337 and

confine our attention to the case that there is only one single ab-

sorption line, so that we may write

"-'=é^^ ^''^

Our two L-boundaries will be found by substituting in this

equation n — 1 = ± L l--^
N~ and A =z A/^ or = Xy , which leads to

^'^-^^z^ '" ^'-^- =-W • • •
^''^

and makes the L-width of the diffusion line equal (o
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Ik

from which follows

L = ^^^
(15)

B\/N ^ '

In case we are dealing witii tico iieighbonring lines of eqnal

strength (that is: equal value of —
J

at distance 2A from each

other, it is convenient to indicate all places in the speclrnm (like

we did on p. 338) by a new system of abscisses

:

Z=^ -;,.,ƒ . (16)

Ay representing the wave-length of the point midway between the

absorption lines, wliere we place the zero of our scale of /-values.

The abscisses of the two absorption lines are now — A and -\- A.

According to the equation h =^ 2 h; of p. 335, and considering

the smaliness of the selected spectral region, the distribution of the

Iiglil in it will entirelj' depend on the quaMlity —— 1-

as a function of k or of /. Applying (13) and (16) we find

A\ ^ N, iV,(A-/,)= iV,(A-/,)' N,il+Ay^NAl-Ar^
The L-boundaries of each of the components of the pair are

4X,-'

obtained by making (17) eqnal to Z' or, after (15), to —— . Let us

consider the red-facing component. Its L-l)onndaries are situated at

/=//? and l=l\', and can be deduced from (17). According as the

-f- or the — sign is taken, we obtain

iR or lv=-\X '+^±|/l6~ + l . . . (18)

The two negative values of the same radical quantities represent

//? and ly of the vio/et-facing component of the pair.

^ 7. Diffusion lines in the spectrum of the Umh of the solar disk.

(n i)'
At the limb a smaller value L" of —-— will suffice to bring

about the same degree of darkening that Z' gave in the centre.

The "L'-boundaries" determine a width B' through the relation

2 k
L' ^= —-

rr, i'l analogy with (15). We thus find tor the borders
B' yN
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of the components of our pair of limb-lines

(19)

^ 8. The difference in mutual influence of dijfusion lines at the

limb and in the centre of the disk.

In conformity with our procedure with the refraction lines, we
are now going to determine also in the case of pnre diffusion lines

an upper limit for the apparent displacements which the components

of a pair impart to each other. We therefore consider the point

Ml midway between the Z-boundaries of one of the lines, defined

by tlie absciss

lM=fAiR +h)
and will only have to compute how much this value differs from

± A. But we are especially interested in the difference between the

apparent displacements of a component in the limb-spectrnm and of

the same line in the centre-spectrum, i.e. in the quantity

1'm-Im = '/AI-'r +1'v-Ir-Iv).

for which we find, after substituting (18) and (19),

B \ /B^ A' B'
\ / A' B"

'

"

4 1 1^ B' B' B y B' B'

I
yW' A^ B'l / 7} ^'

-f / h4 \/ 16— H
y B^ B^ bV B* B^

-1/ 1 + 41 + 1/16^+1-
(20)

The numerical value of this expression has been calculated for

four different widths of the lines, namely B = 0,050, 0,070, 0,100

and 0,200 A. We took B' always to be =^ + 0,010 A, and

2A
selected a number of distances A so as to have values of -jr- (as

abscisses) suitably situated for plotting curves.

The dotted curves in Fig. 7 show the result. All ordinates should

be imagined negative, because in this case there pi'oves to be an

apparent attraction of the components. We notice that the effect is
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less than 0,001 A so long as I lie distance exceeds twice the width

of a line. On closer approach the lines rapidly grow very asym-

£1/1-/1

k '

2A-IB

1
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dispersion curve. There is still another reason why strong lines

— many of wliich lose their "wings" near the limb — require

separate treatment, nairiely becanse for such lines, according as the

limb is approached, it is indispensable to make due allowance for

the spherical shape of the source of light when the consequences

of diffusion, and particularly of irregular ray-curving, are inquired

into. Indeed, looking almost tangenlially towards the source, we are

no longer allowed to assume that the darkness of the line increases

with -y. and with h, particularly not it n—1 has great values. Such

considerations suggest that in a further development of the theory

it will be necessary to reckon with a different set of conditions and

circumstances for different lines, especially very near the linil), where

the Fraunhofer spectrum passes gradually into the chromospheric

spectrum.

The sharply differentiated structure visible in the chromosphere

at times of excellent seeing indicates that, at least at a level only

slightly outside the apparent edge of the disk, the gaseous medium

must be highly transparent along the path of the nearly tangential

rays, even for waves belonging to the very Fraunhofer lines. This

proves that in those layers molecular scattering is unable to make
the medium appear "foggy", in other words : that anomalous irregular

refraction plays a greater part there in determining the distribution

of the light, than anomalous molecular scattering.

We infer that probably with most Fraunhofer lines, also with the

weaker ones, the darkness will depend to a greater extent on

refraction than on molecular scattering — though it appears possible

that the proportion between the respective influences differs from

line to line.

AH this has to be taken in consideration when comparing our

theoretical results with observational data. Fig. 7 shows the upper

limits of the effects of mutual influence to be expected in the cases

we discussed, if the lines were [Hire refraction- or pure diffusion-

lines. In Fraunhofer lines the two processes are probably intermingled

and the respective displacements opposed; but refraction is likely

to have the advantage.

We therefore may expect, e.g., if the distance between certain

Fraunhofer lines lies between 1,5 and 3 times theii- width, that

their mutual repulsion at the limb will exceed their repulsion in
o

the centre by an amount certainly not greater than 0,ÜÜ2 A.

Now, according to the above-mentioned observations of Mount

Wilson and Kokaikanal, the examined effect has the average value

23
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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o

0,0017' A, for paira of lines whose average distance amoniits to

1,7 times their mean width.') This harmonizes, as regards order

of magnitude, with liie computed value.

In the publication just referred to we have shown that the mutual

repulsions which two equal, symmetrical lines seem to exercise on

each otliei' as a mere consequence of systematic (photograpliical or

psychological) errors of measurement, only become appreciable when

the distance between the lines sinks below 1,5 times their width,

and that, therefore, only a fraction of the mutual influence observed

with Fraunhofer lines, can be ascribed to sucii errors.

The theoretical anticipation here advanced thus proves to be

consistent with the observational material till now available; but

for the present our conclusion cannot go beyond this, because the

quantities involved in this investigation are near the limit of preci-

sion attainable with existing means for measurement in the solar

spectrum.

Utrecht, April 1923. Heliophysical Institute.

') Gf. our article .Kritisches zu Deutungen des Sonnenspektruras", Ann. d.

Phys. 71, p. 50, 1923.



Botany. — " Cytological investigations on Apogamy in some elemen-

tdry species of Erophiki verna" . By J. P. Bannier. (Commu-

nicated bj Prof. F. A. F. C. Wknt).

(Communicaled at the meeting of March 24, 1923).

After Jordan, in 1823 '), made his well-known communications

concerning tlie constancj' of the elenientarj- species, and in particular

those of Erojihila verna, this highly poljniorphic species became not

merely the classic type of absolute constancy of the elementary

species, but also the subject of much experimental research. The

best known work on this subject is that of Rosen on the formation

of new sub-species by cross-fertilization. According to this writer

the hybrids do not conform to the laws of Mendei,, but, after having

formed a very heterogeneous F, remain constant in the F, and

following generations'). The explanation of this can only be found by

cytological research, accompanied by repeated efforts at hybridization.

The investigations, the principal results of which so far obtained

are given here below, were prompted by similar attempts at hybri-

dization, carried out by Dr. J. P. Lotsy between two elementary

species found near Benuebroek, and further cultivated constant by

him, which, as they could not be identified with absolute certainty

with any previously described sub-species, were christened Erophila

cochleoides and Eropkila violaceo-petiolata. These experiments, however,

were unsuccessful in so far as no hybrids resulted from a cross-

fertilization, but all the offspring were like the mother plant, and

remained constant in following generations.

One plant only, at first regarded as a hybrid, was a very fine

intermediary between the two aforesaid sub-species, but further

cytological examination proved that it could not be a hybrid result

of the applied cross-fertilization. The following generations of this

1) Alexis Jordan. Remarques sur le fail de {'existence en société, a l'état

sauTage, des espèces végétales affines et sur autres fails relatifs a la question de

l'espèce. Buil. Ass. franc. Avanc. des Sciences Lyon 1873.

'j Felix Rosen. Die Entstehung der elementaren Arten von Erophila verna.

Beitr. z. Biol. d. Ptl. 1911. Bnd. X. p. 379—421.

23*
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plant were pertectly constant. Tliey all possessed quile the habitns

of the intermediary Form. That the plant in qnestion cannot be a

true hybrid, bnt had piobably arisen from a seed of another ele-

mentary species which cannot be discussed here, was however,

only demonstrated with certainty by the examination of the

generative nuclei.

My thanks are due to Dr. Lotsy who, in the spring of 1921,

gave me part of his material for the purpose of repeating the ex-

periment of cross-fertilization, fuither cultivation of the plants, and

cytological examination to ascertain the cause of the constancy.

My own experiments in cross-fertilization also yielded only plants

which were the same as tiie mother plant. The luilluies of E. cock-

leoUles and of E. vioitceo-petiolitta, as well as those of the inter-

mediate form which was first talven to be a hybrid, but which,

since it appears that this is nut the case, 1 will now term Ërophila

confertifolia on account of its extremely close roset of leaves, remained

perfectly constant in the years 1922 and 1923'). The results of the

attempts at cross-fertilization soon suggested to Dr. Lotsy the possi-

bility of apomixy. This would not agree with the results obtained

by RosKN, but if correct it might explain why his J^ropAiVa'^ remained

constant in the P\.

The following notes upon the results I obtained will prove that

the sup|)Osition of apomixy was correct and that apogamy ') played

a part in the affair.

As regards the methods, it must be remarked that the best pre-

parations were obtained by fixing with chloroform-alcohol-acetic acid

after Carnoy. The sections, after being imbedded into paraflt'in, were

made with a Reinhold-Giltay microtome to a thickness of 5 /n.

The colouring was done with Heidenhain's haematoxylin.

Like all elementary Erophila species hitherto described, which

were found together at the same place, the sub-species here treated

exhibit, besides points of great difference, also a great similarity, which

a very close systematic relation suggests. E. cochleoides is the smallest

of the three, possesses short spatnlate leaves, slightly narrower

towards the base and only in the older stadia showing a shallow

denticulation. The stalks are strong but not of great length. On
the other hand E. confertifolia possesses longei' and softer stalks

1) Although the plants have not yet flowered, the constancy can be proved with

a fair degree of constancy from the young rosets.

') .Apogamy" is employed here in the definition of Stkasburger, i. e. develop-

ment of an unfertiiazed diploide ovule; according to Winklkr this is a question

of somatic parthenogenesis.
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and its very close roset lias larger leaxes witli a fairly broad l)ase

and which exhibit several deep deiitala, while in E. violaceo-petio-

lata all three characteristics are imich more pronounced. Also the

flower differs in foi'm in the three subspecies.

The cytological examination in the first place brought to light

that the nuclei are extremely small; in joung cells in rest they are

but 2|— 3| (I.
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nearly' all llie stages sliidied. The cliromosoine pairs differ appreci-

ably in size. The vegetative cells of E. violaceo-petiolata exhibit a

peculiarity which seems to belong only to this subspecies and occurs

but very rarely in the vegetable liingdom. The normal number of

chromosomes (diploid) is here 12 (Fig. 3). This number, however,

was very seldom found. In almost e\'ery case the numbers found

were higher and invariably different, up to 100 and probably still

higher. Only in distinctly early prophases could the number 12 be

found with certainty, and in very late telophases, shortly before the

period of rest commences, this number is again nearly reached. In

this last stage the counting is a matter of great difl[iculty,,as the

nuclei are very small and the outline of the chromosomes indistinct.

Finally there is a third stage in which the normal number occurs,

namely, the stage of splitting and seperation of the chromosomes.

Occasionally, however, the number 12 was clearly seen. In all other

stages of division the chromosomes di\ide up into numerous chro-

matic particles (P'ig. 4). The longer the time is between the division

stage and the resting stage, the larger is this number. How the

transition from these stages and the metaphasic division-stage is

accomplished could not be investigated.

The formation of the emhi'yosac takes place in all three elemen-

tary species mainly in the same way. One large right-angled sub-

epidermal cell immediately becomes an embryosac-motlier-cell, without

first forming a tapetal-cell. The emhryosac grows considerably in

size and the nucleus passes through a lengthy synapsis-stage. Finally

it divides into two daughter-nuclei which do not divide again directly,

but round off and like normal mitotic nuclei pass over into a res-

tiiig-stage. A cell-wall is formed, and for a short time the two

daughter-cells lie undivided. Then only does a second division take

place in the two cells. Frequently the micropylar cell degenerates

during this division; in other cases this takes place with the new-

formed products from it. This division of the micropylar daughter-

cell very often takes place in a transverse direction, whereas that

of the chalazal daughter-cell always takes about the same direction

as the first division of the embryosac-mother-cell. One of the four

grand-daughter- or tetrad-cells, that is situated nearest to thechalaza,

increases and becomes primary embryosac-cell. The other three tetrad-

cells have usually degenerated by now and meet closely over the

embryosac-cell.

The development of the primary embryosac-cell to an embryosac

probably takes place according to the normal plan ; stages with 2

and 4 nuclei are frequently met witii. The nuclei lying near the
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inicropyle in tlie latter stage form the egg-cell, s^iiergidae and

one of tlie polar nuclei. It was not possible to ascertain whether

the division of the group lying towards the chalaza lakes place in

the normal way, as the antipodal cells degenerate very early, per-

haps even during their formation. So much is certain, however, that

one or more antipodal cells and a lower polar-nucleus are always

formed, and the two polar nuclei speedily fuse together.

The formation of pollen did not exhibit any special features in

the cases under examination, but very typical tetrads are formed

from the pollen-mother-cells. It was immediately seen, however, that

the pollengrains which were formed were largely sterile. No division

of the nucleus of a pollengrain was clearly observed, and artificial

cultures of pollen were unsuccessful, although a considerable quan-

tity of pollen was usually found on the ripe stigmas. From here

the pollentubes penetrated to any depth only in a very few stigmas.

In one single case did the pollentube reach the cavity of the ovule.

Although in this way the chance of fecundation was augmented

here, the ends of the pollentubes were not found in this embryosac

any more then in any of the other preparations. A male nucleus

was never in a single case to be found in this embryosac; the egg-

cell invariably remains lying alone and after some time begins to

enlarge of itself. Finally it begins to divide, after which the first

embryo- and suspensor-cells are formed. The further development

of the young embryo is quite normal.

While this points to apogamy, it is only proved with absolute

certainty from the behaviour of the nuclei in the embryosac-mother-

cells. These commence to divide, like in so many other apogamous

plants, according to the heterotypical scheme. Many synapsis- and

spireme-stages are observed. Instead of real gemini of chromosomes

which totally or for the greater part fuse togetlier, merely pseudo-

diakinese-pairs are observed. The chromosomes approach each other,

but remain at some distance from each other. After this the division

has a homoiotypical character. Fig. 5 represents a telophase-stage

of the division of the embryo.sac-inother-cell of E. cocldeoides. In the

uppermost micropylar daughter-cell the chromosomes are present in

diploid number (12). The same number can also be counted in the

chalazal daughter-nucleus, though less distinctly. The knife of the

microtome had touched this nucleus, so that a few ends of chromo-

somes are to be found in the adjoining section. The figure shows

which fragments in the two cross-sections belong to each other. The
telophase-stage of E. confertifolia, which possesses vegetatively 24

chromosomes, is a still clearer and stronger proof of the apogamy,
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as is shown in Fig. 6. Here tliere are 24 oiiromosomes in botli

nuclei; they can be best counted in the micropylar nneiens. The

fact, that the chrorao8omes after the division still lie so clearly in
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Fig. 5—9. 5. Daughter nuclei of the embryosac-mother-cell of E. cochleoides,

on the left the chalazal nucleus, on the right the micropylar nucleus

;

a'—a^, c^— c"^ etc. fragments belonging to the same chromosome. 6. Idem

of E. confertifolia . 7. Endosperm nucleus of E. violaceo-petiolata. 8 One

of the three sections through a pollen-mother-cejl of E. violaceo-petiolata.

9. Formation of the tetrad nuclei in a reducing-division in a pollen-mother-

cell of E. cochleoides. Magnification 5-6-8 -2200X1 id. 7:U50X; id 9;:

1100 X.
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pairs, points to a verj strong affinity which cannot be broken bj

the individual splitting.

In the division of tiie einbrjosac-inother-cell and the pollen-tnother-

ceil of the E. inolaceo-petlohita we have tlie same phenomenon again

as was also seen in vegetative cells, namely the segmentation of

the chromosomes. It is remarkable, however, that here the chro-

matic particles lie in pairs, as we find all the chromosomes in the

two other subspecies in psendo-gemini. Here too very large num-

bers were found ; approximately 50, 64, 70 and even as high as

130 or 140 were found. Fig. 8 represents such a stadium taken

from a pollen-mother-cell, which had been cut into three sections,

only one of which is shown here. Nevertheless about 60 chromo-

some parlicies can be counted. As the embryosac-mother-ceil has

exactly the same appearance and as here too the same phenomenon

is seen directly after the division, it was impossible to find a pair

of daughter nuclei with the diploid number to prove apogamy.

Here, however, some very distinct endosperm-divisions lend assistance.

As it was established that the polar-nuclei unite with each other in

this apogamous plant also, the endosperm-nuclei must possess twice

as many chromosomes as the embiyosac-nuciei. Thus, to demonstrate

apogamy this number would have to be 24, and that this is actu-

ally the case is siiown by fig. 7, which illustrates a cross-section

through the middle of one spindle, looking in the direction of one

of the poles. The ends of the 24 chromosomes can be clearly

distinguished, while the attraction of some chromosomes by the

poles can also be observed.

Whereas in the divisions of the embryosac-mother-cell there is no

reduction of the number of chromosomes, even though it has passed

from the heterotypic phase to the homoiotypic very shortly before

the division, the reducing division in the pollen-mother-cells occuis

normally. During this division no peculiarity was observed in

any of the cases examined other than the segmentation above-men-

tioned in E. violaceo-petiohita. Fig. 9 represents 2 sections of the

tetrad nuclei of a pollen-mother-cell of E. cochleoides, all of which

form the reduced number of chromosomes.

As has been said, however, the great majority of the pollen-grains

produced from them are sterile. But even if there be fertile ones

among them, they are not productive.

Thus tiie most important conclusion arrived at was that apogamy

occurs in these three elementary species of Erophila, which explains

the failure of tiie attempts at cross-fertilization. The experiments of

Rosen have shown that not all subspecies are apogamous, or at
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least they are not obligatory apogainous. The constancy of liis new
forms in the F, might find their explanation in apoganiy. The

intermediate hybrid formation in the F, and the singular appearance

of the F, on the other hand, are not explained, and in respect to

this a special theory would have to be applied to explain the sudden

occurrence of apoganiy.

Utrecht, March 1923. Botanical Laboratory.



Botany. — "0)i the luitnre and origin of the cocos-pearl" . By

Dr. F. W. T. HuNGEK. (Communicated by Piof. G. van

Itehson Jh.).

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923j.

In llie endosperm cavity of the seed ofCocos nuciferaa
local calcareous formation is sometimes found to occur, to which

the name of "cocos-pearl" has lieen given, and which must be

looked upon as a highly lemarkable and very rare phenomenon ').

Such a cocoa-pearl has usually the form of a pear, or egg, some-

times it is almost spherical and has a smooth surface, as a rule of

a milky-while colour. Its chemical composition corresponds somewhat

to that of the oyster-pearl, from which it differs, however, in appear-

ance by the lack of the pearly sheen.

RuMPHius was the tirst to describe this calcareous formation as

"calappites" '), and for more than a century after him nothing was

heard of this phenomenon, till at the Meeting of the Boston Society

of Natural History on the 1^^'
. of February 1860 "), Mr. Fhed. T. Bush

presented a specimen of this cocos-pearl for chemical and micro-

sco[)ical examination. The lesearch was entrusted to Dr. Bacon, who
submitted his report on the subject at the Meeting of the same

Society on 16"'. May I860*).

In 1866 Dr. Riedei,, Ex-Resident of Menado, reported having found
~

a pearl in a cocoanut he opened'). This was the first report by an

eye-witness who had actually seen this phenomenon, apart from the

many stories told by natives about it.

Contrary to the statement of Bush to the effect that cocos-pearls

"are said to be found free within the cavity of the cocoa-nut",

Skeat ') reported in 1900 that they are "usually, if not always,

found in the open eye or orifice at the base of the cocoa-nut".

1) V. W. T. Hunger, Oocos nucifera, 2nd Ed. pp. 243—250, PI. LXVII (1920).

') E. RuMPHius, Herbarium Amboinense, Vol. I, pp. 21—23 (1741).

Idem, D'Amboinsche Rariteitkamer, pp. 291- 292 (1741).

') Proceedings of the Boston Soc. of Nat. Hist., Vol. VII, pp. 229 (1861).

*) Idem, Vol. VII, pp. 290-293 (1861).

s) Nature, Vol. XXXVI, pp. 167 (1887).

•) W. W. Skeat, Malay Magic, being an introduction to the folk-lore and

popular religion on the Malay Peninsula, pp. 196 (1900).
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No oilier (la(a regarding this leinarkable phenomenon exist, and

at the present day we are still completely in the dark as to the

natnre and origin of such a cocos-pearl.

On my last voyage to the East Indies for purposes of study, I

resolved to endeavour to find out something further about the cocos-

pearl and if possible solve the problem of its formation. At the

same time 1 realised the utter futility of going to look for cocos-

pearls in the Tropics on account of their extremely rare occurrence.

In proof of this it may be mentioned that on a cocoa-nut estate,

where approximately 3 million nuts have been opened annually for

years, no such pearl has ever been füund, although stories about

them have led to tiieir existence being suspected.

I therefore directed my research to gathering as many authentic

data as possible.

On one of my voyages I met a native of British India who pos-

sessed a very fine cocos-pearl. According to his own account he had

seen with his own eyes this specimen inside an opened cocoa-nut

which had been brought to him from Madras. He assured me solemnly

that his pearl had been attached to the kernel of the cocoa-nut and

exactly at the place where, in germination, the cotyledon forms a

haustorium.

Later on I also met with an Arab on whose cocoa-nut plantation

in South Borneo a cocoa-nut had been gathered which, on being

opened, proved to contain a pearl attached to the inside of it. He

had dislodged liie pearl from the kernel of the nut with his own
hand. In this case al.so the pearl had been attached at exactly the

same place as in the case first-mentioned.

These two corroborative declarations of eye-witnesses, who had

both seen a cocos-pearl still attached inside an opened cocoa-nut,

furnished me with a preliminary guiding-thread and led me to sup-

pose that the spot which they indicated would probably be the

normal point of attachment of such a cocos-pearl.

The normal germination process of the cocoa-nut begins by an

enlargement of the embryo, whereby the cotyledon commences to

grow inwards to an absorbing organ (haustorium), and thereby

comes to protrude outside the endosjierm and into the central cavity.

Simultaneously with this, the plumule grows out and, breaking

through the membranous operculum of the germinating pore, it

pushes its way out through the hard shell.

Proceeding from the provisional determination of the place of
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attachment of tlie cocos-pearl, tlie following hypothesis could now

be formed. Given that the gerniinalion, heing in progress, is stopped

by some cause or other, thus preventing the fnitlier development

of the haustorium, it is conceivable that the haustoiinm in this state

miglit become encrusted by the influence of tiie cocoa-nnt milk, and

that from this the completely petritied cocos-pearl would gradually

be formed.

If was now essential to find the reason for any such check in

the process of germination and the accompanying solidification of

the haustorium, and I wish now to submit the following remarks

on this head.

At the side where 'the cocoa-nut has been attached to the stalk,

three thin spots so-called germinating pores, or "eyes", can be seen

in the iiard inner shell of the fruit. As a rule one of these holes,

the so-called "porus pervins", is closed by a membrane, whereas

the two other, the so-called "pori caeci", are furnished with a hard

tegument. In germination, the plumule pushes its way out through

the porus pervius.

By way of exception there may be, instead of tliree, two germi-

nating pores, viz. one porus pervius and one poi'us caecus, and

only very rarely will there be only a porus pervius with both pori

caeci entirely absent. Nevertheless a cocoa-nnt of this description can

germinate in the usual way.

It is a different case, however, when there is not even a porus

pervius, the base of the inner shell showing no germinating pore at

all, as occurs in extremely rare cases.

Such a cocoa-nnt is known in the Malay language as a "kèlapa

boeta", or "klapa boentet" in Javanese, which signifies a "blind

cocoa-nut".

As remarked above a cocoa-nnt witiiout germinating pores is a

very great rarity, for which reason they are regarded by the Mahom-
medans as sacred. The "kèlapa boeta" is a talisman {tjimat) par

excellence, and consequently it is very difficult to obtain a specimen.

This meeting with the kèlapa boeta furnished me with an instance

of the way in which a normal germination is rendered impossible

by nature, and I did my utmost to procure some specimens.

I finally succeeded in collecting eight unopened "blind" cocoa-nuts

from the East Indian Archipelago. Two of them came from South

Borneo, one from Halmalieira, one from Ceram, one from the North

of New Guinea, one from South New Guinea, one from the Aroe

Islands and one from the Tanimber Islands, all of which I have

collected personally from these several places.
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Most of the specimens were very old nu(s; some, according to

their owners, had been preserved for scores of years as family

heirlooms.

The first fonr "boetas" which I opened produced nothing, but in

the fifth I found a really beaufiful pearl still attached to the kernel;

the two next produced negative results again, and the eighth speci-

men I have kept unopened.

The nut which had contained the pearl, as shown in Fig. 1, had

been purchased from an old native at Ritabel (Larat), one of the

Tauiniber Islands in the Moluccas, wlio informed me that it had

been gathered but a short time before. This proved to have been

the case, because the endosperm in it was quite normal, whereas

in the other nuts the kernel was either very much dried up or had

even partly become a mass of brown powder.

The pearl was attached withoui the least trace of a stalk, being

merely embedded in the endosperm (Fig. 2), and was quite easy to

remove from the kernel. It lay exactly at the base of the nut, just

under the spot where the germinating pores ought to have been,

and thus agreed completely witii the indications as given above.

This discovery, in my opinion, warrants the inference that the

cocos-pearl actually represents a calcified hanstorium, which has

been retained in the nut after the primary germination was checked,

owing to the plumule not being able to get through the shell on

account of the porus pervius being lacking. As tlie inner shell of

the ki'lapa boeta remains hermetically closed, the newly formed

haustoi'ium becomes encrusted under the influence of the cocoa-nut

milk with calcium-salts, although it still remains unexplained why

the cocos-pearl consists almost entirely of calcium carbonate, while

neither the cocos-kernel nor the cocoa-nut milk contains any calcium

carbonates.

The belief that a kelnpa boeta invariably contains a cocos-pearl

was sufficiently disproved by my experience that of seven specimens

only one such formation was found in a "blind" cocoa-nut. On the

other band, it is probable, in my opinion, that it will be principally

(or exclusively?) the kelapn boeta that contains the cocos-pearl.

The nature and origin of the cocos-pearl as a calcareous plant

germ might botanically be considered as analogous to a phe-

nomenon seen in human and animal pathology in the petrifaction

or mummification of the embryo, and termed Lithopaedion or

Lithoterion respectively.

Amsterdam, March 1923.
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Fig. 3.

Cocos-pearl from fig. 2.

nat. size.

Fig. I. Këlapa boeta Basis of a blind cocoanut, without

germinating pores. % nat. size.

Fig. 2. Kelapa boeta Endosperm cavity with a

cocos-pearl insite. '/r. nat. size.





Botany. — ,,The genus Coptosnpeltn Korivk" . {Ruhinceae).^y T>v.

Tn. Valeton. (Oonimiinicated by Prof. J. W. Moll).

(Communicated at the meeting of April 28, 1923).

^ 1 In my paper on Lindeniopsis, a new snb-genus of Coptosn-

peltn KoRTH. (Proceedings of tlie Academy of Sciences of May 30,

1908) I gave a synopsis of the few species of the genus, known at

that time. At my further study of the Rubiaceae of the Malay

Archipelago and of New-Guinea, I again found a number of species

not described at all or not in the right genus, in consequence of

wliich this number has increased to 11. Besides it appeared from

the research, that the existing diagnosis, already revised by me,

could no more be applied to all species. For this reason I want to

subject the chief characleiistics of the genus of systematical interest

to an investigation and subsequently to summarize the species known
at the present time.

^2. Historical review. The genus was constituted by

Korthals (1851) on some fruiting branches of a liane, gathered b}' his

colleague Dr. Mülleh on the sandy plains near Karrau (Southern

and Eastern division of Borneo). He found them to belong to a new
genus in the group of the Cinchoneae Decandolle, of which there

are but a few genera known in the Dutch Indies.

As chief characteristics he considered the liane-Iike habit, the

fruit splitting up in two cells, each of them splitting up again and

the peltate seeds provided with a fringed wing, a combination of

characteristics, not yet found in any genus. In naming the genus

he apparently referred to the seeds. At least I think to recognise

the words xo.ttw, in the meaning of ,,Chopping" or ,,Hewing"

(because of the notched wings) and Jtekrij shield. The significance

of the connecting syllabe ,,sa" is not clear to me. Probably the

name originally ran: Coptospeha, a bad word-formation. As a

specific name he used ,,flavescens", alluding to the yellowish tint

the leaves get on drying.

Korthals's specimen is lacking in the Dutch and Dutcii-Indian

Herbaria. It is not apparent either, that Miquel knew it (1856). It

was however known to Hooker, when describing in 1876 a second

species of the same genus, C. Griffithii Hook f. in Icones plantarum
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tab. 1089, ill wliicli lie quoted Korthals's original and Borneo,

Sumatra and Malacca as its native places. A siiort description of the

species was afterwai-ds given by Hookku in Hook. Flora indica III

(1885) especially to distinguish this species from C. (jrvifitlul. A little

more detailed was King in King and Gamble, Flora of the Mai.

Peninsula (1903).

The species however had not escaped the attention of either

Wallich or Blume. The former iinblished it in 1828 mistakenly as

Stylocoryne macrophj/lla {= Webera uuicrophi/lia Roxb.), the latter

took it for a new species of the same genus and gave a brief

diagnosis of it in Blume, Bijdragen (1826), as Stylocoryne tomen-

tosa, while Miquel gave a somewhat fuller description of the same

species, gathered by Zollinger in Tjikoja in Java (number and date

unknown), in 1856 in Fl. Ind. bat., as Stylocoryne ovata Miquel.

A third species of this genus, in order of time of discovery, is the

Coptosapelta Hammil (subgenus Lindeniopsis) I previously discussed.

It was gathered by Ham in Billiton in 1907. At about the same

time a fourth species was collected in the Philippine Islands and,

by E. D. Merkil, described as Randid ohiciformis and classed with

the right genus by Elmer in 1912 (in Pliilippine Leaflets). A fifth

species, already gathered by H. 0. Forbes in British New-Guinea in

1885—86, was described by Wernham in 1917 (in Journ. of Botany).

He classed it however with the genus I'urenna Gaertn. {= Styloco-

ryne Wight et Aknott). Besides I found two Borneo species unde-

scribed in the Herbaria at Leyden and Berlin and three of New-

Guinea, while finally an eleventh species was discovered, gathered

bij the army surgeon Janowsky at the "Geelvinkbaai" in 1910.

^ 3. Habit. Except the deviating species C. Hammil, above

mentioned, a half-climbing shrub, all Coptosapelta-species hitherto

known are lianes. To all of them the excellent description by

Elmer of C'. olaciformis (Phil. Leaflets V. p. 1856) is mainly appli-

cable: "A looping treeelimber; stem two inches thick, very irregular,

heavylooping, numerously branched toward the top and forming

hanging masses; leaves coriaceous, descending, curved upon the

upper deeper green surface, apex recurved ; inflorescence from the

longer samewhat drooping branches, erect.

Of the species, gathered in German New-Guinea by Ledermann,

is twice given "Liane rait beindickem Stamni", once "Liane init

armdickem Stamm". For C. Grij/ït/iü from Malacca as well as for

the oldest species C.jiavescens is given "Liane", to which King's

native collector adds: "A handsome creeper, 30— 50 ft. high". The
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two species from Borneo liist desciihed liere. were probably of a

similar liabit. Of Janowsky's species is only said: "10 Meters high";

the piece of braiicii or stem, about as thick as a linger, gathered

by him, shows a soft whitish strongly-lobed wood-cylinder wilii

large vessels.

^ 4. Stem and buds. Tlie rod-shaped twigs, as occurring in the

herbaria, are nearly cylindrical (only in some species e.g. C- montana

the utmost twigs are square), tlie nodes swollen and provided with

an annular groove. As a rule only the flowering lateral and terminal

branches are gathered, consequently but a few terminal buds, all

of young specimens of C. Jiave.'icens &nd C'. inonta7ia are present. These

are wanting bud scales; they are formed by the two youngest

leaflets, pressed together with the flat upper-surfaces, and ai'e enclo-

sed by the two rather small stipules only at the base. With the

young growing twigs these very young leaflets are lanceolate and

they consist more than half of a bi-oad " Vorl(iu/ers[)ltze" rounded

at the tip and certainly dark-green when alive (see Raciborski in

Flora 1900), reminding us of Dioscorea-species. Where there are

axillary-buds, they are but a couple of mms. long, ovate, covered

with long and dense hair.

^ 5. I n d V m e n t. All species iiave a coat consisting of single

short appressed hairs, and long hairs lying flat but free at the top;

the latter are soft, straight, colourless or rarely (in sicco) yellowish,

usually thinly spread; on the young twigs and leaves, the inflore-

scences and generally also the petioles, they are closer together,

forming a soft, thin "tomentum".

On the full-grown leaves they are almost or totally absent in

C. olaciforinis, fuscescens and malKensi.f, where the twigs also grow

bare in course of time. 6'. Grijf'itliii, C. Beccarii and a hairy type

of C. fiavescens have a soft hairy covering, consisting of long curved

hairs not close together.

^ 6. Leaves: 1. Shape: In most species hitherto known, the almost

exact elliptical shape of the lamina is characteristic for the average-

leaf; i. e. a symmetry of the two halves with respect to the trans-

verse as well as the longitudinal diameter of the leaf, apart from

the frequently lengthened tip and wedge-shaped base.

HooKKR (1882) and King (1903) refer to it in their descriptions of

C. Griffithü and 6'. fiavescens, MERUiLh of 6'. olaclformis, Wernham
of C. hameliaeblasta.

24
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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Of course (lie elliptical shape is not constant witli any individual,

but often passes into the ovate form or becomes oblong (in this case

the symmetry is preserved), the leaf-base varies between rounded and

wedge-shaped. Young plants of C. ^f/avescens have lanceolate leaves.

The few known leaves of C. Jitiioiv.ikii (a. mountain-species) are likewise

lanceolate and piovided with a long droppiiig-point. C. montuna (a

monntain-species from Borneo) has on several twigs elliptical and

oval leaves with rounded base, and lanceolate, acuminate leav'es.

C. Hatninii (the xerophilous species above-mentioned) has the tip

ending in a very short hard macro. For the lest the leaves of all

species have a clearly markeil acumen, sometimes very short.

2. The consistency of the leaf of old plants and twigs is thin-

leathery, the colour of the upper surface is glossy dark-green, of the

lower surface lightei' green with dark-green veins, in a dry condi-

tion haid and in herbaria as a rule brittle. Of young plants (see

aho\'e) they are much thinner, in sicco almost membranous (in

vivo herbaceous). C'. Janowskii (see above) has likewise thin ones.

When drying the leaves always change their coloui' to yellow or

yellow-green, more or less mixed with sepia-brown, the upper-surface

is as a rule dark-brown or olive-brown 153— J55 (Code des couleurs

de KiJNCKsiEK et Valktte). For C olacifonnis 183—188 or 193, or

paler 217; for C. Hammii 202—217, for C. fiavescens the colour of

tiie np|)er-surface frecjuently 114, of the lower-suifaco 153.

3. With respect to the diagnosis of the genus as well as the

species the nervature of the leaves, though showing common char-

acteristics for all species, is of some importance. The nervature of

the leaves is penniform, and the secondary or lateral veins never

start from the median nerve opposite to each other at the same

level, their number being as a rule I'ather small, 2 or 3 or 4 on

each side. In many species tiie secondary veins next to the tip do

not start above the middle of the median nerve, so that the upper

half of the leaf is mainly supplied by tertiary veins. Besides they

start at unequal distances from each other and are closest to each

other at the leaf-base, the lowest two (or sometimes one) starting

close to or even from the leaf-base; in consequence of this they

resemble triplinerved and trinerved leaves [Ficus, Cinnamonum,

Viburnum). There often starts from the leaf-base on one or both

sides a secondary vein so thin, that it may be counted among the

tertiary veins and may easily be overlooked
;
yet it follows in its

course the stronger veins. After starting from the midrib these

go upward in a wide curve till close to the edge, next about

parallel with the edge towards the apex. The two foremost veins
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end in tlie apes (acrodronions \e:ns of' EttiNGHAüskn), tlie Jiext run

some way behveen tlie edge and the tii'st pair and ail or most of

tliem end in tlie tertiary net vvitliout uniting.

The secondary veins tlins run parallel to the margin for a gi-eat

length and most of the basal veins |)artly embrace the higher ones.

A definition answering exactly to this nervafnre, I do not find in

Ettinghauskn. It forms a mixinre of the common camptotlroinous,

(bogenliinfige) with the acrodroDious {= spilzenlautige) nervalnre;

the term ainplexidromoun might be applied (see e.g. the fignres of

Thlbiiiidid species (acrodromons) in v. E.'s work, besides Neclandra

and other L((uniceae). The species with larger leaves C. jiavescens,

olaciformis, Beccnrii have a somewhat greater number of veins

(11—12), while the basal veins sometimes curve inward and unite

with the preceding: schlingenliiufige (brochidodromous) iiei'vatnre.

The number of secondary veins of the deviating species C'. //«//^?n?7

amounts to 12; in the rather small leaves they are more crowded

and faiily equally divided over the length of the leaf, joining with

a curve. This is an instance of regular brochidodromous nervature,

but the leaf-base is pointed and the veins are ascendent and embrace

each other upward from the base, so that the character of the

genus is not quite lost. The tertiary uervatui'e is always clearly

visible and equally spread over the whole leaf; the horizontal

connecting veins are usually prominent and form a delicate lattice-

like I'eticulation. Leaf-impiessions made with carbon-paper usually

show only this net-work.

4. Regarded biologically the leaves of Coptosapelta flavescens

belong according to Hansüirg (Phyllobiology, 1903, pag. 293) to the

Myrtvs- or Ldurnceae-iype with which he also classes the Coff'ea-

species together with numerous other Rubiaceae, among which

Crossoj>teryx, an african genus closely allied to CoptosapelUi.

According to him these types are xerophilous. They belong to

the periodically dry and moist regions along the Mediterrarjean

from Spain to Palestine and also to tropical regions with similar

climatological properties. As their characteristics he gives : "Strongly

cutinized epidermis, rectilinear polygonal or sometimes undidated

epidermis-cells, stomata sunk, very glossy lamina usually bare, some-

times grey- or white velvety, simple, narrow and entire or round,

elliptical, oval and oblong, leathery ami stiff', as protection against

strong insolation, excessive evaporation, adhesion of water, winter-

temperature, etc. Without doubt many of these properties belong

to C. jiavescens, occurring in the secondary woods of the first zone,

a. 0. in bamboo-woods between 200 and 5U0 meters, but only on

24*
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adult old plants, tlie leaves of uliicli are indeed rather like those

of Cojf'ea arabicn. Also the tomentose leaves of 6'. Beccarii and

C. Grijfithil belong to this type. On the other hand C. Janowskii

and C montnna are both mountain-plants with narrower leaves and

a long dropping-point, instances of Hansgirg's "ficus-type of the rain-

tooods" . To this tjpe tiie young plants of the above-mentioned

species also approach, in wliicli the xerophilous habit does not

much come to the fore.

Here it is not only the danger of too strong evaporation, brought

along by the succession of the monsoons, but no less the lisk of

the damage, caused by strong rainfall which prevails.

Among the remaining species, of which C. mulnensis does not

grow higher than 200 meters above the sea-level, while the others

occur at different levels in the mountains, various transitions between

Hansgirg's Mijrtus- and Ficus-type are found.

An instance of real xerophilous habit is only given bij C'. Hammii
(Lindeniopsis) which as I previously mentioned should be classed

with Schimpkr's "Hartlaub formation".

§ 7. Stipules. The usual shape of the stipules is that of a

small triangular scale, which has often been lost witii the full-grown

twigs in the herbaria. At the back-side and along the edges it is

covered with hairs, turned to the front, often longer than the stipule

and sometimes covering it entirely. The variations in shape are

usually due to differences in the ratio of width and length, which

depends on the width of the node. Sometimes however they may
be of use in the determination of the species. This is for instance

the case with C. ^fiavescens and C- olncifovmis, which show a great

resemblance on superficial contemplation of leaves and flowers and

were considered identical by Mk.rkill.

Here, in numerous specimens examined by us, the stipules are

quite sufficient to distinguish between the two species. C. flavescens

has linear-lanceolate ones, rather abruptly passing into the broad

base. They vary in length between 4 and 8 mms. and strike the

eye in the herbaria because, at least in the dry specimens, the

back-side is absolutely bare and the broad hairy edges show clearly.

C. olaciformis has smaller stipules, usually only 2 mms., slightly

longer than broad, in old condition hairless and swollen at the

base. This description has been taken from a specimen, distributed

by Merril himself from Luzon (Ph. pi. 396) and classified as

C. flavescens. It is also applicable to Elmer's original specimen (see

below ^ 11. Synonymy and relationships).
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^ 8. Inflorescence. In all species the intloresceiice consists of

axillary compound cjines or corymbs, starting from the leaf-axils

near the top of the twigs. At the top thej' are closer together and

often (bj the reduction of the floral leaves) are combined to large

terminal decussated panicles or thyrsi. Such terminal panicles also

occur in other genera of the group of Cinchoneae, viz. on Cinchona

and Ferdinandnsa.

In the descriptions of the genus (Hookkr—Schumann— Valeton in

Ic. bog.) there is wrongly spoken of "thyrsi penduli". Undoubtedly

the panicles are erect in all cases (see Elmers' description above,

^ 3), but the ends of the long branching twigs are drooping and

proper flowering-branches start sideways from these. In good her-

baria it may sometimes be observed how the flowering-branches

form an almost right angle with the leaf-twigs.

The extension and relative length of the axis determine the cha-

racter of the inflorescences with respect to the species. First of all

two types may be distinguished.

The simplest case is C. Janoivskii, a New-Guinea-Mountain-liane,

where the axilary inflorescences have been reduced to single flowers

and the terminal thyrsus to a simple closed raceme. The pedicels

are rather long and about midway provided with two biacts. It is

highly probable that on more luxuriant branches these bracts are

fertile, forming forked cymes (dichasia). 6'. montana likewise has

isolated flowers (uniflorous cymes) in the axils of poor flowering-

branches and at the top a raceme of 5 flowers. A more luxuriant

terminal twig, consisting of 6 internodia, has in the lower axils

long-stalked closed racemes, bearing 5 flowers, in the following

three-flowered cymes, while the top again forms a closed raceme

with linear bracts. The twig of C. Hammii also ends in a raceme

of 5— 7 flowers, but with \Qvy shoit internodes and pedicels, so

that the flowers, provided with long corollatubes, are close together

and take the shape of an umbel.

In the second type both the axillary and the tern)inal inflores-

cences are compound, and the latter have the shape of corymbi or

depressed (almost umbelliform) thyrsi in consequence of the decrease

of length towards the apex of the internodes and peduncles; (he

axillary ones too are more or less corymbiform. Especially the

relative length of the peduncles of the partial inflorescerices, the

number and density of the flowers, the number of internodes of the

terminal panicles, determine the character of these species.

C. olacifonnis deviates most of the rest on account of the slight

extension of the corymbi and the small number of flowers. The
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axillary inflorescences are slKiil-peduiicled cymes with only 3—

5

flowers, many times slioiter than the iea\'es. The terminal thyrsi

consist of but 2—3 internodes and cymes with few flowers and short

pednncles, and are also shorter than the higher leaves.

In the remaining species of this second type botii the axillary and

the terminal inflorescences are ninltiHorons mnch branched, coryiri-

botis, with moderately long or very long stalks, while the terminal

panicles may consist of 5 inlernodes.

^ 9. Floivei' and Seed. The calyx is now cnp-shaped, only

superficially emarginate with 4— 5 very short pointed teeth, now
divided into nearly free sepals down to or almost down to the base, in

which case the limb is not sharply separated from the ovary; in a

third more freqnent case cleft to the middle or a little farther. To

characterise the genns it is therefore of no value, bnt of great value to

determine the species. F'or all species mention should be made of

the "intestinal gland papillae", (Darmdrüsen papillen: Soi.e-

reder), which are placed at the inside alternate with the lobes or

teeth, and resemble those which the Rnbiaceae always bear at the

inside of the stipules and are sure to occur on their calyces more

frequently than appears from literature

The corolla which is contorted in aestivation, but without

externally visible torsion, is trumpet-shaped and reminds us of species

o{ Randia and Tarenna, having a quiuquepartite limb and as in the

case of Randi(( the lelative lengths of tube and limb, though not

always constant in the same individual, is when the a\'erage is

considered, a means of distinguishing the species.

The following average lations wei'e found : Tube many times as

long as the lobes [Lindenia-type), 3— 6 cms. long: C. Hammil.

Tube twice as long as the lobes: C. Janotoskll. Tube about the

same length as the lobes or a little shorter: most of the species.

Tube about half the length of the lobes: 6'. Grifithii, C. fvscescens

and C. lutescens. A peculiarity is, that the tube which is usually

cylindrical and equally wide along its whole length, shows a sudden

inflation above the middle in two species, C. (rrijfithii and C.

Janoivskii, which for the rest are farthest apart on account of the

length of the corolla tube.

The internal hairy covering of the corolla tube is also of some

interest. Only in 3 species C. Haimni, C. olacifovmis, C. favescens,

the interior of I lie corolla tube and the filaments are glabrous. In

the other species, where the filaments are covered in front with

long furry hairs directed downwards, this hairy covering continues
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as projecling ridges along the inside of tlie tube, down to tiie middle

or till close to tlie base. Between these ridges the inside is coveied

with soft crisp hair; the descriptions of the genns however are

wrong, where ihej' say : "Faux bnrhata' for the hairy covering of

the faiw (regarded as orifice of the tube) is lacking everywhere.

When the limb is still closed, the corolla is externally entirely

covered with thick-velvety or short silky hair.

The stamina have thin filiform filaments, which, as already

observed, are congenitally attached to the corolla-tube, forming

protnding ridges; the part projecting from the coi'olla is short and

filiform, in .some species hairless, in most of them covered with

fnrry hair in front : the anthers are very nai'row lanceolate and

have a linear connective, coherent wilh the filament near the base

at the backside; the long linear anthercells diverge more or less at

the base, so that the base of the anther is retnse, or arrow-shaped

as with 6'. Jlavescens, while the tip ends in a tapeiing point; the

backside is covered wilh appressed hair, except in C. Hammii, where

also the free filaments are almost lacking. The anthers hang more

or less versatile from the corolla during the Howering and are

curved up or contorted.

The pistil is highly characteristic for this genus. The stigma is

wedge-shaped or cylindrical (in Lindeniopsis c\u\)-s\taped) vot divided

into lobes, and proportionately long. The style is straight and smooth

and compressed sideways, and about as long as the corolla-tube, so

that the stigma overtops the corolla far. The papillary surface I

generally found covered with pollen.

The ovary, covered with an annular disk, is regular, bilocular

as in the whole group of Cinchoneae. Around a fleshy, cylindrical

axis, nearly filling the two ovary-cells, are the numerous anatro-

pous, tlat, peltate, erect, imbricate ovules.

The fruit is globular or more or less oblong, compressed at

right angles with the septum and has in a ri()e condition a though,

horny or thin parchment-like envelo[)e, surrounded by a thin dry

outer-integument. In very old fruits the outerlayer crumbles down
and the horny valves come quite into view; in this respect there

is some analogy with Bikkia (Co n da m i n eae). The splitting into

valves is not perfectly regular. It begins with the separation of septum

and axis, (loculicide dehiscence) at the top of the capsule, but next

the septum itself splits, so that 4 cocci are formed open at the top

and at the sides and connected at the base. This latter splitting

however may fail to occur. During the splitting the fleshy placenta

shrivels up, causing the numerous seeds to get gradually loose.
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The seeds are flat, round or oblong willi the hilnm ahont in the

middle (peltate) and snrrounded by a niembranons fringe-like notched

wing, abont as broad as the seed. For the distinction of species

only differences in size are to be considered (except in Lindeniopsis

where the edge of the wing is not fringed") ; 6. olaciformis and C.

mnluensis have the smallest seeds; 6'. Grijfitlüi the largest, as far

as we know.

As to the process of pollination it may only be surmised. The

contorted movable projecting anthers and the long protruding stigma

point at the probability of wind-pollination, but the piominent flowers

scenting of elder and orange-blossom may point at a connection

with insects. The possibility of self- and inter-poliination is corro-

borated by the great mass of flowers and by the fact that (at least

in the herbarium) the anthers aie already open in the buds.

§ 10. The station: About the ciiaracter of the locality in which

the various species are found we only know as follows:

C. Jiavesceiis was gathered by Korthals on the barren sands along

the river Karrau in Borneo; by King's collector in bamboo-woods

in IMalacca 100—200 metres above the sea-level, by various collect-

ors in Western Java at the foot of the mountains, on various spots

in light secondary wood.

C. maluensis at 40—100 meters above the sea-level in passable

primeval forest, about 20—25 meters, high ; the ground covered with

foliage (,,Galerie wald" Schimpkk), with occasional low wood, mostly

consisting of Pandanus and low feather-leaved palms (Camp Malu);

idem with many tree-ferns and bamboo and Selaginella a metre

high, as undergrowth (April-flusz) : Lkdermann.

C.fuscescens in "Buschwald" changing into mountain-wood up to

1500 metres above the sea-level, few large trees, many epiphytes

and moss, many glades, ground often overgrown. On steep rock}'

slopes (Felsspitze) : Ledermann.

C. lutescens in dense wood on hills, about 25 metres high, rather

mossy; in the underwood many dwarf-fan-palms and lianes, Frey-

cinetia, Araceae, Agathis, Pandanus : Ledermann.

§ 11. Relationshljis and synonymy. On account of the structure

of ovary and fruit Coptasapelta belongs to the very natural tribe of

Cinchoneae Hooker (Genera plant. II p. II) among which 44 genera

are reckoned. This tribe is divided into two subtribes :

I. Eucinchoneae with a valvate aestivation.

II. Hillieae with an imbricate or twisted aestivation.
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To the latter tiilie Coptasapelta belongs, which genus in Genera

plant, was placed among the former, a mistake already corrected

by King and by Schumann.

The latter places (Pflanzenfani. IV, 4 p. 42 and 48) Coptasapelta

immediately beside Crossopteryx, an African genus, 1 could not

examine, to which only one species or group of species belongs,

living on the barren Campos of Abyssinia — till lower Guinea. On
comparing the detailed description Oliver gives of this genus, I

found, that nearl}' all more oi' less important characteristics given

by 0. are also applicable to Coptasapelta ; only two are lacking,

viz. Stigma clavatum bilobum and t u b u scor ol 1 ae graci-

lis, limbus parvus. The important characteristic of the length

of the stigma however is present. L/;u/t!«/o/«M however has a stigma

clavatum and a tubuscorollae gracilis, so that only the bilobular

stigma forms an important difference. This points to a close relation

between these two genera, especially between Crossopteryx a,n& Lhi-

deniopsis, on account of the shrubby, xerophilous habit.

The leaf-nervature of Crossopteryx is not fully described, but the

leaves have the same shape; they are laiger than with mos^i Copto-

sapelia-s\)ecies, but equal to those of C. flnvescens. The close rela-

tionship of the two genera cannot be doubted. I could not find

any striking points of similarity with other genera of the tribe of

Cinchoneae, of which but a small number of species occur in the

old world. The most characteristic peculiarity, the structure of the

stigma does not occur in any other genus of this tribe.

Remarkable however is the resemblance of pistil and corolla in

species of two genera, belonging to the bacciferous Rubiaceae with

many ovules, viz. Tarenna Gaehtn. (syn. Stylocoryne, syn. Webera),

which has given rise to a peculiar synonymy.

The name Stylocoryna, given in 1797 by Cavanii.i.es to a species

from the Liu-lchiu-Arcliipelago, is formed from the words arv).oq:

pillar and y^oQvvn: club, briefly denoting the structure of the pistil

of Coptosnpeltn, as described above. Hookek referred this species to

the genus Rattdia Linn., so that the characteristic generic nanie

was lost. In 1834 Wight brought it up again in the form of

Stylocoryne (independent of Cava7iilles?) for a plant from Ceylon

new to him, viz. St. covymbosa Wight, which again showed this

peculiar shape of pistil. Neither could this name be kept, as the

same species had previously been diagnosed by Gaertnkr (in 1788)

as Tarenna zeylanlca, wich latter name of course enjoys the pre-

ference. The first generic name however had been accepted by

various authois (Roxburgh, Blume, a.o.) and Blume was the first to
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ap|)l3' it (o Co/i/o.sapelta jlape.sceiis Korth, discovered l\v v. Hasselt

and himself in Java. He called it Stylocoryna tomentosa, while

likewise Wallich, Miquei, and later Mekkiij, and Weknham classed

species of Coptosapelta either with Sfyloco7\i/ne or witii Rnndia (see

above p. 2).

Whether the great similarity in tloral structure between two genera,

belonging to different principal divisions of the family, also points

to a natural relation, is still an open question.

^ 12. JVeiv description of the genus. Calyx cup-shaped,

quinquepartite, quinquelobate or quinqnedentate, perennial, with

axillar glands.

Corolla, contorted in the bnd, trumpet-shaped, tube varying in

length, outside velvety or covered with sulky hair, inside bare or

provided with furry ridges descending from the filaments, between

those thinvelvety, straight or inflated above the middle, throat not

bearded, lobes linear-oblong, obtuse.

Stamina 5, inserted on the throat, fdaments filiform, short, the

front furry or bare, anthers thin, linear-lanceolate, tapering at the

top, at the base twice-i)ointed, obtuse or arrow-shaped, near the

base dorsifix, on tlie backside juovided with two rows of hairs

directed upwards (in Liiideniopsis bare).

Disc small, annular.

Ovary bilocular, style anceps, hairless, stigma entire, cylindrical

or club-shaped, long, far overtopping the corolla (in one species

square with hairy angles); placentas coherent to the septum, ovules

numerous, ascendent, imbricate.

Capsule more or less globular or oblong, bilocular, at the top

loculicide bivalvular, later on quadripartite.

Seeds small, peltate, imbricate; membianous, winged all round

with fringe uolched (in Lindeniopsis undulate) wing; endosperm

fleshy, germ straight, root straight, directed downwards.

Lianes or Shrubs {Lindeniopsis). Twigs velvety or bare, round

or more or less square. Leaves opposite, thin-leathery, elliptical,

lanceolate or oval, usually tapering with a rather abrujit acumen;

usually luiiiy on the underside. Leaf-ner\'ature more or less acrodro-

mous. Stipules small, interpetiolar, triangular.

Flowers small or middle-sized, while or light yellow, in axillary

closed racemes or trichotomous, branched cymes, united at the twig

tops to many-flowered panicles.
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% ]3. Conspec t II s o f th e Species.
1. Subgenus Lindeniopsis. Shrub. Seeds with a slighlly crenate and undulated

wing. Calyx-lobes longer than the ovary. Corolla tube long. Anthers hairless.

1. G.HammU, Val. 1909.

Leaves elliptical with short, acute, hard point ; secondary veins 5— 7 on each

side, arcuately anastomosing (brochidodromous). Corolla hairless inside. Twigs

sharply squared. Stipulae very small. Plant grey velvety all over, later on bare.

Fruit oblong, length up to 30 mms.

Distribution. Hitherto endemic in Billiton on sandy barren soil.

11. Subgenus Eu-Coptosapelta. Lianes Seeds with fringed wing. Calyx lobes

not longer than the ovary. Corolla tube not more than twice as long as the lobes.

Backs of the anthers covered with long hair.

2. C olaciformis (Merrill), Elmer 1913. Randia olaciformis, Mere. 1908.

C. flavescens, Mere, (non Korth.) 1909.

Inside of corolla tube and filaments glabrous. Corolla lobes slightly longer than

the tube. Inflorescences corymbose united to panicles at the tops of the twigs;

cymes short-peduncled and few (lowered. Flowers very small. Stipules small,

triangular, no hairy edges. Leaves elliptical or oval, shortly acuminate, smaller

than 100 mm. number of secondary veins 4—5 on each side, hairless when full-

grown, colour in sicco pale greenish grey or olive grey. Width of fruit at most

6 mm., broader than long, calyx consisting of free oval lobes.

Distribution. Hitherto endemic in the Philippines, in the following places:

Mindanao, lake Lanao, camp. Keithly, Mrs. Clemens n. 1220, 1907 (type);

Mindanao, prov. of Agusan, in mt. Urdaneta, 700 M above sea-level Elmer
n. 18355?; Luzon, San Antonio, prov. Laguna, rat. Ramos Bur. of Science,

Manila, n. 396!

8 C. flavescens, Korth. 1851. Stylocoryna tomentosa Bl., Bijdr. 1826;

Stylocoryne ovata, MiQ. 1856; Slylocoryne (Webera) macrophylla.. Wall non

RoxB.; Coptosapelta. macrophylkt., K. Schum.

Inside of corolla tube and filaments glabrous. Inflorescences corymbose long-

peduncled and dense flowered, united at the twig-tops to large thyrsus-shaped

panicles. Leaves elliptical or oval or oblong, shortly acuminate, base as a rule

broad, rounded, length 80

—

V2h mm., number of secundary veins 4 — 5 on each

side, colour in sicco usually olive-brown, undersurface of leaves, especially along

the veins thinly covered with accumbent or crisp hair. Young twigs and in-

florescences coaled with dense, soft hair. Fruit obovale, sepals free, oval, erect.

Stipules linear-lanceolate with broad base, hairy edges.

Distribution: Malay peninsula, Burma, Western Java, Sumatra: Palem-

bang, (Pretorius^), 1837, in Herb. L B; Borneo S. E. Division, on sandy plains

on the river Karrau (Korthals).

4. G. hameliaeblasta (Wernh.) Val. nova comb. Tarenna hameliaeblasta

') This species being rather widely spread, differs rather in habit according to

the place where it is found. For instance the specimens from the Malay peninsula

(Kings collector 10384 and 10393) have stronger flowering-twigs and considerably

greater leaves and flowers than the specimens from Java and Sumatra. The latter

are again distinguished from the Javanese form by smaller, narrower leaves, in

sicco coloured darker brown, covered with crisp hair on their undersides. Similar

leaves also occur in a specimen from Malacca (Maingay. 908).
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Wernh. Inside of tlie upper pari of the corolla Uibe and the filaments densely

hairy, the former not inflated. Corolla lobes about as long as the thin corolla tube.

Axillary cymes longpeduncled and dense-flowered ; terminal thyrsi many-flowered.

Corolla tube (in sicco) covered with appressed whitish hairs. Calyx lobes about

as long as the ovary, erect, curved outward. Leaves oblong or elliptical, with very

short acumen. Secondary veins 3—4 on each side, sometimes with an additional

thin basal vein; veins erect. Stipules very small, triangular, the edges covered

with dense hair. Colour of the leaves in sicco yellow-olive-green. Stalks and

inflorescences hirsute, leaf veins at the backside with remote procumbent hairs.

D i s t I- i b u t i o n : British New-Guinea, Sogeri-region, 950— 1400 metres above

sea level. (Forbes).

5. C' maluensis, Val. n. sp.

Upper part of the corolla tube not inflated, hairy as are the filaments. Corolla

lobes a little shorter or of equal length as the corolla tube. Axillary inflorescences

with long stalks; terminal thyrsi with abundance of flowers. Flowers the smallest

of the genus. Outside of corolla covered with short appressed hair. Calyx-limb

divided for lialf its length, lobes oval, erect. Leaves usually broad, elliptical with

3—4 rarely 2 secondary veins on each side (together 5—7), acrodromous. Fruit

crowned by the very small calyx lobes. Underside of leaves with a very thin

hairy covering near the edge, for the rest bare. Stipules pointed, witii thin

jndument.

Distribution: North-East New-Guinea, at 190—200 metres above sea level,

in primeval wood. (Ledermann).

6. ('. Beccarii, Val n.sp.

Upper part of corolla tube not inflated and at the inside covered with long and

dense hairs, as are the filaments. Corolla grey velvety externally, lobes about as

long as the corolla tube. Axillary inflorescences longpeduncled, thyrsus-shaped.

Terminal thyrsi with abundance of flowers. Leaves broadly oblong, ending in a

caudate acumen, large, with 3—4 secondary veins on each side. Petiole fairly

long; underside of leaf covered with crisp soft hair.

Distribution: Borneo (Beccari 2271).

7. C. fuscescens Val n. sp. Upper part of the corolla tube not inflated, inside

covered with dense hairs, as are the filaments. Corolla lobes twice as long as the

tube. Axillary cymes long-stalked and repeatedly remotely branched ; terminal

thyrsi many-flowered, spreading. Outside of corolla tube covered with short silky

hairs, lobes hairless. Calyx small, lobes detached nearly to the base. Leaves

elliptical, glabrous Usually 3 secondary veins, or in a single specimen 2, on each

side. Stipules very small, obtuse, triangular, hairy,

Distribution: Nord-East New-Guinea in mountain woods 600— 1500 metres

above sea level, in the Kani and Torricelli mountains (Schlechter) on the

Felsspitze at 1500 metres (Ledermann).

8. C. lutescens, Val. n. sp.

Flowers as in C fuscescens, but a little larger. Leaves with 2 secondary veins

on each side, in sicco greenish- ochreous-yellow.

Distribution: North-East New-Guinea, on the Etappenberg at 850 m. in

dense high wood (Ledermann).

9. C. Griffithii, Hooker, f.

Upper part of corolla tube inflated, inside covered with long dense hairs, as are

he filaments, lobes more than twice the length of the short wide tube. Axillary
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cymes rather many flowered ; terminal tliyrsi densely. Outside of corolla grey velvety

all over. Calyx-limb wide by cupsliaped, divided for half ils length into broad

lobes. Leaves elliptical, at the underside crisp hairs. Secondary veins 3—4 on

each side.

Distribution. Gathered in numerous place.s in the Mai. peninsula, in the

low lands.

10. C'. Janoivskii. Val, n. sp.

Upper half of the corolla tube inflated, inside covered with long, dense hair,

as are the filaraents Corolla lobes hall the length of the tube. Axillary flower-

stalks with 1-3-5 flowers. Terminal inflorescences simple racemose. Flowers the

largest in the genus. Outside of corolla-tube thin-velvety, lobes hairless. Calyx

large, cup shaped, not incised, with short broad acute teeth. Leaves lanceolate,

longacinninate.

Distribution: Northern New-Guinea. Jabi mountains.

11. C. montana, Korth. msc, in Herb L. B.

Flowers unknown. Fruits in the leaf axils isolated or in peduncled cymes of

3-5-flowers, forming simple closed racemes at the twig-tops.

Calyx-lobes persistent on the fruit, only connected at the base, linear-subulate.

Leaves lanceolate or elliptical, rather firm, with long tapering points and acute, obtuse

or rounded base. Secondary veins 2-3 on each side Stipules small, triangular,

having long hairs. Stems, inflorescences and under sides of leaf nerves thin-velvety,

in sicco ochreous yellow. Fruit obovate oblong.

Distribution. S.E. Borneo. Summit of the Sakoembang, 1000 metres above

sea level.

EXPLANATION OF THE FIGURES.

Fig. 1 Coptosapelta montana ; Leaf of an old plant.

Fig. 2 ,, flavescens, flowering plant.

Fig. 3 „ „ very young plant.

Fig. 4 ,, montana; young fruiting plant.

Fig. 6 „ hameliaeblasta.

Fig. 6 ,, olaciformis.

Fig. 7 = Fig. 1.

Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 Coptosapelta fuscescens.

Fig. 10 ,, flavescens, flowering plant

Fig. 11 = Fig. 6.

Fig. 12 „ lutescens.

Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 ,, maluensis.

Fig. 15 ,, Hammii.

The figures have been obtained by carbon-impressions according to the method

of Elmer D. Merrill. Fig. 4 is not retouched, only retraced with ink.

The others have all been worked up by the designer with the aid of the

original print and of the leaf; the tertiary vein system is consequently a little too

prominent

!



Botany. — ,,D(trk groivtk-responses" . By D. Tom.enaar. (Commu-

nicated by Prof. A. H. Blaauw).

(Communicated at the meeting of April 28, 1923).

In QUI' previons report on the light- and dark-adaptation of Pliy-

comifces nitens (Proc. Vol. XXIV Nos. 1, 2 and 3, 1921) the existence

of tiie so-called ,,dark-grow th-response" was already proved in a

great number of e-xperimenls. By dark-growlli-response we under-

stand the occurrence of a growth-response, when a sporangiophore

of Phycomyces nitens adapted to light (by a four-sided illumination

for hours at a stretch) is placed in the dark. It seemed worth while

considering in how far this dark-growth-response of Phycomyces-nitens

(the negative after-images of the human eye probably being in reality

comparable) occurs in other organs.

In this communication the results are mentioned concerning the

dark-growtli-responses of the sporangiophore of Phycomyces nitens,

the hypocotyledons of Helianthus glohosus, the coleoptiles of Avena

sativa, the roots of Avena sativa and the roots of Sinapis alba.

If possible the results have t)een compared with the light-growth-

responses hitherto known.

Method and accuracy of the results.

In all experiments the preceding illumination was four-sided; the

temperature being kept constant by means of tlie oil-thermostat,

described in ,,Liclit- und Wachstum 1". In this way the temperature

could be kept constant to 0.02°^ C. with moderate illuminations. It

should be particularly kept in view, that the growth was as a rule

only considered sufficiently constant, when it did not oscillate above

lO'/o. i- o. w. with an average rate of growth of 100 no rates

higher than 105 or lower than 95 occurred. This enables us to

ascertain responses of growth more than 57„ above or below the

average; responses of growth therefore of an acceleration or retar-

dation of 107, we can ascertain with some certainty.

We mention this in order to give the illustrations and reviews

the value due to them, which could not be judged of without the

full data — which we omit here with a view to space, but all of

which will appear in the "Mededeelingeii der Landbouw-hoogeschool"

this year.
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As long as on aoconnt of insufficient constancy of the outward

circumstances or through inward causes, the growth already greatly

oscillates before the change in light-conditions, it may be easily

understood that a res[)onse of growth due to this one factor cannot

be accurately ascertained.

As responses of growth of more than 50 7o are but rare, they

are not demonstrable when the growth shows such variations

beforehand. With the data in literature however this repeatedly

occurs. We repeat, tliat for our reactions ive only used organs,

showing as a rule no oscillations of groioth greater than 10°/,.

The figures subjoined all represent the response of individuals,

approaching the average type as closely as possible. Only in the

case of Phycomgces nitens a schematical figuie of the process of

reaction was given.

Just as in most of the previous curves published by Bi.aauvv such

figures, in which the reaction-type of a definite experimental series

is composed, are mainly based on the so-called cardinal points, to

be found in the reactions of all individuals. These cardinal points are:

i. the average-point of time, at which the response of growth

begins

;

2. the average-time, at which the reaction reaches its first climax

(either maximum or minimum of growth);

3. the average-rate of growth at that moment in percents of

the original rate of growth ; and next again the average time, at

which eventually another maximum or minimum occurs and the

average-rate of growth at that moment.

Dark- and light-growth-responses of Phycomyces nitens.

The light-growth-responses are known from the results of Blaaüw,

published in "Licht u. Wachstum HI" (Med. d. Landb. Hoogesch.

1918) p. 108. The cardinal points for some intensities follow:

TABLE 1.
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At a (emperatiire of about 17° C. some sporaiigiophores adapted

to exposures to J/512, J/64, 8 and 64 M.K., were darkened, the

growtli-nieasiirinj;; lieiiig continued. The responses of growth, con-

sisting in a relaidalion of growth were very characteristic.

Tiie cardinal [mints, computed from sets of 5—6 experiments are

given in the sulyoined table.

TABLE II.
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At 64 MK the first reaction already appears after about 3| min.,

the minimum amounting to 39 "/o. after 20—25 min., vvliile after

that the rate of growth gradually reverts to its initial value.

Finally at 512 MK the reaction-period is 3^ minutes, the minimum,

now 21 "!„, appears after about half an hour ami conliiiues for a

long time. Even some hours after the beginning' of Mie exposure the

rate of growth remains considerably below the rale in dark. Compare

the figures subjoined.

What reaction tahex place, nihen ire darken after these hypoco-

tyledovs have heen mainly adapted to a constant illumination for

5— 7 hours?

The results of these experiments, made at about 20° C. have been

briefly summarized in the subjoined table.

TABLE III.
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The light- umi (ia)-l-<jrointii-resiiiin.fe of coit'opfil/'.^

of Avena sativo.

By means of the experimeiiis of V'ogt, Sikkp and KoNiNtiSBEKGEu

a light-growtli-iesponsp lias been ascerlained. On applioalion of 90

MK on 3 sides Koningsbekokr finds a niiniinnni of about 55°/„ 35—40

minutes after the begimiiiig of the exposure — uext a maximum
after about 65— 70 minutes (about 80 "/o "' '''^ '''-'e of growth in

dark) — while after 90 minutes a second minimum occurs amounting

to about 65—70°
,,
of the rate of growtii in dark. Tiie latter iiow-

ever continues oscillating irregularly for houi-s together. In the figure

the curve of the light-growth-response is taken from an indivi<lual

of table 9 from Koningsberger's dissertation.

Wliat reactioii oceurx, if ive darken after the rate of gronHli has

been in the main adapted to light for some hours?

With Helianthns and Phyconiyces darkening appeared to cause

less intense changes of growth, than "Light". If this shoidd be the

case with the coleoptiles of Arena sativa, there would be danger

of this reaction finding no expression at all or but indistinctly, on

account of the irregular growth of Ji;«m, in consequence of occurring

nutations.

We have therefore tried to eliminate or restrict these impeding

movements. Not oidy were a gieal number of Oat-races observed

in this respect, but also conditions of more or less moist and liot

cultivation were tried. In this way we have succeeded in finding

an Oat-race called "Zwarte President" which when cultivated in a

very dry soil but verj' rarely nutates inconveniently. As long as the

coleoptiles secrete little or no drops of moisture, the growth was

extraordinarily constant and frequently remained within the limits

fixed b}' US: no more than 10 7o variation of growth. The tempe-

rature at which the plants grew was about 22° C. In oider to give

a good idea of the results, obtained for this object, we decided to

give the whole of its individual responses of growth in this commu-
nication. Our preceding illumination was 4sided with 64 MK..

which intensity deviates but little from that used by the above-

mentioned investigators. The rate of growth has been given in microns

per minute. ')

N*. 1. Exposed beforehand for 4i hours at 21°,9 6'. to 64 jl/ZiT:

I) The small tigures denote the time of observalion, by which the beginning

of darkening is again put at the full hour (60).
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45 12i 50 \2h 55 J2i dahkI o 12i 5 121 10 12i 15 12| 20 13 25

16 30 13 35 12 40 lOi 45 9 50 10 55 lO^ 1 hour lOi 1.05 lOi 1 10

.V». 2. Kfjiosed beforekaiid for 4 /ir)»r,v ,// 2I°,9 C. to 64 il//v.

51 20 54 20 5T 20 D^KK ! O 19 3 19 6 19 9 20 12 19 15 18 18

18 21 22 24 21 27 18 30 J 7 33 17 38 IH 41 17 44 17 47 18 501953

18 56 18 1 hour 18 1.03 18 1.06.

JSfr 3. E

c

posed heforehand for 4 hours at 22°,2 C. to 64 MK. -.

51 2! 54 21 57 21 Dark! O 22 6 2 1 9 22 12 24 15 28 18 29

21 27 24 26 27 24 30 24 33 25 36 24 39 22 42 23 45 24 48 25 51

27 54 27 57 28 1 hour 26 1.03 25 1.06 25 1.09 25 1.12.

N». 4. Exposed beforehand for 8 hours at 21°,9 C. to 64 MK.:

50 9 55 8 Dark'. 9 5 9 10 11 15 1 1 20 12 25 II 30 101 35 ]0

40 9^ 45 10 50 10 55 9^ 1 hour 9^ 105.

N'. 5. Rrj)Osed heforehand for 6 hours at 22°,0 C. to 64 .1/A".

:

40 9 45 9 50 9 55 9 Dakk !
8i 5 9 10 11 15 12i 20 14 25 12

30 11 35 10 40 10 45 10 50 9^ 55 9 1 hour 9 1.05 9 1 . 10 9 1 . 15 9 1 .20.

NV 6. Exposed heforehand for 4 hours at 21°, 1 C. to 64 MK.:
45 26 48 24 51 25 54 25 57 25 Dark! 24 3 24 6 25 9 25 12

25 15 28 19 30 21 33 24 36 27 36 30 36 33 29 36 24 39 24 42 26

45 24 48 25 51 25 54 27 57 27 1 hour 26 1.03 27 1.10.

The occurring dark-growtli-i-espoiises in the above cases yield the

following averages for the cardinal points:

First response

after beginning

of darkening
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In the averages Koninosbergf.h's tables (4) of the light- and daik-

growth-response a iTiaxiniiim occiiniiig after dai'keniiig ina^' indeed

be found on pages 51, 52 and 53. It occurs after ahont 20— 30 niin.,

(circa 25 minutes), but also in connection with further experiments

KoNiNGSBERGKH does not consider these reactions as dark-growth-

responses.

In the cases, in which Vogt observed the dark-growth-response,

it lies averagelj after 21—24 min., (averagely 22i min.), which is

in accordance with our results. Siehp finds his maximum averagelj

after 30^—35' min. (averagelj 33 min.). But we should beai' in

mind, that this investigator did not change the exposure to 320 M.K.

to dark, but to a slighter illumination with. 17. 7 M.K. (pag. 699

and (following).

Accordinglj in our experiments both after a previous exposure

of 6 and 8 hours, and of 4 and 4è hours, we tound a dark-growth-

response with the coleoptiles of Aveiia, contrarj to the light-response

of this organ.

The Light- and Dark-growth-responses of the root of Sinapis alba.

This organ being much less sensitive to light, 1 deemed it desirable

to applj stronger illuminations, \iz. of 3500 M.K. In spite of the

insertion of a cooler with running water into the circuit, a gradual

rise of temperature fiom 0°.5— 1°.0 C. in the course of an hour

could not lie prevented. On darkening, a fall of temperature could

be prevented bj again putting the heating into operation. Then

oscillations above 0°.05— 0°.l C. did not occur.

The roots were subjected to 4-sided illumination at 21°, 5—22°.8 C.

for 3—5 hours. First the light-growth-respoiise was determined,

yielding the following averages:

First response

after
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A subsequent darkening caused the following reaction

First response

after
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response, i.e. tlie oscillations of growth remained of the size also

occnrring in constant ciicnnistances (smaller than J()°/„). With a

reservation as to the existence of snch an exceedingly slight reac-

tion, we may observe, that the lack of a lightgrowth-response goes

together with the lack of a dark-growth-response.

S Ü M M A R Y.

J . With the organs observed the occurrence of a. liyht-groivth-

response iveni together with a dark-growth-response, in the main con-

trary to the former.

2. The Jack of u light-groivth-response [Avena-root] goes together

with the lack of a (/ark-growfh-response. This going together seeins

to hold good also individually {Sinapis-i-oot 500 MK.).

3. With Phycomyces, Avena, coleoptile and Helianthus-hypocotyledon

the dark-groivth-7-esponse is less intensive than the light-groiiith-response

:

the loaves have smaller amplitude and are of shorter duration s-o

that externally a constant rate of groivth is sooner attained.

It remains to be investigated into, whether the inward eqnilibrium

is likewise sooner restored than the externally observable light-

growth-response. Eqnilibi'inm in the inward processes indeed does

not coincide with the appearance of a constant rale of growth to

be judged by the observer (7).

With regard to the word "dark-growlh-response", used for con-

venience, sake, it should be hoi'ue in mind, that dark as such does

not cause the response: dark itself is not a stimulus, hut the modip-

cation in energy-supply, either when suddenly occiCrring (light-grou^th-

response), or suddenly ceasing (dark-groioth-response), respect, increasing

or decreasing.

It may be easily understood, that stoppage of energy-supply causes

a slighter and shorter reaction in an organ, i.e. it sooner settles

down than when energy is supplied.
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Mathematics. —-
" Representation of a Tetrahedral Complex on the

Pohits of Space." By Prof. Jan dic Vkies.

(Communicated at the meeting of April 28, 1923).

1. Let there be given a pencil of quadratic surfaces which has

a twisted curve (j' as base curve. The polar planes of a point P
with respect to these surfaces pass through a straight line p, which

we shall call the polar line of P. Through P there pass two

bisecants of q^ : the straight line p joins the points of these bisecants

which are harmonically separated from P by q*. If P lies in the

vertex of one of the four cones belonging to the pencil, tlie polar

line becomes indefinite; any straight line of the plane wa:^ Oi Om On

may be considered in this case as a polar line.

The complex of rays T of the polar lines p is represented on

the space of points
| P\. The side Ok 0/ is represented in any of

the points of the opposite side O,,, 0,,- If a straight line r is to

belong to T, its polar lines /•' and r" with respect to the surfaces

«' and ii' of the pencil, must cut each other. If the straight line r

describes a plane pencil, »•' and r" describe two projective plane

pencils; the plane pencil (»•) contains accordingly two rays for which

r' and 7-" cut each other. The complex T is therefore quadratic^)

and has four cardinal points Ok and four cardinal planes wj; hence

it is tetrahedral

.

A point P of (}* is the image of the straight line/* which touches

Q* at P. The scroll of the tangents of q* is therefore represented

in the points of q*.

1. If P describes a straight line r, the polar planes of P with

respect to «' and t^' describe two projective pencils round the polar

lines r' and r". The polar line /) describes accordingly a quadratic

scroll (pY; Ihe conjugated scroll consists of the polar lines of r

with respect to the quadratic surfaces through o'. The points of

intersection of r with the cardinal planes w^. are the images of four

1) If the pencil is defined by EukXi^ = and I^bad* = 0, the polar planes of

4 4

the point y have aayt and bii/t for coordinates. The coordinates of p are in this

case pi2 = (0364— 04 03)2/3^4 etc. If we put a^a^b.,h^ + aoOibib^ = €1^,^, T is

represented by Ci2,34Pi2P34 + £33,14^33^14+ Csi,24P3i 2^24 = 0.
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rajs p, which pass through the cardinal points 0^ T contains

evidently oo* scrolls {pY-

If r is a ray of 7', ;' and ;" cut each other, so that the projective

pencils of polar planes produce a quadratic cone which has. the

point r'r" as vertex. From tliis follows that the complex cones of

2' are i-epresented by the point ranges (P) lying on complex rays.

3. The rays of T which lie in a plane (p (and which accordingly

envelop the complex conic 7'), are represented by the points /'' of

a twisted curve which passes through the cardinal points Ok- For

the intersection of the planes 'f and ojj. is a tangent of f/i' and is

represented in 0/,. As to^ can only conlain the images |)oinls Oi,

Oin> 0,„ the image of the system of the tangents of (/' is a twisted

cubic <f' circumscribed to the tetrahedion Oi 0, 0, (^4.

4. The complex T cuts a linear complex A in a congruence (2,2)

which has singular points in Ok, singular planes in o>k- For Oj- is

the vertex of a plane pencil belonging to both complexes, hence to

(2,2). The polar lines p' and //' of the rays of this plane pencil

with resjiect to «' and ^i'' form two projective |)lane pencils in tojt

and these produce a conic circumscribed to Oi U,n 0„. The image oi'

the congruence (2,2) is therefore a quadratic surface il" circum-

scribed lo (>, O, 0, O^.

As A does not generally contain any of the sides OkOi, iP will

not generally contain any of these sides either.
')

The qd' siirfages ii' are the images of oo' congruences (2,2)

contained in T. To these belong od* axial (2,2) defined by the oo'

axial linear complexes.

5. The rays of 7' belonging to two complexes yf, and A^, form

a scroll {pY of the fourth order; this scroll belongs of course at

the same time to all complexes A of the pencil defined by //, and

A,, hence also to both axial complexes of this pencil. Their axes

are director lines of
( pY and moreover double director lines, for

tiie complex cone of a point lying on one of these axes, is cut

twice by the other axis.

1) If A is defined by Ed p =0, il- has for equation
6

Ed^,c y y = 0.
g kl mn^m" n

Inversely the surface Ef.,y, y, = is the image of the (2,2), which is defined
6 *' * '

fkl
by the complex T,— p„„ =0.

6Ci/
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Tlie scroll (p)" is represented by the twisted ctirve a* whieli is

tlie interseclion of tlie two surfaces 12' that are the images of the

congruences defined b}' A^ and A^.

If tiie axes /•, and r, of two axial complexes cut each other, the

congruence (2,2) which these complexes have in common with T,

degenerates into the system of the complex rajs /j through the point

R^i\>\ and the complex rajs in the plane (.) ^ >-ir,. In connection

with this the image surfaces SI' defined by ?',r, cut eacli other in

the twisted curve y' representing liie complex rays in y, and in

the |)olar line r of R (the image of the complex cone of R);

evidently r is one of the bisecants of y'.

If (»' is an arbitrary twisted c/ihic circtumscribed to 0,0, 0,0^,

there pass cc' surfaces ü' through y' of which any two have also

in common a bisecant of (>' ; evidently they represent two axial

complexes of which the axes cut each other, su that the corresponding

(2,2) splits again up into a fovi/ile.c cone and a c<in)/)/e.P conic; the

latter is lepresenled by (j'.

G. A conic (Rj' has four points in common wilh the suiface i2'

belonging to an axial complex ./; it is accordingly the image of a

rdtiomd scroll (/>)^ Any ray *• of T lying in the |)lane of {Ry,

contains two points of {RY ; the image S of .s carries therefore two

rays of {pY- Hence llie curve (N)', representing the rays .v, is the

douhle cttrce of (/>)^

If (/-") passes through (>,, it is the image of a cubic scroll (pY

of which the double director line passes through O^ ; for the points

of intersection of (P)Mvith u>, are the images of two rays /> through 0,-

If [Ry passes through C, and through (>,, it is the image of a

tpiadratic scroll (/*)^ Inversely a scroll (/>)'^ has two rays in common

with an axial complex; its image cuts accordingly' the corresponding

surface iP outside Ok in two points. Hence this image is either

a strnight line (^ 2) or a code through two cardinal points O.

7. The points R of a plane <f represent the rays of a congruence

[/;]. The polar planes « and [i of R with respect to two quadratic

surfaces «' and ^' of the given pencil form two projective sheaves

of planes round the poles of if. Their iiilerseclions with a plane i^>

form two projective fields of rays, hence ^\) contains thiee rays

p = «iJ.

The planes u through a point Q form a pencil; one plane of

the corresponding pencil (/J) passes through Q, hence Q carries one

ray p.
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Tlie field of points [/'*] is tiierefore I he image of a congruence

(1,3). Tliis consists of the chords of a tivisted cubic r>' which passes

throiigii tlie poinls (); for llie range of points (P) in w^. is the

image of tlie generatrices /> of a quadratic cone wiiicli has (4 for

vertex.

8. If the twisted cubic {PY passes throngh three cardinal points,

it is the image of a Cïcbic scroll (/>)'. For an arbiti'ary snrface «I»'

representing an axial complex cuts {P)' in three more points; on

the axis of this complex there rest therefore three lines of the

scroll. One pencil («l*^) can be passed through (/•*)'; foi' throngh any

fonr points of IfJ^)' oo' <I>^ can be passed, each of which contains

se\en points of (P)'. Tlie corresponding complexes ./ form also a

peticil ; the axes of both axial complexes belonging to this pencil,

cut all rays of the scroll and are therefore the director /ines of the

cid>ic scroll {pY-

If (/*)' passes throngh two cardinal /loints, it is the image of a

scroll of the fourth order. In this case one *' passes through (Z-*)'

:

the scroll belongs to the congruence (2,2) which the corresponding

complex J has in common with 7'; as it is rational, it has a

double cubic.

9. A .surface [/-"]" is the image of & concjruence w'nh sheaf degree

n, for its intersections with a ray / of T are the images of n rays

through the vertex of the complex cone represented by t. The jleld

degree of the congruence is generally 'on for each point of inter-

section of [/"*]" with the cubic 7' representing the rays t lying in

a plane <( , is the image of a ray of the congruence in (/. If [PJ"
passes sk times through Oi„ the field degree is evidently 3//

—

2isk-

4

A twisted curve (P)" is the image of a scroll of the order 2n,

for the image surface [P]' of an axial complex cuts (P)" in 2n

points, which are the images of as many rays t cutting the axis

of the complex.

10. If the base of a pencil of quadratic surfaces consists of a

cubic (>' and one of its chords, the |)olar lines of the points of

space form a quadratic complex which is represented in the same
way as the letrahedral complex.

We can always represent this pencil by

The polar planes of the point y relative to the cones « ^= and
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ii = O liave for coordinates y,,
—2y,,?/,,0 and 0,y^,—2y,,«/,. The

polar line of // is therefore represented bj

jr.. n,, jr., jr.. jr.. jt.'«4

Hence

This complex has ^V, and C', as cardinal points, <o^ and to, as

cardinal planes.

The complex cone of :c tonches 0^0, at (>,, 0^0, at (>,. Tiie

polar line of y lies in the plane 5 if the equation

5i (2i/, '•',—.'/i.V,-i's) f s,y,y,'V, + s,,'/,.'/,^-, + §4(2i/.X—^,.'^.^•,) = o

is satisfied by all values of .r, and .«,. From this follows that the

complex rays in § are represented by the points of the cubic which

is defined by the cones

(The ciiord O^O^ does not belong to the image).

The congruence (2,2) which the complex has in common with

the axial complex with directrix ffj. = 0, ^,=0, has for image the

quadratic surface the equation of wliich is

where (rt/t6/) = akbi— dibic-



Chemistry". — "Tlie Electromotive Bt'li(ivi(yay of Magnes'nan" .\\^).

By Plot'. A. Smits. (Communicated In- Prof. P. Zeeman).

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923).

[utvodvction. The fact tliat llie rest |>oteiitials of magnesium and

aluminium in aqueous sointions of tlieir salts are too small ne^ntive

lias been the subject of frequent comment.

An apparentij succesful explanalion was that which assumed the

presence of a film of oxide on the melal. This was however due

to a not snfïicieiitiy careful examination of the consequences of such

a premise.

This is especial!}' true in the case of aluminium whei'e it had

been supposed, that the etched or even the polished metal was

coated with a not porous film of oxide of molecular thickness.

Now a number of dilTerent in\estigations have proved with cer-

tainty tiiat if an etched or polished aluminium electrode is immersed

in mercury above which there is an aqueous solution of the alu-

minium salt, the aluminium immediately shows the potential of the

mercury layer, whilst there was no indication of the penetration of

a film of oxide ').

It foHows from these investigations that either a film of oxide

does not hinder the passage of the electrons or there is no film at all.

If the electrons only were going through an oxide layer we should

expect the behaveour of a gas electrode. This is not in accordance

with the fact. Consequently if the oxide film existed it would be

penetrable for ions, but it is then manifest that we are dealing with

a metal-electrode.

Now it is possible that under certain circumstances the liquid in

the li([uid bounding layer is saturated with respect to the hydroxide

of the metal. This could easily be proved by the fact, that in the

formula

0.058
, Lm

E = log.^ 2.8 (1)

1) The considerations applied liere are explicated in the book "Theory of Allo-

tropy". Longmans, Green and Go. 1922.

The first Communication appeared These Proc. Vol. XXII, 876 (192U).

») See Zeitschr. f. Electr. Chem. 27, 523 (1921) and 28 (1922).

26
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXVI.
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(Ml) can be substituted by — ;

—

- so tliat
' (OHJ'

0.058 Lm(OH')'

or

0.058 Lm K;^ „. .„.E^ _,og.^_^^^.^„-2.8 ... (3)

From which it appears, that the electrode will beliave as an

oxygen or ii\drogen one, l)iit Ihat the electromotive forces will show

a constant diti'erence.

These considerations however are no iielp to ns, for expression (i)

which always holds good, requires the potential of the melal to be

ver\- negative, because (he concentration of ihe metal ions in a

saturated solution of Mg(OH), or Al (0H)3 is ver^' small. The exact

converse is observed.

Ten years ago Kistiakowsky ') calculated the normal potentials

neglecting the temperature coeflicieni in the formula of Gibbs-Hei,m-

HOLTZ and found with Mn, Fe, Co, Cu and Cd differences between

the calculated and experimentally found normal potentials of

10—60 m.V.; with Ni, Sn, Pb and Hg differences of 140—190
m.V.; with Ag he found diverences of 310 m.V., and with Tl of

360 m.V., whilst the difference with Al was 460 m.V. and with Mg
900 m.V.

As Kistiakowsky found the electromotive force which the calcu-

lated for Mg and Al so much higher than that found experimentally,

he simply assumed that at the two electrodes in the galvanic cell

metal-electrolyte-hydrogen, the reactions

Mg ^ M;; + 2(9^

and

do not take place as in other cases, but the following:

Mg+2 0H;^-^M(OH),g + 2(9

and

2(9 + 2H,Oj^^2 0H; +H,^^.

It should be luiticed that the remarkable assumption is made there,

1) Z. f. phys. Ghem. 70, 206 (1910).
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that a reaction wliicli takes place at tlie hvdiogeii electrode is

reversed when Mg is replaced by zinc.

KisTiAKOwsKY, however, riglifij comes to the following conclusion :

"Hieraus fogt iinmittelbar, dass die Mg bzw. Al. Eiectroden die

Eigenschaften von Gaselektrode hesitzen nnissen, d.h. ihr Ei, von

der Metaliionen-konzeMtration iinabhangig, dafur aber von der H'

nnd OH'-Konzentration abhangig sein mnss; ausserdem muss es,

wie bei Pt, von den rednzierenden Eigenschaften des Elektrolylen

abhangen."

In this KisTAKOWSKY, however, qnife overlooked thai ilie behaviour

of an hydrogen electrode will also be found with any other metal,

if the boundary liquid consists of a saturated solution of the melal

hj'droxide.

KisTiAKOwsKY, instead of measuring tiie Mg and H, potentials

in the same solution by changing (he Mg concentration, dipped his

Mg electrode, besides in a solution of MgSO^ and in a solution of

MgCl,, in different other solutions, no! containing Mg, and then

obtained results, of course, from which no conclusions al all can

be drawn. In iiis opinion, however, his results proved that the Mg-

potential is independent of the MgVconcentration.

Beck ') was the first to demonstrate in his Thesis for the

Doctorate the invalidity of Kistiakowsky's views; he has also shown

experimentally that Mg never behaves as a hydrogen electrode. All

the same electromotive behaviour of Mg in MgSO^-solutions of

slight (H'j ) was not yet cleared up, for it appeared to him that the

difference in potential between the Mg and H electrodes in these

solutions of small H*-concentration increases with the Mg-concen-

tration. ')

Beck found that the Mg electrode does not behave as a

hydrogen electrode, but the Mg does not behave as a normal metal

electrode either, for it was found tiiat the Mg-eleclrode becomes

more negative when the MgSO, -concentration increases. It further

appeared that on increase of the H'-concentration the Mg-potential

becomes more negative, and that it reaches a maximum negative

value for every MgSO^-concentration at a definite H'-concentration.

This maximum negative value vaiied with the MgSO,-concentration,
at least qualitatively, in a normal way.

1) Rec. traT. chim. 41, 353 (1922).

^) All the measurements were carried out by Beck in an atmosphere ot very

pure liydrogen, with vigorous stirring of the liquid, the Mg-electrode being at

rest If was found, that this way of stirring is much better than stirring by the

electrode it self.

26*
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The maxiiniiiri negative potentials are however no eqnilibrium

potentials, that follows already from this, that the potential of jMg

activated by aiiialgation in a solution of 1 gr. mol of MgSO^ per

litre, is more negative, i.e. — 1.856 Volt, instead of — 1.790 Volt,

which value will also lie still below the real normal potential of

equilibrium of Mg, as will be shown below.

Maffnesium.

After this introduction we shall examine the metals Mg more

closely.

The difiiculties which are usually encountered in the study of

the electromotive behaviour of magnesium and aluminium are owing

(o the fact that extraordinary phenomena appear when the usual

methods of determining the equilibrium potential are ap|)lied to

these strongly Imsio nietaLs.

For example, suppose that the Mg potential is — J.86 Volt. Since

the Mg electrode develops hydrogen, this means that the above

potential corresponds lo the potential of the three phase eqnilibrium,

magnesium (inner equilibrium) — hydrogen (by inner equilibrium)

and the surrounded liquid layer.

The liberation of gaseous hydrogen takes place because hydrogen

ions from outside diffuse into the surrounding liquid layer and com-

bine with the electrons.

The above assumption holds for Fe and Zn because it can be

shown by calculation that the surrounding liquid layer can coexist

with metal and hydrogen, the two latter in inner equilibrium.

If however we take now strongly basic metals, we can see that

(M")
the quotient would be so large, that the electrolyte would

(2H )

become inconsistent.

The question now arises: "Can the above negative potential (— 1.86

Volt) be the potential of magnesium and unary hydrogen (that is

to say hydrogen in inner equilibrium) with respect to the surround-

ing liquid layer containing say 1 gr. ion Mg per litre."

0.058
Applying the formula E = — log. L^^^^— 2.8') and sub-

stituting for E the value — 1.86 we can calculate that

L^,^ = (Mg^) ((9^)' ==10^^-16.

If we consider that for hydrogen in inner equilibrium

1) The Theory of Allotropy p. 123.
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l„^=(h;;'(öj' = io2x-48

if will be seen, that for the surrouiKÜng liquid layer which is in

electromotive eqiii librium with magtiesiiun and hydrogen the

following formula holds good :

(Me") L„
^ ^L^ _ _M« _ 102x32

It is evident that this ratio is not renlizable.

If we chose (Mgp = 1 ihen(H^)' =10^x32 and since (H^XOHj^)=
= 10-1* ^ve iiave (OH'^^) = IQis.

If we take (Mg") = lO-i then (H,\ = 10-2* or (OH;) = ]Oio.

From the above figures it is seen that if magnesium is in such a

state that the solubility |)roduct is 10"' ~^''
it can never coexist

with unary hydrogen and li(|uid because the surrounding liquid

layer, required for this coexistence, cannot exist.

A graphical representation of the above statement in £", A' diagram

(fig. J), is given by the point C. C lies so near one axis that any

stable aqueous solution lies to the right of it. If we assume that the

Fig. 1.

solution into which the Mg electrode is dipped has the composition

X then (here are two limiting possibilities for the coexistence of



4()ü

Fig. 2.
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Mg, hydrogen diid elecliolj'te. Between iliese limits tlie observable

oases lie.

One liinit is indicated in fig. 2. Here tlie hydrogen is in inner

equilibrium but that of the Mg is displaced to such an extent that

the potential line of this metal has the position a,c,.

At the other limit the Mg remains in inner equilibrium but the

liberating hydrogen is in a state of formation so that its potential

line has the position b^c, in tig. 3.

In the latter case the observed potential of the three phase equi-

librium nc,e will practically correspond with the equilibrium poten-

tial of Mg'). The ob.served cases lie between these limits.

The above remarks concerning Mg with a potential of —1.86 V.

also apply to Mg with a potential of — 1.3 Volt. In this case

I =10^^ -''•'

and then ^^ = bll = w'
""

'\ so that ,f (Mg-)
^ (Hl)' Lh,^

= l,(H-)= 10-22 ^^. (OH') = 10^

Consequently when Mg of a potential of — 1.3 V. was liberating

hydrogen in inner equilibrium from a solution of a Mg salt in

which (Mgj*) = J, then OH' in the surrounding liquid layer would

be 10^. This is practically also an impossibility.

From the above it follows that the hydrogen which coexists with

magnesium and the surrounding liquid must be in such a condition

that the value of 1j|j is much greater than that corresponding to

the inner .equilibrium.

This statement arouses a suspicion lo the precipitations of Mg-

hydi'oxide in the surrounding liquid layei', but if this occurred the

coexisting hydroged would be formed in a stronger state of formation

tlian even in the case that the surrounding liquid is no longer

saturated with respect to Mg(OH),.

The solubility product of MgtOH)^ is about 10 ' since the value

we choose for Mg is immaterial we will assume (Mg'*) ==: 1 . In

this case (OH'j^) — 10~^•^^

If the Mg-electrode has the value LMg^JO' " we have already

calculated that (Hjj = 10 "'
or (OHl) = 10" which is quite im-

possible for the solubility product of Mg(OH\ requires here (OH') =
= 10~"^

1) Here it must be remarked, that if hydrogen is being liberated the composi-

tion of the bounding liquid layer will always lie more to the lef than that of

the liquid outside.
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It is tliereCor evident tlial the apparent suliibility product of

liydrogeii shows large deviations, from the value which would be

expected when the hydrogen is in inner equilibriuui. We will now
calculate what the value of Ihe solubility product of iiydrogen must

be in this case.

In the above we have manifestly employed a value for Lh„ which
2 X 13 25

IS 10" times too small. The value of L for the hydrogen
11,

which is being liberated, in the case under considerations, is therefore

10 instead of 10 In oilier words this hydrogen has

become so much more basic, that in respect to ils electromotive

behaveour il somewhat resembles zinc.

If the OH-ion concenlralion in the surrounding li(piid layer is

lower than 10 ' then no precipilation of Mg(OH), will lake place.

If (OH'J=10^'", then L^^ = lO"""
'"'^"

and electromotively the

hydrogen is beginning to resemble manganese.

From Ihe above considerations it follows that an approximation

to the etpiilibrium potential of magnesium would only be possible

if the hydrogen could appear in a stronger stale of formation, for,

as already has been demonstrated, an increase in the solubility

product of magnesium will always be accompanied by an increase

in the solubility product for Ihe h^'drogeii which is being liberated.

This is not necessary Ihe case with less basic melals. It is clear

that the foregoing conclusions will also hold for aluminium and

we will now examine the conditions under which we can measure

the most active [lotentials of these melals.

According to the theory of capillarity the change between two

liquid phases or between a liquid and a gaseous phase is really an

extremely sharp change in continuity. In Ihe above case however

we are dealing with random arrangements of particles in each phase.

When we come to consider a metal and an electrolyte one has a

definite structure and Ihe otlier has not.

We are however sure, that in this case also in the bounding

layer there will be a very sharp transition, though with a discon-

tinuity, and that consequently the coexisting phases will only show

quantitative differences with respect to compositions.

Now we make (he assumption, that the parts, present in the

metal bounding layer, in concentrations depending in the depth of

Ihe layer, in general will exerl influence in Ihe rapidity, with

which the inner equilibrium is establishing in Ihe bounding layer.

Oxygen, nitric acid, nitrates, etc., are already known to exert a

rclarding influence on the establishment of internal equilibiiiim in
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metals and the electromotive beliaveoiii' of Mg and Al now aliows

that tlieir oxids and hydroxides may exeil a similiar influence.

(n a solution of MgSO^, to which no acid is added, some Mg(OH),

is ill sohition. If we dip a Mg-electrode into this solution then,

hesitles other parts, present in the electrolyte, also Mg(OH), will

solve iu the metal bounding layer. This does not mean to say, that

the Mg will lose any of its characterisiic properties such as the

power to precipitate mercury from a solution but this small quantity

of Mg(üH), seems to exert a retarding influence on the velocity

with which the internal metallic equilibrium is established.

A Mg-electrode under the above conditions dissolves slowly, evolii-

ting hydrogen, and shows too low a potential owing to the disturbance

of the inner e(|uilibrium. Addition of sulphuric acid however decreases

hydrolysis, and with this the Mg(()H)j concentration in the metallic

surface and induces a change in the direction of the inner equili-

biium of the metal, such that the potential becomes more strongly

negative.

This effect of adding acid is however twofold. Oji the one hand

the concentration of the negative catalyst in (he metal Mg(OH), is

decreased, on the other hand direct attack at the metal is increased.

This attack in cases where it is rapid, such as the one under con-

siderations, always gives rise to disturbances and it might be expected,

that the poteidial would first become Luore negative and finally

would fall a little.

This was found to be the case by the author and the Gruyter

and also by Beck.

Beck's table XII p. 42 shows this quite plainly.

This table shows in addition that the differences between the Mg
and the hydrogen potentials are not constant and that, whilst the

hydrogen potential is becoming decreasingly negative, the magnesium

potential changes in the opposite direction.

This means that Mg does not behave as a hydrogen electrode,

which woidd be the case if the magnesium surface was unchanged

and moreover was surrounded by a liquid layer saturated with

respect to the Mg(OH),.

It is probable that this was the case with some solutions when

the H-ion concentration was veiy low, merelj' with the vigorous

stirring employed in these experiments. Tiie certain conclusion from

Beck's experiments is that, whether the surrounding liquid layer

was saturated with respect to Mg(OH), or not, the state of the Mg
bounding layer was changing with the hydrogen concentration.

By increasing the hydrogen concentration the magnesium bounding
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layer became more basic tliat is to say the normal inner equilibrium

tended to be established.

Anoliier phenomenon showed by Beck which has not yet l)een

considered is tliat the potential of Mg in MgSO< solutions alone

becomes more negative as the concenti'alion increases.

Up to the present it lias always been observed thai a metal dipped

into dilute solutions of the corresponding sulphates or chlorides were

more early disturbed than in concentrated solutions of the same salts.

This was particularly the case with sulphates but also with chlori-

des; the phenomenon was namely with chlorides also very distinct,

I hough not so strong as in the case of sulphates.

This was always ascribed to (he strong catalytic effect of CI ions

and the less one of the SO,. Beck's measurements now show us

ihat with magnesium not in inner equilibrium, SO^ ions has also

a powerful effect.

Although the highest potential shown in the last table (

—

1.8J6V)

is that of an active state of magnesium and the coexisting hydrogen

must have been in a strong stale of formation (strong overvoltage)

yet this potential of iVJg does not correspond with the inner eqnili-

lirium, for Mg containing small quantition of mercury shows a still

higher negative voltage. This value was a maximum for 2 at

nvc Hg.

Now Beck found thai the compound between Mg and Hg richest

in llie latter is Hg,Hg and Ihat the electrolytes in equilibrium with

the various amalgams are practically free from mercury.

The influence therefore of the small quantity of mercury, under

discussion on the Mg electrode can only he an activating one for

the E— X tig. on the Mg side must be as follows (fig. 4). From

this will be seen Ihat if^the influence of small (|uantition of mercury

has not an activating one, then the potential of the amalgamated

magnesium would have been le.ss negative than that of the pure metal.

Thus activating by small quantities of mercury causes the true

inner equilibrium to be approached more closely.

Magnesium which has been activated by mercury showed a poten-

tial of —1.856 Volts when placed in a solution containing 1 gr.

mol. of MgSO, per liter.

Even this potential is below the equilibrium value owing to the

disturbing effect, due to corrosion, but it is probable this is near

I he true equilibrium potential.

If is evident, that the potential of pure magnesium in true inner

e(|nilibrium must be more negative than that of the not disturbed

amalgam, containing 2 at V« Hg., because the E—X diagram
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(fig. 4) shows us, tliat sucli pofenlial is rendered less negative by

increasing mercur)» content.

no 2%
N0I3HG

X
Fig. 4.

Ho

Finally we must consider a remarkable phenoitienDu to which

brief reference has already been made.

If we add a little HgCl, in an aqueous solution of MgSO, or of

MgCl, in which there is a magnesium electrode, there is an im-

modiate fine deposit of metallic mercury on the electrode whose

potential becomes less negative.

As follows from the formula

Mg,:;lMgV + 2ö.s

it it It
MgL:;!: MgL + 2(9l and 2 (9l + HgL'-^ HgL

Tiie precipitations of mercury proves tiiat mercury ions penetrate

the surrounding liquid layer and that these on arrival combine with

electrons, thereby disturbing the heterogenous equilibrium with the

result that electrons and magnesium ions enter the solution.

It must also be observed that in consequence of the hydrolysis

in the magnesium salt solution to which no acid has been added

the magnesium electrode will contain dissolved Mg(OH), and will

conseqiienty behave inertly, so that by sending ions and electrons

into solution, the potential of magnesium will be altered in the

directio)! of that of the noble metals.

The experiment mentioned liere is very important; it shows in

the first place that the magnesium electrode notwithstanding its non
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eqiiilibriiim state and the dissolved Mg(OH), lias still retained its

aietallic properties. Still its pro|)erties have altered, for tlie precipitated

iiiercnry is not able to activate it at once. x\n a|)parent explanation,

namely that the precipitated nieronry does not dissolve in the

naagnesinm, is not correct.

For if we remove the magnesium electrode covered with fine

mercury, prepared as above, wash it with distilled water and than

dip it into pure MgSO, solution, the potential is at first less

negative, but it becomes increasingly negative, so that after a few

minutes it is stronger than that which attained before the negative

electrode was coated with mercury.

This is shown in the following table

Solution
Mg-potential in relation to a

1-Ncalomel electrode

0,1 gr. mol. MgS04 p. liter

to 150 ccm. of the above men-
tioned solution is added 5 ccm. of

a saturated solution of HgClj

- 1.902 V.

1.740 V.

The magnesium electrode was then washed with distilled water and dipped

into a pure solution of MgS04.

1 gr. mol. MgSOj p. Liter — 1.898 V.

— 1.956 V. after 5 minutes

The above data show that I he magnesium electrode, though its

surface is strongly disturbed by corrosion, has dissolved some mercury.

When we consider the great change brought about in a magnesium

electrode by corrosion it is no wonder that its other properties,

such as the power of dissolving mercury, are modified.

The explanation of the results in the above table now is clear.

The activating influence e.xerted by the small quantity of dissolved

mercury is not sufficient to decrease the retardation, exercised by

the Mg(OH), in such a wa3% that the electrode becomes insensible

to the corrosive action of water and sublimate. When this solution

has been substiluled by one of pure MgSO, the influence of the

sublimate disappears and that of the small quantity of mercury

becomes manifest.

It might be supposed at first sight that in the experiment under

consideration solid MgvOH), depositing on the magnesium electrode

might diminish the contact between the nuignesium and the mercury,
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the fact is however tliat the contact between tlie magnesinni and

the electrolyte is so good that niercniy is separated over the whole

sni'face in a finely divided state, even whilst hydrogen is being

given off.

At the same time it is clear, lliat if we wish to get a magnesiniu

into as highly an active state as possible, it is desirable to make

its surface as poor as possible in i\lg(ÜH), by first immersing it in

an acid solnlion and then amalgamating it.

Magnesium, activated in tiiis way, contains more dissolved mercury

and even remains active in normal KOH, giving the high negative

potential of — 1.97 volts in relation to the hydrogen electrode on

account of the low iVlg-iouic concentration.

In a solution containing 1 gr. mol. i\JgSO, per liter this electrode

gave a potential of — 1.85 V^ in relation to the hydrogen eleclrode.

Amalgamation experiments have also been studied in detail for

Al and will be the subject of a next paper.

Amsterdam, Febr. 1923.

Laboratory for General and anorgnnic

Chemistry of the University.



Botany. — "A method of simultaneonsly studyini/ the absorption

of 0, and the discharge of CO, in respiration:' By D. S.

Fernandes. (Communicated by Prof. F. A. F. C. Went.)

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26, 1923).

le
Before entering into details, writer will briefly indicate, liow tl

apparatus works and what precavitions should be laken, illustrated

by a simple diagram, (lig. I).

Fig. 1.

From p, a rubber sucking- and forcing pump, the air is pumped

as the arrows indicate. The air enteis the respiratory vessel v at

the top, leaves it at the bottom and is dried in the wash-tlask (/,,

which contains concentrated sulfuric acid. From d, passing through
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the glass cock k, {k, is tlien closed) it reaches tlie absorptionlnbes

èj, b, and h,, containing baryta- water. On its waj' back tlie air

passes tiiroiigh the wash-flask (/,, containing sulfuric acid like d

and the control-baryla-tnbe c, after which it returns to p and

recommences its circular course.

In a subsequent observation k^ is closed and k^ opened, causing

the CO, absorption to take place in the tubes b^, b^ and b^. The (>

absorption-tubes are fixed to a copper frame with clips. In order

to enable us to take more than two observations, without bringing

too many tubes in the glass vessel filled with water, which serves

as a thermostat, we should have two of these frames at our disposal.

If one has served its purpose, the connecting parts 1 and 2 are

turned up and rise above the water, where they may be loosened.

The whole frame with the 6 baryta-tubes is raised out of the vessel

and the other (the tubes of which are meanwhile cleaned and filled

each with 100 c.c. baryta-water) is put in. This exchange of frames

is brought about in less than a minute, but before taking further

observations with the newly-inserted baryta-tubes, we should wait

(according to the temperature in the thermostat) 10—15 mins. that

the tubes and their contents may adopt the temperature of the

thermostat. The apjuiratus works ventilating during this time in the

following way : Cock k, is closed, while k^ and /, are opened. If

next the pump is set working, the air, leaving the vessel, can only

pass through k^, while at k^ air is sucked in, after having first

been rid of CO, by means of wash-flasks containing strong KOH-
sohitions (not represented in the fig.). There is another advantage

in the ventilating action of the apparatus. When in experiments of

long duration the observations are stopped in the evening, the

apparatus can continue to work ventilating the whole night. Conse-

quently the objects are not subject to oscillations of temperature

and the next morning the experiment may at once be continued by

opening k, and closing k^ and k^. In experiments, lasting 10—12

hours, it saves a great deal of time, to put the plants into the

apparatus the previous night, so that early in the morning the ex-

periments can begin at once. After the ventilation during the night

all CO, has been driven from the apparatus which may be demon-

strated by blind experiments.

When the outer-air is shut from the apparatus, and the pump is

set working, there is immediately produced an effective pressure on

the vessel, while the manometer m,, indicates a reduction of pressure.

If next k^ is opened, the air pressed in the vessel is blown off. On
subsequent gradual closure of this cock, the pressure in the vessel
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= 1. In tlie manometer ?«, tlie liquid is equally high in iioth limbs,

whereas m, indicates a greater negative pressure than before. The

broken equilibrium, generated by tlie action of the sucking-and

forcing pump in the closed system is apparently shifted by the

opening and closing of /f5 in such a way, that in the res|)iratoi'y-

vessel (accordingly on the plants) no effective pressure can arise.

As soon as there disappears 0, from the closed system through

respiration, ?/i, will indicate it at once. When however an equal

quantity of 0, is added at the same time, ?h, will remain at zero

and the atmospheric pressure is preserved in the vessel. At the

oxygen, electrolytically produced in Z, enters the vessel. With the

aid of the resistance in the O^-development can be increased from

a minimum to a definite maximum. The intensity of the electrolytic

process may be thus regulated, that the Ü,-production keeps pace

with the O,-consumption.

By increasing or reducing the resistance this equilibrium is soon

found and the manometer //;, indicates whether this condiiion is

preserved. It may happen (for instance by rise or fall of the respi-

ration-intensity), that for a moment there is a souiewhal greater or

smaller su[)ply of 0, to the apparatus. In this (^ase the height of

the manometer ?;/,, indicating as slight a difference as 0.1 cc, may

at once be restored by means of the resistance, so that irregularities

in the 0, supply, amounting to more than 0,1 cc. need not occur.

The hydrogen simultaneously produced by the electrolysis in Z
is collected in the burette bii. After necessary corrections (in height

of barometer, tempeiature, water- vapour tension and pressure of

the water-column in the burette) the quantity of hydrogen received,

divided by 2, denotes the volume 0,, brought inio the ap|)aratus

during the observation.

The nninometer ?/(, renders some other services. When a solution

of kalium-jodide (with some soluble amylum) is used, ?/(, is a

sensitive test for the existence of spores of ozon. In the presence

of this gas for instance the germ-plants of Pisum sativum do not

develop normally, so that it is desirable to prevent ozon from

entering the respiratory-apparatus.

Finally we have in the manometer ??;, a suitable test whether

the desired temperature has been completely adopted by the whole

apparatus as well as by the objects. If the observations are started

before the whole has attained the desired temperature, the fluid

will at once rise in the open limb of m^, which signifies, that

extension still takes place, while in consequence of the respiration

(O, absorption) an immediate decrease of volume should appear.
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For determining tiie period of preheating therefore 7», is of practical

interest.

The watervapour carried along from the vessel is combined in

(/, so thai dry air enters the l)ar_vla-tnlies. Tiie watervapour taken

from the lye is absorl)ed in J,. By measuring the increase of volume

in (/, il ma_y be found, how much waier disappears from the lye

and the titration standard may be corrected accordingly. This eva-

poration from the baryta-lubes is ver}' slight and amounled to circa

2 cc. in experiments lasting 3 days, so that the correction may be

left out without scruple.

The manometer ?«, is tilled with mercury and seiwes to indicate

the pressure, to be surmounted liy the siu-king and forcing pump,

needed to drive the air through ilie vuiious liquids. A drop of

paraffine-oil on the mercury in ihe closed limb, prevents the origin-

ating of damaging mercury- vapouis.

On Ihe rubber-pump /> taps a flat hammer //, moved verlicallv

by an electro-motor (not represenled in the tigure). This hammer
may lie mounted higher or lower in order to legulale the capacity

of the pumj) and consequently the size of llie bubbles. The speed

of the motor may be increased or ueci eased by means of a resistance,

with which the regulation of the number of bidibles is possible.

Size and number of bubbles are of course material to a good CO3-

absorption.

For an eqiuible distribution of the air, entering the vessel, the

ebonite plates on which Ihe plants lie, are brought into a slow

rotary movement by an axis. Accumidalioii of C'O, in the vessel

(see further on) is excluded in this way.

The suction of the air into and from the vessel, causes the liquid

in ///j to move up and down, which is not to be prevenled. At an

etfective regulation of the pump this movement may be kept so

slight, that it is no impediment. Indeed the motor may be stopped

at any moment, to convince oneself whether the manometer is really

at zero.

The whole apparatus is tixed to the inside of a copper frame

and tits exactly in a glass vessel (contents about 45 L.), serving as

a water-thermostat. Electrical heating enables us to keep the tempe-

rature of the water constant to 0.03° C. The oscillations of tempe-

rature in the apparatus itself are slighter than those in the thermostat,

so that corrections relating to this, may be omitted.

If the apparatus is immersed in the water of the thermostat, it

may be easily tested with respect to air-tightness. For this purpose

air is pumped into the apparatus through /,, and one watches whether

27

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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any bubbles rise from (lie water. Wlien (lie connections are made
with vacunin iMiblier-tuhe and glass to glass, leakages do not occur.

11.

Descriptions of' tiie parts.

(I. Sucking- and forcinff-piimp (fig. 2).

An air-light |)mn|), working for a long period witliont failing and

having a sufficient capacity, is easily constructed.

• The glass tubes / and ii are connected by a piece of strong

rubber-tulie p (about 15 cms. long and 2'/. cms. wide). Each of the

tubes / and /i is |)rovided with a valve, consisting of a piece of

vacuum-tube (1 cm. long) 1, to which the end of a piece of valve-

tube 2 (about 3 cms. long) is glued on with solution. The other

end of the valve-tube is tightly tied with a string at 3; in the

valve-tube a straight lengthwise cut 4 is made, the two edges of

which meet, when the pump does not work. To prevent these edges

from sticking together afterwards, they have been rubbed in with

talcum powder. The glass tubes / and v fit in the rubber-tube ji,

while the vacuumpieces 1 must also fit jierfectly. How the pump

works, when the hammer h taps on it, is clear from the fig. 2.

6. The respiratory-vessel (fig. 3).

As in Kuyper's research') here too is made use of a copper

cylinder 1. The experimental objects are on the ebonite plates t,

fixed to an axis a,. In each of the plates i 25 round holes are

made in such a way, that germinating seeds of Pisum sativum

cannot fall through. On the plates t^ moist cotton-wool is put, on

which the roots rest, in consequence of which there cannot occur

a deficiency of water. The axis (/, is enlarged at the top, provided

1) KuYPER J: Recueil des Travaux Botaniques Néerlandais. Vol. VII. 1910, pag. 1.
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with 4 teetli ta, just fitting into tlie four teeth ta^ belonging to a

siuiiiiar enlargement at the base of the axis a,. This steel axis ri,

passes tiirongh a copper case k (soldered to the cover), in which it

-5-

-4-

-3-

-2-

-1-

-0-

-1—

-2-

— 3

4^

^

-mi

;; H' /;ii\\ i i i'i ir
'

i i 'liii \.JM mm

vai

CHJ
Fig. 3.

fits exactly, but may be easily rotated. Ronnd k tiiere is a glass

cylinder //, closed at the bottom by the india-rnbber-ring r. The

axis a, is at the top tightly clasped in a copper tnbe k^, at the

bottom of which the hollow metal cylinder c is fastened, and at

the top the grooved wheel sn. By the oil in g the axis is closed

27*
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olt air-tight and leakage is impossible, because lliere never arise

great ditfereiices (if pressure in the vessel. In the middle of the

loose part h there is a cavit^y, in which k., can rotate freelj. When
.VI is slowij rotated by a motor, <(, will transmit this movement

by means of the teeth /a, and ta to «,, which causes the circulaling

air to be equably distributed over the whole vessel, in consequence

of which the germplants are constantly surrounded by fresh air.

The necessity of ventilalion lu n cylindrical respiratory vessel (dia-

meter J5 cms., height 20 cms.) was immediately apparent from one

of the many test experimenis. At a constant temperature of 20° C.

the O^-absorptioii caused in 50 mins. a height of 4 cms. on the

manometer lll^. Ne.xt a quicker circulation of JO mins. duration

followed, causing an equal rise of the manometer as before in

50 mins. No oilier explanation of this could be found, Imt the

oi'cni'rence of a CO, iiccnmiilaiion in the vessel. This was supposed

to lie due to the fact, thai ilie air entering at vi passed by the

easiest loiile through the vessel to the exit vUy taking with it only

part of the CO,. When in consecpience of a more rapid circulation

part of the accumulated CO, disappeaied, this explained a sudden

greater rise of the manomeler-. As soon as the rotaiy movement of

the respiring objects, pieveiiled all CO,-accumulalion in the vessel,

there was inileed no abnormal rise of the manometer to be noticed.

It needs no argument, that not only with a view to oxygen-supply

and measuremeni, but also for other leasons, the CO, due to re-

spiration, should be directly removed. With a COj-accumulation in

the vessel, a volumetric determination of the vanished quantity of

Oj is no more i)Ossible. Besides in this case part of the plants gets

into an atmosphere full of CO, and deficiency of 0, will soon cause

intramolecular respiration.

It seems to me, that in the respiratoiy apparatus after the model

given by Pfeffeh and Detmer and used e.g. by Kuyper, little or no

attention has been paid to the error which may be committed,

when in a respirator}' vessel as described in this paper, no perfect

ventilalion is provided for.

The loose bottom h is provided with a marginal groove, containing

a rubber-ring. The handle be bears in its middle a screw .?, which,

when turned up, presses on re and by doing so presses the lower

edge of the vessel tightly in the groove with rubber-ring.

In the cover of the vessel is, besides the aperture o to admit

oxygen, also a pierced rubber-cork through which a thermometer

th passes.

6'. Fig. 4 gives a ie|)iesentation of the drying-tubes and the
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control-tiihe. (!ocU I serves foi- tilling, cooiv 2 for emptying- and

cleaning.

d. The iihst>ri>tiontuhes are fastened to a coppei- frame (fig. 5).

A.s with a view to pieversing a constant temperatnie

ilie size of tlie lliei'nioslat cannot be chosen at will,

straight absoi'ption-tiil)es (length 25 cms., width 3 cms.)

are more snitable than Pkttenkofer or WiNKLEK-tubes.

When baryta-water is chosen for combining witii CO,

(21 grammes of bariumhydroxyde -(- 3 grammes of barium-

chloride in 1 L. of water), the absorption is only complete,

when the air passes through 3 of those tnbes (each

containing IÜÜ cc. lye). Each frame of 6 tnbes therefore

can only sei've for two observations. The tnbes end at

the base in thin open pieces, which may be plugged

by rubber stoppers. At the top they are closed by rnbbei-

corks 3 cms. thick. In each cork there are three holes,

two of which serve for the inlet- and exhansl-lubes,

while the Ihird, which serves for filling can be plugged by a little

massive glass bar. The tnbes are connected with vacuum-rubber

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.
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tube, just as all other coiiiiectioiis in the apparatus are made. There

was 110 sign of aiij C'O, diffusion inward from the water of the

thermostat tliroiigli the riibber-comiectioiis and corks, nor of an

0.^ -absorption through the rubber. Blind ex|)eriments, lasting 24 lionis

gave no measurable change of titration standard of the lye at tempe-

ratures between 20° and 30° C, while the manometer vi, remained

al zero Ihroiighoiit that lime.

e. The oxijgen-supphj and measurement.

ill order to prevent ozon-formation, a 10 7» natronsolution is to

be preferred to diluted sulfuric acid for the electrolysis.

Ill fig. 6 C is a glass cylinder with natron-lye in which the

plalina-eleclrodes />, and /j, are placed. By means of thin platina-

wiie these electrodes are fastened by inelling in the glass-tubes 1

and 2 respectively. The tubes 1 and 2 pass through caoutchouc-

Fig. 6.
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corks, fitliiig exactly in the wider tubes w and z (open at the

bottom) and are fille(i with some mercury. B_y means of a resistance

IOC (lie intensity of the current can I bus be regulated, that the

amount of the electrolysis can reach the desired extent. Thus it is

possible to keep the oxygen-development, occurring in the tube z

at the electrode /j,, in balance with the (),-consumption of the

respiration. As a resistance {we) a glass basin with water, in which

the electrodes iv^ and ;,, is quite satisfactory for this purpose. By

moving w,, which is fastened to a stand, along a sloping board,

not only the distance ?«,— Cj is made smaller or larger, but this

electrode also goes more or less deep in the water.

The Oj formed in c is in ()[)en connection with the manometer

?«, and the respiratory-vessel. The tube z really is likewise a mano-

meter, in which the lye will be equally higii as in c, when the

quantity of 0, developed is equal to the (piantily disappearing in

the apparatus; ?/i, however, as already mentioned, is necessai'y to

control the ozon-formation.

For receiving the hydrogen, formed at the electrode /», in the

tube IÜ, the burette bii serves, which gives accurate readings to

0.1 cc. This burette ends at the top in a Itent glass tube 3, provided

with a glass cock k. At the bottom the burette has a narrow

aperture, while not fai' fi'om this a lateral tube has been fitted on,

forming a connection with I he tube lo. When the burette is placed

in such a way, that the l)Oltom aperture lies just below the water-

level in the thermostat, it is impossible, that while water is flowing

out, air is ascending in the burette at the same lime. Filling the

burette with water from the thermostat is done by closing /(,,,

opening /: and sucking at the lube 3. When after tilling k is closed

and k^ open, the only reason why waler should flow from the burette,

is the formation of hyiirogen in ir, which rises in the full burette

as bubbles. The formation of the first liydrogen-bul)bles in the burette

requires a little effective pressure, which is shown by the fall of

the fluid in the tube iv. This efteclive pressure, which remains

constant during the em|)lying of the burette, should exist before the

observations begin, lest the first reading should give a too small

figure. Tliis error is prevented, when some minutes before the

experiment commences — when the apparatus still works ventilating —
the electrolysis is made to take place, till the first bubbles rise in

the burette. In case that, during one and the same observation, the

burette is filled several times, the sucking up of the water should

occur very slowly and equally, lest the hydrogen, which is in the

connective-tube between l\ and the burette, should be sucked in
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willi it. ir I lie Welter is sucked cautiously into the burette, the

effective pressure once made is preserved in )v.

Another error arises, when the burette is exposed to oscillations

of temperature in the laboratory-. In that case not only in in, bnt

also in z and ?», falls and rises occur, whicli are not due to ab-

sorption of oxygen. This may be prevented by keeping the burette

likewise at a constant temperature, which may be attained as follows.

By means of a metal sucking- and forcing-pump zp (likewise

fastened to the copper frame, to which the whole apparatus is

fastened) water from (he thermostat is pumped up with great

rapidity into a wide glass cylinder iva, which contains the burette.

The water enters )ua at the bottom and is led back to the thermo-

stat at the top through the tube af. Even at high teiriperature (50°,

55° C), the temperature in the burette is kept eijual to that of the

water in the thermostat in this way.

/'. The regulation of tJie tt^in/ifrutiire principally corresponds to

the one described by Rutgehs ') and Cohen STt'AKT') and is an

imitation of apparatus, used in the van 't HuFi-laboi'atory at Utrecht.

The heating-apparatus v (fig. 7) consists of a copper case, sur-

mounted by a metal tube, rising above water. In v is paraffine-oil,

electrically healed by a nickel-chronie-wire, wrapped round a piece

of mica.

Thermoregnlalor /!, stirring-apparatus r and v, are close together

in an open glass cylinder c, resting on legs in the centre of the

thermostat y. To prevent all influence of vibration in the height of

the mercury, the ihermoregulator is hung fi'om the ceiling on a

steel spiral-spring, according to the method Moll.

The method described above gives no new principle, with respect

to the C(),-determination. We have chosen the simple and always

trustworthy baryta-method, which need not be further described

here. On account of the insertion into a closed system, the various

parts were subjected to some alterations in shape, which however

have nothing to do with the principle of the baryta-method.

The problem of oxygen-supply, ever yielding many difficulties,

could be satisfactorily solved. Compared with the methods ') already

existing, the following advantages and simplifications are achieved:

^) Rutgers, A. A. L., Recueil des Travaux Botaniques Néerlandais. Vol. iX,

1912, pag. 1.

') Cohen Stuart, Recueil des Travaux Botaniques Néerlandais. Vol. XIX.

Livraison 2. 1922.

') Cf. Krogh: 'The respiration exchange of animals and man. Longmans,

GuKKN and Co., London 1916".
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<i. the decrease of |)i'es,siu-e and oxygeii-ooiiteiit in the a|)|)aiatns

is reduced to a mini inn in.

h. tiie place of the oonsiiined 0, is at once taken by pure 0,,

witiiont first passing a stop-valve, and may directly be controled.

c. an oxygen-bomb or other reservoir may be omitted.

Fig. 7.

The apparatns has been constructed by Mr. P. A. dk, Bouteh,

amannensis at the Botanical Laboratory at Utrecht. I am greatly

indebted to him, not only for the way, in which he performed his

task, bnt also for introdncing some clever improvements.

Utrecht, May 1923. Botanical Laboratory.



Physiology. — "A new form of correlation between organs." By

Prof. H. J. Hamburger.

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26, 1923).

onThus far we were acquainted with two forms of cooperati

lu'lweeii oi'guns. As to the eldest known form, here tlie central

nervous system plays an im|)ortant rcMe. If any one pricks my
linger iine.Ypecledly with a needle, 1 immediately withdraw my
anil ; a cooperation lias taken place hetween the skin of the finger

and the muscles of the arm, and well by means of the spinal cliord.

Here we have to deal with a reflex.

Some years ago we got acquainted with a second form of corre-

laiion between organs; this one is not effected by means of nerves,

lull here the bloodcnrrent is the mediator of the cooperation. For

instance, the glandiila tliyroidea produces substances, which are

(•iirrie(i through the body b}' the bloodciiri'ejit and influence the

metabolism and growth of distant organs.

That nerves here don't play an essential role appears from the

fact, that the glandula thyroidea still exerts its influence, even when

ii is detached from its nerves and transplanted to another part of

I lie body.

Now, in the last years experiments, performed in our laboratory,

have clearly demonstrated a third new fortn^) of correlation betuieen

organs. The starting point of these researciies, carried out by

Dr. R. Brinkman, IVliss E. van Dam and Dr. L. Jendhassik, was the

following experiment of 0. Loewi in Graz. The vagus nerve of an

isolated frog's heart, which is filled with a salt solution, is for .some

lime stimulated so that the heart stops its beat. Then the content

(if the heart is removed and transferred into another frog's heart,

which was isolated in the same way. Then the well-known pharma-

M See my lecture at the opening of the Biological Buildings of Mc. Gill's

University in Montreal (Canada) in September 1922. See also: H. J. Hamburoer.

The increasing significance of permeability problems for the biological and

medical sciences ; the Charles E. Dohme Memorial Lectures. First Course, 10, 11,

12 October 1922, delivered in Baltimore; printed in: Bulletin of the Johns

Hopkins Hospital, June 1923.
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cologist saw, that the second heart often showed slower contractions.

Experiments witli the sympathetic nerve gave analogous results.

Now the purpose of our experiments was in the lirst place to

control the results of LoKWi's researches under more physiological

conditions.

In the vena cava of a frog A a glass tube is inserted and in

this way a suitable saltsolution is conducted through the heart. A
similai' small tube is introduced into the aorta. Then we see, that

the saltsolution will leave the heart in a rhythmical manner. If

then the fluid, leaving the heart, is led to the vena cava of another

frog B, the fluid will run through the heart B, and after leaving

it by the aorta of this second frog, it may be taken up again by

the vena cava of the first frog A. Thus we obtain a circulation of

saltsolution through both frog'^; hearts. This method of socalled

"crossing circulation" was first introduced by Prof. J. C. Hemmeter.

Now, if the sympathetic of the first frog A be .stimulated electric-

ally, causing acceleration of the heart beat of this frog, it can be

observed that already after a few seconds, the heart rale of the

second frog B is also quickened, although the sympathetic of this

animal has not been stimulated. How to account for the acceleration

of the second heart? Evidently in no other way than by assuming

that in the first heart A, in virtue of permeability of course, sub-

stances were liberated which had a similar effect upon the second

heart as if this had been directly stimulated. I shall presently come

back to the probable nature of these substances.

How it is possible that substances, liberated by a physiological

action of an organ, here the heart of the frog A, may also stimulate

the same organ of the second animal B, I shall not discuss here.

It is suflTicient to say, that there is an analogy between this case

and the secretion of saliva. If we allow a salt solution to percolate

through the salivary gland, as J. Demoor has demonstrated some

years ago, no saliva is secreted. However it does occur if u small

quantity of saliva is added to the saltsolution. The product formed

during the activity of the salivary gland is, it seems, a stimulus

again to further secretion of saliva. The substances, formed in the

stomach during conversion of protein, excite gastric secretion. It is

therefore not strange that the substances, liberated in the first heart

during stimulation of the sympathetic, should have a stimulating

action on the second heart.

Dr. Brinkman and Miss van Dam made yet another experiment

that in a still more convincing and striking manner demonstrates,

that the transmission of stimuli can take place by means of fluids,
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ill oihor words that liiere exists a immoral transmission'), I sav

"ill a still more com iiicin^ maiiiiei-", for by the Just mentioned

experiment the remark could lie made, that willi (he movement of

tlie second lieart hydrodvnamic influences might have pla3'ed a rrlle.

Foi this reason for the second organ not the heail of the frog B

was taken, tint the stomach of this animal.

It is well known that stimulation of the sympathetic nerve is

followed not only 1>3' an acceleration of the heart heal, lint also it

slows, even inhibits the sponlaneons movements of the stomach.

Now the question arose: if the (luid of the siimulated heart of

frog A is transferred into the arteria gastrica of the frog B, will it

then cause the spontaneous movements of the stomach of this last

frog to grow slower, even to stop? This proved to he the case, as

the experiments of Dr. Hkinkman and Miss van Dam showed us.

In other nwrd.s, o)i sipnpatlietic stlmulaiton of the first heart sub-

sttinces were liberated which influenced the movements of the stomach

in a:n, inhihilive way.

Analogical phenomena as occur in stimulating the sympathetic

nerve could be observed by stimulation of the vagus nerve.

As it is well known, stimulation of this nerve affects the rate of

the heart beat and also influences the strength of the contractions

of the stomach, but in an antagonistic sense. Stimulation of the

vagus slows the heart, but causes the contractions of the stomach

to become more powerful, conlrary to what happens when the

sympathetic nerve is stimulated. Now the experiment was re|>eated

by crossing (he circulation of the heart of the first frog with that

of the stomach of the second frog; in other words, the salt solution

coming from the heart of the first frog, is conducted to the stomach-

circulation of the second frog. On stimulating the vagus of the first

frog, the heart slows its beat and when (he solution has passed

111 rough this heart and reached the stomach of the second frog,

this organ shows typical vagal contractions, I hough the vagus of

frog B has not been stimulated electi'ically. From this we may

inter that stimulation of the vagns of the first frog sets free in its

heart vagus-substances, which may cause the stomach of the second

frog to contract, as if its own vagus nerve had been directly

stimulated.

We are therefore in presence of two kinds of substances liberated

by the \ agus and sympathetic nerve respectively, which may be

called vagus- and sympathetic substances.

I) R. Beinkman und Frl. E. v. Dam, Pfluger's Archiv. Bd. 196, S. 166, 1922.
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That really such suhstances exiif, could be directhj piwed by tlie

fact lliat tlie wait solution, leaving llie heart after stimulation of the

vagus, contains substances, which lower the surface-tension of the

original salt solution, socalied capillary-active substances. On the

oilier hand we find that the surface-lension of lite salt solution,

coming from the heart af(er the sympathelic nerve has been siitnnlaied,

is slighll}' inci'eased '). Further it appeared that (he vagus- and

sympalliicus-substances wei-o able to neutralize each other in capillary-

active sense, i. o. w. they were able to neutralize each other's

influence on the surface-tension.

1 shall not enter here into fiir-tlier particulars. It is an e8tablisl)ed

fact now, that as an etfect of stimulation of the vagus nerve, a

libeialion of vagus-substances takes place, and that on stimulating

the sympathetic nerve, synipathetic-sidtstances are set free. However

the nature of these substances has not yet been rlelermined
; perhaps,

at least with the vagus-stimulation, we lia\e to do x^itli clioliii-

compounds, which coo|i)erate with the potassinni.

As for the method to determine the surface-tension of very small quantities of

fluids, we refer to two articles, which appeared last year^|. There it is shown

that a very simple apparatus will do for this purpose. By means of a torsion

balance, well-known to the clinicians, the force is deteiminecl which is necessary

to pull off a small platina-ring from the surface of tlie lluid which is to be

examined.

The experiments discussed here, give rise to many (|uestions. So

the clinician will think of the bearing of these results on the nature

of vagotonia and sympathicotonia and will ask himself under which

conditions an excess of vagus- and sympathicus-subslances will exist

in the circidalion and influence different organs; and also he will

put himself the queslion how it will be possible to make this surplus

harmless for the body.

The physiologist will ask himself whether the latent period and

the after-effect in vagus-stimulation can be explained by the time,

which is necessary for the liberating and the disappearing of the

vagus-substances; further he wants to know whether the vagus-

substances are specific for one and the same animal. And wlial will

be of interest both for the physiologist and the clinician is the

queslion : can we observe the same phenomena, seen in the frog.

') See the article of Dr. Brinkman and Miss van Dam, in the Journal of

Physiol., still to appear.

') R. Brinkman und Frl. E. van Dam. Miinch. Med. Wochenschr. 1921. S. 1550.

R. Brinkman, Arch. Néerl. d. Physiol. VII 1922, p. 258.

R. Brinkman- und Vv\. E. van Dam VIII, 1923, p. 29.
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also m warmblooded uniinah? With this question Dr. L. Jendrassik

has occupied liimself very recently. The results obtained untill yet,

can be summarized in a few words, if (lie surviving heart of a

rabbit is perfused with a suitable salt solution, and we stimulate

the vagus nerve, then the liquid, leaving the stimulated heart is

able to accelerate in a high degree the contractions of an isolated

piece of gut, taken from the same animal.

I cannot enter into these researches on this place. Dr. Jendrassik

will describe them in a short time in the Biochemische Zeitschrift.

Here we will only point out that the experiments proved, that on

slimnlation of the vagus nerve not only in the heart of coldblooded

animals but also in those of warmblooded animals substances are

produced, which are able to influence other organ.s in the very same

way, as if the vagus of those organs were stimulated by an electrical

current. Here the gut proved to be the most suitable object for the

researches.

Further I might draw the attention of the readers to three remark-

able facts. In the first place it a|)peared that an extract of the

atrium of a rabbit's heart in sallsolution was also able to accelerate

the contractions of the isolated piece of gut. This experiment was

made in considering that it would be very probable, that the atrium

still contained vagus-substances, which were formed there during

the life of the animal. Secondly it appeared that if atropine, which,

as is well known, inhibits the influence of vagus-stimulation, was

added to the active extract, this was turned into an unactive one,

i.o.w. then it had no more influence on vhe movements of the gut.

In the third place it was found, tliat the extract of tiie ventricle-

muscle of the heart has a sympathetic effect on the movements of

the gut instead of a vagus-influence.

The experiments on warmblooded animals described above, were

all performed in a room of body temperature.

SUMMARY.
Thus far we have been acquainted with only two forms of correlation

between organs, one, the eldest, established through interference of

the central nervous system in cases where a quick response is

needed (reflexesj. The second form comes into play vt^here slow

processes are concerned; it may be exemplified by the intluence of

the glandula thyroidea on metabolism and growtii. For the formation

of hormons the influence of the nervous sj'stem is not needed,

neither for the transport by the bloodcurrent. In the third neivform
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of correhition tlie action is neitlier quick nor slow; it is to be seen

at work wiiere fiinclioiis, tioldiiig llie iiiediuin between tliese two,

are concerned. Tlie essential thing liere is, that by nervous stiiiiula-

lion substances are set free, wliicli are conducted to other parts ot'

the body.

There is much evidence to lead to the belief that the three forms may finally by

reduced to one, but I cannot enter into this here. I have spoken about this possibility

already in one of my Herter-Lectures, delivered in New-York in October 1922.

It may be of importance to lay stress on the fact that the forma-

tion of vagus- and sympathicus-substances is not only postulated,

but tlint it is proved directly in a physico-cliemical way.

There is no doubt that an analogous correlation between organs

as described here for heart and stomach and for heart and gut will

be established also between other organs'). We face here a wide

field of new researches; we are only in the beginning.

May 1923. The Physiological Laboratory of the

University of Groningen.

1) So it appeared very recently in our laboratory, that when stimulating the nervus

vagus and the nervus sympathicus of the heart, substances are set free, wliich

influence the lumen of the small arteries of another animal. (Note after (he

correction).



Chemistry. — " The Si/uthesis 0/ some Pi/rult/lpyi-roles." Bj Dr.

J. P. WiBAi'T and Miss Elisabeth Dinghmanse. (Communicated

by Prof. P. VAN Rombuhgh.)

(Communicated at the meeting of March 24, 1923.)

In the course of the researclies on the structure of the natural

alkaloids, several of these vegetable bases have been prepared by

synthesis. In other groups of vegetable substances, investigatoi's have

not only sncceeded in building up the substances occnning in nature,

but also closely allied bodies were obtained synthelically. In Ihe

group of Ihe sugars, e.g., a number of monoses have been oblained

which do not occur in the vegetable kingdom, l)ut which are

isomeric with or closely related to the sugars fonnd in nature. Our

knowledge of the chemical and l)i()chemical properties of the monoses

Jias been greatly improved by these synthetic researches. It seems

not devoid of interest to try and build up an isomer of a natui-al

alkaloid, in order to examine afterwards in what lesjiect the iso-

meric substance is distinguished from llie nalnial alkaloid, especially

with regard of physiological and biochemical properties.

Keeping this end in view we will try to build up an isomer of

nicotine.

' In his synthesis of nicotine Pictet started from |?-amino-pyridine;

this substance was heated with mucic acid, through which N (/?-

pyridyl)-pyrrole (I) was oblained. At high lem|)erature N (|J-pyridyl)

pyrrole undergoes an isomerisalion, in which C (iJ-pyridyl)-pyrrole

(II) is formed

:

CH .CH = CH

HCf^\|C— N
j

^
I II

^CH = CH
HC'^^'CH

N
I.

Pictet and Crépieux ') give the above structure to this C (jJ-pyridyl)

CH
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pyrrole, in wliicli it is, tlierefore, assumed tliat the pyridine imclens

is united at tlie « C atom of the pyrrole nucleus.

In how far this assumption is justified, will be discussed afler-

Avards. The preparation of these sid)staMces did not offer any special

difficulty; oil (he other haiiil, the coinersion of C (pyi'idyl) pyrrole

(11) into the methyl derivative, nicotyrine (111), was difficult to realize:

^\ II II

HC

N

CH

III.

N
CH,

CH

HC,^\c-

HC

N

H.C — CH,

-C CH,

CH

IV.

N
CH,

When it is tried to methylate the pyrrol derivative at the nitrogen

atom by treating the potassium-compound with methyl-iodide, there

is also a molecule of methyl iodide combined with the nitrogen

atom of the pyridine nucleus, so that the iodine methylate of nicot-

yrine is formed, from which afterwards methyl iodide must be

split otf.

PiCTET and Rotschy') have obtained but very little of the nicot-

yrine by this method. For the coiitinualion of his experiments Pictet

has, therefore, made use of a iiicolyrine preparation which was

prepared by oxidation from iiicoline (IV) by Bi.au's method.

A similar jirocedure is of course impossible in our case. In the

end PicTET and Rotschy have succeeded in reducing nicotyrine to

nicotine by an indirect way through making use of iodine and

bromine substitution products.

Hence if this synthesis is repeated, starting from ft-amino-pyridine,

an isomer of the nicotine can be built up, in which the pyridine

nucleus is substituted at the «-place.

As «-amino-pyridine is at present an easily accessible substance,

it seemed not im|)0ssible to obtain sufficient quantities of all the

intermediate products, so that it may also be expected that it will

be possible to prepare so much of the final product that its properties

can be properly studied.

^ 2. The preparation of N-{u-pyridyl)-pyrroIe.

For the preparation of N-(«-pyridyl)-pyrrole we have heated 25 gr.

of «-amiiio-pyridiue with 28 gr. of mucic acid. First the salt of

1) Ber. d. deutsch. chem. Ges. 37, 1225 (1904).

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam Vol. XXVI.

28
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miicic acid with 2 mol. «-amino-pyridine is formed. At a tempera-

ture of abont 140° this salt begins to decompose: with separation

of water and carbon dioxide the pyrrole derivative is formed while

1 mol. amino pyridine is split off. Hence a distillate is obtained

which contains besides water, the required pyrrole derivative and

amino pyridine. We have subjected the reaction product to fractio-

nated distillation at 15 m.m. jiressure. The fust fi'action of 104

—

130° is cliietly «-amino pyridine; At 140—145° distills a liquid, of

a slight yellow colour, which solidifies to a white crystalline mass

on being- cooled in ice. The melting-point of these crystalls is

17° C.

This substance is N-rt(pyridyl)-pyrrole, to which the following

structure formula (V) applies.
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a hoiling-poiiit of 250.5— 251° at 73(> mm., wliicli does not solidify

at — JÜ°.

Tiie yield of N («-pyridyi) pyrrole was in our experiments from

7 to 8 gr. out of 25 gr. of «-aminopyridine.

We found, however, that there is formed another substance

besides this pyrrole derivative in the reaction between mucic acid

and amino pyridine. During the distillation of the I'caction product

a liiiuiil went over at 170°— IW^ and 15 mm., which cryslallized

at room temperature. After recrystallisation from alcohol this

substance had a melting-point of 95°, and appeared lo l)e <(-?'-

dipyritlyl amine. The formalion of this compound during the healing

of the mncic acid salt of amino i^yridine seems to be analogous to

the formation of diphenylamine fiom aniline and hj'drochloric aniline.

We have actually obtained ^(-((-di|)yridyl amine by healing

equivalent quantities of <!-amino |)yridiiie and the hydrochloric acid

salt of this base in a sealed tube for two hours at 300^". We hope

lo return to this reaction on another occasion.

^ 3. The conversion oj ^^{a-pijvuhjlypiin-oh into two isomeric

C ((t-j>i/ri(lijl)-jii/rroles.

It was found long ago by Ciamician ') and his collaborators that

the N-derivatives of pyrrole can be iransformed into C-derivatives by

the action of high temperatures.

Ciamician and Magnaghi ') heated N-acetyl pyrrole in a sealed

tube at 250— 280° and found that part of the stalling material was

changed into pyrryl methyl ketone:

HC CH HC CH

HC CH -* HC C.COCH,

N . COCH, NH
That the acetyl rest actually occupies the «-position in the pyrrole

nucleus, results from the observation that the bromation pioduci ot

this pyrryl methyl ketone yields the imide of di-bromomaleic acid by

oxidation with nitric acid'). Also some other pyrrole derivatives, in

which an acylrest is combined with the nitrogen atom, were trans-

formed into «-|)yrrylketones on heating.

It was found later by Pictkt and his collaborators that N-methyl

pyrrole, N-phenyl-pyrrole, and similar substituted derivatives of

') Cf. Ciamician. Ber. d. deutsch. chem. Ges. 37, 4200 (1904).

'-) Ibid. 18, 1828 (1885).

5) Ciamician and Silbeb. ibid. 20, 2594 (1887).

28*
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pyrrole can be traiitsfonned iiilo C-derivatives by distillation tliioiigh

a red-hot tube.

Ill all these intra-inoleciilar arrangements only one C-derivalive

was tbniid, whereaw it would be theoretically posRil)le ihat two

isomeric pyrroles would be formed, since the hydiocarbon rest

might be united at the it- or at the ji-carbon atom of the pyrrole

nucleus.

From N-methyl pyrrole the ((-C-metliyl pyrrole was obtained by

PicTET. The structure of *(-C-melhyl pyrrole had already been deter-

mined by Zanetti, by converting this substance into the dioxiine of

levulic aldehyde.

Pictb;t and Chépikux assume on grounds of analogy that in the

C-phenyl pyrrole which they obtained from N-plienyl-pyrrole, the

phenylgroup is united at the «carbon atom of the pyrrole nucleus,

and that the same thing holds for the C-pyridyl pyrrole (11), which

they obtained from N-ii(pyridyl)- pyrrole (I). A direct experimental

evidence, for this view was not given.

As regards Pictet and Cbépieux' f?-pyridyl-«-pyrrole, the structure

which these investigators assign to it, is undoubtedly supported by

the fact that they have obtained nicotyrine (III) from this (?-pyridyl

pyrrole, as the structural formula (IV) of nicotine has been made

very probable by Pinnkh's re.searches.

We found however that two isomeric (.-iiyridyl-pyroles are formed

in the transformation of N(«-pyridyl) pyrrole, one of which melts

at 93° and the other at 132— 132.5 . This reaction must be

represented by the following scheme:

CH
HÜ/\CH

(V)

CH
HC/\CH

^ilcH-
HC\//C—n/"

,

HC\XC-
N

CH
HC^\CH

HC-

II—

C

-CH

II
(VI)

CH

NH

HC\/C-
N

-C CH
(VII)

HC CH
\/
NH

To which of our isomers formula VI applies and to which

formula VII should be assigned, has not yet been established. It
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will not be very easy to decide (his poiiil. In former researclies it

lias lieea lacill^y muierstood llial in the transformation of a N-deri-

vative of pyrrole in a C-derivative, it is always the «t-componnd

that is formed. In consequence of onr observations the validity of

these conclusion has become doubif'iil.

We shall now give a short description of onr experiments on

these reactions.

In the first place we have determined the most favourable

temperature for the transformation of N(«-pyridyl) pyrrole into

the C(f(-pyridyl) pyrroles, as in Pictet's papers the reaction tempe-

rature is only vaguely indicated as "heated to redness" or "faintly

red-hol". The best procedure appeared to be as follows:

25 gr. of N(«-pyridyl)|)yrrole are distilled through a glass tube

filled will) pieces of pumice, which is heated at 670°— 690^ C. in

an electrical oven. Part of the substance is decomposed, which

shows itself in the formation of dense white vapoui's. The distillate

consists of a black liquid, which soon solidifies at room temperature.

This reaction product was distilled with steam, in which a while

crystalline substance passed o\er, which was filtered off. This

substance appeared to be vei'y sparingly soluble in cold water. The

crude product melted at 84°; after recrystallisation from a mixture

of benzene and ligroine the melting-point is 90°. The yield of this

substance was about 12 gr. The aqueous distillate contained

only very little unchanged N('(-pyridyl) pyrrole. A second substance

remained behiiul in the distillation flask, which is not volatile with

water-vapour, and which after recrystallisation from hot water melts

at 132—132.5°.

Properties of the pyrridyl-pyrrole mehing at 90°.

This substance is obtained from benzene, to which some ligroine

has been added, in hard, very shiny, colourless octohedrical crystals.

We found 19,41 7o for the nitrogen content; 19,44°/. was calculated

for C,H,N..

This substance is readily soluble in alcohol, ether, chloroform

acetone and benzene; less easily in hot water and ligroine, very

little in petroleum ether. These solutions exhibit a blue fluorescence,

except the aqueous and alcoholic solution. A solution of /i-pyridyl

«-pyrrole also shows fluorescence according to Pictet and Crêpiedx.

Our pyrrole derivative does not give a colour reaction with a

pine-chip tnoistened with hydrochloric acid ; with a hydrochloric acid
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solution of dimetlijlainiiiobeiizaldeliyde there appears, however, a

red-violet colour.

Metallic potassium acts on this substance: a potassium compound

is formed, as is to be expected. For this purpose we dissolved the

substance in toluene, and let the potassium act at the boiling tem-

perature of the solution. At first the action proceeds pretty rapidly,

but it soon slows down, so tliat the heating must be prolonged.

The potassium compound was deposited as an insoluble yellow-

brown powder.

In order to ascertain the structuie of the C-(«-pyridyl)-pyrrole,

we have oxidized two grammes of this substance with potassium

[)erinangaiiate in sulphuric acid solution. The oxidation takes place

very readily at the ordinary temperature. Out of the reaction product

we have isolated the characteristic violet copper salt of picolinic

acid, and from this salt we freed the picolinic acid itself by addition

of sulphuretted hydrogen. The picolinic acid thus obtained was

sublimated in order to ()urify it. The sublimated preparation melted

at 134°. 2, while we found 136°.8 for the melting-point of picolinic

acid obtained by oxidation of picoline. The melting-point of the

mixture of these two preparations was 132.5°—133°. The nitrogen

percentage of our preparation that melted at 134.2, was 11.25 °/„

(calculated for picolinic acid 11.38 "/„). In spite of the slightly too

low melting-point there is no doubt of the identity of our prepara-

tion ; the characteristically crystallizing platinum salt had exactly

the same api)earance as the platinum salt of the picolinic acid

prepared from picoline. It appears from this that in the pyrrole

derivative melting at 90° the pyrrole nucleus is united to the '(-C-atom

of the pyridine nucleus.

We have prepared a picrate from this pyridyl pyrrole, which

was obtained after recrystallisation from alcohol as fine, yellow

needles of the melting-point 227—228°.

We have prepared the iodine methylate of the pyridyl pyrrole

melting at 90° by heating this pyrrole derivative in methyl alcoholic

solution with an excess of methyl iodide at 100° for three hours.

After evaporation of the solvent and of the superfluous methyl iodide

the reaction product was recrystallized from methyl alcohol; in this

way yellow.-brown hard prism-shaped crystals were obtained, which

melt at 148°. We found 9,67, for the nitrogen content, and 44.7 7»

lor the iodine content. The calculated values for C,oH,,N, J are

N : 9,73 7, ; J : 44,37 7,. This substance has, therefore, been formed

by the addition of one molecule of methyl iodide-, the group

('11 ,1 is combined with the nitrogen atom of the pyridine nucleus.
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Properties of ihe pijridyl-pyrrole melting at 132° 5.

This substance, which as we already remarked, is not volatile

with water vapoui-, and is separated in this way from tiie isomer

melting at 90°, crystallizes from alcohol or benzene in leaves joined

to rosettes; from hot water long needles are obtained.

This base is readily solnble in alcohol, ether, acetone, chloroform,

and benzene; not so easily in ligroine and hot water, very little soluble

in low-boiling petroleum ether. As far as the solubility |iropprties

are concerned, there is, therefore, a close agreement with the isomer

melting at 90°. The ethereal solution shows a blue fluorescence.

We found 19,34°/, and 19,(52 ",, for the nitrogen content (calculated

for CjHgN, : 19,44 7, N). This base does not give a colour reaction

with a pine-chip moistened with hydrochloric acid; with a hydro-

chloric acid solution of dimethylamino-benzaldehyde there a|)pears,

however, a cherry-red colour, which has changed into blueviolet

after a day.

That iliis sulistance, too, possesses a pyrrole nucleus, appears again

from the behaviour towards metallic potassium. The base was

dissolved in toluene and llie caUuilated tjiiantity of potassium was

added. The potassium dissolves with vigorous generation of hydrogen;

the reaction is much more rapid than with the isomer of melting-

point of 90°. The |)otassiiitii compouiul is deposited as a white powder.

We have oxidized the pyridyl jiyrrole of melting-point 132.5 in

the same way with potassium permanganate in an acid solution, as

we already described for the isomer of melting-point of 90°. From

the pyridyl pyrrole melting at 132°. 5 we likewise obtained picolinic

acid, which melted at 136°.8 after sublimation, and was identical

with the piculinic acid from picoline.

It results from tlie.se experiments that the two substances that

aie formeti from N-(r(-pyridyl)-pyiTole, are two isomeric C-(<(-pyridyl)-

pyrroles, which are distinguished in this that the pyrrole-niu'leus in

one substance is substituted at the «-place, and in the other substance

at the (i-place, as is expressed in formulae (VI) and (VII).

We may also mention that in this reaction chiefly the isomer

melting at 90° is foinied ; the quantity of the isomer melting at

132°.5 is small.

§ 4. The metliijhition of the C-{(t-pyridi/l)-pyroIe of meltiny-poiiit dO°.

The next step in the .synthesis of a substance isomeric with nicotine

ivS that the hydrogen atom of the imide group of the pyrrole-nucleus

is replaced by the methyl rest.
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The diffidilties experienced bj Pictet and Crépieiix when tliey

endeavoured to realize (he reaction, were already pointed ont in

the introduction. We met wilii the same difficulties in onr case.

Tiie potassium compound of the pyritlyl pyrrole naelting at 90° was

heated witii an excess of methyl iodide in a sealed tube at 100° for

three hours. The reaction product was fieed from supertluous excess

of methyl iodide and solved in water. On evaporation of tlie aqueous

solution crystals wei'e separated, while potassium iodide was present

in the nH)llier li([uor. These crystals were purified by recrystallisation

from a small quantity of water. Yellow-brown crystals were obtained,

melting at 186^. Analysis gave 8.95 for the nitrogen percentage,

and 42,55 for the iodine percentage. Calculated for CiiH,,N,I :

Nitrogen 9,34 V„, iodine 42.30'/..

This substance is, therefore, the iodine methylate of C («-pyridy^-

N-methyl-pyrrole: (CH,I)N-C,H, .C.H.N.CH,.

.lust as in Pictet and Crépieüx' ex|)eriraents not only was the

nitrogen atom of the pyrrole nucleus methylated, but also a molecule

of methyl iodide had combined with the nitrogen atom of the

pyiidine-nucleus.

This iodine methylate is easily soluble in water, sparingly in

alcohol, very liltle soluble in the other usual organic solvents.

In order to split off the group C'H,I out of this compound, we
have followed the method which Pictet and Rotschy ') already

applied, i.e. heating with quick lime.

The jodine-methylate was mixed with quick lime, and slowly

heated in a retort. Soon a liquid distilled over, which was received

in ether, in order to separate it from a little of the unchanged

methyl iodide compound, which had also been distilled over in a

small quantity. After evaporation of the ethereal solution there was

left a light yellow liquid; we have converted this base into the

picrate, which melted at 143° after a double recrystallisation from

alcohol, We found 18.19 for the nitrogen percentage of this sub-

stance, while 18.09 "/„ of nitrogen is calculated for the raonopicrate

of C («-py ridyl)-N-raethyl-pyrrole,

We have, accordingly, very probably obtained the required methyl

derivative, which must, therefoie, be an isomer of nicotyrine.

it seems, however, possible to carry out the methylation of the

C («-pyridyD pyrrole in such a way that the C («-pyridyl) N-

methyl-pyrrole is obtained without the necessity of following the

indirect way over the iodine methylate.

1) L. c.
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I( had, indeed, already appeared that llie addition of iiietliyl

iodide to the pyridyl pyrrole of melting point 90° only takes place

at a higher teniperatine, whereas Pictet and Ckepieux' pyridyl

pyrrole coiribiiies with methyl iodide already at the ordinary tem-

perature.

Kor this reason we have heated a mixture of pyridyl pyrrole

potassium with methyl iodide in molecular quantities in a sealed

lube at 50°. The reaction mixture was a solid mass, in which pyridyl

pyrrole |)0tassium and the above mentioned methyl iodide compound

of C-(pyri(lyi)-N-methyl-pyrrole were present. It was, however,

possible lo extract by means of ether a little of a yellow oil from

this reaction mixture. This liquid was received in alcohol, and

picric acid was added; a picrate crystallized out, which melted

at 142' when it had been recrystallized out of alcolioi, and appeared

to be identical with the |)icrale of the C (<(-pyridyl)-N-melliyl-

pyrrole described above, as apjieared from the melting point of llie

mixture of both pieparatioiis.

We shall tirst of all set ourselves the task of preparing a larger

quantity of this C(<(-|)yridyl)-N-methyl-pyrrole, and examining its

properties closely. We shall further try to determine the structure

of the two isomeric pyridyl pyrroles more exactly.

A full communication of this investigation will appear in the

Recueil des Travaux chimiques des Pays Bas.

Organic-cliemicdl Labordtorij of the ihiivernty.

Amsterdam, March 1923.



Bacteriology. — "The splitting of lipoids by Bacteria." (First

coKirnunication.) By G. M. Kraay and L. K. Woi.ff.

(Communicated by Prof. C. Eykman.)

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1923).

Tlie splitting of fats by bacteria lias often been investigated and

the behaviour of the iijjasets lias propeiiy been recorded. However

no literature dealing with the splitting of lipoides by bacteria is

known to us. ALso in general physiological chemistry little infor-

nuition is given concerning the splitting of lipoids (lecithin) by

enzymes, apart from the beautiful researches by Dei.kzenne and

FouRNEAi' about the splitting of lecithin by serpent venom. In many
respects we thought it of interest to investigate the action of bacteria

on lipoids, the formation of strong blood poisons being jiossible, as

Dei,ezenne and Fodrneau found as the result of the action of serpent

venom on lecithin. We first tried to find out whether some fal-

splitiing t)acteria are able to split lecithin and further if there exist

among the non-fat-splitters some that will split lecithin.

Considering our working method this; we mostly used plates with

lecithin agar obtained by shaking up a small quantity of lecithin

and ordinary nutrient agar (about 0.5 gram per 100 gr.) at about

50° C. If the lecithin is affected an area is formed all around the

streeks of inoculation.

It appears on microscopical examination that this area contains

per surface unit more grains than are to by found anywhere else

in the culture medium. Plates with yolk of egg cannot be used;

the fat contents of yolk of egg cannot be used ; the fat contents of

yolk of egg makes one unable to distinguish lecithin-splitters from

fat-s|)litters. Our results are summarized in the following table.

Our conclusions based upon this table are; there exists fat-splitting

bacteria unable to affect lecithin ; lecithin-splitting bacteria unable

to act upon fat, bacteria uiuible to act upon both fat and lecithin,

and bacteria able to act upon both. (See table on p. 437).

The latter bacillus, a very strong lecithin s|)litter, but quite

unable to split fat has been isolated by us from brackish water;

this bacillus resembles much the bac. piscium pyogenes described

by Matzuschita.
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Physiology. — "The. Presence of Ccvdio-regidntive .Verves in Petro-

myzoji fluviatills" . Bj J. B. Zwaardk.maker. (Communicated

hy Prof'. H. Zwaahdemakek.)

(Gominuiiicated at tlie meeting of March 24, 19i!3i.

Ill llie 2'"' edition of Ids "Plijsioiogie des Kreislaiifs" Tigkrstedt ')

remaiks lliat iidiibitory cardiac, nerves are present in nearly all

vertebrates. Only among tlie cycloslomata some exceptions are

known. Greene') found that in Mvxiiie electrical slimniation, starting

from the iirain, I lie spinal cord or the vagi did not atfect the

frequency of the heart-beat. Carlson') corrol)orated this finding and

tried to extend llie investigation to another group of cjclostomata,

viz. (lie petromyzonta. At fust he could work oidy on the larval

form, ill which cardio-regnlative nerves appeared to be absent.

Afterwards he examined adult animals *). When, in these experiments,

he ap[)lied an electrical stimulus to the medulla oblongata on the

level of the vagus nucleus, he noted a brief standstill, which was

followed by an accelerated rhythm. From this he concludes that

"the central nervous system is connected with the heart by ordinary

augmentor and probably also by iidiibitory nerves" (I.e. p. 231).

In the continuing volume of his "Vergleichende Anatomie dei'

Myxinoiden" Johannes Müi.i.ek makes mention of a connection

between. N. sympathicus and cardiac nerves*). He also adds some

remarks about the N. vagus, for which I think it better to refer to

the original work (1. c. p. 59 sqq.)

The first experiments which I made myself to ascertain whether in

petromyzon tliiviatilis any influence is exerted by the central

nervous system upon the heart's action, yielded a negative

result, which was in accordance with Greene and with the first

set of experiments performed by Carlson '). However, I have

been in a position to extend my research. In order to preclude

^) R. TiGEHSTEDT, Die Physiologie des Kreislaufs II p. 319.

») Ch. VV. Greene, Amer. Journ. of I'hysiol. VI p. 318 1901.

') A. J. Gaklson, Zeitschr. f. allg. Physiol. IV p. 259 1904.

*) A. J. Carlson, Amer. Journ. of Physiol. XVT p. 280 1906.

^) J. Muller, Fortselzung der vergleichenden Anatomie der Myxinoiden p. 57.

Berlin 1838.

•) J. B. Zwaardemakee, Physiologendag Amsterdam Dec. 1922.
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movements of the animal 1 ciiraiized il lieCorehaiid. Paralysis

of tlie skeletal muscles t-aii, in fislies, he elfected onlj' with

verj laif^e doses '). For ni\- animals 1 nsed 4 mgr. Inbo cnrari of

wliicli, 2 mgr., iiijec'te<l intra|)eritoneallj, was sntlicient to paralyze

a 220 gr.-ral. after 7 ininnles. This also pla,ys an intluence upon

the vagus-function'), but this inconvenience could readily be obviated

by the technique followed, because the synapses of the vagns are

restored sooner than the motor innervation.

After the injection the animal was let alone until no "Slellretlexe"

were distinguishable any longer. Also the gills are completely

motionless then. At that juncture the cerebrum is severed from the

rest of the nervous system by an incision posteriorly along the eyes.

After this the cerebrum and the spinal cord are laid bare down to

the second gill-hole. Now a straight glass cannula is inserted into

the Vena cava dextra, through which the animal, in ventral position,

is perfused during some time with Ringkk's fluid, containing 6'/, gr.

NaCl, 200 mgr. NaHCO,, 200 mgr. CaCI,, 200 mgr. FvCl '). The

surplus of cnrari is hereby gradually washed out. Through a window

in the carlilagenons pericardium ') the atrium is fixed to a levei

beneath the animal. Now two thin platinum electrodes are fixed,

so as to be well visible, at the level where stimulation produces

the effect aimed at. With strongly cnrarized animals it sometimes

takes rather a long time before any effect can be distinguished. At

that moment, however, the animal is perfectly tpiiet, and the

experimenter can be sure that only the movements of the heart are

registered. In subsequent periods of the perfusion also the contraction

of the gills can be distinguished. The electrodes are connected with

the secondary coil of an inductorium of Dübois-Reymond, provided

with a NKKF-haramer. An accumulator is connected up in the

*) a. J. ScHiFFEK, Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol, p. 453, 1868.

b. i. Steiner, ibid 1875.

c. Boll, Mon. Ber. d. Kgl. Preuss. Akad. d. Wissensch. Nov. 1875.

d. J. Steiner, Das americanische Pfeilgift Curare p. 56.

c. and d. After R. Boehm's article in Handbuch der experimentellen Phar-

raacologie II 1. Halfte p. 183.

'') R. BoEHM, 1. c. p. 202.

') J. B. Zwaabdemaker, Diss. Utrecht 1922.

*) When the pericardium is being opened it all at once changes colour. Originally

the heart is seen to loom vaguely through the transparent cartilaginous tissue

with a bluish tint: after the opening the pericardium shows its own milkwhite

colour, while the atrium now appears to lie at tbe bottom of the cavity. Apparently

in the pericardium a negative pressure obtains, which of course is lost at the

opening, so that the atrium partly collapses.
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primary circuit. The Pfeilsignal, which was used sometimes (e.g. in

the first figure), could not be placed in shunt, so it came in the

primary circuit. The obtained coil-distances (C. d.) are smaller than

when no signal is connected up. On stimulation we note a considerable

acceleration shortly after the stimulus has been set u[). If the

stimulus continues a short time only (in fig. 1 5 seconds) the

acceleration will be seen to disappear soon and to be substituted

by a retardation ; in case the latter increases, the heart is brought

to a standstill. After cessation of the negative chronotiopic effect,

Fig. 1.

Accelerans-vagus effect.

Petromyzon fluvialilis. Perfused with Ringeh's mixture. Stimulation

for 5 seconds of medulla oblongata of the level of tiie exil of the

N. vagus. G. d. 100.

The tracings from above downward : record of atrium movement

, , stimulus signal

, , time line 10 sec.

a new rhythm appears, more rapid than the original. A little later

it gives way to the old rhythm. In fig. 1 the rhythm prior to the

stimulation is ± 45 beats per minute, after the standstill the

frequency amounts to 55. The action of side-currents upon the

heartmuscle need not be taken into consideration in these experi-

ments, because the effect appears only wlieir a sharply defined area

in the medulla oblongata is stimulated and the effect is destroyed

again by a slight displacement of the electrodes. Besides this a great

influence is exerted by summation. A stimulus, for instance, that

produces no effect after 5 seconds, causes a distinct standstill after

a longer period.
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When instead of presenting a short stimulus, tlie current is sent

through permanently, at first a marked quickening of the riiythni

will be noted, attended with a marked positive inotropic efieci.

This is apparently iin accelerans etfect.

Pig- "^

Petromyzon fluviatilis.

Fatigue of accelerans and vagus through permanent stimulation from

medulla oblongata. The stimulus starts at the lust elevations.

C. d. 143. This continues as far as the stroke. Time 10 sec.

When breaking the current during this period a standstill will

rapidly ensue, which will disappear again directly- aflei' fresh stimu-

lation. When, however, the current passes continuously, a slower

rhythm will appear after some time spontaneously viii tig. 2 ± 3(J

seconds), while at the same time the height of the contractions

diminishes gradually, it is the transition to a distinct vaguselfect.

When this rhythm has also continued for some time (in fig. 2 about

1 min.), it will change into a rhythm that is only slightly quicker

than the normal, or does not differ from it at all, and will persist

unaltered after the breaking of the current.

When perfusing the animal with a potassium-free uranium-con,-

taiidng, instead of a potassium-containing fluid we shall see that ihe

phenomena are practically the same in the K-, and in the U-condilion.

First we see an acceleration, then a retardation, which in some

cases is followed again by an acceleration. This, however, is never

so pronounced as at the beginning of the stimulation.

What has been said above goes to show that :

1. in Petromyzon fluviatilis cardio-regulative nerves are present.

2. with the technique employed after the removal of curari the

excitability of the cardiac nerves returns sooner than that of the

motor nerves.

3. in the curarized animal the latent period of the accelerans is

shorter than that of the vagus.
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4. with loiig-fouliiiued stiiniilatiun tlie accelerans-effecl is notice-

able before tlie vagus-effect.

5. with brief stimnhitioii the vagus effect appears only after cessation

of the stiimilation.

6. after cessation of tlie \agiis-actioii an acceieialion will some-

times follow, wiiich is perhaps due to a longer after-effect of the

accelerans-stimiilation.



Chemistry. — '-The Light O.rldation of Alcohol (III). The Phoio-

Catalytic Influence of some Series vf Ketones on the light

Oxidation of Ethyl Alcohol". By W. D. Cohen. (Communicated

by Prof. J. Böeseken).

(GommuDicated at the meeting of May 26, 1923).

Introduction. A first comnuiiiioation on this subject appeared

in these proceedings') already several years ago; a continuation of

this was published by Bökskken '). In this paper the theoretical

grounds on which these researches are f'oumied, are set fortli in

extenso'), and we may, tiierefore, refer to this treatise for a study

of them.

It was now my purpose to examine what relation exists between

the configuration of a ketone and its plioto-catalytic influence on

the oxidation of a definite alcohol, and for this reason I studied the

infiuence of some series of ketones on the velocity of oxidation of

ethyl alcohol, to be able, if possible to arrive at a conclusion with

regard to the constitutive requirements which a ketone must satisfy

to be able to act as a photo-catalyst under the circumstances specified

later, which at the same time establishes its photo-chemical altackaliilily.

This question has, indeed, already been mentioned more than once

before'), but the comparatively small regularity in the observed

phenomena rendered an extension of the research in this direction

very desirable.

The light-thermostat. In the reaction :

Light-)- Ketone -|- Alcohol -|- Oxygen = Ketone -|- Aldehyde -|- Watei

a certain quantity of oxygen disappears, and the rapidity with which

the oxygen is absorbed, is under for the rest fixed circumstances,

a measure for the photo-catalytic activity of the examined ketone.

The light thermostat (fig. 1) consists of a copper trough, provided

with two windows placed opposite each other in the longitudinal

walls, which make a continual observation of the reaction vessel

1) Böeseken and Cohen, These Froc. XVlIi, p. 1640.

«) Böeseken, Ree. 40, 433 (1921).

') Ibid, 437.

*) Cohen, Rec. 39. 258 (1920). Chem. Weekblad 13, 902 (1916).

29

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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possible, aiul a window in the bottom for tlie ilinniination. Tlie

tliennostat rests on an iron framework, wliicii has become an entirely

Fig. 1.
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closed space by a cover of incombustible material. This space is

divided in two by a vertical partition. On the left there are found

two gas-burners connected with a thermo-regulator, and on the right

there is adjusted a Heraeus quartz lamp. To work this the wall in

the lefthand side of the framework is made. like a door (drawn

halfopen in the figure); in the front partition at the place of Ihe

incandescent body there is a ventilator which works by suction

and serves to cool the lamp. The water in the thermostat can further

be cooled by means of a cooling spiral, through which water tlows

under constant pressure, a screw stirrer ensuring thorongh mixing

in the trough; besides the windows, the vertical walls are insulated

with felt. Ventilator and stirring apjiaratus are worked by separate

regiilatable motors. The lemperatme of the thermostat can be kept

constant at 35 -|-
'/i„,°, which temperature has been chosen, because

at this temperature the thermostat can be regulated most accurately.

As reaction vessel I, at first, used the before described stirring-

apparatus ') (fig. 2) ; it possesses the drawback, however, that the

surface of illiimiuation is small, the accuracy of the measurement

being seriously impaired by the rapid contamination of the mercury

in the mercury feal. Therefore I tried to modify the reaction

vessel in such a way that also without intensive mixing of gassnd

liquid, an alcoholic liquid could be obtained, which remains saturated

with oxygen, or contains at least siu'h an excess of oxygen that

there can be no question of measuring a velocity of diffusion instead

of a velocity of reaction.

This is possible when the thickness of the liquid layer is taken very

small (about 1 mm.). According to fig. 3 a reaction vessel is then obtained,

which chiefly consists of a flask with a perfectly flat bottom; the

diiuensions being such that 5 cc. of liquid give a thickness of

layer of 5 mm. The neck is narrow and possesses a ground piece

to which a bent capillary tube with tap can be attached. Near the

bottom there is further a side tube with tap, through which the

whole ai)paratus can be filled with oxygen. Besides there is a filling

body in the flask, to make the gas-volnrae as small as possible

in proportion to the surface of illumination; this considerably

enhauces the accuracy of the measurement. For definite purposes

this filling body has been made to a second reaction vessel within

Ihe former; then an apparatus is obtained as is shown in fig. 4.

By the aid of a uarrow tube the reaction vessel is connected

with the micromanometer. The lefthand leg of this has a capacity

1) These Proc. XVltl, p. 1642.

29*
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of 1,5 cc. and is divided into 150 parts. Each space between two
dividing lines represents, therefore, a capacity of 0.01 cc. The
adjustment is obtained by moving the tlask up and down by
nieaiis of a hoisting apparatus, the position of the meniscus in the two

4
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legs of the manometer being verified by a minor behind it, on

whicii iiorizoiital lines are drawn at distances of 1 mm. When the

apparatus has been |)roperly cleaned and filled with distilled n)ercnry,

an accnracy of adjustment can ()e attained of 1 or 2 hundredtiis,

which as well as the influence of the temperature lies within the limits

of the error of observation. The calibration error of the apparatus

was so small that it could be neglected.

After having been weighted with a copper ring, the reaction

vessel is placed on a glass table, which itself rests on the bottom

plate of llie thei'inostat. The table can be put in a horizontal position

by means of three adjusting screws, through which the thin liquid

layer entirely covers the bottom surface of the reaction vessel.

Aflei- being lit the incandescent body of the lamp is always

placed in a horizontal position; the lamp burns at a terminal voltage

of 110 Volts and a series resistance of about 20 Ö constant at 2,7

Am|)./40 Volt. Lamp and reaction vessel are always at the same

distance from each other; in my experiments the distance from the

bottom side of the reaction vessel to the window was 20 mm., and

from the upper side of the lamp to the window 25 mm.; taking

into account the thickness of the glass, the mutual distance from

lamp to object was about 50 mm.

The measurements.

a. The preparations. They were prepared for the grealei- part by

myself or under my supervision, and purified as carefully as possible.

As the way of preparing is known for all of them, we may refer

for this to the records of the literature published on this subject. When
it was possible, at least two preparations of difteient origin were

examined, or the prepaiation was again recryslallized or distilled

after the measurement; the values found wei'e not considered as

definitive until they were perfectly (constant and reproducible; save

for a single exception this was always the case.

b. As solvent, resp. liquid that is to be oxidized, was used absolute

ethylalcohol, not because its iteing absolute was quite indispensable

for the success of the reaction — for water is formed during the

reaction — but in order to start always from a solution of

constant proporties. In my earlier investigations I had come to the

conclusion that water would be a strong anii-catalyst, at least for

the photo-chemical reduction '). At the time 1 did not yet know

the photo-catalytic alcohol oxidation by molecular oxygen, nor that

1) Cohen Rec. 39, 244 (1920).
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tliis reaction aiul tlie keloii lediictioii were primarily the same, and

that it is, therefore, illogical to assume that water wonid he an

anti-cataljsl in the ketone reduction. It has really appeared in a

new investigation, that there would be no question at least of a

considerable anti-catalytic action of water, but that the error made

before, which has, unfortunately, already been ado|)ted in the hand-

books '), must be attributed to a wrong interpretation of the

experiments made at the time.

It seems to me of use to discuss this a little more at length, if it were only

to point out how easily certain phen(imena are overlooked in the study of a

reaction. For at lirst I made my experiments on the photochemical ketone reduc-

tion in such a way that 1 illuminated the 96"/,, alcoholic solution in a thin layer

in ope)i flasks, but did not observe then anything of the crystallisation of

the sparingly soluble pinacone already described by Uiamician '). This succeeded

however without any difficulty when 1 used absolute alcohol — as Ciamician

also did -
, and besides worked in closed apparatus, hence with exclusion of

oxygen. I then drew the very plausible conclusion, which proved erroneous after-

wards, that water would be a strong anti-catalyst, and quite overlooked the

interesting photo -catalytic alcohol oxidation in which — the results of this paper

are a convincing proof of this — aldehyde does appear, but no pinacone'), and

which was not discovered until a few years later.

c. In order to be able always to have a great excess of oxygen

at our dis|)Osal, the reaction vessel after addition of 5 C(^ of the

solution to be examined, is filled with oxygen which is saturated

with alcohol vapour in a washing bottle. Under these circumstances

the solution always remains more than sufficiejilly saturated with

0X3'gen ; it is, however, without influence on the result of the

measurements, if the gas in the reaction vessel is air or oxygen;

for the sake of safety oxygen was, however, always taken.

The measurements, the results of which are combined in the

following table, extend chiefly over the following series of ketones:

a. tienzophenon and its hydration products in the nucleus,

b. acetophenon and some alkyl-, and also phenyl substitution pro-

ducts in the CH,-group,

c. the phenyl substitution products of acetone,

d. the simplest aliphatic, aromatic, and fat aromatic «-pf-diketones,

e. some «-fi-y-trikelones.

The figures over the horizontal division line indicate the molar

1) HouBEN

—

Weyl. Die Methoden der organischen Chemie '2te Aufl. (1922),

Band 11 pag. 983.

^ 2) GiAMiciANandSiLBER, Ber. 33 2911 (1900); 34 1530 (1901); 44 1288(1911).

^) BöEöEKEN and Cohen, I.e.
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1

(saturated)
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13. Symm Diphenylacetone

(dibenzylketone).

14. Asymm. Diphenylacetone.

2
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21. Furil.

22. Benzfuril.

23. Terephtalophenon.

'/l6
(saturated)

2.80

Remark. After some time's illumi-

nation the absorption, which was
constant at first, descends to 0; in

this the ketone itself is attacked with

decoloration of the liquid

2
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30. /3-Hydrindon. Is useless as a photocatalyst, as this substance itself is very

readily attacked by oxygen in alcoholic solution.

31. Indanedion 1.2.

32. Pentanetriketone.

33. Diphenyltriketone.

34. Alloxane.

(saturated)
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vessel descends below the crilioal. In the region of maximum acti-

vation all the photo active light is, theietbre, arrested by a layer

of J nun., and this takes place independent of the solvent used.

These phenomena are in perfect harmony with what was found

before in the ketone reduction. Corresponding experiments with

diacelyl and benzoyl acetyl lead to perfectly the same results.

I. benzophenon \

II. phenylcyciohexyl ketone / Fig. 5.

III. phenyl, n. hexyl ketone '

III. , ,

IV. acetophenon

V. acetylbenzoyl

VI. diacetyl

t^ig-

cone, in mol.

Fig. 5.
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lias been lijdrated (2) (fig. 5), and it has quite disappeared in tlie

dicycloliexyl ketone (3). That tor the rest the c^yclohexyl nnclens

weakens the activity of the phenyl nucleus less than a |)ni'ely

alipiiatic group, is proved l)y the much smaller activity of phenyl

n. hexyl ketone (4) (fig. 5), which may be put on a line with tiie

activity of acetophenon and i)ropiophenon (6,7) (fig. 6). On intro-

duction of CjHj-groups into the CH,-group of acetophenon, the

activity at first greatly increases (8,9), suddenly becoming in

triphenyl acetone. It is, indeed, known that f?-benzpinacoline lacks

all the ketone characteristics. In the phenyl substitution products of

acetone (quite inactive in themselves, just as <ii-n-liexyl keton (5, 11)),

the introduction of only one phenyl group appears to make the

compound photo-active (12). Of the higher phenyl substitution pro-

ducts, the molecules built symmetrically show the greatest activity

(compare 13 and 16 with 14 and 15).

c. The photo-activity of the «-(i-óï ketones is a much more general

property, and bound neither to the specifically aliphatic or aromatic

character, nor in pai'ticular to the more or less symmetrical sti'uc-

tiire of the molecule. The introduction of a second = group

has mostly a greatly strengthening influence on the photo-activity

(compare 18 and 20 with 11 and 61, in which possible disturbing

influences issuing from the rest of the molecule, are thrown into

the liackground. In this connection it is e.g. interesting to point

out that phenanthrene qninone (25), which is to be considered as

a particularly orthosubstituted benzil, far exceeds all the examined

ketones with regard to its relative activity, whereas fluorenon (28),

which may be compared with it, is perfectly inactive. The opposite

case presents itself in the comparison of benzil (19) with regard to

beuzophenon (1), where the di-ketone compared with the mono-

ketone is less active. It may, howe\er, be possible that in conse-

quence of the slight solubility of benzil in alcohol the maximum
activation concentration cannot be reached.

Of great importance is also the activity of the «-jJ-di-ketones,

which carry one or two furane-nuclei (21 and 22), which furnishes

a new proof of the great resemblance in properties of the furane

and benzol derivatives.

d. Thus we see that the phenyl and furyl groups do not exert a

disturbing influence on each other in the «-/i-di-ketone ; this influence

is, however, evidently particularly strong in the corresponding

mono-ketone, phenyl furyl ketone (17), which presents a very small

activity. Here the above-mentioned influence of the symmetry of

the molecule on the photo-activity of the mono-ketone is very
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pronounced. Tliis influenoe of the symmetry- was already observed

more tlian once in (he plioio-chemical reduction of (lie substitution

products of benzophenon, l)ul it hati not lieeii recognized as such ').

To give a fuitlier suppoi't to this view it has been tried to make

di-furyl ketone, as this compound would have to possess an activity

equivalent to benzophenon. Unfortunately all attempts to obtain this

substance have failed so far '), but in this connection attention may

already be drawn to the much greater activity of terephtalophenon

compared with isophtalophenon (23 and 24).

e. A somewhat se|)arate place among the «-/J-diketones occupies

camphorquinone, the activity of whicii is unexpectedly slight,

and moreover not reproducible. The greater or smaller purity of

the preparations seems to be of great influence.

/'. (t-Hydrindon (29) and indane dioii 1.2.(31), considered as

internal condensation products of resp. propiophenon (7) and acetyl

benzoyl (20), present a greatly diminished activity. ,i-Hydrindon

cannot be used as object of comparison with mono-[)henyl acetone

on account of its great oxidisibility.

g. The photo-activity of the examined «t-ji-y-tri-ketones is zero, or

so small as to be negligible (32, 33, 34)'). This phenomenon must,

without any doubt, be attributed to the jtaralysis of the middle

C=0 group caused by the solvent^), through which the compound

has practically quite lost its favourable properties of double «-(i-di-

ketone. ')

Laboratory of Organic Chemistry

of the J^echnical University

.

Delft, April 1923.

1) Compare. Cohen, Rec. 39, 258 (1920).

=) Freundler, B1. (3) 17, 612 (1897).

') Compare for the photo-chemical reduction of alloxane Ciamician and Silber,

Ber. 36, 1581 (1903).

*) At first pentane tri-ketone and di-phenyl tri-ketone dissolve in absolute

alcohol with a dark yellow colour, after standing some lime the colour of the

solution changes into light yellow, in which very probably alcohol addition

/OH /OH
products GH8-C0-G< GO—GH3 and GeHj-CO-G^ CO-CoHs

\OGjH5 \OG5H5
which are analogous to the hydrate, are formed.

6) Comp. Sachs, Ber. 34, 3052 (1901); 35, 3311 (1902); Von Pechmann, Ber.

23, 3380 (1890); Wieland, Ber. 37, 1531 (1904); Biltz, Ber. 45, 3662 (1912).



Mathematics. — "(hi Ponder Series of the Form -. xPo — .vPi f .rPs— .."

By M. J. Belinfante. (Communicated by Prof. L. E. J. Brouwer.)

(Communicated at the meeting of April 28, 1923).

l7itroductio72.

It is a well-known theorem of Fkobenius that if ^a„ issummable

..,/'. ,. 7- •Ï, +*, + •• • + *"
,

,

of order i, i.e. it hm. =^ s , where .?„ = r/, -\-

\ n=oo n

\
-j- rtj -(-... -f- a,, 1 then lini. JS' a,, x" = s, provided .»• approaches 1

by real values from below (which we denote by ./'—*1).
')

Under the same conditions we have:')

00

Urn. ^ a„ .r''" — s

i_^l 1

provided
/'i <^ /', <C • • ^''® integers which satisfy the condition:

V (p.—p.-i)<i p. . k (1)

Some condition of the form (1) is necessary as may be seen

from the following example, where our condition is broken and

21 ünX" has no limit as .c—^1.')
1

Put p., = 2-' and «„^(— l)"+i, then we have:

,.
«,+«,•!-•• s»

.

Lim. =
4

n=» '^

00

while -2' a„ ./" = .i- — x'' -\- x* — .r' + • . • oscillates between limits
1

at least as wide as 0,498 and 0,502, if .r ^. 1
').

Thus we are led to the question : what is the connexion between

the exponent-series p„ l>i, }>,, Pt^ fi""! the existence or non-

existence of

lim. (.«#0—xPi + xVi— . . .)

') Bromwich, Theory of infinite series, p. 312.

') Bromwich, op. cit., p. 388.

'1 Bromwich, op. cit., p. 498 example 30.

I
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Hahdy') lias iin estigated several parliculat' exponent-series with

particniar metliods that cannot be applied to otiier exponent-series,

for instance the series of Fibonacci :

1,2,3,5,8...

The onlj general result Hardy could reach was the non-existence

of a limit if:

jOv+i > i . r . pv • %. yt>v . . • . . . • (2)

but Hardy's example quoted above (where p.j^2''), shows the non-

existence of a limit notwithstanding the condition (2) is not satisfied.

In the present paper anotlier condition is given (^ 2), with the

aid of a theorem of Litti.kwood wliich is treated in § 1.

^ 1-

LiTTi.EWOOD has proved the following theorem :

')

OC 00

IVieorem 1. If \

7ia„
j

<^ ^, cmd Urn. 2 a,^ x" =z s, then 2 n„ con-
,(—»-i 1 1

verges to s.

For our purpose we want the following extension wliich has also

been enunciated bj Littlewood :

')

Tkeorem 2. If the mean-values^) of order k— I of 2! a„ a/'e limi/t'd

CO

and liin. 2 a„ x" = s, then .5' a„ is summahle of order k.

.r—*\ 1

Littlkwood states that the proof of theorem 2 follows the lines

of his proof of theorem 1. The latter being rather long and tedious,

it seems not without interest to show that theorem 2 is an immediate

consequence of theorem 1.

Adopting the notation of our article "On a Generalisation of
Taubkh's Theorem concerni^ig Poioer Series" '), we have the follow-

ing relations between the mean-vakies A,i and the functions (jk-

1) Quarterly Journal, vol. 38, p. 269, 1907.

') Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society Ser. 2, Vol. 9, p. 434—448,

1911.

') Proc. of the Lend. Math. See, I.e., p. 448.

*) For definitions of the mean-values of order p we refer to Bromwich, op.

cit., § 122, 123 and Landau, Darstellung und Begriindung einiger neuerei- Er-

gebnisse der Funktionentlieorie, § 5.

'") Proceedings Vol. XXVI (p. 216—225).
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(^,^(..)=l[^'„"-4-i]..r". (1)

GO

V. (•'') = -^ "n •*" (1«)
1

(p^{x) + {l-:c).,f^{a;)= (pj^_^(x) .... (2)

n.[A„ — A„^\\=Au — A„—i . . . . (d)

00

With the aid of (2) we have proved ^) that Hm . i:a„w" = s implies

Now, if moreover:

Urn. (f (x) =. 4.

r ^W ^W 1 I ^n . [yl;, — 4„_i]
1
< c,

we have by tlieoreni 1 tiiat i[^(*)—
-^^l^il

<^oiiverges to .«, i. e.

lim. An ^ «

or: -S'd,, is summable of order k.

Since

.lt)_^l + ^-12 + . - + ^»
yl„ —

11

we infer from
|
JiA'—1)| <^ c :

| J'.*'| <^ c and bj (3):

n lA^^ - A^\\
1
< 2c.

Hence we see tliat

\Ai
I <C « and /«m. ^ a„ .«" :^ S

J—».l 1

imply that ^a» is summable of order /;.

We use in \ 2 the particnlar case that ^- = 1. It tlien runs:

00

Theorem 3: If lim. ^ anX"=:s, and \sn\ <C C '''"''i lim. r>n = s,

ivhere

^'i + -^i + • • • + S"

On = .

n

1) Loc. cit. p. 222. I
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^ 2.

We now prove tiie following theorem

. '•»+( . , ...... k\—l
Theorem 4. If I < ^, < ^^ < /t„ and /.-, > J + ^^^^7-^, then

r„ 2k,

f{x) == «'»— «;'i-|- .•(;''— .... doe.i n t tend to <i Uiitit ((.s a;—*l ').

Proof: We show that the .series of coefficients of f{.v) (wliich

consists of the terms 1, (?•;

—

r,— 1) zero^, — 1, (r,— r^— 1) zeros, 1,

and so on...) is not siimmable of the fiist oi'der, i.e. that (/„does

not tend to a limit as h—>-30 . Then it is impossible that /'(.() should

tend to a limit as .v—^1, for this implies by theorem 3 the existence

of lim. ö„ ').

We show that rj„ does not tend to a iiniii if /i —*• oo, by calculating-

two positive numbers y and m so that:

We have

:

_ ^1 + ^, + • • • + g« na^ -\- (w— 1) a, + • • + [n— {n-l)] a„

_ r-ip— [r2^, — >! + 1] + [>'2// —i-o + 1]
—

• • • + L'"2p
— np + IJ

V'ip

ri — r<i-\-r3—... — r-ip r-^p — r-ip-i -f r2p-2— . . .—r

,

Tip f2p

v+1
Since 1 <^ /(-•,< —^ < /(-•,, it follows that r.,^i > r., Ic^ and

r,-|-i — rv>(^i—1) r,. Substituting this in the e.xpression for <j,„

we have

:

(^l-l)r.2/._l + (^-1— 1)»>-3 4- • . . + (ii-l)n
or <

'2/)

< 1

^1— 1 r2p-[ + '•2p—3 4- • • • + ''I

< 1 —
^2

^1— 1

ko

^2p-l11 1 -

1 H 1 h • • • H

< 1

ki— 1

ko

k^P
2

1 —
/fc2

2

') We suppose r,, = 1.

') The condition s„i <c is satisfied since s„ is i or 0.

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI-
30
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_ rgp-l-l
—L?-2p+l—n+ 1 ] -f- [^2p+l— y2-t- 1]—-—[>-2p+l— (r2p+l— 1)]

— 1 +r[—J'2+ r3— ... 4 »'2p+i '2P+1— »'2p + »'2p—1— • • -\-ri— 1

o,.
,

>
'2p+l -

(^1—1) rap + (Ai-1) r2^_2 + . . . 4- (*i— l)r2 + Aj-l

>
h—l r2p 4- »"2p-2 4- • • 4- »'2 -f 1

Al— 1

»'2p

1 1
1 H 1

2 2

1

>
/t— 1

/!;2p+2
2

9 -I

ji:2

2

ö,

Put
l-.— 1

ör. >
Al-1 /i;2p42

2

1 —

2p+l '2p
-1 +

1 —
'l

>
Al— 1

1 —
A2

9.

1 = c, then it follows from ^, ^ J 4-

1
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Remark 1.

Of course it is sufficient that the relation 1 <^ X-, <
""'"^

< k,

is only satisfied provided ?i ^ some finite nnniber (/, since the

addition of a finite nnniber of terms does not influence the

existence or non-existence of a limit.

Tims the function x—.»' -\- ,/•'— ^i.-' -|- x'—;c" + • • «'«es not tend

to a limit as x—^1 since

.
'".1+1

^^
3
"•-"

• - 5

1—<^<1 — if//>5 and J — > 1 + ^ g
1

3

Remark 2.

Strictly spoken we have proved theorem 2 only if the Hoi.der-

mean-vaiues are limited. Now the existence of a "Holder-limit" of

order k implies the existence of a "Cesaró-liinit" of order k and

vice-versa'); hence if we prove that the Holder mean-values of

order ji are limited provided the Oks.akó mean-values of the same

order are limited, then our theorem is proved for both classes of

mean-values.

Now we have (see Landau I.e.):

Hl!"=r., T3.. TkiC;,'') (1)

where //„ is the ?i''' Holdek meaii-valne and 6',, is the 7i'''

Cesakó mean-value of order k, and ;

» — 1 .«1 4- «2 + • • + 'I'll 1

p n p

From (2) we deduce that x{
^

<^c implies
I

l\[xï] i <^c; hence

it follows from (1) that
|

6'*
j

<c implies i Hf^\ < c.

1) Theoi'em of Knopp-Schnee. See Landau, I.e.

30»



Psychology. — "On Subjective Rhytlunimtion." 83- F. F. Hazelhoff

and Miss Hei,ken Wiersma. (Communicated by Prof. E. D.

Wiehsma).

(Communicaled at the meeting of May 26, 1923).

Rhythmical perceptions, corresponding to rhythmical phenomena

in the outer world, are at all times produced in nninberless varieties

by the riiythmical play of ail sorts of piiysical and physiological

processes. (Succession of day uiul night, of summer and winter, the

heart-beat, the respiration, music etc.).

However, our perceptions are not always (rue reproductions of

the reality round about us, as is borne out t)y many sensory

illusions. The present authors are disposed to class among these

illusions of perception also the pecidiar |)henomeiion that we can

perceive rhythmically a series of absolutely equal and regularly

successi\e stimuli, which phenomenon has been termed "subjective

Rhythmisation".

We purpose to discuss this phenomenon from a |)sychological

view-point.

It was especially Bc)I,ton(1) and Meumann(2) who pointed out the

fact that regulai' series of auditory stimuli, i.e. amlitory stimuli,

precisely uniform quantitatively as well as qualitatively, and suc-

ceeding one another after equal intervals, can be perceived rhyth-

mically, in any event when the rale of succession lies within certain

bounds. KoFFKA (3) demonstrated the same with regard to visual

stimuli, satisfying the same conditions.

This rhythmical perception of regular stimuli, however, is not

restricted to visual-, and auditory sensations. The same rhylhmisation

also occurs in the department of touch. This we were able to

demonstrate by a simple experiment.

Experiment: A regularly rotating axis is provided with a pointer that slightly

touches the motionless hand of the observer at every revolution. Tlie hand receives

at every time precisely the same tick after precisely equal pauses (the rate of

rotation may be regulated at will). The whole apparatus is hidden from the eye

of the observer by a screen ; neither can he see the pointer toucliing his hand.
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By means of antiplioncs every auditoiy sensation is precluded so that the observer

is entirely thrown back upon tactual sensations.

When we select a favourable rate of rotation, say 1 or 2 revolutions per second,

subjective rhythmisation will soon reveal itself; at every time the observer will

perceive with greater stress the 2"^ or the 'i"i touch, just as occurs with auditory-,

and visual stimuli. It is also evident that with slow rates the observer will more

readily apprehend a 2 rhythm; with increased rates, however, there is a greater

aptitude for a 3-, or a 4rhylhm.

After some practice the observer will be enabled to work up to a different

rhythm at every moment, either rising or falling. Suggestion imparted by his

surroundings is of very great influence, but with a special rate of successive

stimuli he generally selects a definite rhythm, most often a falling 2-rhytlnn

( ), or a falling 3-rhytlim (
— ^ ^). However, other more complicated rhythms

may occur.

Simple llioiigli tiiis experiment may he, il is a great help to

explain tlie nature of "subjective Rhjliiinisatiou", as il shows that

this plieiiOMienon is not restricted to audilory-, or visual seiisalions.

It prompis us to assume thai all sensory sliiinili, which liiltll certain

conditions, ma}' be perceived rhythmically.

Let us tirst of all find an answer lo the question what subjective

rhythmisation really is. A periodi»- recurrence of "Betonungsunter-

schiede", "Iimerliche zusaumienfassung" (Meumann (2), and other

much used terms are merely jieriphiastic desigruitions of our ex-

periences, tiiey do iu)t, however, explain their genesis. Neither is

any explanation all'orded by the mental pictures of rhythmic move-

ments (such as dancing, the gallop of a horse and others), which

in subjective rhythmisation are often aroused through association

(KOFFKA (3)).

Introspection and the exact record of our ex|)erience, will have

to show us the way here. We, therefore, made the following ex-

periments; the observers were besides oursehes, 3 medical studeids.

Experiment -. The observer is subjected to a regular series of auditory stimuli

we choose sound stimuli because sounds, indeed, are the better material for the

perception of rhythm). The stimuli are applied in succession at a ceitain rate, about

1 to 2 stimuli per second, that quick or slow rate being selected with which the

observer apprehends a certain rhythm most distinctly He is instructed to attend to

what he hears, and to record accurately what he experiences by soft laps coinciding

with every lick he hears upon a copper layer with a copper rod. As soon as the rod

touches the layer an electric current, attracting an electromagnet, passes through.

When the rod is raised again the current is broken, and the electromagnet returns

lo its original position. The electromagnet is provided with an inked pointer, which

records the up and down movements on a rotating kymograph. In the curve thus

obtained, the moment can be read at whicii the circuit is made (descending
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movement of the pointer), as well as the time during which the current remains

closed. The moment when the circuit is made is the moment when the observer

imitates the tap, i. e. when he announces the moment at which he apprehends

the sound stimulus; the time of the electric current represents the duration of

auditory sensation. It is obvious that we can hardly expect absolute precision in

this report, but important conclusions may be drawn from it with certainty, as

already appears from the subjoined short portions of some curves.

The middle curve shows the reproduction of the auditory sensation of the

observer, the upper one is an illustration of the stimulus itself. This stimulus

consisted of a series of ticks given by an electrical hammer. The moment the

regularly moving hammer touches the layer, thereby eliciting the sound-stimulus

can readily be registered electrically in the same way as the taps given by the

observer. The bottom curve shows the time in '/^j seconds:

Fig. 1.

I. Falling 2-rhythm — —

II. Rising 2-rhythm ~- —
III. Falling S-rhythm —•

IV. Amhybrachic 3-rhythm s_^ — ^

We have measured the intervals of time between the records of the moments
at which the observer announces the perception of the auditory stimulus.

The results of the measurements are given in the annexed

tables

:
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1. The subjective acoeiUeti stinuilns is perceived sooner.

2. It is perceived willi greater iiiteiisitj'.

3. It is of longer diiralion.

Psychologically these three characteristics are easy to understand

and may be explained npoii the basis ihat a keener attention is

given to one stininlns than to another, for we know that onr per-

ceptions are aronsed sooner, (hat they become more intense, and

that iheir after-effect lasts longer, according as onr atleniion is more

closely concentrated n|)On the stimulus.

This, in our judgment, is the nature of "subjective rhylhmi.sation":

ive attend more keenly to one stimulus than the other.

Some points still require further elucidation. Fiist of all the

so-called "Innerliche zusainiaenfassuny", I he rnnning-iogelher of the

impressions to form gi'onps, which generally start with (he subjective

accented stimulns. This is also a temporal gi'ouping, in such a sense

that the elements of the group seem lo follow each other at a

quickei' rate, Avhile at evei'y time there is a longer pause betweeji

two groups (Meumann (2)). We believe this grouping lo be of a

secondary nature and to result fiom the fact that the after-effect

of the subjective accented stimulus is prolonged. This causes tlie

pause between the termination of the accented stimulus and (he

beginning of the non-accented stimulus to be shorter than in (he

opposite case. This also accounts for the fact that rhylhmisation

always occurs in the sense of a falling rhythm, the shorter pause

then falling within the group, or rather in consequence of the short

pause it seems to us as if the stimuli by which it is bounded,

belong together; conversely the long pause causes a separation

between two groups. Another question that arises concerns the

cause of subjective rhythmisation -. why do we attend lo one

stimulus more keeidy than to (he other, and why is this alternation

regular?

Our capacity of receiving outside impressions is limited. Of a

large number of simultaneous stimidi lo which we are exposed, we
perceive only a part. Some attain a high state of consciousness,

others are driven into the background of consciousness. When the

stimuli are weak and affect us only for a short time, the quantity

need not be large for a selection.

Experiment: two, three or more lines or points, perfectly equal inter se, are

presented to the observer for a very briel period of time. When the lines or

Points are not very clear, and the exposure is short enough, only a few will be

perceived^ well, the others appear to us much less distinct, or we do not see

them at all.
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In so short a period of time we cannot divide onr attention

among several weak, stininli so as to perceive all of tliem willi the

Siiine distinctness. Now when such weak stimnii are presented in

i-apid snccessioii, we may expect tiie same; also wlien they follow

each other at short intervals, we cannot perceive all of tliem and

we. must make a selection, in onr experimentation we also observed

that it is exactly series of weak anti obscure stimuli that ai'e best

adapted to subjective rhytlimisation.

Now, ivhy is this acceiituatioii regahtr f

A periodically recurring stimulus is easy U) perceive; we are

l)eforehand predisposed to the iuipi'cssion, as we know when it is

coining. When for instance of a series of stimuli we cleaily apprehend

llu! first and the third, we are better prepared for the fifth and the

seventh. We may change this accommodation at will every moment

so thai we apprehend a 3- instead of a 2-rhythm, or we may sub-

stitute a rising for a falling rhythm.

The foregoing offeis an explanation for other familiar features of

subjective rhytlimisation.

The quicker the rate of succesion of stimuli the larger will be

the groups in which they are included. We endeavour to apprehend

well as many stimuli as is possible, the slower the movement the

larger will be the number of stimuli we pei'ceive distinctly. When
the rate of succession increases a 2-rliytlim is changed into a 3-rhythm,

i\ 3-rliylhm becomes a 4-rhythm, etc.

It is also e\ ident that the rate of the movement must not exceed

certain bounds. When the pauses between two stimuli are too long,

all our attention may be directed to every separate stimulus, tlie

percei)tion of evei-y stimulus attains its maximal intensity, so that no

rhytlimisation will occur. When the pauses are too short, we cannot

single out any stimulus, they run together into a vague entity.

It is also clear now that a sensation of relaxation (a pleasurable

relief) is aroused when, after being constrained to intently follow

a series of stimuli, we perceive them rhythmically, because of the

much smaller demand upon our attention.

Ill experimenting it will be noted that the observer's aptitnde for

the rhythmic perception of a series of stimuli is ever increasing.

Ultimately a certain rhythm will stick to him, it has so to say

become an obsession.

It is just the same with special series of regular stimuli, which

conlinually affect us in every-day life, such as the ticking of a

clock, in which every one recognizes a rhythm, without being alile

to lireak away from it.
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S U M M A R Y.

Rliytliinical perception of a series oï perfectly equal stimuli,

following each other in regular succession, is ai'onsed by the

different degree of attention given to the various siimnli.

This divided attention is a necessary result of (lie fact that of a

lai'ge tpiautily of stimuli operating upon us, onl} a limited number

can be attended to (constriction of consciousness).

At the outset we can divide our attention at will, in the long

run we may be constrained to do so.

The primary characteristics of subjective rliythmisation are based

upon the fact that one stimulus is perceived after a shorter interval,

with greater intensity and for a longer period of time than the

other. The formation of groups results from it.

Subjective rhythmical jieiceplioii can be aroused not only by

visual-, and auditory-, but also by tactual impressi(ms of stimuli

that satisfy certain conditions.
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Physiology. — "Researches on the chemical aivses o
I'
normal and

pathological Haemolysis", \^y R. Brinkman and A.v.Szent-

Györgyi. (Communicated by Prof. H. J. Hambiirgb;k).

(Cominunicatetl at the meetings of February 23 and April 26, 1923).

1. Isolation of the haemolytic substances of normal Innnan blood.

If lias been known for a long time tliat it is possible to isolate

fVom normal blood by means of fat-extraction methods groups of

substances, wiiidi possess strongly liaemolytic properties. The study

of these substances must be important for the explanation of normal and

pathological haemolysis, but a definite result revealing their structure

;iii(i manner of action has not yet been ol)tained. NoGCCHi '), when

extracting these substances supposed them to be soaps, but he only

examined them in regard to immunological phenomena and iiis

views were not snpj)orted by later investigators'). Others were

thinking of substances with a piiosphatid structure, but could not

give sufficiently conclusive proofs').

A mor'e exact investigation of the chemical constitution and the

physico-chemical form, in which they exist in the blood, is wanted

to be able to determine the physio-pathological significance of these

substances. We have started from the idea, that it must be desi-

rai)le to isolate these substances in a form as pure as possible, to

he able to determine their chemical and physico-chemical properties.

The (Irst condition to be fulfilled was complete extraction of the

haemolytic substances. Afterwards the extracts were fractioned under

the guidance of their more and more increasing activity. This

acti\ity was tested by dispersing the extracts in isotonic neutral

phosphate mixture at 37°*).

The determination of the haemolytics was carried out in the

following way:

The human blood obtained by venapunction was defibrinated and sharply

centrifiigalized at once The corpuscles were imbibed in fat -free filterpapers and

I) NoGUCHi, Biochem. Zeitschr. VI. 327, (1907)

-I See Landsteiner. Handbuch Kolle-VVassermann II, 1291, (1918)

') Bhinkman, 1. c

•'') See for the method Brinkman Arch, néerl. de Physiol. VI, 451, (1922).
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dried at 37°. Afterwards tlie red corpuscles were extracted for one liour by petrol-

ether at room temperature; in this way neutral fat and most of cholesterin are

extracted without any loss of haeraolytics. The following quantitative extraction

of haemolytics was made in a specially constructed small apparatus for 'boiling-

point extraction", with always freshly destilled fluid, adaptable for small quantities.

As extraction-liquid acetone was chosen in analogy to the use of this liquid in

phosphatid chemistry. In order to extract the haemolytics completely with acetone

a preceeding treatment with alcohol-vapour fur half an hour was necessary ; the

than following acetone extraction dissolves all haemolytics in two hours.

To complete purification the acetone-extract was concentrated to a small volume and

allowed to stand for one night in ice. In this way most of thedissolved substances are

precipitated but no haemolytics are found in the precipitate. The remaining strongly

active fraction has the following properties: it can be dissolved in all typical

lipoiddissolving liquids, if the reaction is slightly acid, but in an alkaline medium
the haemolytics are insoluble is petrol ether. The examined substances are not

precipitated by cadmium, but they are precipitated quantitatively in aquous solution

by barium and in acetone solution completely by an ammoniacal solution of acetate

of lead, in the presence of not less than 30 "/g of water

So we see, that the investigated haemolj'tios show the typical

reactions of the liif^iier fatty acids. The said precipetate contained no

phosphorus, so that phosphatides can be excluded i\et\n'ite\y, mn/ ike

haetnolt/t/cs, which atn be extracted from noniial blood must be

identified irith higher fatty acids res/), their .ioaps.

Tiie soiiihilty of the PI) and Ba sails indicaled, that a niixtnre of

fatty acids mnst be pi'esent, containing no or one and also more
than one donble linkage. Fiirthei' e.xperitnents must determine the

constitution and procentnul concentration of these substances.

Separation of the fraction of liie fatty acids and of phosphatids

can only be obtained by careful quantitative methods of working;

it is probable, that complete separation was not got by former

investigators.

In addition to these results we have examined once more the

liaemolytic action of pure lecithin. If was found that a praeparaiion

ot lecithin purified by the newest methods showed no haemolytic

properties; the haemolytic action of common trade lecithin must be

ascribed to impurities, and this also is the case if this substance is

somewhat purified by the usual acetone-precipitation.

With the knowledge, that the haemolytics of lipoid blood extract

are higher fatty acids it is possible to isolate them in a simpler

way. This may be done by the following method: the dried blood,

sucked in filterpaper (5 cc. of blood) is treated with absolute alcohol

for one hour in the boiling-point extraction apparatus. The extract
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is concentrated to 5 cc. and than 5 cc. of a sohition is added,

which contains 0,2 n. NajCO, and 0,2 n. NaOH (in water). After

five minutes the mixture is tlioroiigliiy shaken witli 5 cc. of petrol

etlier; in tiiis way neutral fats and choie.stei-in are eliminated

completely and |ihospliatids for the greater pari. The remaining

alcoholic extract is acidulated with 0.5 cc. of HCI cone, and shaken

with 2 \5 cc. of petrol ether; afterwards 1 cc. of benzol is added

to the alcoholic extract, and this is once more shaken with 5 cc. of

petrol ether. The three petrol ether fractions thus obtained contain

practically all normal haemolytics.

If this extract is dried and the residue emulgated in nentral

isotonic phosphate mixtnie, then the amount of fatty acids obtained

from 1 cc. of blood and emulgated in 1 cc. of phosphate solntion

may be diluted to 764 ^""^ ''' "'^i" capable to haemolyse 'J °/, of

blood corpuscles completely in half an hour at 37°.

CONCLUSION.

It is possible by moans of lipoid extraction to isolate from normal

blood substances wich are strongly haemolytic. These substances

solely consist of highei' fatty acids. A sim[)ie method is indicated

for their quantitalixe extraction.

II. IVie form in lohich stronghj haemolytic fntty acids are

contained in normal blood.

In the pi'evious communication it was stated, that a lather large

quantity of intensively haemolytic higher fatty acids can be isolated

from normal blood. It will be obvious that in normal blood this

action mnst be completel}' on or nearly completely prevented ; the

mechanism of this inactivation is not definitely known. In this

relation the formation of a protein-fatt)' acid compound was generally

supposed, but we did not know if these combinations could exist

in the blood plasma and if their haemolytic character has disappeared

in this way. The knowledge of this inactivation must be important

for (he analj'sis of normal and pathological haemolysis, because

insutTiciency of the inactivation-mechanism must be dangerous to

the corpuscles.

In order to investigate in which way the fatty acids are bound

in the blood, we have made use of the high degree of capillary

activity of these compounds; and this in the first place because this
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surface activit}' is a property to wliicli combining power and liae-

moljtic action are inliinaleiy related, and secondly because llie

surface tension of small a amounla of blood can be measured accu-

rately and easily by the torsion balance method ').

The surface-tension of a neutral highly diluted solution of fatly

acids is n)ucli lower than the static surface tension of i)loo(l lU'

serum. This fact already indicates that the fatty acids of blood

cannot occur in the free stale but must be bound somewhere. The

minutest trace of free fatty acid must reveal itself immediately by

a marked decrease of static surface tension, but the capillary-

activity of the protein-fatty acid compounds also is, as far as we

know, so intensive, the a decrease of surface tension plasma-air

should be observed if an added fatty acid was bound as protein-

compound.

The possible combination of protein and fatty acids may supposed

to be primarely chemical or adsorptive; the last form would be

probable by the intensive surface activity of these substances.

In the following table it is shown how the surface tension serum-

air changes when small quantities of a diluted neutral emulsiou of

fatty acids are added.

Surface tension of fresh human serum 52 Dynec.M.
-j- 0.001 N oleic acid in neutral emulsion 52 „

-h 0.002 N „ . „ „ 52 „

+ 0.003 N 52 „

+ 0.004 N „ „ „ „ 51

+ 0.005 N 47

+ 0.006 N „ „ „ „ 45 „

+ 0.007 N „ 42 „

+ 0.008 N „ „ „ „ 41

+ 0.009 N „ „ . 39

+ 0.010 N „ „ „ „ 39 „

It is seen, that 0,004 N. oleic acid may be added to seiiim

without change of surface tension; when more acid is given, a

gradual decrease of surface tension takes place till the value of

± 40 dynes/cm. has been reached. A further lowering is only

to be seen, if large amounts of fatty acid are added. We will not

delay upon the explanation of the gradual decrease of tension, but

try to investigate the mechanism by which the plasma can preserve

its original tension. Any marked lowering of this tension must be

considered abnornnil.

The constancy of surface tension indicates that the researclied

') Brinkman and Van Dam. Munch, raed Woch. 1550 (1921).
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fatty acid compound can not lower the surface tension of water

to less that 52 dynes/cm. By tliis observation the hypothesis of

inactivalion of fatty acids by protein solely is |)roved to be in-

sufficient. Tiierefore we had to think of other possible compounds

und found a sulilicient explanation foi- constancy in the formation

of calcium soaps. The existence of this proces of inactivalion was

found in the following way:

A. If the Calcium of serum or blood is precipitated by addition

of oxalate of ammonia, the surface tension can not be held con-

stant if small quantities of oleic acid are added. This is to be seen

in the next table.

Surface tension of fresti human oxalate plasma 49 d. c.M.

-f 0.001 N oleicacid in neutral emulsion 47 „

+ 0.002 N 45 „

+ 0.003 N „ „ „ „ • 42 „

+ 0.004 N „ . „ „ 40 „

+ 0.005 N , . „ „ 38 „

The same results are obtained, when NaFI plasma is used.

B. A salt-solution containing the same amount of Ca as Plasma

can maintain its tension above 50 dynes on addition of a neutral

emulsion of oleic acid at 37°, to the same extent as plasma can.

This holds for a solution of CaCl,.6 Aq. 0,05 % as well as for

a solution composed of NaCl 0,7 "/„, NaHCO, 0,2 % KCl 0,02 »/„

CaCI,.6 aq. 0.05 '/. and H,CO, till [H] = 0,4.10-7 \s reached.

The following table gives the surface tension of the said salt

solution if small amounts of oleic acid were added very gradually.

Surface tension of the balanced salt-solution 74 d. c.M.

-(- 0.0001 N oleicacid in neutral emulsion 54 „

+ 10 X 0.0001 N „ . „ 53 „

+ 10 X 0.0001 N 52 „

+ 10 X 0.0001 N „ . 52 „

+ 5 X 0.0001 N . „ „
. 50 ,

+ 5 X 0.0001 N „ „ „
. 39 „

If the surface tension of the saline shall not be lowered unter

the plasma tension, it is necessary to add the oleic acid very gradu-

ally, and to leave the mixture for a half hour at 37° after each

addition ;
only in this way it is possible to obtain a form of Oleate

of Ca, whose capillary activity is low enough. But this condition

is fulfilled in vivo.

The question now arose, wether this mechanism of inactivation

would be equally important for the normal fatty acids of the blood

as it proved to be for oleic acid. It is certain, that about one third

part of the blood-calcium is present in the colloidal state; when we t
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consider the insolubility of Ca soaps it is possible, that the indiffiisible

part of the plasma Ca will consist wholly or partially of soaps. It

is easily to be shown, that complete precipitation of the blood Ca

is followed by a marked decrease of surface tension.

Surface tension of one cc. of freshly taken human serum is 53

dynes/cm; when 0,3 ccm. of a saturated solution of oxalate of

ammonium is added, it decreases to 50, 48, 46 dynes/cm. The action

of NaFl is similar.

Further if at little acid is added to the plasma, the fatty acids

must be liberated from the eventually existing Ca soap compound.

This proved to be the case; the amount of HCl necessary to lower

the surface tension of serum from 52 to 45 dynes is exactly

equivalent to the potential alkalinity of that serum. So it is probable

that in normal blood also a great deal of the fatty acids are circu-

lating in the form of Ca compounds. Direct chemical analysis will

have to bring further evidence.

Till now we only examined the inactivation of oleic acid; the

saturated fatty acids appear to be bound in the same way, but the

physiologically important highly unsaturated linolenic acid give Ca
salts, which lower the surface tension of the balanced salt solution

to 38 Dynes. In accordance with this the blood or plasma it is not

capable to maintain its surface tension if a small amount of isotonic

neutral emulsion of linolenic acid is added, contrary to what occurs

when oleic acid is given. This is seen from the following experiment.

Surface tension of fresh human serum 53 dynes p. cm.
-|- 0.001 N linolenic acid emulsion 47 „ ,

+ 0.002 N , 46 „

+ 0.003 N „ „ ,
46 „

+ 0.004 N 44 „

+ 0.005 N 43 „

Although linolenic acid also is in plasma subject to considerable

capillary inactivation, this process is not so complete, that the surface

tension can be maintained absolutely constant. This fact must be

explained by the capillary activity and solubility of the linolenate

of Ca.

By these circumstances the higher unsaturated fatty acids circula-

ting in the blood must have a great biological importance, because

their Ca inactivation is failing. Therefore these acids must be bound

by plasma colloids or corpuscles with decrease of interfacial tension.

If now the inactivation of fatty acids extracted from corpuscles is

compared in serum and in salt solution with the process described,

it appears that these substances have the same properties as saturated

31
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acids, and oleic acid have, but tiiat a very small fraction is present

which acts in the plasma as would do linolenic acid. Addition of

fatty acids extracted from blood lowers the surface tension of serum

from 53 dynes to 49,5 dynes; when more extract is added, the

tension remains as constant as if oleic acid were added. The extracted

fatty acids lower the surface tension of the serum to that of total

blood, for corpuscles also can decrease the surface tension of serum

to 50 dynes. So the tension of blood is not decreased by extracted

fatty acids. If it may be concluded, that a small fraction of highly

unsaturated fatty accids is absorbed normally to the corpuscles, this

must be verified by further investigation.

In a following communication we will describe the intlueiice

which the investigated mechanisms of inactivation have on normal

and pathological haemolysis.

S Ü M M A R Y.

By means of determination of surface tension of blood and

serum it was shown, that the normal fatty acids of the blood or

also those added on purpose are bound in the form of Calcium

soaps, by which mechanism their capillary activity is decreased

considerably. It is very |)robable, that this formation of a Calcium

compound is the cause of disappearance of haemolytic properties of

stearic acid, palmitinic acid and oleic acid in serum. The inactivation

by means of Ca is not present in the case of linolenic acid; by

this cii'cumstauce the haemolytic character of this substance of serum

will be much greater.

III. Experimental anaemia caused by injections of linolenic acid.

In a previous communication it was pointed out, that higher fatty

acids in the blood generally are circulating as Ca compounds, and

thus have lost their marked capillary activity. It was stated however,

that the Ca soaps of the higher unsaturated fatly acids i.e. of

linolenic acid, do not loose their capillary activity, and that hy this

reason we have to expect much greater haemolytic action in vivo

of this substance.

It was shown, that linolenic acid is an intravital haemolytic

substance, of great activity and that there is no direct inhibition of

the action of linolenic acid in the plasma. It was known for a long

time, that injection of the saturated fatty acid or of oleic acid can

not cause a distinct intravital haemolysis, probably by the mechanism

of Ca inactivation, described formerly. In the case of linolenic acid
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the injection is followed by marked haemoljtic symptoms, as appeai'ed

from the following experiments.

Intravenous injection. A rabbit of 3620 gr. is injected in the

auricular vein 0.250 gr. of linolenic acid dispersed in 10 ccm. of

isotonic phosphate mixlure. After 10 minutes the surface tension of

the blood, which otherwise is 54,5—55,5 dynes/cm is decreased to

50 dynes and the serum is coloured lightly reddish. If now the

surface tension is measured with regular intervals, it is seen, thai

the surface tension can not rise to the normal value but always

has a value of 50 dynes approximately. The haemoglobinaemia is

increasing more and more. After twenty minutes a strong haemoglo-

binuria is observed, and the rabbit makes a very sick impression.

One hour after injection the animal dies with symptoms of utmost

anaemia and dyspnoe.

In this way we could prove by several experiments, that a rabbit

is killed by intravenous injection of ± 100 mg. of linolenic acid per

Kg. under symptoms of very strong haemolysis. If smallei' quanlilies

of linolenic acid are given intravenously, the rabliit is not killed at

once, but a chronic haemolysis with severe anaemia, urobilinuria,

etc. sets on. When the linolenic acid is given intravenously, there

is always a certain chance, that a little too large dosis of linolenic

acid will lead to a direct mortal haemolysis.

A severe chronic haemolytic anaemia is produced by the subcu-

taneous, or better intramuscular injection of the acid. In this case

the greater part of the injected substance seems to be inactivated

and the following disease develops itself.

A rabbit of 3450 gr. in good state of health. Number of red cells

5,400,000. Haemoglobin 60 (Sahli). The form of the red cells in

plasma is purely biconcave; a very small degree of anisocytosis, no

polychromatophilia, absence of normoblasts. The serum is colourless

and does not contain bilirubin. No iiroblin or urobilinogen in the

uiin. The surface tension of the blood is 55,4 dynes at 19°.

The rabbit is injected every day with 200 mgr. of linolenic acid

intranmscnlarly. After the first injection the surface tension of the

blood decreases to 51— 52 dynes, and remains so during all the

experiment. 2— 3 days after beginning of the treatment an intensive

urobilinuria sets on and does not disappear during the course of

injections. The blood picture shows from the third day a more and

more increasing anisocytosis and |)olychromatophdia, while the

number of irregularly shaped cells and spliaeric cells is rising. After

five days the number of red corpuscles was lowered to 2.500.000;

after that the first regeneration showed itself with numerous normo-

31»
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blasts, and strong anisocytosis and polychromafopliilia. Tlie number

of red cells at this time was 3.700.000, tlie liaeinoglóbinconteiit 55.

So the index had increased distinctlj' and this increase remains very

marked during the course of injections.

Twelve days after the first injection the number of red cells had

decreased again till 2.900.000 (Haemoglol)in (45), and the second

period of regeneration began. Now the blood picture demonstrated the

typical symptoms as they are found in distinct pernicious anaemia.

Especially macrocytosis, [)oikilocytosis, strongly disshaped corpuscles,

polychromatophilic megalocyts and normoblasts were striking. Bili-

rnbinaemia could only be traced in the rabbit in cases of strong

acute haemolyses. In the more chronic forms this phenomenon is

not observed, urobilin uria being very marked however.

The rabbit is emaciated and makes a sick impression. If the

injections are stopped in the beginning, the anaemia may be cured
;

if the treatment is continued, the typical pernicious symptoms will

last.

So there is no doubt, that intramuscular injection of linolenic

acid causes a chronic haemolytic anaemia in a short time, the red

picture of which is showing all typical marks of pernicious anaemia.

The picture of white cells has not yet been researched till now. We
shall have to make a more exact analysis of this anaemia by linolenic

acid, but it may be stated already, that linolenic acid is a very

severe haemolytic substance. As it was found in the previous com-

munications, we must ascribe this intravital action to the fact, that

the C'a soaps of higher unsaturated fatly acids are capillary active

and haemolytic, contrary to the Ca soaps of palinitinic acid and

oleic acid

Now this acid, forming an important percentage of the phos-

pliatid fatty acids, it is practically certain, that the formerly used

praeparation of trade-lecithin could effect the described haemolytic

action by the rather large content of linolenic acid. Linolenic acid

is a substance, which is found in the biochemistry of fat and phos-

phatid metabolism and it is probable, that this acid is circulating

ill normal blood.

In fact we were able to demonstrate by means of specific extraction,

that in the 0,6—0,7 mgr. of fatty acids, which are found in one ccm.

of normal human blood there is always present a small fraction

consisting of higher unsatured fatty acids.

It appeared further, that all other fatty acids of the blood are

inactivated by serum, in regard to capillary active and haemolytic

action, but this small fraction of higher unsaturated fatty acids can
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not be iiitietivated completel}", so that we must ascribe a great

iinportaiK'e as a pliysiologicallj liaeinoljtio substance to the normal

circulating iiiiolenic acid. We will try, to determine the concen-

tration of linolenic acids in the severe human anaemias.

SUMMARY.

Intramuscular injection of 200 mg. of linolenic acid per day in the

rabbit is followed in a short time by chronic haemolylic anaemia.

The blood picture shows a striking resemblance to that in pernicious

anaemia.

Intravenous injection of ± JOO mgr. of linolinic acid pro Kg.

causes a letal haemolysis.



CJiemistry. — " N'itroffen Jixation bij tnenns of the cyanide-process

and atomic structure." By Dr. L. Hambuhgek. (Commuiiicated

by Prof. P. Ehrenfest).

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1923).

a. Introduction. It is known tliiil tlie reaction

MCO, + 4 C + N, = M (CN), + 3 CO

forms the foundation for I lie nitrogen fixation by the so called

cyanide process. For this conversion tlie temperature at which tlie

capture of the nitrogen takes place with practically appreciable

velocity appears to be very divergent, according as another M is

chosen for the metal. H. Lundén ') has also inclnded rnbidiuin and

ceasinm in his researches, and is of opinion that there is a relation

between the boiling-points and atomic weights of the metals in

question and the "cyanizing-teiTiperalnre". It is, however, not possible

to derive a quantitative relation on this foundation.

b. Stages of the cijanizingreaction. In order to arrive at a clear

insight the fact should be considered that according to J. E. Buchek '),

two stages before all should be distinguished in the course of the

reaction :

1. MOO, -I- 2 C = M -I- 3 CO
II. M + 2 C + N, = M (CN),.

Of these reactions I bears an exceedingly endothermal character,

II on the other hand, is strongly exothermal, IT takes place pract-

ically momentarily (either with addition of a catalyst or without).

Whether a practically appreciable reaction-velocity will appear,

will therefore depend on I. The strongly endothermal character of

I '), however, causes the temperature to remain pretty well constant,

when the reaction sets in, till the reaction of MCO, has been com-

pleted. The quantities of energy required for this are so great, that,

especially at comparable conditions, factors like energy-quantifies,

1) Cf. Th. Thorsell. Zeitschr. f. angew. Ohem. 33, 251 (1920).

«) J. E. BucHER. Jl. of Ind. and Eng. Cham. 9, 233 (1917).

') In consequence of which the total reaction I + tl is also still endothermal

in a high degree.

I
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required f'oi' dixisioii, diluiioii, .solulion, melting and evaporation

remain of subordinate imporlance '). Hence notwithstanding the

complicated character, we have to do with :

1. comparatively characteristic reaction temperatures;

2. with the decisive influence of melal-formations.

We can now divide I again into the following more elementary

processes

:

a. MCO, = MO + CO, c. + C = CO
b. MO = M -f (I. C + CO, = 2 CO

in which c and d follow the same reaction equation for all metal

cyanide-syntheses, whereas h is first of all the reaction which claims

the lion's share of the energy-supply.

c. The primary reaction. From W. Kossel's *) point of view the

course of l> means only this, that under the influence of the supplied

energy in the metal oxide the oxygen cedes again the negative elec-

tron taken from the metal. In our case this view entails the diffi-

culty that this restitution would have to take place more easily

wiih metal atoms with relati\ely great aflinity to the leturning

electron than to more electro-positive elements. In reality, however,

the reaction appears to set in more easily with increasing electi'o-

positivity of the elements.

It is, however, not necessary to assnme that in every metal-

metalloid com|)onnd one or more of the metal-eleclrons has qnite

gone over to the metalloid. In many cases it may he more a question

of partial transition, i. e. conditions will be found in which only

partial separation ("Lockernng", dislocation) of the metal- (valency-)

electron with regard to the metal atom must be assumed. In con-

nection with the spectral interpretations by Hohr this may also be

expressed thus, that the electron in qnestion will on an average be

at the disposal both of the oxygen atom and of the metal atom in

a characteristic "abnormal" path.

The decreasing reaction lemperatnre with the increasing electro-

positivity of the metal leads us further to the assnmption that pri^

1) In the same way the dependence of the reaction-energy on the temperature

may be neglected within a wide margin. The possibility of all the.se approximations

stamps the cyanizrngreaction as one of the few chemical conversions, which like

the rare ideal photo-chemical reactions are able to give experimentally demon-

strable indications in favour of the theories which at the same time bear a funda-

mental and idealizing character [of. e. g. F. Weigert, Zeitschr. f. Phys. 14,

383 (1928)].

") W, KossEL, Ann, d. Phys. 49, 229 (1919).
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marily the electron does not entirely return to the metal atom, but

that inversely a complete separation of the valency-electron from

the metal rest should be taken into account. It is this process that

we shall subject to a fuller examination in what follows, and which

we shall briefly denote by the expression of "primary reaction". ')

Hence we come to realize the possibility of the conclusion that

the dissociation of the metal oxide does not take place by the

direct process of splitting up MO ^ M -1- 0, but that with increase

of energy first an activation sets in, manifesting itself as formation

of ions. From this activated condition the further course of the

reaction takes place.

Thus we are led to place ourselves on the basis of these theories

of reaction-velocities which have appeared to possess remarkable

validity, at least in definite cases; particularly we come to the

"activation" basis given as of general validity first by Sv. Arrhenius')

and later among others by J. Perrin ') in his "Lnmière et Matière".

d. lonisation Potential.

It is known that the lonisation potential of the vapour is a decisive

quantity for the detaching of an electron from a free metal atom.

Where there is reason to assume that the primary reaction takes

place in the gasphase*) we will first of all try, in connection with

the view about the primary reaction given under c, in how far

the lonisation potential can also govern the cyanizing-reaction. For

V
this purpose we will calculate the values of the quantity — according

to the table below, in which V represents the lonisation potential

') A possible addition of the separated electron to the oxygen rest should be

considered as a second stage. From J. Franck's researches on the collisions of slow

electrons in electro-posilive and noble gases we know that negative electrons are

seized by oxygen, but are on the contrary under certain conditions relinquished

by the electro-positive atom. In the same way a partially bound electron, which

gets free through "critical" energy supply with small velocity [thus the lower limit

of energy supply required to bring about the primary reaction may be indicated

for brevity], may be bound to the oxygen atom. We leave this out of account in

the next close examination of the primary reaction.

») Sv. Arrhenius. Zeitschr. f. Phys. Chem. 4, 226 (1889).

5) J. Perrin. Ann. d. Phys. 11. 5 (1919).

*) All the metal carbonates or oxides of the alkalies and earth-alkalies are

greatly or appreciably volatile at the indicated reaction temperatures. In the

dissociable carbonates the evaporation is promoted by the formation of oxydes in

molecular distribution (formation "in statu nascendi" and transportation by the

gas current). The parallelism between the cyanizing temperature and volatility of

the carbonates resp. oxydes is striking.

I

1
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of tlie freo alkali-resp. earth alkali atoms, and T the cyaiiizing-

reaction-temperature. ') It is seen from the fourth row of the table

V
that the same order of magnitude is found everywhere for —

.

Row
1
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e {V— V') (in which e represents the charge of the electron;, and

which is derived from the available thermal energy of the medium.

Fulling the latter in approximation proportional lo T, we find ;

e(V—V') = kT,

so that the following relation is found:

V— V'—™— must be constant for all cyanizing reactions.

f. Excitation potential.

With the analogous structure of the "outer electron shells" of

the homologous elements it is probable that in the metal oxide the

dislocated electron as a rule and on an average will be in a cor-

responding abnormal path. With the available date we can, however,

not say whicii. When we, howerer, compare the values of the excitation

tension V" of the different elements, which quantity is decisive for the

energy-supply required to transfer an "outer" electron in the metal

atom from the normal into the first abnoiinal path (Row 5 of the table)

with the ionisation potential (low 3), the analogous course of these

\alues with increasing electro-positivity of the elements, is striking.

When we, therefore, introduce the quantity V— V" instead of V— V'

we should, reasoning in the same line, obtain practicable results

not only for these cases in whicli the abnormal path of the valency

electron in the compound would be identical with the first abnormal

path, but also when the position of the dislocated electron would

be identical with another abnormal path. A considerable difference

between V" and V' is, however, unlikely, because then the value

of the quantity V— V" would no longer be in accordance with the

considerable energy-supply required if the primary reaction is to

take place ').

V-V" ^^
In row 6 the values are recorded of the quantity ——— .10'.

It is seen that the difference between the alkalies and the earth

alkalies is smaller than in row 4. Considerations for a further cor-

rection wil be given elsewhere.

(/. In conclusion we will remark that with the aid of Ruther-

fobd-Bohh's atomic model we have endeavoured in the above to

') This is the more cogent as moreover at the complete addition of the "outer"

electron lo the oxygen rest energy is liberated. We have not considered this more

cicsely, because this increase of energy with regard to the oxygen rest may be

put equal for all the metal oxydes considerated, and can therefore not give

occasion to characteristic differences. [See also 'note at the correction"].
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give ail example of' . the view tliat at least in defuute cases, ioiii-

sation- and dislocation-potentials are not only decisive with regard

to the possibility of reaction, imt also with regard to reaction

velocity and reaction temperature.

Pkhhin sees photo-chemical action in every chemical action. Our

insight into the structure of the atom makes us lealize that the

fundamental feature is the displacement of the electrons in it. This

displacement may be brought about by radiation, but also in various

other ways. Accordingly it is not justiliable to assign merely apart

to light in the explanation of chemical action; other forms of energy

also make their influence felt. In connection with the conception of

an interaction between the different forms of energy, the possibility

might, however be considered of a derivation, even though it be a

critical energy supply
formal one, of the relation ^^ ^ = constant from

reaction temperare

the laws of radiation, in which case the directing lines given by

R. C. Toi.MAN ') and E. K. Rideai, ') .should be taken into account.

This will be treated elsewhere.

Dordrecht, June 26"' 1923.

N^ote at the correction. From recent determinations of the electron-

affinity of some electronegative elements as well as from known
electro-chemical date may be deduced — as will be shown elsewhere

— that the addition potential of an electron to an atom of oxygen

can at most be about 2 volt. This value confirms the assumptions

given sub /" and jiistilies the neglect of the addition potential of

the valency-electron to the oxygen, the value of which in our cases

(as a rule) can only be little.

July, 4'i>, '23.

>) R. C. Tolman. Journ. Araer. Chem. Soc. 42, 2506 (1921).

2) E. K. RiDEAL. Phil. Mae. 42, 156 (1921).



Bacteriologie. — ,,Cuhiire du bacteriophage sans intervention de

hdctéries vivanies", par F. d'Hereli.e.

(Présenté par Mr. Ie Prof. W. Einthoven dans la séance du 26 mai 1923).

On sait que l'iiclivité des différentes souches du Bacteriophage

est essentiellement variable, cette activité se mesure par rintensité

de raclion destruetrive vis-a-vis des bactéries sensibles. Uu Bacterio-

phage au uiaxiiuuua d'activité, introduit a runilé tiaus uiie emulsion

bactérienne, provoque la dissolution totale des bactéries présentes;

Ie milieu est, Taction terminée, aussi limpide que du bouillon flltré

et reste tel indéfiniment. Ces souches au maximum d'activité sont

rares dans ia Nature, c'est pourtant exciusivement a de telles souches

qu'il faut s'addresser pour étudier et comprendre Ie mécanisme

intime du phénomèue de bactèriophagie qui, avec des souches moins

actives, est déformé oii masqué par des phénomènes secondaires

lies k la resistance des bactéries.

En possession d'une souche du Bacteriophage possédant une activité

maxima vis-a-vis d'un Staphjlocoque blanc, j'ai tenté la culture de

ce Bacteriophage aux dèpens d'une emulsion de la bacterie sensible,

non plus vivante comme dans toutes les experiences jusqu'ici reali-

sées, mais morte.

Le Staphjlocoque sensible est cultivé sur bouillon gélosé; après

24 heures d'incubation la surface de la gélose est lavée avec une

petite quantité d'eau salée k 9 p. 1000: on obtient ujie emulsion

épaisse qui, répartie dans des tubes qui sont scellés, est maintenue

pendant une heure dans un bain-marie règlé a 58—60° C. La ste-

rilité est vérifiée par ensemeiicements.

Cette emulsion épaisse est répartie dans des tubes renferinant 10

C.C. d'eau distillée sterilisée, salée a 9p. 1000, de maniere a obtenir

une opacité correspondant environ a 200 millions de Staphjlocoques

tués par c. c. Tel est le milieu employé pour la culture du Bacte-

riophage.

Un tube de ce milieu est ensemencé avec 10 ^ co. d'une emul-

sion en bouillon du Staphjlocoque vivant, dissoute sous Taction du

Bacteriophage en experience puis filtrée. Le tube est place al'étuve

èi 37° pendant 24 heures. lO^^ c.c. de la première emulsion est alors

introduit dans un second tube, renfermant 10 c. c. de Témulsion
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dn Stapliylocoque hié par la chaletir. Les passages successifs élan

ensiiite continues de mêine maniere.

All dixiènie passage, ie tanx, facilement caicnlable, de la dilution

dn centiènie de co. dn liqnide reiifennant Ie Bacléiiopliage, intro-

duit dans Ie premier tube de la série, est de lO"^''. Si Ie Bacterio-

phage se tronve encore dans ce dixième tube, on pent êlre certain

qu'il V a en culture car, dn liquide introduit dans Ie premier tube,

il ne pourrait rester dans ce dixième tube qu'une fraction d'un

electron, par suite des dilutions successives. D'autre part on ne peut

admettre que Ie Bacteriopliage soit conslilué par des corpuscules ne

représentant qu'une fraction d'un electron.

Or, après incubation, 13~^ cc. de i'émulsion du dizième passage,

introduit dans uiis emulsion en bouillon du Stapliylocoque vivant

provoque une baclérioijse totale: preuve que Ie Bacteriophage s'est

maintenne a travers les passages. Il n'a done pn se multiplier qu'aux

dépens des bactéries mortes.

Je suis arrive actuellement au vingt-troisième passage (dilution

du liquide primitif 10^**^): après 24 lieures d'incubation l'activité

de rémulsion est la mème qu'au dizième passage, c'est a dire que

10^' c c. introduit dans une emulsion en bouillon de la bacterie

vivants provoque la baclériolyse.

Je me suis naturellement assure que I'émulsion seule du Sta[)h3"-

locoque tué par la clialeiir, de même d'ailleurs que vivant, ne

possède aucune propriété bactérioljtique.

Le Bacteriophage se cnltive done indubitablement aux dépens de

bactéries mortes. Contrairement a ce qui se produit lorsqu'il se

cnltive aux dépens de bactéries vivantes, les bactéries mortes ne

sont pas dissoutes.

Les caractères dn Bacteriophage qui s'est développé dans une

emulsion de bactéries mortes sont fort ditférents de ceux qu'il pré-

sente quand il se développé aux dépens de bactéries vivantes : dans

ce dernier cas le Bacteriophage présente une resistance a Taction de

la chaleur et des antiseptiques, analogue a celle des spores bacté-

riennes; cuilivé aux dépens de bactéries mortes il est au contraire

tres sensible: il est tué i)ar une exposition de quinze minutes a une

temperature de 56° C. de mème que par un séjour de dix heures

dans l'ean renfermant 20 p. 100 d'alcool on d'acétone; il ne résiste

pas plus longtemps dans l'ean saturée d'éther ou renferment des

traces d'iode. De plus il ne ti-averse plus les bougies de porcelaine,

non pas a cause de ses dimentions (l'examen de preparation colorée

ne montre ancun corpuscule visible), mais, vraisemblablement, por-

cequ'il est adsorbé par le tiltre, ce qui se produit d'ailleurs pour
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d'aiitres ultravirns. Par contre, la virulence ne semble pas atteinte

car, mis en presence de bactéries vivantes, il provoqne leur disso-

lution d'une maniere Irès active: il récupère aiors ses propriétés de

resistance a la clialeur et aux autiseptiqiies et il traverse les bougies

de porcelaine, mênie serrées.

Ces differences de resistance confirment ce que des experiences

antérieures semblaient déja indiquer; Ie Bacteriophage présente deux

tormes : urie forme vegetative et une forme de resistance. Toutes

deux coexistent dans les cultures aux dépens de la bacterie vivante :

les formes de resistance ne pouvant vraisemblablement se produire

que dans les bactéries vivantes. Dans les cultures en presence de

bactéries mortes, seules existent les formes végétatives qui, des lots,

se reproduisent uniquement par scissiparité.

J'ai effectué des experiences complementaires qui montrent que

la culture du Bacteriophage peut également s'effectuer dans des

macerations du Staphylocoque tué centrifugées, c'est a dire dans

un liquide de maceration débarassé des cor()S microbiens: la forme

vegetative se cultive done, non pas dans la ba(!térie tuée, mais dans

Ie milieu, aux dépens des produits bactériens solubles.

Par des experiences antérieures, j'ai montré (jne Ie Bacteriophage

est un ètre autonome, possédant des caracléres propres, iudépendants

de la bacterie qui subit sou action, se qui donnait la preuve, qu'il

se multiplie en milieu heterogene. Ce fait implique Ie pou\oir

d'assimilatiou chimique, caractère fondamental qui sufiil pour carac-

tériser la luitiire vivante de l'èlre qui Ie possède. Les présentes

experiences ne font que coiilirmer la nature vivante du Bacteriophage.

Nombre d'auteurs out voulu expliquer Ie phénomène de bactério-

phagie et la reproduction du principe actif en cours d'action, comme
un phénomène lié au metabolisme microbien. Cette explication,

déja contredite par Ie fait de rautoiiomie du Bacteriophage, tondie

définitivement devaut Ie fait de la culture dans de l'eau salée ne

renfermant que des bactéries mortes, ou même leurs seuls produits

solubles, car une bacterie morfe, ou ses produits solubles, ne sont

plus qu'un assemblage de substances chimiques inertes, incapables

d'aucun acte de metabolisme ').

{InstUut d'Hygiene tropicnle de l' üniversitê de Leyde).

1) Je tiens naturellement a la disposition des expérimentateurs la souche du

Bacteriophage avec laquelle j'ai realise ces experiences.



Geologie. — ,,De6cri.jition de Crusldcés ilécu/iodes nouveaiw des ter-

rains tertiaires de Borneo", par V. van Sthaei.kn.

(Présenté par Mr. Ie Prof. H. A. Brouwer dans la séance du 2J6 mai 1923).

Les Crustacés déoapodes décrits dans cette note, out élé reciieillis

par M. Ie Dr. G. L. L. Kemmkkling, au cours d'un \ojage d'explo-

ralion etfectiié en 1912, dans Ie bassin dn flenve Barito, au S. E.

de l'ïle Borneo '). Ces fossiles, conserves au Musée géologique de la

Technische Hoogeschool a Delft, m'ont été obligeamnfient communiqués

par AI. Ie Professeur G. A. F. Molknguaafk, directeui- de ce Musée.

Familie: Raninidae Dana J852.

Genre : Ranina Lamarck 1818.

Sous-genre: Lophohanina Fabiani 1910.

Ranina [Lophornnina) Kemmerlingi nov. sp. (Fig. 1, 2a, I).).

=r Ranina sp., in G. Ij. L. Kemmerling (I.e. p. 740, pas tig.j.

Les restes assez fragmentaires de cetle

espèce se réduisent a la partie droite de

la region postérieure du céphalolhorax

et d'un article d'un péréiopode droit, |ii()-

hablement Ie troisième.

Les crètes du oéphalotliorax, caracté-

ristiques du sous-genre, sont disposées

transversalement. Elles sont onduleuses,

irrégulières, ne présentant aucnn paral-

lélisme et concaves vers l'avant, tout au

moins dans la moitié postérieure du

céphalothorax. Ces crètes sont garnies

en avant par un grand noinbre de tnber-

grisé, la region a laquelle appar- '""'öS subépineux. Le bord du céplialo-

tient le fragment décrit sous le thorax, souligné par un sillon, est giaiiu-

nom. de R. Kemmerlingi. leux ainsi que l'article, probablemeiil \\\\

oarpopodite, du péréiopode encore conserve.

Fig. 1.

Rauina sp. (schema),

grandeur naturelle.

Céphalothorax indiquant en

k

') G. L. L. Kemmkrling. Topografische en Geologische Beschrijving van het

Stroomgebied van de Barito, in Hoofdzaak wat de Doesoenlanden betreft (Tijd-

schrift van het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, 2de ser..

Deel XXXII, p.p. 575-641 & p.p. 717— 774, carte et nombreuses figures dans

le texte, Leiden 1915).
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C'est line espèce de grande taille, dont les dimensions devaient

atteindre celles que présentent souvent des formes actuelles, telles

que Ranina serrata Lamarck des mers du Japon. Les au ties repré-

^ Oll'^VV?;;,,

2a. Fig. 2b.

Ranina (Lophoranina) KemmerUngl nov. sp. — Face dorsale.

2a. Fragment du céplialolhorax. — Grandeur naturelle.

2b. Crêtes du céphalotliorax. — X 3.

sentants fossiles dn genre Rdiiina, dont l'espèce de Borneo se rap-

proclie Ie plus par les caractères de sou ornemeiitation, sont :

Ranina laevifrons Bittner, du Lulétien dn Vicentin,

R. Blttneri Loekenthey, du Bartonien du Vicentin et de la Hongrie,

R. Reussi H. Woodward, du Bartonien de la Hongrie,

R. Marestiana Kohnig, du l^riabonien du Vicentin,

R. porifera H. Woodward, de rOligocène inférieur de l'ile

Trinidad.

R. KemmerUngi se distingue

:

de R. laevifrons par ses tubercules arrondis a peine spiniformes,

de R. Bittnevi par ses tubercules moins serres et dépourvus de

ponctuation,

de R. Reussi par ses crêtes plus nombreuses, plus serrées et

ses tubercules moins distants,

de R. Marestiana par ses crêtes plus serrées et garnies de tuber-

cules plus espacés mais plus volumineux,

de R. porifera par l'absence de ponctuation en avant des tuber-

cules des crêtes.

Type. Musée géologique de la Technisclie Hoogeschool a Delft,

échantillon No 6561 et 6562, empreinte et contre empreinle.

Gisemenl. Etage y de R. D. M. Vkrbekk, probablement Oligocène.

Localité. Vallée du fleuve Barito (Borneo).

Familie: Calappidae Dana 1852.

Genre: Cai-appima A. Milne Edwards 1873.

Calappilia borneoensis nov. sp. (Fig. 3).

J
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Les marnes calcarifères avec debris de végétaux de l'étage [i de

R. D. M. Verbeek, ren ferment parfois de nombreiix debris appar-

tenant a iin Bracliyoure de petite taille. Ces restes tonjours iiioom-

plets, sont a rapporter an genre Calnppilia A. Mii.ne Edwards.

La region frontale est étroite et se proionge en avant par du

faible rostre, les orbites semblenl avoir été larges et peu profondes.

Les sillons limitant nne region gastro-cardiaque étroite sont pen

profonds, les regions brancliiales sont relativement

étendiies. La surface du céplialotliorax est ornée

de petits tubercules arrondis, d'autant plus saillants

qn'ils sont plus rapprocliés des bords, leur iiombre

augmentaiit dans les regions postérieures du cépha-

Fig. 3. lothorax. L'espace compris eiitre les tubercules est

Calappilia occupé par de fines granulations. Les bords latéraux

borneoensis rencontrent Ie bord postérieur sous un angle a peu
nov. sp. tace

p^.^g ^jj.qJj gf yg prolongent postérieurement, par une
dorsale. X 2. , . t ,.

, , , .

n ,. ,. epine. La tace sterriale n est pas connue.
Reconstitution ^

,

'

a l'aide de frae- ^^^^ fragments de cephalotliorax sont accompagués

ments prove- de débris de péréiopodes, trop inorcelés pour qu'on

nant de 5 indi- puisse les décrire. Tout ce qu'il est possible de voir

'"'^"^' est que comparativement au corps de l'animal, ces

péréiopodes étaient extrèmement développés. Jusqu' a présent, on

ne possède pas d'autres renseignements sur les appendices du genre

Calappilia.

Ces caractères sont suffisants pour distinguer cette forme, de toutes

les espèces de Calappilia décriles jusqvi'a ce jour. Le genre a été

rencontre depuis l'Eocène moyen jusqu' a I'Oligocene moyen. On en

connait les espèces suivantes:

Calappilia incisa Bittner, du Lutétien du Vicentin,

C. dacica Bittner, du Bartonien de ia Hongrie,

C. verrucosa J. Boehm, de rEocène supérieur de Java,

C. perlata Noetling, du Tongrien du Samland,

C. vicetina Fabiani, du Tongrien du Vicentin,

C. sexdentata A. Milne Edwards et

C. varucosa A. Milne Edwards, du Rupélien de Biarritz.

L'espèce de Borneo se distingue de toutes les Calappilia sauf de

C- varucosa A. Milne Edwards, par l'absence de nombreux tuber-

cules spinifornies sur les bords latéraux du cephalotliorax. Sou

ornementation la rapproche également de cette espèce de Biarritz,

32

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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elle s'en écarté cepeiidant par ses tubercules plua saillants et moiiis

égalenieiit réparlis sur toiite la surface du céphalothorax. D'autre

part, elle se distingue de 6'. verrucosa J. Boehm par sou céphalo-

thorax plus circulaire et quasiraent héuiisphériqne.

Type. Musée géologique de la Technische Hoogeschool a Delft,

échanlillon No. 6563.

Cotypes. Echautilious No. 6564, 6565, 6566, 6567.

Gisenient. Etage ,i de R. D. M. Vkkbeek = étage marneux (Mergel-

etage) ^^= Eocèue, probableiiient Lutétien.

Localité. 2 Kilometres a l'Ouest de Kampong Lemoe (Borneo).

I



Neurology. — "A partial foetus removed from, a child." By Prof.

C. Winkler.

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 192.3).

A few months ago a child of nearly thi-ee inotUhs, was bionght

in my clinic, having a fluctnating tumour in the neck and a not

very intensive internal hydroce{)halus.

Apparently it suffered from spina bifida, as the transverse proces-

sus of the 2d and 3d cervical vertebrae stood far apart and the

processus spinosi were missing. The examination of the tumour made
it probable that a myelocystocele might be found in it.

For the rest this healthy child had normal breathing, responded

to pin-pricks with mimic facial expressions and spontaneously moved
its four extremities.

Tiie tumour, filled up with liquor, was opened by Dr. Waller.

He found in the middle of the fluid a strongly vasculated stalk,

nearly 1 c.M. in diameter, connecting the deep tissues in the mid-

line with the external wall of the tumour-cyst. After nnderbinding

the stalk in the depth, he removed stalk and cystic tumour. In a

week the child recovered. As 1 saw it again, six weeks after the

operation, it appeared to be a rather normal child of circa five months

of age.

The removed specimen was given to me.

A section made tlirough the middle of the stalk proved, that it

was a spinal cord surrounded by an intensely vasculated membrane
(fig. la). In this spinal cord the colnmna posterior had ^j—\*^
disappeared and the dorsal wall of the central canal was i!

jj

open. The form of the central canal was as this figure shows.
"

The lateral, the anterior column and the grey matter were easily

recognisable. In the lateral column the area of Lissaijer, the spino-cere-

bellar tracts and the surroundings of the grey substance are myeli-

nisated. In the anterior funiculi was seen a strongly marrowed
commissura anterior, and the tecto-spinal path has also gained

marrow. Both, not medullated, pyramidal tracts are recognisable.

The substantia Rolando is strongly developed. The anterior horns

contain atrophic large cells.
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From this cord, ventral and dorsal niednllated rootlets take

origin.

Examining sections tlirongh tiie central end of the stalk (fig. 16),

the central canal widens. The lateral part of the medulla disappears

and oiilj a ventral rest of nervons tissue remains lined by the

I'^ig. 1. Wall of the tumor and stalk.

ependyma of the central canal, now irregularly shaped and wound
in an irregular way. The membrana vascularis ahso divides in two

meml>ranes, leaving a hole between them.

Examining sections through the stalk, towards its

entrance in the skin ((ig. Ic), the central canal soon / ^
closes dorsally. Its shape changes into another form, /y \\
then it ends into many branches, one of which may be

followed, lying excentrically, to the end.

At that monjent the nervous tissue is represented by a. strongly

niednllated fibres of the medullar columns b. medullated posterior

roots with well developed spinal ganglia (fig. \c).

At the moment that the stalk reaches the skin, there is found,

ventrally from what seems to me to be the caudal end of (he spinal

cord, a lube, which soon appears to be the intestinal tube.

Sectioning the wall of the tumour, caudally from the entrance

of the stalk, it appears to contain the caudal end of an imperfectly

developed, partly atrophied, foetus.

I
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In foto 2 is seen, that cutis and subcutaneous tissue with hair-

follicles and sudorific glands is separated from the new tissue by

a system of lacunae, filled np with blood and bordered by endo-

u/L^m-

, cuyfta, '

-,
'

'/cuft-R/m.

\Kjir' /^l^^n.f^rv.

Fig. 2. B^oto from a section through the wall of the tumour (see fig. lof.)

theliura-cells. Most striking however is the deeper part. A trans-

verse section of a tube is found there, whose internal surface is

irregularly wound.

It is formed by a single layer of cylindric epithelium, placed

upon a nienibrana hasilaris and bordered towards the lumen of the
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tube by a transparent band with small transverse lines — a hem
of cell-cilia. The loose connecting tissue, building the basilar mem-
brane upon whicii tiie epitlielinm-oells repose, is surrounded bj a

transversal and by a longitudinal niuscle-lajer. 1 consider this tube

to be the intestinal tube.

Dorsallj from this tube are found the large vessels, aorta and

vena abdominalis. In the foto (fig. I (/) the section touches the left

femur; at the right side the trochanter feiuoris is found. Also both

ureters and more caudalward the bladder is seen.

In this way it appears that the wall of the tumour contains the

caudal end of an insuflicientlv developed foetus, connected to the

well developed ciiild by a stalk, containing the caudal end of a

medulla spinalis.

I presume a double monstrum, a duplicita,s posterior is here

present. The single head of this monstrum was followed by a double

caiuiai part of the body. The one half of the body developed

normally.

The other half atrophied. A relatively well developed medulla

remained in the stalk, the caudal end of tiie foetus was found in

the wall of the fluctuating tumour.

Hence this female child cari'ied its atrophied twin-sister at her back.

The superfluous atrophic foetus was i-enioved and it is not impossible,

that the remaining child may grow up noiiually.

ERRATUM.

On p. 310 of this volume line 13 from the top to omit the words

and Wolffian Ducts and to read: by the kidney-tubules (Titschack

1922, a.s. 0.).

\
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Physics. — "A Relation belmeen the Spectra of Ionized Potassium

and Argon." (Second Communication). By H. W. J. Dik and

Prof. P. Zeeman.

iComiTiuDicated at the meeting of June 30, 1923).

The observations of tlie spectiiim of potassium vaponr under the

intlnence of tiie disciiarge witliout electrodes liave now l)een coni-
o

pleted. Tiiese measurements go up lo /. 2342,3 A. The}, too, iiave

been made with a quartz spectrograph. We i)egin Table IV with

3514.0, so tliat Table I of our first communication') and Table IV

for a small pari overlap. The values of Table IV are more accurate,

and have been obtained bj direct comparison with the standard

iron lines.
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TABLE IV (Continued).

Intensity.

EV S McL

Remarks.

2
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TABLE IV (Continued).
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TABLE IV (Continued).

Intensity.
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TABLE IV {Continued).



Physics. — "Further experiments ujith Uqaid helium. S. -On the

electric resistance of pure metals, etc. XII. Measitrements

concerning the electric re-si-sla)ice of indium in the tempera-

ture field of li(/uid helium". (Conim. N*. 167^ from llie

Physical Laboratory at Leiden). By W. Tuyn and Prof. H.

Kameklingh Onnes.

(Communicated at Ihe meeting of June 30, 1923).

^ I. Purpose of the investigation. Method of construction of the

resistances. For the fnrtlier detection of snpi-a-conducling n)elals it

seems desirable to investigate tlie beliaviour of those elements whicii

take a place near already known snpra-condnclors in the periodic

sjstem. Indium — above tliallinm and by the side of tin — seemed

a suitable metal.

Tiie chemically pnre indium (4 grammes) was supplied by E. de

Haën, G. m. b. H. '). From wire extruded from this to a thickness of

0.1. m.m. we constructed the resistances hi—1922— /, IF„=4,704-

/_>,/«—1922— //, jr. = 3,708, ii and In-lQ22—lfl, Tr.=3,799!

£1 ; the resistances were, however, not enclosed in helium gas.

A fourth re.sistance, Jn—1922 A, T'F, = 4,609, 42 was obtained

by winding another- piece of Ihe same wire also bililarly on a glass

tube; silk thread served here for in.sulatiou '). The values !!'„ were

determined on December 22'"^ 1922 in the way as described in

Comm. N". 160«.

^ 2. Measurements in li(/uid helium. The four resistances were

placed in Ihe ci-yoslal pi-ovided with a stirring apparatus, re|iresented

in Comm. N°. 124c, fig. 4. The measurements look place by com-

pensation of the potential at the extremities of a known and an

unknown resistance connected in series, by the aid of a compensation

') The high amount of I -rr^ ol u/l (lie lesistances constructed
V'>„/7=4°,2K.

from this made us doubt the purity of tlie indium supplied. On inquiry tlie firm

told us in a letter dated March 22"'' 1923 "that they had sent chemically pure

indium metal, free from impurities".

') Old indium wires are difficult to fuse together to obtain the four required

extremities; treatment with HCI removes this difficulty.
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jipparatiis free of' tlieniio- electromotive forces by Diksski,hoh.st 's

method, supplied by 0. Wor.FF; tlie stretigtli of tlie current tlirongli

the resistances was 4 ni.a. For the delei'niination of (lie tempe-

ratures the vapour pressures of the lieliiim-bath were measured,

below 400 m.m. Hg. with the cathelometer ; the cori'espouding tem-

peratures were then derived by means of tlie formula of Comni.

N». J47/>, p. 33').

The results of 'tlie measuremenis follow in the tables I, 11, 111 and

IV. Near the vanishing-point, where the successive temperature

TABLE I. Indium- 1922-1.

Date.
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differences are small, we give only the vapour tensions. Sometimes

the resistance is given here in fewer decimals than elsewliere; tlie

slightest change in indication of the oil-regulator described in Coram.

N°. 119 is the cause that the galvanometer in the region of the

great decrease of resistance does not settle down.

The tables show (cf. also tig. 1) that the rest-resistance of In—
1922^/ above its vanishing-point temperature is much greater

than thai of the other wires, that for In— 1922— / the temperature

at which the resistance diminishes most, has been shifted about

0,02 degree with regard to the corresponding one for In—1922

—

II and —HI, and that the fall extends over a larger tempera-

ture region. Calculations with the available data by the aid of

o.fe

VV

W,

0.12

0.00

<
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— // and — /// is incompalible willi liiis'). I( is iiiipi'obuble that

tlie wire is strongly al larked over a siiuiii pari, because tlien the

question rises why the lesistance of the belter part o\' In— 1922

—

I

does not disappear at the vanisiiing-])oini leinperature of liie two

other iiidiimi resislances. This leads to llie conceplidn tiiat llie great

rest-iesislance of In—1922 — / is nniforinly distributed tiironglioiit

liie whole wire. The equality inter se of this quantily over the

three olhei' \vii-es makes this almost certain for tliem'). For the

W
w.

0.04

0,03

0.02

0,01

ó lnd_1922_A.

lnd-1922_ H.

A lnd-19'22_III.

3.41

Fig 2.

1) Measurements with hi— 1922

—

A on tlie dependence of the magnetic threshold

value of the temperature yield for indium louglily a required field of 1,4 gauss

for a vanishing-point displacement of 0,02 degree, i is always 4 m. a. If in

agreement with Silsbee's hvpolhesis the inner magnetic field of ƒ«—1922—

ƒ

is to be 1,4 gauss larger than that of ƒ«— 1922— I/, the radius of In- 1922—7

must have been reduced to about 0,005 m.m. by oxidation, which is incompatible

with the ratios of the PFn'Si when it is taken into consideration that the two

resistances do not differ much in length.

The variation of the resistance with different intensities of the current has not

been calculated in the experiments with indium wires. A current density lO-times

greater in a tin wire gave a vanishing-point displacement of about 0,02 degree ac-

cording to (Jomm. 133d, table IX. With these values for indium the oross-section

of J«— 19ii2—// would have to be lOlimes that of 7w — 1922— J, which also gives

a wrong ratio of the PTq's.

') The great value and equality of this rest-rpsistaiice for all three wires made

us doubt the purity of the supplied indium.

1
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[iieseiil a miiforin dislrihutioii of tlie great rest resistance of hi—
1922

—

l seems strange.

It also ap|)ears from the tables (cf. also fig. 2) that there exists

a ditfereiice of 0,002 degree in vaiiisliing-|)oint teiiiperatnre between

//(—1922—.4 on one side, and Ln— 1922— // and —III on the

other side. An explanation by the assnuiption of differences of tem-

perature in tiie lielinm bath seems improbable. As far as the influence

of the inner magnetic field is concerned, the windings lie at a

distance of 0,4 for [n— J 922

—

A, at a distance of 2,2 m.ni. for

[n— 1922—UawA — I [I, in definite parts of cross-section and area

of a winding the innei' magnetic field is weakened by that of

adjacent windings, and the more so as thej lie more closeij' together.

On caicuiation ') this weakening appears, too small to be able to

account for the difference found in \anisliing-poinl temperature

between /?i—1922—.4 and ƒ?*-1922— // and — ///.

^ 3. Tke supra-conductnig meAals in tke periodic system of the

elements. Tiie question rises whether tiie vanishing-point temperature

has a periodic characler. In tiie periodic system In lies ai)0\'e 77,

S}i above /V; ; it is remarUable that the said tempeiature rises both

going from bi to Sn, and from Tl to Pb. Towards the left, from

77 to Ry, it, also ascends; if this rise continues, the vatdshing-point

tempeiature of Au would lie higher than of Hg. Since An did nf)t

become supra conducting on cooling to 1°,5 K.'), the conclusion might

be di'awn that An — perhaps with otliei' metals — can iievei'

become so').

M Cf. footnote 1, p. 508.

') Cf. Cotnm. No. 120/>, § 2.

h In Comin. Suppl. No. 44, p. 35 the possibility is, on the other hand, given

that the vanishing-point temperature of Au has not yet been reached on cooling

to 1,°5 K.



Geology. — "On the occurre^ice of diamond ns an accessory mineral

in olivine and anorthite bearing bombs, occurring in basaltic

lava, ejected by the volcano Gunung Ruang {Sangir-Archipelago

north of Celebes)." Bj Dr. W. F. Gisolf. (Comminiicated

by Prof. EuG. Dubois).

(Communicated at the meeting of .Tune 30, 1923).

Dr. G. L. L. Kemmekling, chief of the volcanological survey

of the Dutch East Indian Archipelago, liaving collected some

bombs ont of the basaltic lavas from the volcano Gunung Ruang,

composed of a mixture of a dark green to black mineral and glassy

plagioclase, the latter in crystals of a size np to 1 cm., kindly

intrusted those to the author for microscopical examination.

Two kinds of rock were collected ; the lirst of these is dense

and black and shows strong magnetic properties; examination with

a magnifying glass reveals the presence of magnetite with a tinge of

blue; under the microscope it proved to be composed of densely

crowded grains of magnetite and between those one can indistinctly

recognize strong pleochroitic hypersthene and green coloured mono-

clinic pyroxene.

The second kind, which contains much less magnetite, is com-

posed of corroded olivine, fringed by a border of strong pleochroitic

hypersthene; it also contains bottle-green monoclinic pj'roxene. The

plagioclase in both kinds of rock could be determined as belonging

to members of the group which are very rich in anorthite.

In some of these rocks an accessory mineral occurs in a con-

siderable number of minute grains. They may be seen most clearly

in specimen 285 A in which the olivine can be recognized macro-

scopically ; around the bomb a crust of the lava in which it is

imbedded is to be seen; this lava lias the composition of a basalt

with bottle-green augite and very basic plagioclase.

The plagioclase is twinned according to the albite- and Carlsbad

laws; one of the thin sections shows a plagioclase with three lamellae;

the first shows in the conoscope, between crossed nicols, the emerging

of the Z-SiX\s within the field of view, slightly inclined to the surface

of the section ; the extinction amounts to 65 degrees. The second

lamel shows in the conoscope the emerging of the .Y-axis, also
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slightly inclined; the extinction is 32 degrees. The extinction of the

third lamel is 85 degrees. These observations unmistakable point to

a plagioclase very rich in anorthite.

The hypersthene is strongly pleochroitic from pale green to brown

pink and has a double refraction rather strong for an orthorombic

pyroxene. The hypersthene often contains freakishly formed grains

of magnetite.

The olivine, as seen under the microscope, is colourless; it has a

high double refraction and is always corroded.

The above mentioned accessory mineral occurs in well-shaped

colourless crystals, which are most like to octahedrons, occasionally

with pyramids on the planes, forming triakisoctahedrons ; the size

of these crystals is minute, in most cases they are thinner than the

.section is, about \j, mm. The slide was ditlicult to cut. The crystals

are isotropic, they diminisli the colour of polarisation of the host-

crystal, but are dark with the host-crystal between crossed nicols.

They show a large black border in ordinary light, also when they

occur in olivine, owing to their very high refraction.

In many cases the border is so large that only a cone of light

emerges at or near the centre of the grains ; this cone can be followed

by moving the tube up and down. The mineral in question occurs

both within olivine and anorthite; in the latter it is principally

deposited on the planes of zonal structure. Besides the crystals also

some irregular grains occur of the same substance, showing the

same properties.

The hypersthene is, remarkable enough, devoid of this mineral

or (contains only some occasional grains.

A fragment of the rock with a flat side was chosen ; under ap-

plications of pressure striae could be obtained on topaz and on

corundum. Pressure had to be applied, because in preparing the

slides it became evident that the grains of the mineral wore easily

jerked out; consequently many cavities are to be seen in the slides.

To resume: the mineral is isotropic, has an octahedral habitus,

a very high index of refraction and a hardness exceeding that of

corundum, if at least we may assume that tlie striae on these

minerals are due to the minute grains; about this however little

doubt is possible. From these observations we must conclude that

the mineral is diamond; no further experiment being required, which

would indeed be very difficult owing to the extreme minuteness of

the grains.

Assuming this to be true, it seems to me, that it throws a wonder-

full happy light upon the genesis of lliis mineral. As everywhere
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else, the motlier-mck has a peridolitic nature: hut in this case there

can be no question of iayeis of coal or siiales, broken through by

lava, fragments of which possibly could have been taken up in the

lava and could be the source of the carbon in the rock.

The diamond is here a primarj' mineral and even oKler than

the olivine.

The question left to be answered is this: why is the hjperstheiie

free from grains of diamond, tiie olivine and anorthite containing

them botii? notwithstanding the fact that the hypert-thene crystal-

lized after the olivine and before the plagioclase.

The solution of this question is presumably, that the rock was

originally wholly composed of olivine, and that in the cavities, formed

l)y resorption, the anortiiite crystallized; (he olivine being resorbed

the crystals of <liamond were fieed and suspendeti in the niothei'-

liquor; the hypersthene has, by surface-tension, repelled these grains,

which were collected in the anorlhile, in which they occur as above

stated, on the jilanes of growth or zoiuil structure. This being true,

the reaction olivine—»' hypersthene -|- magnetite cannot have occurred

in the solid phase because in that case there could have been no

reason for the diamond to be dri\en out.



Mathematics. — "TVte Complex of the Conies ivhich cut Five

Given Straiqht Lines." By Dr. G. Schaakk. (Communicated

by Prof. Hendrik de Vries).

(Communicated at the meeling of June 30, 1923).

^ 1. We can represent the conies X' cutting five given straight

lines rt,, a,, at,, a^, </, on the points of space by associating to each

of these conies the pole K of its plane z relative to a given quadratic

surface 0. To any point K there corresponds tlie conic P in the

polar plane x of A' passing through the points of intersection

A^, A,, . . , A^ of ttj, (/,, . . , (/j with X.

For this representation the points of the straight lines a'l, fl'',, .., a',

which are associated to a^, a,, . . , a^ relative to 0, are singular.

If we take for instance K on (/',, x passes through a, and A^

becomes accordingly indefinite. To K there corresftonds the pencil

of conies I' passing through the points of intersection A^, . , A^

of X with (7,, . . , <?(. These are double conies of the system «S, under

consideration of go' individuals.

There are accordingly jive straight lines a'u of singular points of
the second order. To a point of any of these straight lines there

corresponds a pencil of double conies of »S,. Each of these straight

lines is the representation of a system of oo' conies the planes of
ivhich pass throtigh one of the straight lines a^ and ivhich cut the

other four of these lines.

If we choose K on one of the two straight lines t\^ and t\^

cutting the lines a\, a\, a\, a\, e.g. on i',,, x passes through the

associated straight line <,, intersecting a„..,a^, and this plane

contains oo' degenerate conies of S, associated to K consisting

of <i, and a straight line through the point of intersection ^4, of

X and (7,.

There are aecordingly ten straight lines t\^, t\, . . . ., /',,, t\, of

singular points of the frst order. To a point of any of these

lines there corresponds a pencil of degenerate conies and each of

these straight lines is the representation of a system of oo' degenerate

conies of which one straight line is fi.ved and the other straight lines

form a bilinear congruence.

§ 2. If K describes a straight line /', x revolves round the asso-

34
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ciated line / and ^' lias tlierefore always two points in common
with /.

To a straight line I' of points K there corresponds accordingly a

system »S, of oo' conies each of which cuts a line I twice and the

straight lines ti,, . . ., a^ once.

Also the reverse is apparent.

If K describes a plane n, x continues to pass through the pole

F of .T.

A plane .t is the image of a system S, of oo' conies the planes

of which pass through a point P and tvhich cut a^, . . ., a^. Inversely

such a system is represented on a plane.

To the conies of S, passing through a definite point l\ tlie points

of a plane curve kp lying in the polar plane .t of /-"are associated.

In order to find the order of kp, we try to tind the number of

conies of 5, through F and through a definite point Q of (/,. The

conies through P and Q intersecting at,a^,a^, form a surface of

the fourth order. For a plane through PQ contains the non-degene-

rate conic of this surface passing through 1\Q and the points of

intersection of this plane with (/.,, a^, a^, but also the straight line

PQ which is a double line of the surface, because together with

the two transversals of PQ, r/,, a^ and a^, it forms two degenerate

conies of the surface. As a, intersects this sui-face in four points,

there pass through a point Q of a, four conies of the system S,

of the conies cutting «,, . . . , a, and passing through P. It follows

from this that a plane through a', cuts the eur\e kp in foui- points

outside a\. Further kp has a double point on a',, which is associated

to the double conic of aS', lying in the plane through J* and a, and

passing through P and the points of intersection of this plane and

a,, . . , a^. The two tangents to kp at this double point are associated

to the straight lines joining P to the two points in which the

corresponding double conic cuts a^. The curve kp is accordingly of

the sixth order. This cui've intersects also the ten straight lines t'ik,

e.g. the line <',, in the point corresponding to the degenerate conic

consisting of /,, and the transversal of a, and <„ through P.

The system of the conies of S, passing through a point P, is

accordingly represented on a plane curve of the sirth order lohich

has double points on a\, . . ., a,\ and which cuts the ten straight lines

t' t'

As kp has six points in common with an arbitrary plane, six of

the planes of the conies of aS\ pass through an arbitrary point.

The system S,' of the conies cutting a given straight line /, is

represented on a surface Oi- The order of this surface, i. e, the
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nuinber of points of intersection with an arbitrary straiglit line m',

is equal to the number of conies of .S',' tlie planes of which pass

tluouf!;h a straiglit line in. From the order just found for kp there

follows that tlirough a point P of m there pass six conies of »S,

the planes of which contain m. All conies of *S, in planes through

m, consequently form a surface which has m as a sextuple straight

line and which is of the eighth order, as a plane through in contains

one more conic of this surface. Consequently among the conies of

«S, intersecting /, there are eicilU the [)lanes of which pass through

m and the surface Oi associated to .S',' is accordingly of the eighth

order. Evidently the pencil associated to a point of any of the

straight lines a^,...,a^ contains a double conic of .S',' and in 6/
tiiere always lies one individual of the pencil of degenerate conies

associated to a point of one of the straight lines <',,, . . . , <'j,.

Tlie si/stem S', formed by the conies cutting a straight line I and

a,, . . ., a,., is therefore represented on a surface Oi of the eighth

order, of which (i\, . . ., a\ are double straiglit lines and t\^, , /j,

single straight lines. The two tangent planes at a point of one of

the straight lines a' \o Oi are the polar planes of the points where

the double conic of SJ corresponding to this point, intersects the

straight line a associated to a'.

Finally we investigate the surface Oy which is the image of the

system S," of the conies of S, touching a [)lane </. The order of

Oy is again etpial to the number of conies of *S," the planes of

which pass through an arbitrai'y straight line m. The surface of

the eighth order of the conies of which the planes pass through

in and which cut a^, . . . , a^, has in common with (/• a curve k'

of the eighth order which has a sextuple point in the point of

intersection {)n,<p) of m with q. As each of the conies of this surface

has in common with k" a pair of points lying on a straight line

through {ni, <f>),
the number of individuals touching (f is equal to

the number of tangents which can be drawn out of (m, 7) to k",

i.e. 8 X 7—6 X 7 := J4. The system 5," contains consequently four-

teen conies the planes of which pass through m and the order of

Oy is accordingly fourteen. Now »S'," has two double eonics in the

pencil corresponding to a point of one of the five straight lines a'

and this system has one individual in common with the pencil of

degenerate conies corresponding to a point of one of the lines t'.

This individual is u double conic of »S',"- For if we take a straight

line m of its plane, it counts twice among the conies of S^' the

planes of which pass through vi. The above mentioned pencil of

degenerate conies splits off from the system of the conies of 5,

34*
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cutting m twice, so that there remains a surface of the seventh

order wliich intersects <f along a curve F with a fivefoki point in

[in, If). Instead of 14 we can now draw 7 X 6—5 X 6 = 12 tang-

ents out of {m, (f>)
to this curve. Hence a straight line »(' through a

point of a straight line t' has in this point two coinciding points of

intersection with Oy.

The system S'\ formed by the conies of »S, touching a plane <p,

is represented on n surface 0-^ of the fourteenth order of which

a\, . . ., a\ are Quadruple straight lines and t\^ , t\, double lines.

^ 3. From the investigated representation we can now in the first

place derive the number of conies which cut five straight lines and

which fulfil a threefold condition ').

2 X 2 =: 4 of the 48 points which a curve kp has in common
with a surface O, fall in each of the double points of kp and one

in each of the ten points of intersection of kp with the straight

lines t'. Accordingly the curve kp cuts a surface Oi in eighteen

points which are not singular for the representation.

There are therefore eighteeii conies passing through a given point

and iiitersecting si.v given straight lines.

2X4 = 8 of the 84 points in which a curve kp intersects a

surface 0^, lie in each of the five double points of kp and two in

each of the ten points of intersection of kp and the lines t' . Here

we have therefore 24 points of intersection that are not singular

for our representation.

There are accordingly 24 conies passiiig through a given point,

touching a given plane and intersecting pre given straight lines.

Of the curve of the order 64, which two surfaces Oi have in

common, each of the straight lines a' splits off" four times and each

of the lines t' once. There remains, accoidinglj', a curve of the

order 34, k^\ which is the representation of the system of the conies

in S, cutting two given straight lines. The conies of this system of

which the planes pass through an arbitrary point, are represented

on the points of intersection of k'* with the polar plane of this point.

There are therefore 34 conies wlncli cut seven given straight lines

and of lohich the planes pa.ss through a given point.

We have found in § 2 that there are eight conies which cut six

given straight lines and of which the planes pass through a likewise

given straight line. Hence the system associated to X" contains eight

') Gf. Schubert: „Kalkül der Abzahlenden Geometrie", p. 95.

Jan de Vries, These Proceedings, Vol. IV, p. 181.
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double conies the planes of wliicli pass tliroiigli one of the lines a,

and accordingly k*' has eight donble points on each line a'.

Likewise the system corresponding to k'^ contains pairs of degene-

rate conies of which the image points lie on one of the lines /'.

For instance to points of t\, there are associated tiie two conies

consisting of t^^ and tlie transversals of i,,, a, and the two directrices

outside the lines a ours of the sj'stem of conies under consideration.

Hence k'* cuts each of the lines t' in two points.

The curve k'^ cuts a third surface Oi in 272 points. Four of

these lie in each of the 40 double points of k'\ and 20 belong to

the straight lines t. There are consequently 92 points of intersection

that are not singular for the representation.

There are 92 conies intersecting eight given straight lines.

From the lunnber of points of intersection of k*'' with a surface

Oy that are not singular for the representation, there follows:

There are 116 conies intersecting seven given straight tines and

touching a given plane.

A suifaee 0/ and a surface 0^ have an intersection of the order

112. From this each of the straight lines a' splits off eight times

and each of the lines t' twice. There remains a curve of the order 52.

There are 52 conies which cut six given straight lines, touch a

given plane, and of inh'ich the planes pass through a given point.

Let us investigate the intersection of two surfaces öy more closely.

It is of the order 196; each of the straight lines a' splits off sixteen

times, each line t' four times. There remains, accordingly, a curve

of the order 76, F».

There are 76 conies lohich cut five straight lines, touch tioo given

planes, and the phmes of which pass through a given point.

The curve k'^ has as many donble points on a\ as there are

conies of which the planes pass through r/,, which cut a,, . . , . a^,

and which touch the planes y, and ^2- I" order to find this number

we remark in the first place that the conies through two points

A and B of «, intersecting rt, and touching ff, and </>,, form a

surface of the eighth order. For in each plane through öj there lie

four conies satisfying these conditions, and «, is not a component

part of any such a degenerate conic. Hence eight conies intersecting

(7, and a, and touching (f, and 'f., pass through A and B and the

line «1 is an eightfold straight line of the surface formed by the

conies through A intersecting a^ outside A, cutting a, and a„ and

touching y, and y,. This surface is of the sixteenth order as appears

from its intersection with a plane through o, . a, is therefore a

sixteenfold straight line of the surface consisting of the conies the
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planes of which pass through /«,, which cut r/,, a^ and r/,, and

which touch y, and rp,, and this surface is of tlie 24''' order. The

number of conies in question is therefore '24, and k'" lias 24 double

points on each of the Hues n'. As for instance the line /,, is not a

component part of any degenerate conic cutting r/,,...,ö'j and

touching fpj and /p^, X" has no point in common with awy of the

lines i'.

If we now determine the numbers of points of intersection of

k'' with surfaces Oi and 0,^ that are not singular for the represen-

tation, we find resp.

:

There are 128 conies intersecting sir given straight Hi^es and touching

two given planes.

There are 104 conies intersecting jive given straight lines and touching

three given planes.

^ 4. The genus of the system of conies through a given point

P intersecting ^/j, . . . , a^, is equal to that of the associated curve

kp, which is of the sixth order and has five double points; conse-

quently it is five. According to the first theorem of ^ 3 these conies

form a surface of the eighteenth order, ii'". To a conic of 52'* we
associate the two points in which it intersects a |)lane fp which therefoi'e

always belong to the curve X'" along which i2'" is cut by 'p. To

the (l,2)-correspondence between the conies of 52'* and the points

of X'" arising in this way, we apply the formula of Zeuthen :

'J,— »J.
= 2<(, (/>,— 1) — 2«,(/j,— 1) (1)

In this case «j = I, «, = 2, />, = 5, ijj = S,nd 7j, = the number

of conies of 52" toneliing (p, that is, according to ^ 3, 24. By sub-

stituting these values in (1) we find that p„ i. e. the genus of X",

is equal to 21. Hence the curve k^" has 115 double points. Among
these each of the points of intersection of '/' with a line a in which

k^" has quadruple points, must be counted six times. Further there

belong to them the ten points of intersection of (p with the five

double conies of i2" of which the |ilanes pass through one of the

lines a, and the ten points where q is cut by the double straight

lines of 52" i.e. the transversals tp of two of the lines « which

pass through P and form a conic of 52'" together with' the two

transversals of tp and the three remaining lines a. There remain

accordingly 65 double points.

The surface of the conies through a given point which cut Jive

straight lines, has a double curve of the 65''i order.

A plane rp through a, has in common with 52" besides a, a
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curve of liie order 14, /;", the points of wliicli inay be associated

luiivaleiitly to tlie conies of 12" passing tlirongli iliem, so that X'*

13 X 12
has the genus /we and accordingly 5^73 double points.

Six of them lie in each of liie four points of intersection of '/ with

one of the lines a^,...,a^ and also there belong to them the four

points of intersection outside a, of <( with the double conies of

ii'*" the planes of which do not pass throngh a^, and the points of

intersection of ip with the six transversals thiongh P of two of the

lines rt,, . . . , rtj. Besides these there are 39 more double points.

Hence the double curve of 42'* cuts the line a, in 26 points. These

are points of a^ throngh which there pass two conies of our system

that have there a common tangent plane throngh a,.

The surface ii" has a twelvefold point in P, as according to

^ 2 our system contains six conies that cut a straight line through

P outside P. A plane through P intersects Ü" in a curve of the

order eighteen and the genus five as again the points of this curve

may be associated univaleiitly to the conies through them. This

curve has consequently 131 double points. 66 of them lie in P,

six in each of the points of intersection with the lines a, and also

the points of intersection outside P of tiie five double conies with

the plane must be counted. There remain accordingly 30 double

points.

The double curve of 11'" cuts each line a in 26 points and has

in P a 35-fo!d point.

To the 35 branches of the double curve through P there corre-

spond as many pairs of eonics of ii'" touching each oliiei' at this

point. Outside P and a^ it must have four more points in common
with the plane {P,a^). These lie in the |)oints of intersection outside

P of the double conic in the plane [P, a,) and the two straight

lines joining P to the points where the transversals of a,, . . . , a^

cut the plane. For these two points of intersection are double points

of the curve under consideration.

Analogously we can examine the double curves of the sui'faee

42'* consisting of the conies that cut six given straight lines and

the planes of which pass through a given point, and of the surface

i2" formed by the conies that cut five given straight lines, touch

a given plane, and the planes of which pass through a given point.

\ 5. We shall first determine the genus of the curve A-'* belonging

to the intersection of two surfaces Oi and Oi. The cone A^'* pro-

jecting P* out of an arbitrary point K, has in common with Oi
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besides k'* a curve of tlie order 238, P". Tins curve lias double

points in each of the double points of k'\ because the enlire inter-

section of /v'* and Oi has a quadruple point in such a point. Further

K'* cuts each of the lines n' in 18 more points and here F'* has

double points. But this curve has 32 single points on each of the

lines t'.

The surface 0/ is cut by k"" in

238 X 8 — 5 X 26 X 4 — 10 X 32 = 1064

points that are not singular for the representation. These are points

of intersection of /" and k^*^ ; a part of them lie in the points

where a generatrix of /v" touches the surface Oi, hence in the

points of intersection of k^* with the polar plane of K relative to

0; that are not singular for the representation. As this polar surface

is of the order seven and passes singly through the lines a', it cuts

k'* in 7X34 — 5 X 2 X 8^158 non-singular points. The remaining

906 points of intersection of k'* and k'"^ are the points where the

bisecants of k'* through K cut this curve. Hence there pass 453

34X33
bisecants of k" through K, and in a plane there lie — =r561

A

bisecants of this curve.

According!}'

:

The bitaiifients of the developable surface that is enveloped by the

planes of the conies intersecting seven given straight lines, form a

congruence (561, 453j.

As K** has 453 -j- 5 X 8 = 493 double generatrices, the genus

of the curve k'\ hence also the genus of tiie system of (he conies

cutting the lines r/,, . . . ,a^, I and /', is equal to; 16 X 33—493r=35.

To each conic of the surface ii." corresponding to the curve k'*,

we associate again the pair of points in which such a conic cuts

an arbitrary plane ^f, it belongs to the curve k^'' along which i2"

intersects the plane (f. We apply the formula:

>i,— -»i,
= 2«, (/>,— 1) — 2«, (p—Ij . . . . (1)

to the correspondence (1,2) arising in this way between the conies

of i2" and the points of k". Here »jj^ the number of conies cutting

seven straight lines and touching a plane; according to § 3 it is

116. Further tj, = 0, «,^1, «, = 2 and p, = 35. By the aid of

these values there follows from (1) that the genus of ^" is equal

to 127.

The number of double points of ^" is consequently 91 X 45—127 :=

= 3968. As there pass eighteen conies of ^" through a point of

one of the directrices of this surface, whence these directrices are

i
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eighteeiifold straight lines of i2", ^-'^ has eighteenfold points in the

points of intei'section of ^p with these directrices and each of these

18 V 17
points contains— — =zl53 out of tiie nnniber of double points.

1 X ^

The points of intersection of (p with the 70 double straight lines of

52'% i.e. the transversals d of fonr of the directrices, each of which

forms a pair of two degenerate conies of 52" together with the trans-

versals of (/ and the three remaining directrices, are double points

of 52", just as the 112 points of intersection of'/ with the 7 8 = 56

double conies of k" the planes of which pass through one of the

directi-ices. There remain accordingly 2715 double [)oints.

Tlie surface formed h>/ the conies intersecting seven given straight

lines, has there/ore also a double curve of the order 2715.

The intersection of Si" with a plane y tlirougii a,, consists besides

of (ij of a curve of tiie order 74, L'\ If we associate to a point

of k"* the conic of 52'^ passing through it, there arises a (l,l)-corre-

spondence between the conies of 52" and the points of F*. The

genus of k^* is accordingly 35 and the number of double points

73 X 36—35 = 2593. The points of intersection of ff and the six

directrices of ii" outside a, are eighteenfold points of /;", and each

of them is therefore contained 153 times in the said number of

double points. Also each intersection of fp with one of the thirty

double straight lines of 52" that do not cut (/,, and each point of

intersection outside a, of <p and one of the 48 double conies of

52" that cut a, only once, is a double point of k''\ There remain

therefore 1597 double points. Hence:

The double curve of 11^° ctits each of the directrices of this sur-

face ill 1118 points. These are points through which there pass two

conies of our system that have there a common tangent plane through

the directri.x.

Analogously it is possible to examine the double curves of the

surface 52'" formed by the conies intersecting six given straight

of the touching a given plane, and of the surface 52'" consisting

lines and conies intersecting five given straight lines and touching

two given planes.



Mathematics. — "On the Plane Pencils Contaming Three Straight

Lines of a given Algehrnical Congruence of Rags". Bj Dr.

G. ScHAAKE. (Communicated by Prof. Henukik dk Vhiks).

{Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1923).

^ J. In liis ,,K(ilku/ der Abzahlenden Geometrie", p. 33J , Schubekt

finds tiial tlie vertices of the plane pencils containing tliree siraiglit

lines of the congruence which two complexes of rays of the orders

m and m' have in common, form a surface of tlie order:

\mm' {mm'—2) (2mm'— 3m—3/»' + 4),

and the planes of these pencils enxelop a surface of tlie same class.

In this paper we shall examine wiiat these results become for an

arbitrary algebraic congruence of rays. With a view to this we
make use of the representation of a special linear complex C on

a lineal' three-dimensional space R, which is described in Sturm:

„Liniengeometrie" , I, on p. 269. First, however, we shall give a

derivation of this representation which differs from the one 1. c.

^ 2. If we associate to a straight line / with coordinates y>j, ... /j,

the point P in a linear five-dimensional space R of which the six

above mentioned quantities are the homogeneous coordinates, a

special linear complex 6' is represented on the intei'section of a

variety V with the equation

Pi P, + P. Ih + />, P, =
and one of its four-dimensional tangent spaces R^.

This intersection is a quadratic hypercone K that has its vertex

T m the point where R touches the variety V. As the generatrices

of K intersect an arbitrary three-dimensional space in the points of

a quadratic surface, K contains two systems of planes each of which

projects one of the scrolls of the surface in question out of T. Two
planes of the same system have only the vertex T in common, two

planes of different systems a generatrix of A'. The planes F^ of

one system are the representation of the stars of rays of the com-

plex C, which have therefore (heir vertices on the axis a of C', and

the fields of C the planes of which pass through a, are associated

to the planes Vv of the other system. The axis a of 6' and the
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plane pencils of (his complex containing a, correspond resp. (o the

vertex T of K and the generatrices of this hypercone. A straight

line of K in a plane -Vj, represents a plane pencil of 6' the vertex

of which lies on a, and a plane pencil of C of which the plane

passes Ihrongh n, is associated to a straight line of a plane V,,.

Now we assnnie on K a point 6' and in the fonr-diinensional

space R, a tliree-dimensional space /?,. The representation mentioned

in ^ 1 arises, when we associate to each straight line / the projec-

tion L of P out of S on Hf, if /-* is the point on A" corresponding

to /.
')

^ 3. The straight line * of C of which S is the image point on

K, is a singular straight Hue of the second order for the correspon-

dence (/

—

L). For all the points of the plane q that the three-

dimensional tangent space R of A' at S, lying in /?,, has in common
with ft,, are associated in R, to this straight line.

In R there lie the two planes T'^^ and Y ^ of K of whi('h the

intersection is the generatrix 6, of K through aS. To these planes

there correspond resp. the star of C, that has its vertex in the point

of intersection A of s and a, and the field of 6' consisting of the

rays of the plane a that pas.ses Ihrongh .v and a. Tlie star A and

the tield « have in common the plane pencil [A, a) to which the

straight line è, on K is associated.

The planes V^ and V] cut q resp. along the straight lines p,

and v^ each consisting of points that are singular for the corre-

spondence (/

—

L). For to each point L of p, there corresponds on

K a straight line of V^ through 5, hence in C a plane pencil

containing ,v, with vertex in A. Likewise a plane pencil in « con-

taining .V, is associated to each point L of i?,. The point of inter-

section B^ of /), and v, is the image point L for all rays / of the

plane pencil (^1, ((]. In this way the go' straight lines of the star A
correspond to the oo' points of p,, the oo' rays of the field a to

the oo' points of i\.

To a plane pencil with vertex on a a stiaight line on K in a

plane Vfj, which accordingly intersects T^„,, is associated ; consequently

to such a plane pencil in R, corresponds a straight line cutting i\.

Inversely the plane through *S and a straight line of R, cutting v,,

intersects the hypercone K along a straight line in V,-^ through S,

to which there corresponds the plane pencil of C that is associated

1) The method applied here, has been indicated for the rays of space by

Felix Klein. Gf. Mathem. Annalen, Bd. 5, p. 257.
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to tlie singular |)oiii( of intersection of llie dioseii straight line with v,,

and along a straigiit line cutting F,,,, which lies therefore in a plane

V/, and corresponds to a plane pencil of C the vertex of which lies

on (I. In the same way it is evident that tlie pencils of 6' in planes

through a, are represented on tlie straight lines of R, which cut y>i,

and that the plane pencils containing a are associated to the straight

lines through the point of intersection B^ of />, and r;, (for a plane

through SB^ cuts the hypercone /("outside 55, along a generatrix).

To a star of C, the vertex of which lies consequently on a, there

corresponds on K a plane V^j that cuts F",., along a straight line

and the projection of which on R^ passes accordingly through v^.

Hence a plane throtigh c, is associated to a star of C in R,. It is

easily seen that also the reverse holds good and that the fields of

C, the planes of which pass through n, are represented on the

planes of R, through /;,.

^ 4. A congruence r{«, j3) of the order a and the class (i has in

common with C a scroll 52 of the order « -|- i^ that has a as an

a-fold directrix. If further F has the rank r, there are r plane

pencils through a containing two straight lines of 12.

The curve y in R, on which £2 is represented, cuts /), in the a

points that are associated to the « generatrices of i2 which pass

through A, and i\ in the (^ points that correspond to the tS gene-

ratrices of a in the plane [a, s). A plane through y>,. cuts y outside

p, in the ff image points of the straight lines which the corresponding

field of C has in common with 11, and it appears in the same way
that a plane through i;, intersects the curve y outside v, in « points.

Hence the order of y is n -\- ^.

To the ) plane pencils through a that contain two straight lines

of a, there correspond in R, as many bisecants of the curve y

through Bj. Besides the lines /), and v^ which cut y resp. n and jJ

times pass through fi,. The number of apparent double points of y

is accordingly :

,. + i„(«_l)-j-i^(^_1).

We shall just mention an application that Sturm gives on p. 271

of his book quoted in ^ 1. The order of the focal surface of the

congruence F is equal to the number of sheaves with vertices on a

containing two straight lines of r, hence also of i^, that are infinitely

near to each other. These are represented on the planes through v,

touching y outside r,. Hence the order of the focal surface of P
is equal to the number of points of intersection outside y ofi'i with
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the surface of the tangents of -/. The order of tlie hitter surface,

tiiat has y as a double curve (cuspidal curve), is equal to

We tind this by substituting in the formula ii (7i—1) — 2/; for n

the order c(-\-ii of y and for h the above mentioned number of

apparent double points of this curve. As v^ cuts the surface under

consideration on the double curve y in [i points, we tind for the

number of points of intersection outside y, i. e. the order of the

focal surface of the congruence F:

2|J («—1) —2r.

The class of the focal surface of P is equal to Ihe number of

planes thi'ough a containing two straight lines of r, hence also of

ii, that are infinilel^y neai' to each othei', or equal to the number

of planes through p^ touching y outside />,. ^s jj, cuts the curve y

in (I points, we find for the class in question :

2a ((i— 1) — 2r.

§ 5. In order to find the ordei' of the surface foinied by the ver-

tices of the plane pencils containing three generatrices of r, we
try to find the number of these plane pencils that have their verti-

ces on n. These belong to C and are represented on the trisecants

of y that cut v^ outside this curve.

The order of the surface J of the trisecants of y is found by

substituting in the formula:

{n-2)\h-^n{n-l)l
,

given by CaYi.ey, for ii the order n -\- [i of y and for h the number

of apparent double points of this curve found in ^ 3. We find in

this case:

(« 4- iJ-2)
i
r + k «(«-!) + è ii (i^- J ) - i (" + i3) (« + i3— 1)

!

or, after a simple reduction:

•(« + /?— 2) 7- -f i « («-1) («-2) + I ^ (/Ï—1) (/?- 2).

In order to find the number of generatrices of d that cut v^, we
remark that these are the common straight lines of J and the special

linear complex that has v^ as axis. Now the axis of a special linear

complex C may be considered as a double line of C. This follows

in the first place fiom the representation of C on a hypercone K
that has been described in § 2 and through which the axis of 6' is

transformed into the vertex of K, but also from the well known
property that 7i— 2 generatrices of a scroll of the order n cut a

straight line of this scroll. As further ;>, has ^ points in common
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-.1 . • .1 /?((?—1)(,^— 2) .... .

, , rr^with y, it IS apparently a ; told generatrix of d. llie

number of generatrices of zJ cutting v^, iw therefore found by

diuiinishing the order-number found above, by :

|/J((i-l)(.i-2).

Hence tliere are

(« + ^-2) r + I « («— 1) («-2)

straight lines of d whicli cut ?;,.

,
«(«f—1)(((— 2)

111 the first place tiie straight line /*, must be oounled ;

times, for as this line has ^ points in common with y it is an

fold generatrix of J. Further the number found above
6

has to be diminished by the number of trisecants of y tliat cut v^

on y. This is the case in each of the /J points (hat y has in common
with t;,. We find the number of trisecants of y passing through

sucli a point, by the aid of the property that through a jioint of a

twisted curve of flie order n witli h apparent double points, there

pass h—w -|- 2 straight lines that contain two more points of the

curve, if we lake into account that in our case for each of the

said /? points Wj counts times among the trisecants of y
z

passing through them, as t\ contains ;J—1 more points of y outside

the point under consideration. Consequently

/:?
i

/• + 1 « («-J) + \ ,:? 0:f- 1) _ « — ^ + 2 — i ((J-1) (;i— 2) j

or

i?!r+|«(«-l)(«-2)!

trisecants of y that cut <;, on y, must be taken apart.

If we subtract these two numbers of straight lines from the

aforesaid number of straight lines of A that cut u,, we find that

|(«_2)i6y-(«-lM3(?-l)!

trisecants of y intersect i\ outside this curve.

According to the beginning of this § we arrive at the following

theorem

:

The locus of the vertices of the plane pencils that have three

straight lines in common loith a congruence |<f, (i| of the rank r, is

a surface of the order:

I («_2) |6r - («-1) (3/J-«)!.
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§ 6. Ill order to sliow that tlie result found in ^ 5, is in accordance

witli the result of Schubkrt, mentioned in § 1, we have to know
the rank of the congruence r (mm', 7» in') tiiat two complexes C,

and 6', of the orders m and m' have in common. It might suffice

to refer to Schubkrt, Kalk'dl der Abzahlenden Geometrie, where there

is found on p. 330 a derivation of this number. We shall however

show that the order of F may also be found by the aid of the

representation used in this paper.

The surface ii consisting of the straight lines of r which cut the

axis a of C, is of the order 2mm' and has a as an 7)i??i'-fold straight

line. It is the intersection of the two congiaiences 2^ [m, vi) and

S^ {in' , in') consisting of the straight lines out of 6\ and C', that

cnt a.

S^ and 2^ are represented resp. on two surfaces .S, and S, in

R,. As C,, hence also ^,, contains 7/1 geneiat rices of an arbitrary

plane pencil of C\ all points of />, and r, are ?H-fold points of 5,

and all straight lines cutting /;, and r, have m more points in

common with S^. .S', has accordingly the order 2m. and p^ and i\

are /;?-fold straight lines ot .S'j. In the same way S, has the order

2m' and p^ and v^ me in'-i'o\d straight lines of this surface. The

intersection of S^ and ,S', consists of the straight lines y>, and i\,

each counted mm' times, and the curve y on which ii is represented.

This curve has the order 2inm' and has mm' points in common
with each of the straight lines p^ and v^. We first determine the

number of apparent double points of y.

The cone A projecting y out of an arbitrary point L of /?,, is

of the order 2mm' and has in common with »S, besides y a curve

Q of the order Am'm'— 2mm' = 2mm' {2m — ^). The curve (,» has

{m— l)-fold |)oinl8 in the 2mm' points where y cuts the lines p^ or

v^, l)ecause the entire intersection of A and 5, must have there

?H-fold points. Further A cuts each of the lines p^ and r, in mm^
more points, that are «i-fold points for p. As all these points are

Hi'-fold for .S',, y has 4/h?/i'' (2m — 1)— 2'inm"' {m— J) — 2?«'»i'' =:

=z2mm"^{2m— 1) points of intersection with 5, outside /;, and i;,.

These belong to y and lie partly in the points where a generatrix

of A touches the surfaces 5, on y, hence in the points of intersection

with y outside p^ and v^ of the first polar surface of L relative to .S,.

As this polar surface is of the order 2m— 1 and has (m—I)-fold

straight lines in/;, and ?»,, it cuts y outside y:», and i;, in 2mm'(2???—1)

—

2min'{m— \) =2in'm' points. The remaining 2nnn''{27n— 1)—2?»'/»'^

= 2inm' {2inm' —m— m') points where q and y cut each other

outside /J, and v,, are points that the bisecants of y through L have
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in common with tliis curve. The number of apparent double points

of y is therefore eqnai to 7nm'(2mm'—m

—

m').

If we choose L in the point of intersection B^ of p, and w,,

mm'iinm'—1) „ , , , /. , ,
• , ,

oi the ciiords ot y through this point coincide with

each of the lines />, and v.^. Tiirough B^ tiiere pass accordingly

mm'(m— l)(m'— J) bisecants of y different from /); and w,. According

to § 3 these are the representation of as many plane jiencils through

a containing two straight lines of i2, hence also of r. The rank

of the congruence r thai troo complexes of the orders m and m'

have in common, is therefore equal to mm' {m— 1) (m'— J).

If we substitute this number for /• in the expression fonnd in § 5,

and if we make a and li equal to mm', we find indeed that the

order of the surface formed Iw (he vertices of the plane pencils

containing three straight lines of the intersection of (wo complexes

of rays of the orders m and m' , is equal to:

I mm' (7?im'— 2) {2inm'—SmSm' + 4).

We get another check tiirough the application of our formula to

the congruence consisting of the stz'aiglit lines passing through one

of n given points. For this congruence a = n and ii= r = 0. The

locus of the vertices of the plane pencils which three straight lines

have in common with this congruence, consists of the planes that

may be passed through each triple of the given points. By the said

substitutions in the formula of § 5, we tind indeed the number of

these planes, namely

:

i n (n— 1) {71-2).

To the theorem derived in § 5 there corresponds dually -.

The planes of the plane pencils that have three straight lines in

common with a congruence \", ^\ of the rank r, envelop a surface

of the class

:

^(/3-2)|6/-—((i—l)(3«-ii)j.

I



Physics. — "Transients of Magnetic Field in Sui>ra-conductors"

.

By G. Bkeit. National Research Fellow U. S. A. (Commu-

nicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1923)

It is known tliat supra-coiiductivity is determined not only by

temperature bill also by the magnetic field and tlie current density ')•

In view of the considerations of Silsbee and Langevin it is

probable that the only essential factors are the magnetic field and

the temperature ').

This hypothesis will be adhered to below. The problems to be

discussed are the calculations of the manner in which a strong

magnetic field im|iressed from the outside on a su|)ra-conductor

destroys its siipra-conductivity and the way in which the supra-

conductivity is reestablished when the magnetic field is withdrawn.

If the view proposed by Bridgman ') is correct there is an evolution

or an absorption of heat whenever a change in the conductive state

takes place. These phenomena being of unknown magnitude, they

will be disregarded below. If experiments should fail to confirm

the calculations here developed, the source of disagreement may be

then looked for in the neglect of Bridgman's latent heat.

The mathematical difficulty of the problem consists in the existence

of two distinct states determined by the magnetic field. The purpose

of this paper is to point out some special solutions (particular

integrals) of the problem.

We shall employ the electromagnetic system of units. By H
(a vector) and by o we shall denote the magnetic field and the

resistivity. The symbol He will be used for the threshold value of

the field. The resistivity a may have either of two values o^, <i,

according as to whetlier \H\ '^ H,-, or \H\ <^ He- The value a, is

the microresidual resistivity and in a special case may be taken to

be zero. The electric intensity at any point we shall denote by the

') H. Kamerlingh Onnes, Proc. Arast. Acad. So. 16, (2j 1914. Leiden Coram.
NO. 133, 139.

') F. B. SiLSBEE. .lournal Washington Academy 6, 597—602, 1916. Bureau of

Standards Scientific Paper N». 307 (July 23, 1917).

') Journal Washington Acad. Vol. 11, p. 455, 1921.

35

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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E
vector E. The current density is then — . \i t be the time, the

fundamental equations of the problem are

:

divH=0 curl H — ^ E (1)
<j

dH
div E=0 curl E= — ^- (2)

ot

d\ 4:71

Hence

('-4,)

and in tlie case of cylindrical symmetry, H being parallel to the

axis, the distance from which is r

(

d' Id d
,

(31)

If only small penetrations from the surface are investigated the

approximate form

d'H dH= B—
dr' dt

(311)

may be used. The equations (3), (3^), (3^^) are analogous to equations

in heat condiiclions and it is therefore of interest to follow out this

analogy somewhat closer. In the case of cylindrical symmetry and

H parallel to the axis the electric

intensity is by symmetry directed

along a system of coaxial circles

having the axis of symmetry for

their common axis as shown on

the figure (Fig. 1). Dropping now
the meaning of E and H as

vectors and denoting forthwith

by E and H the absolute magni-

tudes of the electric and magnetic

intensities, we have from (1)

and (2)

dH— —- — ^E. .

1 d

/>« /.
{tE} = dH

'dt'

(5)

(6)
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Tliese equations are analogous to the equations in lieat conduction :

da 1

K
1 Ö d

V Or Ot

(51)

(61)

wliere (9 is tlie temperature, F the flow of heat, AT is the conduct-

ivity for heat, and 6' is tlie specific heat. The electrical problem

is the analogue of the heat problem for a substance having unit

specific heat and a conductivity for heat ^ — =zz—. Thus a perfect

snpra-conductor corresponds to /ir=0 i. e. to a perfect insulator

for heat. Tliis is another expression for the fact (hat the shielding

properties of the supra-conductor are perfect.

\n view of the difticultj- of treating

the cylindrical case accurately we
shall specialize the problem by in-

vestigating it within the ap|)roximation

(3'') i.e. neglecting the curvature of the

surface within the depth of penetration,

this makes the problem an essentially

unidimensional one.

The shaded region on the right of

the plane AB (see Fig. 2) is occupied

by the metal. The axis OX is perpen-

dicular to AB. The changes in the field

are produced from the left side of ^i^.

H is positive when vertical and up-

ward. E is positive when into the plane

ot the paper. The relations between

E and H are

:

F/a. e.
dH= ^E.

dE dH

and hence

d'H dB

d«' dt

(7)

(«)

(311)

We shall consider several problems all of which are similar

35*
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inatheinaticallj to Stefan's problem of the propagation of the frost ')

thougli for one case a slight extension of his mathematical method

will be necessary.

Case 1. The material is siipraconducting to start with, the field

inside and outside is homogeneous and equal to //, <^ i/c- Suddenly

the field outside is increased to a value H, > He-

We begiu counting time from the instant of the sudden change.

After the lapse of a time t the non-supraconductive state will have

advanced a certain distance .i\. into the metal. A moving plane

separates the regions having the two values of a. The low value <j,

is on the right of this bounding plane while tiie high valne (T, is

on the left. Corresponding to the two values of here are two values

of /i on the right and left ((3,, /ï, respectively). On both sides of the

surface of separation i;? = //c. Also E must be continuous at the

boundary. Letting

&(x)z=—= fe-"' du
y Jr J

we know from the work of Stefan that it is possible to satisfy

all the conditions of the problem by letting H on the left and on

the right of the boundary have respectively the expressions:

H, = A, + B,eC^lX''A (9)

H. = A. + B.„(jlX^) (10,

In fact these satisfy (3^1) and by a proper choice of the constants

A^, jBi, A„ B, the initial and boundary conditions can also be satisfied.

The equations are

h;=a, h;=a, + b.

1) Webeb Riemann, Differentialgleichungen der Mathematischen Physik, Vieweü

und SoHN, 1919. Vol. II, pp. 117-121.

J. Stefan, Wiener Monatshefte fur Malhematik and Physik, I. Jahrgang, p. 1,

1890.

Sitzungsberichle der Wiener Akadeniie. Vol. 98, Div. Ila, p. 473, 1890.
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It follows from the third of these that ^^= =r « wliere « is constant.
vt

On account of the constancy of a the fourth equation can also be

satisfied. Eliminating (he constants A, B we find for a:

Hc-H, c;',3.
(11)

<'VS)]
The expression

"«g^s)

4 l-ö(^K|ï,

increases from to oo as « increases from to oo. We can deduce

from this that whatever the values of //,, //,, Re ma}' be (provided

He is between i/j and i/,) there is always one and only one value

of a which satisfies (IJ). An increase in
|
//,

—

H^\ leads to an

increase in u. An increase in
| //c—^i| gives a decrease in «. Since

(i, is very large we are concerned with

V'=

whence by (11)

y—Hc— H^
V Jr=:r

R.-Rc.

2 A 2

(12)

o IT

If /ƒJ = and if —~-j—^ is \ n i. e. if the externally applied

field is 2.77 Ec both sides of (12) are unily and hence
aV^, .

is the

value of X that makes xe^"^ (.r) = 1.

Tliis value is about 0.77. Since jij is roughly 1 for tin the con-

stant « is of the order of magnitude of 1.6 and the law of pene-

tration of tiie boundary is Xc^\-^^^ t.

It may be shown that the field is unchanged in the bulk of the

supra-condnctor and that only a surface current is induced. From
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this point of view tlie problem could be solved without reference

to medium (2) by introducing a boundary condition in (he medium

(1) which is to express the fact that the flow — ~( ~7~
I

is spent

in supplying the rpiantity H to new regions of the material having

initially H := H, and converted to H=Hc. The length of the region

(/.r,.

converted per second is -— and thus the boundary condition is:

The problem can be also solved from this point of view.

This direct solution for the case (i, = oo naturally leads to the

same result which we have obtained by passing to the limit of

(?,—*• 00. It may be, however, that other problems may be more

easily solved for the case of (J, ^ cc by this method than bj^ passing

to the limit.

Case 11. Penetration of supraconductivity into a non-supracon-

ductor.

We next pass to the case of a material in which the supra-con-

ductivity has been destroyed by a magnetic field, we diminish the

field from the outside so as to reestablish supra-conductivity. The

supra-conductivity is reestablished first in the external layer of the

metal and propagates inward as time goes on.

Fixing our attention again on Fig. 2 we suppose that just before

t=iO the magnetic field H has a uniform value H^ throughout

x^O and .r ^ 0. Tliis value ff, is greater than the critical field

He- At <^0 the value of H al the left of AB is dropped to

TT, < H,.

After the lapse of a lime t the boundary between the two con-

ducting states will have advanced a distance Xc- For x<^Xi. the

metal is microresidually conducting and /?= ;?,. For x'^Xc the

metal has its ordinary conductivity and (i^/i,. The expression for

H for .« <^ .XV will be written as //, . As in the first case we are

induced to try to satisfy our equations by expressions of the form -.

H, = A, + B,&
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The initial and boundary condiiions are:

R^=A,+ B, H^ = A,

V d^ Jx=.r

I fdH,\ _ 1 rdJI.

The third of the four above written lines shows that

H,-H,
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Tliis result is of course a quite natural one from a pnrel_y non-

mathematical point of view. Tlie shielding power of the micro-

residnally conducting la^^er at AB (Fig. 2) is extremely great on

account of its high conductivity. Thus in a finite thickness it trans-

mits practically no magnetic field and as long as the magnetic field

is transmitted the thickness of the microresidually conducting layer

must be very small.

It is of interest to point out that even though the thickness of

the microresidually conducting layer is very small the resistance of

a square centimeter of this layer is finite and in the limit indepen-

dent of Ö,. In fact this resistance is:

The formula (14) can be made clear also in the following manner.

The microresidually conducting layer has two boundaries : one at

X = and one at r = x,-. The value of H at the first is //, and

at the second it is He- The drop in H in the thickness Xc is

H^—He- Let us suppose that this diop takes place uniformly throug-

hout the thickness Xc- Then the drop in H per unit length is

—

^

throughout. This quantity divided by /?, is by (7) the elec-

trie intensity E which must be continuous at the passage through

.r, = Xc- To the right of x = Xc the conditions for H are determined

by the facts that H= He for x = Xc and H::^ H^ for ,ï = 00. Since

Xc is practically zero we commit no sensible error by replacing the

first of these conditions by H =: He for x = 0. For this case it is

clear that:

H = Hc + (fl -//e)
(^1/7)

and

1 /'dH\ 1 2 —
( ^ = —- ^(- /?, + He).

17 jy

Since this is the same as —^ ^ the equation (14) follows. Thus
?-,Xe

the assumption of uniform drop of H in the microresidually con-

ducting layer leads to a correct result.

Since Xe is very small it appears legitimate to generalize this

conclusion and to assume generally that H drops off uniformly

thi'oughout the microresidually conducting layer even in the general
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cylindrical ease because the curvature of llie surface can have no

influence in the thickness .t'c- Thus if the solution analogous to

H=H, + (H,-Hc)& W/'t)
can be written down for the cylinder in question the solution for

Xc offers no difficult}'.

As an example let us consider a thin sheet of metal to which

the magnetic field is applied from both sides tangentially to the

surface. Let the thickness of the sheet be c. The solution given in

Weber Riemann (I.e.) Vol. 2, p. 112 formula II applies here. The

constant a'' is in onr notation -
. Thus according to this formula if

^

^ is suddenly changed by an amount He—//, on both sides of the

sheet the change in the value of H at a point having a distance x

from one of the sides and considered at the time t is:

(Hc-H,) - f - V L_L e A \ c / sin \-

( e n„=i n , c

-) h - -^ ^^

—

~ e A U / sin ^
'

c JT (1=1 n c

This expression must now be differentiated with respect to x

the value of the derivative with reversed sign at x=iO must be
D~ jj

divided by pfj and equated to —^ -. This leads to

^.^, = , ^ .... (15)

where

»,(0,g)=2[gi +^4 +...J.

It may be shown that (15) degenerates into (14) if c-^aa.

The essential difference between (15) and (14) is that according

to (15) for sufficiently high values of t the quantity ^^Xc is of the

order of /'"' while according to (14) /ïj.tv is always of the order

yt. The increase in conductivity after a sufficient lapse of time

becomes therefore very much more rapid than (14) would suggest.
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The agreement between (14) and (15) is good as long as —^ is

small because this assures the approximation of vf,(0,(/) bj a probability

4jtV
integral, if (J.^l and c^O.Ol cm. thequantity -^S.^yClO't.

The series for i>, (0,g) is then approximately 2[g-io''+(«-io'')'+
• •]•

Tiius t must be considerably less than 10~-^ sec. if (14) is to be a

good approximation.

If now we should deal with a magnetic field which is periodi-

cally applied and removed from the cylinder the above calculation

must enable one to form an idea as to the average electrical resistance

of the cylinder used with a current passing longitudinally. In fact

the method of calculation which we used last applie.s not only in

the case of a uniform initial state but also if this state is variable.

The solution of any specitic case would be connected of course with

further calculations.

Case 111. Sudden reversal of field.

Fixing our attention again on Fig. 2 let us suppose that just

before < = the field has the uniform value H^^Hc- At t =
the field at x r= is suddenly changed to — H, where H, ]> He-

After the lapse of a time t we may expect to find three regions

in the metal. These will be separated by two critical values of

X, say Xc,,x,^, {-x.^.v.J). In the intervals (0,Xc^), (.r,.,, «cj, ('',,, °°) <* ''^^

the values i"f,,/i,,(i, respectively.

We shall try to satisfy the conditions of the problem by letting the

magnetic field in these three intervals have the following expressions :

H = H, = A, + B,&^^^^-fj ^v,<^<

The equality between ^, and H, at x<.j and the equality between

H^ and H, at .c,., leads to the conclusion that

Xc^ = n^V^ t , Xc, =z a^V t

where «,, «, are constants. Thus the boundary and initial conditions

become

;
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B,
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Eliminating y and letting

1 , T

the resultant equation for « becomes

2 He 1 1 — (r+l)0(a)

(17)

(18)
H^—Hc l/jr 0(a)[l — 0(a)Jae«'

Solving (16') for y we obtain

2 1—0
y= -log—-- (19)

2/7 1

If T ^=: (18) becomes =

—

~ = —z: . This formula is

readily seen to be in agreement with (12) if in the latter //, =r— He-

Thickness of Supra- Conductive Lm/ers.

Formulas (14) (19) enable us to make an estimate of the thickness

of supraconductive la^'ers produced b}' the suppression or reversal

of a strong magnetic field. Thus according to (14) the quantity « is

of the order of — . Since /?, is approximately 1, the thickness of the

layer reached in 1 sec. measured in centimeters is of the order of

magnitude of the ratio of the conductivities just above and just below

the transition point. This ratio may be 10~^ and thus if formula

(14) applies supra-conductive layers the thickness of which is of

molecular dimensions are dealt with.

If the thickness of the slab discussed in (15) is 1 cm., the first

term of the series ''J,[o, e i^^^'J is 2 «-«"''
(,5, being set = 1). Thus

if ; = 10—* sec. (14) and (15) are nearly in agreement and the eff"ect

of finite dimensions is not sufficient to tlirovv off the conclusion just

drawn because 10~* sec. is a comparatively easily measurable

interval of time.

The thickness of the supra-conductive layer brought about by the

reversal of the field is according to (19) and (16)

y 1/7 2 1/7 1—0^
z:z. loq

and is thus of the same order of magnitude.

It is also of interest to observe that the amount of heat dissipated

by the eddy currents in the microresidually conducting layer is
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finite. In fact we have shown that the resistance of tlie layer per

cm.' is finite and further (lie current sheet in tiie layer has a finite

J^
th

strengtli being-— of the difference in H on the two sides. Thus for
4jr

the Case II the amount of energy dissipated per cm.' is

\n V t8

Tlie sudden change in temperature which would have to be produced

at the surface in order to supply this amount of heat would be

given by '

% V CK 4.19 X 10'

and is insignificant.

Other considerations for periodic alternating fields indicate that

heating may be an important factor, the danger being in eddy cur-

rents in the part of the conductor having (J^ö,.

SUMMARY.

Special cases of the propagation of changes in magnetic field in

a supra-conductive metal are discussed. The calculations show that

with the assumptions made (treatment of the conductor as a conti-

nuous medium) the thickness of the supra-conductive layers involved

may be of the order of molecular dimensions during perceptible

intervals of time.

The writer wishes to express his gratitude to Professor Lorentz

for his criticism and advice.



Biochemistry. — "Further Researches on the Antagonism betioeen

Citrate and Calcium Salt in Biochemical Processes, Examined
by the Aid of Substituted Citrates". (First Communication).

By Dr. J. R. Katz. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26, 1923).

I. Exposition oj the Problem.
'

In an earlier research ') I have tried to analyse the natnre of

(lie biological citrate action. After addition of citrate a biological

liquid behaves as if it no longer contains any fi'ee. calcium ions;

addition of citrate acts, therefore, in the same way as addition of

oxalate or fluoride. With this difference, however, that the action

of the latter salts rests on the formation of a very little soluble

precipitate, and that a gypsum solution remains perfectly clear after

addition of citrate. Complex ions must, therefore, have been formed');

it is only the question, how they are constituted.

In order to bring light in this still dark question, I compared at

the time the action of the citrates with that of substituted citrates,

in which one or more of the groups which possibly can bind the

Ca to complexes (the alcohol group and the three carboxyl groups)

were made inactive by substitutions (acetylation of the alcohol group;

the carboxyl group esterified or converted to acid amide etc.). As

typical representative of a biological citrate action the inhibition of

the rennet coagulation of milk was investigated.

It then appeared that when either the alcohol group or one of

the carboxyl groups is made inactive, the citrate action in a V,,

N. solution is reduced to V,, of its strength; (i.e. is made equally

weak as in a citrate solution of '/n of the same strength), the

removal of two or more groups reducing the action to less than

'/loo of the original value. When the alcohol group is made inactive,

the action appears to be equally sti'ong as in other tri-or tetra-basic

acids of allied structure, but without oxy-group (as tri-carballyllic

acid, aconitic acid or iso-allylene tetra-caibonic acid. When one

1) These Proc. Vol. XV, p. 434.

») Sabatani, Atti della R. Acad, di Torino 36, p. 27—53 and Memoiie (2) 52,

p. 213—257 was the first to adduce arguments for this theory.

Bromberg, Diss. Amsterdam.
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carboxyl group is made inactive, (lie action appears to be equally

strong as in other bi-basic oxy-acids (as apple acid and tartaric

acid). In the same way it appears that when two or three groups

are made inactive at the same time, the action lias become as great

as in the then comparable compounds.

Now the question rises.

1. is it also possible to prove such a diminution of the number

of free Ca-ions in less complicated systems than such biochemical

ones by the addition of citrate'?

2. do the substituted citrates shoiv there a similar diminution of
.activity as in rennet- coagidation?

The best way to answer these questions — the determination of

the concentration of the free Ca-ions in the original solutions —
is unfortunately barred, because we do not know a method as yet

to determine the concentration of free Ca-ions potentio-metrically.

It is, therefore, necessary to have recourse to indirect methods. The

most natural proceeding is to determine how much calcium is held

in solution by addition of citrate, when a substance that precipitates

the calcium as insoluble compound (e.g. oxalate, fluoride, pyrophos-

phate, soap etc.) is added to a diluted solution of a calcium salt.

The solubility product of this reaction must be chosen so that the

action of the citrate manifests itself so as to be easily measured.

If this solubility product is known, the percentage of free calcium

ions is known at least at this small concentration, while it is known
how much Ca remains in solution. ')

The purest results will be obtained by an analytical determination

by weight of the quantity of the calcium that has been precipitated

or that has remained in the solution, as this can be carried out

without appreciably diluting the calcium solution. I shall perform

this experiment later on with citrate and with substituted citrates.

But in order to get a preliminary rough idea, a titration can also

be used, though this has the objection of appreciably diluting the

original solution.

Mr. D. P. Ross van Lennep, who assisted me in my experiments

on the influence of substituted citrates on rennet coagulation, pointed

out to me that the soap- titration of calcium after Clark (as it is

used in the determination of the hardness of water) might render

us good services here. ') He carried out a number of experiments

') The question in how far hydrolytic decomposition complicates the matter, will

be treated later.

'j A drawback of this method is that the titration does not take place with

water, but with 56-volurae percentage alcohol, which changes the surroundings
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witli citrates and substitated citrates, but onr experiments were

left unpublislied. I liave again occupied myself with this problem,

and performed a number of new determinations as a supplement

and clieck. The results follow.

2. Experiments.

The examined Ca-solution, which was strongly split up into ions,

was prepared as follows. A saturated solution of Ca SO, (puriss.

pro avel.) in distilled water was diluted with the 2,3 fold volume

of distilled water. In a narrow-mouthed glass jar of 250 cm*, capa-

city 50 cm' of this liquid was pipetted off and mixed with 50 cm'

of distilled water or with cm' of an aqueous solutions of the sub-

stance under consideration. These 100 cm' were titrated in tlie

same glass jar by Clark's method (with a solution of soap in

alcohol of 56 volume percentages.') In the titration a finely divided

precipitate of calcium moleate is formed in the bottle. The endpoint

has been reached when by the side of this precipitate so much
alkali-oleate remains in the solution that, after shaking, the solution

exhibits a not disappearing soap froth. As endpoint was taken the

condition at which after a from six to eight times repeated vigorous

shaking in the longitudinal axis of the bottle, the soap froth appears

at the rim of liquid and bottle, as a white ring, 1 mm. high and

from 1 to 2 mm. broad, and remains thus for five minutes. This

endpoint can be determined pretty sharply, when the necessary

practice has been obtained; when comparing experiments are

always carried out in the same way, repeated determinations of the

same liquid with a quantity of titration liquid of about 45 cm.'

deviate only some tenths of cm.' from the mean of the determina-

tions. For our determinations this accuracy is amply sufficient.

Without citrate the 100 cm.' of calcium sulphate solution require

from 45 to 47 cm.' of titration liquid to reach this end-point;

hence the total volume of the liquid at the end of the titration

amounts to 145 or 147 cm.'. If in consequence of the addition of

citrate the liquid required considerably less titration liquid, 1 added

so much alcohol of 56 volume percentages (spec. gr. 0,921) from a

burette to the 100 cm.' that was to be examined, that at the end

of the titration the total volume would again be between 145 and

in which the calcium ions are dissolved If, however, only small differences are

measured, in other words if about an equal amount of alcohol is added, this does

not prevent us from obtaining comparable results.

') I refer for an accurate description, of Clark's method to Jahresberichte f.

Chemie 1850, p. 608; to Lunge and Berl, 6th edition. Vol. II, p. 23i2.

/
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147 cm.'; and in this liquid the endpoint was deternuned. This

precaution was omitted, when tiie total volume was between 140

and 147 cm.' at the end of the experiment. This measure purposes

to prevent that in an inquiry into the titratable calcium in salt

solutions of the same molecular concentration, these would have

different molecular concentration at the endjioint of the titration,

and would no longer be comparable for this reason.

1/10 N neutral solutions of the sodium salts were made from

citric acid and its various substitution pioducts (neutral towards

litmus; it was verified that they remained neutral towards litmus

on dilution with the same volume of the above gypsum solution).

As normal solutions were considered those that contained one gramme-

molecule per litre (hence not: One gramme-equivalent in multi-basic

salts). The mixture of gypsum and of (perhaps substituted) citrate

accordingly contained the various salts in the concentration of 1/20 N.

The gypsum solution diluted with the same volume of water

consumed on an average 45.7 cm'. This corresponds with 12.2 parts

of CaO per 100000 parts of water; or with 8.7 parts of Ca per

100000 parts of water. In citrates etc. it was derived from a table

of Lunge and Buhl ') (calculated from experiments by Faist and

Knauss), how much Ca was mo/ found back in the titration, calculated

as percentage of the total quantity (8.7).

In the first column is given the consumed quantity of cm' of

titration liquid; in the second column the quantity of calcium that

was not found back as percentage of the total quantitj'.

Thus I found:

a. Citric acid *)

b. Te alcohol group made inactive.

Acetylcitric acid

Compared with :

Aconitic acid

Tricarballylic acid

Isoallylene tetra carbonic acid

c. One carboxyl group made inactive.

Symmetrical citric acid monoamlde

Compared with:

Apple acid

Tartaric acid

2.6 cm'



43.6 cm'
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Through iiilerpolatioii it is found that 11 or 12 7o "f ""' ''^•^'I'^'si'ed

calcium corresponds to 0.0033 N ; 5 or 5'/, "/„ to 0.0019 N citrate,

and 3 7o 'o 0.0010 N citrate; iience that the activity is reduced

resp. to '/i6> Vjo Vso of its value through the substilution in the

unciianged citric acid.

These values show good agreement with the results of the rennet

coagulation experiments, where 7i9> Viou» Viou ^^^ found. In view

of the uncertainty in the determinations with small quantities of

complex formation no better agreement can be desired.

We may slill point out that also barium and strontium salts are

deprived of their free ions by addition of citrate. Thus 1 found in

diluted solutions of barium nitrate, strontium niliate and calcium

sulphate, which reqniied resp

barinm strontium calcium

23.0 cm' 25.4 cm' 25.4 cm'

of titration liquid, that — when these 100 cm' contained '/luu resp.

Vso N sodium citrate — they consumed only:

'/,„ N 21.6 cm' 6.0 cm' 11.2 cm'

7.„ N 16.85 cm' 1.85 cm' 3.9 cm'

3. Conclusion.

a. The biological citrate action rests on the diminution of the

concentration of the free calcium ions throngh formation of complex

compounds or ions. This citrate action can also be shown in less

complicated systems than biochemical ones, e.g. in the solubility of cal-

cium oleate in citrate.

h. Substituted citrates show there exactly the same diminution of

activity as has been observed in a biochemical reaction (as the

rennet coagulation). When either the alcohol group, or one of the

carboxyl groups is removed, the activity is reduced to 7i8 of its

value; this diminution is much greater wiien two groups are removed

at the same time.

c. Citric acid owes its strong activity to the fact that it is a

multi-basic oxy-acid.

Experiments with other ranlti-basic oxy-acids are in progress. I

refer for the literature to the extensive German publication, which

will shortly appear.

36*



Colloidchemistry. — "Researches on the Nature of the So-Called

Adsorpdve Power of Finely-Divided Carbon." I. The Binding

of Water by Animal Carbon. By Dr. J. R. Katz. (Communi-

cated by Prof. A. F. Holleman).

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1923).

I. Introduction.

The power of fine!)' liivided carbon to bind all kinds of substances

is evidently in connection with the degree of fineness of division;

for in not finely divided condition the carbon does not show this

property. At present the phenomenon is almost universally considered

as a typical example of real surface adsorption, i.e. as the acciunnlation

of a substance in the boundary layer simply in consequence of the

surface-forces.

This surface adsorption is generally considered as in sharp contrast

with the formation of a solid solution. In the latter case the bound

substance is not only found in the boundary layer solid-liquid, but

through diffusion it gradually penetrates between the molecules of

the solid substance, so that finally the principal quantity of the

absorbed substance is not found in the boundary layer, but

homogeneously distributed throughout the solid body.

A clear realization of the questions that can be solved by

experiments on the nature of this binding to carbon only dates

from tiie time of physical chemistry. Bancroft ') and others have

considered the possibility that the substances would have been

absorbed by the carbon in solid solution ; but the further development

of this thought failed on account of the form of the binding-isotherm.

If we had to do with a solid solution, — this was the opinion

some twenty years ago — the laws of Henry and Nernst must be

valid, hence the quantity of absorbed substance must be in direct

ratio to the concentration of the vapour and liquid phase, with

which it is in equilibrium. A curve is, however, obtained which is

almost horizontal at first, and which then turns its convex side

downward. This might be explained by the assumption that the

absorbed substance dissociates in the carbon into many (e.g. four

1) The Phase Rule.
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or ten) molecules. In most of the substances bound by carbon snch

a liypotliesis lias no sense. Besides it does not become clear wlij

the carbon works the belter as it is more finely divided; this must

then be accounted for as a consequence of the easier diffusion.

In 1907 Freundlich showed ') that the binding isotherm can be

represented by the formula:

1

X "— = « . c
•m

for not too great values of c (?h is the quantity of carbon, x the

substance bound by it, e the concentration of this substance in the

solution which is in equilibrium with the carbon, a and n are con-

stants). He showed that we had to do here with real equilibria

which are established within a very short time. The degree in which

a solid substance binds, varies greatlj' with ihe absorbed substance,

but is Utile dependent on the nature of Ihe solid phase. Freunduch

demonstrated that these facts become perhaps most easily compre-

hensible when il is assumed that the binding rests on surface

adsorption, on a becoming denser of the surface of the solid phase.

But in 1909 he himself does not exclude the possibility that the

phenomenon rests on the formation of a dissociable chemical bond

or a solid solution; he only calls these explanations "wesentlich

nnvorleilhafter" ').

In course of time, however, in default of new arguments for the

other conceptions, this view has gained so many adherers that it

often makes the impression as if it were an established fact that

the sorption by carbon rests on a real surface-adsorption.

In 1910 I succeeded') in showing that a deviation from the laws

of Henry and Nernst in solid solutions can have another cause than

the dissociation of the bound substance into molecules, viz. when

the mixing in solid solution is chiefly caused by the attraction

between the molecules of solvent and dissolved substance; whereas

in the ordinary diluted solutions the mixing is brought about parti-

cularly by the diffusion impulse (because mixing is a more probable

state, one that takes place with increase of entropy — also when

the attraction may be neglected). In this case the decrease of free

energy is about equal to the heat eflfect that takes place in the

') Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie 57, p. 385 (1907).

') Kapillarcliemie, Iste Aufl. p 289, Akadein. Verlagsgesellschaft Leipzig 1909.

') These Proc. Vol. Xlll, p. 958: Address at the Meeting of the Bunsen-Gesell-

schaft. Kiel, 1911; Gesetze der Quellung, Kolloidchem. Beihefte Bd 9.
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binding. If the differential binding heat is great, and if it decreases

on absorption of the substance, then follows from the equality of

the variations of free energy and of binding-heat that the binding

isotherm must have a course as Fkkundi,k:h must have found, i. e.

that it begins pretty well horizontally, and then turns its convex

side downwards. This appears to be the case in aqueous solutions

of sidphuric acid and phosphoric acid, and in (he swelling albumens

and polysaccharides. In all these cases Fheundmch's formula appears

to hold as approximating formula for small concentrations, even

particularly well in aqueous solutions of sulphuric acid and phos-

phoric acid, though we have certainly not to do here with real

surface adsorption, but with real mixing.

Hence it is clear that the validity of Fbeundi.ich's formula does

not furnish the proof that roe have to do with surface adsorption.

Inversely the equality in the variation of free energy and heat-

effect is no proof either that there exists an ideal concentrated

solution. It does not seem improbable to me that this equality also

exists with pure surface adsorption, and possibly with many com-

plicated intermediary phenomena called sorption at present. I found

it confirmed in the absorption of water by ciipri ferro cyanide, in

which a strong change of colour from violet black to light brown

is found'). The next step is now in my opinion to test this relation

by a number of typical examples of genuine surface adsorption and

of sorption. For if it appears to be valid everywhere, this is an

important contribution to the knowledge of the sorption phenomena;

and if it holds in some cases and not in others, it may be studied

on what this depends. But apart from this it leads to a better

method of analysis of sorption and adsorption phenomena : the

simultaneous determination of the sorption isotherms and of the

sorption heats. This method gives a much deeper insight than the

prevalent one, which is restricted to the determination of the sorp-

tion isotherm for small concentrations. That Fheundlich's formula

is of such universal validity at these small concentrations, will

probably appear to mean that (in a system in which the variations

of free energy and of heat-effect are equal in approximation) the

differential sorption heat is very great at first, and diminishes

gradually during the absorption; the longer the (almost) asymptotic

horizontal initial part of the isotherm, the longer the differential

sor|)tion heat will preserve a great value. What is important in this

method of investigation of the sorption phenomena is further that

') Verslag van de gewone vergadering der wis- en naluurk. Afd. Kon. Akad. v.

Wet. Dl. XXXI, Nos. 9-10, p. 542.
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it can take into accounl not only the course of the isotherm for

small concentrations, but tiie whole course. And besides it has the

advantage that it does not bind itself beforehand b^' a preconceived

opinion on the question which can at present mostly not be decided,

of what nature the sorption phenomonon is (solid solution real sur-

face adsorption, dissociable chemical combination, or two or three

of these possibilities at the same time). The simultaneous determi-

nation of the two curves does, however, supply a collection of facts

important for the decision of this question, which every theory has

to take into account.

2. Experiments.

The purest animal carbon of MbRCK was used for the investigation

It was placed in air-dry condition in a wide-moufhed glass jar; its

water content was determined at 230° C. after 3 hours' drying. It

is not impossible that in this way the water percentage is found

slightly too high, the weight of the carbon having possibly been

slightly diminished by oxidation. As in most hygroscopic substances

of this kind it remains somewhat arbitrary rvhat is considered to be

"dry" substance.

For the determination of the sorption heats quantities of from

5 to 12 grammes of carbon were weighed in air-dry condition,

which can easily be done accurately, as the substance is not parti-

cularly hygroscopic in this condition ; the carbon cannot be weighed

accurately when quite dry. In crystallisation dishes these samples

of carbon were brought in exsiccators over sulphuric acid-water

mixtures of different strengths; we then waited till equilibrium had

been approximately established. In this way samples of carbon were

obtained in which the water was very uniformly distributed. Wliere

the water-content of the air-dry carbon was known, the increase

or decrease of weight of the sample of carbon yields its water con-

tent at the known vapour tension.

This caibon was jdaced in a glass tube, which was closed with

a tight-fitting rubber stopper ami placed in a calorimeter vessel

filled with water. The experiments were made in a room in which

the temperature was particularly constant. After temperature equili-

brium had been established, the course of the thermometer was

followed; then the contents of the tube were emptied into the water

of the calorimeter vessel, after which the temperature was again

observed. After from 2—4 minutes the generation of heat did not

increase appieciahly any longer.
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Let us call i the degree of sorption (gr. of water per i gr. of

dry substance), and W the heat of sorption (generation of heat in

cal. when 1 gr. of dry substance absorbs 1 gr. of water). Then I found:

1
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dW
the calculation of tlie differential quotient —- . But this at least may

cu

(IW
be said now that the curve begins with —— = 75 cal., then decreases

(h

pretty rapidly, in a way, which corresponds pretty closely with the

course of this quantity in the heats of mixing (of snlf)huric acid or

phosphoric acid with water). At /=rü.lO to i=0.15 it begins to

assume a more or less constant (albeit slowly diminishing) value,

amounting to about 23 cal., which diminishes again greatly past

?r=:0.65, and converges to zero.

It would be very important also to study the volumecontraction

at the absorption of water; for, where in expansible and in miscible

substances the relation ( -f^
) always appeared of the same order

of magnitude (between 10 and 30 10~*), it would be important

to examine what the order of magnitude of this quotient would be

in animal carbon. Unfortunately it is not possible to determine these

volume contractions, as carbon probably acts as an adsorbent on

ei^eri/ pj'^cuoraeter liquid, at least in anhydrous condition.

The free energy at the sorption can most easily be calculated

from the vapour tension of the water at different degrees of sorption.

These vapour tensions have not been determined directly, but

indirectly by the method of Gay Lussac-van Bemmelen (by bringing

the substance into equilibrium with sulphuric acid-water mixtures

of known strength till constancy of weight is reached). The

absorption and loss of water then appeared to be a phenomenon

of equilibrium, which presents liysteresis. This result is in striking
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contrast witli Fkeündi.ich's experience that the absorption ufc/m-o/wrf

.tuhntnnces, as iodine, djestuffs, and organic acids, is an equilihrinm,

which is readily established independent of the condition from which

one starts, and within a few minutes ; this observation of P^kecnot.ich's

was confirmed for dissolved substances by many investigators.

In order to obviate the influence of hysteresis, the equilibiium

had to be determined from two sides; then the approximative value

of the state ctf equilil)rium was calculated by taking the mean of

the two values found in this way. Accordingly twice thirteen samples

of airdry carbon, each having a weight of about one gramme,

were weighed off in crystallisation dishes. One half of these dishes

were dried for one or two weeks in a vacuum exsiccator over

sulphuric acid ; they then contained no more than 1 or 2 parts of

water to 100 parts by weight of dry carbon. The other half was

placed over water in a vacuum exsiccator for the same length of

time; they then contained about 90 parts of water to 100 parts of

dry carbon. Then thirteen small exsiccators were arranged with

sulphuiic acid-water mixtures of known vapctur tension
;

in every

exsiccator there was placed a dry and a moistened carbon. These

acids were refreshed a few times. After 40—90 days, when the

dishes had become almost quite constant of weight long before, it

was assumed that ihey had reached their onesided equilibrium.

All the experiments took place at a temperature of 16—20° C. in

a room in which the variations of temperature were particularly

small (a room built specially for thermochemistry).

The vapour tension h was expressed as fraction of the maximum
tension of water at the same temperature; the sorbed quantity i. as

grammes of water per one gramme of dry carbon. The free energy

at the sorption of one gramme of liquid water is found from the

- 1252
,

relation A = —-— loa^' h.
18 ^

Fig. 2 shows the isotherm. The curve begins as a real adsorption-

curve (or as the isotherm of a concentrated solution), but with a

very short horizontal initial portion '), at half its height, {h = 0,40

to 0,65) it gets, however, an almost horizontal part; at A = 0,65

and / = 0,57 there begins a new part of the curve (which, however,

issues from the preceding part without any abrupt transition), which

again has an S-shape. It is remarkable how great the quantity

') This has probably been drawn too long ; has the weight of the carbon not

been somewhat diminished by drying at 200° G. through oxidation? The horizontal

beginning, if it exists, is probably only little pronounced.

I
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of water is which this form of amorphous carbon can absorl); over

a sulphuric acid with a /< = 0,997 the substance at)sorbed 0,929

parts of water per 1 part of dry substance ! Accordingly an absorption

of water of the same order of magnitude as in (freatly swelling

h
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substances. Bachmann '), who already deteimiiied an isotherm of

carbon and water before me, found in cocoanut carbon a maximum
water ab.sorption of / = 0,25. Berl and Anukess ') also found in their

carbon a considerably smaller value than I in mine.

The doubie-S-shaped curve of the isotherm obtained is practically

the same form as that whicli van Bkmmelrn has observed in gels

of silicic acid and of iron hydroxide. The flat portion there corresponds

to the part of the curve in wliich the gel, which is first transparent,

becomes opaque.

3. Comparison of Free Energy and Heat Effect.

A simple comparison of the curves fig. 1 and fig. 2 sliows that

ilW

di
and log h must have an analogous course as function of i'. Both

curves have an almost horizontal, almost rectilinear (slowly descending)

portion between « = 0.10 and /^0.60 to 0.65; both curves have

before and after this the shape as for liquids which mix with water

with strong heal effect. By graphical determination of the differential

quotient —;— this can be estimated for some values of i, for which
di

log h is known. Thus I find:

/
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is of the same order of magnitude as the heat effect. But with small

i the heat effect is much smaller than the variation of the free

energy. This latter is probably in connection with the small value

of the first differential heat of sorption in this substance. Most likely

there is no equality in the middle piece either, but only coirespond-

eiice in the order of magnitude. The experiments are, however,

not accurate enough to set forth this difference clearly.

4. The Analogy of the Curves with those for ISfeioly-made Silicic

Acid and Zsigmondy and Anderson's Explication.

As I already observed, the isotherm has the same typical shape

as that found by van Bkmmelen and later by Anderson for silicic

acid gel. The "turn", the point where the second «^-shaped curve

begins, lies at z'=0.57 and A = 0.65 for carbon. Also Bachmann

found a curve with a horizontal portion for the cocoanut carbon

examined by him (possibly even with two such pieces). And Behi.

and Andress found a curve of the same shape as mine in the carbon

examined by them.

cal.

20

10

Fig. 3.

That also the curves of the heats of sorption correspond is shown

by fig. 3, in which I have represented Bellati and Finazzi's results ')

for newly-made silicic acid (temperature 12°— 20° C). Unfortunately

these carefully performed researches have so far escaped the notice

of the writers of the books on colloid chemistry, whence they have

not met with the recognition they deserve. The curve typically

1) M. Bellati and L. Finazzi, Atti d. R. Instituto Veneto, Serie Vlll, Tomo i, p. 518.
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presents the same course as that found bj me for carbon ; the initial

part as the curve for a heat of mixing, the almost rectilinear middle

portion, the end in a curve with the concavity downward. Unfor-

tunately we have no reason to believe that the silicic acid examined

by Bei.i.ati and Finazzi possesses exactly the same constants as that

on which Van Bkmmei.en and Andkkson performed their determina-

tions of the vapour tension, as the properties greatly depend on the

preparation. This is, however, the case in the experiments with car-

bon, de,scribed above.

In the absorption of water va|»our by carbon we have, therefore,

to do with a system of which the isotherm and the curve of the

heats of sorption are in perfect agreement with the same curves of

those silicic acid gels that present a so-called "turn".

In silicic acid it is very probable that in the tlat piece very fine

capillaries ai'e getting filled with water, for absorption of water

causes the opaque substance to become transparent again. Zsigmondy

and Anderson ') pointed out that the radius of these fine capillaries

can be calculated from the vapour tension of the water in tlie flat

piece; they then arrived at values of the order of magnitude ] .3

10'^ mm. for the initial part, and 2.6X^0"^ mm. of the end of

the flat piece. And they showed further that when tlie same silicic

acid gel is changed into an alcohol or benzene gel, and the radius

of the capillary is calculated from the vapour tension of the alcohol

or the benzene, values are obtained for this radius of the same mag-

nitude as in water. This pleads very strongly in favour of the view

that the flat middle piece is due to the filling of capillaries, which

gradually become slightly wider, hence on micro-porosity.

Patrick') repeated these experiments with liquid carbonic acid

and liquid sulphur dioxide with silicic acid gel. Then he found,

however, much less concordant values for the size of the capillaries;

he tried to explain this by the greater thickness of the capillary

layer near the critical point.

Bachmann'), working in Zsigmondy's laboratory, also explained

the flat middle piece in the isotherm of carbon and water by a

system of such fine capillaries. The substance being opaque, it can-

not be ascertained if this property becomes stronger in the middle

piece.

1) Zeitschr. f. pliysiltal. Chemie, 88, p. 191 (1914); Zsigmondy, Lehrbuch der

Kolloidchemie, 4th edition, p. 219—234.

') Patrick, Diss. Göttingen, 1914.

') Bachmann, loc. cit.
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My experiiiienis lead to the following values lor this radius:

z\ ^0.157 /*, = 0.410 r, = 1.24X 10-*^ ram.

(beginning of the

flat piece)

i, = 0.362 A, = 0.517 r, = 1.67 X 10-g mm.
i, = 0.491 /i, = 0.596 / •, = 2.13 X 10-^ mm.

i^ = 0.57 h, = 0.66 r, = 2.57 X 10-« mm.

(end of the

flat piece").

The values found for the radius of the micro-capillaries, are in

such close agreement as regards order of magnitude with the values

of ZsiGMONDY and Anderson, and with those of Bachmann, that it is

astonishinti that always this order of magnitude is again met with.

(The second system of capillaries which Bachmann thinks that he

can derive from his curves, seems questionable to me).

The agreement in the form of the curves for the heats of sorption

with Iheir typically flattened [)iece corroborates that the flat pai't

of the isotherm for carbon and for silicic acid has the same cause.

It is the more striking under these circumstances that Bkri, and

Andhkss have found that the same carbon which gives a flat middle

piece in the isotherm with water, lias (/ curve wit/iotit any Jiat

middle piece, and with a much longer horizontal initial part (for

small I) loit/t organic liquids (as benzene or methyl alcohol). If the

correctness of these experiments is confirmed, tiiey furnish the proof

that Zsiomondy's explanation, cannot be the true one, at least for

carbon. I am, therefore, occupied with a repetition of these experi-

ments, and also with a determination of the heats of sorption.

Since Zsigmondy's explanation is inadequate to account for the

flat piece in the isotherm and for the flattened piece in the heats

of sorption, it is in ray opinion natural to see a connection between

the deviating form of the isotherm of walei- anil the fact that ivater

7)ioisten.s solid bodies, as cai bon, much less easily than organic liquids,

as benzene or methyl alcohol, do. We should then have to do in

water and carbon with surface adsorption at a surface that is not

easily moistened, a phenomenon of which so far only one example

has been studied somewhat more closely '), viz. the adsorption of

watervapour to glass-wool which has been Ihorougiily dried before-

hand, investigated by Trouton'). The glass-wool had been previously

') Freundlich, Kapillarchemie, 2"^ edition, p, 223. Possibly there is solid

solution present as a complication in tfie boundary layer also here.

') Freundlich, loo cit.
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treated by drying at 162° over phosphorus pentoxide, and then gave

an isotherm with a flat middle piece (possibly even with a faint

retrograde piece), wliich shows a close analogy with the shape of

the isotlierm for water and carbon. When the glass-wool had been

well moistened beforehand, it gave an S-form, as they have been

found in mixtures of sulphuric acid and water, and in swelling

bodies with water as imbibition-liquid; characteristic is there the

beginning with a strongly pronounced horizontal piece foj- small

i, in which region Freundi.ich's adsorption formula is valid. Similar

curves were found by Herf, and Andress for the adsorption of those

•liquids that moisten the carbon well.

This conception might also be able to explain why the adsorption

by carbon of water presents such strong hysteresis, wheieas that

of organic vapours seems to take place without hysteresis. It is,

however, possible that solid solution in the boundary layers also

plays a part in this').

The experiments are being continued.

5. Conclusions.

1. In the investigation of the phenomena of sorption it is in-

sufficient to determine the isolheriri of binding; it is necessary to

determine at the same time (he heat of sorption as function of the

quantity of absorbed substance at the same material.

2. The examined animal carbon appeared to have an isotherm

with an almost flat middle piece, analogous to the isotherm of newly-

made silicic acid. The sorption-heat had a course corresponding with

this, a flattened middle piece.

3. By assuming that this course is explained by a system of

micro-capillaries, I calculate the radius of these capillaries from the

isotherm at 1.2 to 2.6 juft (as for silicic acid). That this dimension agrees

so closely with that for silicic acid, is somewhat strange and striking.

4. It is, however, doubtful whether this explanation by the

assumption of a system of micro capillaries is the true one. It

seems probable to me that the difficult moistening of the carbon by

water accounts for it.

5. Very striking is the strong hysteresis in the isotherm ').

1) In the search for possible explanations for the deviating behaviour of water at

carbon much light was thrown on the subject by conversations with Dr. M. Polanyi.

') The complicated results of B. Gustaver (Kolloidchem, Beihefte, 1922) and

HaLLSTRONo's experiments (Diss. Helsingfors, 1920) will be discussed in a following

paper. Not to lengthen this communication, 1 confine myself to only mentioning

them here.



Chemistry. — " Volta- Luminescence" . By Dr. J. Lifschitz. (Com-

municated by Prof. F. M. Jaeger).

(Communicated at the meeting of June 3ü, 1923).

^1. On the passage of electric current.s through Voltaic cells

phenomena of light are often observed at the electrodes. This "elec-

trolytic", or rather this "electrode" light can appear botii at the

anode and at the cathode, as well on use of continuous current and

of alternate current. The nature of the emitted light has seldom

been investigated, and then only unsatisfactorily. Consequently so

far only little could be said witli certainty about the nature of the

process. Some researchers (1, 2, 3) have interpreted some of these

phenomena of liglit as reaction luminescence phenomena — hence

as belonging to the phenomena of chemi-luminescence. If this should

appear to be true, this would be of importance, because, as is known,

ionic reaction is hardly ever attended with luminescence (4, 5). Besides

the [)henomena in question are of importance spectroscopically and

eleclro-cliemically. The light emissions under consideration may
certainly not be considered as of an exclusively thermal character.

For, as earlier experimenters already observed, the phenomenon of

light is as a rule the more intense, as electrode and electrolyte have

a lower temperature. Often the luminescence only occurs at very

small intensity of the current. The spectrum is mostly discontinuous,

or it presents at least a maximum of intensity, as is not pos-

sible with purely thermal radiation. At any rate an incandescence of

the electrode metal can he distinguished with perfect certainty from

the luminescence proper. Hence we are justified in distinguishing

the phenomena in what follows as "Volla-luminescences" ; ai)d it

will appear that inter se these are of very different characters, though

on the other hand they resemble each other more or less in the

following respects:

1. There is mostly a considerable increase of the resistance of

the cells, as long as the electrode emits light.

2. Formation of solid or gaseous layers at the luminescent elec-

trode, which sometimes enliiely prevent the passage of the current.

3. Often an abnormal course of the electrolysis can be observed.

37

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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1. Cathodic Luminescence. (Wehnelt interruptor,

Chromoscope of v. Bolton.)

^ 2. The first data about phenomena of" light at tlie anode, as

they appear in the WEHNEi.T-interriiptor, were given by Wehnelt

(6) himself. Voller and Waltheh found (7) that much stronger light

effects are obtained when tlie smaller electrode is made cathode,

hence when the interruptor is inserted reversel}'. A very pure

spectrum of the electrode metal is then observed, and further some

of the hydrogen lines appear. The phenomena also occur when the cell

is not inserted as an interruptor, hence without induction coil.

Without taking these observations sufficiently into account, v.

Bolton (8) later described an arrangement which was suitable for

spectralanalytic purposes and closely resembled the preceding one.

He called this arrangement "Chromoscope". As anode served a

thick platinum wire or platinum plate; as cathode he used a pla-

tinum wire, or a rod of the metal that was to be examined spectro-

analytically. The electrolyte (H,SO,, or better HNO, 1:4) contained

in the first case a small quantity of the substance to be examined.

When the current is closed by carefully immersing the cathode,

very clear and pure spectra of the metals are obtained, which are

present as electrode or in the electrolyte, and besides H-lines (espe-

cially Ha) and the Na-D-line. v. Bolton used a potential of 110

Volt; then the strength of the current in his electrolyte-chromoscope

amounted to 0,15—0,3 Amp., in his metal chromoscope to 2 Amp.

Morse (9) investigated the light of the WEHNELT-interruptor more

closely. He used an alternate current of a pretty considerable

strength, and found that cathode and anode give the same spectrum;

the cathodic light was, however, much stronger than the anodic

light. He did not observe H-lines. The spectra obtained sometimes

resembled the arc-spectrum more closely, sometimes the spark spec-

trum, without his being able to give a satisfactory explanation of

this. There are, however, always characteristic differences between

Wehnelt- and spark-spectra, resp. Wehnelt- and arc-spectra. We
shall come back to further observations of Morse later on.

For the investigation of the cathode spectra the arrangement of v.

Bolton is the most suitable; this was still somewhat modified for

experiments of longer duration. Fig. 1 represents a simple model of

an electrolyte-chromoscope, with which experiments can be made

without difficulties. A f/-tube is placed within a cooling-jacket;

the legs of this tube are closed by two rubber stoppers, in which
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the electrodes are fastened. By means of an intermediate piece the

two legs are connected with each other aiid with the water-jet

siiction-pnmp, which immediately removes the oxjhjdrogen gas

formed in the electrolysis. The Inminesceiice is started by tiie im-

mersion of the cathode, and at the same time the cell is closed

air-tight. In the metal chromoscope the lube drawn in fig. 2 comes

in the place of the f/'-tube.

In order to photograph the spectra, the light was thrown on the

slit of a Hii.GER spectiogra[)h by means of a small condenser with

small focal distance. When Viridin-Inalo plates were used, the expo-

sure had sometimes to be continued from 40 to 150 minnles, be-

cause spraying took place. As electrolyte HNO, 1 : 4 was generally

used ; other electiolytes, however, may equally well be used, e.g.

Fig. 1 Fig. 2

diluted or concentrated HjSO^, KOH etc.; this brings about no

essential difference as to the nature of the phenomena.

-37*
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Al spectra.

Cu-spectra.

1
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^ 3. In contrast with wliat was found by Morse, H-lines (espe-

cially R^) were present in the emitted speclrnni; further Pt-lines at

platinum cathodes. Apart frovi this it nms stated that electrolyte and

metal chromoscope, give totally different spectra, — a fact which was

quite overlooked both by v. Bolton and by Morse. When the metal

that is to be detected, only occurs in the electrolyte, the spectrum

very closely resembles that of the spark-spectrnm of the metal. If

this same metal is, however, immersed as cathode in pure acid, a

spectrum is obtained which agrees closely with the aic-spectrnm.

As an illustration of these facts, which 1 could verify repeatedly,

some photographs have been reproduced here ffig. 3).

That we are justified in speaking of a general behaviour here,

follows for the rest, besides from our own observations (with Mg,

Pb, Fe, Wo, Mo, Ta, Al, Cu etc.), also from the data of v. Holton

and Morse themselves. If the metal is at the same time in electro-

lyte and electrode, it is to he expected that a superposition of the

two spectra is observed. Since, however, the metal chronioscopes

produce more intense phenomena, it is easy to understand that

Morse observed a strong arc-spectitim that is generally superposed

by a weak spark-spectrum.

If the chronioscopes are to funclion normally, a definite current

intensity is required in both cases, which though dependent on the

adjustments of the apparatus, always remained within the limits

indicated by v. Bolton. With Cu-salt in the electrolyte chromoscope

(fig. I) e. g. 0,4 -0,5 Amp. appeared to be required. A greater

intensity of the current caused incandescence of the wire, and the

disappearance of the luminescence, whilst a- weaker current

caused the total light intensity to become smaller. As appears from

the adjoined photographs, also a selective weakening takes place:

some lines losing- much more in intensity than the rest. The same

effect may also he reached by greatly diminishing the concentration

of the metal salt.

In many cases, especially when earth-alkali salts are used, one

has the impression that the whole liquid at the cathode is lumi-

nescent. This etfect is, however, not always found; besides the

spectrum was not changed by this. The co-luminescence seems to

be caused by still unknown accessory circumstances.

With regard to the mechanism of the emission process it may be

considered as an established fact that the cathode is surrounded by

a gas envelope. As already Voller and Walter observed, this may

be shown simply as follows: when a well-luminescent chromoscope is
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first cut out, and then immediately inserted again, the luminescence

quickly continues without it being necessary to take the electrode

out of the liquid and immeising it again. If, however, we wait a

sliort time after the cutting out, a hissing sound is lieai'd after about

2 or 3 sec, and now the chromoscope is not at once luminescent

again when it is inserted. Moreover the experiments of Riesen-

FELD and Pfützer (11) have described, plead still more in favour

of the existence of a gas layer. There a small of light arc is formed

between cathode and liquid, and I could verify that the same spectral

phenomena are obtained as in the chromoscope. On use of Pt- or

Ir-cathodes, the metal to be detected being present in the liquid,

a spark-spectrum is obtained; when, however, the metal is used as

cathode with pure acid, and arc-spectrum.

^ 4. Probably the following idea must be formed about the origin

of these cathodic luminescence phenomena. Between electrode and

electrolyte there is formed a gas envelope containing hydrogen,

water-vapour and some oxygen-, within this layer lies almost the

whole fall of potential ot the cell. The cations not being able

to traverse this layer, there a current of rapid cathode rays is formed,

which discharge these cations. The discharged metal atoms now
get into the gas layer, and are excited to the emission of a

spark-spectrum by collision with similar tlying electrons.

The spraying of the cathode is greatly promoted by the impact

with positive particles. If, as in the metal chromoscope, the current

density and the strength of the current intensity are relatively high,

also uncharged atoms of the electrode metal get into the gas layer

— either because the spraying consists primarily in a scattering of

molecular particles, or because locally a sufficiently high tempera-

ture arises — , and then an light-arc is formed and hence an arc-

spectrum is observed.

If the electrolyte at the same time contains a sufficient number

of ions of the electrode- or another metal, a spark spectrum of the

second metal can of course appear by the side of the arc-spectrum

of the first metal. This is, however, not necessary. Depending

upon the nature of the electrode metal, the arc-spectrnm is more or

less apparent. Thus Moksiï showed already that the spectrum of a

platinum cathode is intense in solutions of acids and alkalies, but

very faint in solutions of earth alkalies, while a strong aluminium

(arc-)spectrum appears with an aluminium electrode in almost any

electrolyte. The relations that are valid here must, however, still

be examined
;

possibly the greater or less tendency to spraying of

I
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the electrode material is plajing here a prominent part. That melting-

point and evaporation point of the metal are not decisive, has already

been stated bj' Morse.

(II) Anodic Luminescence.

§ 5. As might be expected, the phenomena at the anode are much
more numerous and much more complicated than those at the

cathode. Besides gas layers, also layers of solid substance can esta-

blish themselves here between electrolyte and electrode, thus causing

luminescence. The sparks which appear in valve cells at the limiting

tensions (10), have not been examined in what follows.

According to the nature of the emitted light and the cause of the

luminescence at the anode, the following typical cases of lumines-

cence can be distinguished.

1. Line- and band-spectra; to a certain extent these are very

similar to those at the cathode, but they are generally much weaker.

2. Arc-spectra, equal to those at the cathode, but which can but

rarely be obtained, and then only on definite conditions.

3. Generally a yellowish luminescence — which in so far as this

can be ascertained, is spectroscopically continuous, — without forma-

tion of a layer of oxide or anything of this kind. The anode metal

(or the carbon used as anode) gets shinj' or bright.

4. For so far as this can be ascertained a continuous emission,

with a maximum of intensity in a definite spectrum region; in this

case the formation of solid layers at the anode always takes place.

First of all we will give some instances and some further parti-

culars of the phenomena in each of these four classes.

^ 6. 1. Already Voi.ler and Walter record that at an intermptor

anode from platinum in sulphuric acid 1 : 40, they obtained — by

the side of the NaD-line — a faint band spectrum. If this cell

contained sulphuric acid and also metal salts, the lines of these

metals also appeared. The data of these investigators could be fully

confirmed; no more than they, did 1, however, succeed in deter-

mining more accurately the band-spectrum lying in the green '). The

intensity of the phenomenon was, indeed, too small for spectroscopic

investigation, though it was always clearly perceptible, also in aqueous

potassium hydroxide 1:10, and on use of other anode metals. Special

phenomena were obtained on use of platinum anodes in sulphuric

acid 1 : 40, containing at once several metallic salts.

In order to obtain anodic metal lines, greater quantities of metallic

salt must in general be dissolved in the acid. Even then mostly a

1) Very probably these „bands" belong the oxygen spectrum.
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few characteristic lines stand out very clearly (e. g. the green Tl-

line; the three green Cu-lines). If tiie acid contains two kinds of

metalions, often only one of these kinds of ions can be detected

spectroscopically. An example of this is furnished by the following

experiment

:

A platinum anode was immersed in sulphuric acid 1 : 40, which

contained a sufficient quantity of sulphate of sodium and sulphate

of copper. First so much current was passed through that the anode

wire became incandescent; then gradually resistance was inserted

until the incandescence stopped and the characteiistic yellow lumi-

nescence appeared. Only a very strong Na-D-line was observed then

in the spectroscope. When gradually still more resistance was put

in, the yellow luminescence and the Na-D-line became fainter and

fainter, and the Cu-lines began to appear {in the green). At a definite

terminal voltage green sparks were also immediately to be observed

by the side of the yellow sparks at the anode.

It is exceedingly diflicult to elucidate the nature of these very

faintly luminous phenomena experimentally. It can only be stated

that the luminescence appeais to be caused by numerous sparks,

and that there is undoubtedly a gas-envelope present also here, as

already Voller and Walter pointed out. Very piobably a similar

mechanism is to be supposed here as in Lecoq de Boisbaudran's "ful-

gurator". In this apparatus we have a layer of gas and vapour

between anode and electrolyte, through which the sparks penetrate.

§ 7. 2. A beautiful and very intense anodic arc-spectrum can be

obtained with an iron rod in hot concentrated or diluted sulphuric

acid (sp. gr. 1.80 and H,SO< 1 -.4); less easily by means of tungsten

anodes in the same medium Then the temperature of tiie anodes

is prettj' high; the colour of the emitted light is a brilliant blue.

The tension in these experiments was 225 Volts. The emission did

not appear until the luminescence described under 3 had been

observed for a shorter or longer time. We shall, therefore, have to

return to the said phenomenon presently.

3. A very peculiar light phenomenon is observed when the current

is closed by immersion of a carbon- or metal-anode in concentrated

or diluted sulphuric acid. The carbon then gets covered by a beautiful

yellow mantle of light, which continues to persist for a long time;

the carbon surface gets smooth, carbon powder and superficial impu-

rites are removed. Metal anodes present an analogous behaviour, as

was by observed by v. Bolton (8), to wliom we owe a method by

this procedure for polishing and cleansing carbon electrodes. (14).
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I have been able to corroborate the validity of this experimenter's

results in every respect — both on nse of concentrated and of

diluted sulphuric acid. A digressing l)ehaviour is shown only by ty|)ical

valve metals (e.g. Al and Ta). These emit a white or bluish light.

For so far as could be ascertained, the spectrum of the yellow

light is continuous; often the Na-D-line is still to be observed. After

the experiment the electrodes surface is bright and smooth, but

the electrode-diameter is mostly slightly diminished. The white light

from valve metals is continuous, but on the boundary electrode-electro-

lyte-air sparks often appear then, which certainly emit line-spectra.

The terminal voltage during the yellow luminescence (in Cu, Fe,

Mo, Wo, Ni, C) is about 100 Volts, the intensity of the current

some tenths of an Amp., i.e. on use of wire-eleclrodes of a diameter

of some mm., which were immersed 1— 2 cm. deep. The temperature

of concentrated sulphuric acid then rises very rapidly to the boiling-

point, that of diluted sulphuric ncid (smaller intensity of current)

somewhat moie slowly. When once the boiling-point temperature has

been reached, the colour suddenly changes from goldish to brilliant

blue; at the same time the current is reduced to less than 0,1 Amp.,

the terminal voltage rising to the total value available (225 Volts).

Then the well known arc-spectium of iron or tungsten is seen in

the spectroscope. This experiment is very suitable for demonstration.

Analogous phenomena can most probably also be obtained in other

metals, though less easily.

^ 8. The appearance of an anodic arc of light particularly at hot

anodes, is, indeed comprehensible; the yellow luminescence is. how-

ever, less easy to understand. A purely thermal emission of the

metal cannot be supposed. Nor can there be any question of a

reaction luminescence, since the light always possesses the same

colour, no matter what anode material is used. Von Boi.ton

suggested that the anode gets covered with "a yellow incandescent"

oxygen mantle. In fact oxygen can be brought to an emission of a

yellow conlinuous light by an electric current at higher pressure

(13). At lower pressure a maximum of intensity in the green or

yellow green occurs in this continuous spectrum. It may, therefore,

be assumed as very probable that our electrodes are surrounded

by a mantle of oxygen generated electrolytically, in which the gas

is brought electrically to light emission under pretty high pressure.

At higher temperatures the pressure in this oxygen layer must

diminish, perhaps the layer must become quite unstable, and linally

conditions are reached which give rise lo a metal arc of ligiit.
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§ 9. 4. Anodic light emission has often been observed <iii ring electro-

lyses, when an insoluble or sparingly soluble reaction product is

formed at the anode. This product can then form either a solid

layer firmly attached to the anode, or a layer that gets more or less

easily detached.

The former can often be observed in valve cells. Already below

the limiting tension a dullish white light may be seen at the valve

anode (10), which becomes |)retty intense under definite circumstan-

ces, (e. g. with Al-anodes in borax solution, Ta in diluted alkali or

carbonate solution). With this emission of light should also be

classed the emission of light of magnesium anodes in diluted

alkali (15).

In all these cases the potential rises to the maximum value avail-

able, the passage of the current is almost entirely prevented. The

luminescence begins very soon after the closure of the current, often

with periodic oscillations of the intensity during the fiist minutes,

and then continues to persist till llie current is broken. The light

enussion is, however, generally soon jirevented, when electrode or

electrolyte are heated by the weak current that continues to pass.

In prolonged experiments it is, therefore, necessary to ensure good

cooling.

The light, which is almost alwa_ys a dullish white, sometimes more

greenish or bluish, appeared to be continuous on spectroscopic in-

vestigation.

It is also noteworthy that with magnesium anodes the maximun*

of light intensity is reached in potassium hydroxide J :100; a very

strong luminescence is also obtained by using an ammoniac solution

of di-sodium phosphate instead of the hydroxide. In this medium also

zinc anodes produce an exceedingly beautiful light emission, a borax

solution being the most suitable electrolyte with alumininm. But

also with aluminium and with tantalum diluted alkali hydroxide

solution etc. can be used.

In these processes the electrolyte is covered by an adhering layer

of the oxide or of another insoluble anode product, as this was

already shown by other experimenters. The generality of such

phenomena is brought out by the fact that always new observations

of the kind described are being communicated (cf. e.g. la).

But also when no direct valve actions are to be observed, such

phenomena of light are nearly always found when at the anode a

sparingly soluble product is found. To these belong, among others, the

following phenomena of luminescence which have partly already

been known for some time:

I
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Electrolyte Phenomenon

KJ aq, saturated

H2SO4 cone.

KOH aq, strong

NajHPOj NHjaq

a bright luminescence at anodes of Cd, Hg, Pb.

« „ " . » .... Pb, Al, Ta; Mg gives a

short flash; at Cd anodes there is seen a ring of light, which
moves up and down.

Fe (a bright luminescence, but which cannot very easily be
examined on account of strong foaming), Ni (very slight

intensity of the current).

Cu gives a circle of sparks.

Exceedingly intense is the Inminescence at an Hg-anode in saturated

Kl-solution at snflicient density of tlie current. Tiie bright anode-

surface is covered with a thin layer of mercury iodide iinraediately

after tlie closure of the current, and then begins to emit a golden

light. After a short lime Ihe intensity of this light reaches a maximum,
and then diminishes again. By renewal of the mercury surface,

either by stirring or by allowing the mercury to overflow from a

funnel-shaped anode vessel, etc. the luminescence can be restored

with full intensit}'.

In agreement with former experimenters (2) the spectrum of the

emitted light was found to be continuous, with a maximum of the

intensity in a definite spectral region. Wilkin.son (2) has pointed

out that the colour of this light also agrees with that of the light

emitted by the anode product in question, wlien it is bombarded

by cathode rays.

^ 10. It is exactly these kinds of luminescence that are very often

considered as reaction luminescence (chemi-luminescence). Formation

or decomposition of the anode products were thought to be accompanied

by a luminescence which could reach a considerable intensity with

sufficient reaction velocity '). Bancroft (1) and his pupils, also

Wilkinson (2) have endeavoured to give support to this view. In

the course of our own observations on comparisjon with those of

other investigators it appears, however, that this conception is untenable.

In the first place it can be established that all the phenomena

described in this chapter, are related. And this not only because

they appear to be of the same nature spectroscopically, but also

because their occurrence always appears to be bound to the formation

of sparingly soluble or unsoluble anode products.

^) On this conception compare (5).
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Premising this, it may be inferred from a pretty great number of

reasons tiiat a conce|»tion of tiiese luminescence phenomena as reaction

luminescence phenomena must l)e considered as erroneous.

In the first place with this view of the matter it cannot be ex-

plained why only formation of unsoluble products gives rise to

luminescence. It can, indeed, be predicted that the probability of

anodic luminescence and its intensity will be the greater as the

anode-product dissolves with the greater diflicully. For it appears

in particular that on formation of readily soluble anode-products,

luminescence never seems be observed.

Nor can the considerable increase of intensity of the luminescence

at low temperature (hence at smaller reaction velocity) be accounted

for on the ground of the said conception. For with valve anodes

ihe luminescence is by no means most pronounced on particularly

strong anode-reaction, but only when the excluding layer is as stable

and homogeneous as possible, and is attacked as little as possible

by the electrolyte. Thus magnesium emits the brightest light in

(h'hitfd KOU, aluminium in borax solution, which would certainly be

unaccountable in the case of real "cherai-luminescence". A mag-

nesium anode is particularly strongly attacked by diluted sulphuric

acid, though all the same, there is no luminescence at all to be

observed.

Moreover it lemains inexplicable how anodes which are rapidly

covered by an insoluble layer, yet continue to emit light. It might

much sooner be exjiected in this case that the light would cease

after the formation of a covering layer. But this is by no means

observed in the majority of the cases.

Finally the inciease of light intensity after the closui'e of the

current, as is particularly clearly observed with mercury anodes in

Kl-solution, is unaccountable in a reaction luminescence. For, how

a certain quantity of reaction products would be able to increase a

direct chemi-biminescence, is not clear. Nor can periodic and rhythmic

light emissions (Cd in Kl-solution, Mg immediately after the closure

of the current) be accounted for in this way.

^ 11. The only conception which can be brought to harmonize

with all the experimental facts, is in contrast with the conception

discussed just now, in my opinion the following: at once after the

closure of the current a layer of reaction products is formed at the

anode, which hampers the passage of the ions to the anode, or

renders it impossible. Then the electric discharge of these ions takes

place (at sufficiently high potential) under the influence of split off

I
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anionic electrons, wliicii fly through the anode layer with strong

acceleration. By this the matter in this layer is brought to Inmines-

conce in the same way, hence with emission of the same spectrum,

as tliis would happen by means of cathode rays. If the layer becomes

too thick, higher potentials will be required to bring about a passage

of the current, and finally current could only pass in certain

cases when the layer is traversed by sparks (limiting tension with

anodes). When on the other hand the layer is attacked by the

electrolyte in some way or other, it is very well possible that also

the light emission at the anode can vary locally, and in particular

the periodic oscillations of the intensity along the anode become

possible. Increase of temperature will always hamper the lumines-

cence, either because the solubility of the anode product is in

general increased by it, or because the layer is rendered less stable

by it in mechanic respect. If the anode layer has little mechanical

stability in itself (e.g. mercury iodide), a certain minimum current

density will be required to form a coherent layer with sufficient

velocity, and to allow this to continue to exist, in spite of continued

decomposition.

By this conception also the analogy between the anodic and

catliodic luminescences is clearly brought ont.

Summarizing we may say that also in these anodic luminescence

phenomena, as this was earlier shown for ordinary chemi-lumines-

cence (5), not the anode-reaction in itself takes place with light

emission.

It must rather be admitted that first reaction products are formed

which are brought to emission, in this case by means of the electric

energy of a source of current outside the system examined '). Hence

there is no question of an ion reaction, which takes place with light

emission, and of a departure from the general rule that it is just

these reactions, which proceed practically with iiilinite velocity, that

are never accompanied by a light-emission.

The above considerations show further that VoLTA-luminescence

occurs very frequently, but also that it can be of a very different

character. On further investigation of these phenomena it will be

necessary to distinguish these kinds of VoLTA-luminescence scrupu-

lously. The present investigation may be considered as a first attempt

at reconnoitring the ground in this respect.

') In cases of common chemi-luminescence the reaction itself furnishes the

energy necessary to excite to light emission some of the kinds of molecules present

in the system, (see 5).
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Physiology. — ,,/s Caesium Radio-active?" By Prof. H. Zwaarde-

MAKER, W. E. Ringer and E. Smits.

(Communicated at the meeting of June 30, 1923).

Up to tlie pie.sen( potassium and riibidinm are (he only elements

in tiie series Li, Na, K, Rb, Ca, wliioli have been proved lo be

radio-active. It has often been suspected that caesium also possesses

a sMght radio-aclivitj, but thus far tliis is not certainly known.

E. Rutherford') simply remarks tiiat caesium is barely I'adio-aclive

and St. Meyer and E. von Schwindi.er') suggest that radio-activity

may possibly exist, but the penetrating power of the rays emitted

is so low thai it does not reach beyond the limits of the substance.

We know for certain that commercial preparations of caesium exert

no photographic action, even in exposures for months. Neither could

one of us') detect in carefully purified caesium preparations any

ionization of the air of a tlat ionization-chamber.

It is a fact, however, that biologically caesium exerts in many

cases an influence similar to that of potassium and rubidium. This

influence was already known lo Sidney Ringkr *) and has, moreover,

been purposely studied by one of us.') After au unsuccessful effort

in winter we succeeded in the summer of 1917 in keeping hearts

of coldblooded animals beating on a dosis of caesium-chloride that

only slightly differed from the usual potassium-dose. It appeared that

potassium-, rubidium- and caesium-chloride could be used promis-

cuously, but thai a much larger quantity of caesium had to be

applied for a toxic effect. With regard to uranium, thorium, radium,

and radium-emanation it behaved antagonistically, which was after-

wards also confirmed by Miss L. Kaiser °).

Here, then, a contrast manifested itself. Physically well-purified

caesium-compounds are to be considered as non-radio-active, whereas

1) E. Rutherford in Marx's Hdb. der Radiol. Bd. II S. 531, 1918.

^) St. Meyer und E. v. Schwindler, Radioaktivitat, 1916 S. 428.

») W. E. Ringer, Arch, néerl. de Physiol, t. 7 p. 434, 1922.

*) S. Ringer, Journal of Physiol. Vol. 4 p. 370, 1883,

5) H. Zwaardemaker en G. de Lind van Wijngaarden, K. Akad. v. Wetensch.

27 Oct. 1917, Proc. vol 20 p. 773.

•) L. Kaiser. Arch, néerl. de Physiol, t. 3 p. 587, 1919.
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biologically a well-proportioned dosis of caesium behaves like the

radio-active elements potassium and rubidium.

To elucidate this we undertook an ex|)eriment with preparations

of various origin. They were carefully purified and examined phy-

sically and biologically before and after the purification.

By a physical inquiry we tried to determine the ionization-power

of the perfectly dry caesium-salt in a flat, air-tight ionization chamber.

The salt had been spread evenly on a copper dish of 30 cm.

diameter.

The dish was isolated with amber and charged to constant poten-

tial of 500 volts by a battery of small accumulators. 3i cm. above

the salt layer was a copper disc also of 30 cm. diameter, which

was coimected with a pair of quadrants of a sensitive electi'ometer.

The "needle" of this electrometer was maintained at 40 volts.

A uranium-unit of Mc Coy of 50 square m.m. showed with this

arrangement a detlection of 100 scale-divisions in about 2 minutes;

a layer of dried potassium-chlorid in 5 minutes about 50 scale-

divisions ').

Our caesium-chloride prepai'ations yielded widely differing results,

of which a survey is best obtained by a comparison with the ioni-

zation power of potassium ceteris paribus.

Activity
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fusing the lieart alternately willi Ringer-soliitions of vaiions com-

position. First we determined tlie minimum dosis of potassinm-

chloride tiiat the individual lieart required, after which it was per-

fused with a RiNGiiK-solution, wiliiout potassium until it came to a,

standstill. After ten minutes, in which interval we ascertained tliat

no latent automaticity existed, we proceeded to caesium perfusion.

We determined in succession the minimum-, the optimum- and the

maximum-doses. The dosage was gradually increased with the great-

est care. By means of an air-injector, such as was used by Locke

and Rosenheim, the same 7i or 1 Liter of circulating fluid was sent

round. The fluid that went through the heart was thus loaded with

as much oxygen as is soluble in a weak salt-solution.

The dosis of potassium-chloride and of caesium-chloride that proved

just sufficient to make the heart beat regular!}', was considered as

the minimum dosis; as optimum dosis we took the one which yielded

the greatest frequency and maintained it. It was difficult to find the

maximum-dosis, because an increase in the caesium dosage brings

on an inconvenient negative inotropism.

We then considered as highest practicable dosis the one which

produced lytic symptoms of cessation of contractility. Strictly the

maximum dosis lies somewhat higher. Meanwhile tiie caesium has

penetrated deep into the heart-cells, for it takes hours bel'ore a heart

can be deprived of the profusion of caesium and before its action

can be arrested by a RiNGEH-solution that contains neither potassium

nor caesium.

A survey of our results can again be best obtained by an inter-

comparison of caesium and potassium.

Minimum-dosis of the impure preparations.

CsCl of DE Haen
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üt' the purified doses the quanta iiiusi he much larger:

Minimum-doses of the purified preparations.

CsCl of DE Haën
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second, so lliat no place can be assigned to them on the axis of

tiie abscissae. When, however, the minimnni-, and the maximum-

Fig. 1.

dosages are known, a place maj' be fonnd for them on the axis

of the ordinates, and when assnming the law to hold good also for

these substances, their hypothetical place on the axis of tlie abscissae

may be determined by erecting a perpendicular. We have plotted

the graph accordingly and thus given a value for rubidium as well

as for caesium. We know then the presumable nnmber of ions that

will be emitted under the given premisses per gram and per second.

For our pure preparation of caesium it appears to be 55 per gram

and per second. With such a small number of ions we can expect

a photogra[)hic effect only after 9 years. It is easy to understand,

therefore, that up to the present endeavours to produce any effect

of caesium upon a sensitive plate, have not been successful.

The 55 ions per gram and per second that, according to the

hypothesis of the corpuscular equivalence, should belong to pure

caesium, caimot really belong to the caesium as such, but must be

due to the impurity of the commercial preparation, which had been

removed from the caesium in the following way:

Addition of copper sulphate; perfusion of sulphureted hydrogen

for \/', hour; after 24 hours removal of the precipitate of copper

38*
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sulphide by filtration; removal of the residue of sulpluireted hydrogen

by boiling the filtrate.

A second precipitate is generated by adding to the filtrate some

drops of ferro-chloride solution and afterwards an excess of ammonia;

this precipitate of iron hydroxyd is filtered off again after some

hours; this process is repealed three times.

Lastly a third precipitate is generated by adding barium chloride

at boiling heat; next day the precipitate is filtered off; this process

is repealed under an excess of sulphuric acid, so that all (he barium

is precipitated; now the filtrate contains a small amount of caesium

sulphate over and above all the original caesium chloride.

This pi'ocedure serves to remove a heavy radio-active element,

which is left behind in the precipitate.

Originally the caesium-salts we used contained some of this

impuiity. If the dosis is high enough then there will be enough of

the impurity to pi'oduce a biological action such as we may expect

of a radio-active substance.

This biological action hus the nature of a beta-radiator as is

obvious from the antagonism of our caesium to uranium. Miss L. Kaiskr

has recorded some instances of Cs-Uequilibria. *

We annex a recent instance.

kloppen = beat Fig. 2.

A frog's heart beats initially on a Ringer solution, which contains

per Liter instead of potassium JO mgr. of uranyl nitrate. By adding

to this solution a quantity of 1500 mgrms of Caesium-chloride a

radio-physiological equilibrium is engendered between the alpha-

radiator uranium and the beta-radiator caesium. A standstill corres-

ponds with this equilibrium in which there is not even latent auto-

maticity. However, directly when we increase the quantity of caesium,

a caesium beat is developed. Another equilibrium will then again

be called forth by increasing the quantity of uranium, which now

is on a higher level, because more has been taken of the two
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components. Finally a larger amount of uranium restores the heart's

beat.

Considering that besides radio-active, also non-radio-active para-

doxes occur, (NoYONS, Blsqdet) no conclusive value can be ascei'tained

in the easiU' generated, transient standstills when passing fi'om a

uranium liquid to a caesium liquid and vice versa. It is different

with the equilibria, which can only be interpreted radio-plijsiolo-

gicall3'. This is most e\ident with the higher equilibria in which

each of the components, co-exist in the mixture in quantities that

undoubtedly surpass the threshold-concentration.

Our inquirj-, then, is to the following effect

:

1'. the impurity that imjiaits to the commercial prepaiation of

caesium a feeble radiating power, is presumably a heavy radio-

active element.

2°. the biological action of the impurity has the nature of a beta-

radiator.



Hydrodynamics. — "On the resistaiice experienced by a fluid in

turhii/ent motion". By J. M. Bukgers. (Communicated by

Prof. P. Ehrenfest).

(Communicated at the meeting of May 26, 1923).

^ J . Introductory remarks.

The problem which is discussed in the following lines is to search

for a metliod to calculate the resistance experienced by a fluid in

turbulent motion. A definite solution has not lieen ari'ived at; a

(irst attempt only is given.

As is generally known, in most cases the motion of a fluid through

a straight cylindrical tube or channel is not in parallel lines with

a constant velocity along each line. On the contrary it is usually

very irregular: the velocity of a particle changes its value and its

direction continually, and particles situated very near to each other

have very different velocities, whereas there seems to be no definite

law governing these deviations. This type of motion is called ^wiuotts

or turbulent, as distinguished from the streamline or laminar motion,

which occurs at low velocities only. In studying turbulent flow the

conception of the mean motion or principal motion h&s, h^en \n\ro(\u(^QA

by various authors. This mean motion is obtained if in every point

of the space occupied by the fluid the mean value of the true

velocity with respect to time is determined, and then the steady

motion is imagined the velocities of which are equal to these mean

values. The true motion may be described as the resultant of the

mean motion and of a fluctuating relative motion. The mean velocity

of the latter is zero ').

A turbulent flow usually experiences a high resistance, which is

approximately proportional to the second power of the velocity of

the mean motion. If the law of resistance is written :

loss of pressure per unit of length J =^ ~j"'

^) In connection with tlie distinction between mean motion and relative motion

the reader is referred to: H. A. Lokentz. Turbulente Fliissigkeitsbewegung und

Strömung durch Röhren. -Abhandl. iiber theoretische Pliysik \ (1907), p. 58—60.
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in wliicli formula V represents tlie mean velocity (i.e. the volume

of fluid which in unit of time flows through a section of the tube,

divided by the area of that section), d the diameter of the tube,

and Q the density of the fluid, then C is called the coefiicient of

the resistance, and appears to be a function of the characteristic

number introduced by Reynolds: R= —^ ((it is the coefiicient of
ft

viscosity of the fluid). The value of C for different cases is given

in textbooks; as an example may be mentioned:

a. for rough walled tubes C is approximately independent of R;
however, it is a function of the roughness;

h. for very smooth tubes of circular diameter:

C= 0,1582 /?-"').

The greater part of the theoretical investigations on the turbulent

motion treat the problem: how does it originate?') An explanation

of the increase of resistance which accompanies the appearance of

the turbulent state of flow has been given by Reynolds and Lorentz').

More than once it has been remarked that this problem is one of

statistical nature *). The resistance experienced by the fluid and

indicated by our measuring apparatus is a mean value. It is possible

that such a mean value may be calculated sufiliciently approximate

without an exact knowledge of the fluctuating and never exactly

returning relative motions.

In the following lines a preliminary attempt is made to determine

the value of the resistance and to explain the quadratic law. In the

first part (paragraphs 2 and 3) two equations given by Reynolds

and Lorentz are discussed and put into such a form that immediately

appears what quantities are wanted in order to calculate the resistance.

In the second pai't (paragraphs 4 and 5) a simple idealized "model"

of the turbulent flow is constructed which allows these quantities

to be determined.

Instead of the flow through a tube or channel a more simple

1) Gomp. fi. R. VON Mises. Elemente der technischen Hydromechanik I (1914)

p. 57 and H. Blasius, Mitt, iibei- Forschungsaibeiten, herausgeg vom V, D. I.,

Heft 131 (1913).

') Gf. F. NoETHER, ZS. fur angew. Math. u. Mechanik 1, p. 125. 1921.

') 0. Reynolds, Scientific Papers IT, p. 575—577;

H. A. Lorentz, I.e. p. 66—71.

*) Among others by Th. von Karman at a lecture at the 'Versammlung der

Mathematiker und Physiker" in Jena 1921; comp. a remark in the ZS. fur angew.

Math. Li. Mechanik 1, p. 2.50, l'.i21.
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type lias been chosen: tlie motion of a fluid between two parallel

walls, one of wlucli lias a translalional motion in its own plane with

the velocity V with respect to the otiier, while the distance between

the two walls has the constant value / (comp. fig. 1). To ensure

this motion forces of niagnilnde 5 per unit of area must be applied

Fig. 1.

to the walls in opposite directions. The tangential force between

any two adjacent layers of the fluid has the same value S. The

law of resistance will be written :

S-CqV' (1)

The coefficient C is a function of Reynolds' number:

R= —^ (2)
ft

For small values of R the motion is laminar, and the value of

C is easily seen to be

:

' =
'r

<"

If the value of R is high, the motion becomes turbulent, and C
decreases much slower. There do not exist any direct measure-

ments for this case of motion; however, the arrangement of the

experiments made by Coüktte comes very near to it '). According

to this author we may expect a formula of the following type:

C = c, + c, i?-i (4a)

Investigations by von Karman on the law of decrease of the

mean motion in the neighbourhood of a smooth wall') point to:

C= 0.008 R-'U (U)

1) M. GouETTE, Ann. de Chitn. et de Phys. (6) 21, p. 457, 1890.

2) Th. von Kaeman, ZS. fur angew. Math. u. Mechanik, I.e.

I
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In order to simplify the mathematical treatment it lias been

assumed that the motion is confined to a plane.

Finally in paragraph 7 some results are given for the flow between

two fixed parallel walls.

§ 2. The principal equation.

In the following lines the mean or principal motion of the fluid

will be denoted by U. It is a function of the variable y only; at

the wall // =^ it is equal to 0, at the wall y = I it takes the

value V. The components of the velocity of the relative motion are

written ?< and v; the vorticity of the relative motion is written:

ox ay

These latter quantities are functions of the variables x, y and t.

The velocities u and v are subjected to the boundary conditions:

u — 0,1=0 for ;(/ = and \ox y = 1 . . . . (6)

and to the equation of continuity :

du dv

dx dy

Now both Reynolds and Lorkntz have shown that the peculiar

character of turbulent motion is caused by the action of an apparent

frictional force, influencing the principal motion, and due to the

existence of the relative motions. This is expressed by the formula:

dU —
fi ^ uv = S (8)
dy

The bar over iiv indicates that the mean value of this quantity is

meant, taken at a certain point during a certain lapse of time, or

taken at a certain moment along.a line parallel to the axis of ,c. This

mean value is a function of the variable y only (the same remark

applies to $' in formula (9)). The quantity uv is negative, and

The relative motions, however, are not independent of the mean
motion. In order that the relative motions may always retain the

same energy, it is necessary that the following equation is fulfilled:

r -dU r -- I dyQiiv— =
j dynP (9)
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The equations (8) and (9) are substantially tiie same as the

formulae (36) and (46) from Lorentz' paper I.e. above, only simpli-

fied according to the conditions of the problem before us.

dU
Now firstly —=— will be eliminated from eq. (9) by the aid of (8):

dy

I I

- S CdyQÜv = j'cly\Q'{7vy +iJ.'S^\. . . . (10)

Secondly by integrating (8):

liV = Sl + i dyQ^ (11)

This equation allows the elimination of S from (10):

j dy]Q' {uvY + f.' S' j
_ 1 fj dy Q m^

j
H^ of

I

—
I %9'

(12)

In order to simplify the equations we may introduce niidimen-

sioned variables by means of the formulae:

V
.c = I a-', y — ly' ; 7i — Vu', v — Vv' ; C == - 5' . . (13)

If now in the following equations the accents are omitted again,

we obtain :

1 1 1

I dy (uv)' — I I dy iivj I dy C' j

^=' ? +1-° ) . . (14)

— I dy uv —
I
dy uv\

and by the same substitutions, from (11):

S r - \= —
I dij uv -{ .

iF' J • R
(15)

The equations take a very simple form if the following abbre-

viations are used

:

I
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— I dy uv = (J

1

dy(^vyz=z(\ + t)ö' '

(16)/
1

ƒ*?• XÖ

It will be easily recognized that the three quantities o, t and x

are all ot' them essentially positive.

The equations fi4) and (15) now reduce to:

and

:

y. 1

<JT
-I

=- . (17)

'^ = "4 ^ (18)
qV' R

Formula (17) will be denoted as the principal equation.

§ 3. Discus.tioji of the principal equation.

Equation (17) shows first of all that an increase of the velocitj^

V of the mean motion cannot be accompanied by a proportional

change of the relative motion: in this case a, t and >« would remain

constants, whereas R increases, which would violate equation (17).

If the value of R is given, (17) gives a condition to be fulfilled

by the relative motion. If a certain type of relative motion, fulfilling

this condition, accompanies the mean motion, the latlei' will experience

a resistance determined by tlie value of C, calculated from (18).

Now the problem arises; can we find admissible values of the

quantities r and x, without an exact knowledge of the true relative

motion? If t and x are known, (17) gives a (i.e. in some measure

the relative intensity of the relative motions), and (18) gives the

resistance coefficient. If we look at the application of statistical

methods in the dynamical theory of gases, we should expect that

for high values of R (which mean a fully developed state of tur-

bulence), it may be possible to calculate t and x in the following

manner: firstly we determine all kinds of relative motions which

fulfil eqq. (6) and (7); secondly we admit that all these motions may

be present independently of each other, their weights being governed
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by some law of probability, or by a maximum- or miiiimum-pon-

dition. Then the mean values are calculated for this assembly.

Prof. VON Karman from Aix-la-Cliapelle pointed out to me that before

trying to find a condition governing tlie weight of the different types

of motions, it would be advisable at first to search for the H/a^imw?»

value of S, or of a. In this way a higher limit for the resistance

of turbulent flow would be found.

That a maximum value exists may be shown thus:

From (17) it is deduced that n may become great (i.e. especially :

1
great as compared to -) only '\ï y. <^ R and if t becomes small.

The value of r is determined by the distribution of the values of

uv over the interval 0<[//<^l. Only if uv assumes a constant

value throughout this interval, r can attain its minimum value 0.

However, uv cannot be a constant everywhere, as u and d decrease

to in the neighl)oiirhood of the walls. Hence we will obtain the

smallest possible value of t if uv has a constant value throughout

the whole region with the exception of two very thin layers along

the walls, in which layers \uv\ decreases to zero. If the thickness

of these "boundary" layers is represented by e, t will be of the

same order of magnitude as f, hence with a numerical constante,:

T = C, f . (19)

In the boundary layers — and ? will be of the order of magnitude

6—1, and so ?' will be proportional to e~^. Hence if this intensive

vorticity occurs in the boundary layers only :

X = c, 8-1 (20)

Now equation (17j gives:

1 0.

c,sR c, 6* R'

This expression attains a maximum value if:

•=!• <-)

The thickness of the boundary layer appears to be inversely

proportional to R. The value of ö becomes:

1

(T„„^ = (22)
4 c, c.

It appears that a takes a value which is independent of R;
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according to (18) C approxiiriutes to the same constant value, and

thus according to (1) tlie quadratic law of resistance is obtained.

This reasoning is in many respects vagne, and it does not admit

of a determination of the values of c, and c,. It only shows that

tlie particles of fluid with high values of the vorlicity l^t must be

concenlrated along the walls. To get a more definite result it is

necessary to develop a piclure of the structure of the turbulent

motion. Two ways may be followed : we may try to analyze the

possible motions into a sum of elementary functions (gonionietrical

or others) in a manner analogous to a series of Foukieh ; or we may
imagine the motion to be built up from an assembly of individual

vortices (\ oriex filaments with their axes perpendicular to the plane

of x-y), distributed in some way or other throughout the fluid. In

the calculation of the critical value of R (i.e. the value at which

the turbulence occuis for the first time) analogous methods have

iieen used: REVNOi.ns, Orr and other writers have directed their

attention to disturbances which are propagated in a periodic way

through the whole fluid; Lokentz at the other hand has studied the

disturbance caused by a single vortex ').

The statistical treatment of such an assembly of elementary motions

is very difficult on account of the circumstance that every elementary

motion is damped by the action of the viscosity. At the other side

the mutual actions between the elementary motions (brought forth

by the quadratic terms in the equations of hydrodynamics) and the

influence of ihe mean motion continually generate new motions.

From the formula given by Lorentz it follows that types of motion

for which I J dx dji uv is negative, are intensified by the action of

the mean motion. Hence a mean stationary state can exist, in which

every elementary motion changes continually its intensity and its

phase (or its position, if it is an individual vortex), but in which

every one of these motions has a constant mean intensity. It is

obvious that for the greater part, if not exclusive, these will be

types of motion for which I I dx dy uv <^0.

The statistical problem will not be attacked here. On the contrary

a simple type of turbulent motion will be studied in the following

paragraphs, built up from an as<semltly of elliptic vortices, all of

them having Ihe same configuration, but having different dimensions.

1) 0. Reynolds, I.e. p. 570;

W. Mc. F. Ork, Proc. Roy. Irish Acad. 27, p. 124-128, 1907;

H. A. Lorentz, I.e. p. 48.
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If ihev are distributed over the fluid in a certain way, with an

appropriate distribution of intensities, it will appear that it is possible

to make t very small, without making the value of x surpass tliat

of R. It further appears that in the choice of the dimensions of the

vortices an element remains arbitrarious, which element may be

adjusted in such a wa,j that o takes a maximum value.

^ 4. LoRENTz' elliptic vortex.

It has been shown by Lorentz that we can obtain a simple type

of motion which obeys the conditions (6) and (7), and for which

I
\ilx dy uv <^0, l)y considering a voitex in which the [larlicles of

the fluid describe elliptic paths '). Geometrically this motion can be

deduced from that in a circular vortex by a lateral compression.

In the circular vortex the fluid moves in concentric orbits with the

angular \elocity w, whicti is a function of the ladius / of the

orbit. At the outer boundary of the vortex to has the value zero,

dm
whereas in its centre w and ~~- have tinite values. Lorentz takes

dr

for to a Bessel function of /•; in order to obtain simpler formulae

in this paper an algebraic function will be taken.

The construction of the elliptic vortex is shown in figure 2. The

Fig. 2.

1) H. A. Lorentz, I.e. p. 48—62.

I
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axes of the ellipse have the leiigihs 2b and 2f6, in which expression

6 has the value 7» (' ^^— 1/6) ==: 0,475 ; the smaller one makes the

angle a/r/t/ - =r « with the direction of the mean motion. The con-
s

jugaled diameters .4 B and C D correspond to the diameters of the

circle J„ B^ and C» D^, which make angles of 45° with the direc-

tions of the axes of the ellipse. Besides the system of coordinates

.r„ //„ used by Lohkntz, the system *•,_(/, along M, B, and M^C,
will be introduced.

From the formulae given by Lokkntz at page 49 we deduce the

following expression for the value of no in a point of the vortex,

corresponding to the point >i'„ y„ of the circle:

1
.

,

A/, = — Ml) = — (^'j' — f'i/»') "'' **" 2« -\- ix^y^ a>' cos 2« = J

For the determination "of the mean value of uv along a line

parallel to the axis of x, it is necessary to calculate the integral of

if„ along a line /' R which is [)arallel to the same axis. This line

corresponds to the line f» R^ of the circle; the lengths of these

lines are in the constant proportion:

A,B^ V 2 sin a V 2

Hence tins integral takes the value:

^^'^ ^^>j7f==^i'^-.'(l-f') + ^,2/>(l+f=)l- . (24)

-i/i 1/7»

As has been mentioned already above, tu is a function of

/•„=:* A'o' + ,y„' = ^^'r,' + y,' ; this function wUl be taken to be:

w = c(è"-r.')'/, =r c(6,—^,'-?/j')V' ') . • . . (25)

The second terra of the integral vanishes on account of the sym-

metry of (u ; the first term gives:

l/2f(i-6') r
^^' =~VY^ "J

''•"' ''' ^^^ '^^ -3/>')'/'

') In the formulae below everywhere c' occurs; the sign of c is of no im-

portance.
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or, using tlie substitution

X, = Vb^

M,
1/2 f (1

'^J^c'(b'^y,rJd-/i.nn'Xcos''A= I
1/1 +

(26)

5jr 1/2 f (1—6')
c' (b'^y.r

250 l/l+t'

Formula (25) was chosen with a view of obtaining this latter

result for il/,, which facilitates the further calculations. If a new

variable i] is introduced, determined bj- the formula:

V =
•lb

(it appears from this formula (hat i/ has the value on the tangent

at the ellipse at the point D, and takes the value 1 on the tangent

at C), then equation (26) can be written:

M,=:An^{\-ny^A.,{n). (27)

Here A is a factor independent of the variable ?;.

If we imagine a great number of these vortices to be present,

all of them having the same dimensions and lying between the

same tangents parallel to the axis of x, (comp. fig. 3), the amount

contributed bj them to the value of uv will be proportional to the

function represented by (27) ').

Fig. 3.

Tlie integral of the quantity M, taken over the entire area of

the vortex amounts to:

' 63 1 + f'
(28)

') Other types of motion may lead to the same form of the function determin-

ing Jfi ; for instance we may lake tlie motion defined by the current function

W r= rf (1

—

if) (el— 'i cos ux — €''• sin ax)

for values of /; between and I, so that the components of the velocity have

tlie values

:
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Tlie integral of the square of the vorticity iV, =
|

j
dxdyZ,''

extended over tlie same area becomes according to the formula

given by Lohentz :

b

iV.=iL,3+2,.+30j'*.v(^-;;)
42

(29)

From (28) and (29) we deduce:

TV, _ K5 (3 4 2f' + 3f«)(l+ e') 1

^""T e'(l-f') ï»'

or, introducing the "thickness" D of the voitex (cf. fig. 2), so that:

4f

we get

:

A', 3 4- If- -y 36* 1 294
-^=r30— =: .... (30)

This fraction surpasses only by a small amount its minimum
value, calculated by Lohentz :

2(3+2e' + 3f*) 1 288 ')

14,68
6(1-8*) I>' X>'

^ 5. Distribution of the vortices over the fluid.

It has already been remarked in ^ 1 and 3 that our object in

this paragraph is not to analyse the true distribution of the vorticity

of the fluid, but that we will construct an idea! case only, a "model",

which atfords us an admissible image of the behaviour of the

quantities uv and S'. This model is obtained by distributing a number

of elliptic vortices, of the type studied in the foregoing paragraph,

over the mean current U [y). In doing this we do not want to pay

any attention to the abscissae of tlie centra of the vortices, if only

their mean distribution along lines parallel to the axis of x be

uniform. Positively and negatively rolatiiig vortices are distributed

uniformly through each other. If two or more vortices may happen

to overlap, they may as well strengthen as enfeeble their respeclive

fields; hence in calculating the mean values uv and ?' it is un-

necessary to lake account of these overlappings, and the contribu-

tions of the different vortices may be simply summed.

If for a moment we direct our attention to a special class of

1) Gomp. a remark made by Loeentz, I.e. p. 54/55. The function defined by

eq. (25) above fulfils the condition : du./ds = for s — 1 (s = rjb).

39

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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vortices, the thickness D of which lies between the limits D and

D -\- dD, and the lower tangents of which (i.e. the tangent at the

point D ill fig. 2) are enclosed between tiie limits y = ï and

y=^^-\-d'^, then we may say that ail of them are lying between

the same lines parallel to the axis of x, and by what has been

remarked above all of them will give proportional contributions to

the field of uv-values. As the integral — I dx uv extended over a

section FR of a single vortex has been calculated in (26) and

(27), we may write the contribution of the whole class:

b (Z>, 5) ii'(\--riY dD di = bffi^i) dD d%.

In this expression: ij = (y— §)//), and the factor b {D,§) dD d^

represents the product of the number of these vortices contained in

a strip of unit length parallel to the axis of x, their mean intensity

(i.e. the mean of c'), and the otiier factors which are contained in

the letter A of formula (27). If the function 6 (Z>, §) is given, the

distribution of iw can be calculated.

It is not necessary to know the value of the quantity ?" at every

point of the current, its integral only over the whole breadth being

wanted, which integral can be found as the sum of the integrals

of ?* over all vortices contained in a strip of the full breadth, and

of unit length. With the aid of formula (30) we find as the

contribution of the considered class of vortices:

rr '294 rr
I I

dxdy §' = —— \\ dxdy uv

294 r Cy-^\=-l>dDd,jdy„(^-^y
f+'D

. • . (31)

63Ö ]T

A simplification further arises from the fact that the second and

third equations (16) which determine r and x are homogeneous as

regards to the intensity of the vortices. In using these equations it

is allowed to multiply h with an arbitrary factor. The true value

of (J is found from the principal equation (17). It would be possible

to calculate the true value of b afterwards, but this is of no use.

The problem put in paragraph 3 : to make a as great as possible,

obliges us to search for a function b [D, i.) which gives a value of

— uv as nearly constant as possible. Two rather simple types of

functions will be discussed.

I. We will begin with an investigation of what can be reached

if all vortices have the same thickness D. In that case in order to
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obtain a constant value of — tw, it is necessary to make b independent

of §, in other words to distribute the vortices uniformly over the

breadlli of the current. However, it is obvious tiiat the vortices cannot

pass througli the walls of the channel; hence we must take:

6 = constans, ifÜ<^g<^l — 1)

6 = , if § < or ^ > 1— L> ' ' ' ^
^^

Consequently the quantity — uv will have a constant value in the

region defined by: D<^y<^\ — D only; in the two remaining

strips it decreases to zero.

With the omission of a constant factoi-, the following expressions

for — uv are found :

a) if y<CD:
y yID

— wf = I d% 'f i -j~]—^\ '^^ 'f' ^') =

b) if i»<j/<l — X>:
(33)

y 1

630
y-D

c) if y ]> 1 — D: in the expression given under a) y has to

be replaced by 1 — y.

By means of these formulae we find:

1

D
J dyuv=z (\—D)^ 630^

,z.Y

hence:

T = 0,828 D \ (34)

All vortices being of the same dimensions, equation (30) gives

immediately :

294
« =^ ......... (35)

Inserting these values into equation (17):

1 294
fl= .... .... (36)

• 0,828 -D22 u,828X»'fl'' ^ '

39*
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(if tlie terms of tiie highest order only are written down). This

formula gives a maximum value for a if the thickness D of the

vortices is determined hy :

which gives:

D-
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conditions can he found, if all vortices are put against tiie walls.

If this be done, it is of course unnecessary to use the variable §

introduced in tlie beginning of this pai'agraph, as the positions of

all vortices are fixed. Only a <iet,erniination of the function B[D)

is wanted. The following form of this function gives the right

distribution of ity-values:

1. the class of vortices whose thicknesses lie between the limits

D and D-\-dD have a total intensity proportional to _6f/Z)= 2 —

;

these vortices are divided into two equal groups, each of them

situated along one of the walls;

2. besides the vortices mentioned under 1), there is a number of

vortices of thickness D^i, which have the total intensity '/, (in

same unit as used above).

With this determination of B{D), the value of — uv appears to

be. if Z),<,v<l-0.:
1 1

V 1— 1/

1 1

J V J V *

+ JY'(.V)-

1 (40)

i-y

1

"~28Ö

The first term represents the contribution of the vortices lying

along the wall y = 0; of these vortices only those are of importance

for which Z) ]> //. The second term represents the contribution of

the vortices situated at the other side; here only those for which

D^l—y are of importance. The third term represents the contri-

bution of the group of vortices whose thickness D is equal to 1 ').

') If we should take the quantity B proportional to D~", with n < 1, the

integral / ^'^ di/ would take a smaller value, but now the first term of equation

(40) which gives the contribution of the vortices situated against the wall y = 0^

would become:

1 1

J'^v(^^ = y''"'jdvri'+"0-r}y (for y>D,

y y

If y becomes small, this expression approaches to zero. Only if n = 1 it ap-

proaches to a value independent of y, which is necessary in order that a constant

value of — uv at all points outside of the boundary layer may be obtained.
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In llie boundarj' layer defined by 0<^y<^D„, the value of

— uv is found to be

:

- rdD Cy\ rdD f\-y\ 1

A i-v

280 J i?
'^' \d)

(0+K£
1/

1

(41)

280
70(J.Y-21!4(A)'+.8«('A|_,6„,

Using the formulae (40) and (41) we find :

1

1

-ƒ'

jdy(uvy = (^^^{\-\M^D,)

and by means of the latter there results:

T=: 0,710 I>„ — (42)

The value of x can be calculated in the following way : The

vortices having thicknesses between the limits D and D-\-dD

contribute to the integral — idy uv the amount:

DJ \D) 315

hence, according to (30), to the integral I dy i'

:

294 dD

315 15^

To this must be added the contribution of the vortices with

thickness 1, amounting to:

in

294
hence in

C - 1— I dij uv :
—— ;

J ^ 2520

2520

Adding all parts together, we get:

/• _ 294 / 1 \ 294 294 / 1 7\
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Finally the value of a becoines:

261
«=^ + (43)

The values given by (42) and (43) are inserted into the principal

equation (17); retaining the terms of the highest order only, we find:

1 261
a=— (44)

0,710 Z^.K 0.710 Z),'/?' ^ '

a attains its maxirtium value if the lower limit D, of the thickness

of the vortices is determined by ;

522A=-^ ....... (45)

This is much below the value of D given by equation (37).

Using (45) we find :

a = 0,00135 + ... (46)

and the coefficient of the resistance formula becomes

:

S 1

Cr=-— =0,00135+ terms of the order - . . (47)

So this arrangement of the vortices leads to the quadratic law of

resistance.

^ 6. Discussion.

In paragraph 5 II we have found the value 0,00135, as a higher

limit of the coefficient C of the resistance formula using an

idealized model of the distribution of the vorticity in a turbulent

current.

If it is possible to calculate C without the use of this special

model, using equations (17) and (18) and conditions (6) and (7) only,

a still higher limit will probably be found. At the other side if

we compare the value of C obtained here to the value given by

formula (46), it appears that in the region which is of importance:

ft = 10000 to 1000000, the value of C is too high.')

Hence we may assert that the true resistance is not the highest

possible resistance. In order to delermine the true state of affairs,

a further condition will be necessary.

From the result that the value of C appears to be too high, we
may deduce that the distribution of the value of — uv over the

current is too uniform. Paying attention to the results of measure-

ments of the distribution of the velocity over the breadth of the

') According to Gouette's experiments turbulence sets in at i? — ea. 1900.
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current, we may expect that — uv lias nol a constant value between

the boundary layers, but that it is slightly "rounded oif". This

might be ascribed to slight irregular displacements of the vortices

caused by the irregularly distributed velocities which they impart

to each other. This "Browiiian" movement might give a distribution

of the smaller vortices resembling the one determined by the law

of Boi,tzmann-Maxwei,l for a gas under the influence of gravity,

which possibility has been pointed out by von Kakman in the lecture

mentioned above.

The true distribution of vorticity in the turbulent motion will

take some mean position between the two extremes of paragraph 5

(uniform distribution over the whole breadth with C proportional to

II

lO"
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—=, or the best ordered arrangement with all vortices along the

walls and C equal to a (high) constant value).

For the sake of comparison the formulae (39), (47) and (46) have

been represented together in fig. 4 at a logarithmic scale.

^ 7. Motion of a fluid between two fixed parallel walls.

The motion of a fluid between two fixed parallel walls may be

treated according to the same scheme as has been used for the

motion between a fixed and a moving wall. As the former case

has somewiiat more resemblance to the t.ypes of motion occurring

usually in |)ractical cases, the principal features of the calculation

will be mentioned here.

The distance of the walls will be taken equal to A; (he mean

velocity of the current is denoted by V ; the pressure gradient

— dp/dx will be denoted by J. — Rkynolds' characteristic number

becomes: R= Vho/n; (he coefficient of the resistance formula is

written C^ JI>/qV'. Equation (8) of |)aragraph 2 has to be replaced

by the following equation governing the principal motion:

d*U d —
dy dy

A first integration of this formula gives:

dU — f h \
^Ty -^"^'^•^(^T -.yj . • . • . . (49)

The constant of the integration is determined by observing that

on account of the symmetry of the arrangement both quantities

dU/dy and uv vanish for y ^ h/2. On integrating a second and a

third time, and observing that f/^ at both walls, we get:

h

liVh= — Jh' —
j

rfidy Qy uv (50)

This equation replaces formula (11). Condition (9) which expresses

the dependance of the relative motion on the principal motion,

retains its form. Now firstly, using (49), we eliminate dU/dy from

(9); then using (50), we eliminate J and we obtain:
A k

-Jdy ip' {l^y + fi'S^; -^fj dy Qy^J
f*-̂= --— . . (51)

I

dy (}y uvT>
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After the introdnclion of nndimensioned variables, we make use

of the abbreviations:

1

I
dy y uv =:

1

1 r -

12J
^'

The equations (50) and (51) now reduce to:

X 1

ÖT H =: — . .

R" R

(52)

1 JA _ C _ 1

(53)

(54)

Distribution of the vortices over the jiuid.

clU
As aopears from equation (49) the value of /< —^ will be small

compared to that of ^^
( ;r
—

.V )
(as is the case for the real motion)

onlj- if — Quv becomes approximately equal to J I
-

.yj. Or,

using the nndimensioned variables introduced above, we may say

that — uv aught to be proportional to ^ — y.

Hence the quantity uv must take a negative value in the neigh-

bourhood of the wall y = 0, and it must lake a positive value at

the other wall. This can be obtained if we use two groups of

vortices whose positions are symmetrica! with respect to each other.

In the first place a group of elliptic vortices having the same

position as those described in paragraphs 4 and 5 (i.e. with the

long axis extended from the second to the fourth quadrant) is put

ill against the wall y= Q. The contiibution of these vortices to the

field of values of uv will be denoted by

— {uv)i = \\> (y).

Then a second group is put in, situated symmetrically against

the other wall: the contribution of the latter to uv will be:

— ("r)u= - t|'(l—y)-
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The contributions of both groups to the integral I dy ?' are of

course equal and of equal signs.

If we now take vortices having thicknesses ranging from 1 to a

minimum value Z)„, and we take their intensities proportional to:

BdD = (^-^^dD (55)

(this expression has a positive \'alue for all values of D), then we
obtain for values of y l.ying between Z)„ and 1 — D, the following

expression of «J' (y) (with the omission of a constant factor):

y 11 5 )

from which follows:

,J.(.v)-tf(l^ y) = -i-fJ--2/V .... (56)

Hence between the boundary layers the values of //v are correctly

distributed.

Within each boundary layer \uv\ decreases from 1/280 to zero.

The full expression of the valne of uv having been worked out, we
obtain the integrals:

J.y,«-.
= A_(l-2.667i).4...)

— [dy (H' = ( I
(1- 3,204 D + . . .)

from which ;

T = 2,129 Z). — terms of the order i),' (57)

1

The value of the integral My §' becomes:

1

r 294 1 /I 3 \ 294/1 3 1

2 1 dD \
—

I Iq .

J 630 D\D 4 y 315 \D, 4 ^ Z>,

A
This gives:
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131 / 3Z?„ 1 \
X = -77- I 1 — ~r ^ff TT ~\~ terms of the order Z)„ . . . . .

^0 V 4 X», J
(58)

The results of (57) and (58) are substituted into equation (53),

and the maximum value of is determined. This maximum occurs if

:

262 / 98 R
1 la —

,

R ^ 262

Finally equation (54) gives:

2 11 1
C= 0,0108 -f^ Ig R + terms of the order -7; ') • • i^^)n a

Discussion.

In this case loo the quadratic law of resistance is asymptotically

arrived at (for values of R surpassing 100000 the logarithmic term

is little more than 2°/„ of the constant term). Just like what occurred

in liie more simple case tlie value of the coefficient C is too high.

For channels with smooth walls von Mises gives that (,' ranges from

0,006 to 0,0024 if R ranges from 10000 to the greatest values

obtained; the formula derived by von KaRMaN's theory gives:

C=c&. 0,07 R 'U

For channels with rough walls the dependance of the coefficient

C on the value of R is usually very small, so that a quadratic

resistance formula can be used, the value of C depending, however,

on the dimensions of the irregularities of the walls as compared to

the diameter of the channel. The value of C is much higher than

in the case of smooth walls; it may even surpass that given by

(59). So Gibson mentions values ranging to 0,015 for old cast iron

tubes or channels, lightly tuberculated ').

Laboratorium voor Aero- en Hydrodynamica der T. H.

Delft, May 1923.

') The constant term of in this formula has a value of 8 times that of

formula (47) An elementary but superficial comparison of the magnitude of the

frictional forces exerted on the walls in both cases leads to the same result.

') R. VON Mises, I.e. p. 63, in connection with the definition of r, given at

p. 83/84. In the case of a channel of infinite depth as the one treated here, r is

equal to h.

A. H. Gibson, Hydraulics and its applications (1919), p. 209 (in the formula

mentioned at p. 206 is m is 4 time the quantity r introduced by von Mises;

comp. Gibson, I.e. p. 194).

Comp. also L. Schiller, ZS. fur angew. Math. u. Mechanik, 3, p. 2, 1923.

and others.



Paleontologie. — ,,Sur quelques noiiveaux insectes des lignites oli-

gocenes {Aquitanien) de Rott, Siebengebirye {Rhénanie).

Par Fernand Meünikr.

(Présenté par Mr. Ie Prof. K. Martin dans la séance du 29 septembre 1923).

Cette contribution a la fanne de Rott, fait suite a des travanx

antérieurs, commences en 1894 et dont la bibliograpliie complete

est donnée ici.

Ces nouvelles espèces ont été rencontrées dans les gisemehts

rhénans par M. H. Bauckhohn. Il s'agit d'abord d'un coléoptère qui

semble voisin de Otiorhynchus iiidiiratus Heyd. mals dont les jenx,

au lieu d'etre allonges, sont anondis et de Varus ignotus Schlecli-

tendal (Brachymyclerus curculionoides Heyd.) Il parail avoir des

ti'aits de ressenihianee avec Hhytonomus firmus Heer des couches

sannoisiennes de Provence (France). Si la morplioiogie de la foime

de Rott élait nioins frustement indiquée, on pourrait la comparer

avec Laccopygus nilesii Scudder dn miocène de Florissant (Etats-

Unis), avec Geraloplms saxonus Scudd. qui présente une striation

tres voisine. Par la presence des articles des antennes (Ie I"' article

est mallieureusement altéré par la fossilisation), je range ce nouveau

fossile de Rott dans Ie genre Laccopygus Scudder. De nouveaux

documents s'imposent avant de préciser les diagnoses de Otiorhyn-

chus iiiduratus Heyd. Brachymyclerus curculionoides Heyd. et de

Varus ignotus Schlechtendal. Tont porie a croire que la nouvelle

espèce rhénane, a antennes si curieuses, est a maintenir dans Ie

genre Laccopygus Scudd. Disons encore, que d'autres espèces de

Rott, établies par v. Heyden, devraient être redécrites d'après des

fossiles en meilleur état de conservation. Il y aurait aussi lieu de

donner de nouveaux dessins au trait des principaux organes de ces

coléoptères.

Cette nole contient aussi de courtes remarques, relatives a deux

hyménoptères terebrantia. Un tres minuscle, mais tres gracieux

Proctolrypide, Archaebelyta superba Meun. cT. La 2 a été décrite

dans Miscellanea entomologica (t. XXVI, p. 82 pi. 1 fig. 3, 1922)

Dans la familie des Iclmeumonidae, du groupe des Piraplinae, il est

question d'une nouvelle es|)èce de Pimpla. Parmi les diptères,

mentionnons encore la presence d'un Tipulidae Polyneura, se pla(jant

avec certitude dans Ie genre Limuophila Maquart. Cette notice
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coiitient encore des remarques et des reprodnt'tions phototy piques ')

de pliisieurs espèces inléressaiites notamment d'un coiéoptère Nitidu-

lidae du genre Nitidula Fabr. ensuite, un hyménoptère Clialostagastra

OU Tentliredinidae se groupant parini les vmis Tentliredo. Dans Ie

monde des Aenléates, il a été observe un Forniicidae, de grande

taille, se rangeant parmi des Ponera Latr. (P. elegantissima Meunier).

1! est aussi signalé un petit diptère, qui appartient vraiserablablemeiit

au genre Pliora Linné. M. Baückhokn a aussi tionvé a Rott un

Tipulidae du genre Erioptera Meig. (E. oligocaenica Meun.)

Description dks kspècks ')

/. Coleoptera.

I. Curculionidae.

Genre Laccopyyus Scudd.

Laccopyqus rhenanus Meun.

Long. du corps 5 mm., larg. 3 mm. Par la morpliologie du corps,

cetle espèce est voisine de L. nilesii Scudd.

du miocène de Florissant (Etats-Unis). Tête

robuste, rosire court, yeux paraissant arrondis;

antennes composées de 7 articles plus longs

que larges (cylindriques) et terminés par un

bouton apical, paraissant formé de 3 divisions
;

Ie bouton apical est ovoide, tres distinct.

Fig. 1. Antenne de Lacco- Thorax plus large que long la fossilisation

pygus rhenanus. empêche de decider s'il était ponctué ou orhé

d'une ponctuation rugueuse. Elytres, recouvrant entièrement les

segments de l'abdomen qui sont tres distincis. Pattes robustes.

II. Nitidiilidae.

» Genre Nitidula Fabre.

Aucun coiéoptère de cette familie n'a encore été rencontre sur

les feuillels de Rott. On a signalé quelques formes des couches

d'Oeningen et de Radoboy et S. H. Scudder a décrit Nitidula prior

des couches miocèniques de Florissant.

Nitidula robusta n.sp.

Long. du corps 6 mm., largenr 2 mm.
L'insecte trouvé a Rott, est malheureusement conché sur Ie dos,

ce qui empêche d'étudier les caractères des élytres et Ie dessus du

thorax. Corps ovale, trapu. Tète robuste, un pen proéminente vers

1) A cause des frais considerables d'impression, les planches qui accorapagnent

ce travail n'ont pu être dounées actuellenient.
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Ie cl3'|)euR. Antennes atteignaiil la nioitié de la longnenr du thorax

et paraissant être coinposées de 11 articles, courts et saillants, dont

les 2 OU 3 derniers constituent une sorte de bouton apioal. Thorax

sinueux, a la partie antérieure, arrondi aux angles antérieurs; il est

trapézifornie, l)ieu dévéloppé. Les segments de 1' abdomen, tres

distincts, arqués; Ie dernier segment ou pjgidium aceunainé. Pattes

tres robustes, f'éuinrs bien dévéloppés; la fossilisation ne perraet pas

de décrii'e la morphologie des articles tarsanx. Disons encore que

cliez celte espèce les articles des antennes sont plus larges que longs

et serres les uns contre les autres. (Chez Ie seul specimen observe

de Rott). L'espèce de Florissant, Nitidula prior Scudd. a plueieurs

traits de ressemblance avec celle Irouvée par M. Bauckhorn sur les

schistes rhéiians. Le genre Saronia a de l'aflinité, on Ie sait, avec

Ie genre Nitidula Fabr. De nouveaux documents d'études s'imposent

avant de donner la diagnose complete de cette espèce.

II. Hymenoptera.

Terebrantia.

Chalastognstra ou Tenthredinidae.

Des couches de Rott, on connait 2 mouches a scie de cette familie:

Piuicolites graciosus Meun. et Tenthredo fasciata Meun. Des pla-

quettes d'Aix, en Provence, j'ai décrit Hjlotomiles robusta Meun.

D'autres Chalastogasira out été signalés des couches tertiaires de

Florissant par T. D. A. Cockerell. Citons notamment Tenthredella

obiita, Palaeotaxonus vetus et Eriocampoides minus. ')

Genre Tenthredo Linné.

Tenthredo fasciata n.sp.

A Rott, on a observe uu Chaiastogastra qui se reconnait, a pre-

mière vne, par ia presence de bandes transversales ornant la partie

postérieure des segments de Tabdomeu ; ce dernier organe longue-

ment ovoide. Les parties médiaue et laterale du thorax garnies de

bandes longitudinales. Tarière bien dévéloppée et offrant la morpho-

logie générale des espèces du genre Tenthredo Linné. Pattes robustes.

Deux cellules radiales aux ailes antérieures et 4 cellules cubitales,

dont la 2'^'"« et la S'^""" re^oivent chacune une nervure recurrente.

Cellule anale des ailes poslérieures non appendiculée ; ci celte der-

nière paire d'ailes, il y a 2 cellules discoïdales fermées. La têle de

cette espèce n'est malhenreusement pas conservée sur le schiste. La

longeur du corps (présumée) de eet hvraénoptère, y compris la téte,

devait être environ de 13 millimetres.

1) Proc. U. S. Nat. Mus. vol. 53, pp 389-390 Washington 1917.
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Empreinte et contre empreinte. Coll. H. Bauckhorn de Siegburg.

Observation: Chez les Perineiira Hartig, la cellule anale des

ailes postérieures est appendiciilée.

Proctotrypidae.

Archaebelyta superba Meuniek.

(Miscellanea Eiitomologica t. XXV j). 84 pi. 1 fig. 3, Toulouse 1922).

Ce sexe est plus grêle et plus élancé que la %. Les antennes ont

des articles de nioiiidre diamètre ce qui donne a leur morpliologie

générale un as|)ect plus régulier, de plus, Textrémité des antennes

n'est guère épaissie (chez la 2, Ie bout antennaire l'est disiiuctenient).

La veination des ailes est pareille a celle de la 2 ; les pattes, un

peu moins robustes, ne présentent aucun caracière particulier.

Coll. Bauckhorn, Siegburg.

Observation: C'est la prenaière fois qu'uii liyménoptère, de si

petite taille, a été trouvé sur les sehistes européens. En son inte-

ressant ménioire, "The parasitic Hjmenoptera of the tertiarj of

Florissant (Colorado) Cambridge 1910", Charles Brües a figure et

donné les diagnoses d'espèces dont la preservation est loin d'etre

aussi complete que Archaebelyta superba Meun. <? et ?. Pour finir,

disons encore que I'ambre de la Baltique et le copal de diverses

provenances africaines, sont riches en inclusions de Proctotrj'pidae.

Cette étude k peine esquissée, par Menge attend encore la venue

d'nn monographe. Autrefois (Ann. de la Soc. scient. de Brnxelles

1901), j'ai signalé la riche faunule que contient I'ambre et le copal

en fait de Mymaridae ou ,,atomes ailes".

Ickneum07iidae.

Pimplinae.

On a rarement signalé des Pimplinae des couches fossiles de Rott,

toutefois Osw. Heer a décrit un Acoenites des feuillets de Rado-

boy et Brues les a signalés du miocène de Florissant. Je viens de

donner la description d'une nouvelle espèce de l'Aquitanien de Rott

,,Acoenites Statzi" (Miscellanea Entoniologica t. XXVI, p. 85 pi. 1 tig. 4.

Toulouse 1922 (23). M. Bauckhorn m'a communiqué un Pimplinae

dont malheureusement la tête, le thorax, l'abdomen et les pattes

sont trop frustement indiqués pour en donner une minutieuse diag-

nose, et établir les rapports probab!e.s de ce fossile aquitanien avec

les Ephialtes Gravenhorst. Toutefois, la conservation des deux paires

d'ailes est si parfaite, qu'il y a |ieu, dès a présent de le nommer.

Je propose de l'appeler Pimpla Morleyi en honneur du distingue
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Irliiiemiionologne M. Moulb;y dii Miisee de Suffolk, (Atigleterre). Chez

ce Pitripla, la cellule aréolaiie au lieu d'etre triangulaire et pétiolée

comme c'est souvent Ie cas cliez diverses espèces de Pimpla, n'est

pas entièremeiit peutagoiiale comme on Ie r'emarque che/. les es|)èces

du sous-genre Deloraerisla Foersler. De plus, la 5ième nervui'e des

ailes antéi'ieures (iiervus basalis) se raccorde entièrement avec la

6ième nervure ou uei'vuliis de mauièie a |)ioduiie une ligiie concave.

Longueur du corps 5njm.? Longueur de l'aile antérieure 5mm.
Largeur de l'aile antérieure 2'/, mm.

Fig. 2. Alle de Fimple Morleyi n. sp.

Aculeata.

Formicidae.

VoN HnYDEN a signalé a Rott la presence du genre Formica.

JSIaguère, j'ai donné les diagnoses des espèces se classant dans les

genres Myrmica, Tapinoma el Formica. La nouvelle espèce, décrife

ici, diffère a première vue, par la taille de Ponera rlienana.

Ponera elegantissima n. Sj).

Cette espèce se .sépare des tormes suivantes mentionnées par Oaw.

Hkek : Ponera fuliginosa, oeniugensis et radohoyana, P. at'finis P.

croatica, P. longaeva, P. nitida, P. grassinervis, P. elongatula, P.

ventrosa et P. globosa. Par la veination des ailes, elle est voisine

de Ponera fuliginosa et oeniugensis, pai' sa grande taille, elle se

sépare immédiatemeut de Ponera rlienana Menu. des couches aqui-

taniennes de Rott.

Tête robuste ovale mandibulus trapues, paraissant arrondies èi

leur extrémité. Petiole de l'abdomen tres appreciable. Abdomen

forme de 4 segments et nettement ovoïde. Ailes antérieiires a nervure

transverso-radiale en conneclion directe avec la cellule limitant la

2ieme cellule cubitale. Chez P. rhenaiia, ces 2 Iransversales sont

assez éloignées l'une de Fautre').

1) Mednier, f., Verhandelingen der K. Akademie van Wetenschappen, tweede

Sectie, Deel XX, N. 1, fïg. 6, Amsterdam 1917.

40
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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Dipiera.

TipuUdne.

Eriopterinne.

Les Tipiilidae, si frequents sur les schistes miocèniques de Floris-

sant, soiit rares snr les couclies des iig-niles des Sept-Monts (Rliénanie).

On sait que l'ambre contient une curieuse faniiule de ces interessants

diptères'). En 1917'), j'ai signalé une aile de vrai Tipnla de ce

gisenient oligooène et fait de courtes reniar(|ues relatives aux espèces

décrites nagnère par v. Hkyden. Les diplères de ee groupe n'ont pas

encore été signalé dans Ie copal subfossile de Zanzibar. Les couches

d'Aix en Provence (France) out fournies quelques beaux specimens

de Tipularinae ').

On connait actnellement 4 espèces de Tipnlidae des schistes

tertiaires <lu Rliin : Cladoneura robusta Meun. Cyttaronijella bastini

Meun. et l'espèce décrite ci-dessous. 11 faut encore y ajonter une

nouvelle espèce de rjimnophila Macq, admirable de conservation,,

dont la diagnose suit.

Erioptera oligocaenica n. sp.

Tête globnlaire, robuste. Antennes a articles de la base de plus

fort diamèlre que cenx de rextrêmité. Abdomen allonge. Ailes plus

longues que Ie corps; nervure transversale radiale {R)et rad io-médial

bien distincte. La transversale médio-cubilale part de M, et non de

la médiane. Secteur dn radius (préfourclie d'après Osten-Sacken)

nettement concave, ce secteur coinprend 5 nervures (R, -(- RJ. La

médiane est longement fourchne (Mj -\- MJ. Le cubitus (Cu) est

simple, il en est de mème de la première et de la 2ièrae nervure

anale. Pas de celhilu discoidale.

Longueur du corps: 5 mm. longueur de l'aile 6 mm.
Observation : Par sa forme concave, le secteur du radius rappelle

celui des Tipulidae Limnophilinae.

LimnopkiUnae.

Genre Limnophüa Macquart.

Limnophila rhenana n.sp.

C'est la première fois, qu'uiie espèce de Limnophila a été signalée

a Rott. Tète globnlaire, petite; antennes k articles subcjlindriques,

1) Löw H., Ueber den Bernstein and die Bernsteinfauna Meseritz 1850.

imd Meuniek F., Monograpiiie des Tipulidae de l'ambre de la BaÜique. Ann. d.

Sciences Nat. Paris 1908.

^) Verhandelingen d. K. Akaderaie van Wetenschappen p. 16 (du th-é a part.),

Amsterdam 1917.

») Buil. de la Soc. géol de FranceV. XIV p. 196, Paris 1914.
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assez grêles et paraissant être plus coui'tes que la longueur du thorax

ce dernier est gibbeux, et parait avoir élé orné de bandes ou facies

loiigitudinales, les aiies de parfaile conservation permettent de donner

les détails topographiques de la veination. Le radius est relié è la

première nervnre dn secteur par une petite transversale (radius

cross-vein), il y a 4 nervules qui sortent du secteur du radius; la

médiane est simple, toutefois son secteur comprend 3 cellules, dont

la première (M) n'est autre chose que la cellule discoidale des anciens

auteurs. En definitive, de la dite cellule discoidale parteiit 3 nervures

simples (chez la plupart des espèces de Limnophila la première de

ces nervures est fourchue). La cellule discoidale est reliée par une

transversale (radius-mediane cross vein) au cubitus qui est déja

tourcliu a pen de distance de la base de l'aile. La champ anal

comprend 2 nervures simples.

Longueur du corps 8 mm. Longueur de l'aile 6 mm. Tjargeur de

l'aile 2 mm.
L'abdomen assez allonge est compose de segments tres distincts,

malheureusement l'oviducte de la £ est pen appreciable.

Fig. 3. Alle de Limnophila rhenana n. sp.

Phoridae.

Les diptères de cette familie, bien représentés, dans le siiccin de

la Baltique') dans les schistes miocèniques de Florissant et dans le

copal subfossile de Zanzibar n'ont pas encore été signalés des feuii-

lets ligniteux de Rott. Le genre Phora n'a pas encore étéren)arqué

dans l'ambre sicilien.

Genre Phora, Meigen.

Phora sp?

La fossilisation empêche de donner u)i nom spécifique a ce diptère.

On constate toutefois que le 3'èin>i article des antennes est disciforme

1) Löw., H. Ueber den Bernstein und die Bernsteinfauna Meseritz 1850.

Meunier, F. Monograpliie d. Leptiden u. Phoriden des Bernsteins Jahrb. d.

k.k. preuss. geol. Landesanstalt Berlin 1909.

40*
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et qa'il parait oilié et que Ie olièle est amiiici èi l'extrémité. Les

pattes sont lobustes, leiirs caractèies sont trop noirois pour decider,

si ce diptère apparlient an genre Apbiocliaeta Bniea.

Longueur du corps 2 nini.

Coli. Baückhorn, Siegburg.
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Physics. — "Magnetic Resenrclies. XXII. On the determination of
the magnetisntion at very low temperatures and on the

susceptibility of gadolinium sulphate in the region of tempe-

ratures obtainable with liquid hydrogen'. By H. R. Woltjer.

(Communication N°. 1676 from llie Physiral Laboratory at

Leiden). (Cominnnicated by Prof. H. Kamekijngh Onnes).

(Gommuuicated at ttie meeting of September 29, 19:i3).

^ 1. Introduction. Tlie significance of extending- the investigation

on tiie magnetisation of paramagnetic substances to the temperatures

obtainable with liquid lieiium, tliat inigiit l)e expected a priori, has

been confirmed in a convincing way l)y tiie preliminary reseaicli

on tiie magnetisa-

tion of gadolinium

sulphate in liquid

helium carried out

by KamermnghOn-

NKS in 1914 '). The

results then ob-

tained showed the

interest of conti-

nuing the research

on gadolinium sul-

phate and com-

pleting tlie preli-

minary qualitative

results by more

accurate quantita-

tive ones. Other

substances, such

as the paramag-
netic chlorides') presented themselves also for investigation in helium.

However, closer inspection of the work of 1914 showed, that it

was of little use repeating the work without detailed investigation

') H. Kamerungh Onnes, these Proceedings, 17 p 283; Leiden Gomm. N". 140d.

Gf. also idem, Rapport Solvay 1921, p. 131. Leiden Gomm. Suppl. N». 44a.

') 1. 'c. p. 154, resp. p. 25.
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of tlie method, more accurate calihratioiis and sludy of the coirec-

tioris. E. g. concerning the direct resnlts of the observations tiie

considerable deviations ') from tlie proportionality between the

force {F) and the square of the magnelic force between the poles

of the electromagnet occurring al hydrogen temperatures (cf. fig. 1,

taken from the paper mentioned) are particularly striking and, if

the results are given in terms of IjANGEVin's theory of paramagnetic

gases (cf. fig. 2, taken from Leiden Comm. Suppl. N°. 44a) it may
be asked whether no systematic errors occurred.

1.0

0.6

0.6

04

0.2

(J.
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and its corrections form tiie subject of the followiiio- |)aragra|)lis;

we will consider more e.speciall}' tlie topographic calibration of the

electromagnet. It was can-led out partially by means of the iiivesliga-

tion of gadolinium sul|)liate in liquid hydrogen and so it furnished

new material for the knowledge of the susceptibility of this sub-

stance, confirming old results. This new material will be communi-

cated at the same time.

^ 2. Ap/xtrntus mid method. The magnetisation was calculated

fi'om the force exerted bj' an iuhomogeneous nuignetic field on a

small quantity of the material. For the measurement of the force

the same apparatus was used as in the investigalioii of gadolinium

sulphate in 1914, except a small alteration in connecting the tube

containing the substance under consideration. At that time no de-

scription was given, so now some details may be mentioned. The

apparatus was constructed by Mr. G. J. Flim, chief of the Technical

Department of IJje Cryogenic Laboratory, mainly on the same prin-

ciples as the apparatus of K.amfrmngh Onnes and Pekrier ') for the

investigation of paramagnetic substances. The substance to be

investigated is placed at the bottom part of a long rod, the "carrier".

This carrier is suspended to one or two floats swimming on mercury.

The force exerted by the magnetic field on the substance is com-

pensated by a known force and the compensation is checked by

means of a telescope and a scale attached to the carrier (>S't'. (ig. 3).

Some modifications were required with a view to the special cir-

cumstances. The apparatus is introduced at the top of the helium

cryostat (C) and is supported by the rim R. It is counterbalanced

by weights acting on the connecting tul)e between cryostat and

liquefactor. Tiie weight of the apparatus has been minimised. Par-

tially for this purpose the ringshaped trough of the apparatus of

Kamerlingh Onnes and Pkrhier has been replaced by a small glass

reservoir (6r) with only one float (D?-). The comparatively large

forces occurring in the experiments (up to about 200 gr.) induced

to prefer magnetic compensation instead of electrodynamic compen-

sation by two coils, though the accuracy was diminislied theieby.

The compensating force comes from the attraction exerted by a

current of suitable intensity passing through a coil D at the top of

the apparatus on a weak iron rod «S at the top of the carrier; by

putting rings [Ri) under the coil D its height can be taken such

as to exert upward or downward forces, as appears convenient. The

distance of tiie weak iron rod to the interferrum of the electro-

1) These Proceedings 16, p. 689 and 786. Leiden Gomm. N". 139a.
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magnet has been elioseii such that ihe action of the latter on tlie

former may be neglected.

Fig. 3.
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The tube (6, cf. tlie diagram of this detail in fig. 3) containing

the rnagneti(t substance, lias been made and placed to obtain a

symmeirical distribution of glass with respect to a horizontal plane

passing through the centres of the poles of the electromagnet. In

this way the attraction exerted by the magnet on the glass has

been minimised and may be neglected. The dimensions have been

chosen sucii that (he sample is at the place of maximum —-— , if

oz

the tube has been placed symmetrically in the field. The lower part

(6,) of the tube has been evacuated, in the upper part [b^) a small

quantity of helium gas has been introduced in order to improve

the temperature equilibrium of the powder and the surroundings

and of the particles of the powder mutually. The substance is

enclosed between two glass disks, one of which has been melted

on the tube, the other is free but is kept in its place by a small

plug of cotton wool. Two flattened spiral springs, V^, V, prevent

a lateral displacement of the carrier. The lower one has been

attached to the carrier and not, as in previous work, to the tube,

so that the tubes may be replaced without changing the position

of the carrier.

The end faces of the large size Weiss magnet have a diameter

of 4 cm and are 26,5 mm apart. The semi-angle of the conesliaped

boundary faces is 60°.

The compensating force as function of the intensity of the current

in the coil D has often been determined as carefully as possible by

suspending weights to the tube. Notwithstanding all precautions

unexplained differences subsisted between the different calibrations.

The extreme ones differ about 2 "/„. In calculating a series of

observations use was made of the mean of the calibrations "before"

and "aftei".

The specific magnetisation, ö, is calculated from the force measui'ed

by means of the relation

Fg = ma—- (1)^ az

where F represents- the force (in grammes) exerted on the mass m.

The ^-coordinate is measured along a xertical from the middle of

the interferrum; H is the magnetic force at tiie point indicated by

z; g — 9S1.3.

1) If the susceptibility does not depend on the field strength, the maximum of

3 is preferable. [Note added in the translation].
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In ever}' set, i. e. every measurement of llie t'oi'ce corresponding

to a definite value of tlie magnetic field and a definite temperature,

the intensity of tiie current in the coil D necessary to bring the

carrier into a chosen zero position was read the magnetic field lieing

"of" and "on". These readings were taken for both directions of the

currents in the coil and in the magnet.

^ 3. Corrections, auxiliary measurements and sources of errors.

a. Forces on the carrier without sample. These forces appeared to

be not quite negligible and they increased with decreasing tempera-

ture. Investigation of the different parts of the apparatus showed

that those forces were caused especially by a small screw at the

bottom of the carrier (near V,). The comparatively large increase

of these forces when the temperature falls from 20° to 14° K. is

very striking, e. g. 70 amp. passing through the electromagnet the

attraction amounts to

0,259 gr. at atmospheric temp.

0,326 „ 20° K.

0,350 „ 14° „

This is not what would be expected if the brass of the screw

mentioned contained iron as an impurity. Further, such acompara-

tively very large increase in the liquid hydrogen region would

give reason of suspecting much larger forces in the range of

helium temperatures. Howevei', tiiey are then not large as a|)pears

from there being no systematic difference between the observations

in which the mentioned parts of the carrier were certainly below

and those in which they were certainly at some distance above the

liquid helium leveP). Particular circumstances |)revented determining

those forces (whose comparatively large increase in the hydrogen

region appeared firstly afterwards) at helium temperatures and in the

light of the foregoing remark it seemed not absolutely necessary.

In the following observations the correction for the forces on the

carrier without sample has been applied for the hydrogen tempe-

ratures only.

b. Correction for demagnetisation. This con-ection may attain

considerable values at the temperatures of liquid helium. In the

case of a sphere of a homogeneous substance of density d in a

homogeneous tield the demagnetising field is — ^.tad. In our expe-

riments the cirumstances did not correspond exactly to these con-

ditions. The sample is a powder in the shape of a small cyli^ider

^) Gf. the following communication § 3 note.

I
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aii(i ih placed in an iiiliomogeiieoii.s field. Dr. Bkk.it 'j has made a

careful investigalion in tlie case of a powder. According to liim a

first approxiraatioii for the demagnetisation is obtained if the formnia

mentioned is ap|)lied, talking for d not the density of the powder

itself, but of the snbstance. If necessary this correction has been

applied in that manner.

dH
. . .

c. lo/iographfcni corrections. — is in tirsl approximation propor-

tional to the lield strength in the middle of the interferrnm : /ƒ,.

The factor of |)roportionality was calculated from a ballistic topo-

graphical calibration of the magnet '). At currents of 10 and 20

amp. no appreciable difference in the topography was stated and

dH
for z =r 2.45 cm. ( r— being there a maximum) was found:

oc

H = Q.S15.H„ 1^= 0.199. //„ . . . (2,3)
oz

If however for gadolinium sulphate ') the force F is calculated

as a function of /ƒ„, no proportionality of F to //„' is found, as

might be expected on account of previous measurements *) (apart

from small corrections if Langevin's fornuila is followed) bnt devia-

tions occur up to 20 "/o- This appears from fable I and fig. 4. To

the observed value of F, given in the third column now first a

correction for the demagnetisation is applied: i^ is multiplied by

i. -{- i ^d^y,; according to the remark h (see above), rf, is taken

equal to 3 '), for /, the specific susceptibility, the value following

from the un-corrected measurements has been taken. At 20°.42 K.

this correction is 1.2 %, at 13°.98K. 1.8V,. '" the column headed L
the corrections for the deviations according to Langevin's formula

have been given. With those two corrections an apparent Curie-

constant 6" = x2' has l)een calculated.

The values found for C' appear to be strongly dependent on the

field strength (cf. fig. 5). This may not be due to errors in the

1) These Proceedings 25, p. 293; Leiden Comm. Suppl. N». 46.

') The calibration really refers to a pole distance of 26 mm., not to 26.5 mm.,

the distance occurring in the experiments described.

The parameters of this field do not belong to those for which Forker has

given so much and such important data (J. Korrer, thesis Zurich, 1919).

') The gadolinium sulphate, Gd^tSOJs . SHjO, originated fiom the supply previously

kindly sent by Prof. Urbain. Two tubes have been filled with it, Gd I and Gd II,

containing resp. 0.4735 en 0.4414 gr. of gadolinium sulphate.

') H. Kamb;rlingh Onnes and E. Oosterhuis, these Proceedings 15, p. 322

§ 6, Leiden Comm. N». I29h, § 6.

5) P. Groth, Chem. Krystallographie 11 (1908), p. 460.
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calibration of the magnetic tield. This calil)ration may be estimated

to be accurate to a tew thousands. The deviations must be caused

by the circumstance that at large and at small values of //„ tiie

|)roportionality mentioned may not be expected to hold ').

TABLE I.
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We liave put-

Hm

Fig. 4.

= .v.0.815.//„

(5)q = s . r

and for 15 amp. q = s =z r = 1.

The quaiititie.s q, s and r are called the topographical corrections.

The apparent Curie-constant C" is connected to the true Curie-

constant 6' by the formula: C' = qC nud does not depend on the

temperature. Fig. 5 siiows that within ihe limits of accuracy of the

experiments at both hydrogen temperatures ') tiie same values for

C' are found. Unl^' at 5 amp. {Ii„ ;= 3295) where the forces are

small and the measurements less accur^ate there exists a larger

deviation.

The values for C" have been smoothed graphically and then the

C"
topographical correction q has been determined from q = — .

^ 15 amp.

In the column 10''C the value of 10' (^" corrected with ^ has been

'} The circles refer to 2Üo,42 K., the squares to 13°,98 K.
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given and in the last column tlie ditference (in percents) of lO'C

with the mean value 2,030.

.o'H

Fig. 5.

?• was determined from experiments on the attraction of two

small ellipsoids ') of Swedish Carbon iron placed as well as

possible at the same spot as the substances in tlie actual experiments.

Use was made of the measurements of Steinhaus und Gummch ')

on the relation between field strength and magnetisation when satu-

ration is nearly reached, tlie so called law of approach

s was calculated from formula (5). The values found for r and n

have also been smoothed graphically ').

In these determinations the distribution of magnetism on the pole

faces of the magnet has been supposed to be perfectly rigid ').

1) Masses 30.0 and 32.0 mg., major axis 6.2 mm., minor axis 1.1 m.m.

') Ber. d. Physik. Ges. 17 (1915) p. 271.

') This causes the product of the given r and s to be not exactly equal to q.

*) Cf. P. Weiss, J. de Phys. May 1910 and P. Weiss and H. Kameblingh

Onnes, Leiden Comm. N". 114, p 16.

Strictly speaking: for a magnet current of 15 amp. the distribution of magnetism

on the pole faces of the magnet has been supposed to be perfectly rigid and as

regards the other current intensities it has only been supposed to be the same

for gadolinium sulphate at hydrogen temperatures and for the S.C. iron ellipsoids.

In fact, the magnetic moments are of the same order in both cases (though the

volumes on which they are distributed are different); in the case of gadolinium

sulphate at helium temperatures they are much larger, yet the same values of r

and s have been applied (cf. next communication) [Note modified in the translation].
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So the values given in table II have been found.

d. Corrections for diamagnetism of Ihe liquid bath and of the

anion could be left out of consideration.

e. xAs regards the accuracij and Ihe sources of error maj firstly

be pointed out that the kelhnntemperatures are rather uncertain,

especial I}- the lower ones. There was no room for a special stirrer

and so the liquid could be stirred only so much as was possible

by moving the floating system up and down. Therefore probably

the temperature was not always evenly distributed and not perfectly

well defined. This is especially important at temperatures below the

maxiniuni of density; then the cooling at the surface by evaporation

does not give rise to downward convectional currents. However the

lower temperatures are not only somewhat indefinite, but the values

accepted are not very accurate. They have been determined graphi-

cally by means of the total existing material for helium vapour

pressures'), but this leaves at the temperatures between 1° and 3° K.

uncertainties of the order of 0,1 of a degree.

TABLE n.

Pole distance 26.5 mm.;
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Once the magnet was adjusted in its place, it was marked by means
of two plummets suspended to llie crjostat and maikiiifj two pointers

on tiie yoke of the magnet, for the magnet had tempoiarily to be

removed to afford opportunity of bringing the Dewar vessels Vhc
and F^ (fig. 3) into place. The large magnet is very heavy and there

was no device for moving the magnet siigthiy in horizontal direction,

so the horizontal adjustment was accompanied by great difficulties

and possibilities for iiuiccuracy.

During the operations with liquid iielium and liquid hydrogen the

cryostat, forming one whole with the liquefactor, moved slightly in

an irregular way as a consequence of the changing temperature

circumstances in the different parts. By means of pulling rods the

initial position with respect to the magnet was restored.

As far as the adjustment in vertical direction is concerned, it

must be pointed out that the distance (at atmospheric temperature)

from the centre of the mass to the centre of the field is considered

as "place" of the sample in the magnetic field. This place determines

the values of the constants in formulae (2)— (5}. In the measure-

ments in liquid hydrogen and in liquid helium tiiis place has changed

really by the shortening of the carrier in consequence of its cooling.

dH . dH .

The influence on -r— will be very small as t;— is maximum, but for
az 02

the same reason the influence on H has to be taken into consider-

ation. In itself there is reason for a correction. In the (rather

unfavorable) case that the carrier up to 20 cm above the sample

has the temperature of the boiling point of liquid hydrogen and the

othei' part is at atmospheric temperalui-e, a shortening of 0,3 mm
would follow from the data of Ch. Lindemann.') H would be 0,006

ƒ/„ smaller than corresponds to formula (2) i. e. about 0,7
"

'„. Yet

no coi-reclion has been applied, because it would have required a

accurate determination of the place of the substance during the

measurements as the sinking of the liquid level changed the tempe-

rature distribution along the carrier and thus the place of the sample.

Moreover in the measurements in liquid hydrogen and in liquid

helium (and the experiments only refer to these temperatures) the

correction is nearly equal when the liquid level is on the same

height, as the expansion coefficient at these low temperatures rapidly

decreases to zero.

g. Finally it must be mentioned that no trace has been observed

of the powder particles getting directed or remaining directed by

the magnetic forces.

1) Physik. Zs. 13, (1912), p. 737.

I
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§ 4. The Curie constant of ijndoliaiuvi .•<uliihntf. Iii ^ 3c il lias

been lueiitioiied already lluit fur ör/ Il 2,030, < 10~^ has lieeii fouiul.

Foi' llie Curie constant of Gd I we find :

2'= 20^81 K. / == 1,0566 . 10 3 6'= 2,146 .
10-2

7'= 14°,68 x = i-4663 „ 6'= 2,152

tnean: 2,149

Tlie iiieasuremeiits on (rd 1 have heen (considered as less accnrate

than liiose on (ril II, because (cf. ^ 3/ on the difficulties of the

adjustment) the tnbe appeared afterwards for unknown reasons to be

no! exactly in the nnddle between the pole faces, but 1,6 initi out

of the center. A previous determiVialion nf ihe Cniie-constant of

(Jil I quite inde|)endent of llie present researcli had given 2,113 X 10""^.

So it is not very probMl)ie that the large ditfereiu-e lietween the

Curie constants of (hi I and Gd 11 is due to inaccni'ale adjustment

of the tube only. Besides it must be remarked that different observers

have found \alnes differing more siill tlian the valnes mentioned:

from the results of Mile Feytis '), Kamkkmnüh Onnics and Pkkuikh '),

and Kamerlingh Onnes and Oostkrhi is ') the Curie-constant of gado-

linium sulphate is found to be *).

Mile Feytis 2,167 .10-2

K. O.andP. 2,086

K. 0. and 0. 2,016.

These differences are not yet explained.

Finally, I wish to expiess my sincere thanks to Professor Kamer-

LiNGH Onnes for his kind interest in my work.

1) Paris C. R. 15.3 1911), p. 668.

2) These Proceedings 14, p. 115; Leiden Comm. N '. 122a.

3| , , 15, p. 3^2; Leiden Comm. N». 129b.

^) k correction lias been applied for the diamagiietism nf tlie crystal water and

of the anion. The first correction had been applied already by Mile b^EYTis.
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Physics. — "Further experiments with liquid helium. T. Magnetic

resenrche--<. yi^\\\. On the magnetisation ofgadolinium stilphate

at temperatures obtainable nnth liquid helium." Bj' H. R.

WoLTJKR and H. Kambrungh Onnes. (Communiealion N'. 167c

from the Physical Laboratory' at Leiden).

(Communicated at Itie meeting of September 29, 192.3).

\ 1. Introduction. Previous') preliminary researches and a detailed

discussion') of the results (hen obtained have shown tlie importance

of a ('loser investigation of the magnetisation of gadolinium sulphate

at very low temperatures; tiiis substance is one of the compara-

tively few, tiiat follow Curik's law down to the region of tempera-

tures obtainal)le with liquid hydrogen. Now in the light of Langevin's

theory the Curik law holds only appi'oximately, viz. as long as the

susceptibility may be considered to be independent of the field strength:

Langevin gives for the ratio of the specific magnetisalion, o, to the

specific saturation magnetisation, o^,

1
a : O^^^ cotgh a (la)

a

(\b)
R T

(öra«, being the saturation magnetisation of one gram molecule, R
the gas constant per grm. mol., H the magnetic field applied and

T the absolute temperature).

For small values of a

o:ö =-a or , = —= -^"^.- .... (2)" 3 ^ H SR r ^ '

If 7' is small and thus a large, x '8 no longer independent of ^,

but the curve a -. a^ =f(a) deviates from the straight line a -. a^

=: - a, becomes concave towards the a-axis and approaches asymp-
o

totically to a : o^ == \ (cf. fig.) The detailed discussion of the preli-

minary experiments has already made very problable the existence

') H. Kameelingh Onnes, these Proceedings 17, p. 283; Leiden Comm. N". 140d.

') H. Kamerlingh Onnes, Rapport Solvay 1921, p. 131; Leiden Gomm. Suppl.

N". 44a. 1.
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of deviations of lliis tvpe. Yet it is not lo he expected a priori that

Langevin's tiieorj would l)e followed in this case, for this theory

has been deduced for a gas with perfect rotational freedom of the

molecules and starts from the assun)ption of the equipartitioii of

energy in al degrees of freedom. Now the case of powdered gado-

linium sulphate at low temperatures does not correspond to either

of these assumptions. It is true that Langevin's theory has been

extended by Wmss') to powdered crystals, but Weiss confines him-

self to small values of the parjimeter (( ; on the other hand Ehhen-

fest') has develo[)ed a theory in which the relatition (2) is obtained

for crystal powdeis on the assumption of the existence of quanta

but then the saturation magnetisation is only half the value corres-

ponding to perfect parallelism of all elementary magnets and in the

preliminary experiments a higher vahie seemed to be reached.

Coiitirmation and extension of the preliminar'y results was thus

very desirable; the same method has been followed as in the

previous work: the specific maguetisaiiou, it, is calculated from the

force F (in grammes] exerted ou the mass in by an inhomogeneons

r) H
magnetic field with aid of the formula /''</ = /»(t— . A detailed

oz

study of the apf)aratus, the corrections and the sources of error, a

comprehensive account of which has been given in the pieceding

communication '), has made it possible to ailaiii a much greater

accuracy than in the previous work, at least as far as the magnetic

measurements are concerned. The (ietermination of the temperature

from the va[tour pressure of the iiatli is still a weak point, especially

since the vapour [)ressure law is as yet not sufficiently well

known ^). The research relates lo the same tubes, Gd J and Gdll,

that have served for the research in liquid hydrogen and that have

been mentioned in the preceding communication (§ Sc).

^ 2. Observations. The direct results of the observations may be

given first: tables I and II (/ being the number of ampères in the

magnet coils; H„ the field strength, in gauss, in the centre; F the

force in grammes, on the total mass of substance).

With Gdll between the points N°. Jo aud N°. 28 jioints have

been left out in which the observations have been taken al increas-

1) P. Weiss, Paris C. R. 156 (1913) p. 1674. According to 0. Stern (Zs. f.

Phys. 1 (1920) p. 147) Weiss' deduction is not sound.

') P. Ehrenfest, these Proceedings 23, p. 989; Leiden Coram. Suppl. N". 44b.

') H. R. WoLTJER, these Proceedings p. 613; Leiden Comm. No. 167/;.

^) I.e. § Se.

41*
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TABLE 1.
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TABLE II.
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ing pressure in order to' test wliellier leiiipernture t'orres|i(»iide(1 lo

pressure, the only stirring possible being made hy tlie moving np

and down of I lie carrier '). The magnetisations observed pointed to

much lower temperatures than corresponded to tlie aclua! pressures

and thus lo a large tem|)eralure lag. Tlierefoi-e these points have

been left out of consideration.

^ 3. Discussion. For Gdll 0,02024 ') has been accepted as Cnrie-

conslant and with this value '5^^^ and o,,,,, have been calculated

according to formula (2). Half the real molecular weight has been

used in calculating o,,,^ from (J^, as (he atoms of Gd ai'e assumed

to have rotational freedom. This is usually done for salts containing

more than one metal atom in the molecule'); moreover, if (he

whole molecular weight had been taken, (j,„^ would have become 1^2

larger, a„ |/2 smaller and thus (i : (J«, again I 2 larger and one would

have found values larger than 1, as for o : «» the value 0.84 has

been attained (Cf. table IV^).

We find:

^;,„<^ =z 434,2 iO" (38.65 WEiss-magnetons).

öo, =116,25.

For the Curie constant of Gd I we found ')

C' = 0,02149

a,„«, =447,4 .
10' (39.82 WEiss-magnetons)

flee =119,79.

From the tables 1 and II o: o^ and a have been calculated for

Gd I and Gdll, with its own particular Curie constant for each

substance. The results have been collected in tables III and IV. The

values placed in stpiare brackets are a priori less reliable, mostly

because during or immediately after (he measurement the gadolinium

siilphale appeared to be not sufficiently below the liquid helium

level'). The differences between the observed values of (J : öqc, and

') I.e. § 3«.

') Gf. the preceding communication § 4, where on account of a later somewhat

modified calculation 0,02030 has been given. The dilïerence is of no importance.

>) P. Weiss, Arch. d. So. phys. et nat. (4) 31 (1911)

B. Gabrkea, J. de Cliim. Phys. 6 (1918) p. 442, especially p. 462.

*) Cf. the preceding communication § 4, where the difference between both

results has been discussed.

5) At the points marked with an asterisk the helium level was certainly below

tlie spring Fo (cf. the preceding communication § 3(0. Though a general tendency

to higher values of !r : o-^ (cf. the diagram) must be acknowledged to exist, there

is no systematic diflference between the points with and without asterisk.
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the values calculated according to Langkvin's (brmnla, ex| ressed in

percents of the observed value, are given ui the coluiuiis headed

0-C
100.
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U cannot be denied tliat while on the one hand, one gets tiie

strong impression that Langevin's formula is followed (cf. the figure,

in which the Langevin curve and the observed points have been

drawn), on the other hand the deviations are larger than was anti-

cipated. However the^y maj' be explained from the sources of error.

Besides all that has been said in the preceding communication as

to the accuracy, it must be pointed out that the larger deviations

occur especially at the lower field strength values, where the topo-

graphical corrections are rather uncertain and also the measurements

of the field strength less reliable. Further, the magnetic moment

acting at the very low temperatures is so large that the assumption

of a rigid distribution of the magnetism on the pole faces (and on

this assum|)tion the field measiiremeiitH and the determination of

the topographical corrections are more or less based) certainly holds

no longer.

Moreover it must be observed, that errors in a^ and in //.exert

on the abscissae an intluence opposite in direction to that on the

ordinaten and thus appear greater in the diagram. Taking all

these circumstances into account, especially also the uncertainty of

the demagnetisation, it may be concluded, that powdered gadolinium

sulphate follows Langkvin's formula down to about 1°.3 K ; thus it

seems possible to use the magnetic susceptibility of gadolinium sul-

phate in thermometry.

^ 4. Results. The specific magnetisaliou of powdei'ed hydrated

gadolinium sulphate has been imesligated for (he temperatures of

liquid hydrogen and liquid helium. It appears that though the fun-

damental assumptions to Langevin's theory do not apply, yet Langevin's

formula is followed. For the parameter n of Langkvin's theory the

value 7 has nearly been reached. The highest magnetisations obtained

are about 84
'/„ of the magnetisation corresponding to perfect paral-

lelism of all elementary magnets. This result is independent of the

uncertainties in the temperature and the value of the demagnetising

field. vSo it appears that Prof. Ehrenfest's theory is here not

applicable without further extension, since this theory (which is based

on quanta assumptions and holds, contrary, to Langevin's theory,

directly for crystal powders) gives for the saturation magnetisation

only 50 7. of the value mentioned.



Physiology. — "llie string galvmiometer in wireless telegrai^hy"

.

By W. F. EiNTHOVEN. (Coinmiinicaled by Prof. W. Einthoven).

(Communicated at the meeting of Marcli 24, 1923).

The string galvanometer, as is well known, consists of a conduct-

ing fibre stretched like a string in a strong magnetic field. A cur-

rent passing Ihrongh the fibre indnces a displacement of it in a

plane perpenilicniar ^lo the lines of magnetic force. The deflection

can be observed with a microscope and the magnified image can

be photographed.

Many attempts have been made to use this instrument for the

reception of wireless .signals, bnl only ordinary models, with a

relatively long, not very mnch stretched sli-ing have been tried, and

tliese show great sensitiveness towards disturbing direct cnri'enls.

The wireless signals were received in such a way that the high

frequency oscillations were rectified by means of some device, and

the rectified current impnlses were passed thiongh the string; this

was affected in the same way as when conveying a true direct

current.

But, used ill this way, the string galvanometer has only brouglit

disappointment in wireless telegraphy, for it reacts to every current

of some duration with the same sensitiveness, and even the smallest

atmospherics are sufficient to give trouble. Some large Companies,

who have tried to nse the string galvanometer at their transatlantic

stations, have abandoned work with it.

The application here to be described of the instrument is based

on a quite different method '). The incoming high frequency oscil-

lations are not rectified but are sent through the string immediately.

The string is short and stretched so much, that its own period

corresponds to the period of tiie ether waves used in wireless sig-

nalling. Choosing the lenght of the string conveniently and adjusting

its tension, we can bring it in tune with |)ractically all continuous

waves available in radio-telegraphy. If for instance these ha^e a

length of 1 kilometer corresponding to 300.000 periods per sec, the

string is adjusted so that the proper frequency of its vibrations is

also 300.000 per sec.

1) Patented.
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Tlie length of tlie siring, being about 10 millini. ('or waves of

(for instance) 10 kiloni., is only 1 niillim. for waves of 1 kilom.

We liave also experimented willi siiorter sti-ings showing u still

higher frequency of I heir proper vibiations. Heretofore as far as we
know it has not been [)0ssible to induce these frequencies in any

mechanisui.

The string, for which we take a tine quartz fibre, is rendered able

to conduct by cathode bombardment, and stretched between two

microscopes; one of these serves to concentrate the light, the other

to project the image, whilst both microscopes, in order to obtain a

sharp definition of the string, must be veij near to one another.

The objectives, having a numerical apeitnre of 0,95, are no more

than 0,2 millim. away from the string. Since the front lens of such

an objective has a diameter larger than the leiigtii of the string, a

special device is necessary to fix the string; this is done in such a

manner that the rays of light are not intercepted, and the full angle

of aperture of the objectives is made use of efficiently.

t"ig. 1.

Diagram of the string s between both of tlie microscopes ilfj and Jfo.

Bi and B.,. fine metal strips to which the string is soldered. The

direction of the rays of light is indicated by the dotted lines and

arrows.

The difficulty was overcome by soldering both ends of the string

to fine metal strips |ilaced in the optical plane perpendicular to the

string, and rigidly attached to the apparatus in order to tighten and

slacken the string.

It is important to have the string vibrating as freely as possible.

Therefore it has not only to be fine but also strongly stretched like

a string of a piano or a violin, lis minute mass per unity of length

causes it to suffer a strong damping effect from the air, and this

must be avoided. Therefore the space around it is evacuated, and

in order to make the xacuum efficient it has to be made high. We
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attained vacua of 1 ji Hg and even higlier and were able to show,

that nrider such conditions the air danaping lias practically no more

infliienee on the irioveinent of the string. The vibrations do not die

away more slowly when the vacuum is made higher than 1 (i, since

the internal friction of the string itself, i.e. the fact that the material

of the string has no perfect elasticity is another cause of damping.

It is not to be expected, that the vibrations of a coated quartz

fibi'e stretched like a string would die away as slowly as those of

a pure quartz roil which has been fixed at oidy one end. Experi-

ments of Habkr and Kerschbaum ') have shown that it took more

than 12 minutes, before the amplitude of a quartz rod vibrating in

vacuo was diminished to one half of the original size. Langmuir ')

succeeded in lowering the |)ressure in an incandescent bulb lamp so

much that the time of halving the amplitude was lengthened to nearly

two hours.

But if we cannot make the vibrations of our string die away

equally slowly, neveitheless for the purpose aimed at the result is

satisfactory. We could for instance show, that a string performing

40.000 vibrations |)er sec, without the intentional application of a

damping factor needed a lime t = 0,65 sec. to diminish its ampli-

1
lude in the proportion ot 1;—, wheretrom it mav be interretl, that

the logaiitlimic decrement of the mo\ement amounted to 4 10~*,

conf. fig. 2.

Fig. 2.

A string the vibrations of which are dying away freely.

A = 7,5 1cm. r = 0,65 sec, J = 4 X 10-5.

This decrement is of the gi-eatest value for our purpose, for the

smaller it is so much the belter is the selectivity of the instrument.

If the string has been put in tune with a definite wave, it will

react to atmospheric disturbances and to currents of different wave

lengths coming in from other stations so much the less, the smaller

the decrement is. Generally speaking we may say that the efficiency

of a receiving apparatus is determined by the amount of its decrement.

For purposes of comparison it may be recalled, that the smallest

') Zeilschr. f. Elektrochemie. Bd. 20, 1914, p. 296.

^) Journal of the American Chem. Soc. 35, 107 (1913) cited from Habeb u.

Kerschbaum.
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available decrement of an electric circuit is about 0,01 and that, in

most cases tiiis value is higher. The decrements of all the receiving

apparatus known to ns, which mechanically register the signals are

larger than that of the string galvanometer.

However it is only possible to profit fully by a small decrement.

B

Fig. 3.
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of the receiver purposely. This is not performed by admitting air

around the string. On the contrary tlie vacnniii is kept as high as

possible in all experiments, but the strength of the magnetic field is

changed. By varying this value from zero to a maximnni the amount

of the decrement can be adjusted in a simple and at the same time

very precise manner.

In the above fig. 3 the photos are reproduced of the same string

as that of fig. 2 the strip of paper moving with the same velocity,

i. e. 10,75 millim. per sec. Continuous waves the length of which

was 7,5 kilom. were coupled inductively with the circuit of the

string, and switched on and off repeatedly, whilst in the successive

photos tiie current exciting the field-magnet was increased from 0,5

to 6 Amp. The photos show, that liie lime in which the vibrations

of the siring die away is shorter as the exciting current increases.

The decrements can only l)e measured in the photos A, B and C
because of (he low speed of the paper strip. For JJ and E they

have been calcidated from the intensity of the magnetic field, which

amounted tot 7600 and 10.900 Gauss respectively.

In the calculations of all useful decrements in radio-telegraphy,

the proper decrement of the string itself caused by its internal

friction is to be neglected, whilst in a high vacuum also the air

damping is not to be taken into account. Under these circumstances

tiie relation between tlie decrement and the field intensity is given

by the formula

4 ƒ/' X 10-9
<f=~. r^ (1)

where d represents the logarithmic decrement,

H the intensity of the magnetic field in Gauss,

tn the mass of the string in grams per centim.,

w The resistance of the galvanometer circuit in Ohms per

centim.,

N the number of periods per sec. of the string wiien vibrat-

ing in resonance with the continuous waves induced.

When receiving a signal the decrement must be adjusted so that

the dots and dashes of a signal only just begin to blend, as may

Fig. 4.

Record of signals from an Itali.in station, made in Leyden. The decrement

of the string has been adjusted so that the dots and dashes of a signal

only just begin to blend.
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be illustrated in tlie next fig. 4. Tlie gfeater the speed of the signals

so iiiiicli the gi-eater the ii)teiisit3' of the inagnelic field, i. e. so much
the larger the decrement has to l)e made. The maximum speed of

still readable signals being al>oul 600 words pei' minute is obtained

when the intensity- of tlie field is maximum, being 22.600 Gauss

in one of our instruments.

If sufficiently strong signals be available, the allowable speed

could slill be increased by admitting air around the string.

One of the diflicultios that had to be overcome on designing the

instrument was the adjustment of Ihe tension of the sliing. This

must be secured in an exceedingly precise and punctilious manner.

We stretch the string by extending it. In the figures i-eprodnced

above a stiirrg has beerr used of a leiiglh of 6 inillim., stretched so

that it was in turre with a wave of 7,5 liiloni. Su|)pose that it then

be extended to an amount of 1 °/. ^"d 'h"^ be lengthened by 60;i.

If the current exciting the electromagnet is 1 Amp. I he decrement

of the string is 0.25 < -10 ^. b'r-oni this it can be calculated that an

increase of the elongation to arr anrorrnt of 4,8 ,(t(n, snfifices to briirg

the string so much out of turre thai ihe amplitude of its vibrations

1
will decrease irr the proportion of J :

—- i.e. 30 7» • The same effect
I 2

is produced by changing the wave-lejrgth of the signal to an amouirt

of 30 ceirtim. on 7,5 kiloin.

For the above calculations formula (2) has been used :

- =— (2)

where ^., repi-esents the wave-length of corrtinuous waves indrrctively

coupled with a cirrrrit and being in tune with its proper period,

and P., the wave-length that is so much smaller- oi' larger than the

former orre, that the electric power' of (he circuit is r'educed to otre

half. Here the movement of the sirirrg is substitrrted for the coujrled

current, and the amplitude of its vibrafioirs for the square root of

the electric power.

It rreed not be emphasized, that much smallei' changes of the

amplitude are measurable than the value which is mentioned above

for coirveriience' sake. The apparatus for stretching the sliing must

enable elongalion to Ite effected within certain limits with absolute

regularity, and by degrees smaller than 1 fifi. Both of our present

models comply with this reqiiireinent.

The experiments performed with the galvanomeler- have brought

to light some [ihenoinena concerned with the movement of string
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in general, wliicli could not be observed heretofore, since no vibrating

string with so small a decrement lias ever been available. Suppose,

that the vibrations of a string of a |)iano or a violin die awaj as

slowly as they do in the galvanometer, e.g. within about 2 oi' 3

sec. and that the frequency is a hundred times less, then accordingly

the decrement is 'JOO-times greater, for we have

''=w, ''>

where <f and N^ have the same meaning as in form. (I) whereas

T represents the time in seconds necessary for tiie amplitude to

diminish in the proportion of 1 : — . For the time of dying away
e

we may allow 3 to ö-times the value of t.

The musical string therefore vibrates much les.s freely, and we

cannot tune it as sharply. However this is really unnecessary for

the purpose it is used for, since the human ear is unable to dis-

criminate so minute variations of pitch. The increase of tension

experienced by the musical string, when moving from the position

of equilibrium to that of the nuixiinum displacement, may be left

out of account at least when the amplitude is moderate. Every

theory of the movement of strings is based on the supposition that

in the different phases of a period of the vibration the tension of

the siring remains constant. ')

However the conditions of the string of the galvanometer aie

different. A small amplitude, foi' instance to an amount of 1 per

thousand of the length of the string, may be sufficient under definite

conditions to display the influence exeited by the increase of the

tension which the string is subjected to by its displacement.

We hope later on to revert to these phenomena, which may be

referred to as those of the "jumping point". But it should be noticed

here, that the difficulties caused by it are diminished to a large

extent and practically overcome when the string which is to be in

tune with a certain wave, is made as long as possible and extended

to a maximum.

In fig. 5 a record made in Leyden is reproduced, whicli is of

special interest for ns in Holland; it represents the signals received

from the alternator on the Malabar at Bandoeng. In order not to

disclose the secret of the telegram only a few separate words and

figures are given, so that the meaning will be understood bj' none.

1) Conf. Rayleigh. The theory of sound, London 1877. Vol. 1, p. 36 and 128.

42

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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Ahliongl) OMi' only receiver was a small, not verj favourable aerial,

we were able re|)eatedlj to talie long telegrams, tlie signals of which

came in absolutely clear.

Fig. 5.

Record of signals from the alternator on the Malabar at Bandoeng,

made in Leyden January 13th, 1923.

To what extent can the reception bj' means of the galvanometer

stand conipai'ison with the ordinary telephone reception?

In order to answer this question we shall first compare the sen-

sitiveness of the two instruments. The huuian ear is a very sensitive

organ. According to M.\x Wien ') il is sut'ficient to ap[)ly to the

tym|(anic membrane an energy amounting to 0.83 ,-, lO^'^ e,.gg

') Max Wjen Ueber die Empfindlichkeil dcs nienschlichen Ohres fur Tone ver-

schiedener Hohe. Plüger's Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol. Bd. 97, S. 1.
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per sec. lliat is a power of 0,83 >( lO-i^ watts, in order to produce

a sensation of sound; tlie necessary amplitude of tlie air waves

being a tlionsand times smaller than the diameter of a molecule.

In accordance with this the telephone is capable of responding

audibly to very weak currents. The modern telephones, now much

in use in wireless telegraphy, which ai'e put in tune with the most

favourable note for perception by the human ear, are to be consi-

dered among the most sensitive of all existing instruments.

Max Wien ') states thai for the most sensitive tele[)hone under

most favourable conditions a power of 3,03 JOi* watts is wanted

to produce a just barely audible sound. Austin ^) indicates a 60

times smaller value viz. 0,5 X 10~i-^ watts.

To evaluate the sensitiveness of the galvanometer we suppose

that during the reception of a signal a uniform etfective electro-

motive force E be applied to the terminals of the string. At the

llrsi moment when the sti'ing is still in rest, it will be travei'sed

by a maximum current / =r ——, where H' repiesents the ohmic resist-

ance of the string, but gradually the curient will decrease by the

back-electromotive force which is set up in llie string by its movement.

If we neglect the internal friction in the string itself and make the

vacuum so high, that it may be considered as absolute, the back-

electromotive force produced will be equal to E as soon as the

end- amplitude is attained. The cnrrenl flowing through the string

then = 0. As long as the signal lasts the string goes on oscillating

in tune with it without consuming energy.

For evaluating the sensitiveness we have to take the maximum
E'

number ot watts wanted i.e. ~ It the string have a mass of M
grams, being in tune with zV cycles per sec, and its electromagnetic

decrement being rf^,,,, the number of watts wanted to induce an

end-amplitude of U cetim. is

B = -'^-
. 10-^ XMU' N'a,,„ (4)

Li

or also

4500 .t' J/f-''

1) Wiedemann's Annalen 4. IV, 1901, p. 450.

-) Jahrbuch der ciraiitl Telegr. 11 and 12, 1916. „Conf. also H. 0. Taylor.

Telephone receivers and radio telegraphy. Proceedings of the institute of Radio

engineers, 1918, Vol. 6, p. 37.

42*
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wlieie / represents the wave-lengtli in kilometers, and t the time

in seconds necessary to raise tiie ainplitnde of the oscillations of

he strii g from lo a value I 1
j

of the end amplitude. The

speed of transmission admissible is inversely proportional to t.

The minute amount of energy sufficient to keep the string oscillat-

ing with its end-amplitude can easely be evaluated. For the sum

of the values neglected previously, can be determined by measuring

the decrement of the vibrations when dying away freely.

Denote this decrement with (fi^s then the value to be found is

or also

B. = ^ X 10-^ X MU'N' 0,+s ..... (6)

B.=B>.'^ (7)

where tf/-|_s is again supposed to be small in comparison with <ƒ(,,„.

This is always the case with a good string, a moderate field and

an attainable vacuum. Under the conditions of the figures 2 and 3

we have (f/^s = 4X10^, whilst fig,,, with a magnetizing current of

4 amp. attains a value which is 75-tinies larger viz. 3 X 10~^ and

therefore B, =0,0133 A
What value is to be computed for B when use is made of formula

(4)? The result depends on the dimensions, especially on the diameter

of the string inserted in the galvanometei'.

If we take a fine siring') with a diameter of 0,2 fj, a vibration

amplitude of the same dimension will already be visible and suitable

to be recorded. We have then f7=2xlO '^ centim. The mass of

a string of the above mentioned diameter and of 1 centim. length

maybe taken as jiy^2x 10 " grams. Suppose, moreover, iV=20.000,

and ff(,,„ == 0,001 , then we find, for the number of watts wanted,

that B = 3,2 X 10 "1^. From this we infer, that the sensitiveness of

the galvanometer is to be evaluated to an amount of the same order

of magnitude as that of the telephone.

The use of such fine strings is attended with certain practical

difficulties, so that we prefer to work with strings 5 to 6 times

thicker and therefore considerably less sensitive. Moreover the sen-

sitiveness decreases, when the wave-length is shorter and the speed

of transmission higher, as may be seen from formula (5).

1) Gonf. W. EiNTHoVEN, Ueber die Beobachtung und Abbildung dunner FSden.

Pflüoer's Archiv. f. d. ges. Physiol. Bd. 191, S. 60.
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However, in view of the comparison between siring and telephone

it may be pointed out, that the maxininni sensitivity' of the latter

named instrument is_ by no means available in radio practice, for

there is a great difference between the intensity of a signal jnst

barely andible and one which is readable.

It will be noticed that we only have compared the power sen-

sitiveness of the galvanometer and of the telephone as such, and

that the application of these instruments in combination with the

oscillating audion and with low and high fre([uency amplifiers has

been left out of consideration. For the sensitiveness of reception by

telephone in combination with the oscillating audion we may refer

to the paper of Austin '). He mentions that for a just audiblesignal

the absolute sensitiveness of the oscillating audion is 1,2 ,x 10^15

watts, that is to say a power, which is about 2,5 times greater

than that needed by the tele|)hone as such.

For the practical use of the string galvanometer in radio-telegraphy

it is superfluous to try to obtain the greatest possible sensitiveness

of the instrument, it is not the sensitiveness which determines its

usefulness, since weak signals may be strengthened by means of

amplifying vacuumtubes without limit. The eÖiciency of a receiver

is much more determined by its selectivity i.e. its freedom from

disturbances.

If we wish to compare the reception by the galvanometer to that

by the telephone from the point of view of their selectivities, we
must discuss once more the properties of the human ear. As is well

known we are able to distinguish by means of hearing many sounds

produced simultaneously. If we pay special attention to one of the

numerous musical instruments of a complete orchestra, we are able

to follow its performance separately. So also the Marconist can

distinguish the tone of a signal, although many other sounds or

noises of, for instance, extraneous stations or atmospheric disturb-

ances reach him at the same time. This secures for reception by

telephone an important advantage over every form of reception

which has the object of recording the signal graphically. In the

graphical image of a concert of sounds it is extremely difilicnlt to

follow the tone which we wish to analyse and often it will be

even quite impossible to do so.

But against this disadvantage of the galvanometer there is the

ij Louis W. Austin. Tfie measurement of radio-telegraphic signals with the

oscillating audion. Proceedings of the institute of Radio engineers, 1917, Vol. 5,

p. 239.
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advantage of a iiiiicli smaller decierrieiit, and we may ask liou'

far in practice advantage and disadvantage are connterbalanced.

Tlie answer depends on tiie possibility of deriving the full profit

from tlie small decrement of the receivei-. Let ns for instance try

to receive in Leyden the signals of the present high freqnency al-

ternator at Bandoeng. It does not keep its wave of 7,5 kiloni.

absolutely- constant, but according to our measurements the wave

varies by amounts of 1 to 2 per thousand. If, by diminishing the

field intensity, we decrease the string decrement so much as would

be desirable when receiving a constant wave, a signal would only

be received now and then, that is to say only at those moments,

when the \arying wave of the transmitter coincides exactly with

the wave to which the siring is put in tune. To different wave-

lengths ihe siring does not respond, so that the dots and dashes

transmitted are ruit received regularly and Ihe telegram becomes

unreadable. We are obliged to increase the string deci'emeiit and

so to enable the reception of a greater i-ange of variation of the

wave-length of the transmitter.

On experimenting we obtained the impression that Ihe reception

by telephone of Ihe high frecjuency alternator of Bandoeng is

disturbed by extraneous noises about as much as the recejition by

the galvanometer. In both cases practically as many signals become

unreadable by atmospiierics. Bnt we have not yet had the opportunity

to carry out exact measurements on this point and it may be noticed,

that the diHerence in skill of the various Marconists, who are

carrying on the comparative experiments must also be allowed for.

if the wave transmitted oscillates still more than is mentioned

above, the MarconisI will obtain the better result, but if it is being

kept steady, such as actually is the case with many modern trans-

mitters, then Ihe advantage will pass to the side of the galvanometer.

The dots and dashes on the strip of paper will then be like those

of fig. 4 and of the upper part of fig. 6.

The slower the rate of Iransmission so much the smaller the string

decrement may be made; the freedom from disturbances becomes

improved proportionately and thus the possibility of receiving with

Ihe galvanometer increases. On the other hand the Marconist is not

able to take advantage of a more constant transmission wave; it is

impossible for the human ear M to perceive the minute variations

in pitch, to which a string vibrating with a small decrement is

capable of responding noticeably.

1) Practically also when the Marconist is applying beat reception.
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But it is not only with a slow transmission tiiat the string is

superior. If, in relation vto the disturbances, the signals are strong

enongli to make a record of them with a moderate or even a large

string decrement, then high speeds of transmission will become

possible and soon the Mareonist will no more be able to read the

signals, while the galvanometer is recording easil}' a few hundreds

of words per minute.

Dr. DE Ghoot of Bandoeng, to whom we are much indebted, has

suggested a valuable idea. For his enthusiastic collaboraiion in the

difficult expeiinients carried on at Bandoeng with the galvanometer

some lime ago, we thank him heartil}' here.

Dr. DE Gkoot has suggested the ap|)iication of two galvanometers

simultaneously when an arc generator be used for transmission ; one

string may be put in tune with the active wave, the other with the

wave of rest. An atmospheric appearing at a given nuuTient may

be easily recognized as such, if it influences the registration of only

one of the two waves. Thus the possibility of making the signal

readable throughout the aimospheric disturbances will become gi'eater.

In fig. 6 a record is re|uoduced which has been made at Leyden

according to the suggestion of Dr. de Groot. The string of one

Fig. 6.

Record of the arc generator F L, Paris with 2 galvanometers

in parallel. The signalling wave is registered by one, the non

signalling wave by the other galvanometer.

galvanometer is seen vibrating every time the oilier is standing still

and vice versa. How great the practical value of this method will

be has yet to be determined, but the first impressions which we

have obtained from the resnlt of a few experiments are favourable.

The idea of using 2 galvanometers simultaneously may find another

application when signals are to be received, the wave-length of

which is not very constant. Either string may be put iti tune with

a different wave; one with a wave which is a little longer, the

other with a wave, which is a little shorter than the mean length

around which the transmission wave is fliictnating. So the admissible

range of fluctuation is increased, while the decrement of the vibrations

of either string may remain small.

However, rather than applying this, afier all, souiewhat defective
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means, it is bellei- lo try to irnproxe the traiisinilter. As a matter of

fact present let'liiiifiue is actually capable of pioduciiig transmitters

whicli keep their wave practically constant.

The advantages of the reception by galvanometer in distinction

from the reception by telephone are worth mentioning. On trans-

mitting slowly it will be possible to receive signals with the gahano-

meter, which are not readable by telephone. Every improvement in

this direction of the receiving a|)|)aratiis, which always remains

relatively simple, saves, as Austin') observes rightly, large sums

needed both for the erection ot high power sending stations and for

their working expeii.ses. And that, as matters stand at present, im-

provements are still wanted, is obvious from tiie many ditïiculties

experienced even with the best installations. To qnote an example it

may be noticed, that during the whole of July J 921 the communi-

cation between two of the Trans-Atlantic stations, whicli are con-

sidered among the most reliable, was so poor thai only 23 per cent

of the words sent were successfully received').

The high speed reception with the galvanometer makes it possible

to take full advantage of the installation at those hours of the day

and the night, which are the most favourable for the transmitting

of the signals, and to transmit many more words than could be

received by telephone. Moreover the secrecy of the telegrams can

be belter secured since the numerous telephone-receivers will not

be able lo read the quick signals.

In time of war the intei'ference by a second .station will be hin-

dered, when the signalling wave and Ihe non signalling wave of

an arc lransn)itler are received simultaneously with two galvano-

meters.

Finally we may mention another advantage which bears upon

the general use of wireless telegraphy in Ihe world. It is Dr. de

Ctroot, who has placed it on the fore-gronnd. During night and day

numerous signals are sent from many hundi'etls of transmitters. The

installations interfere with one anothei', if they use waves the lengths

of which do not greatly differ. The diiference in wave-lengths which

are applicable for transmitting signals is limited; only these waves

are useful, which range neither below nor above a certain length;

in other words; I he spectrum of the useful waves is comparatively

small. Everyone using a part of it takes it away from another man.

1) Gonf. L. W. Austin, Long distance radio communication. Journal of the

bVanklin Institute, Vol. 193, Apr. 1922, p. 437 (458).

«) Gonf, L. W. Austin I.e. p. 443.
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Tlie smaller the purf of tlie spectriini he uses, the larger the part

which remains for others.

Owing to the small decrement of the galvanometer a wireless

installation may be restricted to using a smaller part of the spectrum

than heretofore, with the result that it will be possible to increase

the number of simultaneously working installations. This increase

is badly needed, so we may expect on good grounds, that the gal-

vanometer will be capable of rendering a service to radio commu-
nication in general.

We do not finish this [taper without rendering our tanks to the

many persons who have been ready to help us with our work.

Especially we wish to express our gratitude for the interest and the

support, which we have received from Mr. Th. B. Pleyte wo was

at that time our Colonial Minister.



Anthropology. — "7'/<e Menarche in Dtiic/i Woi)ie7i a7i(l its preci-

pitated appearance in the youngest generation" . By Prof. L. Bolk.

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1923).

Witli llie aid of several physicians I have collected a number of

data with regard to the menarche in Dutch women, ahout which

nothing was known so far. In collecting these data the greatest

accuracy has l)een observed and in this communication we iiave

only made use of the cases, in which not only the year, but also

the month of the first menstrnation has been noted. Besides this the

colour of hair and eyes of the various subjects had been stated, as

I also wished to ascertain through (his examination, whether the

degree of pigmentation is of influence in the commencement of

sexual maturity in the young girl.

Although it is not easy to obtain accurate data, I have succeeded

in collecting 1800 reports of non-Jewish women as well as 165 of

Jewesses.

Oil working out this material, several unexpected and surprising

results came to light, which 1 will relate in succession, leaving the

data obtained from the Jewesses until the end.

The first question which could be answered with the aid of these

reports concerned the age at which the menarche appears in Dutcii

TABLE I.

Age
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women in general. It is well known that this iige shows great indi-

vidual variations, and this is also seen in the Table I, in which

the actual numbers, as well as the relative percentage, have been

stated according to the age.

In tig. I curve .4 shows, in percentages, its appearance at each

separate age.

26%

24%

22%

20 %

15 i

16 %

m \

u %

lü %

ax

6 X
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menon, begins, is actually the uiidclle of the 10''' jear, so that when

a girl has passed the age of ten-and-a-half years one cannot look

upon the beginning of tiie menstrual process any more as a sign

of pathological precocity, at most as a 'rapid development of the

sexual glands.

TABLE 11.

Age Number Age Number

10 years 1 month
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(ieiiv (liis influence eniirel}-, others attacli gieal inüportaiiee lo il,

wliic'li shows how difticnit it is to delerniine whether the i'ace is

really of any influence on the menarche, as it also is influenced

by other, external, factors, (social surroundings, temperature, soil, etc.).

I do not know of any investigation in which the influence of

the race on the commencement of sexual maturity has been actually

proved, and this induced me, while collecting the data, to inquire

into the degree of pigmentation.

The material was sorted and divided into the women wi(h light

and those with dark eyes; these will in future be called "blondes"

and "brunettes"; of the former my material contained 1130, of the

latter 670.

The appearence of the menarche was worked out statistically for

each of these groups separately, the result is seen in Table III and

the graphs plotted out from this table have been sketched in fig. 2.

in which curve A refers to the Jewesses, curve B to the "bloiuies",

curve C to the "brunettes".

26 %

l^ %

iZ %

lo %

IS *.

IH %
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10 %

B %

« %
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The result of tliis investigation into tlie relation between menarclie

and degree of pigmentation was surprising, as it was in contra-

diction with what one might expect. It is a well known pheno-

menon that the meuarche appears at an earlier age in the dark-

coloured races than in the fair ones. Most writers ascribe this to

climatic uitluences, especially to the high temperatures in which

the dark-skinned races live.

TABLE III.

Age
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see from (lie grapli and from Table III, tlie beginning of the varia-

bility-curve lies for both types in the lü'''year; in the "brunettes"

this begins at 10 years 5 montiis, in the "blondes" at 10 years 4

months; so for both groups what one can designate as the thres-

hold-age of sexual maturity, is the same. After this beginning the

curve for the fair type mounts more rapidly than for the "brunettes";

the end of the normal variability, however, is the same for both

types, and lies in the 18''' year.

The exact difference between both groups appears from the

following average figures, which have again been calculated inclu-

ding the months:

Average age of menarche in "blondes": 13 years, 5 months, 17

days; in "brunettes": 14 years, 4 months, 5 days. So this makes

a difference of full 10 months bel ween both types.

A difference of this sort, and in a contrary direction to what I

had expected, is very remarliable. As we have to do here with two

groups of people living in the same ciicumstances, which excludes

external factors which might inflneiice the menarche, this difference

must be entirely regarded as the result of an internal factor, and it

is only the racial factor which can be taken into consideration here.

The light-eyed component of our population belongs, in general, to

the race which peoples the North of Europe, the "Homo nordicus",

while tlie brown-eyed, which constitutes about a third part of the

Dulch people, as is proved by a foinier investigation of mine, belongs

to the race inhabiting the centre of Europe, the "Homo alpinus".

It appears, therefore, that a lesser development of the pigment

is accompanied by an acceleration of the sexual development. The

relation between l)oth phenomena is, however, not so sim|)le; which

can be seen from the fact that the average age of the menarche in the

more strongly pigmented Jewesses, is earlier than in the "blondes".

The activation of the sexual sphere of the developing individual is

dependent on very many factors; and, in considering the difference

which has come to light, we must not forget the possibility that the

racial factor which is here at work, could be of a psychological

instead of a physiological nature. The blonde as well as the brunette

girl has reached the threshold-age of maturity on arriving at the

age of 10-and-a-half years. (Later on it will appear that this also

holds good for the Jewish girl). The time which passes for each

individual betw^een this age and the activation of the sexual functions,

is determined by a number of external and internal factors, and

among the latter we leave room for the special psyche of each race.

Thus far on the average age of the menarche in the Dutch
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population in general ; I will now proceed to another result of my
investigation, which was as surprising as it was unexpected.

It had attracted my notice, while working out my material, that

tiie older people mentioned therein were often characterized by a

late appearance of the nienarche. This observation gave rise to the

question whether the nienarche could have undergone some change

during the last decades, in such a manner that sexual maturity in

the youngest generation begins, on an average, at an earlier age

tiian in the former generations. 1 liave tried to tind an answer to

this question in two ways. In the first place 1 collected from my
material data referring to persons born l)efore 1880, and calculated

from these the average age of the menarche. Secondly I tried to obtain

data relating to the menarche in mother and daughters. Especially

this last is difficult, considering the fact that only a very few of

the women can actually mention tiie year of the menarche, much less

the mouth. Yet I have succeeded in collecting a number of such data.

Both ways led to the same result, viz. that the menarche in what

we may call the youngest generation, as regards sexual maturity,

arrives at a considerably earlier period than formerly. I will return

to the cause and significance of this phenomenon after communicating

the pure facts.

Let us begin with the menarche in women born before 1880.

In my material concerning them there were 98 data of tiie menar-

che according to year and month, and furthermore I possessed 104

cases in which only the age was mentioned. These 232 cases have

been systematically arranged in Table IV, and curve B in tig. I

gives the direction in percentages for each age.

If one compares Table IV witii Table I, the following will be

seen : the beginning of the variability-curve lies, for women of the

TABLE IV.

Age
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older generations, also in tlie 1Ü''' year. This fact conlirms the opinion

already mentioned al)0\e, that the middle ut' the 10''' year is the

physiological threshold-age of sexual maturity in woman.

Opposite to this very constant starting-point of the variability-

curve stands the most changeahle ending-point. This falls in the

older generations in the 21*' year, in conti-ast to the 18"' in the

younger generation. The top of the curve, which in the latter indi-

viduals lies in the 13"' year, has been shifted to a higher age in

the older generations and lies in the 14"' and 15''' year.

From this it already appears that formeily the phase of sexual

latency, after crossing the threshold-age, lasted considerably longer

in a great many girls than nowadays. This also follows from the

fact that, as shown in Table I, more than 50 7o of the youngest

generation menstruates before the end of the 13''' year, while of

those born before 1880 this was only the case in 26 "/o-

During the last 40 years, therefore, the period of the menarche

has gradually become earlier, and how much earlier can be learned

from both the following averages. The average menarche of the

persons worked out in Table I (fig. 1, curve J) of whom the greater

quantity was born between 1897 and 1906, is 13 years, 9 months,

15 days; while the mean age of the first menstruation in the per-

sons born before 1880 (fig. 1, curve B) is 15 years, 3 months, and

20 days. From this it follows that in the last decades the menarche

arrives a year and a half eaiiier than formerly.

I must point out, in passing, that the last mentioned average

more resembles those found in literature regarding the West-Euro-

pean population, which depend on investigations of an older date.

A second manner in which the earlier ap|)earance of the menar-

che has been pro\ed, is the comparison of the age of the menarche

in mothers and daughters. I arranged these data in two groups; in

the first I collected the data in which the age of the menarche was

accurately known, e\'en up to the nionlh, for both mothers and

daughters. To this group belong 45 mothers and 71 daughters. The

second group contains the data in which only the year could be

mentioned ; here there aie 56 mothers and 82 daughters.

It seems to me of interest to discuss the data of the first group

more extensively, as one or two remarks must still be made about

them; they may be seen in Table V, in which the data have been

arranged according to the inenarche-age of the mother.

From this table follows, in the first place, that of 71 daughters

the menstruation of 52 begins at a younger age than in the

mother, though, as remarked already, also in the older generation

43
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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it was not a rare thing for the menses to begin at the early age of

li. Tlie average age of liie menarche of the niotiiers was J4 years,

9 months, and 25 days; and of the daughters 13 years, 7 months,

and 1 ilay, which means tiiat in one generation the menarche has

precipitated with fourteen-and-a-haif months. Tiiat the difference

fonnd here is not so great as what we find on comparing the

menarche of women horn before 1880 with those born abont the

beginning of this centnry (one-and-a-half years), can perhaps be

explained by the fact that among tiie former there were persons of

a much ohier age, and the process of precipitation of the menarche

is presumably already longer at work.

The appearance of the menarciie in the youngest generation, 14'/,

months earlier than formerly, as found in Table V, almost coincides

with the results of the second group of mothers (56) and danghteis

(82), of which only the year of tlie menarche could be mentioned.

Here the mothers wei-e, on an average, 15 years, 1 month, and

3 days old, and tiio daughters 13 years, 10 months, and 15 days;

that is again a dill'erence of 147, nionlhs.

These results undeniably prove the considerable precipitation of the

function of the sexual glands during the last decades; for although

the figures of this earlier appearance of the menstration may vary

a little, one can fix the average at about 14 months.

This is a fact of great importance, highly interesting as physiolo-

gical phenomenon, and of not less great significance from a social

and paedagogic point of view. For the appearance of the menarche

14 months earlier, means to say a shortening of childhood with

this period, an earlier activation of the sexual sphere in the present

generation, compared to the former. Much of what the attentive

obsei'ver and listener sees and hears in modern social life is explained

by this earlier awakening of the consciousness of womanhood. This

is, however, not the place to enter into this question further.

Extensive speculations as to the cause of this phenomenon will

not be given here; I will restrict myself to a few general remarks.

In the individual process of development of woman the first men-

struation is an event of more than ordinary significance ; with the

commencement of sexual maturity far-reaching changes take place in

the general physiology of her development. And if this process makes

its appearance considerably earlier this must be looked upon as the

expression of a hastened process in her development. Now in the

first place the question arises: have we to do here with a symptom

of an accelerated development in general, or is it an independent

phenomenon? Without special investigations this question cannot be
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answered. One would have to examine wliether oilier signs of

development are accelerated in the phase before the nienarche, e.g.

the growth, changing of teeth and such like. The developmental

pbenomena after the inenarche cannot be counted of course, for

TABLE V.

Mother
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then llie developuieni aleo undergoes the influence of tlie ovarial

function. Tliat this latter should have a retarding inflnence. on the

growth of the girl is doubtful, considering the fact that the full-

grown daughters of the youngest generation generally surpass their

mothers in height.

A second question concerns the cause of the phenomenon; is this

early appearance of the menarche a reaction on external stimuli, or

is it a primary change in the developing process? That we should

have to do with a primary biological phenomenon, with the effect

of an internal cause, is doubtful. I cannot imagine that an internal

factor could, as it were suddenly, so hasten a developmental pheno-

menon as appears to be the case in the menarche. If this was an

individual phenomenon, an exception, this could be possible, but it

is a general thing, which makes it necessary lo acce[)t some external

influences as cause. 1 will not enter into speculations as to what

these are, but will close this part of my communication with a last

remark.

The question can be raised whether, in this considerable precipi-

tation of the menarche, one has to do with a phenomenon which

falls beyond the limits of normal physiology. I cannot ascribe such

a significance to it, and may venture the following idea. I have on

purpose often drawn the attention to the fact that in all the groups

which I examined (brunettes, blondes, Jewesses, older and younger

generations), the variability curve of the menarche begins at 10^

years; that is the threshold-age of sexual maturity. In every girl

who has passed this age the sexual sphere can be awakened, though

in the one it remains latent longer than in the other. The duration

of this period of latency is determined by hereditary factors and

by external circumstances. While the part determined by the former

is an unvariable one, that dependent on external circumstances is

on the contrary very variable. It depends on and changes with the

external conditions of life, with the mode of living, nature of food,

temperature etc. Whether it is advantageous for the individual or

not that the sexual sphere is awakened early under the inflnence

of those circumstances, is a question difficult to answer; but its

activation after having once crossed the threshold of maturity, falls

within the limits of the physiological norm.

The time of activation of the sexual functions is, as just remarked,

dependent on hereditary and external factors. The material I have

collected enables me to furnish a proof for both influences.

The significance of the heriditary factor has already been shown

by comparing the average age of the menarche in lilondes (Homo
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nordiciisi and in hiiiiiettes (Homo alpinus). A still more convincing

proof can be drawn from Table V, for this table shows that if the

menarche appears at an early age in tlie mother, this is, on an

average, also the case in the danghter. I have on |)urpose arranged

the data in this table according to the age of the mother.

A simple calculation siiows iis the following: the average age of

the menarciie of those daughters, whose mothers began to menstruate

in the IJ"', 12"' and 13"' year, is 12 years and 10 months; of the

mothers whose first menses appeared in the 14"' , 15"' and 16"' jear,

the daughters were, on an average, 13 years 7 months old, and

finally this mean age was 14 years and 11 months in those daughters

whose mothers fust menstruated in their 17"', 18'*', or 19''' year.

These ages prove that a retarded menarche in the mother is inherited

by the daughter.

Among the external factors which are of influence on the menar-

che, tiie temperature, as has been remarked already, is regarded as

being of great significance. This opinion was, up till now, only

grounded on the fact that the menarche arrives at an earlier age

in the population of a warmer zone than in that of a colder climate.

Now I can prove from my investigation that this external influence

can be demonstrated even in the population of our country. I put

the question whether the menarche appears with equal frequency

in the ditlerent months of the year; and it became clear that this

is not the case. The frequency-curve of the menarche, arranged

according to the months of the year, has a most typical direction,

as may be seen from Table VI. In this table the frequency for

each montii is expressed in percentages of the whole.

TABLE VI.

January. . . 8.2 "/q

February . . . 5.— „

March .... 7.— „

April .... 8.8 „

May

June .

July .

August

10.8 "/„

10.- „

9.5 „

10.9 „

September

October .

November

December

. 6.9 o/o

• 6.2 „

7.8 „

. 8.6 „

This table shows that a first menstruation appears more frequently

during the warmer months (May, June, July, and Aug.) than during

the rest of the year; for the total frequency during these 4 months

is 41.3"/, to 29.5°/. during the first and 29.7 7„ during tiie last

4 montiis of tiie year.

The monthly course, however, is somewhat more complicated.

Besides the greater frequency during the summer months there is
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aiiollier rise in December and Jannaiy. I slionUI feel inclined to

explain tiiis niontiii}' difference in the following way: Beginning

with February 1 should like to regard the rapid atul regular rise

up to May as a reaction on the general climatological factor, tiie

influence of awakening nature, and not so much as an influence of

temperature, which seems to me in these mouths not capable of

doubling the frequency in May, con)pared to what it was in February.

I would then be inclined to see an influence of the temperature in

the fact that duiing the actual summer months the frequency remains

almost equal to what it was in Maj'. The rise of frequency in

December and January can |)erhaps be looked upon as the result

of the artificial higher temperatures to which the organism is subjected.

As has been mentioned in the beginning of this communication,

i have also been able to collect the data of 165 Jewesses, referring

to the age of the menarche. Naturally these almost entirely relate

to inhabitants of large towns. The following Table VII gives a

survey of the frequency, according to the age of the individual, in

absolute tignres and in relative percentages, which are made clear

by curve A in fig. 2.

TABLE VII.

Age
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emphasize the fact that we have heeii able to detnotistrate this age

ill different groups. In tills manner a criterion lias been given to

determine in each separate case whether one has to do with a real

premature development, or with a normal, though perhaps rajiid

one. A meiiarche after the age of ten and a half years is a normal

event. As far as the threshold-age of maturity is concerned tliere

is no difference between the Jewish and the non-Jewish girls. And

yet there is a difference, viz. the greater frequency of the menarche

immediately after the threshold has been crossed, so tiiat before

the age of 12 the sexual function has begun in 40 °,/„ of the Jewish

girls comjiared to 30 "/o '" '''^ non-Jewish blondes, and 18
'/o '"

the brunettes.

It is very curious that after this rapid rise in the variability

curve, through which the top is already reached at the age of 1'2,

the variation line descends very slowly. Next to a group with

accelerated sexual development comes a second with a retarded one.

The result is, of course, that the average age of tlie menarche in

Jewish girls is not much earlier than in non-Jewish individuals;

for among the blondes I found a mean age of 13 years, 5 months,

and 17 days, while for the Jewish girls the average was 13 years,

3 months, and 24 days.

The averred precocity of the Jewish girls compared with the rest

of the population, seems, therefore, not to exist, for the slight differ-

ence which can be discerned by the above methods, is sufTiciently

explained by the fact, that the data of the Jewesses, with the ex-

ception of a few, refer to inhabitants of towns. I can, therefore,

on the ground of my investigation, agree with Fishberg's conclusion

that precocity is not a characteristic of the Jewish race. ')

1) M. FisHBERG. "Die Rassenmerkmale der Juden." Miinchen 1913.
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Biochemistry. — " Rexenvchex on the Metabolism of Milch-coios

suj'eruui from Acetonemia" . By Prof. B. Sjoi,i,ema and Miss

J. E. VAM DKK Zanue. (Coiuiuiiiiicated by Prof. C. Eykman).

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1923).

It does not iinfreciiieiitly happen iliat in milcli-cows acetonemia

reveals itself a few days after iiarliirilion. Tlien the animals become

extremely emaciated within a few days; the milk-yield decreases

considerably ; they give otf a smell of acetone and their appetite is

lai'gely diminished. As a rule they recover after a short time, and

very soon when put out to grass. The examination of the urine,

the blood and the milk of more than twenty milch-cows suffering

from typical acetonemia showed ns that the mine of these animals

often contained from 10 to 13 grms of acetone-bodie.s per liter. In

many cases tiie blood contained O.B— 1 grm of these substances per

liter, wliile the content in the milk was about half the amount in

the blood. These results point to an abnormal fat-metabolism, for

the acetone-bodies result mainly from abnormal metabolism of the

fats '), the alkali-reserve of the blooit was in serious cases lowered

to 7j or '
, of the normal value. The determination of the glucose-

content of the blood shows that hyperglycemia was absent. Sugar

was never found in the urine. So the sugar-metabolism .was in no

way abnormal. The acidosis, brought about by the acetone-bodies,

caused a rise of the calcium- and the ammonia-content of the urine.

The disturbed fat-metabolism, was not attended with lipemia. The

total content of lipoids and of fat in the blood was not or little

higher than normal. This rise was chiefly due to hypercholesterol-

emia. Instead of about 0,1 7. ^^^ found namely about 0,2 7» of

cholesterol in the blood-plasma. The lipoid-phosphoric acid did not

seem to have increased.

Basing ourselves on the formula that expresses the border-value

') Geelmuyden's hypothesis (Erg. d. Pliysiol. 1923), that acetone-bodies are normal

intermediate products from (lie conversion of fat into sugar, may be considered

highly debatable.

I
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for tlie relation between ketogenic and antiketogenic substances ';

(ScHAFFKR, Hubbard and Wright) we are in a [tosition to calculate

from the obtained data (from wliicli is also deducted that the animals

consumed about 375 grams of protein) that a cow must metabolize

about J k.g. of fat l)efore this border-value is reached. With an

ordinary diet normal cows oxidize only little fat. The above relation

is then far above the border value. If the animals, as was often the

case in our experiments, seciele about 120 grms of acetone-bodies

a day. more than a kilogram of fat must be metabolized. So while

the animals then ingest little fat with their food, about one kilogram

of bodj-fat is burnt daily. It is evident, tlierefore, that in the case

of acetonemia one of the organs concerned in the fat-nietabolisni

must be seriously interfered with in its function.

The simplest way to account for this is to consider the liver as

the etiological factor, as in experiments with ErK's fistula and with

the reversed Eck's tlstula acetone-bodies are formed in the liver, 'j

This view is supported by different observations on the diminished

activity of the liver during pregnancy (N.B. acetonemia in cows

manifests itself a (ew days after parturition) and on the aiMuidance

of fat in the liver of cows shortly before ])artiirilion.

That the. disturbance regards only the function, is proved b}

the speedy recovery when the animals aie sent tu giass.

It may also be conceived that abnormally large mobilization of

fat is the primary anomaly which is controlled from another organ

than the liver.

That milch-cows do not easily secrete such large (|nantities of

acetonebodies as were found with acetonemia, was evident e.g. from

our experiments with cows- that we allowed to fast after some

injections of phloridzin (which engendered glucosuria). Indeed, some

acetone occurred in the urine but only little.

Neither were the quantities of acetone-bodies considerable in the

urine of cows that, on account of indigestion or for some other

reason (foot- and mouth-disease) ingest little or no food.

In a diabetic cow we found the same. Although the urine contained

for a considerable time from 3 to 4 7o ^f glucose, the amount of

acetone-bodies was normal or scarcely higher.

M Recent researclies have shown that the border value for the healthy organism

may also be taken for the organism with disturbed metabolism.

') Of course these experiments do not prove that in no other parts of the

organism acetone bodies may be formed. There is this against lliem that their

conclusiveness is greatly diminished owing to the radical measures taken, and

consequently to higlily abnormal circumstances.

44*
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From the wide ratio between the intake of carbohydrate and

that of fat in normal cows it is clear that in milch-cows secretion

of a(!etone takes jjlace only with a verj abnormal metabolism.

Our researches go to show tliat in milch-cows snflfering from

acetonemia waste of body fat takes place on a large scale, often about

J kilogram daily. Lipemia, glncosuria and hyperglycemia do not

occur. The total quantity of acelone-bodies amonnts to about 120

grnis. per day. The cholesterol-conleni of the blood is 50 to 100 7»

higher than normal sometimes even more. The alkali-i'eserve has

decreased. It is probable that the disturbed fat-metabolism is caused

by intoxication of the liver.

From the Chemical Laboratory of the Veterinary

University at Utrecht.

I



Palaeo-botany. — "Eiapteris Bertrandi Scott, a vfiv Ëtapterit

from the Upper Carboniferous {Loioer Coal-Measures) from

England, and its bearing to stelar-morphological questions."

By 0. Posthumus. (Communicated by Prof. J. W. Moi.i,.)

(Comrnunicated at the meeting of October 27, 1923).

Remains of this plant have been found in a coal-ball from Shore,

Lancashire; only the petiole is known, of which a series of ti'ans-

verse sections has been cut b^' J. Lomax. Of this series 3 sections

are present in the Palaeo-botanical collection of the Miiieralogical-

Geological Institute of the Groninoen University (N°. 140—142);

besides I have seen 6 other sections in the collection of Dr. Scott

in the British Museum (Natural History) in London (N°. 2835—2840).

The species has been mentioned by Dr. Scott in his catalogue of

the collection as Etapteris Bertraiuli, and is distinguished, as he

remarks, from the other species of the genus by the well developed

sinus in the xylem of the vascular bundle of the petiole.

The sections in the Groningen collection, though less in number,

show some features which are not present in the British Museum
specimens, and enable us to form an opinion of the relation of the

species to its nearest allies.

The following description is chiefly derived from the sections

present in the Groningen collection.

The order of the sections is 140— 141 —142; I cannot give with

certainty the exact place in the series of the British Museum sections,

but of the series the end is in Groningen. They are all transveise

sections of the petiole, which is about 2'/, mm. thick.')

The epidermis is wanting; it could not be made out whether

assimilating tissue with intercellular spaces had existed under the

epidermis, but it is unlikely from analogy with allied species. Under

these missing layers we find sclerotic tissue: thick-walled cells with

a narrow lumen without intercellular spaces. In its innermost part

the thickness of the cell-walls decreases and the lumen is wider.

The inner cortex consists of thin-walled parenchymatous tissue

without intercellular spaces; it is only preserved at the extremities

') The other dimensions are shown iu the microphotographs which are enlarged

45 times.
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of llie vascular bundle near tlie pinna-bar; it contains scattered

cells, slightly larger than the others and with a black content. In

the space caused by the destruction of the inner cortex, the pigment

derived from these cells, is also scattered.

The tissue surrounding the vascular bundle has been partially

preserved with it. It is thin-walled without intei'celiular spaces ; its

elements, though often very indistinct, possess a narrow lumen;

they are more clearly shown in some places near the pinna- bar;

there the jieriplieral elements seem to l)e smaller in size than the

innei' ones; this tissue may be considered as phloem. It is separated

from the inner cortex by a continuous double layer of tangentially

elongated cells, tiie endodermis.

The arrangement of the xylem-tissue of tiie vascular-bundle in

the petiole is characteristic. Its structure is in agreement with the

symmetry of the petiole and its appendices. The pinnae are placed

in alternating pairs, tiieir position to the petiole is similar to that

of a leaf to an erect bT-anch : Iheir upper side is turned towards

the petiole.

A pair of pinnae is symmetrical to a plane going through tiie

axis of the petiole and passing between Mhe pinnae.

The vascular bundle is .symmetrical to the same plane. The

structure at one end of the vascular bundle will be found at a

higher or lower level to be on the opposite side. This is caused by

the alternation of the pairs of pinnae. It is evident by comparing

analogous structures at one end with those at the other side, that

the pairs of pinnae had not quite alternated, but approached the

subopposite position, often also present in the fronds of existing

Ferns.

In section 142 the pinna-bundles are clearly shown, passing the

cortex and lying halfway between the periphery and the vascular

bundle. They are surrounded by an endodermis. The xylem-tissne

is nearly round, with the narrower elements (protoxylem) lying at

the inner side. The outer row of trachieds seems not to be fully

differentiated yet. When followed in their downward course, the

two pinna-bundles fuse, thus forming the pinna-bar, a tangentially

elongated reniform brindle, with two protoxylems at its inner side.

This bundle is seen at different levels in section 141, 140 and 142.

At a somewhat lower level it becomes more flattened, approaches

the peliolar bundle and its endodermis fuses witii that of the petiolar

bundle. The xylem of the latter shows in transverse section the

H-form, so characteristic in this genus. From a middle l)and, the

apolar, which is slightly thickened in its middle part and consists

I
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of relatively large elements, two anus, the antennae, are given off

at each side; they are slightly recurved and prominent at the outer

side at llieir insertion into the apolar. Thus a more or less well

developed sinus is formed. The endodermis but slightly incurves

on both sides of ihe vascular bundle.

When followed in its downward couise, the pina-bar fuses with

the peliolai' bundle; the ends of the xyleni of the pinna-bar fuse

with the two prominences on both sides of the sinus (N°. 140).

Thus an elliptical mass of parenchymatous, or at any rate thin-

walled tissue, is enclosed. At a lower level, ns seen in section 141,

the pinna-bar has wholly fused with the petiolar bundle ; the enclosed

parenchyma has diminished in size, especially in breadth. The

[)eripheral looji, the downwards prolongation of the piniiabar has

diminished in thickness and is but a few elements thick in its

middle part.

At a still lower level its continuity is interrupted; now on the

surface of the rather flat xylem a deep sinus is seen, which is

bordered on both sides by prominent ridges of tracheides. These

become nu)re rounded a( a lower level, and the original condition

is reached again.

The continuity of the peripheral loop which is formed l)y the

fusion of the pinna-bar with the petiolai- bundle occurs in 2 of the

sections of the Groningen collection. It is nol shown in the Lonilon

specimens. But in these the well developed sinus is clearly shown;

in this feature they differ iniu'h from Ihe other species of the genus.

It is on these grounds that Scott distinguishes in his Catalogue this

form from the other species; it is shown here thai the deeper sinus

is not an independent character but caused by the fusion of the

piiuia-bar, when still coutinous, with the petiolar bundle; a feature

which is aberrant from that usual in the genus.

If one tries to make a stereomelrical model of this structure, the

result is shown in tig. 4. In the other species of Etapteris e.g.

E. Scoiti Berti'and, the pinnae-bundles are also placed in pairs aiul

fuse on their downward course in tlie cortex. But at a slightly

lower level before their fusion with the petiolar bundle, the pinna-

bar is split up, and the two bundles resulting from this division

fuse independently with the vascular bundle of the petiole. An

amount of parenchyma is thus never enclosed by the fusion of the

petiolar bundle with the vascular tissue coming from Ihe pinnae.

That this difference with the features in E. Berlrandi is but a relative

one is shown by comjiaring the model of the structui-e of E. Scolli

(fig. 5) with that of the former species. Here we see the pinna-bar
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fusing witli the peliolar bundle. At a somewlial lower level the

continuity of the peripheral loop formed bj this fusion is disturbed.

The interruption thus formed is limited on both sides by the down-

ward continuation of the halfs of this peripheral loop. The xylem

of the next pinna-bar fuses with the two ridges at its extremities.

In E. Scotli we see the pinna-bar approaching the petiolar bundle

too. But just before its fusion with the latter it is split up in its

middle part; thus two separate bundles are formed, which fuse

with the petiolar bundle. We see here the same fusion with the

petiolar bundle and the same interruption in the pinna-bar; but in

E. Bertrandi the highest point of the interruption is below the

fusion of the pinna-bar with the petiolar l)undle and in E. Scotli

it lies above this point.

The interruption, the height of which is different in these two

species, is always limited below by the next pinna-bar. It lies above

the insertion of the pinna-bar. The relative length of the interruption

to the distance between two pairs of pinnae determines the condition

of the transverse section. In E. Scotti the distance between two

successive pairs of pinnae is l)ut small, often the bundles of two

pairs of pinnae are shown on tlie same side in one and the same

transverse section.

Tlius the structure of Etapteris Bertrandi Scott enables us to

explain the features in other more complicated species of Etapteris.

On the other hand it has manj' points in common with simpler

forms, e.g. Diplolabis Römeri (Solms) Bertrand. In this plant an

interruption above the insertion of the pinna-bar is present too.

If tiie petiolar bundle is followed here in its downward course,

which Gordon's') researches enable ns to do, it can be shown, that

the lowest pinna-bar encloses at its inner side an amount of paren-

chyma by the fusion of the pinna-l)ar with the two sides of the

interruption. At a lower level the two protoxylems which are situated

on both sides of the parenchyma fuse. The parenchymatous tissue

diminishes in size and ends blind below.

But throughout its course to its lowest point it is in contact with

the protoxylem; it seems as if the lowest part of the parenchymatous

tissue follows the course of the protoxylem when penetrating into

the tracheides of the metaxylem.

It is remarkable that in these plants the protoxylems are always

associated with parenchyma except in the lowest part ;
this paren-

chyma, or at any rate thin-walled tissue, is situated at the adaxial

1) W. T. Gordon, 1911.
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side of tlie protoxylem. If we assume tliat the protoxjlem was

originally wliolly immersed in the metaxylem, but that afterwards

tlie development of traoheidal elements has been arrested at the

inner side, except in the very lowest part, we can explain the

existence of the interruption above the insertion of the pinna-bar.

For when the pinna-bar approaches the petiolar bundle and fuses

with it, the parenchymatous tissue at its adaxial side is enclosed.

The parenchyma associated with the protoxylems of the next pinna-

bar approaches in its downwards course the pei'ipheral loop formed

by the pinna-bar next above, and as the development of the procambial

cells into tracheids has been arrested, a break is formed in the loop.

Through this interruption the pai'enchyma at the inner side of the

pinna-bar is connected with that enclosed by the fusion of the

pinna-bar next above with the petiolar bundle. The parenchyma

which is enclosed and that which lies in tlie sinus is formed by the

fusion of the strands of parenchyma lying adaxially to the proto-

xylems of successive pinna-traces. These intei'ruptions in the peii-

pheral loop show some resemblance to the leaf-gaps in the stele of

many Ferns. Here, too, parenchyma situated adaxially to the proto-

xylems of the leaf-trace penetrates into the xylem of Ihe stem, either

connecting the softer tissue in the interior of the stele with that

without, or hollowing the xylem of the stem by the fusion of these

parenchymatous formations of successive internodes. In the first case

a little strand of parenchyma, ending below blindly, can be found

some distance below the insertion of the leaf-trace; in the other

case this funnel in the xylem is absent. The parenchyma enclosed

inside the peripheral loop may be compared with the pith, formed

after the second method, but the connection of the successive paren-

chyma-strands of successive pinna-traces is not caused by reduction

in tissue which was present before (in phylogenetical sense). This

structure, caused by the peculiar symraetrj- of the bundle, is present

on both sides.

This species agrees in the form of the antennae with E. Scotti

Bertr.,') but differs from it by the simpler structure of the pinnae-

bundles, its smaller dimensions, and the more scattered position of

the idioblasts in the inner cortex. It differs from E. shorensis Bertr. ')

by having another form of the apolar. In this species the continuity

of the pinnabar is maintained for a rather long distance, but Ihe

presence of a peripheral loop has not yet been noted. A continuous

1) P. Bertrand, 1909, p. 14.0—147, 209, pi. XVI, fig. Ill, 112.

') P. Bertrand, 1911, p. 30—38, pi. II, fig. 23—31, 34, 35.
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pei'iplieral loop however lias been fouud once in E. Tubicaiilis

Goppeit sp. ') from Lower Carboniferous strala of Silezia, but in

many other respects it is very different from the species under

discussion. Perhaps E. Bertrandi may turn out lo be really a portion,

e.jf. the higiiest portion of the petiole, never before observed, of

some species already known, e.g. E. Scoiti or E. shorensi.s. By its

aberrant structure however it seemed to me desirable to descrit)e

this form.
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P. Bertrani), 1909. P. Bertrand. Etude sur la fronde des Zygopteridées. These,
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P. Bertrand, 1911. P. Bertrand. Nouvelles lemaiques sur la fronde des Zygo-

pteridées. Bulletin de la societé d'histoire naturelle d'Autun.

t. 25, 1911, p. 18—25, '2 pi.

VV. T. Gordon, 1911. W.T.Gordon. On the Structure and Atfinities otDiplolabis

Römeri (Solms). Transactions of the Royal Society of

Edinburgh, vol. 47, 1911, p. 711-736; 4 pi.

EXPLANATION OF THE PLATE.

Fig. 1 -3. Etapteris Bertrandi Scott. Transverse section of the petiole; N'. 140,

141, 142 respectively.

Fig. 4. Etapteris Bertrandi Scott. Model of the xyieein tissue of the petiolar

bundle (the sides of the sinus are too sharply accentuated).

Fig. 5. Etapteris Scotti Bertrand. Model of the xylem-tissue of the petiolar bundle.

i) P. Bertrand, p. 206.
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Fig. 4. Fig. 3.
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Chemistry: ,,The coayrilaüon of Hevea /nte.r". B\- Dr. 0. dk Vries.

(Communicated hv Prof'. P. van Romburgh).

(Communicated at the meeting of January 27, 1923).

I. Influence of the nii.ving-/)ro/)ortion of laten', /outer and acid,

irregular series.

It was known from previous investigations, tliat the coagulation

of Hevea latex witli acids siiows iii-egularities. Tlie obsei-vations

of several investigators, wiiicli we intend to discuss shortly in one

of tlie following paragraphs (^ 9), had only been made occasionally,

and did not give a sufficient insight into the phenomena; therefore

it seemed desirable to us to obtain a total view of the proportions,

by a systematical investigation into the complete range of mixing

of latex—water—acid.

§ 1. The Latex.

Hevea latex is a milky liqnid, which, under the microscope,

appears to consist of oval globules, ^ to 2 /t in size, and showing

a vivid Biownian movement; |)articles of less simi>le form occur

now and then. The fact, that one has not to deal with globular

particles, shows that latex is not a system liqnid: liquid, an emul-

sion in the sense of Wo. Ostwai.d's classification. On the other

hand, one should not speak of liquid: solid (suspension); the pro-

perties of the coagulniri obtaineil under various circnmstances, make
it probable that the rubber-particles in latex have a buttery consist-

ency, i.e. between liquid and solid. If we have to look upon this

as a more or less liquid nucleus, enclosed in a more solid super-

ficial skin, as some investigators assume, is a matter we do not

intend to discuss here. If we apply Freundmch's classification of the

colloids to latex, then undoubtedly it is a lyopliilic colloid, as shown

by the hydrous voluminous gel, obtained on coagulation, and by

the behaviour of the latex with regard to dehydrating and salting-out

substances; on the other hand, the hydrating power of the rubber-

globules is decidedly only limited, and the latex, as regards its

behavioui' towards mono- bi- and trivalent anions, is strongly remini-

scent of lyophabic colloids. So in this classification as well, latex
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occupies an intermediate place. Moreover, tlie rather complicated

properties of tiie latex may be understood, if we bear in mind,

that it is a vegetable juice, in which t)esides the rubber-carbo-

h}'drate8, also proteins, resins and other colloids play a part, and

in whicli eacii in its turn may come to tiie (Vont.

The composition of Hevea latex is not constant. The quantity of

rubber and the quantity of secondary constituents depend on several

factors, which cause changes in the physiological condition of the

tree; moreover the tapping-system has a great influence. Besides we
have to bear in mind, that aftei- tapping the acidety of latex prin-

ci[)ally by bacteriological transformations, increases, even to such

an extent, that after twelve hours "spontaneous" coagulation sets in.

If, however, circumstances are carefully chosen, it is an easy

matter, to get a regular daily su|)ply of latex of a certain compo-

sition. For that purpose one has to be restricted to a certain group

of trees, from which, according to a certain tapping-system, latex

is gathered daily, which moreover is always treated in the same

way. The onlj remaining changeable factor, the meteorological

circumstances, are then immaterial, if one keeps separate the latex

of those days, on which in the morning the trunks were still wet,

after nocturnal lains, or on which the latex gets drenched by an

early shower.

We could, by taking these precautions \'ery carefully, obtain

quite sufficiently constant results, in the coagulation-experiments to

be described here, with series of observations covering several weeks.

If, however, later on, one reverts to such observations with latex

of a different group of trees, or a different tapping-system, the quanti-

tative data do not correspond exactly any more, though the general

course of the phenomena remains the same. In ^ 8 we intend to

give a few examples of the differences caused thereby, and also

of the influence of the gradually increasing acidity of the latex.

The results to be discussed here, have therefore to be interpreted

in such a way, that the principal features of the view are generally

available, but that the limits of the different ranges may be moved

more or less, according to the composition of the latex with which

one operates.

Against this drawback, that one operates with a non-constant,

and not arbitrarily reproducible material, we find, as a great ad-

vantage, the fact, that Hevea latex is mixable with water in any

proportion. So one may easily prepare all percentages of rubber

from the original percentage (30—40 7„) down to the lowest one,

and one may, without great difficulty, traverse and search systematic-
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filly ill all directions tlie \\iiole range of tiie mixing-proportions,

by serial determinations witli decreasing quantities of more or less

diluted latex, and increasing quantities of acid, either diluted or not.

The ,, irregular series" being only found with the lower percentages

of rubbei', it was possible to determine completely the range where

these occur. In most cases, described in literature, the ,, irregular

series" have only be examined with one single or with a few con-

centrations, the higher or lower concentrations of the colloid not

being accessible. The latex, used for most of the observations to be

desciibed here, originated from a group of trees, fifteen years old,

in the experiment garden at the opposite side of the Tjiliwoeng at

Buitenzorg. The trees were tapped daily, with two cuts over "/« of

the circumference of the trunk, and the latex was used for exami-

nation between 10 a. m. and noon. The percentage of rubber (on

coagulation) varied from 31,0 to 32,8, and on the average amounted

to 31,8 7,; 'lie acidity was 0,02—0.04 N. (cf. ^ 8), the acids pre-

sent are principally carbonic acid, lactic acid and a little butyric

acid').

In 1922 complementary observations were made with latex from

a few groups of trees in the Botanical garden.

§ 2. The phenomena of coagulation.

With the proportions, as they are chosen in the practice of the

preparation of rubber, the coagulation of Hevea latex [)roceeds

slowly. After a quarter of an hour the liquid lias become thick,

with the consistency of porridge; gradually it begins to cohere, and

after one hour a coherent lump is formed, but still with milky

serum; only after a few hours the separation into a solid coagulum

and a clear serum, is complete. In other cases one causes the coa-

gulation to proceed more rapidly, by adding more acid, so that,

after one hour, one obtains a coagulum sustable for working

purposes. Or one saves acid, so that only after a few hours

the first phenomena occur, and the coagulum can only be worked

up next morning. Sometimes the latex is used undiluted, but mostly

one dilutes with water to a rubber percentage of 20 or 15°'„, on

account of which the coagulum becomes softer, and may be worked

up more easily. The more the latex is diluted, the softer the coa-

gulum becomes, and the stronger the contraction after the coagula-

1) For the composition of Hevea latex in general we may refer to „Estate

Rubber, its preparation, properties and testing" by Dr. 0. de Vries (Ruygrok

& Co.. 1920), chapter 1 and 2.
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lion will be, so lliat more serum is set free. Onlj v\itii veiT

strongly diluted latices a Hockj coagiiliim is separated, wliicli does

not form a coherent lump, or oulj gradually coheres after one or

more days. If we use less acid, the coagulation sets in slowly
; b<it

with decreasing quantity of acid the sjiontaneuus coagulation, caused

by bacteria which decompose the sugars and the |)roteins under

foiiuation of aciil, begins to play a more and more important part.

Ordinai'y, non-sterilised latex always coagulates, e\en without any

addition of acid, during the tirst night aftei' tapping; the coaguluni

is then spongy by the formation of gases, and the surface exposed

to the air is covered with a yellow, evil smelling layer of porridge-

like separated rubber, mixed with decomposition jtroducts of proteins.

So in the range of very little acid there are no n)ixtures, which

remain liquid in the long run; the observation "liquid" may be

made after a quarter of an hour or after (wo hours, but after 24

hours one will find the mixture coagulated. The li(iui(l nuxtures

with nacre acid, so in what one might call the second liquid range,

remain liquid for an unlimited space of time. Sometimes, after being

left to ihem3elve.s for several days, a separation of very thin little

tlocks, lying on an almost clear or whitish .serum, sets in, b\it in

any case one can control and confirm the observation "liquid" after

24 hours. This liquid range passes into the ranges of coagulation by

a strip of transition, being broad especially towards the side of the

higher acid concentrations, and distinctly showing different stages.

The first beginning of coagulation phenomena is the apj>earance of

a thin skin at the surface of the liquid, caused by evaporation in

the air, which, on stirring with a glass rod, attaches itself to it as

a streak or rolls itself u|).

On approaching the range of coagulation a little more, this streak

becomes thicker and more cloddy. Advancing further, we get to

clotting or curdling of a greater part ot the latex; a pap and finally

a coherent coagulum is formed. If it is left longer to itself, the

coagulation in this range of transition proceeds further; what after

two hours was a pap, may after 24 hours ha\e become a coagulum

and a mixture which after two hours o\\]y showed a thick streak,

has changed the next morning into a pap, or even may be coagu-

lated. What is liquid in the middle of the second range, remains

liquid even after days, but "liquid" on the limit of "streaky", may

have changed into streaky after 24 hours. "Coagulated" of course

remains such after one or several days, only the coagulum gradually

contracts itself a little and becomes harder.

It may be clear, that with these gradual transitions, we shall
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liever he able to tix niiy shaip limits for the different ranges. Tlie

ordinary discriminalioii, liy gently sliaking or stirring, can only be

a rough one. We e.xamiiied if sharper criteria might be found by

means of the microscope, but it appeared, that the formation of little

lumps of a few or a great many small nibber-globiiles also took

place quite gradually, without sharp transitions, and that neitlier the

decrease nor the stopping of Brownian movement opened the way
for any sharp limitation.

So most of our serial experiments were confined to judging at

sight, by means of a stirring rod, only completed occasionally by

microscopic oberservations. A short time, about 15 minutes, after

the addition of the acid the first observation was made, which

in certain ranges is already sufficient. The principal observation

followed two hours after the mixture was made, and was

controlled the next morning, viz. if then a stage was reached so

much fiiitlier advanced as might be expected from the condition,

such as it was two hours after the addition of the acid. In order

to be able to sufficiently overlook the whole, we have, in the

following paragraphs, interpreted the obsei'vations in a somewhat

simplified way ; therefore, with the cla.ssifications "stieaks", "curdled",

"porridge", and "coagulation" we have to associate the meaning of

conditions of sepaialion gradually passing into each othei', as described

above.

As a rule we worked with 50 cc. of lit|uid for each determina-

tion, the liquid being left open to the air in a small cylindiic glass

till the next morning, for the last control-observation. With very

small quantities of acid the mixture of latex and water was meas-

ured with a measuring-cylinder and the acid was added liy means

of a burette. It was not necessary (o measure the diluted latex

more exactly than within ^ or 1 cc, but the acid had to be

measured exactly within one drop, especially with the very diluted

latices, where the range of coagulation is narrow and sharply

limited. With mixtures with larger quantities of acid, the latex,

eithei' diluted or not, was always mixed with the diluted or un-

diluted acid in such quantities that the total volume was 50 cc.

;

while the liquid, which occupied over half of the total volume,

was |:)oured out first, and the other one added to it.

Especially in the range of a large (|uantity of acid, or if one

uses strong acid, it is necessary to stir \igoiously from the beginning,

so as to prevent local coagulation, which would cause enclosure of

acid, not being set free any more by further stirring. By making

one same final mixture, starting from latices of different dilutions
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and differently strong arids, one may liowever control llie observa-

tions in a satisfactory way.

On account of tiie increasing acidity of tlie latex itself it is not

advisable to use it more tlian about two hours before the observa-

tions; we only did determinations between 10 a.m. and noon, but

during that time one can easily prepare a few series, in total about

tliirty to fifty mixtures, so that in a rather short time l)y many
hundreds of observations one can search the whole range of mixing

in all directions.

Operating in small, open cylindrical glasses, causes a certain

evaporation and lesults in the formation of a small superficial skin

of coagulated rubber, which on stirring attaches itself to the

stirring-rod.

Apparently this causes an undesired complication; but for distin-

guishing different liquid mixtures this formation of skin appeared

on the other hand an advantage, because it enables us to recognize

the liquids inclined to coagulate. By repeating a few series in small

Erienmeyer-flasks, closed with a cork, we have ascertained that

really these skins are formed by evaporation at the surface.

^ 3. Hydrochloric acid.

The easiest way to summarise the phenomena at different dilutions

and different quantities of acid, is to draw these in the wellknown

triangle-figure. As angular points fcom|)onents) we choose water,

concentrated hydrochloric acid (9.14 N) and undilated latex, i.e. a

liquid with 31.8 % coagnlable rubber, about 35 "/, totally solid

substances and about 65 "/o water, and with an acidity of about

0.03 N. A recalculation of the results, so as to express these as

quantity of acid, resp. rubber compared to the whole liquid (water

of dilution plus serum) can never be correct by the phenomena of

adsorption and, as regards rubber, there is not much sense in it,

as coagulable rubber is a substance containing so many secondary

substances in small quantities.

In the annexed figure 1 the lines show how the different mixtures

are formed by mingling latex and hydrochloric acid, of different

dilutions. The mixtures, in which after two hours a well coherent

coagulum was formed, are marked with a little cross. As we see

this range almost occupies the whole triangle; only in a narrow

strip along the latex-water side, we find mixtures, which are

represented by an encircled point (pap or curdling) or by a little

circle (liquid), and there we can, though indistinctly on account of
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the soale-size used, i-ecognize ii-regnlar series liquid: ooagiilalion :

liquid: coagulation. This narrow strip, the range of small quantities

Fig. 1.

of acid, is, with hvdrochloric acid, the only interesting item; tlie

remainder of the triangle shows nothing particular, the less water

the mixture contains, the harder the coagiilum, while in mixtures

with little water and ninoh hydrochloric acid the serum assumes

a violet tint.

The narrow strip along the latex-water side is represented on a

larger scale in fig. 2, where the acid is drawn perpendicularly, as

ordinate, and expressed in normality (grammolecules HCl per Liter

final mixture).

For quite small concentrations of acid, at any dilution, we first

come into the liquid strip, where coagulation has not yet started

after two hours. After 24 hours this part shows spontaneous

coagulation. At higher acid-concentration (from about 0.007 N) we

find after two hours more or less strong curdling or formation of

pap, and after 24 hours coagulation. The limit at which after two

hours complete coagulation with a clear serum has taken place, is,

45

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdaiu. Vol XXVI.
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('(11111(1 wiili inixdiies lie\oiid 50°/,, ialex, to lie lairly coiislant al

(•.012 N. We should beai' in miiui, ihat iliis means tlie acidity of

X X XX

Fig. 2.

ilie lijdrocliioric' acid added, which lias to be increased with the

oriSfinal acidity of the latex, recaicnlaled on the final mixlnre. For

mixtures, containing less than 50 °
„ lalex, this hotlom-iimil ol

coagulation is regularly lower. Because of reasons inenlioned above,

the observations could not be made so sharply that ihe relation

between rnbber-concentiation and limit of acidity a|)peared quite

clearly, but especially with (he lower concen(ra(ions the small

irregularities may be considered to be due to observation errors,

and we may assume that the lowering of this limit is inversely

proportional to the latex concentration.

With mixtures containing over 807o latex to which more acid is

added we always get a strong coaguhim, and so from the beginning

we are in the range of coagulation, which fairly occupies the whole

triangle of P^ig. 1. At 757o la'ex we get the first indications (hat

another phenomenon is about to appear, because the coagulum at

first is hard, with more acid (about 0.05 N) soft or even like pap,

and only with a still larger quantity of acid hard again. A distinctly

liquid range only appears with mixtures with 65'/„ latex and less.

The strip of coagulation between both liquid ranges, Ihe lower

range of coagulation, regularly decreases in latitude at lower latex-

concentrations, but still remains distinctly perceptible even at the

lowest concentrations (1° , latex). In (hose very diluted liquids (he
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form of white tlocks. Tlie separation goes niiicli quicker than witli

higliei' concentrations and with the liqnids with 1 and 2i7o latex,

reminds one of a titration of warm nitrate of silver with hydro-

chloric acid.

At those low concentrations tlie range of coagulation is so narrow,

that, in an acidified but still unchanged liquid, one can see, with

a single drop of diluted acid, the wiiite tlocks separating themselves,

and that one sees the original niilk_v liquid remain unchanged on

addition of a few drops more. With mixtures with S'/,, latex one

may get at first, with a small quantity of acid, a flocky separation,

cohering fairly ijuickly as a coaguliim; on addition of a little more

acid a veiT soft coagulum may be formed at once. Mixtuies with

2^" „ and 1'
„ latex cause flocky separations, which may remain

unchanged for a long time, and with which the coherence as a

coagulum is the more diflficult, according as the mixture contains

less latex.

At higher concentrations, just above 57,, sometimes the liquid

.separates itself in a remarkable quick way into a coagulum and a

clear serum, but the instantaneous coagulation is not found there

any more. At still higher concentrations the se|)aration of the coa-

gulum goes slower.

The lower range of coagidation, described here, is limited by a

transition to s|)ontaneou8 coagulation, as discussed abo\e; at the

upper part we find a narrow lange of transition, where the mixture

after two hours is like pap or curdling (after 24 hours mostly

coagulated). Only towards the higher latex-concentrations this strip

gradually becomes a little broader, and at about 65% latex bends

itself in an upper direction, limiting the top of the liquid range,

and convei'ging into the broad strip, which separates llie liquid

range fr'orn the uppei' range of coagrrlalion. Thus the liquid range

is perfectly limited, both at the upper- and at the lower' side, at

least till the lowest coircerrtratiun, which was examined (17a latex,

so Ü.3"/, rubber' in the mixture). Whether, at still smaller concen-

ti'ations, tlie lower strip of coagulation is continued, or if both the

liquid ranges meet thei'e, has not beerr examined yet. The limits of

the various r-arrges ar-e found at the following norriialities of the

added acid in the final mixtur'e: (See Table following page).

These figures are illiistr-ated by fig. 2.

We shall now give a shori description of the course of the pheno-

nrena at a few typical (•oncerrtr'ations. To the latex-water'-nrixture

10°/, hydrochloric acid '0.914 N) was added from a burette; the

45*
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TABLE I.

Latex

in the

Lower

limit of

Upper limit

first range

of

Upper limit

liquid

Lower limit

second range

of
mixture.
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cc. 10 o/o HCl per
50 cc mixture.

DESCRIPTION.

0.1

0.3

0.4

0.5

6

O.T

0.8 and 0.9

1

2

21/4'

23/,

3

31 5, 33,,, 4, 41
i

41 o

5, 51,

5'
(2

6

6',

6>/2

1

8

liquid.

liquid.

thick pap; beginning of strip of transition.

thick liquid, a few little lumps.

the same.

a somewhat thick pap, coagulating on stirring; begin-
ning of the range of coagulation.

strong coagulum, serum whity.

coagulated, serum fairly clear, (acid added 0.018 N).

the same, serum fairly clear.

the same, serum white. Upper-limit first range of coa-
gulation.

liquid, a few small lumps on stirring. Therefore sharp
transition.

liquid with some skin.

liquid; lower limit liquid range.

liquid ; no skin.

liquid on stirring some skin or streak. Upper-limit
liquid range.

the same, a piece of skin (therefore irregularity).

the same, more skin.

the same, a fair quantity of skin.

like pap (at an other time only a fair quantity of streaks).

very soft pap, almost coagulated.

coagulated, but serum quite white, therefore far from
complete. Lower-limit second range of coagulation.

coagulated, fairly stiff, serum white.

the same, serum white.

the same, serum white. The percentage of latex in this

mixture is 58.8 'Vo-

All otiier example vvitli 30° , latex: (See foUowiii'^ page).

Of course the coagiilmn is always soft, because the mixtures

onlj contain 30 7o latex, i.e. about 10', rubber.

Quite typical are the sharp transitions at the first range of coa-
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50 cc mixture.
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cc 1%
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llie coagulation with different salts, will be described in a foiiowing

communication.

We shall discuss in § 8 a few examples of the influence of the

original acidity of the latex on the position of the limits of the

ranges.

^ 4. Nitric acid.

We likewise made serial determinations with nitric acid and

sulphuric acid, but less detailed, so that the limits of the different

ranges were only roughly determined. For these experiments latex

was used from a different group of trees, containing 28 '/, rubber.

F'ig. 3 gives the determinations tor nitric acid. The general type is

X
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acid, liave heeii put logetlier in tig. 4. The liuge range of ooagu-

lation at acid-concentrations above 0.1 N (normal = 49 Gr. H, SO,

per Liter) has again t)een quite left out, and also the mixtures

with over 70 *,
,,

latex, where coagulation constantly takes place

as soon as more than 0.01 N acid is added. On account of the

smaller number of observations, the course of the limits in fig. 4

seems to be somewhat irregular, yet the data are sulTicient to

X
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angulRfpoint for watei- we (ind that over '/< •'' •''** triangle is

occupied by the liquid and pappy range, while naturally in this

case also, close along the latex-water-side a first liquid range in

found, not showing any coagulation on addition of a very small

quantity of acid, but, after kee[)ing, showing spontaneous coagula-

tion by the action of bacteria.

The proper liquid range in fig. 5 is again limited by a doited

line; the pappy range is divided by a somewhat thicker dotted line

into two parts, a fairly liquid and a more pappy one. Formation

of a coherent coagulura takes place in the narrow strip parallel to

Fig. 5.

the latex — water — side and towards the side of the angulair-point

Latex: the total range towards the side of the angulair-jjoint acetic acid

gives a perfect coagulation, but in the shape of flocks or as a pap,

and not as a coherent lump. Both these ranges of coagulation are

roughly separated in fig. 5 by a dotted line. Therefore in this

respect too. there is an important 'difference between acetic acid

and the three other acids, with which the whole range of coagula-

tion gives a coherent coaguium.
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We traced tlie coagulalioii willi acetic acid once more by a

considerable number of determinations, viz. in the latex of botli

the above-mentioned groups of trees; in fig. 5 we have represented

the results, obtained with the 28 °
„ latex of the second group

(see ^ 4). The normality of acetic acid added is given in table 2

for the limits of the various ranges.

TABLE 2.
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iiuuigles the next daj, wlien witli a iniioli smaller quantity of acelio

acid, a coagiiluui tit for use has formed itself.

To this we add the results of a less complete series of observa-

tions, made in November 1922 with latex from the Botanical garden

at Biiileiizorg, where a few groups of trees were tapped with a

cut over '/» of the circumference.

This latex contained 37 °,
,,

rubber, and had an acidit3' of about

0.025 N. We see that the general type is the same, that the lower

limits fairly well coincide, but that, with regard to other limits,

rather important differences appear, that may be attributed partly

to the difference in composition and acidity of the latex, partly

however, lo the difference of a|)preciation between the observers.

This example illustrates, together with the cases to be discussed in

§ 8, the restriction we made already in ^ 1, regarding the quanti-

tative value of the results.

TABLE 3.

Quantity of latex in the mixture in %.

80 60 40 20 10

Beginning lower creamy or
pappy range.

Lower limit first range of

coagulation.

Upper limit first range of
coagulation.

Lower limit second liquid

range.

0.009

0.018

0.010

0.022

0.009

o.on

0.40

0.006

0.009

0.20

0.5

0.0026

0.0053

0.083

0.17

0.0026

0.04

0.066

0.0020

0.033

0.059

0.0016

0.023

0.040

^ 7. Comparison of the four acids.

We now intend to compare amongst each other the results, ob-

tained with the four acids. Whilst, roughly speaking the general

course is exactly the same, we may notify interesting differences

and conformities.

Considering first of all the top and the upper limit of the liquid

range, we can use for that purpose the data mentioned in \ 3— 6,

although they refer to two different latices, and the principal obser-

vations covered a period of over half a year, because these limits,

can only be loughl} determined. So we get:
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TABLE 4.
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concentration we so sliarply get with llio llnee iiioi'gaiiic acids the

phenomenon liquid-rapid coagnlation-liqnid, described in ^ 3. Tiiere-

fore, for the same mixture of latex, we once more delermined these

limits for all four acids separately, in order to get absolutely com-

parable figures (which figures therefore do not fully correspond with

those in ^^ 3— 6, as we explained in ^ 1 and intend to discuss

more in detail still in ^ 8).

The figures weie for the acid-concentration in normality :
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the up|)er liniil (if the (irsi range of eoaoiilation (hydrochloric acid

and nitric acid — «iiiphuiic acid — acetic acid) is not the same as at the

lower limit of the second range of coagulation (sulphuric acid — nitric

acid — hydrochloric acid ^ acetic acid).

^ 8. Injiuence of the acidity of the latex itself.

As already stated in ^ i latex is feebly acid, and on being left

to itself gradually increases in acidity. The acidity of the latex,

which is used for the researches, is of course not without influence

on the figures obtained, though the relation need not be purely

additive, as the acidity in latex is caused by carbonic acid and

organic acids amongst which, after the action of bacteria, lactic acid,

acetic acid and butyric acid.

First of all we made a few observations in ordinary latex and

in the same latex after neutralisation with hydroxide of potassium,

i.e. again for the limits, to be fixed sharply, of the first range of

coagulation in mixtures with little latex. A mixture with h';^ latex

(percentage of rubber 1.437o needed) for the neutralisation (plienoi-

plithalein as indicator) 16.6 cc. '

,„ N hydroxide of potassium per

Liter, and therefore was 0.00166 normal; for the original latex we
calculate from tiiese data an acidity of 0.033 N. A mixture with

27o latex (percentage of rubber 0.547oJ required 6.6 cc. hydroxide

of pota-ssium and therefore was 0.00066 normal (i.e. also 0.033 N
calculated for original latex).

The limits of the first range of coagulation appeared to be with

hydrociiloric acid :

TABLE 6.

Addition hydrochloric acid
in normality

Lower limit Upper limit

5 "/o latex, original

id. , neutralized

2 u/o latex, original

id. , neutralized

0. 00166

0.0066

0.0015
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latex contains by tlie neutralization a small qnantily of potassinin

salts, that may somewhat displace the limit of the ranges.

A second experiment related to the increase of the own acidity

of the latex, when left to itself. The latex nsed for this purpose

titrated, when left to itself undiluted, at 10 o'clock 0.026, at noon

0.030 and a( 1.45 p.m. 0.032 N. From the observations resulted:

444 cc. 707, lalex, diluted at 10 o'clock with 5i cc. lO»/, HCl.

(i.e. mixture 0.1 normal, belonging in the upper pappy range of

transition, see Fig. 2): after one hour still liquid, but containing a

fair-sized lump of streaks, and after three hours a thick pap, fairly

well coagulated, with quite wiiite serum
;

the same mixture, but prepared only at 12.30 p.m. from the

undiluted latex, was already coagulated, after being left to itself for

one hour, though the coagulum was still very soft. So the influence

of the higher own acidity of this latex was quite noticeable.

43 cc. 40',, iaiex, prepared at 10 o'clock with 7 cc. 10"
, HCl

(i.e. about 0.13 N, again in the middle of the upper pappy range

of transition, see Fig. 2) caused after one hour a small lump of

little skins, and was still liquid after (hree hours with a fairly

strong skin
;

the same mixture, prepared at 12.30 was still liquid after one

houi' with a small lump of skins, which was somewhat larger than

in the above-mentioned mixture after one hour. So in this case the

difference was noticeable, though not important.

It appears from these experiments, as might be expected, that,

TABLE 1.
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bv operating widi the latex later, the quantity of acid that has to

he added in order to reach a certain stage, is found to be a little

smaller.

We will still give a few examples, how much the percentages

of acid found uiay varv when latex from different origin is used,

viz. for hydrochloric acid and for the limits of the first range of

coagulation with mixtures with 5 and 2°/, latex.

[f we calculate the differences in own acidity of the diluted latices,

we see that the differences in acidity for the limits differ fairly

strongly from tiiem, lliough a general lelation can be clearly noticed.

In fact a strictly quantitative correspondence could not be expected

as the lalices differed not only in acidity but also in percentage of

rubber and in secundary substances.

^ 9. InvesticiatimiK of others.

As mentioned in the introduction, we find in literature a good

many investigations, pointing to the existence of irregular series

with Hevea latex.

J. Parkin, one of the first investigators who was engaged with

acid-coagulation of Hevea latex '), used for his experiments ten

times diluted latex and stated therewith the transition liquid — coagu-

lated — liquid. Parkin, whose experiments weie limited to small addi-

tions of acid, did not notice the second range of coagulation. As

an explanation PARKtN assumed, thai the protein, present in latex,

is insoluble in a neutral liquid, bul dissolves in alkali or acids.

Parkin was of opinion that Hevea latex is alkaline: therefore

addition of acid would first cause neutralization, with precipitation

of the protein and, as a result, of the rubber as well, whilst, at a

higher acidity the protein would dissolve again. Parkin further stated

that with acetic acid the range of coagulation is wider than with

other acids, and thought this a decided advantage for practice,

because by addition of too much acid the coagulation would not

fail so sooi).

Because in the practice of plantations one never causes the per-

centage ot rubber of the latex to sink below J5 oi- 12
'/« ('• e. in

our terminology, one never uses mixtures with less than 50 to 40
'/o

latex), where with acetic acid no irregular series occur, there was

for a long time no further interest for these phenomena. W. Crossleï ')

again gave a few figures for upper — and lower limit of the

I) Circulars Royal Botanic Gardens Peradeniya Vol. I il899), 149.

') India Rubber Journal 41 (1911), 1206.

46

Proceeding* Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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first range of coagulation with a mixture witli 7 V„ rubber (i. e.

abont 25 "j, latex) wiiich had been preserved with formaline. We
found the lower limit at 0.0J4N. acetic acid, the upper limit at

0.29 N, whilst the own acidity of the diluted latex was 0.015 N.

These figures correspond fairly well with ours (tables 2 and 3).

Ckossley's lower-limit is somewhat lower and his upper-limit some-

what higher, whereby the unknown action of formaline, may liave

been of influence. Moreover Ckossley determined the lower limit of

the first range of coagulation for dilutions of the above-mentioned

latex with 7 7, rubber, and found that, as far as a hundredfold

dilution, the total acidity (acetic acid added plus calculated own

acidity) decreased with great exactness proportional to the percentage

of latex. For dialysed latex with a percentage of 12'
„ totally solid

substance (i.e. a mixture with about 40 '
„ latex) Chossley ') found

the following figures for the lower- and upper-limit of the first

range of coagulation:
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existence of a maximum-limil for the tirst range of coagulation, as

fixed by Chossley ; from the above il is perfectly clear that this

criticism is absolutely without ground, and that the maximum-limit,

described by Parkin and Crossi.ey does really exist; but only with

mixtures with a percentage of latex below a certain limit.

G. S. Whithby ') was the first one who emphatically pointed out

the existence of the second range of coagulation above the second

liquid range and described a few complete series liquid coagulated —
liquid — coagulated. Whitby for these phenomena assumed the explana-

tion that small quantities of acid have an activating influence on an

enzym, which is found in latex, coagulase, which, at a small acidity,

would cause the coagulation, but at a higher acidity would become

inactive; the second range of coagulation then would be a direct

precipitation of protein by larger quantities of acid.

We shall now compare the observations of the last two investi-

gators with our own.

1. H;nlrochloric dcid. In Fig. 6 the limits have been taken from

Fig. 2, and therein have been drawn the observations made by

Eaton and Whitby.

Starting from undiluted latex Eaton found with lO'/o afid (I'ne 1

in tig. 6) a continual series of coagulations, but with 1 7. acid

Fig. 6.

(line 2) he got into the liquid range. Two series with 1 : 2 diluted

1) Zeitschr. KoU. (Jhem. 12 (1913), 156, India Rubber Journal (London) 45

1913), 945; further Agric. Bull, of the Dept. of Agr. F.M.S. (Kuala Lumpur) 6

(1918), 381.

46*
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latex (our 337,%) sliowed liiin the iransitioii from coagulated to

[)appy, liiil did not show distinctly, that he had got again into the

second liquid range (lines 3 and 4). Eaton did not observe the upper

range of coagulation.

Whitby made a complete series at about 30 7o 'atex ; his limits

do not fully coincide with ours, which for the reasons already men-

tioned (own acidity latex etc.) is not astonishing, and also may be

(caused by wrong reproduction, as Whitby does not mention the

exact (itre of his hydrochloric acid. So except small differences the

observations of both investigators fit satisfactorily in the frame of

our recapitulating-figure (see fig. 6 and 2).

2. N'itjic acid. Eaton made two series of observations, starling

from undilated latex, and always found coagulation at increasing

acidity, corresponding with Fig. 3. Moreover a series with 17, acid

with 1 : 2 diluted latex, with which lie passed from the range of

coagulation into a papjiy range ("incomplete coagulation"), which

again he attributes to the above mentioned causes (inclusion of acid

in the lumps).

Whitby also described for nitric acid a ootnplete series, viz. for

a latex with 12 ° '„ rubber (corresponding with a mixture with 407«

latex); he found at 0.016 N coagulation, at 0.021 a pap, at 0.032

;ui(l 0.052 liquid mixtures, al 0.063 a pap again, at 0.105 and 0.21

coagulation. These observations tally with ours (see Fig. 3), except

both the liquid mixtures (Whitby only says "coagulation failed to

occur", which possibly may correspond with our mixtures with a

little curdling).

3. Sulphuric acid. Eaton made a series with undiluted latex, which

(as might be expected) showed coagulation at all acidities ; moreover

one with latex diluted 1 : 3 where after the range of coagulation

came a few mixtures with incomplete coagulation, and a series with

latex diluted 1 :10, where i-oagulated— incompletely coagulated— liquid

was stated. The fact of remaining liquid is attributed again by Eaton

10 a retardation of the coagulation with strongly diluted latex, but

he does not explain in which way he accounts for (he coagulated

mixtures with less acid found in this series.

Whitby only gives a short indication about a series liquid— coagu-

lated — incompletely coagulated (pap)— coagulated, without mentioning

the percentages of acid and the percentage of rubber. Probably this

has been the same diluted latex with 10 7, I'nbber (30 7, latex) as

in his experiments with hydrochloric acid, and therefore Whitby

probably remained at a concentration, up to which the liquid range

does not reach, fcf. Fig. 4).
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4. Acetic, acid. Eaton again iiietitioiis a few series witli undiluted

and diluted latices, in which for the diluted latices the pappy, ('kinny

or liquid range was reached at acidities, corresponding fairlj well

with those found by us. For this acid Whitby does not give any

quantitative data, but only says that the first range of coagu-

lation is much wider than with the previous acids, and that, after

that, liquid mixtures are reached. With 30
'/u latex we did not find

any liquid mixtures ;top at 25 '/„ latex), but probably Whitby's

mixture had come, by the addition of diluted acetic acid, to a lower

percentage of rubber. Whitby did not find an upper limit of the

liquid range, as could not be the case (see P^ig. 5) on dilution of

30 7o latex with acetic acid of less than 50 7o-

As we see, the data of both these investigations tit in a satis-

factory way in the frame of our recapilnlatingfigures and their

observations, partly seeming confused, are explained by the system

of ranges, as they have become known to ns at present.

S U M M A R Y.

Mixtures of Hevea Latex and water show, on addition of acids,

the phenomenon of the irregular series. For hydrochloric acid, nitric

acid, sulphuric acid and acetic acid the limits of the ranges (first

and second liquid range, first and second range of coagulation, stiips

of transition) were completely fixed for all mixing-proportions of

latex, water and acid (see fig. 1— 5), and a comparison was made

between the position of the limits for these four acids.

Buitemorg, December 1922.



Histology. — "On the Determination of Polarity in the Epidermal

Ciliated cell. {After experiments on Amphibian Larvae)". By

Dr. M. W. WoERDEMAN. (ComiTiunicated by Prof. L. Bolk).

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1923).

It is a well-known fact that in tiie early stages of their life the

larvae of amphibians have an epidermis, provided with ciliated cells.

This cannot be observed distinctly in all species, for they differ largely

as to the number of ciliated cells. Nor are these cells evenly distributed

over the epidermis of one and the same larva; there are spots where

they are scattered thickly, while they occur more sparsely in other

spots.

The ciliary movement canSses a slow rotation of the larvae while

the latter are still inclosed in their jelly-like envelope. When this

envelope is removed, the exposed larvae will be seen to keep up

their rotatory motion owing to the ciliary movement, just as the

larvae that have already left their envelope. At the same time a

rather violent current may be observed in the water encircling the

larva. It is self-evident that this current is strongest where most

ciliated cells are collected. Strong currents are, therefore, distinguishable

along certain parts of the larval body, weaker streams along other

parts, which e.g. have been minutely examined by Assheton ') for

Rana temporaria and Triton cristatus and have been represented in

plates for larvae of various age-periods.

It appears that in these animals the first action of cilia is noticeable

in larvae where the neural folds are still open, shortly before their

closure. There is a strong cnireni in the water round about the

larva from head to tail along the neuial walls. My own researches

were made on Rana esculenta and Triton alpestris larvae. I found

that in these amphibians the ciliary movement begins when the

neural walls are in part united. The direction of the fluid-streams

along the larval body 1 found to agree in the main with Assheton's

schemata, although there were also some differences. This,

however, is not to the purpose. The direction of the ciliary move-

ment in normal larvae of Rana esculenta and Triton alpestris was,

'I R. AssHETON. Quarterly Jouni. of inicr. Science New Series. Vol. 38. 1896,

p. 465.
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therefore, closely examined and represented in diagrams. It was

fnrlher established that the thiid-slreams flow invariably inlhesanie

direction. A reversed direction ot the ciliary movement seems to

have rarely been observed in metazoa. (Erhard)').

This implies such a structure of the ciliated cells that a ciliary

movement is only possible in one direction, the cells present a

certain asymmetry in their structure; besides their polarity (by

which base and ciliated free surface are distinguished) tiiere is an

"accessory polarity" (vide Roux') foi' these ideas). The question has

been considered whether this accessory polarity could be reversed

artificially, in other words, whether the ciliated cell could by some

artificial method be made to move in the opposite direction. This

question is connected with another, viz. in how far the ciliary

movement depends on the position of the ciliated cells relative to

the axis of the body.

Experiments performed by v. BRtJCKE') and those made this very

year by Merton') bear on this question. They did not succeed in

bringing about a reversion of the polarity. Now it has been evidenced

by numerous experiments that in the embryonic development there

is a period in which the ectoderm, from which the larval epidermis

is derived, is still indifferent. Spemann ') e.g. found that at the beginning

of the gastrulation ectoderm, destined to build up the medullary plate (so-

called presumptive medullary plate), could be replaced by presumptive

epidermis. Larvae developed with normal medullary plate and normal

epidermis. The fate of the ectoderm-cells in that stage of develop-

ment has^ not been, or has not yet been determined. The ectoderm

is still in a high degree liable to change (,,umbildungsfahig").

Whether in that phase it is still completely indifferent cannot be

decided without a detailed inquiry. It occurred to me that an inquiry

into the polarity of the cell might afford some indication, as the polarity

of the cell may already be determined before its organogenetic function.

Spemann's experiments regard the organ-determination. Now, how about

the polarity of the cell? When is it determined? The experiments

in which I tried to solve these questions, I peiformed on larvae of

Rana esculenta and of Triton alpestris in the Zoological Institute of

the Freiburg University (Director Geheimrat Prof. Dr. H. Spemann).

') Erhakd in Abderhalden's Handbuch der biologischen Aibeitsmethoden.

') W. Roux. Terminologie der Entwickluugsinechanik der Tiere und Pflanzen.

Leipzig. Engelmann. 1912.

') E. Th. V Brücke. Pfliiger's Archiv. f. d. ges. Physiol. Bnd. 166. 1917.

) H. Merton. Pnüger's Archiv. f. d. ges. Physiol. Bnd. 198. 1923.

") H. Spemann. Sitzungsber. d. Gesellsch. naturf. Kreunde. Berlin. 1916. N*. 9.
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I atarted. by asoerlaiiiing whether there were developmental stages

in which liie pnlaritj of tlie ciliated cell is reversible, that is sitages

in which the ciliated cells can be forced to move in a direction

other than the normal.

After circumcision with line glass-needles patches of ectoderm

were detached liüm their sublayer and after a rotation of 180°—90°

brought again to coalescence. After the wounds thus made were

healed, which occurred in a marvellously short time, the direction

of the ciliiUT movemenl was determined by examining the larvae

in water in whicii granules of carmine had been suspended. A

disadvantage of this procedure appeared to be thai Ihe borders of

the wound are soon altogether invisible, so that the extent of the

reversed regions cannot be traced oul. For this reason I used the

method adopted by W. Voor '), who interchanged ectoderm patches

of larvae stained vitally ami those of nonsfained larvae. After it

had tirsi been ascertained thai vital staining with Nile-blue sulphate

did not atï'ect the ciliai-y action, I stained one of two larvae of the

.same age-period, and the other I did not. Of these two larvae frag-

ments of ectoderm of a very well-delined shape and of the same

size were excised and interchanged. In the transplantates the colour

remains very well localized, it does not diffuse and enables us to

recognize the contour of the implanlate for many days still. More-

over, the shape of the implantate is indicative of its original position,

consequently of the direction of the currents produced by the ciliary

movemeni under noi'tnal circumstances. 1 shall not give an account

of the various experiments, but I will describe briefly the final result

of all of them.

It became evident that when a ciliated cell has once begun to

vibrate it cannot be made to move in another direction. Patches of

ectoderm being implanted in the wrong direction persisted to move

in their original direction for days, nay, even till the ciliated cells

had disappeai'ed from the epidermis. Even befoie the ciliary move-

ment has begun, its direction has already been established. When
ectoderm fragments are reversed 180° before the ciliary movement

begins, the ciliated cells will afterwards reveal a vibration opposite

to that under normal circumstances. The youngest stages of develop-

ment, however, are excepted in this respect, as it appeared that

in blaslulae and in incipient gastru la-stages the blastula-i'oof resp.

ectoderm-patches can be reversed, without affecting the direction of

the movement, when afterwai'ds the larvae begin their ciliary action.

1) W. VoGT. Verhandl. deutsch. zoolog. Gesellscli. Bnd. 27. Sept. 1922. p. 4!*.



It is evident, (hen, that in the jouiig stages, Just referred to, the

pglarily of the cell iia^? not yet been determined. It also appeared

from the experiments tliat the determination takes place during the

gastrulatioii. If the blastopore is still like a straight or slig-^htly

crescent-shaped slit, the future ectodermal ciliated cell is still indifferent.

But as soon as the blastopore has become horseshoe-shaped and still

)|kter circular, reversion of ectoderm without reversion of the future

direction of the ciliary- movement is not possible.

It follows, then, that the period of determination of the polarity

of the epidermal ciliated cell falls in an e^rly stage of gastrulatioii.

Now we bad to ask if the determination of tiie polarity of the

cell coincided with the or'gan-determinatioii.

To ascertain this we interchanged patches of presumptive e|tiderrais

and presumptive medullary plate in very young larvae, and we
watched the subsequently developing ciliary movement while giving

due attention to the original [)osition (vital staining). Stated briefly

the results were to the following effect : When after the operation

larvae appeared with a normally developed medullary plate (part

of which was consequently generated by presumptive epidermis) and

with a normally developed epideruiis (part of which was consequently

formed by presumptive medullary plate), the larvae exhibited normal

direction of ciliary movement i.e. the ciliated cells have not developed

as they would ha^'e done originally, but have adapted themselves

to theii' new eu\ iroiimeiit. If the organ-determination has not yet

been effected, the direction of the ciliary movement can still be

influenced by the environment. But if abnormal larvae developed with

a deficient medullary plate (jr with pieces of the medullary plate

in their epidermis, then the diTeXTttöü of the movement appeared to

have developed on the implantates according to the origin of the

implantates and appeared not to have been influenced by the new

environment.

Our experiments, therefore, seem to im|ily that the determination

of the polarity of the cells and of the organogenetic function either

occur synchronously or at all events with a very brief interval of

time.

It should be borne in mind, however, that the organ-determina-

tion in the ectoderm does not occur everywhere at the same time.

Spkmann's ami Mrs. Mangold-Pröschhoi,d's ') experiments have shown

that this determination starts from what they have termed an
,
.or-

ganisation centre", which is located in the dorsal lip of the blastopore.

H. Spemann. AilIi. f. Enlw. iiiech. der Organismen. Bnd. 48. 1921.
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Furfhermore, experiments by O. Mangold') tend to show that after

the conclusion of the gastrulation, i.e. when the region of the medul-

lary plate has already been determined, ectoderm of the ventral

half of the larva can still form mesoderm or entoderm. From this

we see that this ectoderm has not yet been determined.

My experiments to find an answer to the question if there is

any relation between the determination of the polarity of the cell

and of its organogenetic function, were carried out in the region of

the future medullary plate. A more extensive investigation is required

for the purpose of ascertaining whether the phenomenon that the

determination of tiie polarity of the cell almost coincides with that

of the organogenetic function of the cells holds generally or onlj-

for the region of the medullary plate.

In a subsequent communication 1 intend to discuss the histo-

physiological data regarding the ciliary movement obtained in the

experiments reported in this paper.

') 0. Mangold. Verhandl. deutsch. zoolog. Gesellscb. Bnd. 27. Sept. 1922. p. 51.



Histology. — ".4 Contribution to the Histophysiology of the Ciliated

Epithelium''. Bj Dr. M. W. Wokhdkman. (Communicated bv

Prof. G. VAN RlJNBERK).

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1923).

The sudden reversion of the direction of the ciliary movement

which we linow to be a property of a number of protozoa, is of

very rare occurrence in metazoa (literature Erhard '). As tar as I

know it lias liitherto not been found in ciliated ceils of amphibians.

V. Bkijcke ') hit upon the idea of detaching small patches of the

oral mucous membrane in frogs and allowing them to coalesce again

after having turned them 180°. These experiments were hampered

by all sorts of diilliculties, such as inflammation, necrosis of the

patclies, suppuration etc. Macroscopically it could be observed in

two animals that the epithelium of the patch was not destroyed, so

that v. Bhückk was alile to study the direction of their ciliary

movement for 40 days. The cells continued acting in the original

direction.

In tiiree other animals the epithelium of the patch was most likely

(v. Brücke did not examine it microscopically) displaced by epithe-

lium that arose from the borders of the wound. This regenerated

epithelium exhibited a normal direction of the ciliary movement.

Experiments made l)y Merton *) in the past year substantiate v.

Brückk's data, so thai it seems quite certain that in adult frogs it

is not possible to reverse the direction of the ciliary movement, i.e.

to alter the polarity of the ciliated cell.

Indeed, the negative results of Schöne's *) and of Weigel's *)

experiments with other epilhelia had already made us suspect this;

but. then, it was exactly in ciliated epithelium that the direction

') Erhard in Abderlialden's Handb. d. bid. Arbeitsmethoden.

') E. Th V Brücke. Pflüger's Arch. f. d. ges. Phys. Bnd. 166. 1917.

3) H. Mekton. Pflüger's Arch. f. d. ^es, Pbys. Bnd. 198. 1923.

*» Schone Die lieteioplKstische and liomüioplastische Transplantation. Berlin 1912.

») Weigel. Arch, f Entw. mechan. der Organismen. Bnd. 36. 1913.
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of the ciliary raoveraeiit. ot the environment could readih' be ima-

gined to influence the movement of the cells of the turned implant-

ate, considering our view of the conduction of the stimulus in the

ciliated epithelium.

Classic experiments have in this tield been carried out by Verwokn ').

They tended tu show tiiat every ciliated cell, nay, every separate

ciliuin has a movement of its own. However, for tiie regular action of

the entire epithelium, in which not a single ciliated cell begins to

move before its predecessor ("metachronic" ciliary movement aflei-

Verworn), an interconnection of all those cells is indispensable. If

one ot the anterior vibrating elements (ciliated plates on the ribs of

Beroë. Inquiry by Verworn') is checked in its nioveuient, all tlie

rest will stop \ibrating. If an incision is made, the part distad of

the incision will nol vibrate any longer witii the same rhythm as

the part proximad of it. The first element posterior to the incision

now marks the rhythm, which is taken over by the succeeding vibra-

ting elements.

We cannot but ass e thai a conduction of the stimulus must

take place in the ciliated epithelium (in the free border of the cell),

and that all the ciliated cells are interconnected (literature Ehhard).

If this is the case, we might imagine the direction of the ciliary

movement to reverse in the rotated patches of ciliated epithelium

that have coalesced with the environment, since the conduction of

the stimulus in these patches will now be just the reverse of the

normal conduction.

But the fact that the healing of the patches of the oral mucous

membrane was rather tardy and was attended with inflammation of

the bordei-s of the wound, justifies our doubt as to the existence of

any normal organic connection between implanlate and surroundings.

With a different object in view I have been working on larvae

of Rana esculenta and of Triton alpestris, in the Zoological Institute

of the Freiburg university (Director Prof. Dr. H. Spemann). Ectoderm

patches were detached and after a rotation of 90° or 180° they

were allowed to coalesce again. As the larval epidermis contains

ciliated cells and exhibits a very regular ciliary movement (vide

AssHETON ')), 1 was now in a position to study the efU'ect of these

rotations on the ciliary movement.

Beforehand it should be stated that the rotated patches of ectoderm

in young amphibian larvae coalesce in. a wonderfully short time

n M. Verworn. Pflüger's Arch. f. d. ges. Phys. Bnd. 48. 1890.

") K. AssHKTON. Quarterly Journ. of microüc. Science. New Series. Vol. 38. 1896.
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without reaction, so that a few hours after the operation no traces

are distinguishable of tlie borders of the wound, even under the

microscope. Now in order to verify the extent of the rotated region

we had recourse to a special technique, which enabled us to recognize

the contour of the rotated patch for many days together (Trans-

plantation and vital staining after W, Vogt ')).

The commencement of the ciliary movement in amphibian larvae

nearly coincides with the closure of the neural canal. When an

ectoderm region is rotated in a stage, in which the ciliary move-

ment has just commenced or has been proceeding for some time,

the ciliary movement will keep up its original direction. This lasts

for days until the ciliary cells disappear from the epidernii.s. An
infhience on the rotated region by its environment cannot be

made out.

If tiie experiment is made after the conclusion of the gastrulaliou,

that is hours before the commencement of the ciliary movement,

the result is the same. So before the movement commences its direc-

tion has already been determined.

Only in blastulae and the youngest gastrula stages can the future

ciliary movement be influenced successfully.

From these experiments it may, therefore, be concluded that after

the conclusion of the gastriilatioii the polarity of the ciliated cell

has been determined. The following ex|)eriments were now made

with stages immediately succeeding the conclusion of the gastrulatioji.

I have extended the experiments to various spots that might be

considered as a .source of the ciliary movement. They were turned

long before the movement began. Nevertheless the process of the

ciliary movement in the non-rotated regions progressed quite normally.

In another set of experiments vibrating patches of ectoderm were

implanted into young stages that did not yet possess ciliary move-

ment. Now it might lie supposed that on the appearance of the

movement, its direction would be dictated by that of the implantate.

In every experiment this influence failed to appear.

Furthermore, non-vibrating patches of ectoderm (of very young

stages! were implanted into older larvae with vibrating epidermis.

Now also it might be supposed that, when the ciliary movement

of the implantate commences, its direction would he determined by

the epidermis of the host.

It appeared, however, that the ciliary movement nf the implant-

ate commenced simultaneouslv vvith the movement of the larva

W. Vogt. Verhandl. deutsch. zool. Gesellsch. Bnd. '27. Sept. 1922. p. 49.
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from which the implantate had been derived and that the direction

of tlie movement was determined by the origin of the inipiantale,

not by the new surroundings (a true case of "Seibstdifferenzierung"

after Roux).

Now it may justly be assumed tiiat in the younger stages that

I operated upon, tiie implantates are readily taken np into organic

(connection with their surroundings. In experimental embryology

numerous cases are known in which sncli an implantate behaves

in every respect like the region it lins displaced. Nay, the fact that

the implantate is competent to incite remote cells to display their

organogenetic function, points indeed to conduction of a stimulus

from the implantate to its environment, which also implies that the

implantate has an organic relation with its enviionment.

In order to account for the beautiful metachronism in the ciliary

movement it is generally supposed that there is a conduction of

stimuli from one ciliated cell to the other. Recent experiments by

WiNTREBEHT ') have proved, moreover, that this conduction exists

and takes place in young stages without the help of the nervous

system, i.e. in the epitlielium alone.

The experiments on blastulae and young gastrnlae go to show

that the turned patches vibrate co-ordinately with their environment.

This implies that not only the direction of the movement of every

cell is opposite to that in which the cell would originally have

moved, but also that the regulation of the ciliary movement is

reversed and agrees with the sequence of vibrations in the environ-

ment of the rotated patch.

This co-ordinate movement simultaneous with the environment

proves: 1° that the patch is apparently stimulated by the environ-

ment (so that the conduction of stimuli has not been interrupted);

2° that the polarity of the cell is reversed; 3° that the direction of

the stimulus-conduction is reversed. If in an older larva a patch of

epidermis is turned, then the cilia on this patch persist in moving

co-ordinately, but not in co-ordination with the environment. There

is not a single reason why the patch should not receive stimuli

from its environment now. Various experimental embryoiogical data

point to the fact that also in these stages such a relation arises

again after the wounds have been healed. If this is the case, the

results of the experiments with older stages would imply 1° that

then the polarity of the cell is not reversed ;
2' that the conduction

of the stimuli still takes place in the original direction.

1) P. WiNTREBERT. Gomptes reiidus de I'Acad. des Sciences, t'aris T. 172. 19!21,

p. 934.
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We are, therefore, iinpresserl with the idea that the direction of

the coiidnctioii and the polarity of the ciliated cells are determined

siranltaiieously, and that conduction of the stimnlus is possible

only in a special direction. We are justified in assuming that this

phenomenon depends on the nature of the connection between the

ciliated cells. However, microscopical researches have not yet

produced positive evidence of this nature.



Meteorology. — 'A nou-tanyeul infrnlateral arc". B_v Dr. S. W.

Visser. fCoramunicaled by Prof. E. van Evkrdingkn Jr.).

(Communicated at the meeting of October 27, 1923).

On 24''' June i923 I saw at the Astronomical Ob.servatory at Leinbaiiff

a beautiful halo, which 1 will describe in the following pages.

Already early in the morning a mock-sun was visible on the right

of the snn. Direct measurements of its distance were impossible, as

the sun itself was hidden l)y thick clouds. About twelve o'clock a very

bright lower tangent arc appeared, which after a few minutes became

so intensely luminous as to be visible from time to time through

the lower clouds. Soon this arc spread and developed into a com-

plete circumscribed halo within wliicii a weak ordinary ring became

also visible. I succeeded between 12'' 17'" and 12'' 49'" in taking

some 26 measurements of both rings by means of the cloud theo-

dolite, mounted at the Observatory expressly for observations of

halo's. To these measurements 1 will refer afterwards. In the mean

lime I kept a keen lookout for other halo's. Not before 12'' 49'"

my effort was rewarded by the apparition of a spot of light on

the left below the snn, near the place where (he mayor ring (46°)

was to be expected. This spot soon grew more intense and developed

into a short, oblique arc. ('oiours (red and green) were visible. On

the other side of the sun nothing could he observed, because there

the Cu-cloud around the Tangkoehan Prahoe shielded the (Jirrus

layer from our vision. 1 now concentrated my full attention on

this arc and obtained 12 measurements until li'4"'. Sometimes

clouds prevented the observation. Moreover between 12'' 16"i and

1" 2"^' fourteen control-observations of the sun were made. Atl''4''i

the lower cloud had so much increased, that the measuiements had

to be finished. At half past seven in the evening the Ci-St proved

to be still present, there was a bright lunar halo, but without any

particularities.

The same halos were seen by M.M. VofiTF, and Rukkn Rapp

I
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during their railway journey between Tjiinalii and Bandoeng. However

they saw the small arc not on the left (west) of the sun, but on

the right (east). Though on the left liand side the sky presented an

equally smooth Cirrus-veil as on the right, nothing was to be seen

there. According to Rijken Rapp the arc was intensely coloured and

benl like a portion of the greater ring. 1 have not been able to note

any curvature at Lembang.

Before discussing my measurements I give here a short review

of the theory of the infralateral arc.

Bkavais explains the arc by the refraction of light in ice-crystals

with a horizontal principal axis, the light entering at a vertical basal

plane (the hexagonal terminal plane of the crystal) and leaving at

a sideplane of the prism. The refracting angle is 90° then. For a

definite position of the principal axis (defined f. i. by its azimuth)

we get a circular arc perpendicular to this axis and at a distance

from the sun, depending on the sun's height. In a simple way we
may imagine this circle by drawing the case of the circumzenithal

an; and rotating the drawing then over 90°, so that the axis which

at first was vertical, now gets a horizontal position. To each azimuth

of the axis such a circle belongs. The envelope of all these minor

circles is the infralateral arc. One among these circles is tangent to

the greater ring. For the rest, this arc does no more then the

circumzenilhal arc fulfil the conditions for minimum deviation of

the refracted rays of light.

Pernter (Meteorologische Optik, 1'* Edition) sticks to these conditions.

He considers the arc as a "Lowitz arc of the greater liiig" and

deduces the form and position of the lateral arcs to the smaller and

greater rings in an exactly analogous way. Without going into the

details of the calculations, we may state, that the arc according to

Pernter in consequence of the conditions for minimum deviation

which he imposes, generally will be less distant from the ring

than Bravais's arc.

Besson (Sur la Theorie des Halos, Paris 1909, p. 51, p. 70) has

shown, that Pernter's theory is not very satisfactory. Exner (Pernter-

ExNER, Meteor. Optik, 2"'' Edition 1922 p. 405) concurs in this

opinion and develops a new theory. During the normal fall of an

ice-prism the principal axis and one of the bigger diagonals of the

hexagon are placed horizontally. An infralateral arc may than be

formed by light, entering the basal plane and emerging from one

of the oblique prism-planes. The plane perpendicular to the refracting

edge is inclined to the horizon at an angle of 30°. For one definite

47

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI. *
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height of the sun (27° 45') the lateral arc is tangent to the ring.

For all other snns-heights the arc deviates towards tiie outer side.

If we allow rotations about I he |)riiici|)a.l axis, iiiiniinum deviations

are possible up (o a siuis-height of 80° 50'. According te Exner

(f.i. pag. 402) lueasnreinents are lacking. However there exists one

by Besson (I.e. png. 71). 23"! April 1908 with a suus-height of53°

he saw an iufralateral arc on the left below the sun at a height

of 19°, whereas from Bk.wais's (lieory a heigiit of 18° 57' would

follow.

This case bears some resemblance to that of Lembang. "Three

uiiiiules afterwards" Besson writes "the ring of 22° and the circum-

scribed halo appeared, complete bul scarcely visible". In both

ol)servalions the same foiins of halo's appear. ')

For the measurements at Lembang as a rule the red of the arc

was vised at. Once green was measured. Two times the left- and

righthand ends of the red were determined.

The readings and some distances and angles calculated from these

have been enteied in the following table.

Nr.
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llie riglitliaiid end, JO to tlie gieeii. The time is Middle-Java lime. Tiic

snns-heigiit and azimuth were calculated and with these the readings

of the theodolite were reduced. Az„ and iiw stand for the observed

azimuth and height of the arc; A„ is the distance of the observed

points from the sun calculated from the 4 foregoing columns ; A„. is

the angle between the suns vertical and the radiusvector from the

sun to the arc, deduced from tiie observations.

The column under A„ shows, that the points measured deviate

sensibly from the ring, for the red of the ring is formed at a

distance of 45°6' from the sun. The mean deviation is 1.1°. Gradually

the distance decreases, but for Nr. 12 it is still 0.6° larger tiian thai

of the ring. This deviation is so big and so systematic, that it is

impossible to think of observational errors. Indeed there is question

here of a no7i tangent arc. Tiie position of the tangent-point of the

arc was calculated according to Bkavais's theory. The results lia\e

been entered under hb, Ab and Ab- The calculation was carried

through for the 10"' observation for green (?z = 1 .31 1 5) for the rest

for red (»= 1.307). In taking the differences between observation

and calculation the tirst four points, which in consequence of tlie

initial weakness of the arc happened to be less accurate than the

others, were combined to a mean value. The observations 5 and 6,

8 and 9, which refer to the ends of the arc, were substituted by

their mean values.

Almost all the observed points are too high (column h,v-b gives

the difference observation and calculation), but they approach the

height calculated from theory. The angle A, which according to

theory should increase for a sinking sun, in reality rapidly decreases.

In consequence the difference between observation and calculation

decreases from 10° lot 1°. Finally, the distance from the sun remains

almost constantly 0.9° too big, hardly showing any tendency to

decrease.

Durinii the inhole time 0/ observation the arc remains outside of

Bravais's arc ; the position with respect to the snn approaches more

anil more that of the theoretical tangent point.

This arc deviates from that of Bravais and hence still more fronr

that of Pernteh. No more is it in harmony with Exner's theory. For in

this case we have to assume a normal plane inclined at an angle

of 30°. In our case the rays of the sun are in their turn inclined

to this plane at an angle of at least 57.1°—30° = 27.1°. The

smallest distance from the arc to tiie sun is then 57.6°, which is

quite out of question for the observed arc.

47»
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As was explained above, cfvslals showing various orientations of

the principal axis in tlie Inirizontai plaiie contribute to the formation

of the infralateral arc.

Tiiat is why I calcnhited what position in space the axis ought

to present in order to give rise to tlie piienoinenon as it was observed.

1 supposed, tliat the refraction took place in the normal plane —
for in this case the deviation is a minimum and the intensity of

light a maximum.

We consider the spherical triangle ZSN, formed by the zenith

Z, the sun Ö and the vanishing point of the crystal-axis N. We know

ZÖ, the complement of the suns-height, ^S, the supplement of the

angle A we already determined, and arc SN. The latter is the angle

of incidence / of the rays of light and is to be deduced from the

observed A. Arc ZN and ^Z may then be calculated, ZN gives

the height of the vanishing point, ^Z is the difference in azimuth

with the sun. From this follows the azimuth of the axis, as the sun's

azimuth is known.

The results are as follows:

Nr
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elecd'icity on llie position of tiie ice-cryslals, I met among otliers witli

tiie difficuUj, that tlie complete development of tiie circnmscribed

lialo seemed at variance witii llie explanation proposed. Therefore

I liope to come back to this point afterwards. For each explanation

however the observations on the ring and its envelope may be wanted.

They follow tlierefore as the concluding part of my remarks.

BRB = lower tangent arc; O.H =:r circumscribed halo; Kering
of 22°; l:=left; r = right. The remaining symbols have the same

meaning as in the other tables.

The mean of the 6 observations on (he red of the ring is 21° 54',

only 2' more than that found from the measurements on the top.

The calculated Ab is meant for white light, the observed A„. for

red. Leaving apart the 4 very discordant differences for the first 4

observations, the mean difference observation minus calculation is—0.3°,

that means exactly the difference in distance for red and white.

Hence these observations of the circumscribed halo are in harmony

with the calculation for red. In the 15 measurements on the ordinary

ring however, on the contrary a very distinct difference of -|-0.3°

remains.

A. Measurements of the upper and lower top (red).
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Chemistry. — "In-, mono- and divariant equilibrin" . XXIV. By

Prof. F. A. H. SCHREINKMAKERS.

(Communicated at the meeting of October 27, 1923).

Components and composants.

Ill our considerations we have lepiesenled the composition, the

thermodynainical potential etc. of tlie different piiases with the aid

of the qiianlities of the components ; we may, however, also represent

them in anotlier way.

For example we take a quaternary system with the components

X YZ and U. The composition of an arbitrary phase may he

represented by :

F = xX + yY+zZ-\r(\-x~-y — z)U . . . (1)

wherein .cX, >/ V etc. represent x quantities of X, y quantities of

Y, etc. In a system of coordinates with the axes .( y z the com-

ponent V is situated, therefore, in tlie origin of the coordinates; we

call U the fundamental-component.

We now take in the quaternary system under consideration, four

arbitrary phases M N P and Q; we may represent the composition

of the phase i^ by :

F=zml/+ nA^ + pP-f (1 — m — n — p) Q . . . (2)

As definite values of m n and p belong to each composition of

F, we may, therefore, also consider the composition of i^ as a function

of in n and j).

We call the phases M, iV, P and Q, in which we express the

composition of a phase F, the com])Osants of the system; we shall

call Q the fundamental composant.

When we represent the composition of a phase F by (1), con-

sequently expressed in its components, then its theiniodynaniical

potential, its free energy etc. a function of x y and z; when we
represent the composition by (2), consequently expressed in composants,

then we may represent its thermodynamical potential, its free energy

etc. also as functions of m. n and /;. Of course there exist relations

between those two way of representations; we shall deduce I hem

further.

We now consider the equilibrium between a variable (f.i. liquid)
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pliase L and a coiistant (f.i. soliti) phase F. The composition of L
may be .e, y, z and 1

—

x—y
—z expressed in the components, the

composition of F: a, b, c and 1

—

a—h—c.

When we deduce in some way tlie condition of equilibrium for

tliis system F -\- L, then we find:

dS dC dC
S-(^-«)--(y-6)--(^-c)- = g, ... (8)

o.v Oy dz

wherein y represents the therraodynamieal potential of L and ^,

that of F.

We now express the composition of L and F in the composants

M, N, P and Q. Let be the composition of L. m, n, p and

1

—

m— n—p; that of F: «, /*, y and 1—«

—

?—•/ In a similar way

as we may deduce (3) we then find :

dS dS dg

Oni an Op

Let us take two variable phases L and Zj (f.i. two liquids or

vapour -|- liquid or mixed crystals -\- liquid etc.). We express the

composition of those phases with the aid of the components viz.

.( y z and ,ï, y, 2,, with the aid of the com[)osants viz. m n p and

7/i, ?i, pi. In the first case we find as conditions tor equilibrium:

ds as as ^ ds. dg, ds,
S — «3 y~ 2 — = ?, — «, r y z.

dx ' dy dz dx^ dv, dz^

dS^dg. ^^^1 ^i^^'
d.i; </«, dy dy, dz d«,

When expressed in the composants, we find:

a? d§ as ^ as, a?' ag,
g — m ^ n

^
p—= g, — m, n, ^ p, —

dm On Op Om^ on^ Op^

(5)

(6)
d£_dg^ ag_dg, is^ag,
dm dm^ dn dn^ dp d/),

Generally we may say that the equations for equilibrium have a

same form, independent on the fact whether they are expressed in

components or in composants.

We now shall consider more in detail the relatione between

components and composants. For this we take again the composants

MNP and Q. We represent, expressed in components, the com-

position :

of M by a, ^, y, and 1—«,—/*,— y,

„ JSr „ «, f?, y, „ 1—«,—^,— y,

>. P „ ft, (3, y, „ 1—«,— p(,— y,

.. Q „ «. ?, y. ,. 1—«,—/*4—y.
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In Older to express the coniposition of a pliase

F=xX + yY+zZ+(l^^~y-z)U. . . . (7)

in tlie four composants, we put;

F=mM+nN+pP4-{l-in-7i—p)Q ... (8)

so thai Q is the fundamental composant. As (7) and (8) represent

the same phase F, it follows:

m (m, — «J + n (it, — «J + p (u, — aJ = .^• — a,
j

'" (Yi — y^) + « (Vi — y,) f p (y, — yJ = « — y,
'

so that ni 71 and /> are defined.

In order to define, however, 7?i ?t and p from (9) the determinant,

formed by the coefficients of m ti and p maj not be zero. Conse-

quently' in general we have the following:

in a system of ii components we may choose n arbitrary phases^

like composants, notwithstanding their determinant is not zero.

For a ternary system this means: we may choose three arbitrary

phases as composants notwithstanding those are not situated on a

straight line. In a cpiaternary system we may take 4 arbitrary phases

as composants notwithstanding those are not situated in a flat plane.

When we represent the composition of a phase F as in (8) with

the aid of composants, then we may consider the thermodynamical

potential C of this phase also as a function of m n and p. Hence

it follows

:

dm diP dm by dm dz dm

and still 2 similar relations, which we obtain by substituting in (10)

m by 11 and p. With the aid of (9) we now find :

dg dg dg dg— = («,-«,) V- + (/3,-ff.)T- + (y,-y,)^
dm oz oy Oz

dg dg dg dg

d-n=(— '^d;. + ('^'-'^'^d,+^^'-^^^)d; •
•

(^^)

dg , dg ^ dg dg \

J- =(«.—«4)^ + (/J.—ffJr- + (y.-yj^
dp Ox oy Ox I

From those equations it follows also, with the aid of (9)

dg dg
(y-(*,)^ + (^-y.)^ • (12)

Oy oz

dg
,

dg
,

dg
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Above we have seen that for an equilibrium F -\- L a,9 well

equation (3) as (4) is valid ; we are able also to prove this by

converting equation (3) into (4) with the aid of the above relations.

We write (3) in the form :

dS dS dS ^ d?

ax Oy oz Ox
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We call those three equations 1 1". As, however, in accordance with (5)

0^. K— = -~ etc., it follows from (II) and ( 11") also r— = r^-^ etc.
o>r dd\ dm 0171^

For a ternary system with llie composants F^ F, and F, we

have, when we choose F, as fundamental component:

F =^m F^ + nF, + {l-m— n) F, .... (15)

When we represent the compositions of the components by « and

(i with the corresponding index, then the equations (9) pass into:

m («,-«,) — n («,— «,) =: .«— «,

We now shall deduce those equations also in another waj, by

which at the same time the meaning of m and 11 in the graphical

representation becomes clear.

We take a system of coordinates with the axes C^A^ and UY
(Fig. I) in which we represent the composition of the phases,

(16)

U^

Fig. 1.

expressed in the components. We imagine the three composants

F, F^ and F^ and the arbitrary phase F to be represented b}' the

points F, F, F, and F. Consequently in the figure is F^v = <(„,

F,u = (i, etc. Now we take F„F, as new A'-axis and F^F, as new

y-axis; then the new coordinates of the point F are Fq and Fr

,

we put Fq = x' and Fr=iy'. When we call the angles, which the

new axes F^F^ and F,F, are making with the original X-axis <p^

and </', then it follows from the figure;
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x = et, + .r' cos cf^ -|- y cos f/-,
|

y = ^0 + «' sin y', + ,i/' ">i y, i

When we re[)ieseiit llie length of F„b\ and F,Fj by /, and /,,

then we maj' write for (17)

.... (18)

.V-^o =
J

+
I

Now we shall express the composition of the phase F in that of

the three coniposants: F, F, and F,. We find.

quantity of F, : quantity of {F^ -{- F,) = F.i FF,

or: quantity of F,: quantity of {F, + /'', + F,) = Fs -. F^.i

When we put the total quantity of F^ F, -\- F, + F, equal to

zero, and when we beai' in mind that:

Fs : h\s = Fr: F,F, = ,/ : I,

v'
then follows: quantity of jf^, = ^ .

x'
In a similar way we find : quantity of F^ = j-

.

Consequently there are wanted for forming the unit of quantity of the

x' _,
y'

phase F: — quant, of F^ and '— quant, of -F, and consequently also

x' y'
1 — '-j- quantities of F^. We may write, therefore;

^=^^'^?:^'K^-^-9^* (19)

X yWhen we put — = ??i and "— = m then (18) and (19) pass into
(, (,

(15) en (16).

Hence it appears a.o. that ni and 7i do not represent the coordinates

x' and y' of the phase F, but they are functions of them ; when

m and n are known, then also .c' and y' are known and reversally.

For this reason we may call m and ?i yet also coordinates.

The coordinates of the composant

F^ are x' = y' = consequently 7ji = and ii =
F, ,, x' = /j

y' = ,, m = 1 „ n =
F, „ x=0 y' = l, „ m = „ n = i
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Of course this is also in accordance with (15); when herein we
put f.i. in = l and 71 = then phase F represents the composant i^,.

When we express the composition of a phase in its components,

consequently in .r and y, tlien .r and // are positive and .''+ .V^1-
When, however, we express its composition in composants, then m
and n may also be negative and also m-\-n'^l. The latter is the

case f.i. for a phase, represented by the point P. In (15) m and n

are then positive and 1

—

m—n is negative.

Wiien we have a quaternary system then similar relations exist

between the coordinates viz.

x' = m /, y' =nl, :' = P h

Till now we have assumed that each of the n composants of a

system of /( components contains also those 7i components. It is

apparent, however, that we may choose the composants also in such

a way that one or more or even all composants contain less than }i

components. Of course the n composants together must contain the

It components. We may consider the representation with the aid of

components as a special case of the representation with the aid of

composants; each of the composants tiien contains a single component

only. We shall, however, continue by calling this a representation

with the aid of components. When, however, there is at least one

composant, which contains more than one component, then we shall

speak of a representation with the aid of composants.

As it is known, the deduced functions of the thermodynamical

potential become infinitely large when the quantities of one or more

of the components approach to zero. In a quaternary system f.i.
—
ox

becomes infinitely large when x or 1

—

x—y
—z approaches to zero;

— when y or 1

—

.v—y
—z and — when : or 1

—

.v
—

y—2 approaches

to zero.

Using composants this is otherwise, however. It follows viz.

from (1 11 that -~ ,—- and r-- become infinitely large, only then when
dm o?i op

d: d: d:
one or more of the tiinclions — ,

— and — are infinitelv large and
o.r oy oz

this may take place, as we have seen above, only when one or more

of the conditions

:

X = y = z = 1— .r— y— ^ = . (20)

is satisfied. In general r— , - or — become, therefore, infinitely
077? on op
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large when Ave give 8ucli values to m, n ai)fl p, that one or more
of the conditions (20) are satisfied. It is apparent tiiat tliis may be

casually only for m ^=0 or ?i ^ or p =iO or 1 —m—n—/; = 0.

At the same time the following is apparent. When we give to

111, n and /) such values tiiat f.i. ,/ becomes =0, then in (11)

d: d? dS d:
-^ becomes infinitely large, so that-—, — and —- become infinitely
ox

' am oil op

large at the same time. When, however, we liave chosen the com-

posants in such a way that «, = « then only - and — become
on op

OS
infinitely large, while - remains finite.

dm

When a liquiii has the composition :

/. = xX + .vF + zZ + . ..

wherein A. )' etc. represent components, then liie stability requires

that for all values of ilr, i/y etc.

dx+ -d!j+ ...] yo (21)
0.Ï oy J

When we imagine L to be divided into

L = hL, - (1— x) /.,

wherein :

L, = (a- -f dx,) X + (y + dy,)Y+ ....

L, = (., + dx,) X + {;/ + dy,) Y+ ...

then must

i;<x5, +(i-x)?,

from which (21) is following. When we now express the composition

of L in coraposanis viz.:

then if follows in the same way that

-^dm -\- -^dn 4 >0
Om dn J

must be true for all values of dm, dn etc.

{To be continued)

Leiden. Inorq. Chem. Lab.

(:



Anatomy. — "Thymus, spiracular sense organ andfenestra vestibrdi

[ovalis) in a 63 m.in. loncf embryo of Hepianchus cinereiis"

.

By Prof. J. W. van Wuhe.

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1928).

Many years ago I received this embryo frotn the Zoological Station

at Naples. It was tixed in sublimate and preserved in alcoliol. Just

as another specimen it was treated with methylene blue, in order

to make a skelet pre[)aration of it.

This having proved quite successful with the one embryo, I decided

to preserve the other,, so as to make a series of cross sections later,

in order also to be able to examine the I'emaining organs. I intended

to wait with this until 1 had more of this rare material in different

stages. ! however received only one more embryo, 255 m.in. long,

which was simply treated with alcohol and was much too large

for making a series of sections. Here one would have to restrict

oneself to only a few parts. For this specimen I am again indebted

to the direction of the Station at Naples.

When in theautumn of 1922 I had finished with the development

of the skeleton of Acanthias vulgaris ') 1 decided not to wait any

longer, and a series of cross sections of the 63 mm. long embryo

was made. The preservation proved to be excellent, notwithstanding

the previous long treatment of HCl alcohol necessary for the elimination

of the methylene blue from the remaining tissues, in order to restrict

the colour to the cartilage. The staining of the sections with ammonia-

carmine was also successful ; but the light blue tint of the cartilage

could not be intensified by the after-treatment with methylene blue

or victoria blue. The reason for this remained unknown to me.

In the 255 m.m. long embryo, which had been in alcohol for

many years, the cartilage suffered itself to be stained deep blue.

1) Van Wuhe, J. W. Friihe Entwicklungsstadien des Kopf- und Rumpfskeletts

von Acanthias vulgaris. Bijdragen tot de Dierkunde, publ. by the Kon. Zool.

Genootsch. Natura Artis Magistra at Amsterdam. Afl. 22, Feestnijmmer voor Max
WïBEH, 1922.
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1
. Thymvs.

The developineiit of the tlivinns in the Selachians was first

described by Dohkn (1884). The facts then found by him were
principally contirnied by later investigators. Hammak, who had given

many years to the stndy of the structure, development and function

of this organ in nearly all the principal groups of vertebrates,

described the development in the Selachians in 1912, and gave a

detailed account of the results of his predecessors.

He found, that in all vertebrates from ilsh up to man, the

thymus continues to grow till the time of puberty. Then an involu-

tion period begins, wherein it as a rule atiopliies, without totally

disappearing.

The thymus, in all vertebrates, begins to form as a local pro-

liferation of the epithelium of the gill clefts.

In man it appears principally, if not exclusively, on the third

gill cleft, but in the Selachians, which generally have six gill clefts,

a beginning of the thymus is described on each gill cleft. These

however speedily disappear on the first and last, sometimes even on

the last two gill clefts.

Not all investigators are of opinion tiiat the thickening of epithe-

lium cells of the first gill cleft (spiracle) may l)e considered as a

thymus, and it is possible that here an interchange may have taken

place with the place of origin of the spiracular sense organ.

Soon after its appearance, one can distinguish in the thymus two

difterent kinds of cells, viz,, a network of flat epithelial cells, which

encloses groups of round cells in its meshes.

These round cells multi[)ly themselves so quickly, that the net-

work can no longer be discerned uidess in very thin sections.

The whole organ, which formerly was pear-shaped and after-

wards has the shape of a grape bunch, appears to be wholly

constituted of round cells, which form a solid mass without lumen.

These cells hardly have any protoplasm, and therefore give the

appearance as if one only has to do with an accumulation of nuclei.

There are two opinions concerning the derivation of these round

cells, which strongly resemble the lymphocytes of the blood. Many

hold them for epithelium cells, which have rounded theujselves off;

others again take them to be true lymphocytes, which have

penetrated the organ from the bloodvessels and the neighbouring

mesenchym. The latter opinion is emphatically upheld by Hammah for

all classes of vertebrates.

The question as to which of the two opinions is correct, cannot
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be selfk'd hv the siiidy of rlie fi8 ni.iii. long erabiyo of Heptanohus,

hut a further qiieslion can be explained thereby, viz. whellier the

thyiims has to be considered as a gland whirh has lost its original

excietory duet and thns only has internal secretion left. It wonld

then find itself in a siniilar condition as the anterior lobe of the

hypo|)hysis and the thyroid gland, \vhich, however, in the embryo

of vertebrates, always have an excretory duct which is only lost

(inring the fnrtlier coarse of development.

Tlie thymus does not sever itself from the epithelinm of the

branchial gnt in (Jyclostomes and most of the bony fishes. This is

however the case with the remaining vertebrates. But a true ex-

cretory duct, as a rnle, does not appear. This wonld be expected

in sharks, but P'ritsche (1910i says: "Ein Lumen nnd einen Aus-

führnngsgang habe icli bei Spinax ebensowenig aufïinden könneii

wie DoHRN bei seinen Haifischen."

in u very early stage of rays (Torpedo), they however noticed

something which resembled an excretory duct.

In some of ilie sharks examined up to now, the body of the

tliymus separates itself directly, without a pedicle, from the epithelium

of the l)ranchial gut; while in others it still remains connected

for some lime by a stalk to the epithelium.

Tills stalk lacks the characteristics of an excretory duct, because

it not only has no lumen, but also shows the same structure as liie

body of the thymus and consists almost exclusively of the rounded

cells, which resemble lymphocytes.

in our embryo of Heptanchus we on the contrary find an ex-

cretory duct in optima forma for each of the thymus divisions

(thyinomeresi which are found on both sides of the body, one for

each side from the second to the seventh branchial cleft. There are

8 gill clefts, but in the first (spiracle) and last the thymus is

absent.

It is the largest in the second and third cleft and has the form

of a bunch of gi'apes. The bunch is smaller in the 4''' cleft, in the

ö'h still smaller, and in the 6''' tiie thymus no longer has the bunch

form, but is composed of a .single acinus, into which the excretory

duct opens.

In the 7''' cleft every acinus is found missing from the short

excretory duct.

In the figure of the .section we see the large thymus of the 2"*^

branchial cleft. If runs over the top of the 1=*' epibranchial and

then continues as the fairly long excretory duct. This has an obvious

lumen, which with its one end opens at the top of the branchial

48
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI
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cleft, with the other reaches to tlie body of the thymus without

entering it.

Fig. 1. Cross section

through 2'"^ branchial

cleft of a 63 m.m. long

embryo of Heptanchus

cinereus. In this and in

the following figs, the

cartilage (stained blue in

section) is striated hori-

zontally.

The wall of the duct is 2 cells thick, and is conslituted of a

double layer of fairly tiat epithelium cells, amongst which nol a

single round cell is to be found.

The excretory duct of each of the lemaining thymomeres shows

a similar structure, viz. a double layered epithelial wall, encircling

a lumen, which opens into its respective gill cleft.

These ducts from the 2""^ caudally, gradually shorten ; the last

(6''') forming a rather unimportant, yet distinct attachment to the

7''' branchial cleft.

The excretory ducts are not permanent. They later on lose their

epithelial structure and lumen. This e. g. happened in the 225 m.m.

long embryo. Here, in (he place of the excretory duct of the first

(anterior) thymomere, one finds a long pedicle, which appears as

an outgrowth of the thymus. The pedicle runs over the top of the

I'** epibranchial and reaches the wall of the branchial cleft.

It shows ilself as a chord, which appears entirely (o consist of

lymphocyt-like round cells. No traces are left of the original epithe-

lial structure and lumen. I however do not wish to deny the

presence of a reticulum. It would also be possible to make it

clear in the pedicle by appropriate methods.

For completeness the so called epithelial bodies and the supia-

pericardial organ should also be mentioned. In the 63 m. m.

embryo an epithelial body is found, immediately above the opening

of the I'*' and 2'"' thymomere. Each little body is a round isolated

celimass, which resembles an acinus of the thymus in form and
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size, but is more compact; owing (o the fact that it has finer lymph-

spaces than the thjrans. No trace of such a body was to be found

at the S''*, 4"', 5"^ and 6"' tiiymomere.

The suprapericardinl body was discovered by van Bemmelen ')

(1885) at the end of the branchial gut. Later it was found in all

classes of vertebrates. It is generally taken as the last indication of

an abortive branchial pouch, and mostly appears on only one side

of the body.

In 1906 Bhaus found it in the 67 m.m. long embryo of Heptan-

chus, which very likely originates from the same mother-animal as

mine, and 1 can corroborate his statement. It is only well developed

in the left half of tiie body, and shows itself as a little bladder,

the lumen of which is encircled by a single layer of fairly columnar

epithelium cells. It is to be seen on 35 sections, and is situated as

Bhaus stated, behind the last visceral arch, in the angle which this

makes with I he ceratobranchial. Just as Bhaus, 1 found if near its

posterior margin connected with the epithelium at the base of the

branchial gut by a short pedicle.

On the right side the organ is rudimentary.

1 found it represented by a flattened little group of epitlielial

cells without a lumen, and totally severed from the gut epithelium.

This is visible in the sections passing through the posterior half of

the vesicle on the left. Bhaus does not mention this little group.

His specimen was probably somewhat further developed than mine,

1) Owing to the presence of a suprapericardial body in the embryos of Heptanchus

(van Bemmelen in vain souglit for it in the adult animal I one cannot assume that,

in higher animals, this little body is the remains of a branchial cleft, which is

present in the Notidanides as such. The morphological significance of this organ

is a problem One may of course believe that it is the remains of a branchial cleft,

which still lies further caudally than the last (Stl') of Heptanchus. Braus e. g.

takes it to be the rest of a lO'ii branchial pouch.

He professes to find tlie remains of a (9^'') branchial poucli in a slight

protrusion of the intestinal wall behind the last branchial arch, in llie angle

between the last ("fi') ceratobranchial, and a caudalwaids directed protuberance

on its ventral side.

Although this protuberance cliondrifies continuous with llie 7''i ceratobranchial,

he considers it to be the remains of an 8'!' branchial arch.

1 cannot agree with ll;ese conceptions. In my specimen the rather long protuber-

ance is still quite prochondral, and just like the prochondral cardiobranchial end,

lies in the beginning of llie oesophagus. In the protuberance 1 can only discern

a processus nmscularis of the 7iii ceratobranchial, morphologically insignificant.

An intestinal protrusion which could also be considered as a Qtli branchial pouch,

is not present, and I must consider it as an artificial product in the specimen

of Braus.

48*
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and this little group more atrophied. He Ihonght he saw an indica-

tion of an antiniere of the left vesicle on the right side of the body,

in the shape of a more caudal!} situated diverticnlun) of the

branchial gut.

Let IIS however return to the thymus. The yenus Heptanclms is

indeed rightiy regarded as the niosl primitive of liie living Sela-

chians. The nninber of visceral pouches (i. e. 8) surpasses that of

all other fishes and higher animals. Only the anterior 5 are still

formed in mammals.

Concerning the 63 m.m. long embryo of HeplanchiiS, we may

now assume, that al.so its thymus ap|)ears in a more primitive form

than in the development of higher animals.

The original function of the tliymiis could then not have been

internal secretion only, bm it must also have removed products

through its excretory ducts.

Originally each thymomere was a true gland, according to the

old notion, with an excretory dnct even as was the case with the

thyroid and the anterior lobe of the hypophysis.

The presence of excretory ducts is also of importance for the

conception of the morphological significance of the gland. Since the

leseaiclies of Dohun, it is generally accepted that the thymus is a

hranchiomere organ, a division of which occurred on each branchial

cleft.

Now Amphioxus has on each of its many branchial clefts a

glandular body, which opens with its excretory duct into the top

of the cleft. This bianchionepiiros functi(ms as an excretory organ,

and for many years I have presumed, that it would prove homo

logons to the thymus of higher animals.

This presumption was strengthened, when in 1909 Goodrich found

that the branchionephros does not develop from the coelomic epi-

thelium, as one would rather be inclined to assume for an excretory

organ in chordates.

But he does not state that it develops from the branchial epithe-

lium. His drawings however give this impression. Might this

impression prove . to be correct by later investigations, then the

branchionephros develops from the same tissue as the thymus of

higher animals. Cells resendiling lymphocytes are never found in it.

Lymphocytes do not occur in the blood of Amphioxus, the blood of

which only consists of plasma, without any red or white blood

corpuscles, just as the blood in its earliest stage in craniates. ')

M A few investigators profess to have found cells in the blood of Amphioxus.

I have never observed anv in mv numerous sections of larvae and adult animals.
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Tlie presumed hoinologv of the thymus and branchionepliros has

also been supjioited from the side of the craniates, now iJiat, in

the development of such a primitive form as Heplanciins, the presence

in liie thymus of excretory dncis, whicii in Amphioxns analogonsly

open into the branchial clefts, has been shown.

If the brancinonephros develops from the branchial epilheiinm.

the chief ditTicnlty to homoiogize it with the thj iiius, 1 thitdi then

lies in the period of development of tliis gland. One should expect

the thymus to become perceptable in a very early period of its

development, but this only happens very late.

The reason for this is because the original function no longer comes

to development. It is taken over by the pronephros and the meso-

nephros. The other funclion of the thymus i.e. its inleinal secretion,

caused by the lyinphocytlike cells, must phylogenetically have origin-

ated much later.

2. Spiraculnr sense organ.

\\\ no vertebi-ates does a division of the thymus come to dexelop-

ment in the first ()ranchial cleft (spiracle). It appears not even to

be formed there al all. On ihe other hand, we find on the wall

of the spiracle in the embryos or larvae of Ihe moi-e primitive

fishes: Selachians, Ganoids and r)i|)n()i a sense organ, which is not

met with on any of the remaining branchial clefts. These adult fishes

also possess one.

We find it even in those forms (Dipnoi and Holostei) in which

the spiracle, which is developed in the manner of an intestinal

pouch, no longer breaks through outwardly.

It was discovered by Ramsay Whight in 1885, who found it as

a protrusion of the medial wall of the spiracular visceral pouch of

the Holostei (Lepidosteus and Amia). This protrusion (diverticulum)

is directed upwards and surrounded by the cartilaginous auditory

capsule; in other words, it lies in a canal of the lateral cartila-

ginous wall of the otic region of the skull, but otherwise has no

relation to the auditory organ.

A similar canal in the cranial cartilage, into which adiverticulum

of the spiracular wall penetrates, was discovered by Bridge in

Polyodon. The same was also observed by Wkight in the sturgeon.

The presence of a sense organ in these Chondrostei is. however,

not mentioned.

Wiitr.HT found, that in the Holostei this sense organ is innerxated

by a hi'anch of ihe ram. oliciis of the Incial nerve, which in ihc
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Ganoids (Chondrostei and Holoatei) is likewise overgrown by the

cartilaginous auditory capsule, and of which (ram. oticus) it was

known that it sends out brandies in this region to the sense organs,

belonging to the lateral line system.

These sense organs, called neiiromasts (Nerveiihiigel) by Wright,

lie either free on the surface, or protected in little sacs, grooves

or canals; all are of ectodermal derixalion. Now it was noteworthy

that the sense organ of the spiraciilar pouch also resembled the

structure of a neuromast, although Wkight evidently thought it to

be of entodermal origin. It seemed as if one here had the unexpected

example of a sense organ of the Chordates, which did not originate

from the ectoderm, although it was still supplied by a nerve,

belonging to the lateral line system of the epidermal sense organs.

The study of the Dipnoi dispelled the singularity of this pheno-

menon. In this group Pinkus (1895) discovered in Frolopterus

annectens a little bladder with a sense organ on its wall, and

imbedded in the cartilage of the otic region. The sense organ —
evidently a neuromast according to the fig. — is supplied by a

caudalwards running branch of the facial nerve, the branch

belonging to the lateral line system.

Pinkos still describes two more caudalwards running branches

from the lateral line system of the n. facialis. The one forms the

well known anastomosis with the ramus lateralis vagi (and glosso-

pharyngei) the other he calls ram. oticus. He, however, draws the

origin (I.e. fig. 3) of these branches so close to each other that,

according to my opinion, one has to consider them as the strongly

developed homologne of the ram. oticus of the (lanoids.

Of this organ Pinkus says (I.e. p. 307) "Das Organ ist zweifellos

ein Derival des Seitenkanales. Ueber seine Bedeiitung vermag ich

iibrigens nichts auszusagen, da \ergleicliend analoinische und ent-

wicklungsgeschichtliclie Tliatsadien inir bisher fehlen".

For Ihe knowledge of the development we are indebted lo Agar,

(1906) who examined the first stages of the spiraculum in Lepi-

dosiren and Protopterus.

He showed that this sense organ is of ectodermal origin. This

seat of origin reaches the top of the solid gui proluberance, which

represents the spiracle, and then sever.s itself from the ectoderm.

The organ then naturally gives the impression of having been derived

from the entoderm.

Agar like Pinkus, was not aware of Ihe work of Ramsay Wright,

otherwise he would undoubtedly have mentioned, that the presence

of a spiraciilar sense organ in Holoslei was already known. He also
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would not have neglected to point out, that, in the Holostei, we
have no reason to believe in the entodernial origin of the sense

organ, now tliat in the Dipnoi ') its formation from the et'toderni

is manifest.

As opposed to Pinkus, Agar says "Tiiis organ has no relation to

the laleral line system of sense organs". To my opinion, however,

it undoubtedly belongs to this system, because it possesses a iieuro-

raast, is supplied by a brancii from the lateral line system of the

facial nerve, and moreover is clearly of ectodermal origin in the

Dipnoi.

The majority of epidermal sense organs, sinks under the epidermis

during the ontogenetic period, and finds protection by the subcuta-

neous connective tissue. Only one organ having its seat of origin

in the immediate vicinity of the spiracle, sinks therein, acquiring a

considerable development.

In my opinion this not only happens when the spiracle no longer

breaks through outwardly, retaining its opening into the gut, as in

the Holostei, but also, when it moreover loses its connection with

the gut, as in the Dipnoi.

Ijet us now proceed to the Selachians. In these Wright examined

the spiracle of a 60 m.m. long embryo of Mustelus. Here he found

two diverticula, situated above each other, on the medial wall. The

dorsal diverticulum reached till under the canalis semicircularis late-

ralis of tiie auditory organ, and was already discovered in a number

of adult Selachians, by Joh. Müllek (1841).

The ventral diverticulum did not reach the cranial cartilage, and

at one place contained columnar epithelium, which he took for

sense organ epithelium, and which according to him, was supplied

by the ram. praetrematicus of the facial nerve. This innervation

would lead us to expect, that we have here to deal with a different

sense organ to that in the Holostei. Phelps Aij.is, however, in 1901,

examined a 122 m.m. long embryo of Mustelus, and was able to

trace the nerve fz-om the organ till near the ram. oticus, the same

branch which also supplies the sense organ in the Holostei.

Independent of Wright's work, that of van Bemmelen appeared

in the same year (1885). The latter, besides in Mustelus, found both

the diverticula in a great number of Selachians, in embryos as well

') Greil (1913) mentions the ectodermal origin of the sense organ ("Hyoman-

dibular organ") in Geratodus, and its innervation by a branch from the lateral line

system ("ram. Ijypoticiis") of the facial nerve. Whether the sense organ in Geratodus

is afterwards also surrounded by the cranial cartilage, I do not find mentioned.
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as ill the adult fishes. He found both (the doi^al and the ventral)

simultaneously in the suuie animal, in tlie forms which now-a-dayb,

after Tate Rkgan. are called Galeoidei. In ra_> s on the contrary, onI\'

the ventral diverticulum of the examined fishes : Raja, Torpedo, Trygoii

and Myliobatis was found to be present. Tlie dorsal one was absent

in concurrence with the results of Joh. Müllüh, who found it in

rays only in the family of the Rliinobalidae.

Vice versa the ventral diveiticulum was foun<i missing, wiiile only

the dorsal one was present in Acanlhias and Heptanchus; each of

which is a representative lesp. of the groups Squaloidei and

Notidanoidei.

On the ventral diverticulum a follicle, resembling an oval bladder,

develops in all forms which possess il. It nearly touches the auditary

labyrinth, is lined on the inside with columnai' epithelium, and is

connected to the wall of the spiracle by a pedicle, which may, or

niay not have a lumen. In an adult Torpedo the bladder was found

to be very large.

As regards the morphological significance of the follicle, van Bem-

MEi,EN thought of the probability of a homologue with the supra-

pericardial body, which primarily is also a single little bladder. He
says (I.e. p. 178) "[s|)ater] tritt aber der grosse Unterschied ein

:

die Su|)rapericardiall<öi'|)er entwickeln sich zii diiisenai tigen Geliilden ')

die Spritzlochblclschen treiben iiitr eine oder zwei atMiiöse x'^iisslüi-

pungen oder bleiben wohl ganz einfach."

Van Biommklen further thouglit of the probability of considering

the follicle, e\en as the suprapericardial body, as Ihc remains of an

original gill cleft.

My opinion is that this conception cannol be adhered to any

longer, and that the follicle is a spiracnlar sense oigaii bladder.

Van Bemmelen did not consider this possibility, liecaii.se he had

evidently not observed a supplying nerve.

No mention is made of the appearance of a tollicle from the

dorsal protrusion of the spiracle in the Galeodei. We may thus

accept that il is absent there.

Acanlhias and Heptanchus only show the 'tlorsal protrusion. Is

the spiracular sense organ now also found missing in them or not?

Van Bemmei.en speaks of a "dorsale Ausslülpung". but also calls

it an "Anliang" of the spiracle. He says: (I.e. p. 176). "Bei erwach-

senen Exemplaren von Acanthias endlich konnle ich den Anliang

'i Tlieir structure in the Selachianp. tlien has much in common with that of thn

thyroid glaiul, from which Ihey, tiowever. totully clilTer morphologically.
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als em sackförniiges, nngefalir 3 in.m. langes Gebilde aus dem

Biiideuewebe fiei prapariren, seine Wande zeigten sioh ansserordeiit-

lic'li (liciil iind inwendig glall, da« Epitlielinm liocli mid drüsig.

Ebenso zeigte sicli der dorsale Anliaiig von Heptanclins, abei- lelativ

noch kürzer". As it wil! presenllv l)e been, lie nndonbtedlv dissected

out llie sense organ bladder.

Hoffmann (1899) inter alia also investigated tlie development

of the diverlicnlnni of the spiracle in Acantliias. He found it to

make its a|)pearance first in 28 m.m. long embryos and innervated

bv a brand) from tiie lateral line system of the facial nerve.

He considers this branch, which also supplies epidermal sense

organs, most likely homologous to the ram. olicns of the Ganoids.

The diverticulum is soon directed forwards with its blind end. and

unites itself there with the nerve. I can confirm this from my

material of Acantliias.

Hoffmann discovered the innervation, well knowing of the work

of Wright, from wliich he (|uotes in detail. He. however, missed

the conclusion that a sense organ had to be present. He was too

much under the impression of ha> ing here lo do with the vestigial

part of a branchial |)oucli. wlncli had disappeared.

Besides the (wo embrvos of Heptanchus, my own investigation

also includes a series of sections (15ti thick) through embryos of

Acantliias varying in leiiglh from 23 lo 98 m.m.

In ilie 23 m.m. long embryo, ilie anterior wall of the spiracle

forms a rostrally directed diverticulum, next to the auditory organ,

from which it is separated by (he jngnlar vein (the nervus facialis

running under the veinj. The iii\ eriiculnm is to be seen on 7 sec-

tions anterior lo the external opening of the spiracle, and has the

shape of a cone flattened on one side, the axis of which runs

parallel to the longitudinal axis, |)assiiig ihrough the notochord. The

thiee anterior ones of the seven sections pass through the top of

the cone, which is distinguished by its columnar epithelium, so that

the lumen appears for llie first lime on the third section. One also

sees the termination of the branch of the ram. olicns connected

here lo the group of the columnar cells. Hoffmann already pointed

out, that one could stipulate, thiough this connection the situation

of the organ before it is more clearly defined.

A cross section llirough the anterior margin of the external opening

of the spiracle on the skin at the same time passed through the

internal opening towards the iniesline in an embryo of 39i m.m.

of which I in 1922 described llio slcnll. The diverticulum is to be

seen (in 21 seclions losUalwards. Jiisl as in llie embryo of 23 m.m.
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it runs forwards along tlie auditory capsule and is separated from

it by the jugular vein and the facial nerve ').

If we trace the diveriiciiluin from the base rostrally, we see

it after 8 sections already changed into a flat and narrow duct

with a lateral and medial wall. The duct is prolonged over 4

sections, and then with nearly no change of lumen, passes over

into the top part of the diverticulum, which is perceptahle on 9

sections. The medial wall of this part has over its whole length

a neuroinast, whose posterior end is clearly defined. Near the rostral

end (the blind top) of the diverticulum the branch of the ram.

oticus unites with the neuromast.

We may now, proceeding from the anterior margin of the spiracle,

distinguish three parts, seen resp. on 8, 4 and 9 sections which we
shall call vestibulum of the spiracle, excretory duct and corpus of

the sense organ bladder.

Excretory duct and corpus aie partners, but the vestibulum is

nothing more than an ordinary diverticulum of the anterior wall

of a visceral pouch, and disappears later, in consequence of the

enlargement of the external opening of the spiracle.

The vestibulum is still present in an embryo 69 m.m. long, but

in embryos of 78 m.m. or more, it has disappeared. We then only

see on a section, passing posterior to the anterior margin of tiie

spiracle, the opening, which meanwhile has become very minute, of

the excretory duct. Then the condition of the sense organ bladder

principally corresponds to that of the organ which occurs in the

adult animal. It then forms an appendix of the spiracle. The descrip-

tion by VAN Bemmelen of the Galeoidei and rays also applies to the

sense organ of Acanthias.

Probably these bladders are homologous in all the Selachians and

of ectodermal origin. They have in some forms sunk somewhat

deeper into the spiracle, than in others. We shall still examine the

little bladder sowewhat closer in a series of cross sections of the

Acanthias embryo 98 m.m. long.

The very minute opening in the anterior wall of the spiracle is

only to be seen in one section. From here the organ passes rostral-

wards over 50 sections. It runs along the auditory organ from

') During the translation of this paper I prepared a series of sagittal sections,

stained with haematoxylin and eosin, of a 22 m.n) long embryo of Torpedo

marmorata. I found the deep neuromast at tlie inner wall of the spiracle innervated

by a branch of the ram. oticus, crossing the outer side of the vena jugiilaris, just

as in Acanthias.
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whicli, — as previously — it is se|terated by the jugular veiu and

(lie facial nerve.

The corpus of the bladder, with its long neuroinast, is visible on

the anterior 21 sections. The excretory duct falls in the following

29 sections. The nenroniast thus nearly constitutes half the lengtli

of the organ, and is much larger llian in the lateral line system

organs of the skin. Round the corpus one sees the mesenchym in

more compact formalion, the first stage of a connective tissue cap-

sule. The excretory duel, immediately posterior to the corpus, shows

a dilferent construction than further caudalwards.

Fig. 2a. Cross section through the otic Fig. 2b shows the spiracular organ

region of the skull and the anterior wall under high power. Its contents, mucus

of the spiracle, from a 98 m.m. long (stained blue in section) are seen as thin

embryo of Acanthias vulgaris. striations.

On the first 5 sections behind the corpus, the medial wall of the

duct is thicUened, as the result of the proliferation of the outer

layer of epithelium cells. Here the oval lumen is wider than in

other places. The longitudinal axis of the oval is more or less twice

as long as in the corpus. On the following 24 sections this lumen

continually decreases,' the wall consisting of two layers of cells.

Those of the inner layer are very Hat, those of the outer layer

may be called cubic.

It is of importance that the corpus of the sense organ bladder

and the proximal part (5 sections) of the duct, should be filled with

mucus, which in this stage (and later) allows itself to be stained

blue, just as in the ampullary and canal organs of the lateral line

.system. In the distal pai'l of the duct (24 sections) the mucus is

present in lesser quantity.
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From this we may see, that the spiraciilar sense organ shows

itself to belong to tiie lateral line system of epidermal sense organs,

which is generallv also understood l).y the term mucns-organs. The

direct [»roof has not yet been given, but may perhaps be found in

stages earlier than those which I have ^-ludied.

The ram. olicus, in all the studied embryos, arises with a ganglion

like thickening from the buccal ganglion of the facial nerve.

In the 39^. m.m. long embryo, it runs along the cartilage of the

ear capsule — but not yet surrounded by the cartilage — dorsally

and caudalwards. It sends off a few thin branches to the organs in

the lateral hue canal of the regio otica, and a thick branch, which

goes to the spiracular sense organ aci'oss the jugular vein.

In the 98 m.m. long embryo, a part of the ram. olicns is over-

grown by the cartilage of the ear capsule. This is also the case with

the Ganoids. Contrary to the Selachians the sense organ itself is

-surrounded by cartilage in both Ganoids and Dipnoi.

We shall now |)ass on to the 63 m.m. long embryo of Heptanchus.

The small external opening of the spiracle is here siliiated far back-

waids. The lissure like opening in the gut reaches still further

rostralwards. If we accept that the beginning — the base — of

the veslibulum falls on the section which passes through the anterior

margin of this fissure, tiien the lop of the vestibuliim lies slill 28

sections further forwai'ds. In this top the sense organ bladder

opens without an excretory duel. It can be traced in 12 sections

rostralwards, along the auditory organ, from which it is separ-

Fig. 3(/. Cross section through the otic

region of the skull of a 63 m.m. long

embryo of Heptanchus cinereus.

Fig 'Sb shows the spiracular organ

under tiigher magnification.
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ated bj' tlie jugular vein. The neuromast on the medial wall jiiRl

projects witli its posterior niaroiii from llie vestibiiliiiri.

I was not successful in finding tlie snpplving nerve. Perliaps it

is owing to the intensely stained connective tissne capsnle. which

is more developed than in the largest of the examined embryos of

Acanlhias. In the 225 m.in. long embryo the organ was so badly

preserved, that nothing of importance can be mentioned ').

'Ó. Fenestr'a vestlbuH.

In the 63 m.m. long embryo of' Heptanchns, the attachment of

the hyomandibular to the anditory capsule is brouglit about by a

thin laver of connective tissue, wherein I can find no cavity of

Fig. 4. Lateral surface of the model

of a disk from the cartilage of the

regio olica of an embryo of Heptanchus

eiiiereus. The disk is placed in such

a position that a part of the anterior

surface with the canalis semich-cularis

lateralis, is just visible, and the fenestra

veslibuli is not covered by the upper

part of the hyomandibular.

') Before the translation of this paper, the work of Vitau (Anat. Anzeig. 1911

and 1912) had escaped my notice, and I am indebted to Dr. Benjamins of Utrecht

for having called my attention to it. As lie remarks, this paratympanic organ in

birds must be the homologue of the spiracular sense organ. An interesting referate

of the works of Vitali on this organ by Ruffini "Sull organo nervoso para-

timpanico di G. Vitali od organo del volo degli uccelli" is to be found in

'Archivio Italiano di Otologia Rinologia e Laringologia" publ. by üeadenigo.
Vol. 31, 1920.
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articulation. It is prolonged over 49 sections, 15 ii thick. Imnie-

diatelj' ventral to the anterior portion of this |)lace of attachment

one sees in tlie sections 5, 6 and 7 (in antero-posterior sequence) a

connection tiiroiigii a small opening in the wail of the auditory

capsule, between the mesenchjm which in this stage tills the peri-

I3 mphatic space, and the mesenchyni outside the capsule. The posterior

margin of the opening is not clearly defined, so that it remains

dubious whether the hole is present in the next three sections or not.

On the contrary the margins of Ihe o|)ening in the 255 m.ni. long

embryo, are clearly defined. The attachment of the hyomandibular

to the capsule takes place here on about 59 sections 30 ft thick (in all

the other embryos the sections are 15 ,« thick).

The opening reaches from the 8"' to the 25''' section (counted

antero-posteriorally). It is closed by a deeply red stained connective

tissue, which also helps to connect the hyomandibular to the skull,

and which is rather conspicuously surrounded by the blue colour of

the cranial cartilage. The opening lies in llie under pari of the

fossa for Ihe hyomandibular, wliich partly covers it.

From the wax model of iVlr. P. J. ok Vries, made according to

tiife method of Born, one can see that the opening is not truly oval,

but i-ather kidney-shaped, because the under margin forms a re-

entering concavity. The meseuchym which formerly filled the peri-

lymphatic spaces, has to a large extent disappeared and been replaced

by a liquid, which is prevented from flowing out, by the connective

tissue closing the opening.

The opening, owing to its position, has to be considered as the

homologue of the fenestra vestibuli, wiiich in Amphibians and Am-

niotes is closed by the stapes, and which according to general

opinion would be absent in fishes.

Owing to the great length of the embryo, ii must have been

more or less fully developed, and it is im|u'obable that the fenestra

would not persist after birth.

I, however, had no opportunity of examining adult material.

Irrespective of the autostylic Dipnoi and Holocephali, fishes are as

a rule hyostylic. Their powei'ful iiyomandibular functions in the

first instance as a suspensorium. This fact evidently has to do with

the absence of a fenestra vestibuli. Only two primitive forms viz.

Heptanchus and Hexanchus are amphislylic. Their hyomandibular,

owing to the firm attachment of the palatoqnadrate to (he skull, can

only feebly function as a suspensorium. It is therefore conceivable,

that the hyomandibular, at least in Heptanchus, may still have the

function of transferring vibrations to the auditory organ.
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The presence of' tlie fenestra in the einbrj'O is in anj' case a

snpport to the old tlieory, which in later years lias frequently been

attacked, the theory namely: that the stapes in higher animals is

homologous to the hyomandibular in tishes.

INDEX LETTERS.

Csi. Caiialis seraicircularis lateralis.

Csp. Cart, spiracularis. Each of the two spirauular cartilages (fig. 2a) is sectioned

twice.

E. Top of the epibranchial of the first branchial arch.

Ep. Epithelial body.

Fv. Fenestra vestibuli (ovalisi.

Hm. Hyomandibular.

Kci. .Second branchial clel't.

Prj. Palatoquadrate.

Ro. Regie olica of the skull.

So. Spiracular sense organ.

Th. Thvmus.

Vj. Vena jugularis.
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Physiology. — "Contributions to an e.rperiinenta/ phonetic investigation

of the Dutch I(in(/U(((je. 1. 1'he short o" . ^). By Miss L. Kaiskr.

(Communicated bv Prof. G. van Ri.inberk).

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1923).

When listening carefully to the pronunfiation of the "o" in closed

syllables in Dutch, we perceixe that — apart from the influence

which all sounds undergo tVoni preceding and following vowels or

consonants — two comjilelely different ways of pronunciation can

be distinguished ').

One of these two pronunciations is heard in words like : kok, tot,

hoi; the other in words like pop, iiot, vol, hond. At the suggestion

of my former master Dr. Pr.OM?, I have fried to go further into

this question.

1 first tried lo determine experimentally this difference, suggested

by linguistic feeling and observed by simple hearing.

Experimental phonetic iiaalysis of the speecJi movements.

Several methods used in experimental phonetics were consecutively

applied in order lo determine the essential movements and positions

of the vocal organs during I he pronouncing of o and o »). In doing

so I chiefly made use of one trial person, while the results were

afterwards tested to those obtained with other speakers.

1. Observation and measuring of the mouth opening while pronounc-

ing different sounds proved that in this I'espect a, o, oo, o, oe form

a series in which the mouthopening gradually decreases, the height

1) From investigations made at the Physiol. Lab. of the Amsterdam university

and at the Phonet. Lab. of the Czech university at Prague.

-) I am aware of the fact that so called educated speech varies considerably

in different parts of this country. As far as I know facts mentioned here hold

good for the pronunciation of Amsterdam and surroundings and probably not or

only partially e. g. for that of the Hague and surroundings in which the o-sound
o

seems to predominate.

'l The o of kok is represented by o. that of pop by o.
o

49
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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diminishing regularly, while the width also decreases but not so

regularly. The latter, namely, shows a sudden decrease between

^ and 00. In this series the height ot the moutli opening was 16

niM., 12 mM., 8 mM., 6 mM.,4 inM. respect-

ively, the width 36 mM., 31 mM., 16 mM.,

14 mM., 7 niM. respectively (see tig. I).

Closely connected with this are curves of

the li[)movements made with the apparatus

of VON Wii.czKWsKi '). This apparatus has

been so construed as to have the curves

indicate the natural size of the vertical lip-

opening. Fig. 2 illustiates this. Fig. 3 shows

ii cnr\e obtained with the same apparatus

by pronouncing alternatively dol and dol.

The difference is clear: the dimensions are

about tlie same as those mentioned above.

I'ouseciuenlly, if we exclusively consider

the siiape of the mouth opening, we can

imasiue that o is an oo that became more

or less like an a while o is an oo that has

acquired some of the qualities of the oe.

2. By means of Zwaardemakkr's apparatus')

for registering speech movements, the pouting

of the upper lip, the movements of the lower

jaw relative to the upper jaw, and the con-

traction of the muscles that form the bottom

of tiie mouth, were recorded. Fig. 4 shows

that also as regards jaw opening a, o, oo, o,

and oe form a descending series, while the

pouting of the lips increases, (with this trial

person there is less pouting of the lips for

9 and oe than for oo in connection with

the downward movement of the upper lip,

during which the latter is sowewhat flattened).

The curve of the mouth bottom is not

dealt with here because of its complexity.

What interests us most in this curve is that

Fig. 1. it shows considerable and characteristic dif-

') Vox. Heft 3/6, 1922.

•) Onderz. Physiol. Lab. te Utrecht. Ve reeks i 1899—1901 p. 76. Leerb. II

p. 98.
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t'ereiu-es between the two o-sonnds. These results

harmonize quite well with those obtained by
Eykman ') who, working with the same instrument,

found an average jaw opening of 7,25 mM for a

Fig. 2.

in "bat", 5,50 niiM for o of "pot", 4,75 mM for

00 of "boot", 4,50 n)M for o of "bot" and 2,25

for oe of "boet".

Fig. 5 also shows curves of lip, jaw, and mouth
bottom, but these curves are obtained in anotiier

way, viz. by means of a "month-funnel" that per-

mits of registering the above mentioned movements
at the same time. This instrument, constructed

by me for another purpose, will be dealt with

elsewhere. As it has no fixed support, it misses

the exactness which characterizes Zwaardemakeh's

apparatus. Still it is very useful to give a provi-

sional impression of something relative. It can be

noticed in fig. 5 that in pronouncing "dorscht"

there is less pouting of the lips and a larger jaw
opening tlian for ,,dorst", while the curve of the

mouth bottom is almost the same for botii words.

From the mouth-funnel curve it appears that the

air current for o is stronger than for o, as is

easily comprehensible. From the above, therefore,

it becomes evident again that the two sounds differ

considerably.

•) Onderz. Physiol. Lab. te Utrecht Ve reeks II 1899— 1901

p. 202
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3. With tlie majority of speakers the hard palate is either hardly

louched or not toadied at all by the tongue in pronouncing oo,

o, or o . Consequently the

artificial palate cannot be of

much use here. Yet 1 iiad

the words "P9p" and "hob"

pronounced by I wo trial per-

sons with whom a rather

hxrge part of the palate was

touched. The lesults can he

found ill fig. 6. The difference

between the. two sounds is

clear wiih both persons: the

surface touched foi' o beiuf;

smaller than for o
, while it

is a wellknown fad liiat for

alhepalateis not touched atall.

4. Filially the niovemenl

of the larynx was registered.

It can be easily felt that the

larynx assumes a somewhat

different position in the two

cases, viz. it is advanced

more for o . However, 1 did

not always succeed in record-

ing this difference. I tried to

do so with Zwaakdemakek's

method ').Thecurvesobtained,

however, were too unlike in

appearance hut that definite

conclusions could be drawn.

Still it appeared from these

curves that the larynx was

retracted for o (as for a and

oo), while it was advanced

for o as for oe, though by

no means to such a degree.

Fig. 7 shows part of a curve

in which the difference be-

tween o and o can be seen. Fig. 4.

^ \

CL o cro o o^
o »

rnrrm 1 1 1 1 1 ii I'lii

b Leerboek der Physiologie 11, p. 86.
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Fig. 5.
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That the speech movements made to produce oand o as distinguished

by the ear differ considerably', has been sufficiently proved in the above.

Fig. 6. Pp. V. d. S. Fig. 6. Pp. R.

E
Fig. 6.

Experimental phonetic analysis of the sounds.

Also the characters of the sounds themselves proved to show a

difference which could be easily recorded. In the first place tiie

sounds can be easily registered on the kymogiaphion. It need hardly

be said that the taraboui' used for this purpose has to answer

special requirements. This part of the inquiry was made under the

guidance of Prof. Chi.umsky. The tambour had the same shape as

the recorder of a phonograph, the membrane was made of mica.

An aluminium "mouthfunnel" after Rousselot was connected with

this tambour by means of a wide rubber tube. Fig. 8 shows curves

of the two sounds as i-egistered in this manner. As a matter of

fact the vibrations of a membrane like this are not large, owing

to its stiffness; it is however partly due to this fact that we get

curves which are thoroughly characteristic of the sounds recorded.

So in our case there is a clear difference between the curve of

o and that of o.
o •

The sounds can also be registered by means of a phonograph.

A few monosyllabic words in which either of the two sounds

occur according to the meaning (e.g. bod and bot) as well as the
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sounds pronounced separately were recorded by means of an

Edison phonograph (old type)

The difference between the sounds as recorded by the phonograph

can be made much more illustrative and easily measurable by

0^0 <>?>!: ?y .

L (i^<\-^->^

^I A.AaX AJO-lA-X

o (^ a Ó Ö o

\ •^^^J^

-ii^^/A a^-^w J. :i t „^

Fig. 7.

transforming the indentations of the wax cylinder into a curve on

smoked paper. This is done by the apparatus constructed for this

purpose by Liohet. A sapphire follows the groove of the phonographic

cylinder; the movements made by the sapphire in doing so are

transferred to a writing-lever, recording them on a rotating cylinder.

As there is no such apparatus in Holland, as far as 1 know, also

this part of the investigation was made at Prague under the guidance

of Prof. Chlumsky. The words ,,bod" and ,,bot" were again recorded

phonographically, making use of the apparatus of Lioret. By means
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of the same iiistrument these curves were snhsef|iiently magnified

300 times and registered on a smoked t\y under. P'ig. 9 shows part

Fig. 8.

of these curves. The upper and lower curves represent the o-souiid

in "b9t", pronounced in a low voice in 4he former and loud in the

latter. The curve in tlie middle gives " cound in „hod" The differ-

ence between the two sounds is clearly revealed in this way and

can be easily put, inio ligures. The curve ot' o is much the same

as that which characterizes ihe aa-sound.

After a considerable and constant difference has thus been

ascertained, it may be desirable to get an idea of ihe circumstances

in which o and o occur in Dutch.

Fig. 9.
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Liiujiiistic rcDiKrks.

Every Dutcli word of one syllable, containing o and also sjllal)les

witli o, not occurring hy themselves hut with which influence from

other syllables can be safely excluded (e.g. lom(iiier)) were considered.

Combinations of sounds that can be pronounced quite well, but are

not found in the Dutch language, have been omitted.

As regards the iidluence by the se\ eral consonants, a few facts

could be ascertained.

The most con.slani influeiu-e is that of following nasals. In this

condiiiialion, namely, the o-souud occurs invariably. This can be

easily comprehended, as Ihe narrow m(Hilli-opening and weak current

of air passing through the nu)iitli, promote the air current Ihi-ough

the nose which follows.

Another iutluence is that of llie lip-sounds; these promote the

producing of the o-soiind especially when preceding it. Also this

becomes clear if we consider the narrowness of the month-opening.

Guttural sounds like li, g, k. etc. are as a rule followed — and as

far as the\' can be final, also iireceded — bv o. This also holds

good, though in a less degree, for z, s, I, r, n and j ; n of course

only when preceding. I) and t have no clearly maiafested influence.

The r occupies a position of its own ; its iidluence varies according

to the way in which it is |)ronounced, which is different even with

one and the same speaker al diU'erenl times, its place of articulation

varying between point of (he longue gums and root of the tongue-

uvula. Taking ibis iiiio consideralioii we can say that the advanced

r |)romoles the o, ihe retracted r llie o-sonnd, both whether preced-

ing or following Ihe \owel.

From this it appears that the adjoining consoiumts either promote

the o or the o. 1| should be borne in nund, howev'er, tiiat the only

absolute iidluence is that of nasals as following sounds. The other

influences only work to a limited degree. The fad that the influence

of several sounds appears to be inconstant proves that there is

at least one factor more playing a part. This becomes evident

from the fact that several words, have either o or o according to

their meaning, e g.

:

bot (noun = flounder, eV bod (noun of bieden = to bid)

lioiie ; adjective = blunt)

dol (adjective = mad) & dol (noun, part of a rowing-

boat = thowl)

dorst (noun := thnrst) & dor.scht (from the verb dorschen

= to thresh)
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motje (dialect of moet-je= must 3'ou) & raotje (noun, dimunitive of mot

= moth)

port (from the verb porren=to stir) & port (noun from porto, oporto)

t9bbe (noun =: tub) & tobben (verb = to worry)

It seems to me tliat the above may induce us to think of etymo-

logical influences. Words that have o iu Dutch, usually occur in

German witii ii, while those with p either have o, a, or au in

German. I do not venture to judge about the value of this pheno-

menon. Other cognate languages as well may give indications. It may

be wortwhile to make an elyujologicai inquiry in this connection.

If etymological influences are ascertained indeed, we can imagine

that they be inconsistent to a certain extent with the other influen-

ces described above. The word "pols", for instance, may be men-

tioned in this connection, because the pronunciation is wavering. It

appears to me thai this word is pronounced "pols" by more careful

speakers, while the majority say "pols". Judging by its etymology

the former pronunciation would be the right one; the latter may

be easier because of the 1 that follows.

Summary.

There are in Diitcii two short o-sounds that can be clearly

distinguished both acoustically and phonetically (perhaps also eiy-

mologically).



Botany. — "Ringing E.xperinients with variegated branches."

By Prof. Th. Wkevehs. (Coniiniinicated by Prof. J. W.
Moll.)

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1923).

For a long time already' the transport of carbohydrates and

proteins in plants has heen considered as a question that seemed

fairly set at resl. Of late years, liowever, the problem has again

been brought into prominence.

The well-known ringing experiments, notably the extensive ob-

servations made in this Held by J. Hanstein ') had settled the belief

that the organic matter- was transported along the elements of the

phloem. It was left undecided whether the elements of the cribrai

system (sieve-tubes and companion cells) or those of the paren-

chymatous phloemsystem (cam bi form cells) play the principal part.

Czapek's') experiments favoured the (irst view, however, owing to

the diametrically opposite conclusions of Deleano') a decision

was impossible at the time.

The primary and the secondary phloem was generally considered

as the passage for the conduction of the organic pi'oducts, which,

being formed in the leaves, have to be conveyed to the growing

points and the reserve-organs.

In accordance with Th. Hahtig's*) conception it was, however,

generally received that in the early spring, when the woody plants

start new shoots, the organic matter finds its way from the reserve-

stores to ihe shooting parts through the xylem. This hypothesis was

based partly upon the results of Hartig's experiments with ringed

plants and partly upon A. Fischer's'"! observations regarding the

occurrence of carbohydrates in the wood vessels. Researchers refrained

from approaching the question as to how this happens in shooting

herbaceous plants.

Now the above theory has latterly been impugned from various

quarters.

') J. Hanstein, Jahrb f. wiss. Botanik. 1860.

•i CzAPEK, Jahrb. f. wiss. Botanik, 1897.

'i N. Delkano, Jahrb. f. wiss. Botanik. 1911.

*) Th. Haetig, Bot. Ztg., 1858.

°) A. KiscHER, J.ihrb. f. wiss. Botanik, 1890.
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On the one side Otis Curtis') made single and doul)le ringing

experiments and arrived at the conclusion tiiat the transport of

carbohydrates and |)r()teins lo the shooting parts may occur throngii

the secondary phloem just as well as the transport in the opposite

direction does, when ihe surplus of assimilates is removed from the

place of formation. In my judgment, however, his view has not

been sufiiciently reinforced by indispensable quantitative examination.

On the other side it is Atkins') and Dixon") in England, and

LciSK BiKCii lIiHsnii'Ei.n *) in Germany who deny almost any signi-

ticance to the phloem for the malter-transport. Their arguments

consist in the main of indirect evidence. Atkins argues ihat Ihe

bleeding saps are more or less rich in car'bohydrates not only in

spring but also in other seasons. Llisk Biuni HiiiCHFKi.i) and after-

wards Dixon base their most cogent argumeiils upon their lielief

thai an adecpiate transport of matter along the phloem can hardly

be presumed. This difficulty had already been obviated i)y Hroo de

Vkies"), who made a- (|uicker transport than the law of diffusion

admits conceivable by assuming protoplasm-slreams in the |)hloem-

elemenls. Dixos, however, considers Ihe impossibility of a transport

of adecpiate capacity along the phloem as conclusive evidence for

denying any significance to the phloem in this respect. Hikch Hihschfki,d

is less positive in her assertion.

That, beside an ascending stieam in the wood, there may also

be a coinciding transport along it towards the bottom of the stem,

may be concluded from various investigations i.a. Ihe above-named

by L. Hiiicii IIiKSCHFEi.i). Then the rate of transport can be much

(juicker than in the phloem and Ihe capacity of the conducting

channels can likewise be greater, as it is a fact that the phloem-

produclion of cambium is invariably smaller than that oflhexylem,

while the generated |)hloem is obliterated much sooner.

This conce|)tion of Dixon's, however, does not square with the

result of the ringing experiments of Hanstein, which result points

indubitably to the stream of assimilates being stopped when Ihe

ringing wound is made deep enough to reach Ihe cambium. Dixon

therefore assumes the transport to [)ass through the youngest parts

of the secondary xylem, which parts being located close to the

cambium, are l)y him believed to be injured and thus rendered

inactive by the ringing.

I) Otis F. Curtis. American Journal of Botany, 1920.

•^) W. R. G. Atkins. Some recent researches in Plant Physiology, 1916.

S) H. H. Dixon, Pies. Address. Bot. Society, 1922.

*) L. Birch Hirschfeld, Jahrb. f. wiss. Botanik, 1920.

5) Hugo de Vries, Bol. Ztg., 1885.
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To ray knowledge this hypothesis lias not yet been substantiated

by ex|)erimenls, so that it seems expedient to reconsider tlie question

along what way tiie carbohydrates and the proteins are transported

in plants.

The question can be approached from different sides; in this

paper 1 will conline myself to a discussion of some experiments

with ringed branches of variegated i)lant8.

Similar experiments have been made repeatedly with gi'een

branches, but then the trouble is that after the buds have opened

out, the younger parts above the ring begin to assimilate.

Stripping olf the leaves or moving the plant to a dark space in-

volves otiiei' dilliculties; with variegated shoots it is much easiei' to

state any sup()ly of organic matter.

in <'on.sideratiou of Dixon's hypothesis due precautions should be

used in the ringing and the |»roleclion of the injured part. A coating of

melted butter of cocoa ] deem more effectual than one of paraffin. It was

applied to the wound at a tenq)eratnro of o2°—33° C. and can

hardly injure the exposed surface, as it does not penetrate into the

intact cells. ') Moreover, it soon congeals and then affords sufficient

protection against outside influences. The parts wei'e then screened

from immediate elTect of the sun's rays in oi'der to prevent melting.

We performed our experiments with variegated branches of

Aesculns hippoeastanum L. and Acer Neguiulo L. The former were

derived from a stout specimen, whose green top provided the trunk

with abundant food and from this trunk numerous yellow shoots

had developed. In about 20 years these shoots attained a length of

1 M. and a thickness of 7— 8 mm. in diameter. The specimen of

Acer Negundo was provided at the top with greeu-white variegated

leaves and developed fiom the main stem and side brandies perfectly

white shoots. In neither specimen did the yellow-white leaves contain

any chlorophyl'^). An iodine lest pointed to the absence of starch.

In the spring experiments the branches were ringed (1—2 cm.)

just before the buds began to open out and at a distance of 1—2dm.

below the end-bud.

Three series of experiments were always made at a time.

I*'' series: green shoots ringed all round.

2'"' series variegated (yellow-white) shoots ringed all round.

3"' series variegated (yellow-white) shoots partially ringed, viz. so

as to leave as trip of bark as a connecting link, 2— 4 ram. in breadth.

1) R. H. ScHiMDT, Flora Bd. 74. 1891.

*) Guard-cells of the stoinata excepted.
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After rather more than a week a contrast was noticeable between

the green and tlie partially ringed variegated shoots on the one side

and the completely ringed variegated siioots on the other. The first

two (l**' and 3"' series) continued growing norinallj. The third

(2nd series) lagged behind and died otf after 2 or 3 weeks, the

leaves having previously shrivelled and dried up.

Fig.

That ringing in itself did not injure the plant appeared distinctly

from the results of the first and the third series. (See the photos):

from left to right we see first 4 completely ringed yellow branches,

some brown and dead, others small but still li\ing; the next

following are two completely ringed green ones and lastly to the

right two partially ringed. The last four have developed normally.

it is clear that with the completely ringed green shoot the supply

of water is normal ; why then does the completely ringed yellow

branch die off under symptoms that point to a deficiency of water?

The reason is obvious. In consequence of too little osmotic pres-

sure the absorptive power of the tissues is too low as compared

with that of the other parts.

The researches by Dixon and Atkins ') on the determination of

the osmotic pressure by lowering the freezing point of the expressed

») Notes Botanical School. Trinity College Dublin, 1912.
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sap, clearly show how the osmotic value of the leaf-cells increases

with the possibility of assimilation.

Now I endeavoured to determine the suction force by Ursprung's ')

method but the subject appeared to be difficult to experiment on.

A quantitative determination gave in the green leaves of Aesculus

an amount of reducing sugars of 3 7» ")i in the variegated (yellow)

leaves I 7o. i" t''^ ringed variegated (yellow) branches only traces.

In general also the amount of extractable salts is trifling; in green

and variegated leaves 0,9 7. of the fresh weight '). Sprecher finds

in yellow varieties lower osmotic values for the cell sap than in

the green specimens*).

True, the variegated leaves of the ringed branches of Aesculus

contain from 18 to 20 7u protein and 5 7, dextrin (calculated at

dry weight) but the influence of these amounts on the osmotic pres-

sure is nothing to speak of. Yet this does not explain all, for in

the variegated completely ringed shoots wood and hark above the

ringing appeared to contain still a fair amount of starch (6 7, of

the dry weight, against 9 "/„ in the partially ringed branch), while

the leaves were already shrivelling.

Why this starch is not converted into sugar and why, when
transported to the leaves, it does not raise the osmotic pressure has

not yet been explained.

However this may be, the partially ringed variegated branches do

not die ofJ'. It appears, then, that there the supply is not cut off

and that consequently the young parts are provided with the nutri-

ment that in the green ringed branches is produced by assimilation.

According to Hanstein the organic products are conveyed along

the bridge of bark, but if this is the case, we must relinquish Hartig's

hypothesis that the transport is effected along the xylem while the

branches are budding.

Otis Curtis (I.e.) does so and was led by his ringing experiments

to regard the phloem exclusively as the path, along which the saps

'l Ursprung, Ber. d. d. bol. Ges., 1918.

°) Strictly speaking 2 "/n and 1 "/n reducing sugars derived from glucosids

(calculated at dry-weight).

') The starcli determination.s were performed by putting the pulverized material

immersed in water for 3 liouis into an autoclave at 4 aim., and by subsequently

boiling the aequeous extract with diluted hydrochloric acid during 60 minutes.

Plasmolytic experiments are objectionable on account of the osmotic pressure

in the various cells being unequal. Still, a 10% saccharose solution plasmolyzes

the variegated Aesculusleaves, not however the green ones.

*l A. Sprecheh. Rev. Gen. Bot. 1921.
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are transported. From Dixon's point of view, liowever, it might be

objected that in Cuhtis's experiments tiie peripheral woodlajers were

injured und thereb\' the transport along liie i)eriplierai xyieem had

been suspended indirectly.

Tills objection can hardly be raised against the above experiments,

in which a coaling of bnlter of cocoa was spiead on the injured

part.

Fig. 2.

Moreover, another series of ringing experiments was carried out.

In these experiments the ringing was performed as much as

possible aseplically by previously washing the branch bark with

96 V. alcohol and then peeling it ofi" aseptically down to the cam-

bium. Subsequently the decorticated surface was covered with steri-

lized absorbent cotton wool saturated with water; tinally the whole

was wrapped up with wax laffeta.

These experiments were carried out mid-June in the same way

as the others described above, and yielded after four weeks an

unequivocal result in connection with the midsummer growth which

was very abundant, especially in Aescnius.

With the normal yellow variegated siioois the formation of mid-

summer growth occurred at the top of the branch and the yellow

young leaves contrasted sharply with the others, which liad been

damaged by the high wind and browned by the sun. (See photo).
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I( appeal's then, thai here also the vellow leaves suffer under a

deficiency of suction force, and nnder circumstances hronght about

by stronger evaporation are sooner destroyed tlian the green ones,

althougli the hitter evaporate comparatively more intensely.

With partially I'iiiged variegated shoots the midsummer growth

occurred also at the top. With completely ringed specimens, however,

it appeared be.Iow the surface of the wound from lateral or dormant

buds. (See photo). This occurred as well when the surface of the

wound was covered with butter of cocoa, as when it was dressed

witli a water-bandage.

The check to the food-supply is apparently as great with Aesculus

as with Acer Negundo, in spite of the greatest |)recaution used in

cutting the ring. It follows, then, that the experinnents do not yield

any evidence whatever, to lend support to Dixon's theory. They

rather go against it.

Still conclusive evidence to disprove Dixon's theory cannot be

brought forward by this procedure, since in spite of all due precau-

tion the |)eripheral wood may be prevented by tlie ringing from

perfoiming its function, as far as the transport of the organic

products is concerned.

With regard to other inquiries, whose results tell strongly against

Dixon's theory, we first of all have to think of Hanstkin's experi-

ments (I.e.) on the root-growth of ringed branches in water culture.

Hanstein finds that detached branches placed in water send out

roots chiefly at the basal extremity of the stem, which Vochtino

ascribes to the polarity of the parts. Leafless branches when ringed

ilevelop a large number of roots just above the wound; whether

and to what number they will grow at the bottom of the bianch,

depends on the distance between that extremity and the ringing.

Hanstkin ascribed this to the check to the transport of nutriment

consequent on the removal of the phloem, and established, indeed, in

such circumstances a distinct difference in the root-growth, between

dicotyledonous plants with an anomalous stem-structui'e and those

with a normal stem-structure, in which the stem derived its thick-

ness form a ring of collateral vascular bundles. With the former

the transport of carbohydrates and proteins is believed to be only

partially checked. This is ascribed to the fact that the vascular

bundles are contained within the xylem (as Avith Piperaceae and

Nyclaginacea) or (as in the case of Apocynacea and some Solanacea)

to the fact that there are originally bicollateral vascular bundles or

rather medullary phloem strands and consequently phloem remains

also within the secondary xylem. Owing to this Hanstein stated

50
Pnxeediiijfh t-!i)yal Aoad. Amsleidaiii Vol XXVI.
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ill this case oiilv a very slight influence of the ringing upon the

root-growth.

This evidently does not fir in witli Dixon's view; if the transport

is effected along the periphera,! parts of tlie xyleni, ringing must in

these plants have the same effect. It struck me, therefore, that if

would be worth while to. repeat some of Hanstein's experiments.

The Solanacea C'eslnim auraiitiacnm proved to be an unsuitable

subject since detached branches sent out roots very sparingly in

water culture, liiit Neriiim Oleander yielded quite satisfactory results:

all the twelve cuttings presented an aspect, quite in harmony with

Hanstein'8 description. Tlie root-growth may be somewhat more

abundant above the wound, but the behaviour is quite different

IVom e. g. that with Salix and Cornus spec. In these the roots

appear almost exclusively above the wound, unless the stem-piece

below it be very long, and the once formed roots are even destroyed

when the bark above them is stripfied off.

Provisionally all this tells very strongly against the validitj' of

Dixon's conception of a transport of the carbohydrates and the

|)rotein8 along the pei'ipheral xylem.

if the above-discussed experiments with variegated shoots could

also be made with variegated Oleamleis, the medullary phloem of

these plants would probably cau,se a quite different result from

that yielded by Aesculus and Acer. But unfortunately variegated

Oleatiders I had imt at my disposal, so that now 1 made a trial

with ringed, normal shoots, which, while still attached to the plant,

were wrapped up in black paper. The re.sulf was rather conclusive.

Although some leaves had fallen off, the shoots themselves were

still alive ten weeks after the ringing and had iiicieased in length.

We see, therefore, that not only in the formation of the roots of

branches in water-culture but also in the budding and the growth

of Oleander Aesculus and Acer Negundo in spring, the results of our

experiments with I'inged branches imply a transport along the piiloem.

In a subsequent publication 1 intend to discuss the question

whether the capacity of these paths is sufficiënt.

For the present the above observations on Aesculus and Acer Negundo,

where the detached branches did not bleed, are not applicable to the

cases in which this bleeding is so copious, and as with Betiila alba

the highly saccliariferous .sap is exuding directly after the liuging ').

') The cases described by Molisch, (Bot. Zig. 19U2) as wounil-reaclion with

local bleeding pressure, are of quite a different nature; then the bleeding pressure

manifests itself only after days or weeks.



Physiology. - "Determination of the Pomer of the Accommodation-

Muscle" . By Prof. J, v.AN uek Hoeve and H. J. Fliekinga.

(Comniunicated at the meeting of September 29, 1923).

The action of the accommodation muscle, the M. Ciliaris, makes

itself apparent to ns by tiie increase of refraction of the lens, the

so-called accomodation of llie eye.

Tiiere are still many obscure points in the subject of accommo-

dation; for instance, it is still entirely unknown to us what relation

exists between the contraction of the acconimodation-niuscle and

the increase in refraction of the lens

A few ophlhalmo-physiologisls are of opinion that contraction of

the accoMimodalion-muscle increases the tension in (he ligament of

the lens, the Zonula Zinii, while most of them assume, with Hm.mhoi.tz,

that contraction of the ciliary muscle causes a relaxation of the

Zonula Zinii, so that opportunity is given lo the lens to curve

according to its elasticity. When, through increase of age, the elasticity

disappears, contraction of the ciliary muscle does not assert itself

by increase of refraction of the lens.

Even if one assumed the last theory, one meets with many unsolved

questions, e g.

:

a. Is the strongest possible contraction of the accommodation

muscle necessary to obtain the greatest possible accommodation?

DoNDKRS and Landoi.t assumed this and find still followers in these

days, amongst others Ct,arke and Duane.

FucHs, Hkss and others, on the contrary, are of opinion that the

accommodation muscle can contract far more strongly than is necessary

to obtain a maximal accommodation.

FucHs expresses this in the following way : (he accommodation-

muscle can first contract so far that the lens can follow its elasticity

completely, resulting in a maximal accommodation; the eye is then

focussed on a poirU, which is determined by a physical properly,

viz. the elasticity of the lens. FtiCHs therefore calls this point the

"physical near point". Now he muscles can contract considerably

more, so that the Zonula hangs entirely relaxed and the lens could

if only its elasticity were unlimited, increase its refraction consideiably,

allowing the eye to focus on a point, lying still closer by, and

50*
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(letennined by a physiological properly, \iz. the power of' con-

traction of its Hccoiniiiodatioii-muscle ; tlie physiologic near |)oini.

He8s says that it is almost generally assumed that every increase

in lens-fraclion of one dioplrie exacts an equal increase of the

contraction of tlie ciliary innscle.

Although this simple relation is not self-evident, considering the

complicatedness of the accommodation-process, we will acce|)t it for

a moment, in order to try and pi'ove it, taking as unit of contraction

of the ciliary muscle, the contraction necessary to bring the accom-

modation from to I dioptrie, which unit we can call ,,myodioptrie".

If Hess' unproved supposition is correct, one will need a conti-action

of 10 myodioptries in order to bo able to accommodate 10 dioptrics.

We can now also ex|)ress the total powei- of the accommodation-

muscle in myodioplries, for in an emmetropic person this will be

the reciprocal value of the distance of the physiological near point,

or otherwise ex|)ressed, il will be equal to the number of dioplries

one could accommodate if the lens had an unlimited elasticity.

So we stand here before the following two questions:

h. Is the myodioptrie for one person a fixed unit? That is to say :

is il contraction of the accommodation-muscle of one myodioptrie

necessary for every accommodation-increase of one dioptrie?

c. How great is the power of the accommodation muscle expressed

in myodioptries?

Other questions which rise before us are the following:

(/. is it possible to detect the very slightest paresis of the

accommodation muscle?

e. Is it possible to make curves of the paralysing influence certain

substances exert on the accommodation muscle?

U|» to novv we were accustomed to determine the action of the

accommodation-muscle by finding the nearest point.

Let us now suppose a person (fig. 1) who can accommodate 10

dioptries, and who possesses a power of the ciliary muscle amounting

to 24 myodioptries, then the accominodationmuscle can be more

than half paralysed, while the nearest point need not have changed

its place. In this way we only notice the possible presence of a

paralysis of the accommodation muscle, when it is far advanced.

In consequence we know little about the paralysing action of

certain substances which only slightly affect the accommodation

muscle, even about those substances which we use daily, such as

cocaine. We find the most divergent communications in the literature

about the paralytic action of cocaine on accommodation.

Some writers assert that it does not act at all on the accommo-
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dationiiiiiscle, oriiers say tiia( it. nets \ ery strongiy, and a tliii-d

group states tliat it does work, but only slightly.

Cw^<AA AJ^OiMy JWy>pUt6^lOA^W n^KHMbt/ h-iM\}y

fo n l\ lé Ai Xo

l^ig. 1.

Abscis van het physiologisch naaste puni = Absois of the physiologic near point.

Latent ciliairspiercontractiegebied = Area of latent ciliary muscle conti-action.

Convergentielijn van Donders = Donders' convergencelire.

Abscis van het physisch naaste punt = Abscis of the physical near point.

Manifest ciliairspiercontractiegebied of = Area of manifest ciliary muscle con-

accommodatiegebied traction.

Dr. Fi.iERiNGA and 1 liave tried to solve the foregoing questions

by a minute study of the relative accommodation.

By relative aoconunodation we understand the accommodation at

a certain given degree of convergence. A certain connection, probably

congenital, exists between uccomniodation and convergence; if a

normal emmetropic person wishes to fix his eyes on an object, he

must converge as many metreangles as he accommodates dioptrics.

If, in Fig. J, we plot out the myodioptiies and dioptries on the

ordinate, and the metreangles on tiie abscis, then we can draw a

line through all the points for which accommodation and conver-

gency are alike; if, in our scheme, we take the linear measure for
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metre angle aiul dioptric the same, then this line divides tiie right

angle between ordinate and abscis exactly in two equal parts. This

line, which unites all the points denoting an equal number of

metreangles for convergence as dioptries for accommodation, is

called: "Donders' Convergence-line".

if the relation between accommodation and convergence was
absolute and unfringible, then a normal person would only be able

to see the |)oints of the convergence-line sharp and single at the

same time, and no other points; every person with an abnormal

refraction or a heteroplioria would not be able to see one single

point sharp and single at the .same time.

Luckily the connection between accommodation and convergence

is more or less a loose one, so that at every convergence the

acommodation can, to a certain degree, be made stronger oi' slighter

than coincides with the degree of convergence.

If one converges 6 metreangles, then an acconimodation of 6

dioptries coincides with (his, an accommodation, which one can raise f.i.

to 8 dioptries, or decrease to 3 dioptries. This interval between 3 and

8 dioptries is called the relative accommodation for a convergence

of 6 metreangles; the interval from 6 to 8 dioptries is called the

positive, from 6 to 3 dioptries the negative relative amplitude of

accommodation.

The relative amplitude of accommodation differs a great deal in

each individual case and can be increased to a certain degree by

long practice. It is not necessary that the negative and positive part

of the relative accommodation are alike.

One can determine the relative accommodation for all points in

the area of manifest contraction of the ciliary muscle and connect

the relative near and far points to gel the line.s of the relative near

and for points.

Accoi'ding to Hess the relative accommodation is the same at

every convergence, so that for every normal person the linos of the

relative near and relative far points run parallel to Dondkhs' Con-

vergence-line. (See fig. 1 : pq and R.S.)

Hkss is of opinion that one can continue these lines in the area

of latent ciliary muscle contraction, but could not prove this, as no

measuring could be done in the "latent" area.

The next question theiefore is:

f.
How do the lines of the relative near and far points run in

the area of latent ciliary muscle contraction "r

Our reasoning is as follows: if the supposed individual of tig. 1

converges 6 metreangles, the unparalysed ciliary muscle can contract
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through the stitniilns of this convergence, and with the iitriiost

exertion, 8 inyodioptries, and can tlierefore accommodate at M ; it

however, the muscle is paralysed in the sliglitest degree, it will

contract less strongly through this same stimulus, e.g. only 7;^

myodioptries, and will therefore accommodate at H.

By determining the relative accommodation, we can iherefore

detect the slightest paralysis of the muscle in an individual of whom
the accommodation-figure is known (question d).

To see if the myodioptrie is a constant value, we paralyse the

muscle to a certain degree, for instance so that on converging 6

metreangles, accommodation is only possible as far as Q; the muscle

then has an action of 7 instead of 8 myodioptries; if all myodiop-

tries are of equal value, then the muscle only possesses 7/8 of its

power and is for l/8th paralysed. We control this by measuring

the relative accommodation and determining the degree of paralysis

for the same paralysis and other conveigencies too.

If one constantly finds the same degree of paralysis, so that on

converging 4 metreangles an accommodation only takes place up

to y =rr 5i myodioptrles, instead of 6; and on converging 3 metre-

angles, there is only an accommodation to U = 3^ myodioptries

instead of 4; then the paralysis appears to be constantly 1/8. One

can control this with as many degrees of paralysis and convergen-

cies as one wishes, so that question b, whether the myodioptrie is

a constant value in one particular person, can be definitely solved.

To determine the course of the lines of the relative near and far

points in the latent area, one paralyses the accommodationmuscle

to a certain degree, say the half, so that one finds by convergence of

two metreangles (in fig. 1) a greatest accommodation of 2 D., instead

of 4 D. ; 3 D. instead of 6 D., on converging 4 m.a. ; and 5 D..

instead of 10 D., with a convergence of 8 m.d.; if, now, on

converging 12 metreangles a greatest accommodation of 7 D. is

reached (to Y in fig. 1), then one may say that the half- paralysed

muscle contracts 7 myodioptries with this stimulus; the JKirmal

muscle would therefore have reacted with 2 7 = 14 myodioptries,

so that the relative near point with a convergence of 12 metreangles

would lie at W., on the ordinate of 12 and the abscis of 14.

If, with a convergence of 14 metreangles, one finds a greatest

accommodation of 8 D., (to X in fig. 1), then the healthy muscle

would be able to contract 16 myodioptries, in answer to this stimulus.

thus fixing the point Z on the abscis of 16 and the ordinate of 14.

If with a convergence of 18 metreangles one finds an accommoda-

tion of 10 dioptries, then point j on the abscis of 20 myodioptries is
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determined. In this manner one can determine in the latent area

as many pointjs of the line of relative near points as one wislies,

with different convergencies and different degrees of paralysis, and

so plot out the entire line.

The conrse of the line of relative far points in the area of latent

ciliary muscle contraction, is determined in the same manner, so

that question ƒ. is solved.

We determine the strength of the accommodation muscle in the

following manner

:

When the area of relative accommodation has been completely

ascertained, the muscle is paralysed. Supposing that in the individual

of fig. 1, the accommodation muscle is paralysed for V^''' pai't

;

the absolute near point is now determined; if this still lies at a

distance of 10 cm., then one can say that '/, "f the muscle-power

produces a contraction of at least 10 myodioptries, the total muscle

power is therefore at least 4/3 X 10 = 13 1/3 myodioptries.

If the paralysis is 1/3 while the accommodation remains 10 I).,

then firstly one may consider question a. as answered; for a partially

|)aralysed muscle can evidently give the greatest possible accom-

modation, so the strongest possible contraction is not necessary, and

secondly 2/3 of the muscle-power produces a contraction of at least

10 myodioptries, the muscle-power is therefore at least 3/2>10=rl5

myodioptries.

If again witii a paralysis of ^ an accommodation of 10 D. is

reached then the power is at least 20 myodioptries. But if, on para-

lysing the muscle for one third of its power, only 8 D. accom-

modation is reached, then the power is 3 8 = 24 myodioptries.

Control is obtained by further paralysis; if, after paralysing three

quarters of the power, 6 D. accommodation is reached, then the

total power is 4X6 = 24 myodioptries; if there is still an accom-

modation of 4 D., after the muscle has been paraly.sed to '/o. ^''6"

the power is 6 X 4= 24 myodioptries, etc., so that the result obtained

can be controlled by as many observations as one wishes.

If all the values obtained coincide sutlficiently, then one lias not

only determined the muscular power, but has also proved that the

niyodioptrie has a constant value and that the method must be

correct, otherwise the values could not constantly be found to coincide.

A curve of the paralysing action of £v substance can he obtained

by first determining the total power of the muscle in a certain

individual, then dropping the paralysing substance in the eye, and

determining the power again, at regular intervals, the results being

plotted out in a scheme.
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To this purpose we note (fig. 2) the lime in minutes on the abscis,

the muscle-power in myodioptries on the ordinate.

i
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sufficiently i^takiiig into consideration tlie possible errors of the method)

then we niav look upon this as a proof of the correctness of the

method.

We have determined the "accommodation-figures" for a couple

of persons, aged lespectivelj 31 and 24 years, and have examined

the paralysing action of cocaine and hoinatro[)ine on the ciliary

muscle.

One sees from our curves that the result is such that we feel

justified in concluding that Ihe melhod is good, hi one |)atient we
found a power of the ciliary muscle amounting to about 24 myo-

dioptries; in the other 20 myodioptries.

It appeared thai total contraction of the ciliary muscle is not

necessary to obtain the greatest possible accommodation; that the

myodioptrie has a constant value for each of these two persons,

that tiie lines of tlie relative near and far points in the area of

latent ciiiarj' muscle contraction, lun parallel to each other and to

the convergence line of Dondkks, and that it is possible in persons

whose "accommodation-figures" are known, to detect even the

slightest decrease in power of the ciliary muscle.

Cocaine has on the accommodation-muscle a cunmlaiive paralysing

action, which shows considerable individual difl'erence; it is there-

fore not at all surpri.sing that one comes across such different reports

of its action in the literature; as the possibility of detecting this

action was dependent on

:

the number of times cocaine is dropped in the eyes; the age of

Ihe observer; individual peculiarities ; the duration of tlie observations

and from the intervals between the observations.

One can draw still more conclusions from the results obtained,

with regard to the influence of heterophoria, condition of refraction,

etc. on the "accommodation-figures", and of the influence, which

feebleness of the ciliarymuscle has on the power to do our work

at short distance.

My only object at present, however, was to draw attention to

the fact that the melhod of exauiining Ihe relative accommodation

enables us to widen our insight into the accommodation, and makes

it possible to examine the influence of different substances on the

accommodation muscle.

It is a pity that the method itself is so difficult to master, that

it will never become a method for clinical examination in the hands

of many, but will have to be limited to the laboratory work of a few.



Physiology. — "On the Injiuence of the rage on the frequency of

the action currents of the Diaphragm during its respiratory

Movementsy ') By Dr. J. G. Dusser de Bahenne and Dr. J. B.

ZwAAHDEMAKEH. (Coiiimunicated by Prof. H. Zwaardemaker.)

(Communicated at the meeting of September 29, 1923).

In a previous paper one of iis') was able to show that the

frequency of tlie action current.s of the striped muscles, as lliey occur

in the cerebrate rigidity of the cat and in the voluntary contraction

in man, undergoes a distinct diminution after elimination of the

[iroprioceptive impulses, originating in the muscles during their con-

traction. The elimination of these proprioceptive impulses was pro-

duced by section of the posterior roois in the animal and by local

intramuscular injection of novocain in the human individual.

We then investigated if this experimental fact could also be

established in other innervations and first of all in the diaphragm.

We will not dwell here on this investigation which gave us similar

results for this muscle as in the researches mentioned above. But

in the course of these investigations on the frequency of the action

currents of the diaphragm, we got results which gave rise to the

supposition that perhaps the vagi might have an influence on the

action currents of this muscle during its respiratory contractions.

We, therefore, had to investigate this problem separately and

propose to deal in this paper with the obtained results. The question

to be answered, was therefore the following : Which is the frequency

of the action currents of the diaphragm during its respiratory con-

tractions before and after elimination of both vagi.

At first we made use of the cat: later on, when we had already

obtained a definite answer to our question, we did another set of

experiments on the rabbit and could show that also in this animal

') A preliminary communication of this paper was made at the Xl^h Inter

national PhysiologicalGongress at Edinburgh, 25th July 1923.

') J. G. Dusser de Barenne, Unlersuchungen uber die Aktionströme der quer-

gestreiften Muskulatur bei der Enthirnungsstarre der Katze und der VVillkiirinner-

vation des Menschen. Skandin. Arch. f. Physiol., 1923, Vol. XLIU, (Festschrift fur

R. TlGERSTEDT), S. 107.
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lie vagi have the same iiifliieiu'e on Ihe Hction currents of the dia-

[>hragin, as found in the cat, this influence in the rabbit being even

much more distinct than in the cat.

Anaesthesia of the animal by subcutaneous injection of urethane (ca. 1 gr. pro

KG. of body-weight). By means of artificial heating we tried to keep the body

temperature of the animal as constant as possible. Incision of the abdominal wall

in the linea alba, of about 3 cm., beginning tiirectly caiidally of the ensiform

cartilage. This processus was kept in upright position by fixing it with a forceps

to a support, which was isolated electrically from the table on which the animal

was lying. Then we isolated as carefully as possible one of the anterior slips

of the diaphragm and put a small piece of celluloid under it, so as to insulate

this part of the muscle as well as we could from the other parts of the diaphragm

and its surroundings. In this slip were hooked two very small hook.s at a distance

from each other of about 1— 1,5 cm, which served as electrodes, through which

the action currents of the muscle were lead off to the string galvanometer (large

pattern of Edelmann). In our earlier experiments these hooks were of copper and

therefore polarisable electrodes, in our later experiments we made use of similar

shaped silver hooks, galvanoplastically coated with a layer of silver chloride; these

electrodes were non-polarisable. As was to be expected we could not find that the

use of these different electrodes gave rise to any appreciable difference in our

curres, because it cannot be expected that the polarization of the copper hooks

has a distinct influence on the weak, frequent and alternating action currents of

the muscle. The hooks were connected with very Ihin copper wires to the thicker

wires leading to the galvanometer, so that the movements of the muscle could be

followed quite freely by the elect: odes and connecting wires. By closing the opening

in the abdominal wall with a pad of dry cottonwool loss of heat of the muscle

and other disturbing influences were prevented.

The respiratory movements of the diaphragm were reproduced on a kymograph

with blackened paper and underneath these tracings we marked electromagnelically

during which part of the pneumogram the action currents were registered. The

table with the animal wap carefully insulated by putting it on large blocks of

paraffine.

After these preliminaries we fust luuk the action currents of the diaphragm

during normal inspiration, i.e. before the elimination of the vagi. Then both these

nerves were carehilly prepared at the neck and eliminated without excitation,

either through local anaesthesia with ether vapour or through local application

on the nerves of a 1 "/(, solution of novocain. When Ihe elimination of the vagi

established itself by a change of the respiratory movements of the animal, we

again registered the action currents of the insulated anterior slip of Ihe diaphragm.

We might draw attention to the fact thai by a special devise it was possible to

take our electrophysiological records in every desired phase of the respiratory

contraction of the muscle.

In ail our experiments in wliicth the elimination of both vagi is

followed by a distinct change of the mechaiucal type of respiration,

we could establish the fact that the elimination of the nervous

impulses (jices rise to <i di.siinci augmentation of the frequency of the
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.aetioi currents of thr (Hiiilniigui ilvriny its his/iinitori/ contractions.

Only in those few cases, already Umüwii to Rosenthal, in which

the respiratory movements remain nearly unaltered, could we find

but a small augmentation. Bnt even in these experiments an aug-

mentation of the frequency was to he seen, though slight. Until now
we have not yet met with an experimental result, pointing in an

0|)posite direction, i.e. a diminution of the frequency of the action

currents of the diaphragm after elimination of the vagi.

First of all we will give some curves as evidence of our statement.

fig. l/>

m
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Figures la and Ih show, although unforluiiately not quite so distinct

as the original photographs, that the frequency of the action currents

before and after elimination of the vagi is 112 resp. 130 per second.

In (ig. 2(7 and 26 these numbers are 98 and 120 respective.

The results of our 8 experinienis on the cat in the order in

which they were performed, are given below in the table. In ex-

periment IV only a slight augmentation of the frequency was found;

in this aninuil (he change of the pneumogi'am of the diaphragm

after the anaesthesia of the vagi was not \erv distinct.

TABLE

of the frequency of the action currents of the diaphragm in the cat.

Number
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atioii of the vagi. One might consider the most plausible explana-

tion of our experimental fact to be the following, viz.: that thLs

stronger oontratMion of tlie muscle might show itself in an augment-

ation of the frequency of its action currents. This explanation how-

ever is not consistent. First of all we know the fact already ascert-

ained by PiPKH, that the frequency of the action currents in

voluntary contraction of human muscles remains unaltered under

various strengths of contraction, a fact which one of us (D. DE B.)

lately confirmed. But it might be argued, that this fact, though it

may be true with regard to voluntary contraction of the human

muscle, might not apply to the diaphragm of the rabbit. We, there-

fore, tried to get direct experimental evidence on this point by in-

ducing a deepening of the inspiratory movements with other methods,

f.i. by letting the animal breath an atmosphere rich in CO, or by

closing the trachea during a few seconds. It was found that the

deepening of the inspiration which follows these procedures is )iol

accompanied by an augmentalion of the frequency of the action

currents of the diaphragm. We could establish this in many experi-

ments; only in one of them we found that after breathing a CO,-

atmosphere there was also an augmentation of the frequency of the

action currents, hi this experiment we had already performed a

local ether anaesthesia of both vagi ; it might be possible that the

nerves were still functionally slightly damaged ; anyhow in all our

other experiments, in which the increase of inspiration through CO,-

breathing preceded the vagotomia, we never found an augmentation

by CO,.

Only one objection must still be taken into account.

One of the other results of the elimination of the vagi is an

acceleration of the iieart. In our experiments, in which the anterior

slip of the diaphragm was not detached from the ensiform cartilage

for the sake of leaving the muscle in as normal a condition as

possible, we generally also found in our curves of the action currents

traces of the electrocardiograms of the animal, especially in the cat,

where the insulation of the anterior slip of the diaphragm is much

more difficult than in the rabbit. These electrocardiograms present

themselves under these circumstances as simple, diphasic action

currents, which look very miu.'h like the action currents of the

diaphragm itself and often cannot be distinguished from them. So,

when one counts all the peaks during 0.5 a second, as we always

did, a few of these electrocardiograms are always included. The

objection might now be made that after the vagotomia through the

acceleration of the heart, the number of electrocardiograms is aug-
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merited, and that this increase in the number of llie electrocardiogiaiTis

might be responsible for the augmentation of the action currents

of the diapiiragm.

A simple calculation however overthrows fliis objection. Let us

assume liiat the frequency of the heart in the cat (the same reasoning

with somewhat other numbers holds true also for the rabbit) is

about 180 per minute'), ihen there will be present in the curve

180
over a length of 0.5 a second, mostly 0.5 -—-=1:1.5 and at most

60

2 electrocardiograms. Supposing that after the elimination of the

vagi the heart accelerates from 180 to fi. 240 or even 360 beats

per minute, an acceleration of lOO"/,, which will only be seldom,

if ever, present, then we can expect to find in our curves over

360
0.5 a second 0.5 ^—- :^ ,i electrocardiograms, i.e. an apparent

60

augmentation of mostly 1 or at utmost 1.5 per 0.5 second. So this

would give an ap|)arenl augmeiilaiion of the frequency of the action

currents of the diaphragm of 2 or 3 per second. Fiom (his reasoning

it is clear that even with these numbers, which we look as un-

favourably as possible, this factor, which undoubtedly exists, cannot

explain the augmentation present in our experiments.

We think it therefore permissible to conclude that for the greatest

part, the augmentation of the frequency of the aclion currents of

the diaphragm after elimination of both vagi \h due to the ele7nination

of the centripetal impu/ses, m/u'c/i noriiially travel aluDg the vagi to

the central nervoiLS si/.itein :tntl obvionxly e.rert an inhihitory influence

0)1 the respiratory movements, at least in the cat and the rabbit.

Since the researciies of Hehing and Breukh it is wellknown that

centripetal vagal impulses have an important influence on the respirat-

ory movements, especially on the inspiration. The fact shown by

our experiments gives clear and, as far as we know, until now

unknown evidence of this influence.

September 1923. Physiological Laboratory of the

University of Utrecht.

') This assumed number is on the high side; for a smaller number our reasoning

becomes yet more conclusive.



Geologie. — "Description de Raniniens nouveau.v des terrains

tertiaires de Borneo", par V. van Stkaei,en.

i^Présenté par M. Ie Prof. G. A. F. Molenqraaff i la séancedu 24 novembre 1923).

Les Raniniens décrits ci-dessu8 ont été recueillis par M. J. A. Lohh '),

au cours d'iine exploration effectiiée dans la vallée de la rivière

Toehoep, affluent de rive gauclie du fleuve Barito, au S.E. de l'ile

Borneo. lis font actiieilenient partie des collections du Musée géolo-

gique de la "Teclmische Hoogescliool" k Delft. M. Ie Professeur G. A. F.

MoLENGRAAFF, directeur de ce iViusée, a bien vonlu attirer ujoii

attention sur ces uiatériaux el me les confier pour étude.

Familie: Raninidae Dana 1852.

1. — Genre: Ranina Lamakck 1818.

Sous Genre: Hela Munster 1840.

Ranina (Hela) Molenyraitfji nov. sp.

(Fig. la et b).

W^"^ V̂//

r
Pig la- Fig. \b.

Ranina {Hela) Molengraaffi nov. sp. — Grandeur naturelle,

la. Face dorsale. — \b. Kace laterale drolte. — R. Roslre.

Cette espèce est connue par les restes d'un seui individu, se

présentaiit par la face tergale. Le céplialotliorax dont la longueur

dépasse In largeur d'environ 7i. s'élargit de l'arrière vers l'avant.

Sa largeur mesurée au niveau de l'insertion des deux dents marginales

et oeile mesurée au bord postérieur, sont dans le rapport de 3 èi 2.

Le céplialotliorax est bombé, ia courbure s'accentuant dans la region

médiane, au point du constituer une crête surbaissée. La légion

frontale s'incurve vers le liaut, de sorte qu'elle seinbie précédée par

^) J. A. LoHR, MededPeiingen over de Geologie der Doesoen-landen. Verhande-

lingen van het Geologisch en Mijnbouwkundig Genootschap voor Nederland en

Koloniën, Vergaderingen. N". 45, 1914, pp. 174 — 175.

51

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XiVl.
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line faible depression. Une autre depression plus forte que la précé-

dente, existe dans la region médiane du céplialotliorax, au tiers

postérieur. La region cardiaqiie est indiqnée par une paire de sillons

en are de cereie, a ooncaviié oiiverte vers les bords laiéraux.

Le bord frontal sensibieinent rectiiigne est occupé par un rostre

triangulaire, large et long, bordé par des écliancrures oculaires ümi-

tées cliacune laléralement par un lobe triangulaire èi base tiès large.

Au deièi de ces lobes, se tronveut deux petites épines et enfin une

forte dent effilée et incurvée extérieureraent, constituant le 'prolon-

getnent des bords latéraux. Ceux-ci sont un peu incurves et èi angle

droit avec le bord postérieur. Ce dernier est k peu prés rectiiigne

et bordé par un étroit siilon.

Le test paraissant lisse, est garni de fines granulations, légèrenient

acnininées, disposées sans ordre apparent.

La face sternale n'est pas connue.

L'attribution au genre Raniria pourrait être contestée, en se basant

sur la petite taille, la simpliciié du bord frontal et surtout le carac-

tère de rornementation, fine au point que le test parait lisse. A

première vue, R. Molengraafji se rapproclierait plutót du genre

Notopus De Haan, par la t'ornie et rornementation du cépluilothorax.

Cependaut, il lui niauque entre autres oaractères de Noiopus, la

crête épineiise située en arrière du hord frontal et unissaiit les deux

dents latérales. Les autres genres de Raniniens a test lis.se, dont ils

constituent le groupe le [)liis nombreux, sont:

Enninoides H. Milnk-Edwards Holocène,

Lyreidus De Haan, Oligocène-Holocène,

Notopoides Sp. Bate, Miocene et Holocène,

Cosmonotus Adams et White, Holocène,

Notosceles Bourne, Holocène,

Rtminella A. Milne Edwards, Cénomanien-Sénonien,

Rnninellopsis J. Boehm, Miocene,

Notopocorystes Mac' Coy, Cénomanien,

Eucorystes Bell, Albien-Cénomanien,

Palaeocorystes Bell, Albien-Cénomanien,

Hemioon Bell, Cénomanien,

et n'entrent pas en ligne de compte, a cause de la forme générale du

céplialotliorax et des caracières du bord frontal. Par le contour de

son céplialotliorax. Notopus est Irès voisin de Ranina.
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M. R. Fabiani ') a distingue deux sous-genres dans Raninn, établis

sur ie earaetère de l'orneinentatiou. Le sous-genre Lophoranina

réunit toutes les espèces dont ie test est orné de cotes transveisaies

épineuses et tlexueuses, le sous-genre Eteroranina groupe les formes

dont ie test est soit a peu piès iisse, soit orné de petits granules

OU de petits tubercules acuminés, disposes en rangées et queiquefois

sans ordre apparent. C'est pour des espèces appartenant èi ce dernier

groupe que G. zu Munster ') avait créé le genre Hela, dont le type

Hela speciosa Mijnster provieiit du Cliattien de Bünde. Je considère

Hela comme sjnon^fnie de Eteroranina sur lequel il a la priorilé.

Les Ranina décrites jusqu'è ce jour et qui se rapproclient leplus

de celle trouvée k Borneo, sont :

Ranina Ombonii Fabiani, de l'Yprésien des Colli Berici (Vicentin),

R. notopoides Bittner, du Lutélien du Monte Masua (Veronals),

R. hudapestinensis Loerknthey, du Bartonien du Kis-Svabhegy

^Hongrie),

R. Boiulleana A. Mii,ne-Edwards, du Tongien de Biarritz (Aquitaine)

et de Monteccliio-Maggiore (Venetië),

R. granulosa A. Milne-Edwakds, de l'Oligocène des environs de

Dax (Aquitaine),

R. [Hela] oblonga Munster, du Cliattien de Bünde (Hesse).

R. Molengraa/Ji se distingue

:

de R. Ombonii par son céplialotliorax uioins long et plus large,

beaucoup plus convexe, son bord frontal coïncidant è. peu prés avec

la plus grande largeur de l'animal, enfin une ornementalion beaucoup

plus fine;

de R. notopoides par son bord frontal et son bord postérieur plus

large, la presence d'iine seule paire d'épines latérales, un rostre

plus long et deux épines situées enire les lobes et l'épine laterale;

de R. budapestinensis par une forme beaucoup plus massive, le

bord postérieur plus large, le rostre plus développé, les écliancrures

orbitaires plus profondes et les lobes correspondants plus développés,

enfin des épines et des dents plus fortes;

de R. oblonga par son bord frontal plus étendu par rapport au

bord postérieur et moins profondément décou])é et une ornementation

plus fine;

de R. granulosa par son bord frontal beaucoup moins découpé

et le bord postérieur plus large.

') R. Fabiani, Sulle specie di Ra)iina finora note ed in particolare sitlla

Ranina Aldrovandü. Atli dell' Academia scientifica Veneto-Trentino-istriana,

ser. 3a, t. 3, 1910, p. 85.

') G. zu Munster, Beitrdge sur Petrefactenkunde, Hefl 3, 1840, p. 24.

51*
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Pai'ini toutes les espèces cKées, c'est avec R. budapestinensis que

R. Molengrnnfji a Ie plus d'affiiiilés.

Type. Musée géologiqne de la "Technische Hoogeschool" k Delft,

échaiitilloM n' 6 du lol K.A. 6491.

GlseiDe.nt. Seplaria argileux, légèreineiit calcarilere, colore par

de l'oxyde de fer, d'age iriiocèiie d'après la carte de M. G. L. L,

Kemmeumnü. ')

Ldcalilé. Vallée de la rivière Toelioep, entre remboiiclitire de sou

affluent Bangkelan et Kanipong Brawai (Borneo).

Je dédie cette espèce a M. G. A. F. Molengkaafp, Prolesseur è

la "Technische Hoogeschool" de Delft.

2. — Genre; Raninelln A. Milne Edwards 1862.

Riininella Toehoepae nov. sp.

(Fig. 2a et b et c).

Fig. 2a. Fig. 2è. Fig. 2c.

Raninella Toehoepae uov. sp.

2a. Face dorsale, grandeur naturelle. — 2ö. Face laterale droite,

grandeur naturelle. — 2c. Plastron .sternal, X 2. A. B, C.

Sternites. D. Epislernum. — R. Rostre.

Le céphalothorax est tbrtement bombé, s'élargissant considérablenvent

vers l'avant, la plus grande iaigenr se Irouvant è pen prés a

hantenr des sillons cardiaqnes et correspondant au double de la largenr

du bord postérieur. Le bord frontal est faiblement convexe, porte

un rostre droit a son origine et se terminant en une pointe triangu-

laire. De part et d'aulre du rostre, le bord frontal présente des

1) G. L. L. Kemmerling, Geologisch-Topografische Schetskaart van het Stroom-

gehied der Barito (Borneo). Tijd=chrift van het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardiijks:

kundig Genootschap, "ide «er. Deel 3'2 (1915), kaart ^''. 6.
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éehanci lires limilées par deux faibles épines, au deia desquelles se

trouve uiie forte dent. Une dent marginale plus robnste encore, est

insérée uii pen au dessus de rintlexion du bord lateral. Le bord

postérieur est a peu piès rectiiigne, les bords latéraux sont couvexes

dans la region antérieure, uiais rectiiignes dans la region poslérienre.

Le bord postérieur el les bords latéraux postérieurs préselitent nn

sillon marginal limitant une faible carène laterale.

La region cardiaque est marquee par deux sillons oardiaqnes,

ajant a peu prés la forme d'arcs de oercle a concavité ouverte

vers les bords latéraux, surtnoiilés cliacun d'une paire de petits

sillons parallèles.

Le plastron sternal est tres large tout au moins dans ses parlies

antérieures. Le premier sternite place entre la première paire de

tlioraco|>odes, est fort large et présente les deux eutailles laiérules et

ciiculaii'es habituelles. 11 se termine en a\anl par uu é|)isternum

arrondi. Le denxièuie sternite est un peu moins large que le

precedent, se réirécissant vers l'ariière et pourvu d'un profond sillon

median. Le troisiènie sternite est étroit.

Le pléon se reconrbe sous la face sternale. Sa largeur a l'origine

est egale a celle du bord postérieur dn céplialotliorax. Ce qui reste

des tlioracopodes est trop fragmentaire pour permellre une descrip-

tion. L'ornementation dn test est coiistituée par des granules exliê-

mement fins.

Le genre Raninella est un genre essentiellement crétacé. On en

connait actuellement les espèces suivautes:

Raninelln Tr'ujeri A. Milnk.-Edwahds, du Cénomanien du Mans (Sarlhe),

R. elongata A. Mii.nk-Edwarus, du Cénomanien du Mans (Sart lie),

R. Scliloenhachi Schlüter, du Sénonien fEmsien) de Wöltingerode

fSaxe) '),

R. baltiea Srgerbérg, du Danieii de Faxe et d'Annetorp (Danemarck).

R. Toehoepne se distingue nettement des trois premières espèces

citées, par la forme plus ovalaire de son bord frontal. Elle se rap-

proclie de R. haltica doni le céplialolliorax est également ovalaire,.

mais elle s'en dislingue: 1° |iar son bord postérieur plus étroit, 2°

son élargissement antérienr proporlionellement plus considerable et

reporté d'avantage vers l'arrière de l'animal.

•) R. ScHLOENBACHi est une espèce irnparfaitcmenl connue, basée sur un individu

chez lequel la region frontale est en partie détruite et dont on ne connait que le

moule interne des regions posléiieures. Je la inainliens piovisoiremenl dans le

genre Raninella.
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Jiisqii'èi présent Ie genre Ranine/la n'a été rencontre que dans Ie

Crétacé inojen et supérieur. 11 présente parini les Raninidae un

certain nonibre de caractèreB que je considère comme primitifs:

grande dimension du deuxième sternite et rétrécissement relativement

faible des sternites postérieurs et dn pléon. Il rappelle ainsi les

genres Palaeocorystes Bell et Notopocorystes M'Cov du Gault du

Kent, que je rattache aux Raninidae ')

Type. Musée géoiogique de la "Technische Hoogeschool" a Delft,

échantillon K.A. 6504.

Cotypes. K.A. 6491, 6497, 6504, 6505, 6517, 6522.

Gisement. Septaria argileux, légèrement calcarifères, colorés par

l'oxyde de fer, d'age miocène d'après la carte de M. G. L. L.

Kemmerling').

Localités. Valiée de la rivière Toehoep, entre l'embouchure de

son affluent Bangkelan et Kampong Brawai (Borneo).

Le nom spécifique est tiré de celui de la rivière Toehoep, affluent

de gauche du Haut-Barito

Les stratigraphes qui ont étudié les couches dans lesquelles la

rivière Toehoep a creusé sa valiée, ne semblent pas d'accord sur

leur age. M. G. L. L. Kemmkhling') les rapporte au Miocène, M.

J. A. LoHR*) hésite entre un age ante — et post— éogène. IjBS deux

Crustacés décapodes qui viennent d'etre décrits ne permettent pas

de trancher ce différend.

Qu'il soit cependant permis d'attirer rattentiou sur le fait que

Ranina Molenyraafji, forme lisse a bord frontal peu découpé et

s'élargissant peu vers l'avant, a un cachet arcliaïque la rapprochant

de ses congénères dont l'age éogène et même crétacé n'est pas dou-

teux. Quant a Raninella 7\}ehoepae, elle appartient a un genre méso-

et. supracrétacé et présente d'ailleurs également des caractères pri-

mitifs accentués.

M V. VAN Straelen, Note sur la position systématique de quelques Crustacés

décapodes de l'époque crétacée. Bulletins de l'Académle royale de Belgique, Glasse

des sciences, 1923, pp. 116—125, 6 fig.

') G. L. L. Kemmerling, Geologisch-Topografische schetskaart etc, loc. cit.

^) G. L. L. Kemmerling, Topografische en Geologische Beschrijving van het

Stroomgebied van de Barito, in hoofdzaak wat de Doesoenlanden betreft. Tijd-

schrift van het Koninklijk Nederlandsch Aardrijkskundig Genootschap, 2de ser.,

Deel 32, 1915, pp. 575—641 et pp. 717-774.

*) J. A. LoHK, loc. cit.



Mathematik. — " Ueber die zu einem Punkte unci einer Geraden

(jchörigen Polarkurven inbezuy auf eine yegebene algebraïsche

Kurve." Von F. Kölmei, in Baden-Baden.

(Mitgeteilt von Hrof. Jan de Vries in der Sitzung vora 24 November 1923).

1. Die Aufgabe. VVird eine algebraische Knrve n-ter Ordnnng diirch

eine Gerade in den n Punkfen R^, R,, . . R„ gesoiinitlen, so ist nach

JoNQüiÈREs') der harmonische Mittelpunkt r-ter Ordnung /i! zu diesen

n Punkten und einem Zentrum detinierl durch die Gleichung

(") ids)'- (::,') ('4r'B(o5,), + ("-D-
(5«)'"

">©«"wo (
—

1 Binomial koeffizien ten und 2 ( —r-jr- ) die Snmme derProdnkte
1 \ORiJk

der reziproken Abschnitte ORi zu je k bedeutet, j = 1,2, ...?•.

Beschreibt die schneidende Gerade ein Strahlbüschel mit dem
Zentrum Q, wahrend eine Gerade p durchlanfi, so beschreibt der

harmonische Mittelpunkt r-ter Ordnung eine algebraïsche Kurve, die

ich die zu dem Zentrum Q und der Geraden p gehörige Polarkurve

r-ter Stufe inhezug auf die gegehene Grundkurve n-ter Ordnung rienne.

Allgemein lassen sich die Polarkurven audi auffassen als Eizeugnis

des Stralilbüschels Q und des ihm projektiven Büschels der gewöhn-

liclien Polaren der Punkte der Geiaden p.

2. Die vorliegende Milteilung behandelt zun&chst den Fall:

Die feste Grundkurve sei ein Kegehchnitt.

Hier komrat uur die Polarkurve erster Stiife in Betracht, da die

zweiter Stufe identisch mit der gegebenen Kurve isl.

') Vgl. JoNQUiÈRES. Mémoire sur la theorie des polaires etc. Journal de Liouville.

1857 Oder

Cremona. Geometrische Theorie der ebenen Kurven. Deutsche Ausgabe von

Curtze, Greifswald 1865.
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I. Geometrisches. Es? sei ƒ der gegebeiie Kegelscluiitt, Pder Pol von

p inbezug aiif ƒ, q die Polare von Q uiid y die Polare des Schiiitt-

punktes Y von p und q.

Um anf eiiiem Stiaide <t von Qden gesncliten vierten iiarnionischen

Punkt zii (inden, schneiden wir a mit /> (der Sciinittpnnkt sei 21)

nnd konstruieren zu .1 die Polare a inhezng auf ƒ, die dnrch P
gelit. Der Schnitlpunkt A von « .% a ist dann der gesuchte vierte

harnionisciie Punkt. Darans ergibi sioii so fort ; Jedeni Straiil <t des

Strahlbüscliels Q ist die konjngierte Polare a ini)eziig anf ƒ durch

den Punkt P zngeordnet, dalier sind diese beiden Büseiiel projektiv

und der ijesuchte Orl des vierten harmünischen Punktes ist ein Kegel-

schnitt. Diesen nenue ich den Polarkegelschnitt des Punktes Q und

der Geraden /> inbezug auf den gegebenen Kegelschnittfund bezeichne

ihn mit 'P.

Aus dera obigen folgt, dass Q und p mit Pbezw. q vertausclibar sind.

3. Die <P geht jedenfalls durcli dieSchnittpunkle C, Z) von p nuty'

ferner durch die Sclinillpunkle U, V von q mit ƒ, durcli die Punkle

Q nnd P und beriiiirf die Geraden YQ und Y P in Q bezw. P.

X Y Z ist das gemeinsame Polaitireieck fur /' nnd 'P. Es ist audi

leiclit zu etitsclieiden, welclier Art der Kegelschnitt <P ist. Soil

namlich * einen unendlich fernen Punkt B^ haben, so mussen die

2 entsprechenden Stralilen /J und b der projektiven Büseiiel Q und P
parallel sein, somit liegt der vierte harmonische Punkt in dei' Milte

der Schnittpunkte von /i mit /.

Verbindet man diese Mitte mit M, so erlialt man einen Strahl,

der zu ^ konjugierte Polare ist. Konstruierf man also zu alien

Sirahlen fi von Q die konjugierten Polaren durch M, so erhalt man

wieder ein zu dem Büseiiel Q projektives Büschel M und das

Erzeugnis dieser zwei projektiven Büschel ist wieder ein 6', ^ P,, c/er

(ille Sehnen in f, die durch Qgehenjinlbiert. Sclineidet man ;.; mit^,

so geben die Verbindungsgeraden dieser Sehniltpunkte mit Q die

Richtungen der Asymptoten von <ï» an. Je nackdem also /, die

Gerade p isi 2 Punkten schneidet, oder berührt oder gar nicht trifft,

ist 'P eine Hgperbel. oder Parabel oder Ellipse. ^, geht dureh

M, Q, U, V. Es gibt noeh einen zweiten solchen entseheidenden

Kegelschnitt ^,, der durcli M, P, C und D geht und analog wie ij

konstrniert wird. Dessen Schnitt mit q gibt dann die Entscheidnng.

P., und /., bleiben dieselben, wenii Q bezw. P erlialten bleibt,

wahrend p bezw. q sich andert. Fur alle mögliciien Lagen von p
bilden die X^ ein Netz von C, durch die Punkte Q. ^ . U ; enl-

sprecherides gilt fur i,.

Auch der vierte Schnittpnnt von /, mit '/> ist leicht anzugehen :
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Man verbinde M mit P und schneide MJ* mit /,, der Schnitlpuiikt

ist der gesiiclite Pimkl 0. Deiin I^M mid p siiid konjiigierte Rii-li-

tiDigeii inbezug aiif /. Zielit man also QOf/p so sind QO iukI PO
(^ MO) enfsprecliende Stralileii in den projektiven Büsclieln Q ""d

P hezw. Q and M, soniif isl der Sclmitlpunkl von P3I und QO
sowolil ein Punkt vun ;., als von '/'. Zielit man ferner QM und

PGllq, so ist der öclmitlpunkl dieser 2 Geraden sowold ein Punkt

von <P als von /,. Entsprecliendes gill fur /,.

Endlich kann man nocli den Mittelpiinkt J/, von 4» bestimmen.

Die Verbindungsgerade von Y mit der Alitte von QP gelit durcli

Mf ; ebenso die Verbindungsgerade der Mitten der Selinen CD und

QO und die Verbindungsgerade der Mitten von UV und PC. Auf

den Durcliniessern QM^ und PM^ lassen sich audi die Endpunkte

E bezw. H bestimmen, die Tangenten in H und Ë sind dann

parallel bezw. zu den Tangenten YQ und YP, so dass YSTR ein

deni uraschriebenes Parallelograuim ist.

4. Von besonderen Fallen je nacli der Lage von Q und j) seien

knrz folgende erwahnt;

a. 1st ^J die unendlich terne Gerade, so wird P^M, 4»^/,.

b. Wenn p den /" berülirl, sd lierülirt '/' den /' in P und oskii-

liert /, in diesem Punkte.

c. Wenn p durcli M gelit. hat •/' mindestens einen (reellen)

unendlich fernen Punkt.

(I. Wenn p^q, so ist auc-li P^Q und * degeneriert in das

von Q an f gehende Tangentenpaar. (Vgl. Analjtisclies.)

e. Wenn p durcli Q geht. so liegt P auf q und 'P zerfallt in p

bzw. q. (Gewölinliche Polare.)

II. Analytisches

.

Bezeichnwtffeii.

5. Es seien

:

f{a,,y,z)= a,, x'- + 2 o,, j;// + a„ y' + 2 a,, «2 + 2a„ !/«-t-a„ 2' = (1)

die Gleichung des testen Kegelsclinittes _/', ebenso

g{x,y,z)= b,, X' -^ 2b,^x;i + b,,:r -Vi b,,xz \ 2 b„ !/z +b„z' = (2)

die Gleicliung eines zweiten Kegelsclinittes
ff;

F {u, v, w) und

G{u, V, w) die adjiingierten Fornien zu ƒ, bezw. 9;

A und B die Determinanten von /', bezw. _^; Aiit. ;6,i die Unter-

determinanteii von A und B,

'^ a — ^- aa B;k- '-i ^J ^ ^^ bik Aik . .... (3)

i.k=i.2 I'.A—i.a
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die beiden sinuiltaneii In varianten von /' and g,

/dF \ /dG \ \

yoaik J \Obik J W4)

+ /ƒ„ v' + 2 H,, uv + 2 ff„ vw + ƒ/., w' V

die simuKane Contravariante zu /' und y, fenier .i-,, //,, ;;, die

Koordinateii von Q, ,i\, i/„, z, die von P, a,, v„, w, die L. K. von

q und ji,, v„, m^ die L. K. von p, sodas-s

«. = /i (*o)' V, =/, (yo)- '"o =/. (^o) ;
M. = /i (*"o)' ". =A (.'/»)'«'« =/. («.)

und nmgekelii'l:

•'•n = /'^ ("»), y« = /^, (",) u-s.w.

Dabei ist

,. , , df(.,:,y,z) df{a;,y,z) df(.v,y,z)

/,(0=
d/(.r,y, z)

dy

':=^'i}, U='.h, -=-0 "y
I
•i^=^o, .y=Vo. »=»0

Öm bu
I
u=jiot "=f*0) ty:=u?(i

woraus die iibrigen Bezeiclinungen sioh von selbst ergebeii.

Dann ist auch

S Hik «.ft = 6Ö, ^ ^a- 6.i ^ 6^,

und

(5)

(6)

6. Fur einen Punki R der Polarkurve erster Stufe zu und p
gilt dann

2 _ 1 1

(7)

wo der Schnittpunkt eines Straldes des Biischels Q mit^, ft,, ft,

die Sclinittpunkte mit ƒ sind. Sind %, i], C die Koordinaten von 0,

so foigt aus Obigera

:

+

4
(y— »i) + ^1 {y»—n) (y—n) + ^, (2/0— »/)

= 0,

= 0,

(8)
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wobei /.,, X, die Wurzeln der Gleichung

/(*.vV,.^„) + ^-\A (•«.) • -^ + A O/.) • .V + /. (^„) • ^i 4 ^' ./{r.y,z) = O (9)

sind, iiiid fiir 'è,'>i,C die Gleichung bestelit:

«ol -f i'.
»J + w, 5= 0.

Durrli Elimination von /..g.^^.c erhalt man als Gleichung für die

Polarknrve erster Stufe :

2/(.r, ,v, 2) • (". «o + "„.V, + "', «,)
—

i , „,

—
! ƒ, (*-.) • * -f-y ,(.y„) • ,v + /,(2o) . ^1 • 1"^ •'' + "o /' ^ i»l^\= o= fi^^yA

Unter Anwendiing der oben angegebeneii Beziehiit)gen zwischen

den u^,v„,n\ nnd .r,,y,,2, kann man der Gleichung noch verschiedene

andere Formen geben, von denen wir gelegentlich am passenden

Ort Gebrauch machen werden. Erwahnt sei nnr folgende Form:

- !/, (*•,) ^- ^- /, O/.) • .'/ f /, (^.) -! • !/, (^.) .-^ + /, (y,).'v -f /, (T„) . ^1= 0.

aiis der die Vertanschbarkeit von Q nnd F besonders evident ist.

7. Zunachsl ersieht man, dass die 0-Kurve durch den Schnitt

von ƒ mil p geht, und dass sie, weiin Q au f p liegt, in p und q

zerfallt: auch die Vertauschbarkeit von Q nnd p mit P nnd ^

ergiebt sich mit Rücksiclit auf die in (5) gegebenen Beziehungen.

1st

{a:z,—x,z)-\-X{yz,—y^z) = fll)

das Strahlbüschel Q, so ist das Strahlbüschel der Polaren zu den

Schnittpnnkten mit p gegeben dnrch

!ƒ, (.r) . «, X, + ƒ, (y) . (— u, ,r„ ^ w,z,] f ƒ, (z) .v,z,\ i

-] X . !ƒ, (.r) . (7, ,(/. -f '^2,) — /, (.v) . i^ 2/,
- ƒ, («) . ^ ^,! = O (

Durch Elimination von /. erhalt man wieder ^(x, y, z) = 0. Aus

der Gleichung für '/' lassen sich die Gleichnngen für die Knrven

/, nnd X^ in (2) ableiten. Diese sind namlich spezielle «P-Kurven,

wenn p, bzw. q zur nnendlich fernen Geraden wird. Nehmen wir

Cartesische Koordinalen, sodass ^ ^ O die Gleichung der unendlich

fernen Geraden ist, so haben wir:

X,(x,y,c)=2/(.r,y,!).2^-^)f,{a!)..v, ] f,(y).y„+f,{z).z,\.z = (13)

).,(x,y,z)= 2f(x,y,z).z,- {u^x \ v,y -Jf w^ z) . z — 0.
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Für den Schnittpuiikt O voii /., mit * haben wir:

- /', ( .r, I . .r -f /, (v,) . .V 1-- ƒ, (2.) 2 = 0,

und

letzteres ist die dnicli Q geheiuie Parallele zu p. Für die Scliiiitt-

pnnkte der heiden Knrven A, nnd A, findet ina,n ;

a) z = 0,

b) t, (m„ X . t;„ // ^ «), «) — 2. . (m, X -r «, 7y + u», «) = O,

d.li. b) geilt dmrh den Mitlelpnnkt M nnd den Sclmittpunkt }' von

.p und q.

8. Die *-Knrve lassi sjch aucli auf folgende andere A rien erzengen :

Die Gieicliung

f{x,y,z) + /'
. (M, x + V,y + w, zy = . . . . (U)

stellt ein Büscbel von 6', dar, die / in den Punkten C nnd D
berülii'en. Das Büscliel der Polaren des Punktes Q in Bezng- auf

dieses C,-Büscliel ist dann gegeben durcli

/, (x,) .
,/•

-t- y, (y.) . y , /, (-8,) ^ i )

- _ _ - - - [(Ua)
-f 2 A' . (m, j; -f ü^ V + W, ^) (' o «o + "o ^0 4- 'ö, -») = o . . . .^

Durch Elimination von A' ergiebt sidi wieder *; ebenso aus

dem Bii schel

/(*'..V»'^) + m' •(««« + «o .V + ««o y)' = O • • • • (15)

nnd dem ziigehörigen Polarenbüscliel für P in Bezng auf dieses

Büscliel.

Wenn man endlicli die beiden Büscliel in den Gleichungen (14)

nnd (15) in Beziehnng setzt durch die Relation-.

2 /fi(«, «, 4- r, .y„ -f w, sj = 1 (16)

so erlialt man durch Elimination von ).. n wiederum <P (x,y, z).= 0,

neben einer zweiten, ebenso gebauten Gleicluing.

9. Eine wichtige metrische Beziehnng für die Pniikte der <ï>-Kurve

ergiebt sich durch folgende Überlegung:

Es seien .K,y,z die rechtwinkligen Koordinaten eines Punktes A,

dann ist die Polare desselben in Bezng auf /'zrrO:
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weiin A', Y,Z die laiifendeii Koordinaten siiid. Somit ist der Abstaiiri

rf, des Punktes A von seiner Polaren :

/, (^) ^ + ƒ, (y) .y Vf,{z).z 2 ƒ (.-•, y, ^)
J, =

t)er Abstand des Punktes A von /^ ist

"o « + »o 2/ + Wo *
d,=

*^«„' + «„'

Der Abstand des Punktes i^ von der obigen Polaren des Punktes

-4 ist

/i (4. *. r/,(2/>- i/o +/.(«)•«.

*^/,M.*)+/,'(y)

und der Abstand des Punktes Q von p ist

"o^o ^ "o.V» + "'o *o

«.' + ^:

Setzt man nun -^z=-^ und bringt nach Wegliebuiig genieinsamer

Faktoren alles auf eine Seite, so eriialt man wieder die Gleichung

* (.«, y, z) = 0.

«Som?; 2a7 =: o r/e?' geometrische Ort des Punktes o,', y, 0, /«r den

das Verkaltnis der Abstdnde von seiner Folaren und von einer ge-

gebenen Geraden p gleicli ist dein Verkaltnis der Ahstande eines

qegebenen Punktes Q von denselben zrvei Geraden, absolut genommen.

10. Das dualistische Gegenbild der *-Kurve erhalt man auf

('olgeude Art; Die Stralilen des Büscliels Q sclmeiden auf /) eine

Punktreihe aus, ebenso die des projektiven Büschels der konjugierien

Polaren duroli P &nï q. Die Verbindungsgeraden der entspreclienden

Punkte dieser zwei projektiven Puiiktreilien erzeugen einen Kegel-

sc'linitl "/'; die gemeinsameii Tangenten von f und ^V sind die

Tangenten von ƒ in C, D, U, V , 'F hat mit /" und dasselbe

Polardreieck gemeinsam.

11. Büschel von Grimdkurven und zugehörigen Polarkurven.

Die 4 Punkte C, D,U, V bestiramen ein Büschel von C, : kg^f=.0.

Niuiint man filr die 'f»-Kurve eines jeden C, jeweils die in ein

Geradenpaar zerfallenden C, des Büscliels als p- und ^-Gerade an,

so geliören zii jedem C„ des Büschels 3 ^-Knrven, und nmgekehrt.
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Da diese ebenfalls diirch C, Z), U, F gelieii, so muss <P{x,y,z)

von der Form ng—ƒ sein iind es mnss sicli u aiis k nnd dem zii

den zerfallenden Knrven gehöiigen Parameler ). der Gieiohnng '

C(;.) = 5a' — 3(9/' + 3iï/ — /l = . . . . (17)

bestimmen lassen. Die Beziehung zwischen k, /., n eilialt man anf

folgende Weise. Es ist

* (^5 — /) = 2 (kg — ƒ) . (m„ x^ + r, ;</, f w. z„) —

— (m, « + ", y + «»„ •») •(",-« + «, :v + M), ^) = O

•

Oder =2 (kg -f), (m. «, f », y. + w, ?,)
-

-
I (%, - /,) • -i-, 4 (A^, - /,) . y, + (%, — /,) ?.;

.

. (m, « 4 u, ;/ + w,z) — 0.

Zur Berechnung von w, .r, + ^« .Vo + «'» ^o tiaben wir :

x, = k\ G, («.) - A . /ƒ, («.) - /\ (u„)

= 2k'. (B„ «o ^ 5„ r, + 5,, ,^,) - 2 A . (//„ M. + /ƒ„ .. 4 /ƒ„ tO

+ 2(4,, M, f ^,,^ + A,, (f,)

und zwei entspreeliende Gleieliiingeii für (/„ uiid 2„.

Zur Elimination voii tt,, y^, u\ und ?<„, y», w, vergleiclit man das

Produkt (m,.(' -{- i\y -\- v\z) . {u,jc -\- v^y -\- to,z) mit Xe/ — /.

Dadurcii findet man :

. (u. X A- r. V A- w. z\ -
—

(18)
(«, X t- '', y + '". «) («o -^ + '".«/+ ""o «)

~

= A . (B P — 'ó e k' -^ i H k - A) .(ïg — f)

und

«o-'- + ".ï/, ^ "'.^. -^ 6 //>t — 2 yl - 12 (9W. + 12 Hk + 2Bk'k-6<9k' (19)

und endlich daraus dann :

A (—k+)i) -Zdk^ . (A+/.)f6 HP
^ Bk'{-ki/.) \3H(k + }.) -60k).

oder

(20)

. (5AV-^) - 3 (6^^' + mi) f 6 //A
A := A . , . . . (20a)

{BP(i ~A) + 3 (6P -) Hu) - 66k^
'

neben C'(;) = ü.

Setzt man hierin k = X, so erlialt man ji =: ^. D. li. nur dann ist

4>(*)^/', wenn /' und foigiich aucii eine zerfaileiide C, des

Büschels sind. Geometriscli erhelit dies, wenn man heaclilet, dass

die Pole H und Q sich auf den Seiten des dem Büseliel gemein-
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samen Polaidreiecks XYZ bewegew. Die Sclinittpunkte der Tangenten

in U und V z. B. an ƒ iind 'P bestimmen auF der Seite XZ des

Polardreiecks zwei coincidente projektive Punktreihen, deren Dop-

pelpnnkte eben die Schnittptinkle der zerfallenden Knrven des

BUscliels sind. Setzt man den für >. in (20a) gegebenen Wert in

die Gleieliung C'(^.) = 3 ein, so lial man eiiie Relation zwischen

k und ?..

12. I^etz und Büschel von Polarkurven bei fester

Grimdkurve f.

Halt man ƒ und p fest, so bildet die Gesamtheit der <P-Kurveii

ein Netz mit den Slützpunkten P, C, D. Jede solclie C\ istabernur

Polarkurve für ei7ieii Punkt auf ilir, namlicli den Pol für die ge-

meinsame zweite Sehne von / und 0. Macht man die Tangenten

von /' in C und D bezw. zur .¥- und F-Aclise und die Berülirungs-

seline CD zur Z-Aclise, so wird

f{x, y, «) = .rj/ -\- z' =
und

«P {x, y, z)^2 z, XII — y, xz — x, yz = 0.

Die Gleieliung einer 6', durcli P, C, D hal danii die Form

axy -\- iixz -\- yy : = O: daraus folgt t'ür den Pol x, : y, : z, =
«:

—

2f? :

—

2y. BeschreibI nun der Pol eine Gerade

Q («.1 :'/o. '•) = '**» + ",'/o
-\- w«o = O,

WO .c,, y,, z„ die lautenden Koordinaten sind, so kann man das

Büschel der zugehörigen «/'-Kurven in der Form schreiben :

X, (u X z — V y z) 't z , . (2 V X y 1 w x z) :^ 0.

Für den vierten Grundpunkt dieses Büschels liat man also:

ux -vy = (i (21)

und

2 V y + II' z — O
,

(21a)

woraus folgt

u X -\- V y -\- 10 z ^= 0.

(21) ist die lineare Polare des Schnittpunktes von p mit der

Geraden Q [x, y, z) = 0. Somit liegt der vierte Schnittpunkt auf der

Geraden Q{x,y, z) = und eben dieser Polaren.

]3. Beschreibt der Pol Q einen Kegelschnitt :

Q(x„y,z,)= c,,x'-\-2c„xy + c„y*^2c,,xz + 2c„yz + c„z' = 0, (22)
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wiLlireiid ƒ, F iiiid [> festbleiben, so erhall man füi die Enveloppe

des Büschels der *-Karven die Gieicliung :

E (g, Tj, S)= 4 C.. I' n^ ~ 4 C.. r ^i r- 4 C., g IJ' ? + C„ I' S' +
+ 2 C'„ S 7i fe' 4- C„ V :' rrr O

(23)

WO die Cfc die Unteideteiiniiianleii zu den c/fc sind. Die £' ist also

eirie rationale Kuive vierler Oidnniig mit den 3 Doppelpiinklen M

in den Piinkten F, C, D.

Die Q und E boiühren sich in den 4 Punkten, die gegeben sind

diircli die Gleicliungen -.

«n* -I- «^M.V + «,,« = « -y^
,

c, ,
.1- -f c-„ 2/ f c„ 2 = - (» . 2.r^(/

'

Durcii 'i>^2§ijz„ — 55y, — tjg«, z= O ist jedem Pnnkte .r„?/„, 2„

auf Q ein Punkt §, »(, > auf E zugeordnet und unigekelirt. Der

Übergang von x„y^,z, auf Q gesciiieht, indein man, wie oben

angegebeii, zu E übergelit und den Berüiuungspunkt von «ï» und E
beslimuit. Der Übergang von eineni Punkte 5, »/, ^ auf E gescliielit,

indem man diesen als Pol betraclitet und durcli das entsprechende

Veifahren die Envelopjte der zngeliörigen 'l»-Kurven bestimmt, wenn

I, )j, S auf E wandert. Diese ist dann eben wieder die Q-Kurve und

die doppeltgezalilteii Seiten des Dreieoks PCD (abgesehen von dem

auftretenden Faktor L der Deteruiinante der c,fc).

Zu einer anderen Darstellung dieser Berülirungstransformation, die

deren Bedeutuiig erst kennzeiclmet, geiangl man durcli folgende

Überlegung: Es sei £(>;,»/,?) = O gegeben, dann ist die Gieicliung

der Tangente in einem Punkte ^,H,i:

E, (f) . X 4 E^ (,i) y . £.(§).* 0.

Soil nun eine C', transformiert werden, die E in diesem Punkte

berührl und duicii die Punkte 6', D. P gelit, so ist diese C, von

der Form

:

') Die Schnittpunkle der Tangenten in dem Uoppelpunkt r = y = O liegen auf

der C2 :

L (.*.-, y, z) = (c,, ./ + «„ y + c,, zf + 4 c,, x y = 0.

Diese bei-ührt die Tangenten von ƒ in C' und D in dtren Schnitlpunkten mit

der gewölinliclien Polaren des Punktes .t =r 0. y = O in Bezug auf Q.
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daher muss sein :

,1 1 1 -^
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--2C„§ri + c„i: + c,,ni = vi-^D„§n^ D„s: + D„nC)^. (29)

Nun ist :

2 i;(i> {è.H::)-E\'^ (5) . 5 = - 2 g; . (--2 c„ .s.j + c„ .^ : + c^^jS)

7.12 . (30)
2 E(2) (§,7),:)-£r (S) .i = -2 1: . (-2 D„ §.; f x»,, £ :+!>,,'-=:)

mui eiitsprerliende Gleicliungen bestellen t'üv die Ableitiingeii nach

»j iiiid C.

Wegen £(i)
(§, 13, C) = 02) (f

, ^, ;) = o, ergiebt sicli also: M''
=

Ef ;
É^'^= Ef ; Ef = Ef . Dies sind aber gerade die Bedingnngen

für die Berüliruiig vori £' uiid £(2) jm Punkte §, ij, -'• Ebeiiso

ergiebt sicli, wenn man stall der g, »/,
^' die j;,, _(/„• -o ®'"'ührt, dass die

den -Ei'J un E'-) entspreclieuden Knr\en Q'i' nnd Q'-' sifli in dem

Pnnkte .i',, ;yo. -o berühren.

Jede 6',, die / in C und /^ beiülirt, gelit in sicli über, indem die

entspreoliende /^-Kiirve in diese nnd die zwei Tangenten an /' in

den PunUlen C und Ü /.eifallt. Wenn die '/'-Kurve Q iui Punkte

•«^o.i/o. -o berülirt, so gelit audi die £'-Kurve durcli diesen Punkt

und berüiiit die ^-Kurxe daselbst.



Mathematics. — ,,U>^her den nnt'drHchen Dimensionsbegri[j."^) By

Piof. L. E. J. Brouwek.

(Communicated at the meeting of November 24, 1923|.

Auf Grund tier liivarianz der Diiiieiisionenzal)! ') lasst sicli die

Dimenaioiienzalil eiiier Mamiigfaltigkeit ') detiiiieieii als die Anzalil

der Parameter, durch weiclie sicli die Mamiigfaltigkeit in der

LImgebuiig eines l)e!ieliigeii iliier Punkle eineindenlig und stetig

darstellen lasst. Diese „aritiimelisehe" Definition tragt aber nacli

PoiNCARÊ *) unserer intuitiven Raumanscliaiiniig nngeniigend Reclinung.

PüiNCARÉ erliebl deslialb die Koiderung einer rekiirrenteit Detinition

von etwa Folgender Form ')

:

„EiiL Kontinuv.m keisse n-dimensional, nienn. man es durcli ein

odd- mehrere {d— \)-dimensionale Kontinun in t/t-trennte StUcke

zerlegen kann."

Obgleicli der /^dimensionale JoRDANSclie Satz °) auf die Moglich-

keit einer derartigen Detinition deiitet, ,so lasst sicli diese in der

zitierten Form dennocli niclit aufreclit eriialten.

Zunachst bemerken wir, dass das Wort ,,Kontlniiuiii" liier sicher

nicht etwa im Sinne von „Mannigfaltigkeit" aufgefasst werden darf

;

in diesem Falle würde namlicli die Detinition erst braaclibar werden,

nachdem eine von dei' Parameterdarstellung nnahhangige Cliarakteri-

sierung der MannigCalligkeiten iinter den abstrakten Mengen gelungen

sein würde. Weil dies aber bis jetzt nicht der Fall ist, so müsste

der PoiNCAHÉschen Definition irgendeine allgemeinere abslrakte Cha-

rakterisierung des Kontiiuiums vorausgescliickt werden, z. B. diese;

,,Eine Nvnnabnenye (im FuÉCHETschen Smne) .t heisse ein Konti/mu/n,

wenn es fur je zivei ihrer Ehmente iii^ und ni, eine zusammenhan-

1) Die vorliegende Mitteilung bildel bis auf den Inhalt von Fussnote '') und die

in Fussnote ") angegebene Berichtigung einen Wiederabdruck meiner in 1913 ini

Journal fur die reine und angewandte JVIathematik (Bd. 142, S. 146— 152) unter

demselben Titel erschienenen Abhandlung.

°) Vgl. meinen Beweis in Math. Annalen 70, S. 161—165 und die daraii an-

kniipfenden Entwicklungen von Lebesgue in C. R. de I'Acad. des sciences, Paris,

27 mars 1911.

') Fur die Definition des BegriCfes ,Mannigfaltigkeit'" vgl. Math. Annalen 71, S. 97.

*) Revue de métaphysique et de morale, 1912, S. 486, 487.

s>) a. a. 0., S. 488.

*) Vgl. den teiiweise von Lebesqüe, leilweise von mir erbrachten Beweis in G. H.

de I'Acad. des sciences. Paris, 27 mars 1911, und Math. Annalen 7 1 , S. 305— 319.

52*
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gende, abgeschlossene ') Menge gibt, welche Teilmenge von n ist und

r??, und m, enthalt. *). Für solche allgemeinere Kontinua, welche

keiiie Mannigfaltigkeiten sind, würde aber misere Definition zn

Sc'hwierigkeiten füliren ; i. B. würde man einem Kegel des Cartesischen

Raumes, der sicli ja durcli einen Piinkt zerlegen lasst, nur tint

Dimension znspreclien dürfen.

Audi die Worte ,,em oder mehrere" könnten nicht nnverandert

beibeliaiteii werden, weil mehrere ?H-dimensionale Mannigfaltigkeiten

zusammeii eine (;» -)- p)-dimensionale Mannigfaltigkeit bilden köniien.

Alle diese Mangel lassen sich nun beseitigen, indem wir znnachst

die PoiNCARÉsche rekurrente Definition wie folgt abandern :

Es sei 3x irgendeine Normalmenge"), -Ti, ^ und y' drei Teilmengen

von jr, welche innerlialb -t abgesclilossen '°) sind und keine gemein-

sanaen Punkte besitzen. Alsdann heissen q und q' in n durch n,

getrennt, wenn jr, in jr eine q enthaltende, aber p' nicht entlialtende

Gebietsmenge g beslimmt. ") Der Ausdruck : ,,jt besitzt den allgemeinen

Diinensionsgrad n" , in welchem n eine beliebige natürliche Zahl

bezeichnet, soil nun besagen, dass für jede Wahl von 9 und p' eine

trennende Menge Jt, exisliert, welche den allgemeinen Dimeiisions-

grad n—1 besitzt, dass aber nicht für jede Wahl von q und p'eine

trennende Menge .t, existiert, welche einen geriiigeren allgemeinen

Dimensionsgrad als n— I besitzt. Weiter soil der Ausdruck: ,,ii be-

sitzt den allgemeinen Dimensionsgrad Nidl bzw. einen unendlichen

') Unter einer abgeschlossenen Menge verslelien wir hier eine ihrc Grenzelemente

enthaltende Menge, in welcher jede unendliche Folge von Elementen mindestens

ein Grenzeleinent aufweist.

*) Diese Definition ist der von Schoenflies für die Kontinua des w-dimensionalen

Raumes gegebenen nachgebildet (vgl. Bericht über die Lehre von den Punktraannig-

faltigkeiten, Bd. 11, S. 117).

9) Inwieweit die Definition des Texles aucli für Mengen allgemeinerer Art einen

naturgemassen Sinn behalt, solt hier unerörtert bleiben.

'") Dieser Ausdruck besagt, dass ^Tj, c und ,•:' alle ihre in x gelegenen Grenz-

punkte enthalten.

") Diesen der Gebietsmenge g aul'erlegten Bedingungen können natürlicii mehrere

Gebietsmengen von 5r genügen. lm in ') zitierten Original hat sich an dieser Stelle

eine andere, mit deni übrigen Inhalte des Aufsatzes in keinem Zusammenhang

stehende Trennungsdefinition eingesehlichen. Dass die obige (übliche) Defiuilion die

in der vorliegenden Abhandlung in "VVirklichkeit gebrauchte ist, geht aus dem Zu-

sammenhang hervor, insbesondere aus F'ussnote'*) und dem zugehörigen Passus des

Textes. Die daselbst eingefülirte, von xj in r, bestimmte, an die Kante Ei Eo

grenzende Gebietsmenge kann namlich keinen anderen Sinn liaben, als den des

Durchschnittes einer schon vorhandenen von xj in tt^ bestimmten, au Ei E^ gren-

zenden, an EiE^ ... En+i jedoch nicht grenzenden Gebietsmenge mit tj. Auf die

Berichtigung, welche hier anzubringen war, bin icii von Herrn P. Urysohn in

Muskau aufmerksam gemacht worden.
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allgemeinen Dimensionsgrnd" bedeuten, dass jr kein Kontinuum als

Teil entlialt, bzw. dass zu -t weder die Null noch irgendeine natürliche

Zahl als ilir allgemeiner Dimensionsgrad gefunden werden kann. ")

Dieser Definition lasst sich teieht eine von der Rekurrenz unab-

bangige Form geben. Dazu denken wir uns die Menge .-r von zwei

Personen A und B der „Dimensionsoperation" unierzogen, worunter

wir folgendes versiehen: A wahlt in n zwei innerhalb ^t abge-

schlossene Teilmengen (> und o' beliebig aus, worauf B q und p' in

.t treniit duirli eine innerhalb Tt abgeschiossene Menge rt,. Sodann

wahlt A in -t, zwei innerhalb i, abgeschlossene Teilmengen (,», und

q\ beliebig aus, w^orauf Bq^ und q\ in ^, trennt durch eine inner-

halb :t, abgeschlossene Menge .-r,. Dieser Prozess wird nnbeschrankt

wiederhoit, bis eventuell eine Menge .t;, auftritt, welche kein Kon-

tinuum mehr als Teil enthalt. Wenn einerseits B unabhangig von

den Wahlen der q, und q'
j dafür sorgen kann, dass eine Menge

Jth auftritt, deren h^n, und andererseils A unabhangig von den

Wahlen der rr., dafür sorgen kann, dass keine Menge n^ auftritt,

deren h<^n, so werden wir sagen, dass n den aUgemeinen Dimen-

sionsgrad n besitzt. Wen dagegen keine natürliche Zahl n existiert

mit der Eigenschaft, dass 5 unabhangig von den Wahlen der (>., und y'v

dafür sorgen kann, dass eine Menge ith auftritt, deren h £. n, so werden

wir sagen, dass Temejj M?jen(//jc/((?Ji allgenieinen Diviensionsgrad besitzt.

Wenn zu einem Punkte P von Jt Umgebungen, welche den

allgemeinen Dimensionsgrad m, aber keine Umgebungen, welche

einen geringeren allgemeinen Dimensionsgrad besitzen, existieren. so

werden wir sagen, dass -t in P den Dimensionsgrad m besitzt. In

verschiedenen Punkten kann eine Menge verschiedene Dimensions-

grade besitzen ; keiner von diesen kann indes den allgemeinen Di-

mensionsgrad dei' Menge übersteigen. Falls in jedem Punkte der

Menge der Dimensionsgrad dem allgemeinen Dimensionsgrade der

Menge gleich ist, so werden wir sagen, dass die Menge einen

homogenen Dimensionsgrad besitzt.

Anf Grond der vorstehenden Definitionen soil nun die Poincaré-

sche Forderung vollstandig erfüllt werden durch die Begründung

von folgendem

Dimerisionssatz. Eme n-dimensionale Mannigfaltigkeit besitzt

den homogenen Dimensionsgrad n. ")

Zum Beweise dieses Satzes zeigeii wir zunachst, dass B bei der

") Nach dieser Definition wird sowohl für den HiLBERTSchen wie für den

FRÉCHETSchen K,,, ein unendlicher allgemeiner Dimensionsgrad gefunden.

") VVeil der Dimensionsgrad offenbar eine Invariante der Analysis Situs ist, so

ist im Dimensionssatz die Invarianz«der Dimensionenzahl enthalten.
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Diiiiensionsoperation dafiir sorgen kanii, dass A^». Dazii konstniieit

B. naclidfciii A die Mengen o und o' bestimmt hat, eine aiiDpliziale

Zeilegiuig ") 'C voii rr, und zwar in sok-her Weise, dass, wenn wir

iinter einein ^5. bzw. ^Sp' ein entweder in seineui Inneren oder anf

seiner Gi-enze Pnnkte von y bzw. p' enihaltendes Ginndsiniplex von

'1, verstellen, kein :!•'>> mit einem ^-sy identisch isl und kein ^^Sp an

ein ^,sy grenzt. Alsdann bihien diejenigen (n— l)-dimensionalen

Seiten der -Sp, welche weder in ihrem Inneren nocli anf ihrer Grenze

Punkte von o entfialten, ein Svstem von zweiseitigen {n—l)-dimen-

fiionalen Fsendomannigfaltigkeiten "), in welcheni iibrigeiis mehrere

Eiemente oder Elementseiten zuaammenfailen können. Die von diesen

Pseudonianiiigt'aitigkeiten gebildele Pnnktnienge wahlt fi als -t,. Falls

darauf ^J die Mengen o, und (»', in deniselben Teilkontinnnm von

JT, wahlt, so koMStrniei't B eine solche simpliziale Zerlegnng von .t,,

dass kein ,|.sy mit einem ^,.sy, identiscli ist und kein -j.sy^ an ein

:;jAy, grenzi. Alsdann bilden diejenigen (n — 2)-dimensionalen Seiten

der ^,.sy , welche weiler in ihrem Innei-en noch aiif' ihi-er Grenze

Pnnkte von o, enlhallen, ein System von zweiseitigen (n—2)-dimen-

sioiuilen Psendomaiinigtaitigkeiten, in weloheni ülnigens wieder

mehrere Eiemente oder Elementseiten znsammenfallen können. Die

von diesen Pseudonumnigtailigkeiten gebildete Pnnkimenge wahll B
als rr,. In <lieser Weise fortf'ahrend, gelangt B schliesslich zu einer

Menge -t,,, welche kein KoiKiiiuum mehr als Teil enihall, es sei

denn, dass der Prozess schon tViiher dadurch beendet wnide, dass

A einmal (>, und o , nicht in detnselben Teilkontinuiini von .x, wahlte.

Wir zeigen zwellens, dass A bei der Dimensionso|ieration dafür

sorgen kami, dass k nicht kleiner als /; ausfallt. Dazu wahlt A in

JT von einein ?i-dimensionalen Eiemente ff, E, . . . E„^i den Punkt

ff, als o und die (»

—

l)-dimensionale Seite E,... ff„-j-i als q'
, den

"znr Pjlementseile ff, ff, bzw. ff, ff', . . . ff„-i-i gehörigen Teil von :t,

als p, bzw. </, ; den znr Elemenlseite E^E,E, bzw. É^E^E, . . . E„j^-[

gehörigen Teil von .t, als p, bzw. p', ; usw. üm zu beweisen, dass

von den Punktmengen .t,, .t,, . . . .t„ keine in Fortf'all kommen kann,

bezeichnen wir mit t das Ansgangselement E^ E, . . . E„^\, mit t,

die Grenze des von ti, in t bestimmten, an den Punkt i?, grenzenden

Gebiets //, mit r^ die Grenze der von jr, in r, bestimmten, an die

Kante .ff,ff', grenzenden Gebietsmenge ") 1^,, mit t, die Grenze der

1*) Math. Annalen 71, S. 101.

16) a. a. O., S. 305.

'"1 Unter einer in r.^ gelegenen Gebietsmenge verstehen wir eine in r.^ gelegene

Punktmenge, von der kein Punkt Gienzpuukt der durch sie in r^ bestimmten

Koraplementarmenge isl. •
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von -T, in r, bestimnilen, an die zweidimensionaie Seite E, E^ E,

grenzenden Gebie(sineiige y,. nsw., konstruieren in r eine simpiiziaie

Zerlegung von der Dichte 6'"j, bezeielinen mil y das «dimensionale

Fragment'"), welches von den niitsamt ihrer Grenze zn </ geliörigen

Grundsimplexen gebildet wird, mit o, den hmerhalh r gelegenen

Teil der gleichtnlls simplizial zerlegt vorliegenden Grenze von y,

mit f, das Maximum der Abatande, welche die Piinkte von <*j von

r, besitzen, mit y, das (n— l)-dimensionale Fragment, welches von

denjenigen Grundsimplexen von o,, die von </, eineii Abstand ^ e,

besitzen, gelnldel wird, mil a, den innerhalh (j, gelegenen Teil der

Grenze von •/,, mil f, das Maximum der Abstande, welche die

Punkte von «7, von r, besitzen, und t'ahren so fort. Alsdann kon-

vergieren 8,, e,, . . . f„ mit p gegen Null, so dass die eventuelle Existeiiz

von r/,, (J,, . . . <j„ diejeiiige von t,, r,, . . . r„, mitliin audi diejenige

von :t,, .t,, . . . .T„, in deiien ja der Reihe nach t,, t,, . . . t„ als Teil-

mengen enthalten sind, nach sich ziehen wird.

Hiermil ist der Dimensionssalz zurückgeführl auf folgenden

H I Ifii .s' a t z. Es sfi o em simplizial zerlegtes n-dimtmsioiiales Element

nut den Eckpunkten E^, E,, . . . E„^i ; y eiii tins Grundsimplexen

ran <i (jehildetes Fragment, das (die an. E,, aher kei}i an E, E,. . . E„^i

ijrenzendes (rrund.iimplex von o entlialt; o, der innerhalh n liegende

Teil der Grenze iwn y ; y, ein aus Gi'undsnnplea-en von o, gebildetes

Fragment, das idle an E^ E^, aher kein an &', E, . . . E^j^^ grenzendes

Gmndsiinplej' von n^ enthalt ; o., der innerhalh (j, liegende Teil der

Grenze von y, ; y, ein aiis (Trundsinijyle.t en von o, gebildetes Fraginent,

das alle an E^E^E,, aher kein an E^E^E, . . . E„^i grenzendes Grund-

.tiniple.c von «», endidlt; o, der innerhalh <>, liegende Teil der Grenze

von y, ; usw. Alsdann kann von den Funktmengen (J,, o,, o,, . . . 'T„ keine

verschamulen.

Dieser Hilfssatz, auf den sclion Lebesgl'h in Math. Annalen 70

die Invarianz der Dimeusionenzahl znrückgefiihrt hat, dessen Beweis

daselbst aber eine wesentliche Lixcke aufweist "), lenchtet unmittel-

17) Math. Annalen 71, S. 101.

'9) a. a. 0., S. 306.

'^1 Die , fails bien évideiits", welche dieser Beweis lauf S. 167) voiausselzt. sind

namlich unrichtig, und bilden, wenn sie in eine richtige Form gebracht werden,

eine Eigenschaft, welche liefer liegt, als der Hilfssatz selbst. Nachdera HenLEBESGUE

(in 1911) auf dieses Versehen hingewiesen worden war, teilte er mir seine Absicht

mit, binnen kurzeni im Bull, de la Soc. Math, de France einen neuen Beweis des

Hilfssatzes zu bringen, von deni er mir gleichzeitig die Hauplziige auseinander-

setzte Obgleich diese Auseinandersetzuiigen micli nicht befriediglen, meinte ich

dennocb im in ') zitierten Original auf die von Herrn Lebesgue zugesagte Veröfïent-

'ichung hinweisen zn mn.?sen. Dieseibe ist indes ausgeblieben und erst in Punda-
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bar ein, wenn wir den von inir in Math. Annalen 71 '°! eingefiihrten

Begriff des Abbildunysgrades lieranzieheii.

Die Eigenschaft, dass die Projektion von a., ans der Elementseite

E, E, . . . E., die Elementseite E.,j^x E.,^2 E„+i niit dem Grade 1

bedeckt, lassl sich nainiicli von v auf r -\- 1 ausdehnen, indeni wir

zunaclist ans ihr t'olgern, dass die Projektion des in der Elementseite

Ej . . . E., £'„-|_2 . . . £"„^1 liegenden Teiles der Grenze von o, ans der

Elementseite E, . . . E, oder ans der Elementseite E, . . . E^^i die

Elementseite E^2 E„j^i mit dem Grade 1 t)edeckt, und sodann

f>\, indem wir jedesmal ein einziges seiner Grundsimplexe tilgen,

stückweise ant' y., rednzieren, wobei der in der Elementseite

Ej . . . E; E;+2 . . . En-\.\ liegende Teil der Grenze von (T, sctirittweise

in <7v_|.i übergeht nnd der entspreclieiide Projektionsgrad aiif J5',^2...£'n+i

sich niclit andern kann. Weil initliin jedes o, (r = 1, 2, 3, . . . «) sich

mit dem Grade 1 auf eine (n—i')-dimensionale Seite von r, projiziert,

so kann keines der ö, sich anf Null rednzieren. W. z. b. w.

menta Mathematicae, Bd. 2 (1921), S. 256-285 ist Herr Lebesgue auf den

Gegenstand zurückgekommeii und hat er einen stichhaltigen Reweis des Hilfssatzes

gegeben, der, was den Kein belrifft, mit meinem obigen Beweise von l'.)13 über-

einstimml, davon aber durcli eine iinnölig verwickelte Darslellung der Einzelheiten

abweicht.

20) Vgl. daselbst S. 105.



Mathematics. — " Veber Invariantenvon Bilinearjormen' . Von Prof.

R. Weitzenbock. (MitgeteiU voii Prof. L. E. J. Brouwer).

(Communicated at the meeting of November 24, 1923).

Ill der Theorie «ier eiidliclieii diskreteu Gruppeii linearer Substi-

tutionen besteiit der Satz') : Notwendig und hiiireicliend fur die Aeqni-

valenz zweier Giuppen ist die Gleichheit ihrer Chaiaktersysteme.

Von diesem Satze wird liier ein nener Bewei.s gegebeii, der die

Theorie der afïiiien In varianten derjenigen Biliiiearformen beinitzt,

die den einzelneii Substitiitionen einer Grnppe r zugeordnet sind.

Im Besonderen wollen wir zeigeii, dass die eiiizigen liivarianten

dieser Bilinearformen die Charaktere der Subslitutioiien von fsiiid.

^ 1. Bezeichnungen.

Es sei r= E, A, B, . eine endliche Grnppe der Ordnung fi

von n-aren linear-homogenen Substitutionen

(A) Xi = üi xi + a,- .72-1- + a'ix„ (i = 1, 3 n). (1)

E sei die Einheitssiibstitution niit e, =: 1, e,- =0 (ijék); a= \ai

sei die Determinante der Matrix Waif von A. a,b,... sind |u-te

Einheitswurzehi.

Statt (1) schreiben wir auch kürzer

{A) Xi = ai x\ (2)

oder anch, symbolisch, fur a, =: aia'k setzend -.

Xi= ai{d x) (3)

Der Substitution A ist zngeordnet die n-are Bilinearform

La^= di XkU'=:{a' x){au'). LE=^XiU<={u' x). . . (4)

Deren einfaehste affine Invariante

xM) = i'a|= («'a) = «1 + 02 + + a". • • (5)

') Vgl. z. B. H. F. Blichfeld. Finite Collineation Groups, Chicago (1917), p. 129

oder: A. Speiser, Theorie der Gruppen von endlicher Ordnung, Berlin (1923), p. 116.
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heisst der Charakter voii A. /_[E)=zn, x(/l), •/.(B), . . . bilden das

Charaktersysleni der Gruppe /'.

Die ZN A inrfi'se Substitution A^^ erhait man dutch Anflösnnp
k

von (2) iiach den ^, Der (iiircli a dividierte Minor von a, in a

werde mit .ijt (Vertausclinng der Indexsteiiung !) bezeielinet. Dann ist

(.4-') .-Vi—A'ix) [A*{a1 = e'ï , A\ at = el]. . . (6)

Die zn .-1 trnnsponierte Substitntion A' ist dargestellt dinrli

{A') u'= alü^; (7)

nnd deren inverse Ai= {A')~^ wird gegeben durch:

(A,) ü^= A]u' (8)

Al lieisst die zn A kontragrediente (oder adjungierte) Substitution.

Nach (6) ist dann :

A,^(A-^)' = {A'r^ , (-4,), = ^ . . .. : (9)

Die Veranderlichen .r, and ii' sind kontragredient zneinander. Die

mit r liomomorplie Gruppe ri=: E, A, Hi , . . . Iieisst die zu rkontra-

grediente (oder adjnngierte) Substitutionsgriippe /',
. Es lassl sicli

leicht zeigen '), dass der Charakter yAAt) die zn y^A) konjugiert-

koniplexe Zahl ist.

Analog zn (8) und (4) is(

Z.^^=.4^,r. M* . . . . (10)

die zu La kontragrediente Bilineart'orin ; symbolist-h wird sie, wenn

öt,, a„ . . . und a\, n\ . . . jiequivaiente Symbolreihen darstellen,

geget)en durcli

La.=: — ; T—, ("1 "2 • "«-1 •<•) ("'i n'i . . . (i'„-i u') . (11)
' a {n—1)

!

Die Determinante n isl symbolisch gegehen dure! I ;

1
a = — (a, a, . . . a„) {a\ ii\ . . . a'„) . . . . (12j

n'.

Dem Produkte AB=: C zweier Substitufionen A und B ist zu-

geordnet die Bilinearform

Lab = 'li t>* ''/; "' = ("' «) ^^' ^) C*^' ^^ = '^f ^ic
'^'

- • (13)

wahrend der Substitution ^S/l- zugeordnet ist :
-~

_

LBA = h'i'l, 3\U (14)

1) Speiser, I.e. p. 110.
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Wegen der Gnippeniiatur fiihrl jede Znsaminensetziing der Geslalt

ai tl; C,, . . . . ()p = II, (15)

wiedei' aiit' eine Substitution H zurück.

^ 2. Das volle Koinitantensystem.

Wir konstruiereii jetzt ein volles System von afïiiien Koniitanten

der ft Bilinearforaien (4) iriil <ter Einsclirankuiig, dass wir neben den

Koëffizienten dieser Bilinearfornien nnr noch eine Reihe x nnd eine

Reihe v ziila?sen.

Znr Verf'iignng stelien danii die Reiden

fl,, a,, . . . , .r iind a',, a\, . . . , u (16)

Dabei soli f'^j), («'i)j gleicli deni Koefiizienten a' irgend einer der

Fornien (4) sein. Ans (16) bilden wir: 1. Fakloren zireiter Art der

Gestalt:

'/ i
= ("l'<2--«',i). ^/'2=("l "?•«-, -l'»^); »('l= (aV2-.rt't,). V'2=("'i"'2--"'.,-i"'); (1 7)

2. Paktoren erster Art der Gestalt:

/. = (a. a'k), /, = ia ii), /\ = [a' .r), f, = {u' ./•). . (18)

.lede aftine Koniitante / ist ein Produkt dieser Faktoren. Wir

können annelmien, dass in 7 nicht rf und i|) gieichzeitig anftreten,

da das Prodnkt eines </ und eines i|' dnrch Faktoren ƒ ansdriickbar

ist wegen

I

(« ^''i) ('ï, "'»)
j

{a, a, . . . .a„){a\a',. . . .a'„)=:
'

|

(19)

{o„a\) ia„a'„)

Es enthalte iwin l einen Faktor '/:/ = («, a, ^ï, ...)/'• In /' suchen

wir a\ <ant', das in eiiiem /' sleeken mnss : I ^= [a^ a,a^ . . .){a\ar'^ 1"

.

in /" siiclien wir a', aiit', das wieder in einein /' steekt:

[= («, <U "i • •
'> {n', (',) ("';• (Is) •

Dies geilt so fort, bis die Kette (a\ Ur) {a',- Ug) (a\nt) mit einem

Gliede [a' .r) abbriclit. Mil a,. <!,,... inaciien wir es analog und

erlialten für I iin Falie der Anwesenheit eines Faktors '/, oder '/.,

die Gestalt:

/= (fl, a, a, . . .) (a\ a,) . . (a'f, x) . {a\ «,,) . . {al, x) (20)

Die hier mil A',, A',, . . . angedeuteteii Kelten können dabei beiiebig

lang sein.
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Eine ganz analoge Gestalt bekommt / bei Anwesenheit von t|',

oder xp^, nur dass dann die eiitsprecheiideii Ketten mit u' eiuligeii.

Invarianten (ohne x oder u') erhalt man sonacli hier nicht.

Es ware niin nicht schwer bei allgemeinen Bilinearfoimen die

Biidiingen (20) anf gewisse einfache Gestalten zu rednzieren. Man
kann z. B. bei den Ketten /v die Gliederzahi stets < jj -] voraus-

setzen. Doch haben wir dies hier nicijt nötig, da unsere Substitu-

tionen A, B, . . . eine endliche dislirete Grnppe bilden, wodurch sich

die Sache sehr vereinfacht. Jede Kette fülirt namlich nach (15)

wieder auf ein eiiiziges hih'i znrück und diese Reihen mussen iinter-

einander verschieden sein, wenn J=\=0 ist. Wir erhalten soniit im

Falie ;« ^ « je
I

j
Komitanten der zwei Typen:

/ = (a,- a„ .... mj (fl'„ .<•) (a'„ .r) {a'i^x) . . (21)

Ur ^ is)

r = (a'„ a'i, .... a'ij («,- u') (o,-, u') (a,-,_ u') . . (22)

Hier sind aueh die Komitenten mit rp, nnd rp, mitanfgezahlt. denn

es ist z. B. bei (f, eines der a,a'i gleich «, =eie'ic-

Wir kommen zn Faktoren erster Art. f^ ist bereits eine Komi-

tante, namlich die Biiinearform Lg. Bei den ührigen Faktoren /
bilden wir Ketten, von denen zweierlei Tjpen möglich sind:

7', (xa'i) (aia'k) {a,.a's) {a,u')

T, (aa'i) (a,a'/-) («ra'») {0,0').

Auch diese Ketten rednzieren sich wegen (15) anf einfachste

Formen ; T, anf die Bilinearformen L^, Le. • • selbst, T, anf die

Charaktere •/(^) = (aa'). Diese Charaktere sind somit die einzigen

atïinen Invarianten der Bilinearfoi-men L. Gleichheit der Charaktere

bei entsprechenden Substitntionen homomorpher Gruppen r und F'

bedeulet also Gleichheit der affiuen Invaiianten der entsprechenden

Bilinearformen L nnd L' . Der Honioniorpiiisnins garantiert zwischen

den Koeftizienten der L dieselben affin-invarianten Gleichungen wie

zwischen den Koeftizienten der L' . Die L sind also bezgl. affiner

Transformationen den //' aquivalent.



Physics. — "The Injiuence of Rotation on the Sensitivenesf! and

the Accuracy of a Pressure Balaiice." (Twelftli communication

of results obtained in researches made by the aid of the

Van der Waals fund). By A. Michels. (Communicated by Prof.

P. Zeeman).

(Comnaunicated at the meeting of October 27, 1923).

For the accurate measurement of great pressures methods are

now of general application, based on the use of the so-called

Amagat cylinder. In all these methods the force is studied exerted

by a liquid under pressure on a piston of known diameter. The

elaboration of this fundamental idea has given rise to different types

of pressure balances, as those of Wagner, Stückradt, Schaffer und

BüDENBERG, and HOLBORN ').

In order to reach an accuracy as great as possible it is necessary

to reduce the friclional forces between the piston and the wall of

the hole to a minimum. In this respect Wiebe already obtained

good results by tapping the wall of his apparatus, with a hammer.

Of late a rotation of the piston has pretty generally been applied,

though HoLBOHN ') considers a movement to and fro preferable.

The causes why these operations have such an influe^nce, are

only imperfectly known as yet. Klein (loc. cit.) tries, indeed, to

give a solution of the effect of rotation, but does not succeed.

The purpose of this investigation is to find a solution, and at

the same time to determine the circumstances under which the

greatest effect is reached.

As there is no room here for an extensive discussion of our

results, we shall restrict ourselves in what follows to a brief com-

munication, referring for a fuller treatment to "Annalen der Physik"

Bd. 72, 1923, p. 285—320.

It was tried to work theoretically in the direction indicated by the

recent theory of bearings lubricated all round '). For when the piston

revolves in a cylindrical hole, liquid being continually supplied from

below, there must certainly be an analogy between the influences

of friction to which our piston is subjected and those exerted on

an ordinary axle resting in a bearing block.

M I refer for the ciiffeient types to Klein. G. Untersuchung und Kritik von

Hochdruckmesser Diss. Berlin 1909.

•i) Ann. d. Physik 1915, p. 1087.

'I SoMMERFELD. Zeitschf. füi' Math, und Physik 1904, Gümbel. Das piobleni der

Lagen-eibung Jahresb. d. Schiffbautechn. Gesellsch. 1917.
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Undoubtedly tliere are also points of difference, which must be

chiefly owing to this that in our case the so-called bearing-pressure

is wanting on account of the vertical position of the piston. Appli-

cation of the theory taught that if the peripherical speed is sulHicient,

a liquid layer will he formed everywhere l)etween piston and

hole-wall. The number of revolutions at which this takes place, will

be called the critical value of the revolutions w,. It is dependent on

the viscosity of the liquid chosen. In the absence of any metal

contact also the axial friction would be a liquid fiiction above this

value of revolutions.

In order to test ihe validity of this theory the pressure balance

of the Van deh Waals fund which was at our disposal, was modi-

fied in such a way that it had a driving apparatus thai could be

regulated mechanically.

This alteration was made by the instiument-maker of the labora-

tory, Mr. .1. Wassicnaak.

Characteristic of a liquid friction is its proportionality with the

xelocity. When a definite initial value of revolutions 12 is given

to the piston, after which the motor is cut o\it, the motion will be

retarded, and the angle x passed over in the time t, will get a

value of

„ = -(!-«--

in which ^ is a constant. As soon, as the value of revolutions

descends below the critical value however, there is metal contact,

and tiie image of the motion changes.

In this way the course is examined all over the measuiing scope

of the pressure balance, and agreement was found between expe-

riment and theory. As was to be ex|)ected, the critical value of the

revolutions then appeared to be dependent on the temperature, as

this influences Ihe viscosity, but independent of the load.

An electi'ical determination shows the validity of the suppositions

still more clearly. For, when the electrical resistance between axle

and wall was measured, it appeared to be about 700 Ohms above

a definite number of revolutions, being reduced pretty suddenly to

0.2 Ohm on diminution of the velocity. In these values the resistance

of the conducting wires is included.

Conclusion. For a favourable use of the pressure balance experi-

ments should always be made above the critical value of

revolutions. This value can be determined experimentally for every

liquid and temperature.



Anatomy. — "The Forebrain ot' Aptenjx AuMralis" . By John I.

Hunter, M. B. Cli. M. (Sydney). (Froiri the Cenlral Institute

of Brain Reseairli, Amsterdam). (Communicated by Prof.

L. BOLK).

(Communicated at the meeting of December 29, 1923).

I. (ienernl Features.

An examination of the external form of the brain of the New
Zealand i<i\vi [Afyteryx <mstraHs) reveals the presence of distinct

differences from the usual condition exhibited by the avian brain.

The general sliape of the cerebral hemispheres is peculiar in that

the frontal extremities are somewhat more pointed than usual, and

the lateral surface proceeds backwards by a gentle convexity to the

posterior extremity.

The characteristic subdivision of the cerebral hemisphere of birds

into a pars niedialis and pars lateralis, of which the pa7^s lateralis,

may enwrap the pars inedialis to form the frontal pole, is not

visible in this specimen (fig. I). For the pars inedialis {?,&%\i\.&\-v/Vi\si

of Edingfr, Wallenberg and Holmes, 1903) is not indicated, though

there is an ill-defined bulging on the postero-medial part of the

dorsal surface of this hemisphere. In consequence of this the va//«CM/a,

Cer H

F.g Fi^.n:
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which usually limits the pars medialis laterally, is not conspicuous.

Ccf. fig. I with fig. 535—537 Ariëns Kappers, 1291. Vide also Owen,

1872, p. 382).

Another important feature of the brain is the presence of two

large olfactory lobes (fig. II). These project for a short distance

beyond the anterior extremity of the fore-brain (tig. I and fig. 11).

Extending posteriorly they receive a very wide attachment to the

ventral aspect of the frontal region of their respective hemispheres

(fig. II). In marked contrast with this unique degree of development

amongst Aves of the olfactory lobes, the visual apparatus is very

poorly developed compared with a typical avian brain, as is

indicated by the smallness of the optic nerves, chiasma, tracts and

lobes (fig. II). This enhanced importance of the smell centres and

associated reduction in the importance of the visual connections,

combined with the presence of an apparently simpler hemisphere

than is usually the case in Aves, suggest the conclusion that the

brain of the kiwi is a comparatively simple and primitive type of

avian brain, (cf. Owen 1841, p. 287). For these reasons Dr. C. U.

Ariëns Kappers kindly suggested that 1 should undertake the

investigation of this brain. It is a pleasure to express to him my
great indebtedness on this account, and because of the assistance

he afforded me in carrying out the comparative investigation

necessary to elucidate the somewhat unusual features of the specimen.

II. Technique.

The material consists of a transverse series of sections of a single

brain. Alternate sections were stained by the van Gieson method;

the series remaining was treated by the Weigert-Pal-para-carmine

method described by Ariëns Kappers and Ketjen (1911). unfortunately

the specimen was in alcohol when received by Professor Elliot Smith

from the Zoological Gardens, London, who kindly transmitted it to

the Central Institute of Brain Research, Amsterdam, aftei- transference

to formalin. The brain was evidently in a bad state of preservation

before being hardened. In consequence, the condition of the sections

is not good and a final analysis of the cell masses and their fibre

connexions is not possible. However many features are so clearly

defined that a description of them may be entered upon with

confidence. To control the topographical description of the various

parts a wax plate-ceresine reconstruction twelve and a half times

the size of the original, was prepared, (cf. Ahiëns Kappers 1915).
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III. Description of the sections. ')

a. Connections of the olfactory nerves.

As already mentioned tlie olfactory bnlbs and lobes are conspi-

cuous strnctnres liiiaterally represented. The most, frontal sections

show a bulbar formation which is arranged in a circular manner

(Fig. Ill) though no extension of the ventricle (rhinocoele) is visible

in this region '). The tila olfactoria, glomeruli and mitral cells are

of the usual structure (cf. Edinger, Wallenberg, Holmks, 1903, p.

403) and call for no special description. The two separate formations

right and left, are distinctly seen throughout (Fig. Ill and IV). Turner

(1891, p. 43) and S. P. Gage (1893, p. 197) refer to the degree of

TrOli

F>% Fio.lV

diminution in importance of the olfactory connexions in Aves,

culminating in the concresence of two small lobes in some higher

foinis, as an index of the stage of organisation attained by the

brain. The /obus olfactorins is spread out u|)on tiie venti'al aspect

of the anterior part of the cerebral hemisphere and is crescentic in

cross section (Fig. IV). The second relay olfactory tibres form a distinct

tract in the most dorsal lamina of this structure immediately ventral

to a small forward prolongation of the lateral ventricle which

becomes visible in this region (Fig. IV). These fibres end in the

corte.i' /obi o/factorii or area praepirifonnis of Bhodmann (cf. Rose,

1914, p. 338). The position of this area immediately dorsal and

medial to this ventiiciilar extension can be located in the sections

(Fig. IV), though its cell structure is not clearly distinguishable (cf.

RosK, op. cit. p. 339, Taf. Ill Fig. 8, 9, 61, Taf. 1, Fig. 13).

Dorsal and caudal to the area praepiriformis the frontal portion

of the septum is an extremely ihin double lamina. (It is shown

.somewhat crumpled in the diagrams; cf. Fig. V). Somewhat more

caudally frontal to and in the region of the anterior commissure

1) The sections corresponding to the figures are as follows: ill, 21; IV, 58;

V, 179; VI, 204; VII, 21)8; VUi, 212; IX, 235; X, 245; XI, 262; Xil, 283

XIII, 293; XIV, 3U3.

-) For the lettering used in the figures see pages 822 and 823.

53

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XXVI.
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the nticli'iis latei'dlh .tepti is a conspioiioMs sinicture. Tlie nucleus

medudis septi is also visible. The zona g lio.sa limitans sepiivixies ihese

nuclei from the Area 28 of Rose (1914) which is well (lelined. The

medial limit of this zone is indicated by the jïssura septo-pallialis.

Oi) the ventricnlai- side of (he seplnm the lateral limit of the zone

is marked hy the JJs.nira Uviitnns hippocampi. Dorsal lo the Area 28

slight indentations laterallj' and medially serve to mark off this

area from the cortex.

As the secondary olfactory fibres disappear posteriorly they are

replaced by a great fibre field which extends completely aci'oss the

ventral portion of the hemisphere. Fig. IV shows that the major

jioilion of the hemisphere in this region consists of the corpus

stiiatum (capynt hi/pen-triati). The fibres first become distinct on the

Tt frep (p<l)^

ya\ 6
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lateral surface of this structure but are soon seen to be arising

from the whole ventral region of the hemisphere extending to the

medial wall. When this extent has been attained (Fig. V), it becomes

obvious, as the connexions of the fibres also show, that there are

three main elements in this fibre field.

The most medial bundle arises from the region of the area

praepirif()rniis and septum. It forms a conspicuous trad which

separates from the remaining fibres in order to enter the diencephalon

medial to the tractus seplo-mesencephahcus (Fig. VI). This tract is

the ventral forebrain bundle [basales Riechbiindel). In the diencephalon

it takes up its position lateral to the third ventricle (Fig. VIII) and

extends backwards as fai' as the nucleus ocidomotorius, (Fig. X). as

was shown by Jelgersma (1896).

Lateral to the ventral forebrain bundle and ventral lo the main

field of fibres a secoiul conspicuous myelinated tract is to be seen.

It lies ventral to the base of the mesoslriatum and .so occupies a

superficial position (Fig. V). When the ventral forebrain bundle

enters the diencephalon it comes to lie more medially (Fig. VI),
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and laler bridges across the floor of the fissure separating the telence-

phalon from the diencephalon (Fig. XI). In this situation it forms

a conspicuous oval bundle which is visible in the sections to the

Co --
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naked eye. This tract i.*^ tlie principal constituent of the taenia

tludami representing tiie element called oi/acto-hahenii/ar by Edinger

and Wallenberg (1899), p. 251). A similar tract is figured by

Edinger, Wallenbekg and Holmks (Taf. V) and Schroedkk (Fig. 47)

but in these cases it is of considerably smaller dimensions than that

attained in the kiwi. The condition of preservation of the specimen

prevents the identification ot' a. nuclen.i taeniae. When traced medially

the tract pas.ses to the lateral a¥|>ect of the ganglion liabenulae and
gradually ends in il. Many fibres cross the median plane returning

apparently to the forebrain on the other side forming a very con-

spicuous commissiira telencephali superior (Fig. XII). In reviewing

' Tr 5ep r^ei

Tr off. hob.

the fibre tracts of the avian brain, Ariëns Kappers (1921, p. 1046)

considers that the presence of this commissure in birds is question-

able, though it is clearly present in all animals (cf. Varanus sal-

53*
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vator, as figured by de Lanok, 1911, fig. 25, wliere the conuni.i.tnr

a

telencephali superior is shown). Co-existing with fiiis commissure in

Varanus is a well-marked couinii.ssiira paUii posterior or commissara

aherrmis of Elliot Smith (dk Ijange, 0|). cit. fig. 21) wiiicli is

absent in Aves. The relations of tlie tract forming tlie commissura

in the kiwi are so precise that there can he no doubt that the

commissure pi-eseiit here is not tiie commissura paUii posterior, but

the commissurii telencephali superior (cf. Ariëns Kappehs, 1921,

p. 797 and footnote; p. J034) 1 am unable to recognise the cojht/uV

snr(f pnllii (cf. Schhoeder fig. 42) in the .sections under examination.

Tlie remaining fibres of the ventrally situated fibre field constitute

Trfr.ef.

Trbcp nies

Rj. VIll

tlie fronto-occipital (froiito-epistriatic or lobo-epistriatic) tract. This

arises over a wide area of the ventral aspect of the hemis|)here as

described by Edingek, Wallenberg and Holmes (1203), (p. 381 and

Fig. 56) in the kiwi this tract can be traced to the posterior eiul

of the corpus striatum where its fibres terminate. It is here seen to

be augmented considerably by the addition of another great bundle

of fibres, the connexions of which are also fronto-occipital. This

tract first becomes distinct immediately dorsal to the slight lateral

extension of the dorsal part of the lateral ventricle in the cortex

region (Fig. V), but it soon appears on the ventricular aspect of

the corpus striatum also and increases in size until it is a very

extensive tract. It contributes a few fibres to the commissura anterior

(Fig. IX) and then becomes merged with the fronto-occipital bundle

alread}' described to form a conspicuous tract which is oval in

cross section (Fig. XIV). Similar fibres to these are described by

Edinger, Wallenberg and Holmes (op. cit. p. 383) who figure the

fronto-occipital bundle divided into a dorsal and ventral part in the

sparrow (Taf. II, Fig. 4). Schroedeh, (1911, p. 145) in his excellent
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aoconiit of the order of mjeliiiisation of the fibre trncts in the cliick,

(ieiiioiistiates the presence of a band of fibres on the ventricular

aspect of liie dorso-occipital part of tiie corpus .striatum. Some of

these fibres in the kiwi enter into the formation of tiie inter-epistriatic

commissure. It is probable that these commissural fibres are com-

parable to the jibrae mnrginale.s found on the ventricular aspect of

the striatum of Varanus and crossing to the opposite side in the

comniissurn anterior (cf. de Langk, op. cit. Fg. 19, 20). The further

description of the inter-epistriatic commissure will be deferred until

the discussion of the subdivisions of the corpus striatum is undertaken.

/;. The Corpus Striatum.

Notwitiistanding tlie unusual external features of the brain of

Aptenjx to which reference has already been made the outstanding

features of the sections are defiiiitel3- avian. In 1891 Professor T. J.

Pakker observed that his investigations of the development of the

brain of the kiwi though very imperfect owing to lack of material

"prove conclusively what might have been inferred fiom adult ana-

tomy, that the brain of Aptenjx is simply a typical avian encephalon

with reduced optic lobes." (p. 107).

As is usual in Aves, the forebrain of the kiwi consists, for its

greater part, of the corpus striatum. This body appears on each

side as a great ventricular bulging. Frontally it forms the frontal

pole of the hemisphere. Caudally its posterior extremity projects

freely into the ventricle in close proximity to the hinder pole of the

hemisphere. In the more frontal sections (Fig. V

—

VIII) the lateral

ventricles form two vertical slits separated from one another by

the two thin laminae constituting the septum and the corpora striata

form the vertical lateral boundaries of the ventricles in this region.

TrsC.Ch \^
^~'^^^<A l//*'^^

/VcYUC. int:

Trth.fr.„ed,
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Fiirtlier caiidallj tlie ventricles iiiciease iii size being less reduced

by tlie eiici'oaclimeiit of the corpora striata lateraiij (Fig. IX—XI V)-

The criterion of cell structure (cf. Rosk, 1914) cannot be employed

in analysing the constitution of the corpus striatum in this instance

on account of the poor stale of preservation of the specimen. For

this purpose it becomes necessary to rely upon (ibre connections

and topographical relations in differentiating its various parts. In

naming these the nomenclature of Edingek (1896) will be followed.

Fortunately the nvclens entopednnciilnre can be recognised at the

junction of the telencephalon and diencephalon. Surrounding this

nucleus is a large-celled area forming ihe nticleus hasalis i^ottsüiuting

the iialiieoslriatuin /irimitivinn (Ahiëns Kappkrs, 1908; 1922). This

is surrounded by a lai'ger part of the striatum which is an extension

of the palaeostriatum — the mesostriatum or palaeostriaiitm aug-

nientatiun, (Ahiëns Kappers, 1922, [t. 140). The lainina medtiUavis

Tr. Sep mcs.x

Trolf.hab.' / /

Ir ot.rties,

Rg.X

ventralis (lamina medulhiris interna of Kappers, op. cit.) which

separates these two parts from one another is not to be seen in the

sections at hand.

If the sections showing these areas be examined (Fig. VI— VII) it is

very evident that dorso-lateral to the mesostriatum there lies a mass

of considerable size constituting the hyperstrialum. Its extent is as

follows. Dorsally it is sei)arated from the cortex by an ill defined

lamina of fibres {cnpsuln externa of Edinger, Wallenberg and

Holmes, op. cit. p. 365 ; Taf. V). Traced laterally and ventrally it

becomes continuous with the external or pallial surface. This mass

is separatetl from the mesostriatum by a layer of fibres which

constitute the lamina medulhiris dorsalis (cf. Edinger, Wallenberg

and Holmes op. cit. p, 390; Schhoeder, op. cit. p. 141). This sub-

division is exceptionally clear in Apteri.r. This is partly due to the
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Tacl tliat tliis lairiina is ricfily ]iro\ iüe<i willi blood-vessels, a poiiil

to which I shall retuni later. It extends from the ventricular surface

Tr Sep rues

Trfrep

Com inCeTep

Fig XI Fig XII

of tiie corpus striatum medially to an external groove marking the

interval t)etweeii the hyperstriatum and mesostriatum ventrallj.

Therefore this lamina separates the two pai'ts not only dorsalU hut

laterally. Kor this reason as Ariëns K.appkhs has suggested (!9'22)

it is preferable to employ the term lamina medvllaris e,vterna, in

referring to this fibre zone. The fibres constituting it, which are

connected on tlie one hand witii the thalamus (vide infra), radiate

laterally between columns of cells of the hyperstriatum. This confers

a striated appearance upon this structure especially in its ventro-

lateral part.

nied.e»

Nocll

Fig Kill Fig XIV

The ectostriatum which lies between (lie mesostriatum and liyjier-

striatum and is recognisable by the naked-eye on account of its

infill ration by fibres, and microscopically by the [u-esence of large
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cells, is not. conspicnous in this specimen altliougli tlie tliicUened

fibre zone lateral to the external rnednllary lamina (Fig. VI) is com-

parable to the area figured by Edingkk, Wallenberg and Holmes

(op. cit) in Lothrix lateus (Taf. Hi, {\^. 5 &nA &) SinA Sylvia hortensis

(Taf. IV fig. 6).

In the sections under examination the hyperstriatnm shows no

clear sign of snbdivision. In most birds the lamina mednllaris

hyperstriati divides the hyperstrialnm into the hyperstriatum superius

and hyperstriaiuin inferius of Ariëns Kappers (1922). As this author

rightly points out (op. cit. note I, p. 23) Parker's figures, in the

woi'k already mentioned on the development of tlie brain of the

kiwi, show only two intraventricular primordia which probably

lepresent the palaeostriatum and hyperstriatum inferius, the hyper-

striatum superius being apparently absent, (Parker 1891, Plate 19,

Fig. 304). This point however needs re-investigation upon material

in a better state of preservation than tiiat at present available.

Frontally the hyperstriatum covers the frontal pole of the meso-

striatum and forms the frontal extremity of the cerebral hemisphere

[caput hyperstriati, Fig. IV).

The caudal part of the corpus striatum receives the fronlo-

epistriatic tracts (Fig. XIV). This region constitutes the secondary

epislriatum or archistriatum (Ariëns Kappers 1908). It is the area

called epistriatiim in the memoir of Edinger, Wallenberg and Holmes.

The fissura stvio-archistriatica is not visible in the bird's brain. The

archistriatum is connected to its fellow of the opposite side by a

great strand of fibres {coiiiDiissiira interepi.striatica, Edinger). This

bundle forms the main constituent of the comuiissura anterior (vide

Fig. X) which is large and conspicuous in this brain (Fig. IX— X).

Some of these fibres accompany the fronto-epistriatic tracts; the

majority form a distinct fibre field in the ventral part of the meso-

striatum (Fig. IX—XIII).

c. The signifieance of the blood vessels accompanying the

lamina medullaris externa.

In his recent work on the morphology of the corpus striatum,

Elliot Smith (19196) has emphasised his contention that the great

ventricular eminence which forms such a conspicuous feature of the

cerebral hemisphere of Sphenodon is pallial in origin. He has intro-

duced the term hypopallium to designate this structure because "it

is pallial in origin ; it lies below the main portion of the pallium

• which forms the roof of the hemisphere; and morphologically and
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fiinclionallv it is analogous to but upon a lower plane of usefulness

than tlie neopallium", (op. cit. p. 272). He lias established the

truth of this statement for Reptilin in general by reference to

examples of the Ophidia, Lncertilin, and Chelonia. Moreover, he

points out, that the evidence now goes to show that every mam-
malian brain passes through a stage of development in which the

corpus striatum is clearly divisible into hypopallium and palaeo-

striatum. Subsequent development shows that the hypopallium in

man gives rise to the putamen and most of the caudate nucleus

(together constituting the neostriatum of Ariëns Kappers), the claustrum,

and the hypopallial element of the nucleus amygdalae. The palaeo-

striatum forms the globus pulUdiis and according to Elliot Smith

a small part of the caudate nucleus (op. cit. p. 291 ; vide however,

Ahiëns Kappkks 1922, p. 153).

In Sphenodon the boundary line between the hypopallium and

palaeostriatum is indicated by the course of large arterial vessels

and emerging veins, the former constituting the lateral striate artery

of reptiles, (Elliot Smith op. cit. p. 272).

Shelt.sheak (1920) has identified this artery in the adult human

brain immediately lateral to the palaeostriatal area and has called

it the claustral (or hypopallial) artery. It seems that, in conformity

with the phyiogenetic and ontogenetic history of the pallial origin

of the hypopallium, pallial vessels have become hypertrophied at

the site of intilting of the pallium to supply this new pallial develop-

ment. Deeply penetrating into. the hemisphere they form in man a

lateral group of the antero-lateral ba.sal vessels of the middle cerebral

artery.

The vascular supply of the corpus striatum of Apteryx presents

some remarkable features. In the first place a series of large vessels

enter the liase of the hemisphere in the fissnra ventralis {jissura

Umbica, Edingi-.h) and penetrate deeply into the corpus striatum

(Fig. V). The course of these arteries follows very closely that of

the external medullary lamina; in other words they form a clear

line of seperation between the hyperstriatum laterally and the meso-

striatum medially. This arrangement is constant even in the most

posterior region in which the external medullary lamina can be

identified and the separation of the mesostriatum from the hyper-

striatum distinguished. Medial to this fissure many smaller vessels

penetrate the corpus striatum in the region of the jialaeostriatum

and the blood supply is considerably from this source, (cf. Owen

1872, p. 381).

In contrast with this the blood supply entering the corpus striatum
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on its lateral surface is very sinall. In tliis res|)ect tliis great surface

area wliicli is formed bj' the iijperstriatum is sharply ditlerentiated

from the pallium which receives a relatively rich supply of vessels

entering from the surface. The result of this arrangement is that

the blood supply of tiie lateral pait of the hyperstriatum is derived

from a series of vessels penetrating deeply into the hemisphere along

the line of the external medullary lamina and sending frequent

branches laterally. Such a deep penetration of vessels demands an

explanation which is to be sought on |ihy logeiietic grounds. The

explanation which suggests itself is that the hyperstriatal arteiy of

this avian brain represents the lateral striate artery of reptiles and

the liypopallial (claustral) artery of man. That, in effect it is a

greatly hypertrophied vessel originally in series with the pallial

arteries which are in the bird's brain mainly confined to the dorsal

aspect, the lateral series iiaving been greatly reduced in importance;

and further that this hyperlro|)hy has occurred because the hyper-

striatum is |iallial in origin. The hy|)erstriatum and the arciiistriatum

together re|)resent the hypopallium of reptiles and therefore also the

liypopallial elements of the corpus striatum (hyperstriatum) and of

the nucleus amygdalae (arciiistriatum) of the mammalian biain, (cf.

Ei,i,ioT Smith 1919a; Dart 1920).

The mesostriatum can be excluded from this complex on account

of the difTleience iti the origin of its blood supply alone. For the

vessels situated more medially (paleostriatal arteries) supply not

only the basal nucleus or pdlaeostruituni priviitivum (Ahiëns Kappkrs

1922) but the extensive mesostriatum which surrounds it, (fig. 5).

If the criterion of blood supply is to be applied (cf. Shellshear op.

cit.
i>.

35) in this case, the mesostriatum must be regarded as an

augmentative homology of the paleostriatum so forming ihepalaeo-

slriatum augmentatum of Akiens Kappers (1922).

An examination of a series of sections of Pratincola rubra (figured

by Arikns Kappers in his text book, 1921) Casuaris, Athene noctua,

Paleornis, Ciconia alba, reveals the fact that the same vascular

arrangement as described in Aptenjx holds for Aves in general.

But in Apteri/x the arrangement is displayed with the greatest

clearness.

It follows from the above discussion that the lamina medullaris

externa of birds is the line of separation of the neostriatum from

the palaeostriatum and that the point where this lamina reaches

the ventricle (e. g. fig. 6) represents the site of the jissin-a neo-

palaeostriatica. which is clearly seen if embryonic stages of the

chick's brain be studied, (cf. Arii^ins Kapp1';hs, 1922, p. 140).
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d. AhiI'Ins Kappers' Studies on the ontogeny of the corpus strialuni

of birds.

Ill a recent paper Ariëns Kappkhs (1922) reported tiie results of

Ills investigations upon the ontogenetic development of the different

parts of the striatum complex in liirds. He concludes that apait

from the archistriatum "at least two chief divisions of the striatum

may be distinguished: the palaeostriatuni, which is enlarged to a

p<ü(ieostriatuin aiupnentatniii (or meso-striatum) and which arises

entirely from the base of the brain in front of the recessus prae-

opticus, and the hyperstriatum of which the upper part arises

entirely from the mantle {hyperstriatum superius), while the uiider-

part {hyperstriatum inferius), arises from the mantle (laterally) as

well as from the base of the brain in front of the palaeostriatuni.

both parts of the hyperstriatum thus show the fact, that intra-

ventricular protrusions of striatal type may originate from the pallium

as well as from the base of the brain, as I already pointed out for

the primary epistriatum in bony (ishes, and as was pointed out by

Elliot Smith for the neostriatum of reptiles", (op. cit. p. 148).

The arrangement of the blood vessels in the adult bird's brain is

in accord with these results based upon ontogenetic studies. Moreover

the material employed demonstrates the fact that in the embryo the

lamina medullaris externa "is a place of predilection for blood

vessels", (op. cit. p. 146, cf. figs. 11, 12, 13).

e. Summary of the Fibre-Tracts of the Fore-Brain.

The following tracts have already been discussed.

1. Ventral forebrain bundle.

2. Olfacto-habenular tract.

3. Superior telencephalic commissure.

4. Pallial commissure.

5. Fronto-episti'iatic tract.

6. Interepistriatic commissure.

Three bundles connect the forebrain with the mesencephalon.

1. Tractus strio-mesencephalicus. This tract, which connects the

mesostriatum with ihe ?iuc/f».« .syJiVi/or/Ju'*- (fig. Xll), can be recognised

in its course through brain stern (flg. X).

2. Tractus occipito-mesencephalicus. The occipito-meseiicephalic

tract takes origin in the archistriatum and ends m i\\e nucleus spiri-

formis and neighbouring gray matter of the mesencephalon.

It enters the brain stem ventral lo the anterior commissure arching
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over llie strio-thalamic a.iu\ strio-meseiieephalic hmidles (Fig. X; of.

SCHR015DKR tig. 42, 47).

3. Tractus septo-nieseiicepha/icxs. This tiaot t'oriris a very conspic-

uous bundle in the kiwi. Arising from the cortex and septum (Fig. IX,

X, XI), it passes forwards to turn laterally in front of the tractus

thalamo-frontalis externus (Fig. VI). Trace dcandallj it occupies a super-

ficial position in the brain stem (Fig. VIII). In this situation it may be

traced as far as the tectum opticum (Fig. VIII, IX, X). The details of

its connexions with the nucleus of Ihe septo-mesencephalic tract,

with the tectum opticum, the ocnlomolor nucleus and the caudal

portion of the brain stem cannot be followed in Ihe sections.

Tracts of considerable size connect the corpus striatum and dience-

plialon as follows.

1. Tractus thalamo-frontalis externus. This bundle originates from

tlie nucleus rotundus {¥ig. WW, \X)oi ihe diencephalon. It proceeds to

the lateral part of the hy perst riatum forming a compact fibre Iract

in its passage through (he mesostrialiim (tig. VII— X).

The fibres help to constitute the lamina uiedullaris externa before

entering the hyperstriatum. The striated appearance of the hyper-

striatum is in great measure due to its infiltration by fibres of this

tract. It is pi'obable that a neurol)iotactic principle is here exempli-

fied. The presence of this afferent tract from the nucleus rotundus

of the thalamus would tend to determine the origin of the lateral

|)art of the hyperstriatum as an infolding of Ihe pallium into which

the tract originally poured (he impulses carried by it.

Commissural fibres accompany the tractus thalamo-frontalis externus

constituting the commis.sura supra-optica dorsalis. Though they are

not heavily myelinated, the decussation of these fibres is clearly

to be seen (Fig. VI). On each side the tract proceeds dorsally and

caudaliy to merge with the external thalamo-frontal (Fig. VII, VIU).

2. Tractus thalamo- frontalis medius. This is a second afferent

thalamo-striate tract situated medial to the external thalamo-frontal

Iract (Fig. IX). It arises from the nucleus dorsalis of the thalamus

(Fig. XI) which lies dorsal to the sulcus limitans of His. Passing

frontally and laterally the fibres of this tract mingle with those of

the external thalamo-frontal tract and proceed to the frontal and

occipital region of the hyperstriatum.

3. Tractus strio-thalamicus internus. The internal strio-thalamic

tract is the main efferent tract from the corpus striatum to the brain

stem. It can be recognised in the mesostriatum (Fig. VII) from which

it passes medially (Fig. VIII) to lake up a position medial to the afferent

tracts to the corpus striatum. Some of the fibres join the anterior
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commissure and cross to (lie otlier side i\^ \\ie fractiis stno-thalamicus

rrucialH.t hiterims (Fig. IX). Here liiey join the liomoiateral fibres of' tlie

opposite side [tractus strio-thalandcus rectus internus). The destination

of these fibres in birds, as shown by Edinger and Wallenbekg

(1899^ is the ventral thalamus and mid-brain.

/'. Hypophysis mid Epiphysis.

The hypophysis extending ventrally contains a funnel shaped

prolongation of tlie median ventricle (fig. 8).

The epiphysis thoiigli damaged is clearly recognisable in a series

of the sections.

IV. General suniniary.

The brain of the kiwi,, for tiiat of a bird, is remarkable for the

great development of its olfactory lobes. In contrast with this the

visnal connexions are mnch rednced. Externally the nsnal subdivision

of the avian cerebral hemisphere into pars viedia/is and i)ars

lateralis cannot be seen.

A study of sections sliows that the olfactory bnlbs and lobes

present a typical bnlbar formation. Tlie a7'ea praepirifonnis, the

nuclei of the septum, and the Area 28 of Rose are recognisable.

In accordance with the great development of the smell apparatus

the ventral forebrain bundle, the fronto-epistriatic tract, and the

olfacto habenular tracts are well developed. Accompanying the

olfacto-habenular tract is the commissnra telencephali superior which

is usually not seen in birds.

As is usual in birds the corpus striatum forms the major part of

the cerebral hemisphere. The natural subdivison of the striatum is

clearly revealed in the kiwi. The archistriatum (secondary epistriatum)

can be recognised by the fact that it receives the frontd-epislriatic tract

and is connected to its fellow of the opposite side by the inter-epistriatic

commissure which is a conspicuous constituent of the co7n7nissiira

anterior. The paleostriatum consists of the basal \\\\óe\\s,{palaeostriatnm

/>rimitiviim) and mesostriatum
(
pa Iaeostriatuin augvuntaium). The

mesoslriatum in separated from the hyperstriatum by the external

medullary lamina which extends from the ventricle medially lo the

ventral surface of the hemisphere, the line of separation here being

indicated by the fissvra ventralis. Vessels (hyperstriatal artery) enter

this groove and accompany the external medullary lamina. These

vessels are homologised with the lateral striate artery of reptiles

(Elliot Smith) and the daustral artery of man (Shei,lshear). Tiie
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fact that it deeply penetrates the lieinisphere to supply the lateral

pail of the iiyperstriataiii indicates that this slniclure is pallial in

origin, as this vessel represents a greatly hyperlrophied pallial vessel.

The basal nucleus and inesostriatnm are supplied by palaeostriatal

arteries indicating that together these masses form the palaeostriatum.

Tiiis is in accordance with the ontogenetic studies on the bird's

brain of Ariëns Kappkrs.

In this way the subdivision of the bird's brain may be linked

up with those of the re|>lile and so, from work already published,

homologised witli the constituents of the corpus striatum of mammals.

The |)alaeostriatiim of birds, represented by the palaeostriatum

priiiiidinn)!. and the jxihieoxtriatum auginentatuin , is homologous with

the globus pallidus of mammals. The hyperstriatnm corresponds to

the i)u(amen and caudate nucleus (neostriatum of Akiëns Kappers).

Though the hyperstriatum in most birds is divided by the lamina

mednlliiris hyjiei-Mriati into the liyperstrintuni siiperhis -dnd {he hi/per-

striatuin iii/erius the sections under review do not exhibit this sub-

division. Akiëns Kappers believes that the hi/perstriatiim inferms

corresponds with the putamen and caudate nucleus of mammals and

that a possibility exists that the lajperstiiaimn, super/iis repi'esenis

the claustrum which is also hypopallial in origin. The archislriatum

forms the hypopallial part of the nucleus amygdalae.

The forebrain acts upon the brain-stem by the ventral forebrain

bundle, and upon the ganglion habenulae by the olfaclo-habenular

tract. The sti'io-mesencephalic, occipilo-uiesencephalic, and septo-

mesencephalic tracts connect it with the mesencephalon. The corpus

striatum recreives the external and medial thalamofrontal tracts from

the nuclens rotmubis and «^/c'/é?'/.y f/crxrt//.; of the thalamus respectively.

Accompanying the external ihalamo-froiital tract is i he dorsal supra-

optic commissure. The etierent mechanism of the corpus striatum

consists of the direct and crossed internal strio-thalamic tracts which

terminate in the ventral thalamus and mid-brain.

LETTERING USED IN THE FIGURES.

A. prp. Area praepiriformis.

B. olf. Bulbus olfactorius.

C. t. s. Gommissura telencephali superior.

Gap. ex. Gapsula externa.

Cap. h. Gaput hyperstriati.

Cblm. Cerebellum.

Cer. H. Gerebral hemisphere.

Co. Cortex.
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Histology. — ''The histopatholoffy of Li/ssa in respect to the

propayation of the lys.iavirus". By Mistress E. Winkler-Junius

and J. A. LATUiMETEN. (From the Fsyoliiatrio Neurologic

Clinic at ütreciit). (Communicated by Prof. C. Winkleh).

(GommuDicated at the meeting of December 29, 1923).

Tlianks to the kindness of Professor dk Blieck and Dr. Winckei.

of the Veterenary University, we were in the opportunity of

examining the nervous system of some dogs and rabbits inoculated

with iyssavirus. The inoculationtirae of the different cases diverged

from seven weeks to three months. The animals were killed and

submitted to an autopsy as soon as the first symptoms of the illness

appeared. The (|uestions, which after histopathological examination

of the first case came to the front, diverged too much for our

limited material to answer them all. We restrained our investigation

therefore to one single question, a question that was given us by

the clinical and experimental facts concerning lyssa. The clinical

point of view, that the unknown virus of lyssa reaches the central

nervous system by the peripherical nerves is often defended by the

fact, that the duration of incubation is in direct proportion to the

distance of the entrance spot from the spinal cord or medulla

oblongata.

Ex|)eriinenlal researches have established this point of view and

proved that, the segment of the central uerxous system corresponding

to the inoculated limb, first becomes virulent, whilst from that

segment the virulence spreads proximally and distally through the

nervous system (Schafper).

According to ui Vestea and Zagari, the Iyssavirus does not

propagate along the sheats of the ner\e, but chooses the nerve-

substance itself as a medium for its growth, viz. after inoculation

with Iyssavirus in the nervus ischiadicus the propagation of the

virus is stopped, if directly after inoculation a more central part

of this nerve is sectioned and cauterized.

However there remains a divergence of o[)inion on these points,

in detail discussed in the Handbucli von Koi.ii', und Wassehmann

by Professor Jos. Koch. This author himself holds llie opinion that

54
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llie lyssavii'iis readies the central nei'voiis system along the nerves

as well as along tlie blood- or iynnphvessels.

For the spreading of the virus along the nerves pleads;

1"' the experiments of di Vkstka and Zagahi

'2'"^ the experiments of Schaffer

3''' that the blood has never been virulent

[„Fast alle Forscher sind der Meinung dasz das Virus im Biute

nicht vorhanden ist" Koch, Band VIII, Koi,i,k, und Wasskrmann,

pag. 835].

4''' that subdural inoculation of blood from animals affected with

lyssa never causes the lyssadisease.

Against the propagation of the lyssavirus along the nerves pleads -.

1*' the ex|)eriments of Roux and Marik by which is proved that

only intradural and intracerebral inoculation ot lyssavirns gives

100°, positive results, whilst endoneural injeftion remains uncertain.

The fact that the saliva of animals inoculated with lyssavirns is

most times virulent, would also plead against the propagation exclu-

sively along the nerves, if there were not the experiments of

Bkrtoreli.i. This author proved that one sided section of the nerves

innerxating the salivarv glands, shortly before an subdural injection

with lyssavirus prevents the infection o( the saliva at the operated

side. Moreover the fact that the saliva becomes viiulenl in the latter

part of the incubation, when the centi-al nervous system is already

infected, makes it possible that from the medulla oblongata along

Nervus facialis and Nervus trigeminus the infection of the salivary

glands takes place.

We especially intended to see how far the histopathology of

lyssa agreed with the clinical and experimental facts mentioned

above. So

:

first : „lokether peripheric nerves have altered ami whether these

alterations may prove in farotir of a propayation along the nerve.

secondly ; hoiv far a similar propagation of the lyssavirns persists

in the central nervous system and

thirdly: irhether the nervous path to the salivary glands has altered

in such a way that these neiues may be considered as the medium

through which the virus reached the glands.

To answer these questions and to make the histopathological

examination at the same lime as complete as possible we subdued

our material to different taxation and staining in a way as gives

the annexed scheme. (See Table following page).

As soon as in the cornu Ainmonis A^ey/v'bodies were found and

besides the clinical fact there was also a histopathological [iroof,
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Fixation.
Staining and purpose of

the method.
Part of the nervous systeem.

I. Alcohol 96 %.

II. Sublimate trichloretic

acid.

III. Alcohol 96 0/0 +
ammonia.

IV. Formaline 10
o,,,.

V. Flemming's fluid.

VI. Orth-Müller.

VII Cobaltnitrate.

Toluidin cellstaining

NEGRibodies (Lenz)

Neuroglia staining
FlEANDT.

Neurofibrils RamonyCajal

BiELSCHOwsKY neurofibril

method. Cajal's neuro-
glia method, fat staining

Alzheimer's method for

the myelin sheaths

DoiNiKow's nervesheaths
method

Da Fang method for Golgi
apparatus

Cornu Ammonis, med. spi-

nalis, cerebellum, brain-
stem, cortex cerebri

Cornu Ammonis, tela,

gyrus centralis

med. spin, cortex, stem

cortex, med. spinalis, cere-

bellum

cortex, med. sp., med.
oblongata, peripheric
nerves, brainstem, cere-

bellum

med. spinalis, peripheric

nerves.

Corlex cerebri

iljMt tlie animal had .succiiml)e(l liy Ivssa, iJie iiei'\es iimeivatiiig

tiie inoculated lindi were examined on alferalion.

Fig. 1 siiow8 that (lie nerve everywhere has lipoid liimp.s. Allliougli

^
^

Fig. I.

Degeneration of the lumbal nerve

at the inoculated side.

Fig. II.

Babes' Knötchen in the spinal

ganglion of Ihe inoculated side.

54*
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the degeneration of the nerve was not equally divided through the

whole breadth of the nerve, there was sufficient proof that the nerve

had l)eeii submitted directly or indirectly to a noxious iutlueuce.

Therefore it was necessary to pursue the exaniiuatiou up to the

spinal ganglion. It then apfieared that the whole proximal part of

the nerve was degenerated and the nervefibres in the spiualganglion

as well were swollen and rich in lipoid lumps.

The iiervecells in the ganglion had altered and were surrounded

by phagocytes. Here and there „Babes Kuötciien" (an accumulation

of small cells in the midst of which were lying some skeletons of

nervecells) were visible. (Fig. 11).

Pursuing the radices up to the medulla, we got nearly the same

image of a degenerated iiei-ve as was shown to us by the more

peripherical parts of the nei've. The swollen cylindre axis is l^'iiig

in a hollow tube from which the myelin has totally (lisap|ieared

(Fig. III). This degeneration of the roots could be follo\\ed into

the white matter of the medulla spinalis, allliougli between the

degenerated tubes there were always fibres (piite noiinally built.

The uei'vecells in the segment of the metlulla coi-iesponding with

the examined nerve had partly lost their N/ss/ lumps, partly were

they recognizable only by a pale nucleus, surrounded by a mass

of small gliacells (Fig. IV) JS^ttgribodiefi were not found here.

Fig. III.

Lumbal root of the inoculated

side with degeneration and

loss of the myelin sheatlis.

Fig. IV.

Neuronophagy.

Microscopical slices impregnated with silver showed that the

intracellular fibrils either had disappeared or had doited together

to big threads {Golgi alterations lig. V).

Just as it was found in the s|)inal ganglion the degenerated cells

lay scattered among quite luirmal cells, so that the examination
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with a sliglil inagnificalion at first gave the impression that the

ceilgroiips had hardly suffered any loss.

Transversal sections uf the adjacent

proximal part of the medulla showed the

following histopathulogical changes. All

the nei\etibres of the lateral columns of

the inoculated side are destroyed, the ante-

rior columns as well as the posterior

columns are partly destroyed, which de-

struction is continuous with tlie group

of degenerated fibres of the healthy side.

Pursuing the medulla spinalis proxi-

inally, if appears that mainly both the

lateral columns have a fatty degeneration

of their myelin but the posterior and

anterior columns too have some destroyed

fibres

To value the alternations of the blood-

vessels in the peripheric lumbar nerves

and in the medulla spinalis was extremely

difficult. Prepared as we were by the

description in literature to find large in-

filtrations round the vessels and in the

tissue, to find hyalin lumps in the walls

of the bloodvessels, we were disappointed,

when searching for these clianges.

The bloodvessels in our slices showed

a growing of their endothel and were

studded with blood corpuscles, we found

little haemorrhages in the peripheric nerve

and somewhere round the vessels. The

blood corpuscles however showed no trace

of fatty degeneration, the haemorrhages

GoLGi alteration in a nervecell proved to be of very recent date. So,

of tfie medulla spinalis. although the alterations of the blood-

vessels were in accordance with the result of other authors, as

far as the degree of these alterations was coiu-erned, it was impossible

for us to place them above the changes of the nervecells and nerve-

fibres. The serious degeneration of the myelin sheaths, the loss of

the intracellular fibrils in the cells made it very probable that these

changes had preceded the very recent infiltrations round the vessels.

Toluidin |)reparations of the lower part of the medulla oblongata,

Fig- V.
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Fig. VI.

Degeneration of myelin sljeaths.

wiieie the miolei Nei\ i XII, Nervi XI and Neivi X are to be found,

offered a similar aspect of tlie state of tiieir ceils as is given b^ us

for llie cells of the medulla spinalis. In this part of the nervous

system iVf?</j'( bodies in the nervecoils were found. Plate I, Pig. J.

Tlie more proximal |)arl of the mednlla oblongata, the brainstem,

the cerebellnni and some parts of the braincortex were submitted

to different methods.

In all those parts we found degenerated ravelin sheaths and c^lindre-

axes. The degeneration often consists in a iiimefaction of the myelin-

shealh and a loss of myelin, whilst the c.ylindreaxis is preserved

lying in the middle of the hollow tube.

Fig. VI. No growing of iienrogliacells

along the destroyed sheaths was to be

seen. Changes of iiervecells of those parts

were of different degiee. The nuclei often

had the nio>l intensive changes. They

partly had lost llieii iiieinhrnne, were pale

and swollen with only a single nucleolus

stained red with eosine. Some times the

nnclens was diffuse stained, and scarcely

any sli'uciine was to be seen.

Silverproparations showed a granulation of the intracellularfihiils,

.some limes alterations as described by (Jolgi, the clotting together

of the fibrils were present. The impregnation of the extracellular

fibrils was some limes very coarse just as it is to be found in

Ai.zheimk.h's disease. This argentuphily of the tissue roiiinl the filn-ils

is perhaps lo be explained by the presence of a large (juaniity of

demolition products, reducing the silver nitrate.

The Piirkiiije cells in the cerebellum had lost their Nissl lumps

and their intracelUdar fibrils, and were often only recognizable by

a partly deslroyetl nucleus in the neighbourhood of which .Vt'gri-

bodies were lying. Plate. I, fig. 2.

The cells of the cornii Aiiruionis were the principal seat of the

yegri bodies, but our preparations gave no proof of these bodies,

being generally found in relatively healthy parts. In cells which

had scarcely undergone any change, as well as in (!ells totally

destroyed, these .^Ve(//7 bodies were present. For instance there was

a lack of ,V^<;(7bodies in the cells of the medulla spinalis; in the

brainstem and in the medulla oblongata, however we found a large

number of these bodies although the medulla spinalis as well as

the brainstem and medidla oblongata were the .seat of serious altera-

tions of the nervecells and nervefibres
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Benedek and Posche in their iiioiiograpliy as well as Fkan(;esco

ÜI Felice in iiis pii|)er dispute the parasitic nature of the A'e(//7bodies

and liotli these authoi's are fonxinced tliai fVagmenls of the nucleus

oF the ner\ecell take pact in the forniatiun of" these A^effrihodiei^.

Touciiino' our matei-ial in this question we could slate that often

Negriboiiies were lying next to a quite normallj built nucietis, on

the other hand we found through the whole ner\()us s^ysteui changes

of the nuclei, that pleaded foi' ihe opinion of both authors. So we

found coarsely granidated nuclei, some of which granules entering

into the cytoplasma (Fig. VII). The Lenzniethoö, for the staining

of .Vtf^/-ibodies too demonstrated big granules in the nucleus assuming

the same stain as the N^fffvi-

bodies do, whereas in normal

biains we did not find such

granules. Sometimes the whole

nucleus had assumed a diffuse

red stain (with Lenz method)

as if the different gi-annles were

dissolved.

It was not our intention to

enter deeply into the question

concerning the nature of the

N^egribodies; curiosity however

stimulated us, when we treated

our slices of the cornu Amvionis,

rich in Negrihoè\e%, with nucle-

ase, in order to see whether these corpuscles as well as the nuclei

could be destroyed.

Dr. VAN Hekwkkdkn was so kind as to teach us how to arrange

these experiments. The result was as shows Plate 1, fig. Ill that

only skeletons of the nucleus were visible aftei' the experiment, but

that Ihe AVf/r/bodies had obstinately resisted the resolving power

of Ihe nuclease. They had kept the same form and stain as the

iVf^c/bodies which were ireated with boiled nuclease that had lost

its destructive power. Plate 1, Fig. IV.

But these negative results do not exclude thai the iVg(/?7'bodies

are built tVoin material of the nucleus, especially by oxyphile ele-

ments, which aie not destroyed by the nmdease. Oui- experiments

only pleaded for the fact that the chroniatine elements of the nuclei

|)robabIy do m(M take part in the formation of these bodies.

As we had al our disposal section as well as fixation of our

malerial. we succeeded in (he impregnating of the Goi,(ii apparatus

Fig. VII.

Granules from the nucleus entering tlie

cytoplasm.
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of tiie iiervecelis and as rhaiiges of tliis apparatus in pathological

cases are seldom described, we tliink il justified to demonstrate them

in this essay, although the significance of this apparatus and its

changes is not at all known and has apparently nothing to do with

the questions we treat of in this essay.

Wilder Pknfiei.u in his paper "Alterations of the Golgi apparatus

in nervecells" writes: "The Golgi apparatus presents normally in

the great majority of cases a complete attenuated reticulum with

many varicosities or lacunae. . . The strucluie is confined to the

cytoplasma never encroaching on (he nucleus oi' the periphery of

the cells. . . . The whole structure appears rarely in one half of the

cytoplasma only. It may be liy|)ertrophied or meagre but under

normal conditions the general |)atlern is sur/trisi.7i(j/i/ consUint ') for

each type of cells Fig. VIII shows the apparatus in nervecells of

normal brains.

According to Ca.iai, the reticulum .should be more resistant to

pathological agents than are the neurofibrils.

'^^:'j^

^'^
*v.

/

Fig. VIII.

GoLGiapparatiis in normal cells.

Penfield divides the reaction of the a|)paratus in the nervecells

after sectioning the nerves into three stages.

J"^ Displacement of the unbroken apparatus to the periphery of

ihe cell and away from the axonehillock retispersion.

2'"' Dissolution of the reticulum retisolutlon.

3''^ Reconstruction.

1) The italics are ours.
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lil the eases of Ivssa the iiiosi conspicnoiis ehaiige of the Golgi-

apparaliis was the retispersion as shows fig. IX. Round the iiiiclens

Fig. IX

RetispersioH and stretching of the Golgi apparatus.

the apparatus has disappeared. The second constant change was the

stretching of the apparatus. Instead of tlie small curvations as seen

in normal cells, the meshes of the changed reticulum are bordered

by stretched threads. Perhaps this stretching is due to the retispersion

viz. to the fact, that the apparatus has to occupy a larger sphere

round the nucleus than \\\ normal cells.

Changes of the neuroglia were only of a slight degree.

Round the changed or destroyed nervecells the number of neuro-

gliacells had augmented, annoboid gliacells were scarcely found along

the degenerated nervefibres. There was a total lack of ueui'ogliatibres.

Resuming the changes of the diftereni eleuients described above,

we get in the first place.

l"' Changes of the nerve fibres.

Serious degeneration of nervesheaths, swollen cylindre-axes in the
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peripheric liiiubar nerve of tlif inoculated side, in the lateral columns

of the inednlla spinalis and everywhere scattered among normal

fihres in pai'ls (d tlio cerel>elluin hiainsteni and cerebrnm.

2"'' Cli.itnties of nervece//.t.

(I. Destrnclion more or less of the nucleus

/). Dissolntion of iViWI nm ps

c. Grrannlating of nervetibrils

(/. Goi.ui alterations of the intracellnlarfibrils

fi. Presence of A'f^yriltodies

/'. Retispersion and stretching of the Golgi apparatus

fj.
Babes' Knölchen mainly in (he ganglion spinalis

3'^' Changes o/' the bloodvessels.

a. Vessels studded with cellular elements

b. Small infiltrations round the vessels of haematogenous elements

c. Growing heie and theie (d" the «ndothelcells

4^*^ Changes of the nearoglin. Very slight.

Trying to answer onr fii'st and second question with these facts

it IS obvious, llial of all the changes those of the nervefilir'es, especially

of the myelinshealhs are the most cons|Mcuous.

As to the degeneration of the |)eiipheric nei've it is certaiidy not

a Wai.i^hik degeneration for:

1'''. the cylindie-axis ure much less destroyed than are their

myelinsheaths.

2'"'. there is s^ai'cely any i-eaction from the side of the cells of

Schwann.

As to the degeneration of ilie libres in the medulla spinalis there

is no question of a system degeneration. The destroyed myelinsheaths

and swollen cylindre-axes can not be pursued up to their nerve-

cells, viz. in the neighbourhood of the ditTerent cellgroups, in the

medulla scarcely any destiuction o\' fibres is to be found. So the

destroyed myelin can be explained only by a direct influem-e of

the virus.

Admitting that the lyssavirus propagates along the lymph or blood-

vessels and the virus itself or its toxines entering the nerve on

ditfereni spots destroys the myelin, than the qnestu)n arises why

precisely the nerve of the inoculated muscles has degenerated in its

whole length without any interruption whilst other peripheric nerves

either have a degeneration of their roots and the most central part

of the postganglionic part or ha\ e no degeneration at all.

Admitting therefoie that the virus from the inoculated spot reaches

the cential nervous .system, it does not in the least exclude thai

along the vessels as well the virus is Iransported. In the meiiulhi
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spinalis the destroyed fibres are maiuly lying in the peripheric pai't

of' holli llie lateral coliinins, but they are nol enliieiy lacking in

tiie peripheric /.ones of the dorsal and ventral columns. As to the

(iegeneration of the riglil (inocnhUed) side of the medulla, the sup-

position lies at hand thai the virus as soon as it has reached the

spinal chord by the anterior or posterior rools, takes the most

peripheric lying luyelinsheatlis as a medium for its growth. But tlien

it has to be explained that tiieie is scaicely any difference between

bolh Ihe lateral columns and even in a transversal section of the

lumbal medulla, it is difficiill f.o see which side is the inocidated side.

Howevei-, this histopathological fact fully agrees with the experi-

ments of Roti.x, which leach ns, that the \irus dire(!tly after its

arrival in Ihe medulla infects Ihe opposite side, so thai Ihe peripheric

nerve of this not iiiociilaled side becomes vindeni, before the proximal

and distal parts of the mediUla are infected. Supposing, the nenro-

giiareticnlum, in which meshes the nervefibres are i^'ing, undertakes

the transport of the virus, Iheii it is nol explained why the more

centrally lying myelinsheaths have not altered. Our opinion in this

(pieslion is, that probably the liquor cerebrospinalis surrounding the

medulla as well as the anterior and poslerioi' rools undertakes also

the iraiis|)orl. (The experiments of Daniel Konkat)! recently proved

the viridence of Ihe liquor cerebro-spinalis, a fad that hither'to was

denied in literature).

The answer to the third queslion, whether the virus reaches the

salivary gland by growing along the atf'eient or efferent nerves,

required a complete examination of a larger pail of Ihe brainstem

of Nervus facialis with chorda tympani, and (d' the ganglion Gasseri

with Nervus trigeininiis, especially its ramus lingualis. Annexed

scheme demouslrating the innervation of

the salivary gland of rabbits and dogs

sliows what nerves were submitled lo

exannnalion.

The biainsleni, (ixaled in Fi.t'.M.MiNGs

fluid was sectioned in a series of trans-

\ersal slices in order to slain them with

Fuchsin Lichtgriin.

Fig. X representing a section through

the brainstem and the rools of N. V. shows

the degenerated fibres especially in the

|)oitio minor, (hough also the [lorlio major has swollen or deslroyed

fibres.

Schemr of the examinated

parts of N. V. and V. Vli.
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The iiervei-ells in this section and throuf>h the whole brainstem

have more or lews ciianged and many .W//r/i)odies are found iiere.

Pursuing the roots up to (he ganglion Gdsseri partij the fibres iiave

degenerated thougli by fjir not the greater part. Ijongitiidinai sections

through the third branch of this <;anglioii consisting of N niandibu-

laris with N lingualis show a serious degeneration especially of the

N. lingualis. Also the cells of the ganglion otuMun and the fibres

Fig. X.

Section through the roots of N.V. Degeneration of tlie

portio minor- and portio major N.V.

passing that ganglion show a serious degeneration. Fig. XI. Pursuing

tlie N lingualis up to the salivary gland we saw this nerve degene-

rated along its whole length (Fig. XII). So there is no doubt that

the nervous jiath connecting the central ner\'ons system with the

salivary gland is more or le.ss destroyed.

A section through the brainstem and the roots of N facialis shows

a degeneration of the facialis roots, though of a slight degree and

more or less of the vestibularis roots. Also the pai-t of the corpus

trapezoides lying between both roots is partly destroyed, so that it

seems that especially liie laleial peripheric pait of the l)rainstem
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has been influenced by tlie virus (Fig. XIII). A nioie distal section

of N facialis and its brancii the chorda tynipani proves, that both

these nerves have degenerated, so that the second nervous path too,

connecting the braiiisleni with the salivary ffland prove to be degene-

rated. As to the cellular elements c-ouiiecled with both these pathes

we found in the ganglion (Tiissei'i as well as in the ganglion oticuni

serious alterations of nerveoells. We did iu)t succeed in getting suf-

ficient slices of the ganglion geniculi.

Fig. XI.

Degenerated lingualis fibres

passing the ganglion oticum.

Fig. XII.

Nervus lingualis entering the glandula

sublingualis.

On the other hand the N abducens, the more distal part of the

N. mandibularis, N. ophtalmicus. and N. maxillaris proved to contain

for the greater part normal fibres as well as nerves more proximally

entering or leaving the brain e.g. the N. opticus and N. oculomo-

torius had no changes at all.

Resuming we found the brainstem seriously changed, the altera-

tions of the uervecells with their .W_(/r/bodies, the destroyed myelin-

sheaths especially in the peripheric lateral parts of the stem, proved

that this part of the central nervous system had fjeeii strongly

influenced by the noxious virus.

Pursuing the different roots leaving the brainstem we found both

roots of' the N. trigeminus degenerated especially the portio minor.

The facialis roots also showed some degenerated fibres, but in a

far less degree than the roots of the N. trigeminus. Of the branches

of the ganglion Gdsserl, the N. lingualis was the most destroyed nerve.
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Tins result was of .some importance in coiiiieclioii witli the qneslioii,

whether the lyssavirns chooses tiie nervous i)ath to reach the

salivary glaixl.

Suppose we did not (ind any def^tMieration in (he nerves, inner-

vating the salivary gland in casii the N. lingiialis with the tiltre.s

Fig. Xlll.

Degeneration of the roots of N vestibularis and N facialis.

of the chorda lympani, it would be evident that the virus had nol

reached tlie gland along the nerves, because the histopathology of

Ij'ssa gave sufKicient proof that the virus has a noxious influence

especially- on the nervefibres and its mjelinsheaths.

However as the nervefibi'es, connecting the nervous system with

the salivary gland have indeed changed and these changes seem to

be of older date than the changes of the side of the bloodvessels,

it is most probable that these changes of the fibres are directly

brought about by the lyssavirus.

Therefore the histopatholoyical chanc/es of the brainstem and the
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nerves innerratiut/ the salivuri/ yhind make it most jird/ut/i/e tli<tt the

Iqssavirnx reaches the salivary plnnd along the nervous path.

The histopathology of lijssa r'nlljl agrees mlth the e.iperiiuental

results tenchrnq \st that only in the second part of the incubation the

saliva liec.oines virulent, 27ul that the virulence of the central nervous

si/steut /irecedes that of the salivary gland, (expev'wnents of Bertorelli).

As to tlie otiier side of tlie question wlieliier tlie nervous path is

cliosen eavlusivelg by llie \inis, we think Ihe most detailed hislo-

pathoiogj of the lyssa brain incompetent to solve this problem.
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DESCRIPTION OE PLATES.

Plate 1.

Eig. I. Negri bodies in the nervecells of the medulla oblongata. Lenz staining.

Eig. II. Negri bodies in the Pukkinje cells.

Eig. 111. Negri bodies having resisted the influence of nuclease; Neurogliacells

having lost the greater part of their nuclei surrounding the nervecells.

Eig. IV. Negri bodies in slices treated with boiled nuclease.



Physics. — "Magnetic Researches. W\^\. Measurements of Magnetic

Fernieabi/itie.^ of Clirommm Chloride and Gadolinhnn Sulphate

(It the Boiling Point of Liquid Hydrogen in Altermiting Fields

of Frequency 369,000 ijer Second." Bv G. Brkit, National

Re.seairli Fellow, U.S.A., and H. Kamerlingh Onnes. (Comniu-

iiicatioii N'. 168c from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden.)

(Communicated at the meeting of December 29, 1923).

§ I. fntroduction. It has l)een suggested hy Ehrenfest') tlial at

very low temperatures paramagnetic substances may show pheno-

mena of hysteresis. The experiments reported on in this communi-

cation weie made in order to see whether this efllecl is present at

reasonably high frequencies. The quantities measured wei'e magnetic

susceptibilities. The measurements were made on samples previously

used in steady (ield determinations to as to enable a direct compa-

rison. The measurements made do not give one sufficient confidence

to claim great numerical accuracy of the results. However, tiiey

seem to indicate definitely that the order of magnitude of the sus-

ceptibilities for steady and alternating fields is the same. The nume-

rical values obtained for both salts are smaller than the values

obtained in direct fields and the apparent consistency of trial measure-

ment given below suggests that this discrepancy may be not due

to experimental error.

§ 2. Methods and Apparatus. The method was similar to that

described by Beltz'). Two electron tube circuit.s (Ni'. 1, Nr. 2)

were set up to generate sustained oscillations of high frequency.

The frequencies of the two were adjusted so as to be nearly

integral multiples of each other. A two stage audio frequency

amplifier was coupled loosely to both. The audible beats produced

in the amplifier were made to give beats with an audible note

produced by a third electron tube circuit, say Nr. 3. The para-

magnetic sample was put into the inductance of circuit Nr. 1.

The cryogenic apparatus surrounding the .sample was placed inside

the same coil. The coil was shielded on its inside by means of

tinfoil. The tinfoil was cut into 8 segments so as to allow the

magnetic field to pass to the inside of the shield. The cryogenic

') P. Ehrenfest, these Proc. 23, p. 989; Leiden Coram. Suppl. N". 446.

') Phil. Mag. 44 (1922) p. 479.
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apparatus consisted of two non-silvered vacuum glasses — the out-

side being used for air and the inside for iiydrogen in the usual

manner. Fig. 1 shows the shielded box B into which ' circuit Nr. J

was put. C is the top of the inductance coil shield, L is the lid of

the box, P is the packing. Under the hood circuits Nr. 2 and Nr. 3

Fig. 1.

are arranged as shown. The amplifier A is on the table to the

right. The small condenser K (used at a place where it has

313 [m f capacity) is connected in series with a larger fixed con-

denser (capacity 2847 nnf) between the filament and grid of

circuit Nr. 2. The rod R 270 cms. long controls the motion of A',

being attached to a screw adjustment S. Adjusting S changes the

frequency of circuit Nr. 2 by small amounts. On fig. 2 a view

is given of the inside of the box B, the shield of the coil 6'

and its windings W being plainly visible. The shield segments

are connected by the wire D and when the lid is lowered tiie

wire D is connected to the box shield by a short wire and a clip.

The windings of the coil IF are supported by a piece of glass

tubing to which they are well fastened with paraffine. The upper

part of the shield is made of pasteboard tubing thoroughly boiled

in paraffine and hardened by several coats of shellac. The filament

and plate batteries are also shown on this picture. The filament

rheostat which is shown on the right wall has been short circuited

in the final measurements so as to eliminate fluctuations in the

56
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Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.
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filament current. Fig. 3 sliows ciirnits Nr. 2. Nr. 3 and the ain|ilifier

in more detail. 6" is the inductance of Nr. 2. The valves used have

been Mullard or Philips receiving valves. The circuit connections

in Nr. 1 and Nr. 2 have heen those of the usual Harti,ky circuit a tap

off at the middle of the coil leading to the filament and the extre-

mities going to the grid and plate batter3- terminals. A condenser

was connected across the coil terminals. All the parts of circuit Nr. 1

were thoroughly shielded. The coupling to the amplifier A was
accomplished by a wire entering the box B through a hole on the

side opposite to that shown Fig. 1. This wire was connected to the

input of A either directly or through a transformer. The input

terminal of A was also coupled by a wire to circuit Nr. 2. The loose

end of this wire was stretched in over a rope towards circuit Nr. 2.

Circuit Nr. 3 was controlled by a pulley arrangement allowing one to

turn its condenser plates without introducing capacity due to the

observer's body. The observer was situated at the outstanding corner

of B in Fig. 1. The telephones were used on the observer's

head. The coupling in this ap|)aratus was sutïiciently loose to make
the capacity effect through the phones negligible foi- the small

motions of the observer's body during the measurement. The liquid

air in the vacuum glass inside C produced sufficient cooling of it

to cause unsteadiness. It thus was necessarj' to have a rapid metiiod

of measurement.

For this purpose a system Q (Fig. J) was attached to the rod

sliding through P. (2 consists of a horizontal metal rod carrying

three collars. The central one is attached to a vertical guide passing

through a collar almost directly above P. The motion of this guide

can be controlled l)y the lever shown. The collar on the right is

connected to P by a vertical rod and the collar on the left carries

a glass rod from the lower end of which is suspended a glass tube

by means of a thread. The metal rod passing through P ended well

inside the tube of Geiman silver supporting 7-" and was thus shielded

from the action of the magneti<' field of C. To the lower end of

that rod a glass tul)e was fixed with sealing wax and this tube

supported the |)aramagnetic specimen. The paramagnetic specimen

and the suspended tube could be thus moved in and out of C'

simultaneously. Inside the glass tube a single or several copper

wires were put and these were selected in sucii a way as to make

the number of beats per second in the upper and lower positions

the .same. The combination was recorded and a subsetpient caliliration

determined the magnitude of the effect. The range of motion was

fixed by permanent stops on the sliding rods. This was necessary

55*
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Ijecaiise balance in tlie end |)08ition.s was found not to mean alwaj'S

a balance in tlie inteiinediate ones.

^ 3. Preliminary Tests.

a. Necessity of shield /or coil. Tiie fact that tlie coil had to be

shielded on the inside was ascertained by first trying the anangement

without the shield. A glass bottle lowered inside the coil by a

thread produced an appreciable effect on the beats. This effect was

absent when the inside of the coil was covered with thin tinfoil

strips.

I). Bi'uiliiig of box lid. Many blank tests have been made to see

whether the strains in the lid due to the up and down motion of

the rod system Q affected the beats. No such effect was observed.

c. fnteraction between circuits has been observed to be generally

very small. Thus by adjusting the beat frequency between Nr. 1 and

Nr. 2 to a low value like 100 no tendency of pulling ,into one has

been noted. Putting a paramagnetic sample in and then out again

under these circumstances did not alter the beat frequency noticeably.

The beat frequency employed in the measurements was of the order

of 5UÜ or 1000 per second and the interaction must have been slill

smaller. A further test of this was made by first compensating a

sample by changing K, say with set Nr. 1 going at a higher frequency

than Nr. 2 ; then Nr. 2 was set to the higher frequency and the

measurement repeated. The following table gives the results of the

changes of the scale .S'.
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effect of 2N was balanced liv means of K, 13.4 scale <li\isioiis were

necessary while Nr. 8 took — J4.2 scale divisions. The resi<1nal effect

of the combined action was estimated at —0.5. The eciiiaiion

14.2 = 13.4-1-0.5 is satisfied to about 2 7..

e. Ejf'f.ct of hnigth of ixinonagtietic sample. To lest this four iron

wires of different lengths were cut from one piece. They had lengths

:

6.73 cm., 7.80 cm., 10.00 cm. Two glass tubes were fastened to

the tube of CrCI, in the warm condition. Tests with these were

uiade on May 12 and on July 13, 1922. In the first set of tests

the paramagnetic action of the iron wires used in one of the tubes

at the axis was balanced by the diauuignetic action of suitably

chosen combinations of copper wires put into the suspended tube

and besides a coppei' wire was put into the othei- tube at the axis

so as to take up the bulk of the |)ai'anuignetic action of the iron

wire. The measurements were then repealed with the ii'on wires

turned upside down. No difference of using one end up railier than

the other was found thus showing that the iron wires are homo-

geneous. Both sets of measurements agreed in showing that the

effects of the wires having lengths 7.80 cm. and 8.80 cm. are nearly

equal and slightly greater than the effects of wires having lengllis

6.73 cm., 10.00 cm. The effect of the wire having JO cm. length

was only slightly smaller than the maximum. The copper and iron

wires used at the axis were made to change places and the ob.ser-

vations were confirmed the effect of the interchange being very

small. On July 13 further confirmation of the observed effect of

length was obtained the effect of the iron wires being this lime

compensated by changes in K. The number of scale divisions of S
required for compensation was tor the same wires in increasing

order of length 18.4, 22,6, 22.5, 21.1.

The reason for the decrease in the paramagnetic effect at 10 cm.

is not clear. The increase in the region of 7 cm.— 8 cm. must be

due to the simple increase in the length in a fairly homogeneous

99 fi 7 80
field because —— =rl.l7 while —::r^ = 1.16. It may be that the

18.4 b./o

shield causes a peculiar distribution of magnetic field resulting in

the upper portion of the 10 cm. wire being in a stronger field in

the "up" position than in the "down".

ƒ. Effect of criterion of comjtensatioii. When the beat frequency of

circuits Nr. 1 and Nr. 2 becomes nearly equal to the fiequency of Nr. 3,

it becomes at times difficult to distinguish them. Also in theory one

cannot deny a possible action of Nr. 3 on the combined system Nr. 1

and Nr. 2 and thus an effect on their beat frequency, if these effects
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are preseiir, one slioulii expect the resiill of iiiakiiig settings by

adjusting beats to zero and by adjusting beats to a fixed number to

be different. The resnits however indicate tiiat this efïect is alisent.

Thus J 3.2 and 13.1 are I lie readings obtained on the scale aS' by

the two methods.

_(/. CaVihrdtion. Since all the ciianges in the frequency are very small

the change in the frequency is very nearly proportional to the

change in capacity or to the change in inductance that causes it.

Therefoie changes in A' necessary to compensate for two different

changes in inductance are proportional to these changes. If one

change in iiuiiH-lance is known or if its meaning a.s a susceptibility

is known the other is derived by multiplication into the ratio of

the two settings of K. This is the principle of the calibration em-

ployed. The calibration divides itself into the following parts:

a. To produce a change in inductance which has a direct inter-

pretation as a susceptibility.

For this purpose two glass tubes were attached to the paramag-

netic sample at opposite sides of a diameter — while the sample

was in the warm condition. Copper wires accurately drawn and

measured could be inserted into these Tiie length of the wires was

nearly equal to the length of the column of paramagnetic substance

employed. Roughly the wires may be said to exclude the high fre-

quency magnetic field from their interior. To a first approximalion

1
they are therefore equivalent to a material of .susceptibility .

If the positive effect of a paramagnetic sample is equal to the effect

of a wire of a certain size, its susceptibility must be then equal to

— times the ratio of the volume of the wire to the volume of the
4jï

substance. Since the field is not quite excliuied from the interior of

the wire, its diamaguetic action is not quite as large as we have

just supposed but a correction for this may be applied. Taking the

field to be a homogeneous one along the axis of the wire the

correction factor is — f^i ii {q) -\- i where

2 ber q bei' q — ber' q bei q

ber^ q -\- bei'' q

where q = 1/ «, ber and bei are the Kelvin functions, and

ft, <T, « are respectively the permeability, resistivity, and radius of

tu

the wire used at the frequency —

.
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r>. Now ilie iiarainagiietic SRin|ile was lialiinced against wires put

not ill its immediate iieigliborliood Init at the shield. A correction

factor must be applied for this. The factor was determined exjieri-

mentallv h} lialanciiig tiie etfect of the same wire by A', first at

the tubes attached to the paramagnetic sample and second in the

suspended tube used in tiie compensation of the paramagnetic salt.

The ratio of the readings on <S' gave (he correction factor. The

determinations of the correction factor vary somewhat and a con-

siderable part of the experimental uncertainty is due to this.

c. Finally a determination had to be made of the ratios of the

changes in K which had to be made in order to (••ompensale the

change in inductance produced by the combination of wires which

compensated the paramagnetic sample and the changes produced by

the standard accurately drawn wires.

^ 4. Results for ankydrons Chroiniiiiii Chloride at the boi/i7i_q

point of hijdrogen.

At a frequency of 3.69 X 10' tlie sample of chromium chloride

was balanced by a combination of wires the etfect of wiiich was

soon afterwards compared with the effect of one of the standard

wires (2A^). The ratio of the ert'ects of the combination of wires

6.0
to the effect of 2iV as measured by /\ was -—

. The correction
b.o

factor due to the inhomogeneity of the field as measured on 2^^^

was -^
. Finally the correction for the length (the sample of chiominm

4.6

1 8 3
chloride was larger than 2N) was ——-. (This was determined from

Z -1 .0

the results on iron wires cited above). The resultant correction is

6.0 6.3 18.3
^'"'" 0^4:6 2U> = ^-^'-

Again at the frequency 3.69 10° the wire IN has a ^ = 9.01

and hence 1 — ^{ (</) r= 0.841. Thus the volume susceptibility of the

wire is x := — — = — 0.0669. Now the radii of the wire and of
4 -T

the sample were 0.705 mm. and 3.5 mm. respectively. Hence the

A)705Y
volume susceptibility of the sample is x ^ 1.11 ;< i I X

X 0.06692 = 0.00305. The weight of chromium chloride was 3.192

3.192
grams and its length 9.7 cm. ; the density is

—

^ „ „ —0.85
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and the specific susceptibility / = 0.0036. The value obtained in

direct fields, according to unpublished results of Dr. H. R. Woltji<;h

is 0.0048 'j.

^ 5. Results for Gadolinium Sulphate at the boiling poi7itof hydrogen.

At tiie same frequency of 3.69 X 10'^ the gadolinium sulphate

was balanced against a different combination of wires which when
compared with 2 N had an effect smaller than 2 iV^ in the ratio

1.48
The length of the sample was 8.74 cm. and the corresponding

10.1

18.3
correction -^r^r-i^r- The weight of the sample is 2.897 grams. The

specific susceptibility is hence x = ^f*0051. The value obtained at

the same temperature for the same sample in a steady field was

0.0010 '). Measurements on manganic and nickel sulphate have

been also made and gave results of the same order of magnitude

as those for steady fields.

^ 6. Conclusions and Discussion.

A. Tiie order of magnitude of the susceptibility is unchanged if

tlie frequency is increased to 3.69 X 10'.

B. The results seem to indicate that the susceptibility is smaller

than for direct fields. The values obtained in alternating fields for

CrClj and Gd sulphate are 0.75 ') and 0.51 *] respectively of what

') This value is obtained by the method of weighing a rod of the material in

an inhomogeneous magnetic field (Kameblingh Onnes and Perrier, these Proc. 16,

p. 689, Leiden Gomra. N". 139fl). However, the susceptibility seems to depend on

the field strength, decreasing with increasing magnetic force. The value given

relates to a field ranging from 4500 gauss at the top of the rod to 220 gauss at

the bottom. The hmit for very weak magnetic fields may be about 20%, higher

(as found by extrapolating the susceptibility-magnetic force curves), so the ratio

0.75, given in § 6B for the susceptibilities in alternating and direct fields, may be

too large.

') Kameblingh Onnes and Oosterhuis, these Proc. 15, p. 322, Leiden Comm. N**. 129?;,

§ 6. However, it has to be pointed out, that it was not sure the sample was

really at the temperature of the bath, as it appeared afterwards, that in the

experiments of Kamerlingh Onnes and Oostkrhuis it took some 4 hours before

the susceptibility had taken a definite value, probably owing to lag in the tempe-

rature equilibrium. Even in order to avoid this difficulty and to ensure a better

temperature equilibrium of the powder and the bath, the tubes for the magnetic

investigations were later on not evacuated but filled with a small quantity of non

condensing gases (hydrogen or helium). The value 0.00051 obtained with the

present lube is probably too low.

') See note § 4.

*) See note § 5.
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they are in direct fields. However, il would be preposterous to con-

clude that the susceplibilitv is actually decreased bj the amount

found. Fnrtliei' work will be necessary for that. The choice of the

place of the suspended tube was rather unfortunate. It was situated

rather close to one of the slits in the linfoil. Even though capacity

effects appear to be absent this is dangerous because the magnetic

field in the neighborhood of the slit is not homogeneous. It is pos-

sible that the divergence between the \alues for alternating and direct

fields is due to insufficient caution in the manipulation of the sus-

pended tube and a slight displacement of il during the experiment.

This would hardlj' explain, however, the similarity ') of the results

for the two substances investigated.

The writers wish to express their sincere thanks to Dr. H. R.

WoLTJKK for help in comparing the results with those in steady

fields and for makiiig unpublished results of his measurements

available.

1) Especially, if the value 0.75 is too high and 0.51 too low (see notes §§ 4 and 5,

this similarity is perhaps not onlv qualitative, but also more or less quantitative.



Mathematics. — "On a non-si/)nineh-icnl afjine field theory." Bj

Prof. J. A. Schouten. (Coniiinuiicated by Prof. H. A. JjOHEntz.)

(üommunicated at the meeting of October 27, 1923).

1. Introduction. In liis last publications') Einstein has given a

tlieofj of gravitation wliicli only depends on a symmetrical linear

pseudo-parallel displacement ("affine Uebertragung") and a principle

of variation. From tlie equations, that result in this case, we see

that the electromagnetic field only depends on the curl of the electric

current vector, so thai the difficulty arises that the electromagnetic

field cannot exist in a place with vanishing current density.

In the following pages will he shown that this difficulty disappears

when the more general supposition is made thai the original dis-

|)lac,ement is not necessarily symmetrical.

The equations which define such a displacement are

V« V = -— + r;„ t)

Oaf

in which the parameters P'xf, (with an accent to distinguish them

from the F,'., of a symmetrical displacement) are not symmetrical

in X, II.

Einstein') has defended the use of symmetrical parameters with

the remark that in the non symmetrical case not only

but also

r r „J M)„

O.Vf

can be regarded as the covariant differential quotient (Erweiterung)

1) Berliner Sitzungsberichte 1923 p. 32—38, 76—77, 137—140.

=) L.c. p. 33.
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of a covariant vector, and thus llie unambigiioiis chaiacler of this

qiiolient would vanisli. But when tlie second expression is used the

transvection v' rvy of two vectors ;;' and /(;, is no more an in\ ariant

with a pseudo-parallel displacement, so that the differential quotient

of the first formula occupies a well defineil preferied position.

We will not consider the most general case, but the seini-sym-

metricdl case in which the alternating part of the parameters has

the form

V, (r'l, - r';>) = v,(6', a; - 6V A]) ; Ai=\l'''"~^^
\0,v ^ X,

in which -S'; is a general covariant vector')- It will he shown that

already with this simplified supposition the above mentioned difiiculty

can be made to disappear.

About the specinl fonu of the world function -p, nothing will be

supposed, so that the resulting expressions are quite general.

2. l)i;ductioH of the fiehl equations. The /)^. ofa semi-symmetrical

displacement can always be divided into a symmetrical and an

antisymmetrical part:

(1) r'L = . ilu + S[; ^,1] : y/I,„ = ./;> ').

Be R'm/ the curvature quantity belonging to r'y^-.

... a Ö '„ d '.J
'„ ', '., 'y

Raiij.' the curvature quantity formed in the same way with the

parameters yl;^, R',,^ the quantity obtained from R,.,uV' by con-

tracting, o)= 1':

o ^'^ o 'at 'a( '/ 'a 'x

d.v/' dx"

and R*a) the quantity obtained in the same way from Rtai', then

we can easily deduce the relation

1) That the differences r."_^—PJ^ always are the components of a quantity of

the third rank may be supposed as known. Gf. the author's paper in Math.

Zeitschrifl 13 (1922), p. 56—81, Nachtrag 15 (1922) p. 168.

•) In this paper the symbol 'V- w,^ means 'jlt'^M-^ — r ^
tü.).
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(4) ^;> = «;^-' {g-^) f V.(-l)(^-^^5.)-V.(n-l).,S„=

in wliich V* is Ihe oovariaiit differential operator belonging to J)ft.

We suppose tlmt the determinant /?' = R' does not vanish. Hence

there exists an inverse quantity /'":

(5) R r = J— ; r ff „, =: r 7?',^ — A, .

When Fu) and <tj,, are the antisynimetrical and the symmetrical

part of Rf,,

:

(6) F'u. = /?'-„,] ; G'^i = K'f^.) ')

and when the word function fy =^ H^^— R (scalar density) is a

still unknown function of Gy, and F.j,, we then have the variation

equation :

( 7) rf /
.ip dr = /»'/' dR'f,, dT= 0'),

in which

(8a) r'"' = v"" V—R = iff'"' + /"") V ~R'

When we substitute into (7) the value of i4), we get for n = 4

(9, =ƒ>"" ''^|^R;>-77(^-| -
i')+

2rf(^^ - ^'" « )^V,^(5>S.)
j

.

an equation that, R,,, being independent of .S, , is equivalent with

the two equations

(10) dA:^\-A':{^*ii t/'^-P^/'') + v./" -p. /''-'/, S«Ó=

(1 1) d s.
I
v.: ƒ^^- p,.f' - V, (V,:

«''•"- p, ."^- V, s. ^''^ 1=0,

*) In this paper i;,. m>^, means '/^ <", ^''u
+ "„ ^•)-

') We use the variation symbol d in place of J to prevent confusion \vith the

symbol J of the covariant differentiation.
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ill vvhicli P) is a vector depending on Ra> and /•' " in tlie following

way:

(12)

Since Jj^ is symmetrical in Aji, we get from (10):

(1)

and from (11]

{II) ^fij — F.j t — 7, (V,. r —PyT )
— 7, 6a <7 = 0.

For Vjjf
'^— Pfif''^ we introduce the notation i'' . It is easily

shown that

(13) t = v^/ — Pyf = —--
\/—R' d xf

From (/) follows by contracting, u=z\i:

,iy
(U) v; f' - P, g'^ = - i' - S, g'

When this value is substituted into (/), we get

(15) V ug — Pu g =: — /, ^a Ï — Aa, g b^ + 7, *« jf
.

In the supposition that also the determinant
| ^''-"l

does not vanish

this equation can be simplified by the introduction of the tensor

(16) 9 =
.

. 9 '9=19
1

as fundamental tensor and the vector

(17)

Then, because of

(18)

—— t
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tlie equation (15) passes into:

(11,) V* /•"-'/, /" a,, V. /' = - '/, a': i^ - A': S''+ V. 5. g".

Traiisvection of this equation with (/^^ gives:

(20) -
<?,iv V. g^' = - V, 2. + 5 S.,

so (hat we get the resulting equation :

(21) v:<7

and

'/, A^ i + '/, i« (/
'
— /!,' \S ~ Su g

[1/1) V ^ = /i ^^ ' + /. 'x {J — 2 Sc g ,

in wliich V 's 'he ditterential operator belonging to F;^.

From (21) we deduce:

(22) J- „= r^^
j

- V. 9'f^
i'^ + V. ^I i,- + '/. 4 i' - 7, ^> Sv - '/.A S,

.

so tliat, witli regard lo (1):

(23) rv= '-1 S'/.u I -f Ve -^' '," + '/. ^y *' — ^> ^Z'-

Siibslituling (22) into (3), we obtain:

(24) R'u, = Ka, + 7, (Vttj - V* i.) f 7, V »' - ', .( V,« -S,- V* 5,u) -

-•/, V^ «, + •/. ^&,

in wliicli K,y is tiie contracted curvature quantity IQu',' belonging

to the fundamental tensor </;„. By substifuliiig (24) into (4) we obtain

the field equations:

UV)
R\ux
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We now return to the equation (II) obtained from the variation

principle. With regard to (13), (14) and (17) this equation leads to

(26) i^ = 0.

Since i' has the character of a current vector, it is not allowed

to consider variations of the alternntinij part of V-,'^, when we wish

to keep the current vector in the equations. In regions where only

an electromagnetic field exists and no current, the variation principle

remains valid without any restriction.

Tiie expressions {IV) and (25) onl)- dift'er from those of Einstein

by the terms in S,, hence an electromagnetic field is also possible

in places with vanishing current vector /'. There the vector S,

behaves as a potential vector.

We can further make the following important remarks:

1. In the tield equations {IV) Sx does not contribute to ihe sym-

metrical part of R'f,j

.

2. When there is no current the displacement is by (///) co7i-

formal, the fundamental tensor being diminished with 2(U''Sxg^''

when the pseudoparallel displacement is cLv

.

3. When there is no current and no potential (23) passes into

the ordinary equation of the gravitational tield, in the same way

as Einstein's equation.

3. The potentialvector Sy. It is remarkable that here the potential

vector S) occurs as unambiguously determinated, not as a vector to

which an arbitrary gradient vector may be added. This difficulty

disappeai's when we make the supposition that the parameters which

define the displacement are not the same for covariant and for

contravariant vectors') and thus no longer adopt the invariance of

transvection. It is namely possible to alter covariant parameters

independently of the transformation of the original variables by

changing the measure^) of the covariant vectors. This change of

measure

1) For these displacements cf. tlie above mentioned paper in Math. Zeitschrift 13.

') This change ot measure has nothing to do witli an introduction of a ds.
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(27) T 'wj. =1 wt

ill which T is an arbitrary function, leaves the parameters of ttie

contravariant displacement unaltered, while the covariani parameters,

which we will also further denote with r',I, will be transformed

in the following way :

B „ d la T ^

(28) •r\.= r'y_. '^Ax.

Such a change of measure cannot be applied in the same easy

wa}' to contravariant vectors, the new components t— i
f/j-' being in

general no more exact differentials. In this case we would be obliged

to consider space-time as a system of non-exact differentials, and it

would no more be possible to re|)resent a point by four finite co-

ordinates. This case has doubtlessly but little attraction so long as

there are other possibilities.

When we wish lu "loose" the vector 6,, in the above mentioned

sense, we have only to consider the r',1, as the parameters of the

covariani displacement and to define the r/^, the parameters of the

contravariani displacement, in the following way :

(29) n,„= r'l^ + s^ A] =!,[*! — V, ii'.'^
«' + 7. ^I v + V. K^ '>-

We then have obtained that /V/. is independent of 6'; and thai,

when covariani measure is changed, Sx is transformed in the

following way :

d la T
(30) 'S^ =s,.+ ^.

OXa

It is very remarkable that by (23) F' ,',j has just a form that

leads to the desired transformation of the potential vector. If f.i.

nl contained a term with SjA'a, it would not be possible to

obtain an equation of the form (30).

Representing the covariant differential operator determined by

rlfj. and iS'fj. by V, (HI) is clianged into :

\lll
C.9' = — '/, Aa, I + '/, l« ^

Va ff)^ = — V. <)'='/- *' — Vi ."«> i" + Vi 'x 9'!' — 2 Sa gxu

The tensor (7;„ is a quantity variable with transformation of co-

variant measure, for its components do not change, while the
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fomponents of a genuine quantity of second order obtain (lie

factor T~'^. Wlien the current vanishes, this quantitj has the same

character as the variable fnndanienta! tensor of Wkyi/s theory, and

—2 S'x behaves as the vector whicii Weyl calls
(f.^.

4. On the hiu) of conservation of energy and momentum. The law

of conservation of energy and monientiim in gravitation llieoi'y is

a coiise(|nence of the identity of Hianchi. The form of this identity

is known for non-symmetrical displacements and for displacements

with non-invariant transvection '). Hence it mnst be possible to

deduce, starling with this identity, an equation that can be considered

as an analogon of the equation that expresses (he law of energy

and momentum. This possibility exists already before any supposition

is made relating (o the special form of Hamilton's function.

1) Cf. Math. Zeitschrift 1923, 17, p. Ill— 115; R. VVeitzenböck, Invarianlentheorie

(NooRDHOFF, Giüiiingen 1923), p. 857.
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